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it was inappropriate to build it, and it would also be 

inappropriat巳 to demolish it 

Deng Xiaoping on Mao's Mausoleum 1 





Introduction: Socialism Isn't 

We intend to tell you what socialism is. But 且rst we must tell you 

what it is not - and our views on this matter were once very dif

ferent from what they are at present. Here, then, is what socialism 

IS not. 

. a society where ten people live in one room - a state that 

possesses colonies - a state that produces superb jet planes and 

lousy shoes - one isolated countr只 a group of underdeveloped 

countries - a state that employs nationalist slogans - a state 

which currently exists - a stat巳 where city maps are state secrets -

a state wh巳re history is in the service of politics . . . 

That was the first part. But now listen attentivel只 for 1 will tell 

you what socialism is. Well, socialism is a really wonderful thing. 

Leszek Ko/akowski, 'What is Socialis111?' (I956)1 

COMMUNISTS OF HAMPSHIRE 

For sev巳ral decades , my g1'andparents we1'e membe1's of the Communist 

Pa1' ty of Great Britain. I'm not now going to regale you with stories about 

thei1' st1'ange habits and political delusions, 0 1' denounce their decision 

from the lofty heights of hindsight. I'm not going to retrospecti飞rely tell 

them 0旺. Instead, I'm going to desc1'ibe where they lived, and what this 

said about them and what they belie飞red. Fo1' the last thirty 0 1' so yea1's of 

thei1' lives they lived in a small semidetached early-twentieth-century 

house in Bishopstoke, a subu1'b not fa1' from the Eastleigh Railway Wo1'ks , 
on the outski1'ts of Southampton. From the outside the house was nonde

sc1'ipt; it was what was il1side that made this noticeably diffe1'ent from any 
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INTRODUCTION: SOCIALIS如1 ISN'T 

other of these houses for railway clerks. A framed print of 5alisbury 

Cathedral was on the living-room wall , as were several paintings of north

ern rural scenes. A polished wood and glass cabinet displayed hardback 

sets of Bernard 5haw, 5helley, Dickens, and a complete bound set of the 

CPGB's Labour Monthly from 1945 to 工951. The books on the other 
shelves were divided between children's books, books on ornithology, and 

political books - The Socialist Sixth of the World, New China: Friend or 

Foe? , the Marxist literary critic and 5panish Civil War martyr Christo

pher Caudwell, the 5talinist and biologist J. B. 5. Haldane - which all 

seemed to end in 1956, not, 1 think, because of the suppression of the 

Hungarian Revolution or the 5ecret 5peech in which Khrushchev revealed 

(some of) the crimes of 5talin, but because that was the year they had 

their fìrst child, at which point they dropped out of active communist 

politics. 

You probably wouldn't have noticed any of this if you were to visit, but 

you would defìnitely have noticed the huge plate glass window at the edge 

of the living room, giving a complete view of the garden. They would 

usually sit here and watch for birds. The garden itself had been trans

formed from a small suburban patch into something more wild. A green 

path ran between two dense thickets of tall, br咕ht plants, with paths 

running through them and a bench placed somewhere unexpected in the 

middle; at the end of it was a shed, which we were discouraged from vis

iting, as Grandad used this as a quiet place, away from children and their 

din. Here, heaps of compost and tangles of wisteria gave way almost 

imperceptibly to an overgrown alleyw町; which led to a churchyard and a 

huge, slate-grey Victorian church, whose clang you could hear from inside 

the living room. These, I'm afraid , are the people 1 think of when 1 think 

of communists, and for most of my life, this entirely private place they 

created was the most extensive 1 had experienced that had been made, 
created, tended, by communists. 

50 I've often wondered, in the last few years, what they would have 

made of certain other spaces that had been created by communists, in 

those countries where they were the unquestioned ruling power rather 

than a small party that was a tiny minority just about everywhere outside 

of 50uth Wales and Central 5cotland (both so far away from 50uthamp

ton they 111ight as well have been abroad). 1 wondered what they would 

have made of Sdkinè, on the outskirts of 飞lilnius ， Lithuania, where grey 
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COMMUNISTS OF HAMPSHIRE 

prefabricated towers with balconies at unlikely angles are cantilevered 

over vast, usually empty public spaces. Would they have liked it? Had they 

lived there, would they have tried to make gardens in those in-between 

spaces? Would they have been impressed by the technology and the extent 

of the amenities? 1 wondered what they would think of MDM , the centre

piece of rebuilt Warsaw, where absolutely immense neo-Renaissance 

blocks are decorated with giant reliefs of musclebound workers. Ther巳

was no imagery like that in their books or on their walls. Would they have 

identi且ed with it? Would it have made them feel powerful, or would they 

have felt as if power was aiming to intimidate and crush them? What 

飞凡10uld they have made of the Moscow Metro, with its staggeringly opu

lent gilded halls? Would they have considered all this grandiose display 

something that was best for a distant, rec巳ntly feudal country, or would 

they have wanted the same at home? They never visited the communist

ruled states of Europe and Asia, so 1 don't know, and 1 nev巳r got the 

chance to ask. They would almost certainly have found the homes there 

worse than a semi on the outskirts of Eastleigh, but would they have CO I1-

trasted them favourably, at least, to the places they came from - to the 

slums of Portsmouth, or rural Northumbria, respectively? I'm 口ot sure, 
but of all the commu l1ist-built places 1 have see l1 in the last few years, 1 
can only think of a handful where 1 ca l1 be absolutely sure they would 

have found something to their satisfaction - the old towns of Warsaw, 
GdaÍlsk, and St Petersburg, which were meticulously reconstructed after 

the war. 1 suspect they'd have preferred them to the starker lines of rebuilt 

Southampton or Portsmouth, but they might have reflected on the fact 

that these were mere replicas of cities from a pre-revolutionary past, not 

visions of the future. 

For the last fÌve years 1 have been visiting these places. It was not by 

choice, at fÌrst; 1 began doing so because 1 began a romantic relationship 

with a woman who lived in Warsaw, a city levelled during the war, and 

because of that a capital city whose built fabric is, probably more than 

any other in the European Union, almost entirely a product of the Soviet 

era. We explored that city together, and found things in it that neither of 

us expected. And from there, the two of us found we could get trains with 

the greatest of ease to Berlin, Prague, Budapest, Vilnius, Kie飞 Moscow

and elsewhere, throughout the region that was once called the ‘ socialist 

camp'. To someone brought up in a family of committed Marxists in an 
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INTRODUCTION: SOCIALISι1 ISN'T 

environment formed by post-war Western social democracy and then by 

triumphant and triumphalist neoliberal capitalism, this was a parallel 

world , where a version of the marginal ideology 1 had grown up sur

rounded by had taken power and had remade space in its own interests. 

For her, it was a journ巳y around places which she had usually slotted away 

at the back of her mind as dark, disturbing,‘Eastern'; to get on a train 

westwards to Berlin, Prague or even Paris was one thing; to go east, to 

Kiev and Moscow, quite another. Neither of us found what we were 

expecting; partly because we well knew we were not the 且rst to make 

these journeys. 

COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY TOURISM 

There is a large and mostly disreputab1e history of those from Western 

Europe going East to see what they want to see and finding it. In the 

I920S, and especially in the I930s, sundry now-ridiculed communists, 
Fabians, pacifists and the merely curious visited the USSR , most of them 

returning from their heavi1y choreographed, meticu10usly prepared trips 

to proclaim: ‘I've seen the future and it works!' The West German poet 

and thinker Hans Magnus Enzensberger, who had travelled in the Eastern 

B1oc, the USSR and Cuba and married a Russian writer, called them 

tourists of the revolution, a very specific type - bourgeois writers in 

search of ‘concrete utopias'. 'No one who returns from a sojourn in 

socia1ism is a genuine part of the process he tries to describe. . . no propa

ganda action, no wa1k through the cane 且elds and schoo1s, factories and 

mines, not to mention a few moments at the 1ectern and a quick hand

shake with the 1eader of the revo1ution, can deceive about the fact' - but 

those writers who were aware of this were prone to upset their hosts. 

They were met with the delegacja , a system of tightly p1anned itineraries, 
which still prevails in North Korea. Yet he recommended that the Western 

1eft travel to the ‘East' nortetheless, but in so doing bear in mind what the 

delegacja wouldn't be showing them, and to take the e旺ort much more 

serious1y. Most of the ‘ tourists' cou1dn't speak Russian , Polish or Czech 

(or, 1ater, Mandarin or Vietnamese - perhaps the internationa1 1eft's 

10nger-running 10ve affair with Cuba partly comes from the relative ease 

of 1earning Spanish) , and they were reliant on the pre-provided contacts. 
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COUNTER-REVOLUTl ONARY TOURISM 

This meant that their accounts were, by their very nature , supe1'ficial- to 

give an ext1'eme example, George Bernard Shaw saw lots of food and 

well-fed people so assumed that the Western news stories of famine must 

have been mere propaganda. 2 By the time Enzensbe1'ger was w1'iting in the 

1960s, tourists of the revolution had long since forsaken Eastern and Cen

tral Europe in o1'der to partalιe of more exotic, non-European 1'evolutions. 

What was starting to happen, especially after the tanks wer巳 sent in to 

crush ‘socialism with a human face' in Czechoslovakia in 1968 , was a 

newer thing that could b巳 called the tourism of civil society. This time, 
rather than going to meet worke1's and look at the building of dams, Met

ros and collective dining facilities , the Westerners were off to meet 

dissident novelists, to ponder man's folly, to flagellate th巳mselves for their 

foolishness , and to fall back in love with liberal democ1'acy, adultery and, 
eventually, capitalism.3 Most recently, the tourism has been directed 

towa1'ds the relics of the USSR and its satellites, to half-ironically admi1'巳

the edifices left by a civilization which it is hard to imagine died as recently 

as twenty-且ve years ago , where the fo 1'mer Bloc becomes what Agata 

Pyzik calls a ‘ toxic Disneyland' , whose remnants are documented by aes

thetic ‘scavengers'.4lt's this last form - tourism of the counte1'-revolution, 
maybe - which is closest to what this book will be unde1'taking; although 

the motivations he1'e are at least slightly different. 

One of the most common ways of dis l11issing ‘com l11unis l11' is to point 

to its monolithic modern architecture, and one of the most common ways 

of dis l11issing modern architecture is to point to its association with 

Soviet communism. In the UK , for instance, blocks commissioned by no 

one more radical than a constituency Labour Pa1'ty a1'e habitually 

described as 'Soviet' if they are repetitious and use reinforced concrete. 

Meanwhile, as the historian Norman Davies recently put it, in the USSR 

b巳autiful historic cities like Tallinn were su1'rounded by what are now 

‘museums to the mistreatment of the proletariat'; and it is probably these 

blocks, seen on the way from the airport en route to a holiday in Prague, 
Kraków or Riga, that people mean when they talk about ‘commieblocks' . 

Nothing is seen to discredit the entire project of building a non-capitalist 

collective society more than those featureless monoliths stretching fo 1' 

miles in every direction, and their contrast with the irregular and pictur

esque centres bequeathed by f，巳udal burghers or the g1'and classical 

prospects of the bourgeois cit予 This ， it is implied, is what people were 
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INTRODUCTION: SOCIALISM ISN'T 

fleeing from when they pulled down th巳 Berlin Wall; the implication when 

the 巳xample is applied to the other side of the Iron Curtain is that there 

was something a little totalitarian about the mass housing of social dem

ocrac只 or perhaps about any attempt at planning and modernity: the 

‘'Architecture of Stalinism' , as the right-wing architectural historian David 

Watkin called it. 

Except, and here is where the story gets complicated, these ‘ totalitar

ian' spaces with their endless blocks on blocks we1'en't the a1'chitectu1'e of 

Stalinism at al l.S A1'chitecture in the Soviet Union (and , late1', its Central/ 

Eastern European client states) followed a strange zigzag over the course 

of its existence. After I9I7 , for around fìfteen yea1's Modernist a1'chitec

ture was dominant , eithe1' in the dynamic fo 1'ms of Const1'uctivism 01' in 

block-like public housing set in parkland (as, indeed, it was in social 

democ1'atic Berlin , P1'ague and to a d巳g1'ee Wa1'saw). From the early I930S 

until the mid-I950S , a reaction set in whose 1'ationale sounds, to the 

untrained ear, 1'emarI王ably simila1' to that advanced in the I970S and I980s 

on the othe1' side of the Cu1'tain. Modernism was inhuman , technoc1'atic , 

tedious , 1'epetitious , const1'icting; instead the appeal was to t1'adition , his

to1'Y, ornament , hie1'archy, beauty - the city as a composition , not as 

1'epetition. Du1'ing that pe1'iod of 1'eaction , modern a1'chitects we1'e often 

pe1'secuted if they didn't follow the new line.6 P1'actically the fì1'st thing 

Nilcita Kh1'ushchev did on succeeding Stalin was cancel this new eclectic 

a1'chitecture , which in a later era would be called ‘ Postmodern' , favou1'ing 

instead a 1'eturn to functional mass housing , afte1' a per臼d that built 0伍ce

blocks as palaces while most worke1's lived a family to a 1'oom in con

ve1'ted ‘ kommunalkas'. Churned out in massive amounts , p1'efab1'icated 

by specialized factories, these new blocks accommodated the huge popu

lation inc1'eases caused by a late industrial revolution , and st1'etched for 

miles around every majo1' ‘ socialist' ci叩 In the most autho1'itarian coun

tries, the I980s saw the clock go backwards again … in the late Brezhnev 

years in the USSR , in the last d1'egs of East Germany and in the maniacal 

projects of Ceau号巳scu's Romania , classical details and t1'aditional st1'eets 

made an unexpected 1'eturn. The a1'chitecture that accompanied the very 

worst of Stalinism was almost always a matte1' of columns , ma1'ble , o1'na

ment , va 1'iet民 and a pa1'adoxical emb1'ace of the histo1'ical city that often 
entailed destroying its ‘1'eal' built fab1'ic. 

This isn't interesting solely as a question of architectural histo1'iog-
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COUNTER卢 REVOLUTIONARY TOURISM 

raphy, a way of wielding a version of Godwin's law against people who 

don't like modern buildings. What is pe1'haps worth doing now, with 

those 1'egimes twenty岳阳 yea1's dead , is assessing and explo1'ing thei1' 

most obvious legacy, and what will soon, as those who lived through them 

begin to age and depart, be thei1' only easily explorable legacy outside of 

the museums, libra 1'ies and archives - their buildings. What so1't of cities 

did the communists build, what sort of buildings did they expect people 

to live in , what places to work in ，飞，yhat places to meet , what did they do 

that was diffe1'ent from the capitalist norm, compa1'ed either with the age 

of social democracy 01' with the neolibe1'al e1'a of the last thirty years? 

Was (is) there something in it that suggests ways of building cities outside 

of capitalism? It is a question worth asking, as a seemingly endless eco

nomic c1'isis reveals eve1' mo1'e ragingly the insanity of a world system 

geared la1'gely towards maximizing profit for a small group of people, 
seemingly impervious to any protest or reform. The same appeared to be 

obvious in the 1930s, when a 且nancial crisis 1'esulted in fascism and world 

war, during which my grandparents and many people like them joined a 

Communist Party. The conventional wisdom, and frankly most of the 

historical evidence, is that they failed wholly and utterly in their attempt 

to build a better alternative, especially by comparison with the attempt to 

tame capitalism that dominated Western Europe from the 1950S to the 

1980s. However, they left rather a lot behind in the process, and there a1'e 

perhaps few better ways to judge a (new) society than by walking through 

its architecture. 

Conventional wisdom would also once have argued that a book on com

munist architecture was a risible idea，且t only for the parodic world of 

Boring Postcards and Crap TOW I1S; yet recent years have seen something of 

a flurry of coffee table books on the subject. From the careful, scholarly 

documenting of the pre-Stalinist years in Richard Pare's The Lost Van

gua时， to the melodramatic Brezhnev/Gorbache\吨ra ， late-socialist schlock 

of Frédéric Chaubin's CCCP: Cosmic Communist Constructions Photo

graphed, to individual volumes on Stalin's neo-Byzantine skyscrapers 

(Gabriele Basilico's Vertiginous Moscow) , Slovakia (Hertha Hurnaus's 

Eastmodern) , Bulgaria (Nikola Mihov's Forget Your Past) , or Yugoslavia 

(Armin Linke's Socialist Architecture: The Vanishing Act) , or the attempt 

to catalogue the whole 1'egion in Roman Bezjak's Socialist Modernism 

(photographically probably the best of the bunch) , photographers have 
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INTRODUCTION: SOCIALISM ISN'T 

1ed the way; in art, too, the likes of J ane and Louise Wi1son, Nico1as 
Grospierre or Cyprien Gaillard cou1d all be found creating works on these 

stark, b1eak and bare mono1ithic 1andscapes. Most of them are mute, 
b1an1dy presenting the ruins, devoid of much in the way of context or his

tory, let a10ne po1itics. What they do is present the fascinating relics of a 

vanished civi1ization, which just happens to be at the same time an actua1 

civilization where hundreds of millions of peop1e live and work … as Agata 

Pyzik recently put it,‘ the former U55R is not an a1ien terrain and obso1ete 

eco1og予 It's popu1ated by ordinary p巳op1e ， whose 1ives were thorough1y 

scattered and jeopardized by both the collapse of the communist 巳conomy

and the introduction of capitalism. Western intellectua1s can behav巳 1ike it 

was a p1ayground for their a1ternative tourism, and perhaps there's noth

ing objectionab1e in this per se - but even the most intellectually va1uab1e 

of those pr叫ects can seem eith巳r exp10itative or miss the importance of 

context.' 

At the same time, as Pyzik a1so notes, there has been a revived interest 

in Bo1shevism as po1itics, which comes curious1y from phi1osophers more 

often than historians. According to voguish philosophers - A1ain Badiou, 
Jodi Dean, 51avoj 2:i呈ek ， among others - after thirty years of continuous 

defeat, the 1eft needs to 100k again at Lenin and his party for pointers as 

to actually winning their battles, and think about what it might actually 

mean to go on from there to taking power and trying to construct actua1 

a1ternatives. Yet th巳y often seem to stop there, as if pointing out the very 

fact of a formerly margina1 group of intellectua1s and factory activists 

taking power nearly a century ago was enough, and what they did next is 

of 1esser importance. 50 these two sides, the aesthet巳s and the phi1oso

phers, have 1ittle to do with each other, and it wou1dn't necessarily be 

better if they did, as the 1eft a1ready has more than its shar巳 of both. 丁hey

do point to something hugely important by reminding us of the fact that 

revo1utionary change both in po1itics and in the city is possib1e. But at this 

point, the bodycounters come in, carrying their B1ack Books, to remind 

you that any such attempt is a direct route to the Gu1ag. If you're a 

Marxist - 1et a10ne a Leninist - you have, inevitab1y, to answer this 
quest lOn. 

At this point, 1 will put my cards on the tab1e. Authors who are obvi

ous1y fascinated with communism often have a tendency to disavow it, 
and even more so those who are fascinated by its aesthetics; something 
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which is also true of those fascinated by other unpleasant regimes. Why, 
they aslc, when enjoying looking at the buildings of Alexey 5hchusev (or 

for that matter Albert 5peer) do we worry that we might be suspected of 

being 5talinists (or Nazis) when nobody assumes that enthusiasts for the 

classical architecture of Athens, Rome or Washington DC are also enthu

siasts for the slave societies that built it? That amoral neutrality is a 

position sometimes genuinely held/ but more often it serves to more or 

less ineptly mask a real conviction, which usualiy reveals itself inadvert

entl予8 1 will try to avoid this by being as honest as possible about the 

political convictions lying behind this book, and what 1 thinlc about the 

state(s) that constructed these buildings. This does not, incidentally, mean 

that the remarlαon architecture are completely determined by those con

victions; appalling regimes do someti l11es C0 l111111SSlOn architectural 

l11asterpieces, sY l11pathetic regi l11es have been known to construct the 

shoddiest dross. Franco's 5pain built a lot of interesting architecture. 50 

before 1 go any further, 1 ought to l11ake clear what 1 think the 50viet 

Union and its el11pire was, and how this related to what they built. This is 

a book about power, and what power does in cities. What was that power? 

BUILDING SOCIALI5M , 
50CIALIST BUILDINGS 

Landscapes of Communism centres on the products of a very peculiar 

society, one whose el11ergence, status and collapse are still in certain 

respects unresolved and unexplained. As it is written fro l11 a cO l11l11unist 

perspective - at least in the sense in which the word was used in The Com

munist Manifesto 一 it is necessary that 1 say exactly what 1 think 

‘cO l11munis l11' was, and what effect that had on the environ l11ent CO I11I11U

nists l11ade. Regardless of the banal Cold War cO l11l11onplace that the 

Soviet experience was directly the result of the thought of Karl Marx and 

Friedrich Engels - the notion that as soon as private property is abolished 

a big scary state will ‘ inevitabl，户 step into the resultant vaCUU I11 - it is clear 

that 50viet societies ve巳red greatly fro l11 what was predicted by the 

(extre l11ely few) Marxist writings that suggested what the post-capitalist 

society would be like: that is, a ‘free association of producers' , del11ocratic, 
libertarian and open. 
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Marx's and Engels' writings on cities and urban space were sparse 

indeed , but the first decree of the 'Bolsh巳vik government would have 

major implicatiDns for both. Land nationalization was practically the 

曲st thing instituted upon the Octob巳r Revolution. Whether it resulted in 

‘socialism' or despotism , it meant the possibility of a new spaciousness, 
a completeness, the treatment of any given site as a potentially blank 

slate, and the possibility that town plans could be completed without the 

obstruction of any p 1'ivate interests. However, the urba l1 space that was 

now 。因cially communally owned was an unexpected one. The second 

professedly socialist state - the 且rst， which fitted the plan much more, was 

the short-lived Paris Commune of I87工- occupied the space of the Rus

sian Empire, proverbially the most ‘backward' of the great powe1's. Marx 

and Engels had envisaged that socialist revolutio l1s were most possible, or 

most desirable, in Britain, France al1d Germany, even in the United States, 
where an eCO l1omy of abunda l1ce rather than sca1'city could be redistrib

uted.9 When a revolutionary situation emerged in I905 in the Russian 

Empire, with a huge wave of strikes and the setting up of ‘Soviets' (work

ers' councils, a form of direct democracy elected in factories) from LódZ 
to Vladivostok, certain thi l1kers began to imagine that revolution could 

instead b1'eak out in capitalism's ，凡reakest link. 1n the Russian Empire, 
‘combined and uneven development' had created a society where a mass 

working class in unusually high-tech factories coexisted with a feudal , 
rural autocrac只 al1d a bourgeoisie which relied on that autocracy to pro

tect it from the proleta1'iat - a society whose ruling class was so weak that 

working-class o1'ga l1izations were capable of ove1'throwi l1g it more eas

il予 10 Their example, however, could inspire revolution elsewhere, in the 

more developed capitalist countries. The last years of the First World War 

brought a wave of revolution, where 工9I7 in Russia brolωthat ‘weakest 

link', but the socialist revolutions in st1'onger links like Germany, Austria 

and HU l1gary in 月工8一巧 were allneutralized by either military defeat or 

Social Democ1'atic compromise. 

The disast1'ous consequences if Europe and the USA didn't follow Rus

sia were pointed out early on by the Russian Menshe飞riks. Within a couple 

of years of the revolutionary seizure of power il1 October I9I7, a Com

munist Party fou l1d its巳lf presidi l1g over a society that was hardly ‘ready' 

fo 1' socialism - the ruthlessly fought Civil War of I9 工 8-21 meant the 

workers' pa1'ty found itself ruli l1g a country where the urban working 
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class barely existed, and large industrial cities like 5t Petersburg, Moscow 

and Kiev emptied at a rapid rate. What urban workers were left began to 

resist the state power the Bolsheviks had accumulated, in the strike wave 

and Kronstadt mutiny of early 19丰 1 ， both of them failed attempts to 

return to the or毡inal ideal of direct ‘50viet democracy飞 11 Whether that 

was even plausible by then is doubtful- eight years of war had led to de

industrialization, militarization and famine , meaning that some kind of 

coercion and centralization was unavoidable even with the best of inten

tions. Restrictions were placed on democracy, the press and freedom of 

assembly, although cultural life was much more relaxed 一 in fact, there 

were twelve years of artistic, literary and scientific ferment, a decade 

comparable to the Renaissance in its intensity and wide-ranging effects. It 

was also an exceptionally fertile time for architecture, and speculation on 

the future of cities. 

There was something to build on here , to some degree - there is, espe

cially in the work of Engels, a sharp critique of urban planning as it 

existed in the nineteenth centur予 Napoleon III's town planner, Baron 

Haussmann, with his boulevards clearing the workers' quarters of Paris, 
was a particular targ时， as were the philanthropic housing schemes of the 

period. 12 And Marx and Engels did argue in The Communist Manifesto 

that communism should obliterate the division between city and country, 
something which planners in the 50viet 1920S took seriously - the urban 

planner and Trotskyist Mikhail Okhitovich imagined the future socialist 

metropolis as something resembling Los Angeles, a series of road and rail 

networks trailing light industry along an endless suburban territory mix同

ing agriculture, collective public buildings and detached houses. 13 There 

was also the legacy of the great utopians, who were published in large 

numbers under the new Bolshevi1王 government: the new Commissariat of 

Enlightenment made sure that Thomas More's Utopia , Campanella's 

The City of t仇heSuω11 and the works of Charles Fourier envisaging cωommu阶町

na叫allive一wor比k 巳nvironments ， the dissolution of the family and rivers of 

lemonade were all issued in editions of hundreds of thousands. 50 

although the ‘ fathers of scientific socialism' had little to say on the sub

ject, the 1920S saw a huge debate about what the socialist city, and a 

socialist architecture, should be like. This took place not just in the revo

lutionary state, but in all of the former imperial capitals of (broadly 

conceived) Eastern Europe - Moscow/5t Petersburg, Berlin and Vienna, 
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wher巳 the aftermath of an incomplete revolution meant that Social 

Democrats held power in most big cities throughout the 1920S and 

early 1930s. 
These three former imperial capitals and the lands they once com

manded run through this book, as the centres of debate and the centres 

of power. After 1945 , this is where ‘communism' happened, Vienna 
aside • though that city sti11 b巳ars several signs of its long post-war Soviet 

occupation, and has been a one-party city-state of Austria's relatively 

leftist Social Democratic Party for seventy years. This meant that the sys

tem was overdetermined from the start by the imp巳riallegacy - as many 

argued,‘socialism' in countries like Czechoslovakia or Hungary res

embled the Hapsburg Empire's revenge, with the persistence of its 

paradoxes, double两talk and intricate bureaucratic hierarchies. 14 The Aus

trian, Russian and, until its rapid industrialization, the Prussian Empire 
were a11 serf economies,15 with the Russian Empire and the Polish

Lithuanian Commonwealth both actua11y reinforcing this in the ‘second 

serfdom' of the early-modern era, crucial to economies based on export

ing agricultural produce to the West - and a11 were much less urban than 

their Western contemporaries. When in the eighteenth century they came 

to plan cities, in the era when French inte11ectuals flocked to pay tribute to 

their ‘enlightened despotism' , they favoured expanses of spac巳 thatwould

have been impossible under most capitalist conditions (though the intri

cate apparatus of banking and real estate set up by Haussmann and 

Napoleon III was a very good attempt). Nevsky Prospekt and the Palace 

Square in St Petersburg, Unter den Linden, the Gendarmenmarkt and 

the Forum Fridericanum in Berlin, the Ringstrasse and the Hofburg in 

Vienna: a11 w巳re on an enormous scale, where an e旺'ect of awe and intimi

dation at a sheer exorbitance of space is created - especia11y impressive 

bearing in mind that these were usua11y urban islands dotted around a 

rural expanse. 

These would each have major, if contrasting, effects. A11 were cosmo

politan, multi-ethnic enlpires that were nonetheless strongly centralized, 
with power and ideas flowing from the centre to the periphery, and a11 

favoured some version of grids, axes and ta11 tenement blocks in their 

cities. The provincial capitals bequeathed by the Hapsburgs are by some 

way the most impressive, with the nineteenth-century quarters of Buda

pest, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Bratislava, Prague, Kraków and Lviv, among 
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The Tsar's grand boulevard, Nevsky Prospekt, St Petersburg (1959 postcard) 

others, bui1t with a remarkable eye for ease, verdancy and order; the cities 

of the Tsars and the Kaisers were mostly lesser versions of the same, usu

ally somewhat more grim, industrial and chaotic, with less obvious signs 

of careful planning. Regardless, these were all rejected in toto in the revo

lutionary 1920S. All were considered examples of a class architecture, a 

class planning, encapsulated in the way that the ornamented classical or 

Baroque façades of the ubiquitous tenements masked courtyards within 

courtyards, where each layer further in was poorer than the last - a terri

tory of Potemkin cities, where the opulence of the boulevards reflected 

nothing about the reallives and the real poverty experienced inside. These 

are now, of course, the very places that the tourists flock to. 

Post-revolutionary Moscow, Leningrad and Berlin favoured a modern

ized version of the planning of the English garden city movemen t. Small 

houses or low-rise flats , with no 'fronts' or ‘backs' , in open green areas, 
designed without appeal to tradition and precedent, without ornament, 
but with keen and precise attention to colour, geometry and proportion. 

They can be seen in the suburbs of Berlin, in estates lìke the Horseshoe 

Settlement or the White City (which have recently been beautifully 

restored) , and in Moscow districts like Usachevka and Dombrovka 
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(which have not). Social Democratic councils, co时ops and trade union 

building societies built similar things on a smaller scale in Prague, Riga , 
Warsaw and Lódí. These were all quite light on ideology … no commem

oration of the struggle in the names, no declarative statuary, no explicit 

statements of politics via architecture, although a great deal was implicit 

in their total rejection of the ‘dishonesty' in imperial city building. In the 

USSR , architecture pivoted between the creation of reproducible types 

and specially designed objects, divided between warring factions of Con

structivists, who favoured smooth, machine-made, elegant solutions, and 

Rationalists, whose equally Modernist structures aimed at an expressive, 
unique effect. And while housing in Social Democratic cities was still 

based around single-family houses and flats , some of the few new build

ings erected in Soviet cities were designed for a more radically communal 

lifestyle with shared canteens, libraries and gyms built as part of blocks 

of 且ats which often lacked private kitchens, such as the Narkom且n

'semi-communal' House 0 1' the fully Communal House fo 1' the Textile 

Institute, both in Moscow. 

Tenement courty'ar巾， St Petersburg 
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岛1ontwill-Mirecki Estate , L6d兰， built by the Polish Socialist Party in 1928 

Yet the former imperial centre that was most militant in its city plan

ni l1g al1d its architecture il1 the inter-war years was actually Vienl1a, a l1d 

the Hapsburg capital's experime l1t il1 socialist pla l1ni l1g was probably the 

most extel1sive of the three, at least before Stalil1's mega-projects il1 the 

1930s. It might not later have beel1 part of the ‘Bloc' , but Vie l1na is a 

major part of its prehistory. The 'Austro-Marxists' who controlled Vienna 

after the chaotic, revolutionary years of 1918…叩 al1d who would keep 

cO l1trol u l1til 1934, when they were bombed out by the 'Austro-Fascist' 

regime elected by rural Austria , had a far larger housi l1g programme than 

the Bolsheviks or the German Social Democrats, and they concentrated 

not on the virginal outskirts but on the inner city. 
Unlike in the USSR, land could not be nationalized in its entirety, so the 

Viennese programme was based on direct expropriation of dozens of city 

centre sites, additionally funded by both a Luxury Tax and a Housing 

Tax; the programme hit private landlords hard, and accordingly landlords 

would form the backbone of Austro-Fascism. Rents were frozen at between 

2 al1d 4 per cent of the average worker's income. Between 巧巧 and 工934，

60,000 flats were built. 16 Vienna favoured high-density, inner-urbal1‘super

blocks', partly out of necessit只 the embattled city building where it could, 
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but also reflecting a faith in the metropolis that was grounded in imp巳rial

urbanism; most of its archit巳cts had been students of Otto Wagner, 
Emperor Franz Joseph's architect of imperial modernization. It's very tell

ing that the 50cial Democrats called the concentration of superbloc1α 

along the wide expanse of the Gürtel ‘ the Ringstrasse of the Proletariat'. 

That very Ringstrasse had been the object of the Modernists' scorn ever 

since it was built, a grandiose and pompous ‘Potemkin city'. Th巳 Vi巳nnese

tried to daim imperial grandeur and pomp for th巳 working class, se巳ing
Modernism, at least implicitly, as an aesthetic of povert予

50 the average Viennese superblock breaks all the new Modernist rules 

being set up in Moscow and Berlin. They follow the street pattern, with a 

‘block and courtyard' system not massively unlike that of the nineteenth 

century (although the courtyards are far larger and without further 且ats

in their interior) , and they are not oriented to the sun. There is a lot of 

greenery, but it is mostly inside, not outside, with blocks not set ‘ in space' , 
but within a tight urban grid. Interestingly, they thus have few, if any, of 

the features that 1960s critics of Modernism like Jane Jacobs considered 

to be inherent flaws of planned, municipal housing projects. Y七t there's 

more happening here, too, in the architecture; a continuation of the orna

mental, figurative and symbolic design of pre-war Vienna , just as it was 

being abandoned by Modernists and neoclassicists alike. 17 The easiest 

place to s巳e this is in the largest and most famous of the superblocks, 
Karl-Marx-Hof, designed by Karl Ehn in 工927. 丁he design is Modernist, 
in a sense, as there is no obvious historical referent, but is monumental 

and epic, not matter of fact and functional. Most photographs concen

trate on the series of grand archways in the centre of the complex, with a 

park in front and flagpoles on top. But look closely at those archways and 

you'll notice sculpted figures in the niche of each - realistic，且gurative and 

vaguely allegorical statues, their thin, attenuated form in some sort of 

lineage with th巳 willowy 且gures of the Vienna 5ecession. The marble 

doorways and the ornate light 岳ttings also speak of something much 

more traditional in its 'values than , say, Moscow'S Usachevka housing 

scheme or the Horseshoe estate in Berlin the same year, while at the same 

time the socialist values are far more explicit. 

Another difference with 1920S Moscow and Berlin might explain what all 

the sculptures are doing there. The great Modernist estates were often built 

using Taylorist methods - that is, llsing the scientific management of labour, 
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where each movement of the worker is precisely measured and regulated, as 

on a production line; and were, when possible, built with the newest tech

nologies in steel and concrete, and if possible made from prefabricated 

parts. Vienna's avoidance of this was largely because of the direct-labour 

programme the council used, meaning that they tried to provide as much 

work as possible, in a city which suffered from high unemployment after the 

collapse of its empire. Not only did th巳 new buildings partake visually in 

traditional forms , but they used fairly traditional methods, not least in the 

way that they employed sculptors and craftsmen on almost every project. 

This seeming abundance actually had a ‘functional' purpose. The rhetori

cal, or ideological, import of the decorative elements is clear enough, but 

the very fact of their existence was testament to a curious fusion of 气lseless'

elements for a ‘useful' end, i.e. keeping the city's artisans in work - a real 

‘workerism' rather than an invocation of the worker, and a presaging of the 

many curious methods that could be employed to create full employment. 

The peak of this approach might be in the staggering Engelsplatz, where the 

architect Rudolf Perco managed to invent most of the motifs of Soviet 

‘Socialist Realism' several years early, from the sense of massive scale, sym

metry and pure, domineering mass, to the use of weirdly squat athletic 

sculptures, here of naked proletarian athletes. 

The Soviet Commissar of Transport, Lazar Kagano飞rich ， probably the 

Party leader with most influence over architecture in the 1930s, once criti

cized the Karl-Marx-Hof - 'a fine Marxist house indeed, especially since 

we know that Marx fought consistently for high technolog只 while here 

we heat with cast-iron stoves' 一 rather rich, given that most Soviet work

ers were at that point living in overcrowded converted kommunalkas, or 

in tents and even holes in the ground at mega-projects like the new town 

of Magnitogorsk. 18 Yet it must surely have influenced what the Soviets did 

next. Kaganovich declared in 1932 that all the attempts at founding an 

entirely new socialist school of town planning were foolish and distract

ing, and turned to a de且nition of socialism as, to misquote Herbert 

Morrison,‘what Soviet governments do' rather than what anyone else 

might have thought it was. The replanning of Moscow, the renamed Len

ingrad and the likes of Magnitogorsk would now follow imperial 

precedent 一 organized around wide streets and big squares, with tall tene

ments hiding layers of courtyards inside, all built super-fast using 

‘shock-work', or, as it was known under capitalism, piece rates. 19 The 
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Socialist City turned out to be an only slightly modernized but even more 

spacious and authoritarian spin on the urban planning of Haussmann's 

Paris, or imperial Vienna, Berlin and St Petersburg. But when it came to 

the actual style of this, it was Vienna that was emulated. The sculptures, 
the flagpoles , the symmetrical axes, the sense of monumentality and 

pride: all of these were hijacked by the Bolsheviks from the Social 

Democrats of Austria. If you've ever visited the huge Stalinist projects 

like the mid-I950S Stalinallee in East Berlin, it can be disconcerting to 
visit the Engelsplatz in Vienna , built nearly thirty years earlier by a popu

lar, democratically elected council 一 only the lack of a boulevard for the 

military parades to go down stops it feeling like a precise prototype. 

1n terms of architectural detail, meanwhile, some strange strictures 

to01王 hold. Although the nineteenth-century city was being revived , 
nineteenth-century details were out - only capitalism before it became 

‘decadent' was considered worthy of plunder, so Renaissance and Man

nerist motifs appeared in the strangest places. The strangely neo-Victorian 

tastes of Stalinism implied a longing for the sort of places that the 

The wintry monumentalism of Engelsplatz, Vienna 
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revolutionaries had grown up with, that symbolized the lushness of the 

imperialism they were once pledged to destro抖。 Like Victorian architec

ture, and like that of Red Vienna, the architecture of (actual) Stalinism 

was paradoxically craft-oriented - a sudden proliferation of mosaic, 
majolica and marble , after a decade of concrete and glass. To work out 

how this was justified, we need to turn to the complex, disturbing shifts 

in the USSR at the turn of the 1930S. 

Both culturally and politically, the screws were put on around 19丰9 ，

with a clampdown on trade unions严 a ‘ cultural revolution' against the 

pluralism of the previous decade, and the imprisonment or exile of the 

Bolshevik Party's own opposition. A breakneck programme of industri

alization and urbanization would form the material basis for this new 

regime, which both supporters and enemies called ‘ Stalinism飞 The most 

complete attempt to analyse the society that resulted at the time was, 
unsurprisingly, made by the revolution's most famous exiled leader, Leon 

Trotsky. In the 1936 study The Revolution Betrayed: What is the Soviet 

Unio l1 and Where is It Going? he ridiculed the idea that the USSR had 

created socialism, but at the same time noted the prodigious industrial 

revolution that had been created, that gave it the highest growth rate in 

the world in the 1930S - at the cost, he pointed out, of sweated labour and 

extremely low-quality products. He argued that a bureaucratic ‘caste' had 

usurpedpow巳r and governed in its own interest. The resultant state could 

only end in the victory of one of its contending classes - either the bur

eaucracy, realizing that ‘privileges have only half their worth if they 

cannot be transmitted to one's children' , would consolidate their de facto 

rule by taking de jure control of the economy and turning themselves into 

real private owners; or, in a tellingly spatial metaphor, workers who reluc

tantly allowed the rulers to act as ‘ the watchman of their own conquests' 

would ‘ inevitably drive out the watchman as soon as they see another 

possibility' , and launch a revolution against them.22 

Within a couple of years, this argument was already being threatened 

by other dissident Marxists, also often in Trotsl<)也t organizations. For 

the Italian thinker Bruno Rizzi the bureaucracy was a ruling class like any 

other; ‘ the owners are the bureaucrats . . . it is they who control the econ

omy, it is they who reap the benefits, just as is normal for any exploiting 

class . . . the workers count for nothing in the control of society, further 

they have no share in the receipts of surplus value, and what is still worse, 
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have no interest in defending this alien nationalized proper叩 The Russian 

workers are still exploited and the bureaucrats are their exploiters. The 

nationalized prop巳rty of the October Revolution now belongs as a whole 

to the class which directs, exploits and defends it: it is class proper叩山

Moreover, Rizzi saw in the actual built form of the Soviet Union much 

evidence of this - a new form of bureaucratic despotism that recalled the 

slave七uilt projects of ancient dynasts, symbolized by the pyramidal Pal

ace of the Soviets in Moscow, planned from 1932 on and intended to be 

taller than the Empire State Building, topped by a colossal gesturÌng 且gure

of Lenin. These buildings were themselves the refutation of Stalin's claims 

to ‘communism'. 'Instead of a State which dissolves itself into an eco

nomic administration fro l11 below, there is a State which has been inflated 

by the bureaucratÌsation of the economy controlled from above. The Pal

ace of the Soviets, 360 metres high , will remain a symbol of this period 

and the "Bastille" of the bureaucratic world.'24 It was never completed. 

What was this new architecture? The rightward turn in Soviet aesthetics 

was given the term Socialist Realis l11, a phrase which made some degree of 

sense in literature or art - in that it is easy to say what a realist novel or a 

realist painting is - but in architecture its looseness as a concept was espe

cially glaring. If you read early accounts of what Socialist Realis l11 was , 

you can see that the general ethos is perhaps applicable to architecture. Its 

least crass exponent, Maxim Gorky, described it thus: ‘Socialist Realism 

loob upon being as doing, and regards existence as a creative activit只 the

object of which is the uninterrupted development of the most valuable 

individual gifts of men in order that they may conquer the forces of nature, 
achieve health and long life and enjoy the great good fortune of living on 

an earth which l11an , in confor l11ity with the incessant growth of his needs , 

wants to exploit in its entirety as the magnificent dwelling-place of l11an

kind united in one great famil予山 The sense of grandiosity, th巳 vague and 

windy humanism and the talk of 'magnificent dwelling places' had SO l11e 

concrete results; as did Gorky's insistence that ‘ it is not enough to depict 

already existing things ιwe must also bear in mind the things we desire 

and the things which are possible of achi巳vement. '26 Socialist Realist archi叫

tecture is full of grand archways, passageways, triumphal routes - aimed 

at instilling the feeling that you are always about to arrive at something. 

A typical attempt to define the ‘ Soviet Approach to Architecture' from 

the StalinÌst period stresses several things that were not part of Soviet 
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architecture in the Modernist period … th巳 creation of a total artwork, a 

‘synthesis of other arts with architecture, by which we mean the unity of 

architecture, painting and sculpture飞 an adherence to tradition, and an 

embrace of the elusive concept of ‘national form' , encompassing both the 

distinctly Russian silhouettes of the new architectU1刀， reflective of the 

new centrality of ‘Great Russia' in Stalinist rhetoric27 
- and, alongside, 

various appliquéd references to the local cultures of the Soviet Union's 

Asian r巳publics. ‘ Soviet architecture believes' , wrote Karo Alabian, chair 

of the Union of Architects in 工939 ，‘ that no progress is possible that is not 

based on what is progressive and valuable in the past', and architectU1刀，

‘ like all our clllture, is national in form and socialist in co扫tent. By this we 

mean neither exotics nor imitation of national styles from the past, bllt 

the creation, in each of our national repllblics, of an architecture that 

derives organically from the traditions, customs, life conceptions and cli

matic conditions of the given nationali印， His example of this is the 

Exhibition of Economic Achievements in Moscow. 

Best known by all and sllndry simply by its RllSsian abbreviation, 
‘VD NKh' , this is a space something between a fairgrollnd , a trade fair 

and an architectural exhibition , where grand, often pyramidal , symmet

rical neo-historical frontages smothered in sculpture, ornament and 

rhetoric led to fllnctionalist halls showi l1g off tech l1010gical innovations 

a l1d prodllce from the VariOllS repllblics. ‘Uzbekistan' borrows patterns 

The Exhibition of Economic Achievements, Moscow (1969 postcard) 
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from medieval Samarkand, 'Karelia' has a wooden pediment complete 

with wooden statues, and the grandest,‘Ulcraine' , plunders the Baroque 

styles popular under Cath巳rine the Great. The notion of 'national form' 

thus displayed would be particularly important when Stalinist architec

ture, like Stalinism itself, was exported to and imposed upon the new 

client states of Eastern Europe after 1948.28 But VDNKh itself also said 

something fllndamental abollt the way that the Stalinist city worked , in 

that it was essentially pictorial, a matter of mere façades and picturesque 

arrangements, with sheds behind them; they didn't need much that was 

really fllnctional , bar a big roof under which to put exhibits on cattle 

breeding, new implements and machine tools, or, later, model Vostoks 

and compllters. Self-described in its 。因cial guidebook as a ‘city within a 

city' , where there are 'no secrets from Ollr foreign gllests'严 VDNKhis the 

Soviet Union as it wanted to be seen, an endlessly fascinating ideological 

and technical ragbag full of hope and absurdity, ranging from its first dec

orative national pavilions to the later Modernist glazed and patterned 

plastic boxes, and liberally sprinkled with the most iconic Sovi巳t sClllp

tures, such as Vera Mllkhina's Worker and Kolkhoz Woman or the Space 

Obelisk commemorating the cosmonallts. 1n among them are lakes, 
fOllntains - sllch as the Friendship of Peoples fOllntain, gllarded by gold 

figures of Slavic and Central Asian peasant women - and lots of activities, 
now somewhat attenuated to kebab stalls and cat-grooming exhibitions. 

This was and is a poplllar approach to urban space, and local branches of 

VDNKh can be fOllnd in Kiev (a remarkably finely wrollght n巳o-Baroqlle

park of monllmental fa归des) and Tbilisi (where Modernist architecture 

and shimmering Fllturist mosaics have taken over). 1n each cas巳， they take 

the format of the 1nternational Expo, with its eye-catching, circlls-like, fes田
tive approach to architectllre, and try and make it permanent. It is all, to a 

degree unusual in twentieth-century architecture, a matter of pllre spectacle 

and sllrface. Real hllman needs can't be served by it, only ‘demonstrated' . 

τhe first sign of de-Stalinization was a speech, followed by a decree, on 

‘ architectural excess' , delivered by the formerly loyal henchman Nikita 

Khrushchev in 工954 ， giving some sign of how central this new oplllent 

architecture was to Stalinism. The historians and Polish exiles 1saac 

Deutscher and Moshe Le飞，yin both arglled that Khrushch凹's dismantling 

of the Gulags, his renu l1ciation of bloody purges, his attacks on privilege 

and wage di旺erentials ， and the restoration of law made the system 
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something oth巳r than ‘ Stalinist'户 For Lewin, the USSR was a failure 

largely only if judged by its own standards, as an attempt at ‘ socialism飞

By any other definition, it was a remarkable success. Going from a l110stly 

i1literate, mostly rural expanse to an industrial world power that scared 

the hell out of the United States was always a weird de且nition of failure. 

But Lewin proceeded to analyse in detail the system that resulted from the 

era of ‘stagnation' under Leonid Brezhne认 The worst of Stalinis l11 was 

long since over, a system where nobody was certain of his own position 

(bar Stalin himself) had been replaced with its near-opposite, where the 

entire nO l11enklatura system was engineered to make sure as few people as 

possible were removed from their posts. Stalin's monumental, professedly 

solid architecture embodied a hugely unstable ‘quicksand society'. 

Post-Stalinist ‘stagnation' favoured sO l11ething a little lighter. 

If Vienna is the unacknowledged father of the Socialist Realist empire 

style, so Stockholm was the absent parent to th巳 architecture of the 

post-I9S6 Thaw. According to the trade unionist and economist Rudolf 

Meidner, Sweden had by the I970S CO l11e closer than anywhere else to the 

w巳ll-scrubb巳d social democracy in Vällingby, Sweden 
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achievement of a classless society,l l something which had the later, unin

tended side e旺'ect of making its private capitalist concerns very rich; 

IKEA , he notes, owed its success to providing furniture for housing built 

under the famous 'Million Programme'. Like the Eastern Bloc, Sweden 

did not actually have ‘social housing' , but an entire apparatus of regu

lated and public housing - housing built by the several municipally owned 

building companies, housing run by tenant-owned co-operatives, and rig

orous rent control for what was left in private hands. Anyone could get on 

the waiting list and after a few years get a choice of flats, which 飞，yould

pass out of their ‘possession' on death. 32 The intent was straightforwardly 

egalitarian - to avoid any divide between rich and poor areas - and enti 1'e 

towns we1'e designed on that basis. 

The most famous of these , and the one which was borrowed from most 

compulsively by a1'chitects elsewhere, is V;边llingby， on the outskirts of 

Stockholm. It knows how important it is, and today appears almost as a 

mid-century-modern theme park, with all its cute and dynamic neon signs 

and jaggedly decorative details left in place, something which is 1'a1'e1' in 

its Eastern followers. Its 1'esidential a1'eas around the town centre are in 

1'ema1'kably good shape today, with lines of tenements interspe1'sed with 

towe1' blocks to the st1'eet. The1'e a1'e winding paths connecting towers and 

low呵rise blocks, with dense little thickets of tall trees in between. The 

effect is similar to the inte1'spersing of buildings with nature that you can 

find in Polish 01' Czech a1'chitecture in the 1960s, only without the same 

sense of a mad rush to complete buildings, without the sloppy execution; 

though the dominance of land nationalization (Swedish municipalities 

and governments were highly aggressive in buying and acqui1'ing previ

ously private land to plan settlements on) and even the techniques 

(prefabrication using panels) were similar. Yet the relative a由uence of 

Swedish social democracy meant that their town planning was careful 

and unhurried, and hence much more truly 'plann巳d' than that of the 

'planned economies'. Perhaps Swedish neutrality made it an easier place 

to borrow from than, say, the US or the UK. But it also calls into question 

the necessity, if the results were the same but better, of the sacrifices and 

upheavals of the Soviet version of socialism.33 When we wal1王ed around 

V且llingby， Agata's enjoyment of it was tempered by irritation, that the 

‘\lV'est' had seemingly done socialism better than the ‘East' , and had 

conserved it, preserved it and, here in Sweden, even extended it. Was 
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‘ communism' , then , really on1y ever a more repressive , shoddier mirror 

imag巳 of socia1 democracy, or did it point somewhere e1se? 

For those dissidents who considered themselves socialists - and at 且rst ，

these w巳re many - the answer to this question was that the Soviet societies 

had removed vested interests from their economies ll1uch l110re decisive1y, 

which meant that they provided the preconditions for socia1ism, which 

was not the sa l11e thing as being socialist. The most famous of these ana1-

yses was Rudo1f Bahro's The Altemative in Easte('n Europe , published in 

the mid-I970s in samizdat, a massi飞rely ambitious attempt to exp1ain the 

Soviet B10c on Marxist grounds. It drew heavi1y on the notion of the ‘Asi

atic mode of production' , which Marx wrote about in the unpub1ished 

notebooks 1ater collected as the Grundrisse. Marx argued, following 

Adam Smith , that Ancient Egypt , lndia , China and other non-European 

SOCl巳ties had developed a uniquely extensive and unchanging form of des

potis l11 that ste l11med fro l11 the hydrau1ic works needed to irrigate the 

fields - which necessari1y had to be carried out under a society where 

there was no private property in 1and and where the irrigation works 

themselves were controlled by an educated bureaucratic caste. 

Though somewhat too trusting of the factua1 veracity of this ‘l110de of 

production' , Bahro app1ied it to the USSR , which , especially during the 

Stalin years, appeared to con且1'1n the 'Asiatic' thesis, with its absence of 

private property, its quasi-priestly bureaucratic caste, its gigantic pub1ic 

飞，vorks (lots of the ll1‘hydraulíc' slave 1abour schemes 1ike the White Sea 

Cana1) , and its more recent tendency to stabi1ize into a ‘ stagnant' , un l11OV

ing societ予 lts architecture a1so reflected this , both in its ‘Sta1inist' and its 

Modernist variants. Sta1inist architecture, like that of Ancient Egypt, was 

superstitious1y despotic - the pyra ll1ids , he noted,‘certain1y did not rest 

on exp1oitation by way of private property, and no more so the monu

ments of Sta1inis ll1, which began with the ll1auso1eu l11 in which Lenin was 

mumml且ed like a Pharaoh' .34 Equally puzz1ing was East Germany's 

obsession with the 'hallowed' prefabricated concrete panels out of which 

it bui1t nearly everything, where this symbo1 of industrialization was 

insisted upon even in areas that had abundant and cheap traditiona1 

building ll1 at巳ria1s that wou1d have been far more genuine1y ‘ functiona l' . 

One cO ll1mon factor in critiques of ‘ cO ll1ll1unis l11' fro ll1 th巳 1eft in the 

I960s and I970S was the attention to the e旺ects of prefabrication and rep

etition in the ll1assive estates that fully urbanized and housed the popu1ation 
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of these uSllally newly indllstrialized countries. The frequently jailed Czech 

playwright Václav Havel, in the days when he described himself as a social

ist,35 arglled that the new Modernist hOllsing estates of the post-Stalin Bloc 

were designed to replace public, civic (one cOllld say ‘collective') life with a 

depoliticized private sphere of thousands of identical single-family units, 
where 'people today . . . fìll their homes with all kinds of appliances and 

pretty things . . . they tllrn their main attention to the material aspects of 

their private lives. The allthorities welcome and support this spillover of 

energy into the private sphere. 1n the interests of the smooth management 

of society, society's attention is deliberately diverted from itself, that is 

from social concerns.旧 1n architecture , the result of this new obsession 

with privacy was not individllalism bllt uniformity: ‘It wOllld be to the 

greatest advantage of a centrally direct巳d system of production if only one 

type of prefabricated panel were constructed, from which one type of 

apartment bllilding would be constructedi these buildings in tllrn would 

be fìtted with a single kind of door, doo1' handle, window, toil时， washba

sin and so on, and together this would create a single type of housing 

development constructed according to one standardized urban develop

ment plan, with mino1' adjustments fo1' landscape, given the regrettable 

irregllla1'ity of the earth's surface.巧7 A si l11ila1' point abollt the llniformity 

of centrally planned hOllsing was l11ade by the Soviet dissident Roy Medve

dev, who also fac巳d (hollse) arr巳st for his loyal opposition. 

Medvedev noted that the proverbial ‘dead hand' of central bureaucracy 

in Moscow l11eant that a housing estate could end up looking identical in 

places as distinct as Kiev and Tashkent, but he also claimed that the nO l11en

klatura had fa 1' less concrete power than other historical ruling groups like 

the clerg民 the aristocrac只 or the bourgeoisie户 1n the 1970s, the Party con

tained several distinct groups, none of whom could explicitly argue their 

position , given the insistence on a public consensus: neo-Stalinists,‘party 

democrats' (among which Med飞redev counted himself) , Ch1'istian social

ists, Westernizers, and an amorphous bureaucratic mass mainly interested 

in maintaining its own position. Within fìfteen yea1's this fo1'mer wa1'd of 

the KGB was working as an ad飞rise1' to the General Secretary, Mikhail Gor

bache飞 hims巳lf a 'party democrat', bent on glasnost (openness) and 

þel四tl'O l走a (reconstruction). What is stagge1'ing when reading Medvedev 

today is the realization that almost all of what he advocated came to pass, 
and that exactly what the bureauc1'acy feared happened - the f100dgates 
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were opened, and the entire edi且ce collapsed with unprecedented swift

ness. From 1985 onwards, bit by bit, the press was freed , dissidents living 

and dead were rehabilitated, competitive elections were introduced, history 

was no longer offìcially falsi且巳d ， and the government forswore suppressing 

any countries that wouldn't follow ‘The Lin矿 (as they had in Czechoslova

kia in 1968, to the protests of even the most cravenly Stalinist Western 

communist parties). Within four years the entire system fel l. 
However disliked or hated these systems were, historically speaking the 

protests against th巳m in 1989 were sl11all, the rulers giving up without a 

6ght - committing suicide, in essence.39 Two analyses of this conundrum 

were useful when writing this book: one by the Soviet-trained Marxist 

economist Hillel Ticktin, another, more a bon mot, by the Slovenian celeb

rity intellectual Slavoj 主i呈ek. Ticktin's work, best summarized in the 

1991 Origins of the Crisis in the USSR , was a total dismantlement of the 

pretences of the Soviet econom予 There was no planning, only a ‘command 

econo l11y' in which an arbitrary target was s巳t and then ineptly run towards. 

The economy ran on barter and graft more than money, the rouble was a 

6ction，且ats and cars were allocated on the basis of connections and good 

behaviour; and, perhaps most importantly, there was no political force 

holding the economy up. Feudalism worked because it satis6ed the aristoc

racy and kept the peasants just quiet enough; capitalism does much th巳

same in a different way, by creating great privilege for the owners of the 

l11eans of production and holding out the possibility of social advance for 

those who work for a living. The Soviet economies satis岳ed neither - the 

bureaucracy was aware of how much less privileged it was than the West

ern ruling class, the workers were well aware of the drudgery and misery of 

‘ their' system. It rested on an uneasy compromise, best encaps111ated in the 

famo l1s ql1ip: ‘W巳 pretend to work, and they pretend to pay us.' 

Like Havel or Medvedev, Ticktin used hO L1sing as a l1seful example 

of the proble1l1s that its professed socialism caused for the Soviet econ

omy. 'Th巳 sa1l1e problem' , he Wrotè,‘ that may appear as one of many 

difficulties in capitalis1l1 is of crucial moment in the Soviet syste l11. The 

production of poor q l1ality housing under capitalis1l1 is a fact of life that 

may increase the pro6ts of the construction c01l1panies. ln the USSR, it 
leads to enormous costs of repair, problems of replacement, and to an 

absorption of resources that the system cannot afford . . . at all times the 

poor quality of the Soviet prod l1ct constitutes a contradiction of the 
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system' .40 That is, the Soviet economy was incredibly wasteful, but, unlike 

capitalism, it hadn't figured how to l11ake waste and failure pro卢table.

The ende l11ic low productivity and low quality of goods were explained 

by Ticktin as a consequence of th巳 bureaucracy's fear of the workers 

they would not push workers as hard as they would be pushed in the 

West, and with full employment an intrinsic part of the syste l11 they were 

not threatened with the sack; but then it could not 0旺er workers the con

sumer goods or the drea l11 of social advancement as incentives to coax 

them into raising productivit予 All this was compounded by the knock-on 

E旺ects of the oil crisis and the anns race , both of which were major 

il11pediments against reform. For Ticktin, trying to come Up with a de且111-

tion of Soviet society was pointless, as it assumed that it was a stable, 
de且nable social fonnation rather than a cul-de-sac produced by the fail

ure of the Russian Revolution to spread to th巳 West， extended in ti l11e and 

space largely because of Soviet victory in the Second World War. The 

only logical ends to it were those that Trotsky posed: either the workers 

would revolt, or the bureaucracy would attempt to seize legal and finan <

cial control of the l11eanS of production - to become owners. And the 

workers were already revolting - Solidarity in Poland had IO million 

l11embers in 1980-81 , on a program l11e that de l11anded an end to bureau

cratic privilege, a reliable welfare state, and a syste l11 of workers' 

self-manage l11ent. By the late 1980s, a l11iners' strike was spreading across 

the USSR. 

Except both of the possible endings to the Soviet system happened. 

'The ultimate irony' , writes Slavoj Zizek,‘is that the two opposite out

comes predicted by Trotsky see l11 to have cO l11bined in a strange way: 

what enabled the nomenklatura to become the direct owners of the 

means of production was the resistance to their political rule, whose key 

cO l11ponent - at least in some cases (Solidarity in Poland) - was the work

ers' revolt against the nomenklatura.叫 1 The nomenklatura made an 

alliance not so much with the workers , but with the ma缸， the forces 

behind the black markef that had thrived under a system of shortages and 

requisites. These two groups el11barked on a series of privatizations exe

cuted with astonishing ruthlessness and corruption, with state-owned 

enterprises sold to new private owners for less than 1 per cent of their 

estimated value on the world market. The transformation of the bureau

cracy into a capitalist class was no longer political speculation , but 
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accomplished fact ‘ conve1'ting powe1' into p1'ope1'ty' , as it was unam

biguously called.42 

The extent and violence of the change were vast , to a deg 1'ee still ba1'ely 

unde1'stood in the West - the huge indust1'ial concerns bought fo 1' peanuts , 

the inc1'ease of unemployment f1'om I pe1' cent 01' less to a qua1'te1' 01' mo1'e 

of the population within a yea1' or two , the 1'efusal in many cases to even pay 

wo1'ke1's, the cutting 0旺 of basic se1'vices like elect1'icity and hot wate乌 the

supp1'ession of th巳 Russian parliament by tanks in .1993 , drastic falls in liv

ing standa1'ds ac1'oss the entire Bloc - when 1'elatively cushioned as in East 

Germany it meant mass dependence on unemployment benefit and depop

ulation as wo1'ke1's d1'ifted to the West , when at its most brutal , as in Ukraine , 

Geo1'gia 01' the Russian Fede1'ation , living standa1'ds fell by 50 pe1' cent and 

1'ates of ‘ excess deaths' 1'eached heights not seen since Stalin. Eve1'ywhe1'e, 

life expectancy fell , causing a demog1'aphic c1'isis. Only a handful of fo1'me1' 

‘ communist' count1'ies have 1'eturned to the levels of GDP pe1' capita they 

had in I989 , and few巳l' still, such as Poland, have surpassed it. 43 The 1'esult is 

that pa1'adoxically, given the official odium , the built envi1'omnent of com

munism is often ubiquitous , as little has been built to 1'eplace it fo 1' the mass 

of the population - thei1' needs a1'e no longe1' impo1'tant , as the housing 

ma1'ket , as eve1', se1'ves those who can a任o1'd to p巧 In ‘second tie1" cities 

especially, Soviet-era buildings a1'e as ubiquitous as Victo1'ian buildings a1'e 

in Britain - fittingl只 as both we1'e the 1'esult of indust1'ial revolution. Only 

whe1'e wa1' has levelled them , as in G1'ozny, 01' where enough was built befo1'e 

I945 to ove1'shadow them , as in Budapest , can they be igno1'ed. 

SPEAKING SOVIET , 
SPEAKING ARCHITECTURE 

This book uses the term ‘communism' as a matte1' of convenience. 1 do 

not conside1' that these societies fit the desc1'iption in any meaningful 

sense. Nobody, not even Stalin , eve1' se1'iously a1'glled that ‘ communism' 

had been built in the USSR. Yet competing te1'ms like ‘Stalinism', 'state 

socialism' ,‘state capitalism' 01' just the 写oviet' system don't 1'eally wo1'k 

eithe1'. To call shabb只 undemoc1' atic bllt ha1'dly totalitarian societies like 

I960s-I980s East Ge1'man只 Bulga1'ia ， Hunga1'Y 01' Poland ‘ Stalinist' t1'ivi

alizes the hecatombs of Stalin's actual 1'ule. ‘State socialism' suggests we 
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take this society at its word that it had establish巳d ‘socialism', despite the 

evidently shaky nature of that assertion 一 absence of private property is 

not socialis l11, as Ancient Egypt or the OttO l11an Empire l11ade abundantly 

clear. ‘Soviet' is specifÌc, and 1 will use it frequently, but it's still a strange 

term: its literal meaning is ‘council', describing the organs of direct 

democracy that were meant to supplant parliaments and parties, and only 

after some time did it come to designate solely the successor to the Russian 

E l11pire, its satellites and their system.44 Rudolf Bahro's ‘non-capitalisl11' 
is, though a purely negative term, also of some use, as it suggests a system 

which had not quite become something distincti\吨 which had defÌn巳d

itself n巳gati飞rely but not positiv巳l予 Bahro also , more ironically, used the 

term ‘really existing socialism', in scare quotes to marJ.ζthe gap between 

the ideal and the realit予 This no-longer existing system is still sometimes 

called retrospectively ‘ real socialism' , a term which is useful when th巳

bitterness of its irony is clear - which it isn't always. 

Throughout this book these terms will slip out of control here and 

there, much as do the subjects under discussion. Either wa只 we have a 

system founded upon a ‘planned' or 'command' economy, depending on 

who you believe, which has full nationalization of all (01' almost all) land 

and industr只 in which pr甘ate interest has no role whatsoever in urban 

and regional planning, a system which was in theory either a 'people's 

democracy' or the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat' , and in practice either 

the dictat01'ship of one dubiously sane individual or the dictatorship of 

functionaries; one which oscillated culturally between relative freedom 

and ideological conformity, between internationalism and practically ata

飞ristÌc appeals to local tradition. 

The paradoxical nature of architecture in the Soviet Bloc, with its 

sharp, sudden zigzags of official style - from Modernism to classicism to 

Baroque to a bizarre despotic Rococo to Modernism to Brutalism and 

back - has long puzzled historians. The best de fÌnitions were made by the 

late Soviet architectural historian Vladimir Paperny, who called the Sta町

linist style ‘ Culture Tw-o', contrasting it with the future-oriented 'Culture 

One' of Modernism. The two were wholly and utterly opposed, some间

thing he explored through a series of stark dichotomies. Culture One was 

obsessed with 111ovemel1人 wanting its cities to be fast , instant, disposable, 
dynamic; Culture Two was equally 且xated with Îm l11obility, preferring 

its bllildings to be mon1ll11ental , solid, massive, immovable. Clllture One 
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built horizontal blocks of flats , long, low and linear; Culture Two opted 

fo1' the ve l'tical, creating skylines of spires and state 0面ces which rose, 
step by step, like pY1'amids and ziggurats卢 He was writing this under 

Brezhn巳v， during a regime that may actually have been an amalgam of 

both cultu1'es, with a prolife1'ation of he1'aldic public spaces combined 

with seemingly endless, non-hierarchical prefabricated housing estates. 

Because of this animated , argllmentative quality, for Paperny the architec

tllre of the Soviet e1'a was always, to use a phrase f1'om eighteenth

century France, an architecture parlante, a speaking architecture 一 one

that constantly tells you about the state it 1'epresents. This, at least, will 

be our hope while exploring it, that this 1'hetorical, ve1'bal architecture 

mayb巳 able to tell us something new about the vanished society it housed. 

So in this book we willlook at 飞IVhat is there, as it is now. How it has 

aged, and how it has become (or hasn't become) integrated with the city

scape of real capitalism. ln so doing, we will search for the distinctive 

spaces that a non-capitalist society made which a profit同driven society 

could not. There won't be much on stadiums, factor让s ， hotels, o ffÌce 

blocks, schools, hospitals, markets and private villas, interesting as they 

often are, as these are found in any industrial system. Instead we will have 

a chapter each on the spaces that were, 1'11 argue, unique to this place, its 

ideology and its eCOl1OlTl予 These are, respectively, the ‘ magistrale' , the 

huge ceremonial boulevards that were built in all the larger ‘ socialist' cit

ies; the ‘microrayons' (or 'microregions斗， the vast housing estates that 

were often the size of entire cities in themselves; the ‘social condensers' , 
the public buildings whe1'e collective ideology was supposed to be incul

cat巳d; the declarative ‘high buildings' , the often meticulously crafted 

skylines that spoke of these societies' unit只 hie1'archy or coherence; urban 

rapid transit, a field that was surprisingly often the most impressiv巳 show

case of all; the historical reconstructions indulged in by regimes which 

claimed, paradoxical as it may sound, to be uniquely capable of pr巳serving

the national heritage; the many memorials to themselves built by regimes 

that were obsessed with the judgement of history; and the improvisations 

that a rather less mediated people's power has created in these buildings 

both during and after the exist巳nce of the 'P巳ople's Democracies'. 

We will veer across a huge and dive1'se territory, and one chosen 

to some degree by acciden t. This is a book about cities, so there is noth

ing of the pot巳ntially fascinating and contrasting landscape of the 
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countryside, where both 5talinism and neoliberalism have had drastic 

effects; it is a book about landscapes that still exist, too , so the temporary, 
and brutal, landscapes of construction sites and labour camps are of 

course absent, and that absence should be borne in mind. Given that both 

myself and my partner are f1'eelances , where we have visited has been 

dictated by cash and convenience, either by whe1'e we could t1'avel to eas

ily and cheaply from Warsaw, 01' whe1'e we had wo1'k assignments. 50 

there is unsurp1'isingly a lot of Poland, as we we1'e living there half the 

time; the1'e is what 1 hope will be 1'ega1'ded as decent coverage of the west

ern 50viet Union, a little less of East Ge1'many, Czechoslovakia, Bulga1'ia 

and Yugoslavia, only the capitals of Hungary and Romania , and nothing 

at all of that ex-Maoist anomaly, Albania. Exorbitant visas and over

p1'iced hotels meant that the two geographically closest non-Polish places 

to us in Warsaw - the Republic of Belarus and Russia's Kalining1'ad 

o blast - went unvisited , as did the more distant southern Yugoslav repub

lics of Montenegro, Bosnia-H巳rzegovina ， Macedonia and Kosovo, and 

the ex-50viet republic of Moldova. Absent too, for 1'easons more 且nancial

and practical than geopolitical, is almost all of ex-communist (or even 

currently communist-ruled) Asia - 5iberia and the independent ex-50viet 

states of the Caucasus (bar Georgia) and Central Asia , as a1'e North 

Korea, Vietnam and Laos, let alone Cuba. Non-European communisms 

will feature largely in an epilogue on the world's most successful and still 

professedly socialist econom只 presided over by a Communist Pa1'ty. 50 

this is an attempt to tell a story of the communist landscape, but it is 

certainly not the sto叩 It is, by and large, a reco1'd of what we found on 

what were usually unplanned walks, usually for our own pleasure. 

We follow the borders as they existed before 1989, but that is not to say 

that the di旺erences between 5erbia and Eastern Germany, Latvia and 510-

venia , Ukraine and the Czech Republic, are not genuinely huge - they are, 
topographically, culturally, religiously and aestheticall予 Yet all have 

mostly lived under exceptionally similar histo1'ical forms. The ‘end of 

communism' here is often described as a ‘四turn to liberal democracy', 
but this is mythical. Few had major experiences with democratic govern

ment before 1989 一 though most were '0面cially' democratic after their 

emergence from war and empire in 可18 ， full parliamentary democracy 

endured longest (from 1918 to 1939) in interwar Czechoslovakia , until 

1933 in Germany and untill 1934 in Latvia and Estonia , while it was 
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fìnished off in Lithuania and Poland by milita 1'Y coups in 1926. Enti1'ely 

f1'巳e elections had ba1'ely been held at all in Yugoslavia , Romania , Bulga1'ia 

and Hungar予 And aside f1'Om G巳1'many， Czechoslovakia and scatte1'ed 

cities of the Hapsburg 01' Russian empi1'es like Budapest , Wa1'saw, tód豆，

St Pete1'sbu1'g and Riga , 01' mining a1'eas like Silesia and eastern Ukraine , 

little of this territo1'Y was indust1'ial. All these count1'ies had a legacy of 

serfdom and latifundia until the Fi1'st World Wa1', afte 1' which most mo1'e 

01' less quickly became 1'ight-wing ag1'a1'ian dictat.o1'ships; almost all faced 

a much mo 1'e horrifìc expe1'ience during the wa1' than was no1'mal in 

Westeru Europe, let alone the United States卢 Afte1' 1945 , when 

communist-dominated coalitions won elections in Czechoslovakia, Bul

ga1'ia and Yugoslavia 01' came to powe1' by ballot-1'igging and terro 1' in 

Poland, Romania , East Gennany and Hungar只 they played host to an 

equally dictatorial ‘non-capitalist indust1'ialization' - and afte1' 1989 out-

1'ight , untempe1'ed neolibe1'alism , this time acclaimed by popula1' vote. 

Becaus巳 of this , bunching them togethe1' will not , 1 hope , be as insulting 

as it may initially seem. 1 mention the above not as a way of a1'guing that 

these places we1'e or a1'e 'backwa1'd' , or congenitally cO ll1mitted to 'des

potism' , 01' anything similarly stupid - but to l11ake clea 1' that , histo1'ically, 

they sha1'e a great dea1 l1101'e than divides the l11. 

This is a profoundly uneven landscape, full of holes into which you can 

easily fall , full of pa1'adoxes , where nothing is what it see l11s. To give an 

巳xample: on our fìrst trip to Bulgaria , Agata and 1 emerged in the city of 

Ruse fro l11 a trundling 1970S train into an astonishing , breathtaking ball <

1'Oom of a railway station, one which any Eu1'Opean capital would be 

jealous of, with a ll1agnifìcent , double-height cent1'al hall , lit by gilded 

chandelie1's and framed with ll1arble a1'cades. Outside , we found that 

most of the station building, with its neoclassical colonnades fo 1'ming a 

squa1'e, was battered and de1'elict , with smashed TV s and othe1' detritus 

left among the pillars, under the i1'On 气954' sign that commemorated the 

station's opening. The square didn't connect with anything, only with a 

gri l11, low-ceilinged underpass , unde1' an ill1passable road lined with 

cru l11bling high-rises. We tried to fìnd Nikolaevska , the street we were 

staying in, and were pointed onto a st1'eet which, when w巳 fìnally found a 

street sign , was na ll1ed after Maxim Gorky. It was only after SO l11e ti l11e of 

struggling down a potholed, barely lit 1'Oad of garages, high-rise estate 

open space and 1'Otting nineteenth-century villas that we 1'ealized we were 
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Welcome to Bulgaria: Ruse 

on the right street after all. The next day, we woke up in our hotel and 

found that we were actually in a very conventionally attractive area of 

lush and leafy fÌn-de-siècle squares, all newly pedestrianized and tarted 

up with E U mone予 We had been given a lesson in ‘combined and uneven 

development' . 
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This is a book that reads history through buildings. 1t is meant to be 

read as such, and 1 intend it as much as possible to be a potentially useful 

book, one which hopefully can be read both by tra飞reller and inhabitant in 

describing these spaces. But as a book by an English writer, with no 

grounding in this place, and a reliance mostly on translated sources, it 
will be of necessity superfìcial - a book about surfaces, and about the 

many political and historical things that can be learned from surfaces, 
especially in states as obsessed with surface as these. Accordingly it's una

voidably a partly touristic book; in his study of English travel writers of 

the I930s, Paul Fussell writes that a traveller is S0111eone who hasn't 

reserved hotels in advance, and speaks French; ‘ a tourist is one who has 

hotel reser飞rations ， and does not speak F1'ench'.47 Aside from living in 

Warsaw and a couple of examples of using people's spare rooms, all 

hotels were booked well in advance. And although this book documents 

almost entirely trips embarked upon with a Pole who does speak French 

(and , more importantly, Russian) , they are recounted by an Angol. 1'111 

also keen here not, as in th巳 well-111annered fashion of most English writ

ers, to devote myself to a particular national cause (generally before 

I945 this was the Russian cause , since then the Polish 01', less often , the 

Czech) , which means that there may be an uneasy c0111bination of a1'gu

mentative historical exposition and contemplation of buildings. 

Anyone who, understandabl民 eventually tires of this and wants a wider 

insight into the culture of this territory is advised to read Agata Pyzik's 

Poor but Sexy , a far mo1'e sweeping, personal, informative and often bit

terly funny historico-cultural essay on the area's past and present 

cont1'adictions. 48 1n mitigation, this book will not involve just my own 

pontifìcation , but also some input from othe1's who do know it from 

inside , those who 1 have spoken to , corresponded with , vvalked with and 

read - though here , too , the reader should be cautious. Writers , especially 

travel writers, are prone to 且nding the interlocuto1's they want, or who 

resemble them, and the people cited here may give the wholly unrepresen

tative impression that the former Eastern Bloc is populated entirely by 

broadly left-wing a且cionados of twentieth-century architecture. None

theless, the fact that such people exist at all is illuminating. At this point 

the time is long overdue to descend into th巳 maelstrom of socialist a1'chi

tectur飞 to submerge into the Metros, to wan王 the magist1'ale, to go to 

milk bars in the microrayons. Who knows what we might fìnd? 
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Magistrale 

After the uprising of the 17th June 

The Secretary of the Writers' Union 

Had leaflets distributed in the Stalinallee 

Stating that the people 

Had forfeited the con且dence of the government 

And could win it back only 

By redoubled efforts. Would it not be easier 

In that case for the government 

To dissolve the people 

And elect another? 

Be/'to/t Breιht， 'The Solutio l1' ( 王953Y

MARCHES INTO PARADES (AND BACK) 

One of the most notorious images of public space under the Soviet sys

tem was of enormous parades going down wide streets, progressing 

inexorably to similarly gigantic squares, where they would be watched, 
saluted and subsequently harangued by Party and military leaders. 1 have 

in my possession a children's book from the Polish People's Republic, 
Idzie Wojsko (The Army's Going) , which explains th巳 army's role to young 

people, solely by showing cartoons of these parades. ‘The tanks come in 

threes, as far as the eye can see.'2 Not merely do you see soldiers in their 

identical uniforms marching in formation, but exhibits of military, and 

sometimes even non-military, technology - tanks, missile carriers, trac

tors, aeroplanes. Well into the 1980s, ordinary people w巳re expected to 

join these parad巳s ， and attendance was considered compulsory. The 
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spaces that they went down - those boulevards wide enough for tanks -

had not, in most cases, existed already in the capitalist ci印 They had 

to be created. This chapter is about a series of boulevards which were 

carved through cities between the 1930S and 1980s, most of them with the 

express intention of serving as the conduit for these parades. Soviet 

lexicography had a specific name for such streets, perhaps deriving from 

its reluctance to call them by the suspiciously bourgeois name of boule

vards. They were called ‘magistrale' , and they were , along with the 

squares they led to, the most loaded and declarative public spaces in 

the Bloc. 

There are , unsurprisingly, antecedents for the magistrale, often in cities 

that are laid out on a blank slate by absolute monarchs. Unter den Linden 

is such a stre巳t ， a four-Iane highway that was planned on a 且eld of linden 

trees (hence the name) at the turn of the nineteenth centur只 as Berlin 

went from being a Prussian garrison town to the capital of an empire. 

Nevsky Prospekt in St Petersburg is a more spectacular example , cr巳ated
a few decades earlier as the main artery of Peter the Grea t's new capital 

on the Baltic Sea. Lacking the spine of trees along the middle that marks 

Unter den Linden, even with the 臼igrees and glass of its late-nineteenth

century commercial buildings it is a harsher, more unforgi飞/ll1g space, 
leading directly to the immense parad巳 ground of the Palace Squar飞

and with the cruel spire of the Admiralty visible as its termination. 

Both of these are spins on the Baroque planning that came with the 

Counter-Reformation, when the Catholic church and the surviving Cath

olic states ai l11ed to create spaces that would be both awesome and 

terrifying, beautiful and intimidating. The l11agistrale is not, it should be 

noted, quite the sa l11巳 as the similar typology of the Ringstrassen … the 

monu l11ental multi-Iane ringroads that encircle Vienna, Pest and Kraków, 
most of them created by knocking down medieval city walls and then 

building on their foundations. Moscow's Garden Ring is a Ringstrasse , 
and an extremely impressive one, but for all its monumental Stalinist 

architecture it is not a magistrale. A magistral巳 is a straight line from A to 

B, a linear passageway that could only have been created by the new 

precision that came with the Enlightenment. But, again, Nevsky Pros

pekt and Unter den Linden were planned on virgin territor下 How do 

you make such a thronghfare out of a space that has already been built 

upon? The answer was pre-emptively provided in Baron Haussmann、
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Paris, whose ramrod-straight clearings such as th巳 Boulevard de Sébas

topol or the Boulevard Saint-Michel are so obsessively rectilinear that the 

trees are sculpted sharp to be in keeping. 

What ‘ the vandalism of Haussmann' did, according to Marx, was to 

rob Paris both financially, via an intricate system of speculation and 

financial corruption, and aesthetically, by ‘四placing historic Paris with 

the Paris of the sightseer'. But it wasn't just about graft, flânerie and tour

ism. As Marx also pointed out, the boulevards had s巳veral very real 

functions - they were meant to push the poor out of potentially lucrative 

city centre areas (hence their appeal to other bourgeois governments in 

Europe as 'slum clearance' - the likes of Shaftesbury Avenue or Charing 

Cross Road are London's shabbier attempts) , and they were meant to pro

vide free-fire zones in the case of urban uprisings: it would now be di面cult

to build barricades and there would be few places to hide. It has been 

argued that it was the attachl11巳nt to barricade-且ghting that did for the 

military prospects of the Paris Com l11une, whose 且ghters were annihi

lated by the l11uch better armed and more tactically ruthless army of 

Versailles. To see what artillery can do to a demonstrating crowd, just put 

‘Nevsky Prospekt' into Google Images. You'll find a photograph taken 

during the ‘July Days' in 1917, a s巳ries of insurgent street demonstrations 

that were suppressed by the Provisional Govern l11ent. The organized 

march of Bolshevi].ζworkers has been blown into its component parts -

thousands of frightened people, scattered this way and that, ducking and 

running from the bullets, with bodies lying in the middle of the boule

vard. The Bolsheviks did not l11ake the same mistake when they s巳ized

power three months later - the seizure of cO l11pletely unsY l11boliC spaces 

like the telephone exchanges and the railway stations proved more decisive 

than the famous attack on the Winter Palace, which lies at the end of 

Nevsky Prospekt. But within a couple of decades the (already obsolete) 

1110del of the grand street as the artery for public protest and revolution 

would be supplanted by its mutation into the grand street as the artery for 

revolution's performance, for its ossi且cation into a spectacle of order 

the demonstration beco l11es the parade. The l11agistrale is the built form 

of that change. 

This will not be the last time that we find that Karl Marx and Friedrich 

Engels wouldn't have been impressed with the urban interventions of the 

governments invoking their good name. But, as we've seen, it was not the 
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Communist Party of the 50viet Union that began this trend, but the more 

moderate Austro-Marxists of ‘Red Vienna' , with their attempt to trans

form the Gürtel into the ‘Ringstrasse of the Proletariat' via huge, 
monumental and symmetrical apartment blocks. The Gürtel is long and 

relatively straigl扰， enough to push it close to being a magistrale. The dif

ference with Parisian practice is that rather than their being displaced 

elsewh巳re while the new boulevard accommodated the wealthy, the new 

street was lined with high-quality and extremely low-rent housing for the 

working class. This would sporadically be the case with the real magis

trale, although they may have disp1aced as many people as they rehoused. 

Workers de且nitely weren't given flats on the fìrst 50viet street that really 

be且ts being called a magistra1e - Tverskaya, rena l11ed during the 50viet 

period Gorky 5treet, Ulica Gorkogo. Tverskaya was a fairly ordinary 

Moscow shopping street; observers in the ninete巳nth century were often 

disappointed by its 1ack of Petersburgian grandeur. A 50viet guide quotes 

one G. Belinsky thus: ‘a traveller will 100k in vain for the main or best 

Moscow street . . . he will be directed to Tverskaya, and once there, will 

be surprised to fìnd himself a l11idst a crooked and narrow street going up 

the hill. One house runs out forward into the street as if to see what is 

taking place there while another draws several steps back.'3 50 as to pro

vide a less disappointingMoscow for the sightseer, the street was gradually 

rebuilt during the 1920S and then much more emphatically in the 1930s, 
when it was widened from 19 to 50 metres.4 It became the street through 

which the tanks and other pieces of l11i1itary hardwar巳 travelled on their 

way to assemb1e at the annual parades in Red 5quare. It is, then, th巳
el1lblematic space of 5talinist power. 

Get out at Tverskaya Metro station - passing 1990S murals of what 

Tverskaya 100ked like unti1 the 1920S, a sweet-1ooking provincia1 street, 
with little domes, spires, two storeys at the l1l0st - and you can see what 

this invo1ved straight awa予 First ， that pretty and irregu1ar little street has 

beco l1le a l11onster, a wide, six-1ane highway, 1ined by considerably less 

pretty buildings. These .(mostly apartment) blocks are as l1luch as seven 

storeys high, and are hi巳rarchical in their construction. A rusticated base 

of irregular, purple-brown tufa stone to the pedestrian, interspersed by 

closed arcades. The storeys of 且ats - for the higher ranks of the nomen

klatura from the very start - are arranged into slightly stepped tiers, 
themselves de l11arcated by Ionic columns and symmetrically arranged 
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The magistrale of Gorky Street, Moscow (I955 postcard) 

balconies for a mere handful of the 且ats. At one corner is a large pedi

ment, for no particular reason. This is this book's fìrst direct sighting of 

the architecture of the Stalin period, and it is a usefully typical one -

hulking, traditionalist, heavy in its materials. However, right away you 

can step out of this into the spaces that were built by the regimes before 

and after, because you will be walking past Pushkin Square. Here, the 

poet presides over the Izvestia Building. The fìrst time 1 visited Moscow, 
this was entirely covered by a huge canvas car advert; the third , it was 

under a giant canvas picture of a nineteenth-century Secession building; 

but the second time , only its drab 工970S extension was cover叶， so 1 got a 

good look. 

Izvestia (News) was the newspaper of the St Petersburg Soviet in the 

revolutions of 1905 and 19刀， and gradually became a newspaper of state 

under the Bolshevik regime. Its HQ, designed in 1926 by Grigori Barkhin, 
speaks vividly of the 且rst decade of ‘Soviet power'. It is as light as the con

struction quality could handle, its concrete mass broken up with large 

expanses of glass, an early use of the rhetoric of political and actual ‘ trans

parency'. Porthole-shaped windows are at one end of its asymmetrical 
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composition; a Constructivist clock at the other. Perp巳ndicular to this is 

th巳 Rossiya Cinema, built as one of the 且rst new Modernist buildings 

under Khrushchev, in the late 195os, designed by Yuri Sheverdyaev and 

opened in 196工. It is graceless compared to Izvestia , but noticeably much 

more light, optimistic and active than those hulking apartment blocks on 

the main street 一 the structure is arranged around a swooping concrete 

roof, connected to a glass box, covered like almost ev巳rything else by very 

large canvas advertisements. What you might notice more than these, 
though, is a reminder of ‘combined and uneven development' - se飞Teral

one-storey classical palazzos of th巳 early nineteenth century, fragments of 

a city where, as Walter Benjamin once put it,‘the village plays hide and 

seek.' In fact , B巳njamin found something close to Tverskaya's model 

already in the 1920S, before it was reconstructed 一‘ if you st巳p through one 

of the high gateways - they often have wrought同iron gates, but 1 never 

found them closed - you find yourself on the threshold of a spacious settle

ment. Opening before you, broad and expansive, is a farmyard or a 

village'.5 The main difference is that he 且nds the squares empty of ‘profan

ing' monuments. 

Get back onto the boulevard and continue along it, and the contrast 

couldn't be greater. The blocks have become positively megalomaniacal 

rising to ten storeys at the centre, these neo-Baroque apartments, largely 

designed in th巳 mid-1930S by a reformed Modernist and one-time 'prole >

tarian architect' , Arkady Mordvinov, and then given extra storeys after 

1945 , are designed with a faintly obsessive attempt at creating variety 

from floor to floor, much as late-imperial architects like Edwin Lutyens in 

England had the aim to 'get up a building without repeating yourself'. 

Lutyens, and som巳 of his contemporaries, used the contrasting treat

ments of th巳ir neoclassical edi且ces as a way of playing semi-private 

architectural jokes 一 styles that couldn't have gone together historicall只

elements ov巳r巳mphasized for the sake of e旺ect or incongruity, the clas

sical orders deliberately mixed and confused; Gothic or Baroque skylines 

with sober classical de Î:ai l. Only this is that late-Victorian/Edwardian 

Beaux Arts architecture with all the irony extracted. It is the Beaux Arts 

under conditions of terror, Lutyens at gunpoint. You probably shouldn't 

laugh (and, at one time, you de且nitely c0111dn't) , but along Tverskaya 

there is something almost silly abo l1 t the insistence on giving everything 

trimmings, like the almost Gothic little bay window that creeps out at one 
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corner of an overgrown Tuscan palazzo. At the centres of most of the 

housing blocks are huge archways. You spot several of these, wallcing up 

Tverskaya. You might also spot .all the plaques here to famous residents, 
the great and the good of Soviet power, many of them artists in grace and 

favour flats; the novelist Ilya Ehrenburg,‘proletarian poet' Demyan Bedny, 
且1m director Sergei Bondarchulc, and Lenin himself, for a few months in 

19 工 8 (but not in these later, opulent buildings) - all are represented in 

individually designed sculptural plaques, which .compete with the shop 

signs, window displays and giant adverts for the pedestrian's attention. 

To the north as the street slopes upwards is a mini-slcyscraper, the 

Hotel Peking, enclosing Triumfalnaya Square, originally Mayalcovslcy 

Square, after the Futurist poet. It is a good place to stop, stretch your legs, 
sit on a bench, and admire the late-195os statu巳 of the great man, with his 

baggy-trousered legs caught mid-stride and his stylishly qui旺ed hair. 

When she 且rst sees it Agata demands a photo, and so 1 have one of her 

underneath him copying his con且dent stance, staring towards the future. 

This has often been a symbolic spot - the short-lived Russian protest 

movement of winter 20II began here, with a spontaneous demonstration 

TheMa)叶covsky statue, Moscow (1960s postcard) 
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against rigged 巳lections.6 Looking out from here you can see Moscow at 

its most despotic, where the Boule飞rard Ring charges forward , choked 

with traffic that is channelled below the square into an underpass, with 

the silhouette of a Gothic skyscraper in the distance. Its shape is mirrored 

by th巳 Hotel Peking's deliberately oriental spire, a cousin of the Stalinist 

‘high buildings' , which we will turn to later. To the south is a series of 

ever-more monumental apartment buildings, all with those great central 

archways, along both sides of the widened street. The little remnants of 

pre卢Stalin Sovi巳t architecture, like the Central Post 0面ce， a combination 

of stark glass volumes, factory-style repetition and Art D巳co ironwork, or 

the stern little block of the former Lenin Institute, the fÌrst constructed 

after his death in 1924, are completely dwarfed by the likes of the Mosso

vet building, a red-coloured structure that looks like a classical palazzo 

hoisted three storeys into the air by a rogue basement extension. It looks 

like that b巳cause that's what it is 一 originally of three stor巳ys ， it 

was designed in 1782 by Matvei Kazakov as the residence of Moscow's 

governor-general; in the revolutionary period, it became the headquarters 

of the Moscow Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies. In 工937-8 it 

Th巳 stretched classicis l11 of Mossovet (1955 postcard) 
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was moved back from the street I4 metres and given a new extension; 

then in I946 the architect Dmitry Chechu1in added two storeys be10w the 

portico, which was raised into the air. It isn't the on1y bui1ding to have 

been warped and transformed in the change from Tverskaya to Gorky 

Street - an earl)吁930S Modernist b10ck of flats by Nikolai Ladovsky was 

consumed in a few years into a b10ck by Mordvino飞 the main designer of 

the street. 

Mordvinov's (re)designs are full of detai1s which are intended to catch 

the eye of the pedestrian - arches and pediments on the ninth storey 

frame little balconies, reliefs of sheaves of wheat decorate the top floors , 
and those rugged rusticated ground 且oors are there to give an impression 

of immensit予 But what happens when you walk through one of those 

archways? Pick the one 1eading to Bryusa Pereu10k (Bryusa Lane) , and you 

find that those giant b10cks of flats are extreme1y thin, and past them the 

giant sca1e complete1y disappears. From this side, they 100k 1ike frag

ments of a different city a1together. Next to the arch is the crooked spire 

of a small Orthodox chapel, next to that some more one-storey classical 

houses, rendered in pastel b1ues and oranges , and opposite a four-storey, 
vaguely Modernist apartment b10ck of the I920S, housing the former liv

ing quarters of the great theatre director Vsevo1od Meyerhold (now an 

巳xpensi飞吨 mild1y disappointing house-museum). Adolf Loos called the 

origina1 Ringstrasse in Vienna a ‘Potemkinstadt', and one wonders what 

he wou1d have made of this. 

Keep going south and Tverskaya curves towards Red Square and the 

hu1king buildings fai1 to follow the curve with any great skill; but the 

transition is hera1ded by severa1 particu1arly authoritarian bui1dings of 

the Stalin era. The Gosplan HQ , a squat, truncated skyscraper 1ike an Art 

Deco bui1ding without the glitz, and A1exey Shchusev's similarly wide, 
symmetrica1 and pompous I935 Hotel Moskva, famous from the Sto1ich

naya bottles - or, rather, a reconstructed 20IO version of the Hotel 

Moskva, the origina1 of which was demolished alleged1y so that a new car 

park cou1d be constructed underneath, a reminder of the Byzantine levels 

of corruption and wastefu1ness in the 1atter-day Russian capital. The 

reconstruction took 0旺 the Soviet symbo1s but retained the most notori

ous thing about the Hotel Moskva - the two di旺erently decorated side 

façades , which were supposed1y produced by Stalin carelessly signing off 

both when he was presented with two possib1e b1ueprints. Fork left at 
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'Potemkin city'; Bryusa Lane, Moscow 

this point, rather than continuing towards the Kremlin , and you find 

1960s monuments to Marx and Engels - angular, granit巳， slightly cubistic 

facing the Bolshoi Theatre, and the Art Nouveau Hotel Metropol , 
whose decorative display was an obvious source for the new Tverskaya 
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(though pe1'haps not its light scent of opiated，且n-de-siècle decadence). 1n 

the ground floo 1', anothe1' plaque , this time to the ho时's pivotal role 

in Moscow's pa1' t in the Octobe1' Revolution. Classical Socialist Realism 

in miniature , a 1'elief of st1'iving wo1'ke1's , guns in hand , waving 1'ed flags. 

A few ya1'ds afte1' that , the Lubyanka. 

Like many of the buildings along Tverskaya itself, the Lubyanka is a 

drastic 1'emodelling of an existing building, doubled in height and 

inc1'eased in length; the redesign , as old photog1'aphs make clea1', involved 

changing a commercial Baroque building, with naughtily lacy ornament, 
into a R巳naissance one, classical but ‘ tasteful'. The result is chilling. Even 

if you didn't know what it was , 0 1' know about the nearly countless people 

who were held, tortured and ‘liquidated' her飞 or if you didn't read the 

small (and ra 1'e) monllment to its victims in front of it, the building's fear

some natu1'e is exp1'essed ampl予 Like the Hotel Moskva it was (re)designed 

in the early I950S by Soviet architecture's g1'eat chameleon, Alexey Shchu

sev, who we will find several times along this journey. All the devices 

used along Tverskaya - the rusticated bases , the tie1'ed o1'ganization , the 

deco1'ative details borrowed frO I11 the 1talian Cinquecento - are made 

much tighte1', arranged into a composition rather than just a vague 

mass of motifs. The details are highlighted in deep, resonant and unusual 

colours - a warm pink, a burnished yellow. A wide squa1'e gives you plenty 

of space to contemplate it. The eye is drawn to the windowless top floor, 
leading to the small but unmistakable sword-and-shield insignia of the 

secret police at the top. Th巳 building is, incidentall只 still used by its cur

rent incarnation, the FSB. 1n front , there is a tiny monument which you 

can easily miss, dedicated to the inmates of the Gulag - a stone from the 

Solovetsky 1slands.7 

Leave Tverskaya Metro station in the other direction, away from Red 

Square, and the street eventually becomes the even wider and more monu

mental Leningradsky Boulevard, th巳 main approach from Sheremetyevo 

airport. 1ts traffic is 且ttingly monolithíc, so if you're travelling by car, you 

will get a lot of time to look at it. The blocks are bigger and bigge1', 

topped by spires and more spires, iced with neo-Renaissance detail , to the 

point where it eventually becomes qllite numbing. But much as the I930S 

show the relative informality of the I920S being bashed around and 

sti旺ened up, this stretch of the boulevard shows the opposite, with 

neo-Baroque order dissolving into the informal groupings of late 
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Modernism. What you 1earn here is that, even in the Soviet Union, the 

urge to provide a singu1ar, unbroken image of linear power cou1d not 

1ast - another urge, to break it up and provide count巳rpoints and contra-

dictions, came in instead. Two b10cks a1most facing each other here make 

clear how peop1e strugg1ed to find ways out. Rather than wa1king a11 the 

way up this interminab1e magistra1e, which by this point is broken up 

with flyovers and impassab1e to pedestrians, it is best reached fro l11 

Dyna l110 Metro station, where those with an interest both in footba11 and 

1920S avant-garde architecture cou1d once enjoy the 1aconic Constructiv-

iS l11 of the origina1 Dyna l110 Moscow stadiu l11• 8 

One of these two break-out structures is a b10ck of flats from the 

1ate 1930S by Andrey Burov. The architect had been a Mod巳rnist ， a co11ab

orator of Sergei Eisenstein, an epigone and guide in Moscow to Le 

Corbusier. You wou1dn't know from the ornament draped on this bui1d

ing. But 100k close1y, and you' l1 notice something new. Rather than being 

‘applied' by p1asterer or scu1ptor, these ornaments - trees with intertwin

ing branches, sma11 architectura1 el11b1ems of Renaissance deri飞ration in 

The New Brutalist 'Centipede' , Moscow 
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‘ll1arble' are visibly ll1ass-produced. They were in fact prefabricated, 
panels of precast concrete asse ll1bled in a factor予 This is the first prefab 

housing block in Moscow, the first of very, very ll1any, a new approach 

which would create a very different sY ll1bolic space to city centre neoclas

sical boulevards. Opposite is a residential cO ll1plex, by a team of architects 

led by A. Meerson. It is, conversely, one of a kind - the only actual 'New 

Brutalist' building in a city habitually described as Brutalist and brutal

izing. Completed in 1978, it borrows forms from late Le Corbusier 

and from ]apanese architects like Kenzo Tange, to create an image of 

repetition, physicality and collectivi叩 A long block of raw, poured, 
board-marked concrete has its considerable weight supported on ll1ultiple 

thin, twisted lill1bs, which garnered the building the nickname ‘ the Centi

pede飞 Bulging， heavy tubes of lift towers are placed rhythmically along 

the façade. It stands at an angle to the long street, as if to avoid it, want

ing to define its own space rather than being swept up into someone else's. 

It must have looked peculiar during the parades. 

'EUROPE'S LAST GREAT STREETS' 

Tverskaya, and even more its northward 巳xtension ， is exhausting. The 

expanse of space created by land nationalization and glorified for the 

purpose of military display feels dust只 WOrt1， tiring, even claustrophobic 

in its gridlocked tra国c. Not all magistrale are like this, it must be noted

least of all the street which is perhaps the most impressive of all the 

Stalinist boule飞rards 1 have come across in person or in history, one which 

the Italian architect and historian Aldo Rossi called ‘Europe's last great 

street'.9 This is Karl-Marx-Allee, or, as it was originally known, Stalin

allee, in East Berlin. Politically, this exceptionally loaded place was where 

the proletariat as image and as reality suffered its greatest disjunction. 

A little history will be useful; history which the street, and not only by 

its information boards in English and German, will be able to tell you 

itself. This was originally Frankfurter Allee, Berlin's main east-west thor

oughfare, running through the inn巳1…city working class district of 

Friedrichshain, and the route by which the Red Army fought its way into 

the city in 1945. After the war, it became part of what (then still uni且ed)

Berlin's avant-garde city planner Hans Scharoun called the ‘Friedrichshain 
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Living Cell'. 1O Small, undemonstrative four-storey deck-access apartment 

b10cks were bui1t in the interstices of the destroyed city, spaced out widely 

between strips of park1and; some of them faced Frankfurter Allee itself, 
which soon, on the occasion of the despo t's birthday, was renamed ‘Sta1in

allee'. Scharoun was dismissed, and the n巳w Sta1inallee was reimagined as 

a magistra1e - and if the magistra1e had a1ways had the 100k of an imper

ia1 ‘Via Triumpha1is' , then here there was a very actua1 triumph to be 

commemorated: the defeat of Nazi Germany, 1arge1y at th巳 hands of the 

Red Army. Just next to the ‘Living Cell' , a prototype was bui1t, a small 

housing estate bui1t around a tower b1ock, the Hochhaus an der Weber

wle町， design巳d by a Modernist who had recently ex巳cuted the requisite 

se1f-criticism , Hermann Hense1mann. These b10cks were harder up 

against the street, onto which 100ked balconies and clear, obvious front 

doors; corner features were picked out as towers and copu1as. Scu1ptura1 

reliefs, some in ceramic tile, showed fro1icking chi1dren and marching 

workers, framed by the Brandenburg Gate and the bu1bous towers of the 

Gendarmenmarkt. The tower itself was symmetrica1, and tricked out in 

Meissen ti1es, with stern b1ack co1umns to the entrance. 

Workers and dOlnes: detail on the estate on Weberwiese, Berlin 
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This new'style would be taken up completely just round the corner at 

Frankfurter Allee/Stalinallee. The street was widened, and widened far 

further tha l1 the relatively modest dimensions of Tverskaya; and it was 

divided into several immense blocks, most of them given to repentant 

Modernists to design, such as the former Bauhaus student Richard Pau

lick. Specially designed lampposts, where 丘uted ， winged concrete poles 

carried twin bulbs, were planted all along the triumphal route, inescapably 

compared unkindly to suspiciously similar ones designed by Albert Speer 

for Hitler's own Via Triumphalis, the would-be centre of the imperial 

capital Germania. Yet while Germania was to be in a pure, reduced form 

of classicism, supposedly devoid of kitsch, Stalinallee was kitsch run riot: 

decorations scattered everywhere, as if the result of a ram-raid on a Prus

sian builders' yard, draped across blocks of surreal proportions - a typical 

chunk of Stalinalle巳 is a single block of eight storeys and 且fty bays, broken 

up via projecting wings. At each end of the magistrale are ceremonial 

gateway twin towers , both by Henselmann 一 one pair in a striking 

classical-Futurist idiom recalling the famous Soviet pavilion in the 

The twin towers of the Frankfurter Tor, Berlin 
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工937 Paris Expo, with stone volllmes progressively rising and projecting 

forward - and the oth巳r pair basically a stretching Ollt of the 

eighteenth-centllry Baroqlle domes of the Gendarmen l11arkt. Welco l11e to 

Berlin,‘Capital of World Commllnisl11'. 

Except there was another half of Berlin llnder the joint control of the 

British, French and A l11erican ar l11ies, and they had their own bllilding 

projects, whose infor l11ality and l110dernity 1110re closely rese l11bled Hans 

Scharolln's original Living Cells. A Dlltch historian has r巳cently slightly 

fancifully claimed that the West's ridicule of the grandiosity of the l11ag

istrale ca ll1e from fear - not f，巳ar at the totalitarian dystopia it r巳presented ，

bllt fear of its possible Sllccess. ‘They feared Socialist Realis ll1 because of 

what it was: a very rich poplllar style that sY l11 bolised the successful 

emancipation of the CO l11mon man.'ll That's as may be, but the C0 ll1ll10n 

man in East Berlin had other things on his mind in 1953 , as the Stalinall巳E

neared completion. As in many Stalinist projects,‘Stakhanovis ll1' and 

‘shock-work' were enforced, by which workers were encouraged , pres

sured , cajoled and given wage scales to encourage them to overflllfil their 

n01'ms , and to work ever harder and longer hours. This evidently didn't 

have the desired e旺ect ， as on 17 June 1953 the workers on Stalinallee had 

their mini ll111ll1 norms suddenly raised. 丁hey responded with strikes, then 

with riots, then with a generalized, uncoordinated uprising, suppressed 

by Soviet tanks. This was the 且rst (and last) major workers' protest of the 

new Ge1'man De ll1oc1'atic Repllblic. 1n Be1' tolt B1'echt's famous lines, not 

of course publish巳d in the GDR , this c1'eated the absurd situation whe1'巳

the East G巳rman Pa1' ty decla1'ed that it had lost confidence in the German 

w01'king class. The striking wo1'kers we1'e looked down on throllghollt 

their protest by 1'eliefs, sClllptures and mosaics of themselves, joyously 

1'elishing the heroic building work that they we1'e now 1'ebelling against. 

The Stalinallee, qllietly renamed Karl-Ma1'x-Allee a few years later, is by 

its very existence an indictment of the vainglo 1'Y' hypoc1'isy and dllbious 

claims to 'socialism' of the Soviet-backed state. 

Bllt 1 will not 巳ven attempt to deny that eve1'y time 1 have visited it l've 

fOllnd it hllgely exhila1'ating. The width of the tree-lined pavements, the 

quality of the mate1'ials (all of it, typically fo 1' Berlin, is listed, prese1'ved 

and scruplllously restored) , the gene1'osity of the Pllblic spaces, the 

bizarre, eye-catching, sometimes moving details on the buildings, the gen

e1'al sense of ease, openness and metropolitan g1'andeur 一 it doesn't seem 
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at all hyperbolic to call it 'Europe's last great street' , at least not if 

Ma1'szalkowska in Wa1'saw and the K1'eschatyl.ζin Kiev a1'e included in the 

same b1'acket. That's partly b巳cause of the emb1'ace of all the functions of 

the g1'and capital-city boulevard that it bo1'rows from Paris - with the 

shade of t1'ees , the cafés , bookshops and benches , managing to turn what 

is 1'eally a six-lane highway into what feels like a single public squa1'e, 

extruded out and plunging towa1'ds the hea1't of the ci叩 Eve1'ything in it 

is designed to catch the eye , whether of d1'ive1' o1',.mo1'e probably, of ped

est1'ian. The shops in the ground floors have neon signs (many of them 

salvaged f1'om the GDR , and not always desc1'ibing what is inside - the 

Ka1'l-Ma1'x-Bookshop was 1'ecently turned into the offices of a hipste1' a1't 

publishe1', who kept the sign) , sculptures and plaques (whethe1' the o1'i

ginal monuments to Ma1'x and the East Ge1'man leade1' \X1ilhelm Pieck , or 

the new info1'mation boa1'ds that tell the st1'e时's sto1'Y) . . . all turn it into 

a sort of open-ai1' exhibition, albeit one which never feels like a museum, 
eithe1' - it 1'emains a living piece of public space , co-ordinated by those 

two pai1's of f1'aming towe1's. 1 don't know to what extent it was a 1'eal 

p1'opaganda success in divided Berlin 一 the Wall built a yea1' afte1' its com

pletion in I960 would suggest the 巳ffect was not spectacula1' - but, today, 
it speaks of a socialism with 1'eal generosity and g1'andeur, all its hie1'a1'

chical features subo1'dinated to the rule of the public's footsteps. 1 can't 

imagine Jane Jacobs and he1' disciples approving enti1'ely - it is too wide 

to be a '1'eal' t1'aditional st1'eet 01' boule飞Ta1'd ， with crossing the st1'eet neve1' 

an easy task - but it does 1'eclaim the idea of the st1'eet at a time when it 

was in major abe)咄lce at the hands of Modernism, and does so in a sur

p1'isingly convincing w巧

It continues to do this , curiousl只 afte1' its a1'chitects junk neoclassical 

detail and t1'aditional st1'eet plans cleaving to the st1'eet line , and return to 

Modernist ve1'ities. Afte1' I96o , the (now renamed) Karl-Ma1'x-Allee was 

continued all the way to the showpiece public square of Alexanderplatz,n 
in the form of unornamented blocks of flats , spaced well back behind 

trees and gardens, which continued behind them - classic Modernist 

‘blocks in space' urbanism. Yet its planners and a1'chitects we1'e smart 

enough to 1'ealize the value of the street structu1'e they had been left by the 

Stalinists. Their new structu1'es are ‘street' buildings, while not being at 

all classical. One of them , the Kosmos cinema , actually 1'eplaced Richa1'd 

Paulick's neoclassicist Sports Hall, built as pa1' t of the original Stalinallee 
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丁he Modernist Karl-Marx-Allee , Berlin (王969 postcard) 

barely a decade earlier - an astonishing rate of replacement, dictated here 

perhaps by the unambiguously Nazi appearanc巳 of this str叩ped classical 

巳di且ce. 1n its plac巳 is a rotunda with a low cubic volume projecting from 

it, clad in multicoloured tiles framing large glass walls, with a square in 

front , onto which tables and chairs spill out - an open, delicately detailed 

piece of architecture. More dramatic is the same architects' Kino 1nt巳r【

national , the façades of its vaulting windowless concr巳te auditoriu ll1 

decorated in what are this ti ll1e slightly less domineering images of pro

gress and labour. Opposite that, ll1eanwhile , is the Cafe Moskau , a 

striking, witty and clever architectural tribute to East Ger ll1any's 

liberator-oppressor. Like the rest of the complex, it recognizes the ill1port

ance for the street of looking and loitering, giving the eye a lot to do. 1t is 

another long glass bo文， its façade giving way at the corn巳r entrance to a 

patterned concr巳te screen, giving a view of the restaurant courtyard 

inside; next to that is a ll1osaic, showing the various Soviet peoples and 

the Ìl了 th巳n-fa ll1iliar achievements in agricultur飞 industry， universal 

brotherhood and outer space. A ll10del sputnik acts as spire. Scattered 

elsewhere along the street are several sll1all glass boxes, the n巳w，
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Modernist boulevard's shops, no longer included on the ground floor of 

the apartments. It a11 gives the impression of a continuous space that just 

happens to be broken up into two competing stylistic camps - both 

of the l11 a l11atte1' of no-expense-spared public space and public housing. 

There is not rea11y a better case to be l11ade for the Ge1'l11an Democratic 

Republic than the fact it built this. It did so, though, in the awareness 

that here it was being watched, especia11y after the crushing of the 

workers' protests. Not a11 of East Be1'lin, needl~ss to sa民 was of the 

same qualit予

A MAGISTRALE IN REVOLUTION 

Another boulevard that feels ‘successful' today, that is a viable public 

space rathe1' than just a despotic fo11y, is the Kreschatyk in Kiev. This, like 

the Stalina11ee , is another ‘Via T1'iur丑phalis' ， a complete 1'edesign of the 

Ukrainian capital's main artery afte1' it was destroyed during the Great 

Patriotic War (la1'gely, in this case, by the Red Army mining its buildings 

afte1' they were forced to withdraw in I94I). As a1'chitectur飞 it 1'emains an 

almost complete showcase of Stalinist aesthetics and its paradoxical pref

erence for 'street' life. It 飞W凡iVould be possible to argu巳 t出ha刽t t出he st1'e巳E创t life of 

the ave1'age m丑lagistrale is a side e旺巳ct飞， an un山intended by-p 

int优阳巳αn川lt巾tion tωoc口1'eat优e an a肌￥矶W气甲陀r吧巳铲-111S叩pi1'ing pa1'ade path fo 1' tanks and such; but 

if so , it'd be ha1'd to explain a11 the wide pavements , trees , benches and 

archways , which give the K1'eschatyk much of its appeal. Yet while Be1'lin's 

magist1'ale is conspicuously non-comme1'cial , with little on sale in those 

g1'ound floo 1' shops but sund1'ies fo 1' its mixed population of hipsters and 

ageing Pa1'ty dieha1'巾， the KreschatyIζspent the I990S and 2000S awash 

with New Money - reclai l11ed by the nomenklatura in their new function 

as private capitalists. Howev巳1'， it has often been taken ove1' fo 1' by othe1', 

mo1'e unruly, uses. It was exactly this a1'ea - the Kreschatyk , the nea1'by 

government buildings on Hrushevsky Street and Maidan Nezalezhnosti 

(Independence Squa 1'e, usua11y sho1'tened to just 'Maidan') , a11 of the l11 

grand projects of the Stalin e1'a - whe1'e the violent insur1'ectio l1 that ove1'

th1'ew p1'esident Vikto1' Yanukovych in early 20I4 occu1'red. This is of 

cou1'se ironic , given that this so1't of planning o1'iginated in Hauss l11ann's 

means of dete1'1'ing 1'evolution. 
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Beginning at the early-twentieth-century Besarabsky Market, Kres

chatyk sweeps through Kiev's historic centre with a prickly skyline of 

spires and obelisks, with façades coated in decorative tiles, to a I949 design 

by the architect Anatoly Dobrovolsk予 It was created as the showpiece of 

a capital city - at the time Stalin was trying to get a UN seat for Soviet 

Ukraine. 13 In the plans, the boulevard led to a two-level square, one side 

ringed by a circus of neo-Baroque office buildings, the other marked by a 

skyscraping luxury hotel - the centrifugal arrangement similar to one of 

the clearest of Haussmann's free-fire zones, the Place de la République. 

Under Khrushchev, the square was left half 且nished and some buildings 

were completed on the cheap - the mega七otel ， now the Hotel Ukraina, 
was built without the planned pinnacles and spires, and the circus wasn't 

finished until the early I980s, when it was accompanied by a Lenin 

Museum and the Trade Union House, both in a sharper, modernized ver

sion of classicism. The square's main monument, as ever, was a massive 

granite Lenin, flanked by revolutionaries, as a m巳morial to the October 

I9ηinsurrection. If Haussmann wanted to stop revolution, Stalin and 

his successors constantly appealed to its memo叩 At Maidan Nezalezh-

The Kreschatyk meets October Revolution Squar巳 in Kiev (1979 postcard) 
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nosti Metro station, there are bronze plaques 011 the walls dedicated to 

19 I7, a remnant from when it was October Revolution Square station. 

When we made our way out of the station on our third visit to the city, in 

lvlarch 2014, half of the exits w巳re still blocked by barricades made from 

tyres, sandbags, paving stones and furniture. Outside was the aftermath 

of a r巳al urban insurrection. 

The renamed 'Maidan' had already lost its Lenin in 1991, and was 

redeveloped in 2001 under the regime of Leonid Kuchma with kitsch n巳W

statues and decorations which evoke equally the high四Stalinist era a l1d 

eighteenth-c巳ntury Ukrainian Baroque; the gesture to the twenty句-first

century was the Globus shopping mall underneath , whose glass domes 

pop out at random over the squar飞 products of when this became 

Ukraine's Regent Stre时， its thoroughfare of exp巳nsive chains. 1n 2004 it 

beca l11e the centre of the smaller, controlled 'Orange Revolution' against 

el巳ctoral fraud , when a tent city was set up 011 Maidan. We hadn't visited 

Kiev betwee l1 March 20II and March 201斗， so it was astonishing how 

different Maidan looked a month after the insurrection. Pedestrian 

The transformed Maidan seen from Kreschatyk, Kiev, spring 2014 
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pathways ran through encampments and barricades four feet high. The 

ground was charred, with the paving stones unreplaced, ar l110ured cars 

blared out rousing songs, a stage was taken by an Orthodox priest. A tall 

fra l11e around one of the kitsch monU l11ents installed in 2001 had become 

a fra l11e for posters, banners, slogans and information; and , most obvious 

of all, the Trade Union House, occupied by the revolutionaries and set on 

且比， very likely by the police, was a charred husk, the greater number of 

its windows blown out. McDonald's, which beca l11e a makeshift l11ental 

hospital at the close of the protests, had become a McDonald's again, our 

friends noted with regret. The Globus mall, we were told, had stayed 

open throughout. 

Coming in, as we did , from the Kreschatyk, the change from the ordin

ary city to this was more subtle. Walking down the nineteenth-century 

T与ras Shevchenko Boulevard, the turn into the Kreschatyk is clear when 

you find the plinth of the Lenin statue toppled by me l11bers of the far-right 

Svoboda party in December 2013 , sprayed with graffiti either in cryptic, 
esoteric fa卜right symbols or with the more obvious ‘glory to Ukraine'. 

The Kreschatyk is interrupted after one street block by tents and surviv

ing barricades in front of towering Stalinist castles. These are astonishing 

structures, among the most flamboyant of their kind. Half-way along the 

street is one of two skyscrapers placed in strategic places, but unlike the 

Hotel Ukraina this one was cO l11pleted to its original plan, with twenty or 

so storeys and a nS111g profile reminiscent of the dystopian cities of 

pre > war comic boolω. It is flanked by two bloated Beaux Arts mini-towers 

(in the corn巳r， a luxury Modernist tower of the 2000S has been discr巳etly

squeezed). Grand flights of steps march their way Up to the l11. The bulk 

of the buildings are residenti址， with a post 。因ce and Kie旷日 City Hall 

among them , and they're not greatly dissimilar to those of Tverskaya. 

However, the architects have had a great deal more fun , if that's the word , 
within the parameters of bureaucrat's Baroque. There are rusticated 

bases again, along the long, columned apartment complexes, and there is 

even more detail in sttange , eye-craning places than usual. Unlike the 

High Renaissance itself, Baroque was not generally acceptable under the 

architectural strictures of the 1930S-1950S, representing an era of deca

dence and reaction , the aesthetics of the Counter孔eformation. Never 

mind that, though , as this is a purely Baroque space, in deta i! and in plan. 

On those upper storeys you 且nd applied colu l11ns twisted into weir寸，
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scaled shapes, ending in little spikes; in the lofts of some of the flats are 

thick, ceremonial , sculpturalleaves, which look, in the manner of Rococo 

architecturaUollies, almost edible; on the top of th巳 skyscraper is a pedi

ment, with anoth巳r pediment in relief inside that. 

Under these are the obligatory grand archways leading to the less 

Barricades and the Stalinist Baroque in Kiev, spring 20I4 
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impressive sidestreets. On our fìrst visits to Kiev in 2010 and 20口， these 

had become typically ultra-capitalist spaces; one of th巳 arches ， three sto

reys high, was decorated by an LG advertis巳ment， arranged to follow the 

curve of the arch , reading 'Life's Good' , in English. Other ads and new 

signs found their way onto the boulevard, many of them working with 

the ceremonial spaces, using them as an appropriately eye > catching place 

to hang their slogans and logos. This was one of the peculiar aspects of 

the insurrection's fìrst phase in late 20巧， as a ‘Euromaidan' - when the 

young protesters demanded to become a ‘normal' part of Europe, they 

W巳re marching down a street bedecked in giant canvas ads for West Euro

pean companies, to a degree unthinkable in any West European street. 

Regardless, by March 2014 these grand archways were blocked with tyres 

rather than bedecked with billboards, Kiev City Hall was caked in gra国ti ，

and occupying a travel agent next to a branch of Oggi was the far-right 

paramilitary alliance Pravy Sektor. Souvenir sellers were taking up 飞，yhat

space wasn't taken by barricades and tents; they were selling postcard sets 

of scenes from the insurrection, national flags , magnets of some rather 

A blocked archway in Kiev, spring 201斗
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dubious historical figures. A man in a pink bunny suit went round selling 

similar trink巳ts， walking casually past the men in fatigues with their hair 

made IIp in Cossack style (shaved with a long flick of fringe , a rather New 

Romantic look). The overall effect was of a slightly farcical nationalist 

carnival, a reclamation of the space of one ‘ totalitarianism' , Stalinism, 

for another, fascis l11 - which, due to the straitened circumstances of the 

participants, looked more like a desperate encampment than a uni且址，

choreographed rall予 This was partly also dictated by their use of the 

space, in which they actually resisted rather than embraced its urban 

authoritarianism, at the same time that they used its arches, steps and 

passageways as useful means for barricading and defending. 

The move l11ent itself is usually called ‘Maidan' , and its opponents were 

known as the ‘'Anti-Maidan飞 One could argue that this re且ected the 

importance of the reclai l11ed public space to the protesters, all of whom, 
whether in Kiev or in the counter-protests in south-eastern Ukrainian 

cities like Donetsk, Kharkiv or Odessa , favoured large Soviet squares. It 

also l11arks an absence of political content other than a (surely justi且ed)

hatred of eastern Ukrainian oligarchs and Vladimir Putin. The far right 

p1'Oved highly adept at 且lling that vacuum. This was blindingly obvious 

when we visited Maidan, and although it l11ight b巳 unfair to judge 、1ai

dan' as a l110vement on its aftermath , when Russia's annexation of Cri l11ea 

had exacerbated tension, the political content of what we saw was not 

prett予 There were some posters calling for peace, many of the national 

poet and revolutionary T aras Shevchenko, a few anarchist sY l11bols and 

one il11age of Mayakovsky, with th巳 speech bubble ‘ Comrade Moskal [a 

de1'Ogatory term for Russian] , leave Ukraine alone!' - but they were over自

whelmingly outnu l11 bered by the symbols of the extreme right. At 

Maidan, next to the stage, a banner displayed the visage of Stepan Ban

dera, whose Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN(B)) and 

Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) were an openly fascist partisan force 

during and after the Second World War; their red and black colours were 

ubiquitouS. 14 The e旺ect ， with all these tents in the shadow of massive 

ultra-llrban buildings, was as if the protesters w巳re replicating the war>

time partisan ca ll1ps in rural western Ukraine, f1'Om where most of the l11 

had come, in the met1'Opolitan streets and squares of Ki巳飞

Yet according to our friends here - admittedly a bunch of intelligentsia: 

an unemployed architect, a journalist and architectural historian, an art 
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student and a documentary fi副1m丑l-m丑laker乌， all of th巳mη1 participants in Mai

dan叽， all of the left 一 what we saw was one of many Ma幻idans乌， which shifted 

from a middle-class r 

t由h巳臼se peopμl 巳 who 飞W再νrant优ed tωo be in the E U, and then it was like the Middle 

Age旷 Wh巳n we were there, the air of menace created by the armed pres

ence of the far right contrasted with a memorial , even festive spirit - at 

the weekend , countless ordinary people were casually walking around 

Kreschatyk and Maidan, squeezing through the barricades either to leave 

flowers at the memorial to the hundred protesters killed by snipers, or just 

to look at this transformation. 

Looking out at Maidan from the Kreschatyk, you can see where the 

luxurious magistrale ran out of mone只 building by building. The boule

vard curves, and is lined by five individual tower-like structures, all topped 

by an advertising billboard. As your eye travels along the row, you'll notice 

l巳ss ornament in each, until they have been entirely stripped, and eventu

ally become something more rectilinear and modern. Keep turning round, 
and you find the Hotel Ukraina , from where many of the snipers were 

firing. FuÌsome with imperial trim ll1ings in the or咆inal drawings, it was 

trimmed of almost all ornament under Khrushchev, who wanted to use 

ll1aterials and labour for less whimsical purposes than grand hotels in a 

ruined city with a housing CnSlS. Y七t while East G巳rll1an architects 

responded to this change by returning to their spurned Modernist roots , 
and created sparkling , Iight spaces , here the heaviness re l1lained , as if 

architects had forgotten there was any other way of designing. Stripped 

of the eye-fascinating proliferation of details, sculptures, l1losaics 

and applied colul1lns, all there was left was a reductive, thuggish power 

and scale. 15 

At the end of Kreschatyk, the Hotel Dnipro, another of these stripped 

Stalinist buildings, faces the later Ukrainian House, the forl1l巳r L巳llln

Museum. This, our friends here told us, was always the best part of the 

re飞rolution ， the place where the Maidan Left organized, its rotunda enclos

ing a shelter, a libra'ry, a university and a cin巳l1la - with spectacular 

stained-glass il1lages of revolution above, and a real revolt below. 吁'd

always hoped to see it like that' , the architect Oleksandr Burlaka told US. 16 

While he did So, it was full of armed, ar l1lband > weanng men. ‘ It's gone 

very Stanford Experi l1lent in there, they're setting Up their own little 
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tota1itarian state.' Opposite in the Hotel Dnipr飞 unti1 they were forcib1y 

evicted by po1ice on Monday night, after a shooting spree in which they 

had shot and injured Kiev's deputy l11ayor, was another enca l11pment of 

Pravy Sektor. Next to that was a pi1e of paving stones ready to rep1ace 

those re l110ved. The g归国ti 一 the Wolfsangel , or nU l11erica1 sY l11bo1s refer

ring to Hitler's date of birth - to1d its own sto叩

At this point, the steep Hrushevsky Street begins, 1eading to the sinister, 
u1tra-Stalinist Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the.parlial11e时， both scenes 

of heavy 且ghting. The co1onnade 1eading to the Dyna l110 Kiev stadium 

was surrounded by the heaviest of the barricades and men in fatigues star

ing at fires. Opposite them, the week we visited, the Doric, austere Museum 

of Art had opened its doors for the first time since the battles caused it to 

close. The permanent collection features some spectacu1ar work by the 

revo1utionary avant-garde artists who supported the revo1ution of 19 工7 ，

and a fair bit of Socia1ist Rea1ism. In one epic painting of the Russian Civi1 

War, Fedir Krychevskyi's 1935 canvas Victors Over WJ切tgel ， th巳 three

unshaven, rough, ordinary-1ooking Red Army soldiers, one of them unas

suming1y rolling a cigarette, 100ked a 10t 1ike the Pravy Sektor members 

10itering just outside. At the entrance to the museum was the following 

message, in English and Ukrainian: ‘We have fully rea1ized th巳 meaning of 

1ife and creativity as the transformation of the world and the human being 

through art, which was proclaimed by modern artists and which cou1d 

have been observed during the 1ast months in Kiev.' That is, what is hap

pening outside is 飞;yhat the只 the artists , had drea l11ed of. The architecture 

and p1anning may have had a simi1ar e旺ect- but the spectra1, unrea1 masses 

imagined filling these spaces have, in rea1it只且lled it with a very di旺erent

content. The sY l11bo1s of a socia1 revo1ution nearly a century ago are now 

supp1emented with those of a ‘nationa1 revo1ution' , the on1y sort that is 

acceptab1e in post-socia1ist countries. On the 巳mpty p1inth of that topp1ed 

Lenin in Kiev, surrounded as it is by Sta1inist spectacl巳 and Ukrainian 

insurgent camps, is a quote from the Bo1shevik 1eader: ‘a free Ukraine is 

impossib1e without the unity of Russian and Ukrainian workers'. It's 

a1most obscured by the scraw1, but it's there. 
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A HIPSTER 岛tlAGISTRALE

It is inconceivable that they wanted or expected them to be used for 

urban insurrection, but an important part of the rhetorical appeal made 

by the magistrale was the reclamation of the city centre for the work

ing class. The large 1954 commemo1'ative volume p1'oduced fo1' the 

Marszalkowska-MDM scheme in Warsaw begins with a poem by Adam 

Wa士yk，‘The P巳ople Return to the City Centre'. It is anachronistic to 

assume this means that ‘The People' a1'e returning from their exile in the 

towers and semis of the suburbs, although this would become an issue 

late1' on, in Warsaw as with most European cities. They a1'e returning to 

the city centre because the city cent1'e - most of the city, in fact - was 

bllrned to the groll日d by its Nazi German occllpiers after the suppression 

of the Warsaw Rising in 1944, so, until the early 1950s, there wasn't a city 

centre to return to. For that, within a decade or so this element of Social

ist Realist practice would become something qllite llnusllal - the llse or 

transfo1'mation of high-1'ent, prestigiolls or otherwise important inner

llrban space as ordinary飞 low-rent hOllsing. In th巳ir avoidance of this, later 

socialist regimes in Poland were not llnllsllal , bllilding their large estates 

mostly on the peripher予

So rathe1' than just another bOllleva时， MDM was also a deliberately 

residential space - its fllll name in Polish, Marszalkowska Dzielnica 

Mieszkaniowa , means the Marszalkowska Residential District. It is bllilt 

along the line of another devastated pre-war stre巳t ， and again it blows its 

scale apart, to c1'eate the r巳quisite space for parading and!or ll1arching. 

Bllt it e ll1braces in the same scheme many of the surrounding st1'eets, pllll

ing them into a llnified, axial composition. Althollgh it is not 'officially' 

part of MDM , instructive contrasts are provided by the start of the 

st1'eet Plac Unii Lubelskiej , the only enti1'ely surviving p1'e-war part of 

Marszalkowska. It is a roundabollt overlooked by turn-of-the-century 

tenements, built arOluí.d the time that Wa 1'saw 1'eached a million resid巳nts ，

beco ll1ing the thi1'd-largest city in the Tsa1'ist Empire afte1' St Petersburg 

and Moscow. These 1'each nine sto1'eys, and a1'e cO l11ll1anding, though 

also eclectic and confused in thei1' details, as if they're trying to dis

gUlS巳 their bulk. Behind the ll1 are dense cOll1' tyards, following the typical 

nineteenth-centllry l110del , maXimlZ ll1g the space that could be let. 
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Their scale is impressi飞飞 either way, but in a different fashion frOlll 

a magistrale - there has obviously been no co-ordination between 

them. They follow the contours of an already created space, they do not 

create lt. 

Another notable feature of the MDM propaganda volume is a 

figure-ground plan of Warsaw's city centre in 1939, and the same city 

centre as 1t‘will be' in 1965. 'The new Warsaw will not repeat the old', 
reads the slogan, and in this there is an obvious intent to make something 

more than just a cos l11etic change in the look of the city, instead to trans

form the exploitation visible in the 1939 plan, where the map is almost 

black through the density of the buildings outlined therein, to something 

more airy and open, where the streets are still outlined but the space 

behind is left blank and clear, ready to be filled with parks and gardens. 

Short shrift is given to the ‘capitalist city' in the book. Facing pages show 

the street as a typical piece of turn-of-the-century East European big city 

urbanism, lined with eclectic buildings, and then they show you the 

dilapidated, collapsing, quasi-rural buildings that still existed next to 

them - 'the great artery of the capitalist city of contrasts'. On the facing 

page is an iIJ;lage of Plac Unii Lubelskiej itself, described as ‘ the cheapness 

of the ugly, cosmopolitan street飞 The lack of planning is obvious, as a 

strange collection of buildings, from one-storey classical gatehouses to 

ten-storey tenements, fail to com l11and the roundabout; the force of the 

argument is reinforced with a big quote from Boleslaw Bier时， g巳neral

secretar只 local ‘ little Stalin' and official author of the Six-Year Plan for 

the Rebuilding of Wa l'saw. Other possible alternatives that were around 

after the war are subjected to ridicule - under a photograph of a model 

for the area entered into a 1948 competition, showing four cylindrical 

towers and long, open, mid-rise Modernist blocks in open space, we are 

told that these ‘ hous巳【machines' are intrinsically capitalist - rather inex

plicably, as they ‘waste' a lot of lettable space. ‘No, this is not how we will 

build Marszalkowska!' 

How they did build Marszalkowska can be found slightly further on, as 

blocks that are not familiar begin their march along the boulevard. Here, 
they are still slightly interspersed with earlier apartment buildings, either 

in eclectic or in Modernist dress , so the total sweep has not occurred -

unsurprisingl只 given the extent of the wartime da l11age, there is S0 l11e 

retention of what survived, so that there is actually quite a bit of patched 
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nineteenth-century fabric to be found behind the grand façades. The 

architectural team at MDM , led by ]ózef Sigalin, didn't break much with 

the magistrale model in their architectural vocabula叩 This is plaster and 

a thin layer of marble or granite applied to brick and concrete, with the 

tiered order of classicism (bas巳s ， attics and so forth) stretched out to an 

overscaled degree. There are differ巳nces - the spikiness of the specially 

designed streetlights is a deliberate reference to the local Baroque trad

ition, for instance. At on巳 point it becomes a bridge, as a highway runs 

underneath , and a curved corner tower defines the change in space. The 

street is not massively wide at this point, and some of the buildings 

Baroque lamps 011 COllstitution Square, Warsaw (1955 postcard) 
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cO ll1pensate for this by setting the ll1selves back behind large pave ll1ents, 
with steps leading up to the flats , creating the requisite sense of pride and 

importance. After a while of this, you get to another roundabout, and a 

big and pretty wild nineteenth-century Baroque church, tall, with twisted 

copper spires, typically ‘Slavic' in its eldritch presence. It had mostly 

survived the war, battered but intact, and there are various ll1yths about 

the preservation of this church, principal among them the claim that 

Marszalkowska was realigned when it was æbuilt into MDM to 

remove the terminating role of the church, shifting it out of sight to the 

pedestrian or driver going up the boulevard. Actuall民 the streetplan of 

this part of MD M is of completely the same dimensions as the pre-war 

one, but the story's existence shows some of the low esteem the plan is 

held in, and for what potential reasons. St Saviour's Church is the main 

monument of Plac Zbawiciela, or Saviour Square - the name was also not 

changed. 

Agata met me here when she first took m巳 to the city, knowing I'd be 

impressed. Plac Zbawiciela became one of the first places 1 got to know 

in Warsaw, as 1 suspect it has been for many other Western visitors and 

expats - students and hipsters started reclaiming this space a good while 

ago, with bars and clubs like the noted Plan B having been here for a 

while; its uneasy status as the centre of young, open, tolerant Poland can 

be garnered by the frequent arson attacks on the large rainbow sculpture 

at its heart, which represents the (unusual , in Poland) tolerance here for 

LGBT people. Over the last few years I've watched this square gradually 

follow the usual pattern of hipster urbanism 且rst a neglected area is 

taken over via rough , noisy clubs and suchlike , and then money is attracted 

to the point where it starts forcing the artists, musicians and their ilk out 

of the area. The most obvious battleground is also the most obvious 

change in the square from its unplanned pre-war form to its Socialist 

Realist incarnation 一 its grandly scaled colonnades. This Italian Renais

sance feature is used all over MDM. At Plac Konstytucji (Constitution 

Square) , there are large, airy arcades on both sides, with coffering and 

heroic mosaics above, at the southern end of Marszalkowska th巳y form 

slimmer spaces demarcated by free-style columns and monumental sculp

tures of workers, and here at Plac Zbawiciela they are more informal, 
neo-Renaissance spaces. In all cases they're lovely things, making total 

sense in the often inhospitable Warsaw climate shelter both from hot 
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summers and cold winters. Here, as intended, café and restaurant ter

races spill out, and streetlife occurs in the requisit巳 mann巳r.

The circle that they were intended to form is incomplete - as in Kiev, 
the death of Stalin meant a scaling down , and two pre-war eclectic 

Colonnades at MDM , Warsaw 
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Singed Gay Pride rainbow at Saviour Squar巳， MDM ， Warsaw 

buildings were retained , one of them on the massive scale of Plac Unii 

Lubelskiej , one with the same four-storey scale as th巳 Socialist Realist 

blocks. You can walk from one to another easily enough, and there is the 

rub there is 110 obvious divide between the various commercial prem

ises. At first , this was fairly informally marked out with thinlittle screens, 
but the rec巳ntly arrived luxurious bars for the older, more genuinely mon

eyed part of the Warsaw middle class have started to glaze off their parts 

of the colonnades, putting glass walls between the wine bars and expen

sive restaurants and the shabbier spaces of Vietnamese restaurants and 

studenty cafés. Places where the non-customer could wander, linger and 

take shelter are privatized by these guardians of bourgeois civilization in 

the most blunt, barbaric way - a planned continuous space is bisected out 

of snobbery and greed. Boleslaw Bierut would not have approved, and on 

this point it is hard not to agree with him. 

That's not to forget the role of this place, as with Karl-Marx-Allee, in 

the displacement of actual workers' power with the image of powerful 

workers. It's even more the case here than in East Berlin, in fact , because 
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the southern colonnades of Marszalkowska ar巳 lined with giant workers

miner, construction worker, textile worker, steelworker and more, all 

with the tools of their trade. They're enormous, displaying the peculiarly 

angular, reductive approach to anatomy and facial features typical of the 

time - giant, rugged faces made out of straight unbroken planes, granite 

cheekbones you could cut yourself on. The units within these colonnades 

are now luxury shops, their clientèle unperturbed by their inanimate pro

letarian neighbours. Follow this cyclopean sculpture gallery and you 

come to the real showpiece of MDM - Plac Konstytucji, Constitution 

Squar飞 which commemorates the proclamation not of the first Polish 

Constitution in I79I … an Enlightenm巳nt-inspir巳d radical programme, 
only the second in the world after the USA - but of the Constitution of 

the Polish People's Republic. If the scale up till now has uneasily com

bined huge buildings and a street with a mer飞 piddling four lanes, now it 
suddenly opens into a wide, symmetrical plaza, fra l11ed by particularly 

huge neoclassical flats , and given, as with Karl-Marx同Allee ， special gate

way buildings to the stre巳t beyond. In fact , there isn't much beyond them 

to justify the gesture - Marszalkowska continues, but after two blocks the 

Stalinist overabundance of sgra国to ， sculptures and mosaics is replaced 

with a more prosaic Modernist urbanis l11, here equally uneventful in both 

pre- and post四 I989 form. 

The gateway buildings are worth lingering over, because they depict 

Marszal1ζowska itself - its creation imaginatively, by architects, and its 

construction, by workers. You can't always see the sculptural reliefs, as 

this has b巳come another space of giant canvas ads, that ubiquitous plague 

of contemporary East European urbanism: in over 且ve years of regularly 

walking th1'ough and looking at this place, 1 have only once seen the Hotel 

MD M not covered by a giant canvas ad of S0 l11e sort, usually for a car, 
s0 l11etimes for an item of clothing, sometimes fo1' a mobile-phone com <

pan予 But if you can get a look at the gateway unencu l11bered, you can 

admire the pointless features of 'Socialist' ‘ Classicis l11' (usually ignoring 

any p1'evious notion.of either) , with its columns that hold up nothing, 
且uted and decorated according to the a1'chitects' own whims , rather than 

following historical preceden t. Turn around here and survey the square 

and its colonnades, and there's s0 l11ething from a later era of socialist 

urbanism worth seeing - the proliferation of neon signs. 

A面xed usually to the tops and the sides of buildings, these were 
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p1'oduced en masse f1'om the late 1950S on unde1' Wladyslaw Gomulka's 

post-Stalinist 1'egime , all of them by the same body, the Reklama adve1'tis

ingcompan予 17 They a1'e usually dismissed as a simulation of commerce in 

a count1'Y that had , at that point , no 1'eal ‘consume1'ism' to speak of, but 

thei1' individuality, imagination, flair and wit mar1ζthem out from the 

globalized canvas banne1's that a1'e rolled out across this squa1'e, usually 

with only the Polish t1'anslation to distinguish them from the same ads on 

a billboa1'd in any othe1' city (though only east of the Ode1'-Neisse Line 

are they 1'olled out across hotels, offices and people's flats , blocking their 

windows). T1'ace your eye around the squa1'e at night , and the two you'll 

spot most a1'e those at the tourist-01'iented family 1'estaurant U Szwejk (as 

in The Good Soldi的，)， whe1'e appropriately heavy and hea1'ty fare is signi

fied by flashing pu旺s of smoke, billowing their way up the side of the 

building; 01' the Volleyball Playe1', a neon sign that once drew att巳ntlOn to 

a sports shop but now sits on its own as an artwork, the woman's red and 

yellow neon outline paid for via a project by the painter Paulina Olowska. 

Rather than seeing these (plausibly enough) as a form of longing for the 

joys of capitalist advertisement, their neighbouring th巳 banality of real 

capitalist imagery suggests that they pointed to something more inte1'est

ing, the use of urban space - even urban space as heavy and weighty as 

this - as the canvas for expe1'iments in kinetic a1't , in w1'iting and draw

ing in light. 1n Wa1'saw, designers afte1' Stalinism found their own way 

to modernity, on their own terms; the comp1'ador capitalism of contem >

po1'ary Poland is evidently unable to do so. That doesn't mean that 

theY'1'e dead, however - the newer bars in Plac Zbawiciela have taken to 

comr丑issioning thei1' own 1'etro-Modernist neon signs , although it stays at 

the level of nostalgia , dwaded by the cont1'ibutions of Volvo and 

T-Mobile. 

MDM is mo1'e than just the magist1'ale of Marszalkowska - seve1'al 

streets , like Wa1'y11skiego , Mokotowska , Wyzwolenia , a1'e pulled into it , 

and they initially spread out from PlacZbawiciela and Plac Konstytucji in 

the sam巳 style. 1n the last-built parts, the monumentality is becoming 

homelier, with Eleonora S巳krecka's 、1DM 3' drawing closer to 

巳ighteenth-century French classicism, featuring mansard roofs , light col

ours and p1'etty, sp1'eading t1'ees with benches underneath. There are 

sculptures to be found he1'e also. On Wa1'yÍ1skiego the1'e's a group show

ing an actual march on the magist1'ale , the people of Wa1'saw heralding 
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the building of MDM with flags and flower飞 unvei1ed on the date in 

I95丰 that the 且rst bui1dings here were comp1eted - depicting an event that 

had not actually happened at the time the relief was scu1pted. Evidently 

they were sure there wou1d be no surprises. Peer around the back of these 

p1aces, 100k round the corners of the non-bou1e飞rard parts of MDM , and 

you 且nd that the open promise of 'City Centre in 工965' was not kept , and 

that many older tenement b10cks survive, sometimes cut off by war or 

redevelopment from the grander frontages they were originally connected 

to. These survived because they were given early on to secret policemen 

and other especially privi1eged groups , especially in the cluster of I930S 

Modernist flats down a cu1-de-sac in U1ica ]aworzynska. Actua1 worker飞

1abourers, did get housed in MD M - those who performed especially 

impressive feats of socia1ist 1abour, those who overfu1filled the norm , 
wou1d see the state fu1fi1 its side of the bargain, giving them flats in which 

they cou1d dai1y take in the sp1endour they themselves had created. Some 

of 'The Peop1e', though, were clearly more important. 

BOULEVARDS AGAINST THE BAROQUE 

As p1anning and architecture after Sta1in got further and further away 

from these spectacu1ar Potemkin cities, did it a1so abandon the embrace 

of the grand street as the privi1eged p1ace of power and city 1ife? Not 

entirely. There are scatter巳d magistra1e that were executed in an entirely 

Modernist idiom - and at 1east one which uses Modernism's taste for 

repetition to create abstracted vistas every bit as powerfu1 and authoritar

ian. Modernists of the interwar period have, as we've noticed, become 

pejorative for their hosti1ity to the street. For ]onathan Raban, in his 

justly classic account of Southampton, London and Boston, Soft City , 
the tota1itarian aspirations of Le Corbusier are encapsu1ated in the slo

gan from The Radiant City, ‘We must kill the street.' Kill the street, 
Raban writes,‘and 0ne cuts out the heart of cities as they are actually 

used and lived in'. 18 The magistra1e, and its many 1ess enormous cousins 

in Eastern B10c cities, make it clear enough that states with more than just 

totalitarian aspirations were actually deep1y attracted to the stre时's pro

pensity for spectacle and disp1a予 The street is to be killed for various 

reasons. Raban suggests that it's because of its unpredictability, its 
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BOULEVARDS AGAINST THE BAROQUE 

tend巳ncy to riot and riotousness; Le Corbusier hi ll1self would have argued 

that the street had to be killed because it was noisy, dangerous (think of 

how ll1any children living on MDM or Karl-Marx句Allee ll1ust have been 

killed wandering onto those ll1ulti-lane highways so close to their door

steps) , and it produced a dubious typology, the front-and-back tenement, 
where the deeper inside you went, the more grim and cheap the flats , and 

the less light or air there was. The fatwah on the street was extreme, even 

among Le Corbusier's contemporaries - Erich Mendelsohn in particular 

produced superb street architecture, all dramatic C01'11ers and neon 

lights - but another, slightly earlier version of his credo was commonly 

accepted: ‘we must kill the corridor street' , the street in its narrowest, 
murkiest form. 

Boulevard planners could get behind that ‘slum clearance' was always 

their rationale. But before the war, there were a few quasi-mode1'11ist 

boulevards, spaces that took over the fonn inherited from the nineteenth 

centur只 applying the new abstracted style to it. One of these was a tabula 

rasa produced under Pilsudski's dictatorship in interwar Poland - Ulica 

10 Lutego (10 February Street) in the newly created port of Gdynia. Close 

to the then Free City of Danzig, it was aimed at creating a politically reli

able entrepôt in the thin ‘Polish corridor' carved out of East Prussia for 

that purpose by the Treaty of Versailles. Hence, it was ideologically loaded , 
although in a lighter, more optimistic way than was common either under 

Stalinism or under Pilsudski's interwar police state. All i让tn巳ed巳dtωo SI屯gn旧1让if々y 

wa剖s t由ha剖t Poland wa剖s mode创n飞1

t出he臼S巳 two t出hings in some st句yle. Now it's a boulevard one part 1930S and 

one part 1960s, and the differences between the two are very apparent -

though, unusually, h巳re of equal qualit予 The street starts near the railway 

station with s巳飞reral offices which make obvìous reference to the town's 

status as port - continuous ribbon windows, generous curves in 

white-painted concrete. This is Mode1'11is ll1 in Erich Mendelsohn's ver

sion, de豆ning the street via features stressing its linearity and sharp corner 

turns. It's luxury of a di旺'erent kind fro ll1 the post-war magistrale, some

thing much more deliberately contemporary and bourgeois, the comfort 

and raffish 1l10dernity of a 工930S ocean liner rather than the bloated 

historical 1l1ish1l1ash that apparently defined ‘proletarian' luxur予 Post

Stalinist Poland continued the boulevard in the 1960s, at the point where it 

actually for1l1s a short, thin peninsula, jutting out into the Baltic. 
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The difference is marked where the street reaches a fountain-as-abstract

sculpture, and then becomes a plunge straight into the sea. The sense of 

space is breathtaking - the openness, the sea air. The buildings flanking 

either side of the pedestrianized boul巳飞/ard are Modernist also, though in 

a later, more expressive manner - a club/boathouse, a museum/aquarium, 
both using concrete forms to create singular objects in space - sharp 

angles, or continuous sweeps of glass, with curved concrete stairways 

leading up to observation points. At the end, looked over by a twin tower 

of dramatic if confused < looking asymmetricalluxury flats , are two mon

uments, one a concrete sail containing a figure of the novelist and Polish 

seafarer Joseph Conrad , the other a series of interlinked crosses dedicated 

to the strikers who fought with the government in the wildcat strikes of 

1970 that helped create the foundations for Solidari印 As many as forty 

workers w巳re shot dead by police. Even with this harsh reminder as its 

terminus , though，王o Lutego is a space that feels unusually optimistic, a 

non-despotic vision of modernity and planning. 

The major post-Stalinist boulevard in Moscow is not so imaginati飞叫

Ulica 王o Lutego pointing to the sea , Gdynia 
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although not without inte1'est for that. New Arbat (afte1' The A1'bat , the 

l11uch 1l101'e 1'estrained Tsa1'ist st1'eet that runs pa1'allel , a tou1'ist d1'aw that 

is one of Moscow's nea1'est things to ‘ nor ll1al' ‘Eu1'opean' u1'banism) , as 

1l10st call it , 01' Kalinin Prospekt , as it was officially named , is a magistrale 

on the most demented scale. Tou1'ist guides will tell you that it was cre

ated to ill1itate the skysc1'ape1'-lined streets that Khrushchev had seen on 

a visit to Havana , although one should be sceptical of this, as Khrushchev 

was no fan of that pa1'ticula1' typology 一‘if you~ve seen one skyscraper, 

you've seen them all' , he dictated in his memoi1's. 0 1' maybe this was the 

reason why Kalinin Prospekt, laid out in I963 by Mikhail Posokhin, con

sists of a se1'ies of identical slζysc1'ape1' s ， 1'epeated , 1'esonant notes in a 

continuous, minimalist composition. On one side, identical office towe1's 

are wide , splayed , spreading out in a tilted V-shape 一 on the othe1', they 

are I-shaped 1'esidential point blocks, and at the end the curved curtain 

wall of the Comecon building, the headquarters of the ‘socialist camp's 

economic co-ordination council , where mate1'ials we1'e symbolically 

taken from b1'otherlsubject republics. 

The1'e a1'e ，巳specially after the I96os , a lot of 飞iVide 1'oads lined with 

Kalinin Prospekt, Moscow (工980 postcard) 
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towers in the USSR and its satellites, and most of them have little in th巳

way of defined streetspace - the street has usually been quite definitively 

killed. This is not the case at Kalinin Prospekt, where several glass pavil

ions have been laid along the length of it, with wide pavements, even by 

magistrale standards, laid out in front of them. Walking and enjoying the 

space rather than just driving through is obviously encouraged, and it 

appears to have been successful: especially at night, this is one of Mos

cow's brightest, busiest areas, where ridiculously priced department 

stores and restaurants still advertise their wares via neon lights, pulsing 

green , blue and red. Here as well there's an ideological supplement, in the 

form of the Oktyabr cinema, with its façade de且ned by a double-height 

mosaic depicting heroic deeds in 可17. Again, the point is made here that 

neither classicism, nor even representational buildings with a definite 

front and back, are needed for the creation of streets of the most dra

matic kind. Like any magistrale, it looks as if it has 巳merged all at once, 
as the cr巳ation of a single plan … and it has. 

The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia did things di旺erentl予

Having been expelled by Stalin from the Cominform for nationalist devi

ations in 1948, the Tito regim巳 did not build anything remotely of th巳

grandiose order of MDM or Karl-Marx-Allee. 1deologically and repre

sentationally, it tried to emphasize other qualities. Planning was usually a 

matter not of fixed Five-Year Plans but of outlines to be followed by the 

self-managed factories that were the basis of the econom予 Accordingly，

its spaces are often a matter of strongly defined pieces of town planning 

that have then been gradually 且lled in a visibly incremental fashion. This 

sense of accretion is particularly visible in the nearest thing the SFRY had 

to a magistrale (as they had parades, too) in the Croatian capital, Zagreb. 

Not that outsiders aren't just as liable to find this an equally dystopian 

space. 

1n one scene in Orson Welles's 1962 且1m adaptation of Kafka's The 
Trial, a character leaves a room in a studio set to walk through a Paris 

railway station out into Zagreb. When 1 且rst visited Zagreb in 2009 , 1 was 

most excited when the people who had invited me said we were driving 

through the very street where Josef K, played by Anthony Perkins, tries to 

ask an old woman if he can carry her incredibly heavy suitcase, as she 

drags it through a landscape of open space and overpowering slabs. 1 

made sure to have a walk along this street the next day. What is unique 
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about Zagreb is that it's incredib1y precise in terms of the periods of its 

architecture 一 one era succeeds the previous, usua11y without one spilling 

into the other. The part that is Hapsburg is very, very Hapsburg, 1ush1y 

crumb1ing, a stage set of bourgeois deca予 The part of the city where 1 was 

staying was south of this, in a district of 1930S t巳nementsj then you hit a 

simi1arly uninterrupted swathe of post-war Modernism, a seeming1y no

expense-spared showpiece of spatia1 p1anning. Running throughout is an 

expansive eight-1ane highwa民 1ined by 1arge buildings which are fronted 

by, and 1ead to, pedestrianized green spaces. There's little of the partia1 

111且11 or tying together of the 100se and l11essy that marks l11any East/Cen町

tra1 European capita1s. If you don't drive it can be a tad intimidating, but 

it a11 see l11S to work on its own ter l11s, if one ignores the amount of carbon 

being belched into the clouds by the horrendous traffìc. That's not a1ways 

easy: wh巳n 1 returned here two years later, the city was bathed in the 

thickest smog I've ever se巳n.

At the centre of the ense l11ble the road turns towards a gigantic 

square, which 100ks 1ike it exists purely for the purposes of mi1itary 

cO l11memorations … green, lined by Croatian flags , with a pyra l11id instead 

c0 l11me l110rating victi l11s of the war. That is, the war that happened in the 

1990s. This road (we11,‘road' is a slightly paltry description for this can

yon) has at various points been ca11ed Moscow Avenue and Avenue of the 

Pro1etarian Brigades, and is currently U1ica Grada Vukovara (City of 

Vukovar Street) , after the town that was destroyed in the Yugos1av wars. 

Nonethe1ess, most of what there is to see here was bui1t when it was the 

Avenue of the Pro1etarian Brigades. Coming from the city centre, it begins 

with the city's ta11est tower, the delightfully named ‘Zagreb Lady', 
designed by Slavko Je1inek and Beris1av 飞linkovié in the early 1970s. It 

echoes the Brazi1ian Modernism of Oscar Nie l11eyer in its ba1ance between 

the curtain wa11's rep巳tition and the wi1fu1 curving and enveloping it is 

subjected to - but it is more restless, 1ess hedonistic, than Niemeyer, the 

product of a coo1er climate. Near it are perpendicular slab b1ocks, run

ning the 1ength of the bou1evard. 

The first , and architectura11y the finest , was designed in I953 by Drago 

Ga1ié, a student of Le Corbusier, for army 。因cers. It is in raw, shuttered 

concrete with a pecu1iar green tint to it, with thick, anthropomorphic 

pi10tis surmounted by a regu1ar grid, created by its exposed structura1 

frame. It is collective housing as envisaged in Le Corbusier's Unité 
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Back side of the apartments for army offìcer飞 Zagreb

d'habitation - well-appointed, proud and also singular, not to be repeated. 

1t doesn't de且ne the stre巳t as Kalinin Prospekt does, but sets its巳If back 

behind a strip of parkland, so that the inhabitants can enjoy nature with 

their tra岳c. WaUζunder those pilotis, though, and turn towards the build

ing's non > back side (re l11el11ber, 00 front-and-back in Modernis l11, though 

this hasn't stopped S0 l11e dodgy residents' additions , glazing 0旺 their bal

cooies) , and you realize that the Avenue of Proletarian Brigades was also 

a Potemkinstadt, as battered little dwellings sit hard against the con且dent

Corbusian slabs. Yet at the botto l11 of most of the blocks in and around 

the boule飞rard ， there are shops and well-used caf缸， something which 

would not always be part of the Modernist programme; while the tenants 

of the flats look affluent, suggesting that the buildings' general dilapid

ation is deceptive. 

1n among the blocks of flats are similarly huge 。因ces ， many of which 

turn the regular notes of 岛10dernism into something more discordant, 
playing with angles, walkways and Brutalist hieratic vents and extrusions, 
as at the Ministry of Agriculture, where structural featur口， clad in 
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fair-faced conc1'ete , a1'e t1'eated as sculptural towe1's. Some of these build

ings a1'e used by the Unive1'sity of Zag1'eb , which when 1 且1' st visited had 

just ended an occupation , one which was appa1'ently considered th巳且1'st

majo1' political action since Croatian independence - i.e. fo 1' ove1'且fteen

yea1's. Its protagonists got on the national news , 1'otating thei1' speak巳1's so 

that the media could not make figureheads out of any of them; thei1' sten

cils and g1'affiti we1'e still to be found here and the1'e on the buildings , 

indicting the bo 1'edom of wo1'k , the g1'imness of neolibe1'al capitalism , the 

constant imp1'ecation to sell 0 1' be sold. Election poste1's on the same 

st1'eet , coincidentally enough , showed the usual shiny-faced ca1'ee1'ists. 

Opposite the unive1'sity is a slick glass towe1' of interlocking cubes , the 

only new building of any consequence in this pa1't of Zag1'eb typically, 

it is called the Eurotowe1', exp1'essive of Croatia's hope - g1'anted in 2013-

of joining the European Union. Leave the bouleva1'd for a little and walk 

around he1'e , whe1'e the1'e a1'e mo1'e slick , late < modern offices to be found , 

and you'll notice that often something earlie1' and less r日odern pokes out. 

It's fairly shocking when it does so, especially given the gene1'al homogen桐

eity of the place - shacks in among the Corbusian slabs and the 

would- 1'athe1'-be-in-F1'ankfurt towe1's. 

The fa 1' end of the Avenue of the Proleta1'ian B1'igades , whe1'e Josef l( 

lives , is much as you would expect - slabs and open space , lots of good , 

albeit scrubby and windswept, examples of what architects today insist on 

calling ‘ public 1'ealm' , and with plenty of facilities on the ground floo 1's, 

including a smoky ba1' whe1'e 1 got a ve1'y ‘ you' 1'e not f1'om 1'ound he1'e' 

look. The p 1'esence of such a ba1', though , and the t1'ees and schools in the 

in-between spaces , suggests this was not quite as g1'im as O1'son Welles's 

depiction suggested. Surrounding low blocks and towe1's, their strongly 

modelled concrete f1'ames 且lled with 1'ed 0 1' g1'een brick , is that ‘1'ealm' at 

its most basic: a la1'ge playing field with rusty goalposts ，飞，yhe1'e on one of 

the school buildings is a peculia1' and faintly chilling piece of g1'affiti - a 

ma1'ching crowd holding up an enti1'ely blank banne1', the press-ganged 

crowd of the magist1'ale visualized. As the bouleva1'd basically stops he1'e 

and becomes a moto1'wa只 you might waU王 deepe1' into Josef l( 's estate , 

which now sta1' ts to come close1' to a more familia 1' East European (sub) 

urbanism - 1'epeated towe1's in g1'een space , sunnounted by the signs fo 1' a 

d1'ive-in McDonald's. Bu旺。onish imp巳1'ial pundit Thomas F1'iedman once 

claimed that no two count1'ies with McDonald's had eve1' had a wa1' with 
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Josef K's housing estate, Zagreb 

each other, obviously unaware that McDonald's had in fact co-existed in 

Yugoslavia in the 1990S alongside brutally fought nationalist wars. But 

architecture in Zagreb, surprisingl只 still cleaves to the International 

Style - a new development near to Josef K's pad is in almost the same 

concrete-framed grid as the architecture of the 1960s, as if Zagreb has 

ended its peculiar progressive succession of styles, and decided instead on 

a sober, neat International Style of Modernism definitively, as if this really 

were the architectural end of history after all. 

THE CONDUCTATOR'S 

GRANDS BOULEVARDS 

There is one ex-'real socialist' city where you can directly follow the pro

gression of the magistrale from its Parisian ancestry through its Stalinist 

form and into the Postmodern er飞 and that's Bucharest. The Romanian 

capital has had a boule飞rard-mania ever since the middle of the nineteenth 
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'Buιurestt 

A flower seller 011 the Boulevard of the Victory of Socialism, Bucharest 

(late-I980s postcard) 

centur只 regularly slicing wide arteries and grand buildings through a 

messy, chaotic medieval agglomeration, practically uninterrupted until 

the most preposterous and violent of Haussmannian surgeries was 

embarked on in the 1980s, by its most famous leader, the sceptre-wielding 

‘Conductator' , Nicolae Ceau号escu. This helped provid巳 one of the most 

notorious images of Stalinist urbanism, broadcast around the world in 

the aftermath of Ceau号escu's overthrow and execution - the overwhelm

ing and half岳nished ‘Boulevard of the Victory of Socialism飞 leading to 

‘ Ceau号escu's Palace' , a building so outrageously overscaled and pompous 

that it was (and is) the second-largest building in th巳 world ， after the Pen

tagon. 1n my own hazy l11emory of Christmas 1989 and the wall-to

wall broadcasts of the events, 1 learnt the expression 咀ring squad' and 

saw the image of this enormous palace, which was, 1 thought, only for the 

use of this one man and his si l11ilarly executed wife. This eight-year-old's 

mangled vi巳w of the events is probably roughly that held by l110st 

non-Romanians. 

Bucharest, founded in the late-medieval era, was the capital of the 
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Ottoman vassal of Wa11achia and , later, of the independent Romanian 

state. 1n the nineteenth century Paris was an exceptiona11y seductive 

urban model , the very definition both of sophisticated bourgeois lifestyle 

and of sophisticated mob control, and its example was fo11owed from 

Cairo to Szczecin; but perhaps nowhere was quite so enthusiastic as 

Bucharest. Every big East Europ巳an city thinks it is or was (until the com

mies) 气he Paris of the East' , but he l'e you can see why. The boulevards 

start out fairly irregular, without the hard Haussmann right-angle being 

飞，yielded - the fi l'st, and probably the most easy and pleasant of them, 
Calea Victoriei (Victory Avenue) , has a gentle curve and slope, which the 

buildings, no matter how pompous - and some are as ludicrously 

ornament-encrusted and bulkily outsized as anything built in th巳 late

nineteenth century - manage to accommodate, pushing the street close l' 

to picturesque townscape than a clea l' path for the troops to fire down. 

The boulevards that came after it, like Regina Elisabeta Boulevard, are 

straighter and stiffer. Built right up until the 1940s, these new boule飞rards

had much of the paraphernalia of Parisian urban life - ground-floor 

cafés, bookshops, banks, museums, elegant iron and glass arcades. 19 

What makes them odd, and unlike Paris, is, first , the aggression of the 

architecture. 1t often seems as if Bucharest's architects (as often French as 

Romanian) had been inspired most of a11 by the genocidal Belgian king 

Leopold II's Palace of Justice in Brussels, a nightmare pile-up of Baroque 

masonry, its hulking, dynastic forms welded together with a thuggish 

power and decorated with a tasteless trowel. There are several elegant Art 

Deco apartment buildings and 。因ce blocks, but as late as the end of the 

1930s, official buildings - such as the National Art Museum - were being 

erected that resembled in every detail the architecture of 且fty years previ

ously, right down to the mansard roofs. Other日， such as the ‘Belvedere' 

blocks facing the Dâmbovi~a river, piled up needless ornamental details 

onto a bulg只 bulky silhouette, with the result feeling Cl'eepy and uneas予

1t was a11 capped 0旺 in 1936 by a part Paris, part Germania Triumphal 

Arch to symbolize the military victories of Greater Romania , which at 

that point encompassed much of what is now Moldova , along with parts 

of Ukraine and Bulgaria. 

More to the point, it was one of the most unequal cities in Europe. As 

one historian points out,‘ the (sti11 undoubtedly true) statistics often used 

by communist rhetoric after the war show that in Bucharest 45% of 
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dwellings had been constructed using inadequate l11aterials , and 80% had 

nO sewerage, 72 % no running water, 52 % no electricity. '20 The ‘Parisian' 

boulevards slashed through an unplanned cluster of tight l11edievallanes , 

which would then have contained horri且c povert予 These little streets are 

now the most picturesque (and touristic) parts of the centre , with their 

pompous ambitions foiled by the chaotic tangle of the streets, leading to 

an intriguing combination of grandeur and jaggedness - political dis卢

tance so often helps with architectural appreciation. But whatever point 

there might have been in a ‘dictatorship of the proletariat' in this over

whel l11ingly peasant country, a socialist government's 且rst priority should 

have b巳en to even out the absurd and horrible inequality of a city that was 

one part Paris in the I930s, another part Paris in the I39os. Typically for 

Stalinis l11, the response was instead to convey a huge a l110unt of resources 

into a giant and not particularly useful grand project. 

Bucharest has no Stalinallee, but it does have Casa Scânteii, a 

mini-sIζyscraper built for the printworks and 。而ces of the cO l11munist 

press (Scânteii - The Spa l'k - was the Party paper). It is placed as the 

The termination of the grand boulevard: Casa Sdìnteii, Bucharest 
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terminus of one of the ‘Paris' boulevards of the pre-war dictatorship, 
Kisele旺 Street ， a Champs Elysées-like wide, tree-lined parkway with 

embassies behind the dense tree cover. Casa Scânteii is in fact directly 

aligned with the Arcul deτ'riumf， acting as its culmination. As a building, 
it makes an interesting contrast with the many big structures of Romania's 

previous, hard-right regime: compared with the blank, glowering, stripped 

classicism of the Victoria Palace, a government headquarters fìnished in 

I944, it has a lot more wit about it, and far more pleasant public spaces, 
with mock-medieval colonnades and a big public squar飞 and reasonably 

public cafés to be found inside, all capped by a goofìly futuristic tower, 
breaking yet more rules of classical composition. The concessions to 

Romanian ‘national form' are present and as cosmetic as always, with 

neo-Byzantine arches over the stone mullions of its central tower and ham

mer and sickles rendered with Greek Orthodox decorative motifs. The 

eventual building, designed by the city architect Horia Maicu, was chosen 

after proposals that resembled the ‘correct' classicism which dominated 

before 1945 were reject叶， apparently because of a ‘heaviness and lack of 

flight toward the future'.21 What 巳xactly was that future? 

After 1956, when Casa Scânteii was fìnished , as almost everywhere else 

in the Bloc, the historic centre was left alone to picturesquely crumble, 
and energies and resources were conveyed into clearing slums and shanty 

towns and replacing them with workers' districts on the outskirts of 

mammoth size, such as the aptly named Titan, eventually home to 

450,000 people. This typical post时Stalinist pragmatism was combined 

with increasing independence from the USSR - Romania, under its new 

leader, Nicolae Ceau号escu ， was the only Warsaw Pact country to refuse to 

take part in the suppression of the Prague Spring, which was in fact pub

licly condemned by Ceau号escu at an impromptu speech outside the 

Central Committee building on Calea Victoriei. Anti-Sovietism did not 

mean ‘ liberalism' , ho飞再lever， and in 1971, after returning, impressed, from 

a visit to North Korea , Ceau号escu began to impos巳 the most Stalinist 

regime seen in Europé since 1953 , and this time he would do it with abun

dant Western assistance , via credit lines from \Vestern banks. Stephen 

Kotkin and Jan Tomasz Gross argue that under Ceau号escu neo-Stalinism 

became, paradoxically, a means of asserting independence from Moscow. 

‘'All East Bloc countries were national communist, to a greater or lesser 

degree' , they write, but ‘what set Romania apart was not the nationalism 
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per se but the absence of a reform wing within the Leninist structur白，

which placed Bucharest closer to Pyongyang . . . nationalism, rather than 

reinforcing a reform inclination as elsewhere in Eastern Europe , nour

ished resistance to reform , since reforms came from Moscow (first under 

Khrushchev, then nnder Gorbachev).'22 The appeal of North Korea was 

its state philosophy of Juche , 01' self-reliance , which 1'apidly supplanted 

even a 1'hetorical commitment to Marxism. Some of the first 1'esults of the 

Conductato 1" s 'I've seen the future , and it wo1'ks: encounte1' with North 

Ko1'ea were in a1'chitecture and city planning. 

In 197工， the yea1' of his ‘July Theses' that set Romania on its neo

Stalinist course, Ceau号escu gave a speech to the Union of A1'chitects. It 

would be highly c1'itical of the planning of areas like Titan, and has an 

extremely familiar ring to it. 'The apartment buildings a1'e dispe1'sed ran

domly, they do not c1'eate st1'eets and bouleva1'ds , in a clea1' urban idea' , 

and , mo1'eover,‘architects have quite often neglected the 1'ich traditional 

values of Romanian a1'chitectu1'e , our national specifici印 '23 This was Sta

linist rhetoric, familiar from the sc1'eeds against the anti-street ‘packing 

cases' condemned in the 1940s; but it was rheto1'ic that was issued during 

an era when Modernist ideas in a1'chitectu1'e wer飞 under the influence of 

such as J ane J acobs and Robe1't Ventu1'i , being replaced with Postmodern

ist ones, stressing ‘real streets' , histo1'ical continuity and traditional 

refe1'ence. The most immediate e旺ect of this new architectu1'al di1'ection 

enshrined in 0国cial gove1'nment polic只 in the ‘ St1'eets Law' of 1975 一 1S

that the new high-rise dist1'icts grew a 'wall' in f1'ont of them of Mod巳1'n

ist apa1'tments , hard onto the st1'eet , something you can see at Nicolae 

Titulescu Boulevard, near Kiseleff Road , or in the area of Titan immedi

ately a1'ound its Metro station. P1'oper st1'eets with cafés and shops on the 

ground floo 1' and st1'eets above. The stylistic change came soon afte1', in 

1'esponse to an earthquake in 1977. An enti1'e swathe of the city cent1'e was 

to b巳 levelled and 1'eplaced with a Centrul Civic ('civic centre') of g1'and 

t1'ee-lined boulevards and civic buildings, sweeping away the last re l11-

nants of the irregula1' city that survived behind the ‘ Pa1'isian' streets 

of the old regi l11e. The Little Stalin of Little Paris now beca l11e a Big 

Hauss l11ann. 

This just happened to coincide with the IMF calling in its debts, as it 

did in M巳xico ， Yugoslavia and nearly everywhe1'e else in the poo1'e1' pa1'ts 

of the world , in 1'esponse to the higher p1'ice of bo1'1'owing c1'eated by the 
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oil crisis and the sudden raising of interest rates by the US Federal Reserve 

(known to economists as the ‘Volcker shock').24 The result was an awful 

combination of a crisis caused ultimately by Romania's integration into 

the world capitalist system, and a flagrantly oppressive ruling style that 

was deeply specific to Stalinism. Ceau号escu ， by now ruling by decr巳e ，

insisted that every last penny of Romania's debt was paid back, ushering 

in an austerity regime that led to blackouts, food shortages (almost every

thing produced had to be exported) and a sudden collapse right back into 

the dire poverty from which Romanians had only recently emerged. And 

all through this, workers constructed the Centrul Civic, at the cost of 

40,000 displac巳d people, of dozens of historic churches and monasteries, 
and , eventually, of a violent revolution.25 The buildings were made 巳ntirely

out of Romanian materials and were mostly, if not entirely，且nished by 

December 1989. Looking at the Centrul Civic today, it is hard not to W011-

der how 011 earth this all managed to happen. It is, as intended, quite 

coher巳nt - the architects were instructed by the leader to borrow from the 

‘Belvedere' blocks nearby, and the result is indeed clos巳 to the city's 

Wide empty space: the Centrul Ci飞叫 Bucharest
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unlovely, domineering interwar classicism. Yet the results are coherent 

enough to form a specific and identi且able ‘ style'.

That style was Postmodernism. Although the approach was Stalinist in 

the extreme, th巳 built heritage of Romanian Stalinism was rejected under 

Ceau号escu. Casa Scânteii was describ巳d in the I980s as a ‘shame for 

Romania's architects' , so glaringly had it borrowed from Soviet prece

dent. The blocks that we found in the Centrul Civic, and in associated 

projects like the rebuilding of Victory Square, share the Stalinist love of 

impure form , extraneous decoration (nearly everything seems to have a 

colonnade on the roof) , bay windows and monumental symmetr只 but

the details have no similarity at all. 1n fact , they resemble very closely 

the work of the Spanish Postmodernist Ricardo Bofill, whose housing 

projects, such as the Espaces d' Abraxas in the Parisian suburb of Marne

la-Vallée, were used by Terry Gilliam as the set for his totalitarian 

burlesque I986 且1m ， Brazil, where their sinister, bulging forms and clas

sical borrowings fit rather neatly a story of bureaucratic mania. If only 

Gilliam had taken his crew to Bucharest, he'd have had an actual ‘ totali

tarianism' to work with产 Along and around the Stalinallee of this new 

development, the Boulevard of the Victory of Socialism (now Boulevard 

Unirii) , the apartment blocks are tall, heavy and on a strict traditional 

streetplan, but ther矿s something about the heavy concrete eyebrows over 

big glass windows that speci且cally suggests reallocal precedent, the over

powered and overpowering architecture of Little Paris. This really was, 
maybe more than any other Stalinist project outside Russia, wholly in 

tune with the genius loci. 1t was also the ultimate Potemkinstadt. Many 

of the Byzantine churches that wer巳 not demolished were simply encased 

by the back walls of the Centrul Civic's blocks of flats , meaning that, some

times, historical architecture and entire blocks of th巳 nineteenth-century

city can be found , pickled, in the most peculiar places. The boulevard 

itself is straight, banal, and seemingly endless - it is the only one in this 

chapter that we did not walk all the way down, because it was just too hot 

and too tiring. Despite the city's extreme climate, the boulevard has a not

able lack of cafés or bars, with the retail units rather tellingly taken up by 

ultra田expensive boutiques. 

There are actually some attractive details to be found in the Boulevard 

of the Victory of Socialism 一 it is wide enough for each street to have 

two tre巳-lined pedestrian paths, and the architects had a lot more fun 
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with th巳 fruity cyber-Baroque lamp standards and illuminated fountains 

than they did with the aggressively banal buildings themselves. Mid-way 

it meets Unirii Square, the city's Piccadilly Circus or Times Squa妃， where 

the Conductator's hulking blocks are today draped in adverts. From here, 
you get a straight view down towards the Palace, framed by the trees, and 

the trick is ruthlessly obvious, the most obnoxiously channelled image of 

power we managed to 且nd anywhere in the ‘socialist camp' , all space 

sucked towards a ziggurat. Built as the House of the People, and designed 

in 1983 by the competition-winning 28-year-old architect Anca Petrescu, 
it was closely directed by Ceau号escu from the very start. Since the early 

1990s, it has housed the Romanian parliament, giving it the 。而cial name 

of the Palace of the Parliament. It now has the dubious honour of being 

the city's tourist attraction … how can it not be, as the largest building in 

Europe and the second-largest in the world? 

Inevitably, we walked to it, through Constitution Square, a vast and 

empty crescent of government offices. However, we found to our amaze

ment that there is simply no direct public access to the building from its 

front fa归de. Instead, it faces the street with a defensive escarpment, 
dense with tre巳s ， something that you would hope the ‘democratic' use of 

the building would have led to being changed, but which is more likely the 

reason for its retention. Th巳 only access from the front is through sloping 

roads intended solely for cars, guard巳d by securit予 You can, as a tourist, 
get a tour if you book in advance, but the only way to see any of it from 

the street is via the back end, converted into a contemporary art gallery 

in 2004. Just how ant由ti-public the building i岱sb咒ecom丑les ob飞V叽y叫ious he盯re乌， with 

i让t all screened by hi口igh stone walls, as if it were Buck House. On the way 

past these, you can see just how much of the Centrul Civic there is 

boule飞Tard after boulevard, massive 飞;yide symmetrical government office 

after massive wide symmetrical government 。因ce. The day we visited, 
one of the Centrul Civic's yawning plazas was housing a music festival , 
and the MC made booming declarations about ‘ Count Dracula' - one 

sinister Romanian steréotype against another. By the time we got to the 

entrance of the gallery, we were exhausted, and unprepared. 

The gallery itself was nearly empty and much like any other gallery of 

its sort, enlivened by a brave and pointless attempt to place Modernist 

forms against the neoclassical bulk, with chic glazed lifts running up the 

façade for no reason in particular. Up close, the Palac巳 of the Parliament 
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House of the People, Bucharest: No Entry for the Public 

is remarkably ‘ tasteful' for a building of its genre, just like the buildings 

of Romania's interwar monarch予 Unlike the architecture of high Stalin<

ism, there is no 咀ight to the future' , but a scrupulous copying of historical 

details - the only difference is the flamboyance and fearlessly demented 

scale with which Petrescu organized the building, which gives that unfor

gettable pyramidal silhouette, the aspect of the building that makes it 

compellingly alien and sinister. Without that, ther巳 wouldn't be much 

here worth remarking on other than sheer quantity. The details are both 

well made and dispiritingly . . . normal. Near the entrance to the art gal

lery is a Corinthian portico, strewn with bottles, binbags and trade 

papers, as if in the aftermath of a bout of corporate binge drinking. From 

here, you can survey the unrepaired damage done to the city by the Cen

trul Civic - a wasteland almost as wide as the Palace itself, one corner of 

which is being given over to a r巳construction of one of the many demol

ished churches, the rest of it a steppe of wisteria and scrub. 

At the end of all of this Agata and 1 both found , somewhat to our sur

prise, that we hated the damn thing. Worried by our uncharacteristic 
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Inspecting the Palace of the Parliament, Bucharest 

disgust towards the monuments of a Sta1inist regime , we tried to work 

out why we found it so horrib1e, why it was that we cou1d not on1y to1er

ate but enjoy the Sta1inallee, but not the Bou1巳飞Tard of the Victory of 

Socia1ism and its Peop1e's Pa1ace. 飞iX1as it because it was too new, or too 

Postmodernist - were we just being her让age snobs? It can't have been a 

mo1'a1 matter, as ho飞再Tever awfu1 Cea u号escu may have been, he was no Sta-

1in; and it can't have been a matte1' of taste , as it was no more or 1ess 

tasteless than the K1'eschatyk, a1though the bana1 ‘co1'rectness' of the Pa1同

ace's ornament was rather depressing. It did have a 10t to do with the 

anti-pub1ic p1anning of it al1. Most 1ikely, it was because if Stalinism was 

the 币rst time as t 1'ag巳dy' ， this was the second time as farce , with any of 

the o1'igina1 emancipatory idea1s that were buried in the Sta1inist monu >

menta1 pi1e-up more dístant than ever. 0 1' maybe it was because it was 

someone e1se's sto1'Y, from which we were too g巳ographica11y distant. 0 1' 

because we now rea1ized the truth. This was the magistra1e with a11 the 

shiny red granite, spark1ing mosaics and statues of workers, peasants and 

s挝仙t饥udents str才iψpped awa 只 1 

guard ag~伊a山i扫111S创t re冗evo叶1u川1川tion. And a fai1ed one, as its bui1der wou1d find out. 
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Microrayon 

Here too are dreaming landscapes, 

lunar, derelict. 

Here too are the masses 

tillers of the soil. 

And cells, fighters 

who lay down their Iives 

for a song. 

Here too are cemeteries 

fame and snow. 

And 1 hear murmuring, 
the revolt of immense estates. 

Miroslav Ho/uh, '[11 the Microscope'l 

Her飞 by all accounts, is the worst. The immense estates. 1n the touristic 

view, they are the fìrst sight of the legacy left by ‘communism' , and as such 

a stunning, numbing indictment - the sheer barbarit只 the intellectual, vis

ual and human vacancy of surrounding such diverse, picturesque and 

richly decorative cities as Budapest, Prague, St Petersburg, Kraków, Vil

nius, Tallinn, with a cordon sanitaire of monolithic, univocal and reductive 

concrete slabs. You must trudge in a coach or cab through communism to 

arrive at the gorgeous past, and the contrast is not kind. 1n the view of 

locals, it's unsurprisingly a little more complex - you can come across 

everything from extreme hostility to a slightly rueful but warm nostalgia, 
but few would disagree with the notion that something went seriously 

wrong wh巳n these places were made. They are so relentless, so different 

from what went before, and so inescapable, that they demand a response. 
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1t is ironic that these ‘ inhuman' structures, bar巳ly even recognizable as 

‘architecture', are l1sually the result of what was one of the 50viet empire's 

most humane policies - the provision of decent hO l1sing at sl1ch a subsidy 

that it was virtl1ally free … rents for this (publicly or co-operatively owned) 

housing was uS l1ally p巳gged at between 3 and 5 per cent of income.2 They 

begin to be built en masse in the second half of th巳王950s ， and are a reaction 

to the Potemkin cities of high 5talinism. Rather than bl1ilding grand arch

ways that lead to slums, b0111evards fit for not much more than tanks, and 

bl1rea l1crats' castles of faïence and granite, reformers like Khrushchev or 

Gomulka promised they w0111d cr巳ate - for literally the first time in nearly 

all of these cities - decent hO l1sing for all workers, where they w0111dn't have 

to share rooms or flats with other families, where they would have central 

heating, electricity, warm water and other then同unl1sl1al mod cons. This 

needed to be done, and fast , as both the war and a breakneck ind l1strial 

revoll1tion had ca l1sed massive l1rban overpop111ation. As they w0111d have 

known from Capital, or fro l11 Eng巳ls' Condition of the WOl如ng Class in 

England, the 且rst industrial revolution led to terrible hO l1sing conditions, 
with hundreds of thousands of people crammed into cellars and courts. 

They promised to use exactly the industrial forces that had created this to 

provide the solution - mass-produced housing, made in factories just like 

cars or anything else. By the I970s, th巳re was more factory-made hO l1sing 

being built in the U55R than anywhere else in the world.3 

50 what went wrong? 1n his poem quoted above, the Czech scientist 

Miroslav Holub is making an ironic all l1sion to his own work, where he is 

required to look intensely at microscopic life, finding that it too contains 

within it the history of class struggles; 如t it serves, partly intentionally, as 

a poem abo l1t the planner's叫re view that was always present in the rh巳tonc

(and reality) of ‘real socialisl11飞 Thepr叫ects always look magnificent from 

the model, and superb from above: there, the patterns of the blocks are 

clear, the parkland and the lakes look genl1in巳ly v巳rdant - abstract images 

of modern luxur予 Bl1t the ground , invisible to the microscope, is - at least 

in the conventional view - illegible. 1nstead, slabs are sl1rro l1nded by scrub

land, without viable pl1blic space or coherence. This is how the cO l1ncil 

estates of the West have often been seen, too - a top-down il11position from 

architects and planners upon the unknowing workers and peasants, who 

lost their baby (comml1nity life in a place with a distinctive identity) with 

the (surely l1ndeniably 且lthy) bathwater. For the likes of Jane Jacobs , the 
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The centre of Lazdynai，飞7ilnius (1986 postcard) 

‘slums' shou1d have been 1eft a10ne to 气ms1um' themselves4 - though this 

was hard1y 1ikely in the teeming conditions that created the 

severa1-families-to-a-flat kommuna1ka. In the Soviet-controlled countries, 
the prob1em was huge, and so was the solution - neither incrementa1 

rebui1ding nor a gradua1 reform were even p1ausib1e, even if they had been 

serious1y considered (which they weren't). What was needed were not 

‘estates' , but entire new districts, and thousands of them. What eventually 

resu1ted was called in Soviet j argon the ‘microrayon' -literally ‘micro-region' , 
which gives some sense of the sca1e w矿re dea1ing with. Regions. 'Estates' 

that had popu1ations 1arger than most cities. Their names are often 

notorious. Marzahn. Halle-Neustadt. PetrZa1ka. Nowa Huta. Lazdynai. 

Mustamäe. Ursynów. Be1yayevo. Urban ungentrifiab1es. These are the sort 

of p1aces this chapter will cover: districts at the edge of cities, that were 

supposed to have all the faci1ities of a rea1 city district - schoo1s, shops, 
sports halls, cinemas, etc. They all still exist, none have been demo1ished, 
a1though some have been trimmed at the edges and some have actually been 

densified. Some have been renovated, usually with EU money, others are 

practically falling to pieces. Are they as awfu1 as they (apparently) 100k? 
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Before we venture into them, it's worth remembering that factory-made 

housing was once specifically rejected under ‘ real socialism' , especially 

during its darkest, most Stalinist years. The forefathers of these places, like 

so many of the twentieth century's more contentious inventions, can be 

found in the built legacy of the Weimar Republic. Red Vienna's inner-city 

interventions were not followed in Germany itself, in the I920S and early 

I930s; rather than compulsorily seizing urban land, Social De l110cracy 

there favoured the purchase of lower-priced sites outside the city, building 

飞vhat were in e旺ect garden suburbs. City councils, co-operatives and trade 

union building societies in Frankfurt-am-Main, Hamburg and Berlin all 

built several Modernist housing estates on virginal sites on their outskirts. 

Int巳rspersed with lots and lots of greenery, after the English model of 

Ha l11pstead Garden Suburb, Welwyn or Letchworth, were far from Eng

lish houses - cubic, regular, brightly coloured, arranged along winding 

paths or semi-abstract geo l11etric patterns rather than grid-planned 

streets. SO l11ething si l11ilar was being attempted in the I930S in Warsaw by 

WSM , the Warszawska Spóldzielnia Mieszkaniowa (飞ì:{Tarsaw Housing 

Co-op巳rative) ， a co-op run by l11embers of the Polish Socialist Part只 which

had a precarious but popular life while Poland was under the dictatorship 

of its fortner leader, ]ózef Pilsudski. The sa l11e models were used in WSM 

estates, 1110stly in Zoliborz, a new district being created on the site of a 

former Tsarist fort , at what was then the northern edge of the Polish cap

ital. These too were simple, 1110dern, bright, angular and low-rise, planned 

around well-planted public spaces. 

Sometimes, esp巳cially in Frankfurt, building these estates entailed the 

use of factory-made components precast concrete panels, making the 

construction of housing much quicker and cheaper for these usually 

cash-strapped public bodies. And in an era when machines and machine 

production were fetishized by politicians and architects alike , this was 

turned to out of enthusias ll1 as much as desp巳ration. But partly because 

they'r巳 low-rise ， partly because of their bright colours, pleasing curves 

and angles, and partly' because of a generalized longing for the sup

posedly more glamorous life that existed between the wars , these are now 

popular places, much more so than their successors. Capitalism has often 

been good for them 一 the WSM estates in Zoliborz are by now an enclave 

of the intelligentsia , a Polish Hampste址， the unambiguous socialis l11 of 

their builders invisible but for the plaques. Some of them, though , are 
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more obviously the fathers of the microrayon. Those who aren't inti

mately familiar with the historiography of modern architecture might 

mistake Törten, on the outskirts of the East German town of Dessau, for 

a product of the 1960s not the 1920S. 

Dessau-1ì凸rten was designed in 工926， by Walter Gropius, then the dir

ector of the Bauhaus, and the designer of its new headquarter飞 whichhad

just been built when Törten was being started. The Bauhaus buildings are 

not too far from the c巳ntre of this post-industrial town, which in its mix of 

nineteenth-century pomp, dereliction and prefab Modernism is basically 

the East German equivalent of a small, depressed industrial town in the 

West Midlands. The fame of the Bauhaus brings architectural tourism, 
though, something which the GDR recognized when it restored this genu

inely ‘ iconic' concrete-and-glass school in the 1970s. Next to it are houses 

for the Bauhaus's 'masters' - Gropius, Kandinsky, Moholy-Nagy … also 

designed by Gropius, all one-o旺， bespoke cubic villas. Originally Dessau 

council wanted to build its workers' estate just next to these, but land 

prices were too high, so instead you have to take a tram further out to 

Törten, and when you do, it is a bit of a shock. No 1920S glamour here. 

Prefab Prairie, Dessau 

Row upon parallel row of rectilinear terraces end at a flat pralne, 
whose electricity pylons reach into the estate, as if, like Stephen Spender, 
Gropius considered the pylons to be potential monuments. This was 

probably the largest-scale experiment in industrialized building in the 

Weimar Republic, commissioned by the local Social Democratic council 
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as council housing, and roundly attacked by the Nazis, who seized power 

in the city in I932 (one of the 且rst things they did was expel the Bauhaus). 

Gropius once said his ambition was to be ‘ the Ford of hOllsing' , creating 

an object as useful, durable, interchangeable and eventllally disposable as 

a Model T. Evidently here he succeeded, at least to some degree. The long 

lines of terraces sllggest the semi-industrialized building of nineteenth

centllry England or Belgiu日1 ， with its grids of hOllses near factories … bllt 

here the pattern is because they were actllally made on a real prodllction 

line, a conveyor belt which ran along the building site. The houses are 

made Ollt of concrete panels. Dig around a little and YOll'll find on巳 house ，

of different but even more severe design made of steel (basically uninhab

itable, and now llsed as a Bauhalls information centre) , designed by the 

future Stalinallee architect, Richard Paulick. Gropills'S hOllses aren't 

horrible - in another circumstance they cOllld be rath巳r attractiv巳， as con

temporary hOllses ar巳 in B巳rlin ， Warsaw or Frankfllrt. 丁hey're crisp, 
sharp and bright, and each has a front door and a garden. A cold wind 

blasts throllgh them nonetheless. They feel as if they're at the edge of the 

Traktornaya housing scheme, Leningrad 
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world , a factory whose roof and walls have been taken 0旺， leaving the 

production line lost and exposed on the endless north German plains. 

Something is missing her飞 something which stops the place from feeling 

like even a real suburb, let alone a town. 

1n the same year, the city council of Leningrad was building something 

quite different for its tenants. 1t isn't wholly fair to compare a minor 

industrial town with that l11illion-plus l11etropolis, the ‘cradle of three 

revolutions' , but the di旺erence in practice is interesting nonetheless. The 

Traktornaya housing sche l11e is closer to the centre of the city toda只 but

at the time it neighboured the Narva Gate and the Putilov engineering 

works - the cere l110nial entry to the city and the crucible of its industrial 

power. Designed by a team headed by Alexander Gegello, it's a series of 

low-rise blocks of flats, designed around open courtyards, with plenty of 

trees. The first things you notice are the colours - pink and orange, pro

viding accents in what is already a br唔htly painted city - and the 

half-arches which punctuate the buildings, or the l110uldings around the 

doors and windows. The scheme creates a rupture with St Petersburg's 

neoclassical architecture, but through subtle gestures - strange geO l11e

tries, the lack of a divide between front and back, broken forms - rather 

than by rudely dominating it. 

This engagement with classical tradition would be briefly superseded by 

Modernism. A year or so later, Moscow built Usachevka, three- to five-storey 

blocks of flats , unornamented, with the kind of angular balconies and 

ornament-free smooth surfaces favoured in Weimar Germany - but Mos

cow's authorities would soon reject these ‘house-machines' , in favour of (a 

much more domineering version of) quasi-classical one-offs like Traktor

naya. Although the old towns had a major housing crisis, new towns were 

built in their dozens under Stalin and his satraps, usually in a manner which 

extended the principles of the magistrale to entire cities, always serving a 

specific factory - most famously, the new town of Magnitogorsk, built 

around a steelworks to a town plan by the architect of the ‘New Frankfurt', 

Ernst Ma予 Central and Eastern Europe of the I950S has some of these dis

crete towns - Stalinstadt (now Eisenhüttenstadt) in Germany, Sztálinvá1'Os 

(now Dunaújv:生1'Os) in Hungary, et al.一 but what it also has are Stalinist 

mic1'Orayons, i.e. entire new city districts in the Stalinist Empire style, also 

usually built around, and for, new factories and their workers. They were 

built as a deliberate critique of the results of industrialized building, as 
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Stalinist ideology saw it. Impersonal, mechanistic, inhumane, boring, ahis

torical . . . epithets that may sound familiar to those who are familiar with 

the architectural views of Charles Windsor. The Stalinist alternative to 

Modernist practice shadows its Modernist successors, often literal年 None

theless, we ought to begin with the lowest common denominator. 

There are certain aspects of Soviet practice that always invited the 

monolithic repetition of the microrayon , particularly the limits of the 

planned, or more accurately ‘command' , econom予 On the on巳 hand ，

there was an opposition to the very idea of individual districts, as repre

sented by the ‘quarter'. W1'iting approvingly in 1932 about Soviet utopian 

planning, Berthold Lubetkin argued that ‘urban quarters are simply the 

obsolet巳 survivals of capitalistic principles of planning. Th巳y represent 

class and caste prejudices (ghettoes, international concessions, west and 

east ends, brothel districts) or the now-superannuated ideas of strategic 

defence, etc.'5 Because of this, the only aspect of a given area that could 

influenc巳 any individuality in its architecture 01' layout was the demands 

of the site. When this hostility was combined with the 1'esults of CO I11-

mand economics, the results were drastic. ‘It would be to the greatest 

ad飞rantage of a centrally directed system of production' , wrote Havel in 

the 1980s,‘ if only one type of prefabricated panel were construct巳d ， from 

which one type of apartment building would be constructed; these build

ings in turn would be fitt巳d with a single kind of door, door handle, 
window, toilet, washbasin and so on, and together this would create a 

single type of housing development constructed according to one stand

a1'dized urban development plan, with minor adjustments for landscape, 
given the regrettable irregula1'ity of th巳 earth's surface. 町 He was talking 

about something quite specific, housing estates that he knew well. What 

is this kind of almost militaristic regular让y and repetitionlike to live in? 

THE STANDARD 

‘Let us look at what is happening in modern architecture ,' implored Roy 

Medvedev of his Soviet samizdat audience in the 1970s. It is ‘ a 且eld where 

enormous t1'ansformations are taking place, thanks to the use of new 

materials and construction methods , resulting in a fresh international 

style'. All well and good. But ‘ this, however, is 110 excuse for building l1ew 
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and completely impersonal residential areas with standardised houses of 

identical design in Moscow, Baku and Tashkent. What is appropriate for 

an industrial city may be out of place in the capital of a national republic. 

And what suits one capital may not necessarily suit another.'7 Notori

ous片; this was seldom taken into account, and one of the famous - if 

inadvertent - results of Khrushchev's 1954 decree on ‘Industrialized 

Building' and ‘'Against Architectural Excesses' was that an International 

5tyle truly took hold in a way that those who coined that term couldn't 

have imagined - precis巳Iy the same style, aesthetic and often construc

tional approach for a transcontinental territory that stretches from the 

borders of 5candinavia to the edge of Afghanistan to a sea border with 

]apan. However grim these developments may appear, they were often 

highly prized at the time. A contemporary account of the Lazdynai 

microrayon in Vilnius, which became something close to the state of the 

ar飞 with its approach often replicated, gives a pure blast of the ideology 

of the microrayon. ‘Every bend in the street has been thought out. If you 

go along Architectas 5treet by car, new vistas and compositions continu

ally open up before you, flashing by at kaleidoscopic speed like sequences 

of a 且1m. 5killed town-builders of yore perfectly master巳d the art of cre

ating this visual effect and their traditions are now being continued by the 

architects of toda予 '8 50 it is both fragmented -like a 且1m - and complete, 
a series of vistas. It is planned, really, really planned. The writer continues: 

‘Lazdynai was built all at once, to a single design, and single set of prin

ciples, and the builders of Vilnius's Order of Lenin Housing-Construction 

Works accurately and conscientiously ful且lled the architects' talented 

design.'9 Is it totalitarian, this insistence on total designs by total designers 

built totally? Oh no. ‘Lazdynai's architecture does not overshadow man , 
on the contrar只 it uplifts him.' 1O 

Our example for the standard, the most straightforward and sympto

matic microrayon , is in Kie飞 but it could be anywhere - this one su且ces

because, well, we had the privilege of staying there and got to explore. It 

wasn't totally typical, though - the Hotel 51avutych is the only building in 

the microdistrict of Rusanivka that isn't based solely on right angles. The 

entirety of the left bank of the wide, overgrown and winding River Dnie

per is, essentially, one microrayon of a million-plus people. In the even 

more damning parlance, these places are known locally 挝、leeping dis

tricts' , and here that is especially obvious, given that in Kiev practically 
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eve1'ything else is on the 1'ight bank , in a pa1'ticularly extreme version of 

the rive1'side divides that marlζout so many cities. The di1'ect left bank gets 

a good view of this, too - the golden dom巳s of the Kievsko-Peche1'ska 

Lav1'a , the monaste1'y that is the main survivo1' of the city's days as the 

capital of Kievan Rus , a1'e visible f1'om much of it , as is the steel statu巳 of

Victo1'Y that we will discuss in mo1'e detaillate1' in this book. Further on 

a1'e all the main shopping st1'eets , museums , the cent1'al 1'ailway station , 

and much of the city's surviving indust1'y. All the1'e is he1'e is housing , 

thousands upon thousands of units of 此， with , admittedly, some ancilla1'Y 

buildings such as shops , civic offices , a hospital and , afte1' a long journe只

the city's main international ai1'po1't. The divide is stylistic ev巳n more than 

functional. While the right bank has, at least in the cent1'e, a density of 

successive styles - Byzantine , Baroque , neoclassical , Constructivist , Sta

linist, Modernist 一 on the left bank there is only the attenuated Modernism 

of the 1960s-1980s , 1'elieved only 1'ecently, and in a somewhat dep1'essing 

fashion. Acco1'dingly, it serves as a good exa l11ple of what the general 

standa1'd was - a plac巳 where you can see a city-sized a1'ea that has been 

built over entirely with blocks of flats using indust1'ialized prefabrication 

l11ethods. And as well as the architectural context on the othe1' side of the 

Dniepe1', which it enti1'ely igno1'es , it also has , around the Hotel Slavutych , 

a 1'ich naturallandscape that it doesn't entirely ignore. Nature, unlike his

torical a 1'chit巳ctu 1'e ， was to be accommodated in the l11icro1'ayon. 

The area that we got to walk a1'ound most is Rusanivka , an island 

formed by a canal that vee1's off f1'om the Dnieper, lazily curving round to 

define a ve1'y particula1' zone , whe1'e the p1'oximity of wate1' was o1'iginally 

intended to have a 1'ole in the architectural and spatial design of the area

rive1'buses we1'e supposed to serve as t1'ansport along the canal. On the 

basis of this, a 1980s book proclaimed that ‘ the white-stoned Rusanivka 

district with its wide canals is often called "the Venice of Kiev"' , and 

although this vision neve1' came to pass , it did mean that the a1'ea has a 

pa1'ticularly large amount of open space , without highways d1'如ing

through it. The canal.its巳lf has been landscaped nicel只 albeit without 

much fanfare - granit巳 steps lead down to it , and t1'ees have been eithe1' 

1'etained 01' planted all along. The blocks , though , a1'e exact!y the sa l11e as 

those on th巳 outski1' ts of any other Soviet city - I've seen an identical 

model just in my own 1'elatively meagre experience in Kharkiv, Vilnius, 
Riga , St Pete1'sburg , Tallinn , Tbilisi , Moscow. 
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‘The Venice of Kiev' (工980s postcard) 

They come mostly in two types, slab and tower; the slabs are sometimes 

incredibly long, particularly along the shopping street facing the Dnieper. 

They're a11 of either seven or nine storeys, and architectura11只 if that's the 

word, there has been an attempt to give them visual qualities of some 

kind - along with the prefabricated panels used to construct them , simi

larly factory-made tiles and balconies run along their length. Near the 

ceiling, the tiles change colour, creating a red and cream pattern above an 

expanse of beige. These external features have not weathered we11, and 

their grids are sagging, becoming irregular; in response, or perhaps just 

because they can, residents have reacted by a自xing balcony extensions, 
some of them the size of entire rooms. These are then interspersed with the 

towers, which look quite thin and sprightly by comparison with these long, 
looming monoliths, but use exactly the same materials and exactly the 

same devices. The hotel also uses the same materials, but is the only build

ing to acknowledge the curve of the canal, opening out to it as it is 

channelled from the Dnieper; evidently the factories could cope with doing 

something other than right-angles if it was for a good enough client. This 

extends eastwards along the maybe not aptly named Enthusiasts Street, for 

about four miles, without much in the way of change and development -

aside from newer blocks right on the river for a better class of Ukrainian, 
which are basica11y the same but for crowning rooftop ‘features' and a lack 

of the 巳arlier blocks' public space. The hatred that thes巳 places have oft巳n

inspired does not, from here, seem particularly extravagant. 
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Wallιaround the back of the blocks into the aforementioned public 

space, and you find that, irrespective of the lack of private gardens, there is 

actually a lot of green here, and it is being used quite intensivel予It didn't 

1001，ζspectacularly attractive in March 20II , with the tall trees bereft of 

leaves or much in the way of colours other than grey and a dun green, but 

there is a lot of it, thickly planted and dense, overshadowing and some

times seemingly growing out of the garages and primary schools that take 

up part of this space. Another usage appeared to be allotment gardens, as 

there's enough space here for it - something that, judging by the emergency 

look of the little huts scattered through the green, happened in response to 

the economic crisis of the 1990s, when Ukraine's economy suffered the 

same drastic collapse as Russia's - growingyour own food would have been 

a sensible sol l1 tion. Along the canal, the slabs and towers form a long linear 

pathway, one that 111ight have been rather attractive before the bl1ildings' 

cladding started to discolour and wilt (after all, as yO l1 can see, it once 

appeared on a postcard). The f1ats have access to the canal, with nice views, 
and for111 a sharply 1110dern vis l1al cO l1nterpoint to the (currently frozen) 

water, even given that they haven't been specifically designed for that pur

pose, being merely predetermined bl1ilding blocks p l1 t in place with only an 

ex-post < facto attempt at compromise with their site. 

The road to Boryspil , Kiev 
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AGAINST THE STANDARD , FOR SOCIALIST REALISM! 

That's about as impressive as it gets, and on a site like this … opposite 

one of Eastern Europe's most famous architectural ensembles, sur

rounded by what in Britain gets called ‘ Outstanding Natural Beauty' 一 it's

obviously not a great achievement, although that may not have bothered 

the people who moved here from a kommunalka. It seems positively 

human-scaled, though , compared with what happens further east, where 

there aren't river飞 canals or golden domes for contrast. The highway that 

go巳s out towards Boryspil airport sees the blocks grow ever bigger and 

more assertive as you get further away from the city centre. There is more 

ornament here, prefabricated concrete patterns representing Ukrainian 

national motifs; the Soviet buildings are set back a little from the motor

wa民 although new, circular tower blocks have no such compunction. 

Billboards and supermarkets take up some of the slack, and many of the 

towers reach up to forty storeys … you could be in a poorer version of a 

modern East Asian metropolis. You can, if you look closely her飞 see some 

buildings that aren't harshly modern under construction - Orthodox 

churches, constructed out of breezeblocks and bricks and then painted 

over, with little domes no different in form from those of Kievan Rus, over 

a thousand years ago. If modernity looks like this, then . 

AGAINST THE STANDARD , 
FOR SOCIALIST REALISM! 

Khrushchev's precursors were keen to denounce the possible results of 

‘decadent',‘formalist' ，咱Testern' ‘ house-machines' on the face of the 

Soviet landscape, and though they can be convicted of a far more negli

gent and brutal approach to the population's basic needs , it could be that 

they were right to do so. Or, as neo-Stalinists might have more bluntly put 

it - compare the grandeur of the Kreschatyk, built under Stalin, with the 

shabbiness of Rusanivka, built under Khrushchev and Brezhne飞 The

neo-Stalinis t's argument falls apart when it's pointed out that the former 

was offices and luxury flats for bureaucrats and the latter housing for 

workers and clerks, but is it possible that the repugnant regime that held 

power from the late 1920S till the mid-1950S might have created better, 
more beautiful microrayons, workers' districts that instilled the sort of 

sense of identity, history, 
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the left bank of Kiev? ‘Palaces for the people' was, after all, one of its 

slogans. 

The most famous surviving Stalinist extension to an existing European 

city is probably Nowa Huta, on the outskirts of Kraków, and hence fully on 

the stag party trail. Its name, best translated as ‘New Steelmill飞 says what 

it is - a new town joined to the old one, built around a very large steel

works, which would at the time have been practically the sole employer. It 

is commonly assumed, without much in the way of evidence, that Nowa 

Huta was foisted upon Krakówas some sort of revenge for its status as 

historic capital and cradle of the Catholic intelligentsia; but as Kraków has 

(or 1'ather had) an uncomplicated railway connection to the raw materials 

it would be using (iron ore, from Kryvyi Rih in Ukraine) and is right next 

to the large Silesian coal且eld ， it may have been built there for rather lllore 

pragmatic reasons. Either way, it was certainly treated as a propaganda 

project, an attempt to turn Poles into good communists, a project Uncle Joe 

once compared to 咀tting a saddle onto a cow'. Its original plan consists of 

three mini-magistrales, five-storey neoclassical blocks lined with specially 

designed, rather Art Deco-like lamp standa1'ds, ending in colonnades, 
which meet in a t1'iangular square, which currently lumbe1's unde1' th巳 name

of 'Plac Ronalda Reagana' , although mercifully without a statue of the 

great man. It is all obviously meant to instill som巳 sort of sense of pride and 

order, a feeling that in these small flats were the heroic builders of the new 

society, but the choice of materials - g1'巳y cement, grey granite - means that 

the frequently used appellation of ‘Orwellian' to describe Nowa Huta 

doesn't seem far 0旺. Like the magistrales, it can perhaps be praised fo 1' 

being accommodating to street life (especially as the roads a1'e not as wide 

as they a1'e in Warsaw, Berlin or Moscow) , but it ha1'dly se巳ms llluch lllo1'e 

like a vision of human emancipation. 

The1'e a1'e places wh巳1'e you can actually see Socialist Realislll taking 

ove1' fror丑 Modernism and its machine aesthetic in the space of a single 

building, g1'adually eating it up and consuming it, lite1'ally turning it to 

stone. Two exalllples a1'e in pe1'ipheral estates built by ZOR , the new 

state housing body - ZOR Kolo East and ZOR P1'aga 1 , in the subu 1'bs 

of Wa1'saw, sellli-virgin territo1'ies that provided the 且1' st new housing 

estates to be built the1'e, in theory and sometillles in p 1'actice, for th巳

people who we1'e 1'ebuilding the city centre f1'om (still uninhabitable) 

ruins. Both we1'e designed initially by the a1'chitects Helena and Szymon 
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Syrkus, Modernists and committed socialist int巳llectua1s who had 

designed some of the (far 1ess contentious) Modernist estates in the inter

war city; Szymon Syrkus had survived Auschwitz, before returning to 

bui1d what can sometimes seem like some stunning1y optimistic p1aces, 
given the context in which they were made. ZOR Ko1o is the more fam

ous and the better of the two. 1t was the fÌrst major housi口g scheme in 

Po1and to use prefabricated materia1s, but the r巳gimentation of 

Dessau-J;凸rten is no飞凡，here el11u1ated. The modu1ar, prefabricated parts -

cement b1ocks, or repeated features like doorways and balconies - do not 

resu1t in something recti1inear, since factories are entirely capab1e of pro

ducing things that do not run in straight lines. Rather, ZOR K010 begins 

as a series of gently waving, subtle , co1ourfu1 b10cks of flats , which grad

ually straighten, harden and turn gre予

When Agata and 1 took our excursion to Ko1o, she got a shock on get

ting out of the tram. 1n stark b1ack capita1s over the cu1tura1 centre that 

marks the entry to the estate are the words ‘ OSIEDLE ROBOTN1CZE 

1MIENA STEFANA ZEROMSKIEGO' - 'WORKERS' ESTATE 1N THE 

NAME OF STEFAN ZEROMSKI'. All the rest of the simi1ar signs in 

Warsaw have been dismantled, whether because after privatization peop1e 

didll't want their estates to be officially designated as working class, or 

because their names had changed. This wasn't the case her飞 as Zeromski 

( 1864-19巧)， author and Polish nationa1ist of slightly centre-1eft sympa

thies, was not a controversia1 且gure either in Peop1e's Po1and or toda予 An

identi且ab1y Soviet m巳1日oria1 of the man, his bust atop an asymmetric grey 

granite plillth with beaten copper 1etterillg, sits next to the entrallce; as 

does a 1958 memoria1 p1aque to the heroic deeds ‘for freedom and socia1-

ism' of the 10ca1 branch of the Peop1e's Ar l11y, the cO l11mullist resistance 

l110vement during the war - whose importallce was then inflated at the 

expense of the far 1arger Home Arm民 but which is now mostly forgotten 

or denigrated. So a1ready ther旷s a charged atmosphere on entering this 

p1ace 一 olle which actually 巳lltirely dissipates on getting insid巳.

The b10cks of flats are of three storeys, and 1'Un in 10ng terraces, their 

1ength subtly brokell up via the wavy CUl'ves of the ground p1an; these are 

more obvious on the back of the b1ocks, where concrete access balconies 

whip around the usua1 green, tree-filled space. They are broken up at 

regu1ar int巳rva1s by pi1otis , thin , red-painted Le Corbusie卜issue pillars , 

which mean you can waH王 through the entire p1ace with much freedom of 
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Helena and Szymon Syrkus's Swiss cheese balconies, Kolo, Warsaw 

ll10vement, as yet unencumbered by private gating. The first details you 

notice about the Syrkus白， flats are the entrances - triangular walls with a 

curved roof on top, with holes punched in them at random, giving them 

the appearance of a cartoon drawing of Swiss cheese; the balconies sub町

divided in a similarly strange, witty way with precast wa ff!e-shaped 

partitions. Not all of the flats wave around picturesquely, as some are 

more rectangular, with square bay windows and curved, glazed stair tow

ers round the back; all are clad in bright, reasonably well-kept cream tiles. 
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‘Kocham cie Gosiu' , ‘1 love you, Gosia' , reads a piece of graffiti scribbled 

everywhere. In the ll1iddle is a hill (for ll1ed out of rubble) and a lake , and 

there are the usual schools , DO ll1y Kultury and suchlike. It is a straightfor

ward continuation of the Modernist project that the architects began 

here in the 1930S , now beco ll1e ll10re playful , rolled out on a ll1uch larger 

scale - the house- ll1achine hU ll1anized. 

50 , though it would have been understandable if s0ll1ewhere like 

Rusanivka had been the reason for a sudden shift into neoclassicis ll1, 

what actually happened in Kolo , at least , was a dour, authoritarian reac

tion to a style which was subtle , clever and hU ll1ane. Froll1王9480nwards

the Polish state issued 。因cial anathe ll1as on ll10dern architecture , and 

even projects 一 like ZOR Kolo - that were already under construction had 

to conform - as they did, with the architects themselves issuing the 

requested public self-criticisms. Due to the haste involved, they started to 

classicize (or 5talinize) their buildings mid-way through the process. In 

some of the Kolo blocks you can see pilotis change into Doric columns, 
and the deliberately light ceramic tiles start to thicken up and imitate 

stone; parapets appear on the roofs. The continuous glazed stair towers 

are the same shape, but now have little windows instead. The floorplan , 
though , is identical. For the next phase , that last-minute adjust ll1ent is 

replaced with outright stodgy 5talinis ll1 - square , symmetrical blocks , 

with the 5wiss cheese entrances replaced with stern neoclassical door

ways, the iron balconies cast in vaguely Polish-Renaissance fashion. 

Looking at this newest part of the complex, facing the main road for the 

tra ll1 back , we notice the street is stillnamed after Vladimir Mayakovsk只

that lifetime ene ll1y of pomposity and passé-is l11. 

The other of the two ZOR housing estates is severalmiles east in Praga, 
on the left bank of the River Vistula. If in Kiev right bank is history and left 

concrete modernity, it's the opposite here. This is where the Red Army were 

notoriously camped as the rest of Warsaw was razed to the ground by the 

Wehrmacht in 工944，飞W凡νrhich had tl由he unint优ended side e旺巳ct of 1忙ea肝飞v过ing t由hiβs 

th比em丑ost preser飞veddi臼str北t of t由he cit叩}予己 Itwa剖sa址lsωoa址i飞w再可rays on巳 of t由h巳 poorest, 
and still i比s-Pra略ga is full of tall tenements whose flaking plaster ornament 

forms accidental patterns with revealed sheer brick walls, enclosing sun

less, sullen courtyards, usually enlivened by little shrines to the Holy 

Mother of God; 但叶， more occasionally, street art , as this has been War

saw's aspiring 5horeditch for the last few years. Hipsters and artists moved 
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here for the cheap rents, but th巳 continuous presenc巳 of an unloved, seldom 

(until recently) visited, jerry -built, murky anddilapidatednineteenth -century 

district hasn't affected nostalgia for the nineteenth-century city much. It 
did exercise the city's rebuilders. Although they obviously weren't crazy 

enough to demolish the one habitable area left in th巳 city， they did do some

thing di旺erent when extending it into open country in the late 1940s. The 

first part of it, ZOR Praga 1, is again by Szymon and Helena Syrkus, and 

is based on the non-wavy parts of their work at Kolo, a little toned down , 
without the affectionate little details, and given an odd vertical feature a 

small, seven-storey tower block, basically devoid of ornament but so 

thin-lipped and unnerving with its small windows and marble-clad aus

terity as to look quite authentically Stalinist. A year or so after that, 
however, the city embarked upon New Praga. Designed by ]erzy Gieysztor 

and ]erzy Kumelowski in 1949 and eventually completed in 1960, during 

de-Stalinization, it closely resembles Nowa Huta , or a peripheral relation 

to MDM, only with a lot of the ‘obvious' propagandistic elements 

removed - no mosaics, no sculptures, no Mannerist verdigris lamps. It is 

the Stalinist empire style stripped down to its essentials, a grid of 且ats for 

巧，000 people in six eight-storey blocks around squares and boulevards. 

While apartments in MDM wer巳 offered to Stakhanovites and th巳 nomen

klatura , these were occupied from the start by ordinary \XTarsaw workers, 
freshly arrived from the countryside to repopulate and rebuild the devas

tated capital; accordingl只 it had a bad rep, even in this allegedly classless 

society - a recent book describes it as a ‘rarely renovated and consistently 

devastated settlement . . . a neglected zone' .11 

Sculptures and mosaics or not, it is still a highly impressive space. In a 

comparison which makes pretty clear exactly where things stood in 

People's Polar址， its relation to MDM is essentially that of an eastern 

Parisian arrondissement - Belleville, say 一 to the Champs-Elysées. Recog

nizably of the same typolog民 taking a similar approach to spatial planning 

using basically similar materials, obviously part of the same general pro >

ject, but equally obviãusly intended for the lower orders, with the factories 

where most of the inhabitants worked in convenient walking distance. It 

is as nineteenth century in its layout and plan as that, and it is also nine

teenth century in the way it accommodates fairly easy street life - shops 

and bars (not too salubrious) on most of the ground floors , Hapsburg

style green strips in between the tenements; but its aesthetic, however 
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classical it might appear, is a great deal more imposing. The removal of 

the usual heraldic fol-de-rol of the era means that the blocks appear much 

more monumental, their mass unbroken. The ancillary blocks, along 

Ulica Bertolta Brechta (Bertolt Brecht Street, surprisingly not renamed) , 
have what look distinctly like penthouses, marked out by strange stripped 

MO l1umentality at Praga 2 , Warsaw 
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classical pavilions on the roof, like little temples; while grandiose symme

tries demarcate the main showpiece, Plac Hallera (as it is now, na l11ed 

after Józef Haller, a nationalist interwar general, but originally named 

after the interwar communist leader Julian Lenski, who was murdered on 

Stalin's orders). At Ko10, you can see the Stalinist style consuming Mod

ernism, and here, barely ten years later, you can see the opposite, with the 

ideology of ‘nothing superfluous' il11posed on the blocks at the last min

ute, making their underlying structural grid more important than the 

imposition of borrowed details. But there is no modernist ‘truth to mate

rials' here either 一 one of the main parts of the original programme is 

retained , the use of would-be-luxurious facing materials, so all of these 

tenements, erected with concrete or brick, are faced with a veneer of 

stone; rusticated to the ground floor just like in Tverskaya, and, above, 
polished marble, which catches the light-grey, brown and a deep, dark red. 

If there is on巳 suburb ， workers' district, sleeping district or microrayon 

that we came across where Socialist Realis l11 produced something genu

inely staggering, s0 l11ething harder to resist, it was Poruba , on the 

outskirts of the Czech industrial city of Ostrava. This, the Czech Repub

lic's third-largest cit只 lies in the Silesian industrial conurbation that is a 

sort of trans-border equivalent to the Ruhr or South Yorlζshi妃， i.e. a coal

且eld liberally covered with steel飞凡10rks; the pollution in the area is still 

notorious , although improved somewhat by the economic collapse and 

mass unemployment of the I990s. As such, it is the sort of place that was 

always com l11unism's bastion, in terms both of its self-representation 

and, here at least, of its popular suppor t. In Czechoslovakia, the CO l11-

munist Party, which had been a l11ass party before the war and had led the 

resistance , WO I1 a plurality without much need for ballot-stu币ng，‘salami

tactics' and intimidation at the last free elections in I946, and the subse

quent coup in I948 had a lot of popular support. Although they may 

not have chosen this cO l11l11unism, the majority of Czechs and a lesser 

but stilllarge percentage of Slovaks definitely - unlike the Poles，日ungar

ians or Romanians ~ chose S0 l11e sort of cO l11munism. The communists 

were a mass party in Ostrava from early 011 , and they won a sizeable share 

of the vote here in the elections of 20I3. Perhaps some of the support that 

the Stalinists had here is reflected in the relative flamboyance and richness 

of the new town they built on Ostrava's outskirts. 

Built to serve the mines and steelworks (then) nearby, Poruba is a 
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motorway journey by bus from the city itse1f, at a far enough distance to 

make it appear as a new settlem巳nt entirely, rather than just a suburb, 
estate or ‘sleeping district'. It l11akes its a l11bitions clear fro l11 the very 

start, where it opens itse1f out through a crescent, a sweep of crazi1y 

over-encrusted Baroque around park1and, with a triumpha1 arch in the 

l11idd1e through which the bus has to travel. Un1ike the MDM-New 

Praga/elite-pro1etariat divide, evidently here no expense has been spared. 

Like most Sta1in-era projects the marb1e and stone are a visib1y fairly thin 

veneer on more mundane constructiona1 materia1s, but the intensity of 

their app1ication here is on the 1evel of centra1 Moscow. At the end of the 

crescent is a clock tower, with a centra110ggia for one very 1ucky flat , with 

an octagona1 tower on top of that, and a red meta1 spire rising above it, 
ending in a 10ng, thin spike surmount巳d by a sheaf of wheat. The trium

pha1 arch , designed by V1adi l11ir Meduna in 195 工， is corbelled and 

decorated by doub1e co1onnades of thick Doric co1umns, which probab1y 

aren't ho1ding anything up, but 100k very imposing. At the top of the arch 

are scu1ptures of the heroic builders, doing the usua1 Socia1ist Rea1ist 

things - heroic workers and th巳ir children greeting each other around two 

The sights of Ostrava-Poruba (王960s postcard) 
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crossed hammers. Already this is seriously opulent, muscular classicism, 
driven by the ov巳rload of detail and the embrace of shameless spatial 

melodrama right into kitsch. 1t is hard at fìrst to work out exactly where 

the historical references are coming from and what 巳xactly that signifies

a liking for Michelangelo and Tsarist Baroque, largely. But mostly what 

this grand crescent-archway is is an overwhelming statement of entrance

welcome here, we have built this for you , wh巳re you, Czech miner and 

steelworker, can live like the doges and Medicis. 

Through the arch, and you 且nd something much less pompous - the 

small houses and low-rise blocks that came fìrst , since … as always -

Socialist Realism was imposed a few years after 工945 ， onto an architec

tural profession that was still almost entirely Modernist, irrespective of 

whether it had communist sympathies or not. Stalinism in Czechoslova

kia was brief, but of a terrifying brutality, with the SlánsI寸 trial of 

1952 particularly notorious for its barbarism and thinly disguised 

anti-Semitism; the popular support the communists enjoyed did not pre

vent them from importing full Stalinism in all its horror, something which 

is worth remembering given the excuses that were made for it at the time. 

Even in the twisted omelette > making logic of the 1940S and 195os, it is 
hard to see how forcibly turning an industrialized country with a mass 

Communist Party and extremely 飞凡lidespread socialist sympathies into a 

carbon copy of the USSR's despotic developmental state was at allneces
sary. That automatism of Stalinism, its favouring of its one conceivabl巳

solution forged in conditions of scarcity and barbarity, regardl巳ss of what 

different conditions might have led to, is one of its most enduringly hor

rible aspects. \X1hat we have here is, it must be remembered, that regime's 

self-glori且cation ， and its colonial nature is obvious from that amazing 

triumphal archwa只 when you realize what it is actually directly based 

on - the General Sta旺 building in St Petersburg. 1n a country that had 

never been part of the Tsarist Empire it's a structure that mimics its 

forms , a blaring propaganda instrument aimed at 飞IVhat would otherwise 

have be巳n a sympathetic population; and above all else, it's an import, 
with absolutely no ‘roots' in this place, architecturally or socially, at all. 

The embrace of the ‘national tradition' that Socialist Realism called for 

usually meant the embrace of someone else's (mutated, at least 

half-imaginary) national tradition. 12 

Yet the forms of the buildings could be given applied detail that made 
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‘ ref.巳rence' to 10ca1 tradition, or rather the 10ca1 architecture of the six

teenth and seventeenth centuries a coup1e of hours' train journey away in 

Prague. After those 1ittle, undemonstrative b10cks of flats , painted yellow 

with glazed stairways and pitched roofs, the neoclassica1 bombast starts up 

again; but the massive fo1'ms go weird and florid at the top, with sgra面to

cherubs p1aying in the attics, pointing to a 1egend extolling the virtues of 

steel l11aking, education and wo1'1d peace. There are little obelisks at the cor

ners. It 's an ama1gamated conjunction of the '0国cially' acceptab1e aesthetics 

of the Hussites, the radica1 巳arly-Protestant sect that seized contro1 of the 

Czech 1ands from the Hapsburg Empire in the fifteenth century; the stepped 

towers come from their fortresses; and the surely 1ess acceptab1e sty1es of 

the empire itself, i.e. the sty1e of the Counter-Refor l11ation, provide the 

l110del for the rest. All that is applied to what is essentia11y Tverskaya, right 

down to the grand archways. But it isn't remotely 1ike a magistra1e in p1an, 
but rather 1ike an extreme1y grandiose suburb. 

That p1easantly slightly suburban fee1ing is enforced by the relatively 

narrow street, of an entire1y norma1 two 1anes, and the huge amount of 

trees e飞吼~ywhere. The street curves around towards a much 1arger street, 
but before we get there , it's worth going through one of those grand Mus

covite archways , because what you 且nd there , as in Moscow, is something 

much more info1'ma1 and sma11 > sca1e. But what's different is that 1'athe1' 

than a scatte1'巳d older city through the a 1'chwa只 you find that this estate 

a1so got 1'id of most of the nineteenth-century typo1ogies that had hith

erto dominated wo1'ke1's' housing. The1'e a1'e 10ts of neoclassica1 b1ocks , 

fo 1' sure , but theY' 1'e informally organiz时， with a 10t of trees and a 10t of 

spac巳， so that it neve1' feels 1ike a descent into a sun1ess courtya1'd; a 10t of 

the tre巳s a1'e so thick and wide that they must have been taken over 

from the open count1'Y that was here befo1'e , 1'ather than p1anted espe

cially; and ther巳 are sha110w hills rolling bctwe巳n ， so it is hard1y feature1ess. 

The e旺ect is weird , because the buildings are not at all ‘subu1'ban' 01' 

‘radiant' in their 100ks 01' their sca1巳; but it does make it unexpect巳d1y

enjoyab1e to wa1k around and inside the b1ocks. 

50 , odd1y, the embrace of the ninete巳nth-century city is skin-d巳ep， with 

behind it something a g1'eat dea11ess inhumane - a deep1y unusua1 exam

p1e of 5ta1inist p1anning being mo1'e humane than it 100ks. As a 

suburb - since that is 飞，yhat it is - the main flaw seems to be the distance 

from any kind of c巳ntre. Like any suburb, it has its facilities - a I950S 
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Inside the courtyards of Ostrava平oruba

House of Culture still in use, where giant sculpted miners look down on 

dance classes and language courses, schools, colleges, some surviving light 

industry, parks, shopping malls - but it is quiet, though a flyer glued to a 

lamppost bearing the face of Bootsy Collins suggests that there is nightlife 
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of some description. The l11ini > magistra1e that runs through Poruba, 
H1avní TIída (or电inally Leninka) , which 1eads back to Ostrava proper, is 
a full mu1ti-1ane monster, 1ined with cafés and shops, a1though again with

out much in the way of actua1 traffic , and with a wide pedestrian path 

interspersed with 1awns and flowers in the midd1e, so that you can wa1k 

through it and appreciate the syl11metr予 The seeming centra1 point is a 

square where, again, the architecture has wormed its way fro l11 one sty1e 

into another, back out of this strange mania of imported opu1ence, l11elo

drama and pomposity into a more sober and s0 l11ewhat 1ess historically 

charged Modernism - at one point, you can see one of the Tverskaya-esque 

arches, its pi1asters picked out in a warm pink and a buttery yellow, exactly 

frame a tower b10ck bui1t a few years 1ater. At the pedestrian square at the 

heart of Poruba, neoclassica1 wings frame a Modernist tower, where mod

ern vo1umes are decorated with scu1ptures again - and this ti l11e the 

imagery of the figures is more up to date, at 1east temporally, with space 

exp1oration being the genera1 theme. Right across a Greek restaurant is a 

continuous frieze depicting semi四nude ma1e and fema1e 且gures flying 

through the air, fists a1oft, whi1e diodes, drills and sputniks float in th巳

void in between and around them. Here you can see the space age hera1ded 

via imagery that 100ks 1ike a combination of Victoriana and Marvel Com

ics. Opposite is a statue of a steelworker in overalls. The unemp10yment 

rate in Ostrava is 巧 per cent, rough1y the cO l11munist share of the vote. 

AGAINST THE STANDARD , FOR A 

BETTER KIND OF MODERNISM! 

In Kie飞 Ostrava ， Warsaw or Kraków, we have seen Stalinist ‘pa1aces for 

the peop1e' be rep1aced with standardized housing estates of striking 

bana1ity and interchangeabilit只 wher飞 seeming1y， all the fears of the Sta

linist architectura1 commissars came true, and identity and urban 

1egibi1ity were overwhelmed by a production line of concrete pane1s. This 

is not the who1e of the story - there isn't, in fact , any rea1 reason why 

these sorts of techniques shou1d resu1t in something so monolithically 

b1and and obvious; as He1ena and Szymon Syrkus l11 ad巳 clear in ZOR 

Ko1o, you cou1d use factory-made components to create architecture that 

was distinctive and original. What it wou1d take is some soft of 
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intervention into the production 1ine process itself, to get the factories to 

produce different kinds of prefabricated parts - as indeed they were doing 

in the car industry, which by the I950S in the West had moved on consid

erab1yfrom‘anyco1ouras1ongas此'sb1ack'intothemassproductionofindividua1ity

contra Havel, there is no good reason why a p1anned economy cannot fo1 <

10w suit, as this aspect of capitalist economies is a1so tightly p1anned. It 

does present the prob1em of economies of sca1e, howeverj in an economy 

of scarcity, it wou1d on1y be considered a usefu1 approach to housing con

struction if it cou1d be dep10yed on a 1arge enough number of units 一l. e.

if it were done for thousands of flats. We visited three (of many) microray

ons where the requisite sca1e seems to have met with the appropriate 

manufactures - and you start to see giant homogeneous housing estates 

which are trying, architecturally, to not be homogeneous. 

Sometimes this attempt is defeated from the 0旺 simp1y by the fact that 

ap巳riphera1 estate is a periphera1 estate, and a ghetto is a ghetto, no mat町

ter how cleverly p1anned it might be. One such examp1e is Fu呈ine ， on the 

outskirts of Ljub1jana, then the capita1 of the Socia1ist Repub1ic of Slove

nia , the richest part of the Socia1ist Federa1 Republic of Yugos1avia. The 

extreme combined and uneven deve10pment of that country meant that 

the wea1thier areas, such as this a1pine Art Nouveau city, had massive 

rates of in-migration from the poorer areas in the south 1ike Bosnia or 

Macedoniaj and a1though draconian immigration po1icies meant that 

this didn't become as apoca1yptic as it cou1d have been in the I990s, it still 

feels like a p1ace apart. The richness of the historica1 architecture in the 

city centre is accompanied by a rich modern architecture, which derives 

from some eclectic influences Hapsburg imperia1 Modernist Otto Wag

ner, interwar Slovenia's unorthodox neoclassicist Joze P1ecnik, and Le 

Corbusier, throllgh whose atelier some of its architects briefly passed. 

Designers 1ike Edvard Ravnikar favoured a decorativ巳 form of Modern

ism, where br北k and marb1e cladding was fastidiolls1y app1ied to 

asymmetnc tow巳rs and ziggurats, p1aced cleverly among Ljub1jana's 

bou1evards and windìng streetSj exemp1ary examp1es of ‘ critica1 regiona1-

ism' , the adaptation of modern architecture to historica1 context without 

going for the pat references and borrowings of Socia1ist Rea1ism. This 

didn't quite extend to bui1ding new areas. 

In Fuzine, the new migrants cou1d find a few of the carefu11ittle detai1s 

that Slovenian architects excelled at, in a gigantic estate that tried to use 
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The concrete outskirts of Hapsburg Ljubljana 

shapes to avoid the usual sense of serried ranks of prefabricated monoliths. 

Every block here is visibly constructed from grey concrete panels, with 

strongly ll10delled balconies and a top floor of painted coloured metal; 

the entrances to the blocks are marked by cantilevered entryways and 

clinker> brick stair飞再'ells. These are then put into various combinations 

the plans are here V-shaped, there W-shaped, here a row of three-storey 

flats one after the other with hedges and tight gardens, there a random 

scattering with green space flowing between. Parking is provided in spe

cially designed multistoreys with concrete pitched roofs, but by now there 

are so many cars that the public space is fairly dominated by them. You 

can see how l1luch e旺ort has been expended to create some kind of diver叫

sity and surprise, without opting for obviously decorative or retro 

devices - n。‘streets' ， no 'houses'. It's the extremity of the contrast with 

the affluent centre that makes it uncomfortable; when, so nearb民 youhave

something so rich and distinctive, it is hard for it not to feel vague and 

somewhat disconsolate. It feels like a decent, greying, down-at-heel estate 

in Western Europe, more than anywhere else we visited for this chapter; 
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for all the gestures at irregularit只 it does not look like its own place, but 

like the dormitory of somewhe1'e else. 

Like most mic1'o1'ayons, Fuzine has no obvious 'cent1'e' , and does not 

t1'y to provide one; but some of its contempo1'a1'ies did. One is in Se吕kiné ，
a pe1'ipheral estate in 飞Tilnius ， then part of the USSR , capital of the Lithu

anian Soviet Republic. 飞Tilnius is f1'inged with hills , which stop it from 

groW1l1g ‘organically'; this problem was solved by throwing motorways 

across them to new pe1'ipheral settlements. These we1'e something of a 

local speciality; Lithuanian architects, while using much the same p1'efab-

1'icated methods as those in the 1'est of the Union, often c1'eated more 

clearly distinctive, mo1'e obviously ‘designed' environments, something 

often put down to the p1'oximity of, and ideas borrowed from , Scandi

navia. These estates we1'e then held up as models elsewhere - pa1'ticularly 

the la1'ge micro1'ayon of Lazdynai, which won its a1'chitects the Lenin 

Púze in I974. 丁hat these places were once conside1'ed prestigious is ha1'd 

to fathom on fi1'st glance, as theY'1'e usually as dilapidated as those in 

Kiev. The Eu1'opean Union has a fund for Infrastructure and Develop

ment, which is often used for the renovation of Soviet-e1'a microdist1'icts, 
which, as we'll see, has b巳巳n applied in Poland with mixed 1'esults. Either 

the money has not l'巳ached Sdkiné yet, or they've decided to spend it else

whe1'e, because the state of it is not encouraging, something that initially 

obscu1'es the fact that he1'e we're dealing with an exceptionally late 

attempt to save the system of standa1'dization from itself. 

Constructed between I977 and I983 to the designs of B. K1'uminis 

and D. Ruseckas, Seskiné is the northern entry point to Vilnius, some

thing which is str巳ssed by the northernmost of its towers, which ca1'ry the 

la1'ge sign ‘VILNIUS' to inform you that yOll've arrived, serving the func

tion of a he1'aldic ‘city gate' 巳ven the most abst1'acted Modernism 

becomes he1'e an architecture parlante, something rep1'esentational, 
speaking as a g1'and entryway to a modern city. If yOll1' ca1' 01' bus is going 

in this direction, the road SOOI1 plunges down the hill, and the mo1'e famil

ia1' Ba1'oque (and, nów, high-tech/slick Modernist) skyli l1e of the city 

reveals itself. From the city centre itself, the fi1'st buildings you spot afte1' 

getting off the bllS are the tower飞 of which there about 且fteen ， scattered 

across a sp1'awling site bisected by the motorw巧 At first , you might think 

you'1'e looking at a tower that has stapled the ocean line1' corne1's of I930S 

villas 0川o itself at random. Forty 0 1' so sweepi l1g, curved bay windows 
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protrude from the façade , their concrete structure obviously prefabri

cated, as is the rest of the building, with the joins bet叭reen the panels still 

clear. The white concrete is discoloured by random brown patches in 

some, or is recently painted in others. These semi-circular modules are 

distributed in irregular fashion all the way down the tower - four here in 

a row pointing east, two in a row pointing north, and so on to the bottom 

of their twelve storeys, with the reverse on each of its four corners. The 

dashing, dramatic quality of 1930S luxury architecture is here snatched 

out of its original context and made into a component of public housing. 

The human-scale city centre , Sdkine，飞lilnius (工989 postcard) 
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But look more closely, and you'llnotice that each of these deep bay win

dows has a different frame - some of wood, some of metal, some of 

llPVC. We spotted that a qllarter or so of the bllildings have wide cllrved 

balconies the same shape as the bay windows, and we realized that almost 

all the balconies have been changed into rooms - something necessitated 

by families outgrowing the flats they w巳re allocated twenty-且vey巳ars ago 

by a very di旺erent social system, or, we're told, in some cases to provide 

an electricity-free fridge in winter. 

Prefabrication and adaptive rellse ar巳 held in an llneasy tension; which is 

an interesting irony, given that thes巳 towers were obviously designed to 

avoid the sense of reglllarity and interchangeability of so much Soviet hOllS

ing, replacing blocks on blocks with this asymmetric pattern of swooping 

curves. That designed irregularity becomes the accidental irreglllarity of 

everyone paying a diff，巳rent (and, from the looks of it, usually dodgy) con同

tractor to transform their streamlined balconies into rooms. The result, 
when combined with the rotting state of the concrete, is extremely jarring, 
resembling some sort of Heath Robinson Constructivism. Looking up at a 

The prefab futurist fridge , Seskinë, Vilnius 
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particularly distressed example of these towers, where the ovals of the bal

conies lead up to a castellated skyline of cylindrical concrete pipes, Agata 

says ‘They're very steampunl.王， aren't they?' Temporalities that don't make 

sense - buildings from the 1980s that suggest a cut-up collage version of the 

1930s, made using the technologies of the 1960s, given gimcrack additions 

in the 1990S and left to rot in the 201OS. 

Around the deliberately 'unique' towers are the more usual rectilinear 

llnits common to any microrayon, albeit here a little more carefully planned 

than Kie飞 with the social spaces between seeming rather less like after

thollghts. Winding paths run through the overgrown lawns and trees, and 

steel climbing frames are scattered around, many of the l11 done in space-age 

style - planets, rockets, weird irreglllar grids that imply children playing in 

three-dimensional minimalist sculptures. The surrounding blocks are 

standard issue, exactly the same as those in Rusanivka, each of them given 

an individual nU l11ber, written out in robotic , right-angled lines, 80 you have 

to squint a little to read them. Yet they have a I11UCh less dogmatic plan -

rather than running in linear parallel lines, they enclose space, for l11ing 

Block 206, Se吕kiné， Vilnius 
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certain ha1f四squares ， where chi1dren p1ay and old 1adies sit on benches and 

chat to each other. There don't seem 丑 tωo be many peop1e b咒etw巳en those age臼s.

These in-between spaces ar 巳 endu町山ring1y contr 

West 一 t出he由eir ob阮VIOU旧1归s fre白edo口m， their 1ack of prescribed use, odd1y app巳ars

not to endear them to peop1e in their newfound ‘free' societies and free 

economies. They're hard1y comp1etely use1ess, though, with an obvious 

function for those who want to use th巳m， or a1'e fami1iar with them. 13 

The centre of Seskinè is, again, something else entire1y. Usually these 

p1aces have shopping centres as strung out, 10ng and linear as the build

ings they serve. Sdkinè has what 100ks 1ike an attempt to create some 

kind of agora, a centra1 pub1ic space which is much more focused and 

much more clearly 'urban' , without replicating the old system of streets, 
‘active frontages' and so forth revived in the magistra1e and the Socia1ist 

Realist housing estates. The 1east successfu1 aspect of it is the approach 

from the flats and towers; clear pedestrian paths 1ead there, but what you 

see are the back ends of bui1dings, thei1' service areas, with sheer walls, 
bins and 10rries as your welcome. If you were driving, you cou1d 100p 

round this to the even more car-centric spaces of the exurban 1'etai1 parks 

and ent巳1'tainment parks that d 1'ift out f1'om Vi1nius to the countryside. 

Wa1k, on foot , into the comp1ex itse1f, and you can see what the designers 

we1'e up to. 

The a1'chitects w巳re awa1'ded a prize fo1' this cent1'e in 1987, and it does 

seem to have some relation to the then-contemporary ideas of glasnost 

and perestroika: an attempt to move f1'om mono1ithic abst1'action to 

something mo1'e clearly ‘close to the peop1e'. Five two-1evel short ‘streets' , 
with shops mostly on the ground floor and public faci1ities (10ca1 govern

ment 。因ce ， kinde1'garten, advice bureau and such) 1ead to a square, whe1'e 

a scu1ptura1 tower serves as a decorative beacon. The buildings a1'e all of 

1'ed brick in a pou1'ed-concrete f1'ame, in what 100ks 1ike a combination of 

prefab1'ication and mo1'e straightforwa1'd on-sit巳 methods， since un1ike 

the towers these components we1'e sure1y too comp1ex to be mass-produced 

in Soviet factories. H。中veve1' they we1'e made , they're in an appalling state 

for bui1dings that a1'e not even thirty yea1's old - the aggregate has come 

off a 10t of the steps, 1eaving the stee1 1'einforcement bar飞 so you 且nd

yourself wa1king up stai1's that a1'e one third a ba 1'e, spind1y meta1 frame; 

sure1y evidence that unde1' Gorbachev the base was not managing to keep 

up with the supe1'structure. 
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This is a shame, as from here you can see what a clever and successfu1 

piece of p1anning it is: genuinely bustling, full of peop1巳 and activity, 
a1beit not a1ways of the l110st heartwarming sort, with 1arge quantities of 

cheap and questionab1e goods being sold. The architectur飞 construc

tiona1 dodginess aside, is strong and distincti飞叫 with the upper 1eve1s 

especially managing to l11ake this sprawling estate 1egib1e - from here you 

can see all of those bizarre collaged towers at once, and can p1ace them 

and yourself in some kind of order. Concrete awnings provide some shel

ter from the weather (sunny, on the day of our visit) , and the bui1dings are 

rich1y articu1ated, with arcading, peculiar ang1es and sudden curves, with 

their brick cladding a materiality that offers a more rich1y co1oured con

trast with the concrete all around. At one end, it turns into a street madζ时，

where we eat some excellent and exceptionally cheap Chlodnik - a co1d 

Lithuanian borscht, exactly the sort of thing required as we slump our

se1ves, weary and sweaty from hours of wa1king, onto the p1astic seats. 

The tiny, packed café isn't in one of the origina1 bui1dings, but in a little 

prefab, of the sort you fÌnd in markets anywhere in Europe - the auto

matic architecture of Postmodern ‘ informa1' com l11erce meeting that of 

Soviet high l110dernit予

The ideas in Seskine are brave, and at 1east partly successfu1 in their 

attempt to provide S0 l11e kind of coherence and distinctiveness to the 

straggling form of the Modernist microrayon , without turning towards 

the certainties of an imaginary past; but the huge di岳cu1ties.that bui1ding 

techno1ogies had in erecring it are equally conspicuous. What might it 

100k like, then, if ir was actually maintained, if the EU infrastructure 

budget had been 1avished on it? A clue is provided by the Thousandth 

Anniversary Estate (Osied1e Tysiqclecia) , a micro创1

Po1ish Si让1es白la盯an city of Katωowice. A 10ng time before the 'Gherkin' and its 

i1k became the semi-offìcia1 nomenclature for appropriately shaped sky

scraper飞 Katowice knew this estate as 'the corns飞 When ， from the centre 

of Katowice, we bought our tram tickets to visit, Agata asked fÌrst how 

much it wou1d be to the Thousandth Anniversary Estate, she got a b1ank 

100k; but on asking for ‘ the corns' , got a seeming1y overpriced ticket. 

U pon challenging them 一‘this is l110re than tram tickets cost in War

saw!' - the man in the kiosk to1d us: 'Look, we're all miners here. And of 

course it's l110re expensive, we're a bigger city than Warsaw!' Which, at 

1east in terms of its conurbation, is true - Katowice is at the centre of an 
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urban a1'ea that encompasses a dozen 01' so la1'ge towns, from Gliwice to 

Bielsko-Biala, with a population of 2.7 million, with most of the popula

tion g1'owth coming in Poland's post-wa1' indust1'ialization, when this 

became the heartland of coal and steel, and the powe1' base of the mod

ernizing leade1' Edward Gierek, still surprisingly well间regarded in these 

parts. Those towns all sprouted peripheral estates like ‘ the corns' , which 

make it a practically continuous industrial metropolis, mostly made up of 

Modernist housing estates. 1n order for it not to seem homogeneous, 
some sporadic attempt was made to move away from bloclαon blocks on 

blocks; shapes and patterns came in instead. 

The tram runs through the typical Silesian landscape of abandoned 

0 1' dilapidated steelworks and their shopping mall and retail park 

replacements, which are as interchangeable and homogeneous as , if not 

more so, the blocks of old. Certainly there's no doubt in the arrival- the 

estate is still heralded by a 'Os. Tysiqclecia' sign. The thousandth anni

versary of what, you may ask? The name refers to the millennial 

anniversary of the conversion of the Poles to Christianity in AD 966, a 

strange thing for an avowedly atheist government to be celebrating. This 

isn't because of contort巳d claims that monotheism was more progres >

sive historically than paganism, but b巳cause the Polish Catholic Church 

had launched a campaign for 工966 to celebrate this anniversary, drawing 

enormous crowds in the process, meaning that the Party would 1001ζ 

foolish or unpopular if it were to offìcially oppose it; it was merely 

slightly rephrased as the anniversary of Polish statehood. They tried to 

co-opt it, just as they did Polish nationalism and even anti-S巳mitism in 

the same decade. The state-owned co-operative that built the Thou

sandth Anniversary Estate was called 'Piast' , after the medieval Polish 

dynasty whose empire stretched into much of what is now eastern Ger

many and the Czech Republic; this being the historical justifìcation for 

Poland's annexation of almost entirely German-populated areas like 

Pom巳rania and Lower Silesia after 1945. The place is mostly named 

after Piast kings or thos巳 of the later ] agiellonian dynasty, and their 

symbols are everywhere. All this deeply odd , contradictory and uncom

fortable history would , in the late 1940S and ear甘 1950s ， have resulted 

in some twisted Stalino-Baroque fantasy where all those contradictions 

were fully on view, where ‘ identity' was stressed in the most drastic wa予

Here , unless you knew a bit of Polish and a bit of the history, you'd 
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never know - everything you can see is abstract and nearly everything 

you can see is delightfu l. 
The estate, designed incrementally between the early 1960s and late 

1970s, stretches into rolling open country, with the dips and meadows 

The Thousandth Anniversary Estate, Katowice 
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retained as much as possible, in the manner recommended in Le Corbus

ier's 飞1ille Radieuse. 1n countries that do not have a Mediterran巳an

coastline, the beauty of these places can be very dependent on th巳 weather.

We were there in August, and it look巳d stunning. Around the entrance 

sign are the usual semi-repres巳ntational 'gates' , two ribbon-windowed 

rectangles linked by glass skyways; opposite is the Silesian Park of Cul

ture and Leisure, and the zoo. Deeper in, you 且nd that the more 

complicated land has often got th巳 less complicated blocks on it, those 

which are crisp little slabs dotted down the hills, with schools and pavil

ions selling groceries, flowers and such in between. Each of the square 

towers has a big, cartoonish painted sign - clearly recently renovated, and 

equally clearly not a recent piece of design … which bears the Piast logo in 

space-age bubble writing, a silhouetted cartoon of a castle or a Piast king, 
and the road and street number. The buildings are obviously in the late 

stages of a renovation programme, with a little bit of scaffolding around 

th巳 fringes but mostly spotless new white, purple, blue and black render 

across the concrete fa伊des. Polish cities have mostly fully availed them

selves of EU money, and the process usually involves putting a layer of 

styrofoam on the building to insulate it and protect the sometimes 

expanding joints between the prefabricated parts. As we'll se巳 elsewhere ，

for all its welcome e旺ects in keeping the buildings together and making 

people's homes habitable, this doesn't always have the ll10st encouraging 

aesthetic effects - but here, th巳 renderers have been subtle, respecting the 

buildings. 1t probably looks better here now than it ever has, especially 

with the landscape growing up around it, and the pathways and play

grounds mostly renovated alongside. Having often lived in actual Western 

European council estates myself, 1 felt a little jealous. 

As for 'the corns' themselves, the things that make this place (locally) 

famous , they do look a little like cobs of corn if you squint. They give the 

impression of being six or eight tubes bunched together around a central 

core, their heights going from ten to thirty storeys, with cantilevered 

square pods housing shops, banks and communal services sticking out 

above the ground floors over raised public squares which disguise built-in car 

parks. They are not irregular like those of Se且kinè ， not asymmetrical or 

random, but obviously they're trying to do something similar -

commissioning di征er巳nt parts from the factory, so that the product do巳S

not scream its production line origin. Architecturally, at least, it really 
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works - they look like they were built yesterday.丁hey don't encourage 

individuality in the same way, though - there are satellite dishes and 

washing lines, but anyone who turned their balcony into a room seems to 

have (forcibly?) had it removed, making them look like single works of 

‘The corns' through the trees, Katowice 
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a1'chitectu1'e 1'athe1' than the scene of the decomposition of the public 

sphe1'e. Much mo1'e than in Fu呈ine 01' Seskinë , the spaces between have 

some so1't of flow and ease to them; winding, narrow roads lined with 

ferns , with small shops dotted around , and benches to the street. The 

same prefab system of interlocking circles is used for a chu1'ch (mo1'e of 

which later) and a shopping cent1'e, which has typically unexciting but 

useful suburban contents - bar, supe1'mad仨et (Biedronka, basically the 

Polish Lidl) ，且tness centre , pharmacist. As suburbs go , it seems 1'eally 

quite lov巳ly， the usual fixation on p1'ivate space exchanged fo 1' an abun

dance of public virtues - cohe1'ence , flow, collectivity. Like any suburb , it's 

not fo 1' hipsters , but it compares well with the best of the era in Scandi

navia or elsewhere. Osiedle Tysiqclecia ends with a lake, looked over by 

those squar飞1'ibbon

campus university, not a Polish coal and steel town. 

A fair comparison with this obvious success is an estate where the 

design is not so easily adaptable to the addition of styrofoam insulation, 
and which sits on a rather more valuable site. One of the most extrava

gant housing 巳states in post-war Poland is Plac Grunwaldzki , just outside 

the centre of the Lower Silesian city of W1'oclaw, clea1'ed of its ove1'whelm

ingly Ge1'l11an population afte1' the defeat of its earlie1' incarnation , 

‘Fo1't1'ess Br巳slau' ， in I945. It is named afte1' another famed victory over 

the Germans, the 1410 Battle of Grunwald, in which a Polish-Lithuanian 

alliance destroyed for good the Teutonic Knights , an event l11uch recalled 

111 ‘People's Poland'. Plac Grunwaldzki , aside fro l11 the similar historic 

associations of its name, is also an ambitious effort in th1'ee-dimensional 

city planning akin to the Thousandth Anniversary Estate, equally sculp

tu1'al and il11aginative. Designed in 1967 by ] adwiga Grabowska -Hawrylak , 

it consists of six la1'ge towe1' blocks on a 1'aised podium with shops and 

the usual social facilities on the podium floo 1'. It's an a1'chitectural tri

umph , ma1'king a sucessful t1'ansition from the histo1'ic city of B1'eslau 

into the l110dern metropolis of Wroclaw, with a sense of visual inte1'est 

that micro1'ayons usually lack , right down to the hi巳1'atlc ‘ c1'owns' on top 

of each towe1', lined with po1'thole windows. 

飞X1hat makes this 1'ather t1'icky is that the p1'efab1'icat巳d components of 

the fa伊des a1'e complex, an overlay of concave and convex chunks, with 

a heavily tactile , thought-out choice of mate1'ials - shuttered conc1'ete and 

1'ed tile ，飞，yhose 1'ippling l110ulding makes the towers vib1'ate like kinetic 
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Too complex fo1' styrofoam: Plac Grunwaldzki, Wroclaw 

sculptures. This means that their architectural integrity would be fatally 

compromised by a layer of yellow-painted insulation, and that - plus per >

haps the potentially very lucrative inner-urban site - means they lurk 

worn out and un比novated ， the prefab joints 五lled in messily where they've 

started to give. The street life below, on that raised podium, is a curious 

combination of rather yuppiesque bars, kebab shops and cheap super

markets, that vibrant mix which property developers like so much. 

However, this is a chapter about what were, by and large, banal develop

ments, not special, spectacular monuments like these in Katowice and 

Wroclaw. To those we must return. 

THE STANDARD DISINTEGRATES 

At this point, 1 ought to tell you about where I've been living while writing 

this book. When Warsaw started building peripheral districts en masse in 

the 1970s, it concentrated them in the south of the city, in three hug巳
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housing estates, almost impossible to tell apart - Stegny, Sluzew nad 

Dolinlq_ and Ursynów, much of which makes up the Ursynów district of 

Warsaw city council, the Polish capital's largest and most populous. It 

begins where the mostly 1930S tenement and villa district of Mokotów 

ends; suddenly, the ‘streets' stop, the towers start, and they don't let up 

until you eventually reach the secluded, gated villa estates of elites past 

and presen t. We live in exactly that place, just before the borough of 

Mokotów ends and Ursynów begins; a place where the affluent and the 

poor, the planned and the anarchically capitalistic, meet in some ve1'y 

unexpected ways, as strange historical forms shake themselves out in a 

peculiar order and eras collapse into each other; where the era of stand

ardization ends, not by any delibe1'ate effort, but by a combination of 

ine1'tia and rapid development. Look at the two pictures opposite. 

The lower of the two is the view from the window of the n巳wly built 

flat Agata moved into in 2008. The flat is single aspect, so this is the only 

view you can get from the room itse旺， of the new towers 一 the other is 

taken near the communal stai1'well, and shows the old ones. The earlier 

towers are prefab, these are concrete-f1'amed, too irregular to 且nd app1'o

p1'iate components. The earlier shows the usual block/space block/space 

ar1'angement of Co1'busian town planning; the latter, an arrangement 

whereby a grand façade encloses anothe1' block, which encloses another 

block. Polish capitalism has managed to reinvent the ‘ r巳ntal barrack' and 

sell it as middle-class housing. Fo1' all that, I've quite enjoyed having th巳se

flats cu1've around me every day, watching the lights on the emerge11cy 

stairs switch 011 and off at night. We n巳ve1' got 1'ound to fitting curtains in 

the unfurnished 且at ， so we spend, or at least 1 do, a lot of time gazing out 

of the window. Visito1's often comment 011 how intimidating it looks, hav

ing a hund1'ed 01' more flats 100m down on you all the time, but the 1'esult 

has a ce1'tain bleak big-city f1'isson to it, the feeling that you are in some 

飞la 1'sovian 1'emake of Wong Ka1'-Wai's Hong Kong, with a frontline seat 

fo 1' people-watching en bloc. 

With ‘socialism' long gone, the1'e's no need for the blocks to assume an 

egalita1'ian appea1'ance - generally, the mo1'e ext1'aneous things they have 

on their façades , the mo1'e expensive the 且ats the1'ein. The 1'eaction against 

p1'efab, panel-built Modernism doesn't take the form he1'e of the tacked-on 

bits of wood 01' ba1'code façades as in the UK , but seems mo1'e metropoli

tan, mo1'e unashamed about its p1'etensions to luxu1'予 The 1l10del appea1's 
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to be Art Deco, SO l11e sort of Scarface version of Mia l11i, with all of the 

appliqué pastels and polished stone-e旺ect surfaces. The biggest and visi

bly richest of the blocks has a triumphal column at its entrance, her飞 a

monum巳nt to nothing but itself - an eagle on a plinth, in a peculiar 

Postmodernist叩la凸scist composite. Just behind the eagle is a fitness 

centre on the block's ground floor, with large glass 飞iValls so you can watch 

the straining and heaving. 1t's not gated, however, and you can walk 

around the spaces (mostly car parks) without anyone telling you not to 

take photographs, except for one gated outpost right at the back. Her巳

you find a far more traditional piece of high Modernism - regardless of 

its lack of orientation to the sun , the aesthetics are strictly Bauhaus, with 

white walls and strip windows. 1nside are glass walkways crossing the 

CCTV cameras. 

We soon realized 011 a walk round the estate why the block's owners 

might just be keen on stressing the security aspect. Not becaus巳 they're

worried about the tenants of the 1970S towers that still make up half of 

the estate - in fact , given the vagaries of the housing market in a city with 

a long-standing housing shortage, with many tenants exercising the Pol

ish equivalent of right-to-buy, th巳y may 110t even be that much poorer. 

The paranoia seems to have much more to do with the large swathe of 

indeterminate spac巳 round the back. One spring day in 2010 we went on 

a walk into it, not knowing exactly what to expect. De且nitely neither of 

us had expected farmland, but that's what we found. First you come 

across hedges and trees that have obviously grown Up at random, weeds 

and wist巳ria with a path between, where rubbish is usually strewn around. 

If you wal1王 down the path and then turn around , you can see two kinds 

of Modernist estate 一 on the right are the serried blocks of the 1970S, on 

the left the ostensibly less regular new towers. But both of them have 

behind them the same stretch of wasteland, with little more than a track 

of mud leading out to the next estate. 1n this stretch are a succession of 

small houses , SO l11e with attached smallholdings which ar巳 visibly being 

tilled. The houses are guarded by some very unfriendly dogs , and are way 

more dilapidated than the recently renovated, pastel-rendered 1970S 

blocks. Yet these crumbling little farmhouses have the same \l\1arsaw City 

street signs you see on the massive, ultra-urban boulevards of MDM, this 

time appended to the fences of a one-storey dO I11 or a tumbledown shed. 

1n every other available space, the new blocks of flats were springing Up, 
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completely unconcerned about their incongruousness. Contemporary 

Warsaw is not a city shy of its own modernity, which makes this vertigi

nous fa11 into the peasant society it only el11erged from in the 1960s 

particularly alar l11ing. 

Further on fro l11 here, we found ourselves back in a fairly normal sub

urbia , rather than that extraordinary Mode1'nist/rustic zone behind the 

tower blocks. Property adverts are placed along a row of 1990S houses , 
among the first to ma1'ket themselves to the new p1'ivate buyer. A few days 

before , I'd heard the sound of church be11s , always 1'edolent of my g1'and

parents' house , across the high-1'ises , and was pleased to fina11y find thei1' 

source - a steel be11-tower, which is in front of a red-b1'ick church school 

that rese l11bles a Lancashire factory, and a Modernist church, raw and 

bulky, in Hanseatic b1'ick. By this point we were hanging round places 

whe1'e Agata had grown up, although she wasn't exactly ov巳rcome by nos

talgia. At least not until we got to the 5ettlel11ent of 51uiew nad Dolinka , 
where sh巳 lived until she was eight and he1' parents, members of what 

under 'socialism' would have been ca11ed the ‘ technical inte11igentsia' , got 

themselves a private house. That actual egalitarianism which had them 

living in the same towers as the local steelworke1's has long gone, but the 

towers have a11 been given a si l11ilar coloured rende1' like the new blocks a 

quarter of a mile away, and have the open spaces and o1'ientation that the 

new ones lack. 1 defer to Agata's judgel11ent: it was incredibly depressing 

living here and she would never do so again under any circumstances. 

There's de且nitely a lack of stu日 to do, only a couple of shops and a hai1'

dresse1'. They have a11 been given red or ye110w or g1'een 1'ender, and S0 l11e 

of them have been painted as grey as the conc1'ete underneath, but the 

prefab1'ication is now masked - you can't see the joins any l110re, which is 

probably a 1'elief to the inhabitants, as many of the expansion joints on 

the panels we1'e at risk of causing structural failure. We're in an estate as 

standa1'dized as the one in Kiev where we began this chapter, but 1'ecent 

effo1' ts have managed to obscure this , in the look of the buildings the l11-

selves, if not in the repetitious, uni l11aginative way they've been strung out 

across the landscape. 

This was my fi1'st prope1' expe1'ience of a prefabricated l11icrorayon , 

howeve1', so 1 had no majo1' point of cO l11pa1'ison but fo 1' the l11uch sma11er 

equivalents in Western Europe. 50 what 1 noticed as different from a 

B1'itish council estate , aside f1'om the (1'ecent) upkeep , is ，且1'st ， the sheer 
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qual1 tÎty. As a space it's dull if not unp1easant 一 10ts of trees and 1and

scaping, a l11ediocre but not especially obnoxious design which 

enco l11passes 10w rises as well as high, shops on the ground floor, schoo1s 

and such - but it goes on for ever, as fa 1' as the eye can see, never chang

ing, never deve1oping, at 1east unti1 another e1'a ba 1'ges it out of the wa予

As we ta1ked about the p1ace whi1e wandering through it, I said I'd far 

1'athe1' 1ive here than in a crumb1ing, da l11p-ridden nineteenth-centmy 

tenement in P1'aga - a1though the1'e's no doubt that you see l110re peop1e 

the1'e in a few minutes there than in half an hom he1'e - but if the com

parison is with the newe1' b1ocks, I'm not so sure. Certain1y the deve10pers 

of the Warsaw flat where we r巳side wou1d never pay for the fran1dy 

1'ather 1ush rive1'side pa1'k that cu1'ves round the entire estate - too much 

‘empty' space which cou1d be better 且lled by pr叶ìt-making develop时

ment. From there , we descended into the Metro and went back home to 

capita1ism. 

After fom years of living he1'e on and 0旺， certain aspects sta1'ted to 

change, though not those you wou1d expect; the 1ittle irritants of the a1'ea 

persist. After seven yea1's, most of the area still had no l'巳 a1 streets, neithe1' 

in a J ane J acobs 01' a Le Co1'busier sense - the pedestrian (as we both ar叫

has to stumb1e ove1' l11ud t1'acks, ove1' stones scattered to c1'eate ll1akeshift 

paths, crossing roads 1ittered with potho1es; then this was sudden1y solved 

by bui1ding a l11assive road, a dua1 carriageway where residents now have 

to wait a few ext1'a minutes to get to and from the Met1'o. 5till no ‘street' . 

In the othe1' direction from the farm1and , towards Wi1anowska Metro sta

tion, there we1'e unti1 1'ecently s巳ve1'a1 othe1' dilapidated sll1all ru1'a1 houses, 
this time without cu1tivab1e 1and in f1'ont of them but 1'athe1' a wide and 

barren se l11i-public space. Across th巳 wide roads that 1ead out of the city 

and towa1'ds the airpo1't, the 1970S towers take ove1' again; so this indete1'

minate expanse a1'ound the Metro station se1'ves as a so1't of transit point 

between the two. Peop1e sell hO ll1egrown fruit and veg or second-hand 

books, kebab stalls occupy the unp1anned alleys of space bet飞再reen deve1.. 

opments, and a full-s0a1e ma1'ket selling cheap knock-off goods is right in 

f1'ont of a towe1' of 1uxury flats; it's caught in between specu1ative bui1d

ing, p 1'efab Modernism and 1'ell1nants of a not-so-distant ru1'a1 past, and 

natu1'ally the specu1ative de飞!elopll1巳nt is g1'adually winning. Neithe1' 

developers no1' city counci1 have managed to bui1d pave ll1ents, but they 

a1'e at th巳 time of wr让ing ll1id-way through bui1ding a new road with 10ts 
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of parking space. The houses without their own land to grow stuff on are 

being bought out and demolished. 

Round the back end, however, where they still have their fields and their 

scary dogs, the farmhouses survive. We had another long walk through 

them in October 2013 , on the way to the polling station in the 5tegny 

district. There was a city-wide referendum calling for the resignation of 

Hanna Gronkiewicz-Waltz, th巳 capital's conservative mayor. The referen

dum was caused by a public petition, decrying her administration's 

well-above-inflation hikes in public transport fares , vanity pr叫ects (i.e. 

unusable stadia) and failure to provide basic services. The absence of 

pedestrian paths even in this partly affluent district we've already notic巳d，

but the main indictment was the refusal to build a hospital in the borough 

of Ursynów, which covers the three huge housing estates to the south of 

the city; around 250,000 people have no access to a public general hospital 

nearby. This has been a problem for some time; although her parents lived 

in the area Agata was born in earlY-198os Praga, on the other side of the 

river, as it was easier for the ambulance to get there. 50 while the area 

L巳an-to behind Bukowiúska ，飞W'arsaw
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might be subject to a rash of new development, the facilities it was prom

ised when built have still not actually been provided. However, it's had 

certain other knock-on e旺'ects. When walking through the farmland we 

found most of the houses as they were three and a half years earlier, only 

sinking a little more into dilapidation; there's what could be a shed , a 

chicken coop or an aviary turned into a piece of avant-garde archit巳cture ，

a cantilevered roof held up by planks and a strategically placed ladder. A 

little further along the same path , one corner has been fenced off, pre

sumably successfully sold; ‘exclusive houses, apartments, penthouses' , at 

'Potoki Residence Mokotów' , following the English practice of placing a 

property in an area of bad repute in the adjacent one with a better rep. 

The ad shows an image of small cubic flats. 

Through one of Warsaw's several depressing interzones of wasteland , 
wide arterial roads and billboards, Stegny comes to seem relatively 

attractive; and the renovations embarked upon in recent years must have 

done a favour to the public pe1'ception of p1'efab architecture in People's 

Poland - the older towe1's ranged a1'ound basketball courts, schools (one 

of which is the po11ing station) , a swimming pool, florists and g1'een

groce1's don't look a11 that diffe1'ent, he1'e, f1'om the new ones being built 

in thei1' inte1'stices, but fo 1' the clarity of their design. Like 1110st l11icro

rayons, Stegny is a l11atter of towers and slabs, and the slabs a1'e usually 

the worst, at least visually -long, unbroken l11asses, su11en and repetitive; 

another Exp1'essionist church next to the l11 displays its individuality to 

surely successful counte1'-propagandist effect. Possibly l11indful of this 

bleakness, the styrofoa l11 and render job done on these is particularly 

excessive in its application of pastels - that 1'ather I930S deco green again, 
looking incongruous and vague. Th巳 towers and the mid-rise blocks got 

done over in reds and dark ye11ows, which on this autumn afternoon 且t

perfectly the colours of the t1'ees that have grown up around them; it 

could be Sweden. Compared with the unfinished clash between socialism 

and speculation that we'd walked from , it looked really quite idyllic. 111 

front of 011巳 cluster of towers is a new pond, with little pavilions along

side; a sha1'p, humane design in, surprise surp1'ise, unrelieved grey 

concrete. The1'e are lots of people around , almost entirely young families 

with children. This pond, deco1'ated by conc1'ete fountains , adjoins both 

the old towers and the newer, slightly smaller luxury flats adjacent, as if 

as an offering of peace between these two forces. Privatization with a 
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A new pond in St巳gny， Warsaw 

human face , through the incorporation, and even expansion, of the 

once-despised public spaces of ‘socialism'. Here something unexpected 

seems to be happening - the slow gentrification of a microrayon, a grad

ual claiming and in且11 by the a由uent of the mostφejoratively horrible 

and inhumane spaces of the old system - a vote of confidence in its pre

fab Modernism from those with 'wherewithal'. Still no hospital, 
though - the mayor of Warsaw lost th巳 referendum， with over 90 per cent 

voting against her, but the turnout was so low that th巳 vote was declared 

invalid. 

MODEL WORKERS OF THE 

MODEL MOTORDISTRICT 

It is often unclear where a microrayon ends and a company town begins, 
given how many of them were arranged around a speci且c factor予 Com

pany towns and company districts were not rare in the I930s , but few of 
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the l11 we1'e so a l11bitious , or so f1'eighted with ideology and cross-cultu1'al 

exchanges and l11isunde1'standings , as the Avtozavod dist1'ict of the cen

t1'al Russian city of Nizhny Novgo1'od. An enti1'e dist1'ict of ov巳r

100,000 people , all of whom we1'e wo1'king in 0 1' a1'ound a vast automobile 

plant built by an Am巳1'ican cO l11pany with Ame1'ican technology, housed 

at least at first - in an expe1'iment in collective living. \XTo1'ke1's flocked 

the1'e , not solely from the Soviet Union , and labour leade1's visited to 且nd

out what this ‘wo1'kers' pa1'adise' was actually like , and to discove1' in what 

ways a district built for Ford factory wo1'ke1's in the USSR diff巳red f1'om 

one built fo 1' Fo1'd factory worke1's in the UK or US , like Becont1'ee 01' 

Dea1'born. Most of the Socialist City or 包otsgo1'od' still stands today, and 

though alte1'ed and 1'elatively depopulated , it is still a th1'ee-dimensional 

showcase of what a Soviet socialist company dist1'ict was meant to be. 

From the cent1'e of Nizhny Novgorod the Avtozavod dist1'ict is best 

1'eached by the city's one-and-a-bit-line Metro, built between I977 and 

1985. Si l11ply in terms of infrastructur飞 the new indust1'ial district is con

siderably bette1' se1'ved than comparable British examples - cO l11paring 

like with like , you might note the fact that in 2014 the I930S workers' 

garden subu1'b of Wythenshawe on the outski1' ts of Manchester, a si l11i

larly sized city to Nizhn)飞 is only now being connected with the 1'est of the 

city by a tram , and never had a rail connection. By contrast, somewhat 

rickety t1'ams go th1'ough Avtozavod every minute 01' so , and the mo1'e 

infrequent but ce1' tainly more impressive Metro serves it with 且ve stops. 

But once you get out at the other er址， you notice some othe1' diffe 1'ences 

with British practice. One, that the factory is still working, albeit at mas <

sively reduced capacity and with a far smaller workforce; two, that th巳

factory is still adorned with a whole se1'ies of va1'ious ideological art

wo1'ks and decorations; and th1'町， that even 110W, the best worke1's and 

cÎtizens of the district are still immortalized on billboards, hoisted up on 

the lampposts. ‘Model Workers',‘People of Avtozavod' , both can get 

their name and a photo on a billboard. 

The permanent monuments include a faintly cheap-looking plastery 

Lenin , the first truck produced here mounted on a plinth made up of the 

number ‘工93矿 in concrete nume1'als , and , l110st impressive of all , two 

large mosaic panels produced in 1982 for the factory's fiftieth anniversar只

depicting lone fìgures waving banners in the foreground , with smaller 

workers behind, in overalls and protective masks building the 
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auto l11obiles on one panel , ll1aking and d1'iving tanks on the othe1', all 

pieced togethe1' with glitte1'ing blue , 1'ed and o1'ange stones. The fact that 

the facto 1'Y has long been a totally capitalist proposition - owned by the 

oliga 1'ch and f1'iend of Pete1' Mandelson , Oleg De1'ipaska - hasn't led to 

any ‘d巳-com11111nization' of th巳 visllal 1'heto1'ic and st1'eet furnitu 1'e 

a1'ound the 1'ed g1'anite facto 1'Y gates. Fa1' f1'o111 it: 1'ecent p1'inted photo

panels tell the sto1'y of the facto 1'Y, with dlle attention to the 1'ole of 

iron-fìsted bosses sllch as Stalin's Minister of Industry Sergo Ordzhoni

kidze , the e面cacy of its tanks built by women dll1'ing the Great Pat1'iotic 

War, and a fleet of black Volgas on Westminster Bridge. YOll don't get 

things like this olltside the Ford factory in Dagenham. Clearly, here, being 

able to pllt togethe1' a car on a p 1'oduction line had an ideological mean

ing somewhat differ巳nt from the American one as signifìe1' of freedom 

and individuality. 

That's ironic, giv巳n that this was a Soviet-Ame1'ican co-operation from 

the ve1'y sta1't. The factory was a p1'oject of the Ford Moto1' Company, and 

fo 1' a time early on the Ford logo even accompanied the medallion of 

L巳nin on the factory gates. The facto 1'Y was closely modelled on Fo1'd's 

structu1'es in Detroit and elsewhere, only with the difference that this time 

it wouldn't be owned by them - the Great Dep1'ession meant the famously 

union-bashing, r哈ht-wing Fo1'd assented to bllilding nationalized facto >

1'ies for communists. The const1'llction of the city itself was managed by 

the Austin Company, an engineering 曲m based in Cleveland , Ohio (not 

to be confllsed with th巳 English motor company). Richa1'd Stites , in his 

c0 l11pendiu111 of ear竹-Soviet utopias , Revolutio l1ary Dreams , dispa1'ag

ingly 1'e6巳1's to it as on巳 of the partial , unsuccessful , botched attempts to 

1'ealize the variolls new collective envi1'onments envisaged in the 且rst

post-1'evolutionary yea1's. 'The worke1's' city of the Nizhny Novgorod 

Plant was designed by Ame1'icans and approved by the Soviets, with cen

t1'alized schooling, clubs , hospitals , bake1'ies , kitchens , laund1'ies and 

othe1' se1'vices fo 1' its 工 8 ，000 employees in c0 l11l1111nal blocks of 300 1'esi

dents each a sym l11et1'ical phalanstery on a modern indllst1'ial site. An 

巳ntire village of 3000 people was moved to make way fo 1' its const1'llction. 

Yet as late as I932 the1'e we 1'e not enough beds and the premises had no 

wate1'. These sites we1'e parodies of the b1'ight d1'ea ll1s of the clean , 

1'ational , c0 ll1l1111nity bllilding hO l11es envisioned by the a1'chit巳cts and 

planne1's of the I920S.' 
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The utopian dream here came up against the messy reality of a rural, 
‘backward' country undergoing forced , rapid industrialization. In this 

particular case we have a document which makes it clear how complex 

the interactions between the American industrialists and Soviet architects 

actually were, and how far from inevitable this decline into Potemkin 

Modernism actually was. The Sotsgorod's history has been told by Rich

ard Cartwright Austin, the son of the head of the Austin company, in his 

book Building Utopia. 日巳 points out how the design was based on an 

architectural competition at the 包oviet Bauhaus', VKhUTEMAS , the 

winner of which constituted several collective blocks in a parallel arrange

ment, with open space between, an interconnecting walkway between 

each, and all of them fully equipped with collective facilities. This was 

then adapted by the Austin Company's engineer飞 who recognized that all 

this concrete and glass was way beyond the Russian building industry's 

capabilities, replacing it with subtly detailed brick and small巳r windows, 
but with no changes, at 且rst ， to the programme. In fact , it seems to have 

elicited some enthusiasm from the Methodist engineering 且rm. The head 

of the project, Allen Austin , wrote in 1931 for the New YOI走 Times Mag

azine of the communalization planned for the new city …‘ the fourth floor 

of each building is composed of larger rooms , the size of a double and 

single room combined. These are intended to be occupied by "Com

munes" - groups of three or four young men or women who study, live or 

work together' .14 When this failed to be actualized , it was not because of 

the direct importation of American morality and conformism, nor a 

‘ totalitarian' insistence on collectivity, but the demographic tumult cre

ated by the Five-Year Plan itself, speci且cally by its massive underestimation 

of the population shift to the cities and industrial centres. 

Cartwright Austin quotes a contemporary report by an American jour>

nalist, Milly Bennett, in terms which, aside from the exoticizing tone, 
immediately evoke the per卜urban ‘ maelstrom' of breakneck industriali

zation: ‘ the Russian workers come to the plant from the villages, husky 

peasant men and women with packs on their backs. They live in long, 
rude barracks. And, impatiently, they move into the un且nished model 

houses of the Workers City, 300 families strong, and camp there.' This 

occurred , she points out, before electrical and other services were 且ηished

in the flats. Cartwright Austin notes the unpopularity of the communal 

flats , but it seems unlikely that ideology had much to do with this - in 
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fact , 'some of the schedu1ed communa1 facilities we1'e never p 1'ovided.' A 

compa1'ative image in the book of the Workers' City ove1' the cou1'se of 

th巳工930S shows the aesthetic becoming mo1'e conse1'vative afte1' the design 

passed out of the Austin engineers' hands, with pitched roofs added to 

th巳 new b10cks and the experiment with communa1 wa1kways not 

repeated. The end of this Soviet-Ame1'ican idea1 indust1'ia1 settlement 

came the same year the first car was produced 一‘ the utopian city of 

1930 was ove1'taken by economic necessity. It wa，s 且nally abandoned in 

1932 . . . wo1'kers in the new automobi1e factory wou1d 1ive ve1'y much as 

indust1'ia1 wo1'ke1's in other pa1'ts of the world.'15 As a p1ace to 1ive , he was 

p1'obab1y 1'ight. The w1'ite1' and scion of the Avtozavod Ki1'ill Kob1'in 

writes in his short story The Last Europea l1 of how an encounte1' with 

Dub1in nightlife immediately ‘ tipped him back, into the Soviet pro1eta1'

ian 1970S' , and a m巳mo1'y of ‘women chipped with alcoho1 , thei1' eyes full 

of yearning. Sharp-nosed urchins, shive1'ing1y wrapping th巳mse1ves in 

cheap jackets. Lads a1ways ready fo 1' d1'inking and fìghting. On Mondays , 

the irrep1'essib1e stink of puke in the st1'eets. Go1'ky. Avtozavod.'16 

The sev巳1'a1 st1'eetb1ocks that make up that 且1'st part of the Avtozavod 

are still lined with those short rows of tenements , thei1' b1'ick fa归des

sometimes in thei1' o1'igina1 state , sometimes with cheap co1'1'ugated meta1 

balconies, and sometimes with 1'ather a1arming red roofs with bui1t-in 

attic 且oo1' s which 100k ve1'y 1'ecent indeed. As a1'chitectu1'e , thei1' he1'itage 

in Constructivism is invisib1e, but as space you can spot it - this is a co1-

1ective city in a ga1'den , with eas只1'ather info1'ma1 t1'ee-1ined bou1e飞ra 1'ds

running th1'ough it, without much obvious activity save some vague stroll

ing. I t's quiet, and quite p 1'ett只 not a garden suburb but a suburb in a 

park. The di旺e1'ence with Becont1'ee 01' Wythenshawe is most obvious in 

the collectivity of the housing. The1'e, as in the US, the sing1e四fami1y

house with a big front and back ga1'den, and 10ts of domestic space inside , 
was the model; he1'e , the g1'een space is all exterio1', pub1ic. Ba1' a tiny 

co1ony bui1t for the Ame1'ican engineer飞 the 1'e a1'e no sing1e-fami1y houses 

at a11. 
The mass unemp10yment of the G1'eat Dep1'ession coinciding with the 

full emp10yment in the Soviet Union meant that the Avtozavod dist1'ict 

was , for a time , a magnet for workers and socia1ist activists , both t1'ade 

union 1eaders and thei1' rank-and-fì1e. Among the 1atte1' we1'e the brothers 

Victor and Walter Reuther, who didn't 且nd conditions there to be 
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Utopia: Sotsgorod, Nizhny Novgorod 

particularly different from those in the USA. They were both blacklisted 

after leading a strike at Avtozavod, and on their return to the USA would 

be prominent in the then-militant United Automobile Workers , and 

becam巳 the best-known leaders of the General Motors strik巳 of 1936. As 

in Nizhny - renamed Gorky in 1933 - they suffered a blacklist in the USA, 
not to mention beatings and assassination attempts, but here at least 

they won, helping to unionize th巳 auto industry for the first time. The 

brothers later wound up Khrushchev during a meeting with American 

labour leaders as part of his visit to America in 1959, by asking him - in 

Russian: ‘Is the Gorky Automobile Works still named after Molotov?' , 
soon after the former Foreign Minister's purging. ‘ Can you give us one 

single example' , asked Walter Reuther, getting the chance to ask the ques

tions he couldn't in Gork只‘in which one of your unions ever disagreed 

with government policyγ ‘Why poke your nose into our business?' 

retorted Khrushchev. [7 

But another observer, from the other side of the trade union move

ment, gave more attention to the living conditions of the Avtozavod 
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workers. The then-leader of the British TUC , Sir Walter Citrine, was 

keen to contrast the conditions of the recently uproot巳d peasant work

force of the Soviet city with the council houses, large rooms, gardens and 

municipal facilities enjoyed by many workers in the UK , due to th巳 lobby

ing of the trade union movement. He called his travelogue of a 1935 trip 

round the USSR 1 Search fo l' Truth in Russia , and found the truth in the 

Sotsgorod to be muddy. 'We visited th巳 Socialist City' , he writ巳s ，‘and

found it to be exceptionally well-planned, with good, wide streets, which 

som巳 day， 1 hope, will be concreted. At present, they are a mass of slush, 
and 1 could not help wondering whether th巳y will ever be anything differ

ent. These people rush to put up buildings but never seem to finish them. 

They never seem to have time.' He is puzzled that the streets are not paved 

but trees have been carefully planted, obviously not considering that 

asphalt and concrete were far more scarce at the time than seeds. With 

marvellously English discomfort, he notes: ‘1 did not like to think we were 

going to visit apartments with our boots simply ankle-deep in mud. We 

did so, however.' He found in them flats of 5.5 square metres a head, 
admittedly in advance of 3.5 in the rest of Gorky - and families of four 

taking up two rooms, with the kitchen shared with the neighbours, a ver

sion of collective life somewhat less well-serviced than that which had 

been planned in the ateliers of VKhUTEMAS. He doesn't say so much 

about the facilities themselves, largely because they weren气且nished at the 

time of writing, but it's here that the difference is most obvious. 

At Wythenshawe, for instance, the main architectural interest for those 

not so fascinated by pretty Arts and Crafts houses is Expressionist churches 

and streamlined modern cinemas and shopping parades. Obviously there 

were none of the former in this deliberately godless city, but cinema and 

consumption had a role. The main department store, or Univermag, 
designed in 1935 by L. M. Nappelbaur口， is in the style called in Russia 

‘Post-Constructivism' , i.e. with Modernist simplified, glazed volumes 

glV巳n a slightly classical dressing. Th巳 grandly curved central glass stair<

well is still very impressive, with its neatly crafted balustrade unaff巳cted

by its dividing up into the usual tacky, chaotic Russian mini-mall. There 

are no small shops but for impromptll recent kiosks, but then big Co-ops 

wer巳巳qually dominant in the company towns and giant estates of 1930S 

England. They had super-cinemas too, bllt there are no Odeons quite like 

the Gorky Avtozavod's Kinoteatr Mir, another 1935 building, this one 
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by A. Z. Grinberg. A square, coffered portal dressed in dark granite forms 

the entrance, and a wing with restaurants and other facilities is topped by 

a row of finely detailed Socialist Realist figures , athletic men and curva同

ceous women, both detailed with a 且ne ， sinuous plastici印

Opposite is the Palace of Culture, one of those comprehensive centres 

for theatr飞 music and general improving activity that were as important 

here as they were in a paternalist garden suburb like Bourneville, although 

here on a much greater scale. It's a banal piece of Stalinist architecture, a 

massive block whose linear mass is detailed with randomly applied clas

sical detail. Inside, however, past a grand neoclassical central atrium that 

has been subject to some rather unsympathetic renovation, is a series of 

murals of the Thaw era. A central mosaic of Lenin is Banked by two pan

els where all the heaviness of the building disappears, replaced with vivid, 
light, colourful images of revolution, construction, science, football and 

generalleaping about and frolicking. All the images are of activity, activ

ity, activity. Panels are being hoisted to make buildings. Smoke swirls from 

chimneys. Men row in long dinghies. Youths sit around campfires. Female 

Scientists on the walls of the Avtozavod Palace of Culture, Nizhny Novgorod 
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scientists peruse test-tubes. At the head of it all , at the top of th巳 stair

well's ceiling, is a drawing of Vera Mukhina's ‘ iconic' sculpture Worker 

and Kolhhoz Woman , the Soviet Union's nearest thing to a Statue of Lib

ert予 Together the murals are a society's idealized self-presentation, in 

three distinct styles - the ‘sports' murals are realist but bright and stark, 
the ceiling mural has a similar simplifìed, cartoonish, modern line to th巳

work of an American post-war illustrator like Saul Steinberg, and the 

Lenin is a great deal more lumbering and staid. Opposite the murals were 

realist paintings of the nearby Volga river, a subject on which contempo

rary and Soviet aesthetics could agree. 

After gazing at these for a while , we sat down in the small café her飞

had som巳 herring salad, and took out our ca ll1eras to get souvenirs of the 

murals. At which point two security guards emerged to st盯nly tell us 

we couldn't photograph it, though they wouldn't say why. We snatched 

the photograph here when we thought they weren't looking, although we 

were wrong, as they noticed, and came and reprimanded us again a min

ute later, althollgh at least our call1eras were left alone. The only 

explanation we could think of, sitting in the ahnost empty cafeteria of a 

provincial Palace of Culture on a weekday afternoon, was guilt at the fact 

that the main foyer had been redecorated in a weird 1980s restaurant 

style, with plastic yuccas, flowery wallpaper and shiny 1l1etal in rand01l1 

places, to the extent that its grand coffered halllooked rather diminished. 

Maybe th巳y were about to do the same to the upstair飞 with its murals, 
and were annoyed by our enthusiasm for the things they were about to 

destr。予

Some of the activities depicted in the mur址s can still be enjoyed today 

at the mini-Gorky Park adjacent, a typical piece of ‘ amenity' , perhaps not 

too different from the parks spread across the company towns and coun

cil estates of the interwar years in the West, although with a little more 

heroic sculpture and a bit more tolerance for kitsch, one part municipal 

park and one part funfair. Surroundirig this Park Kultury are later, neo

classical blocks of flats , the hierarchical, monumental architecture that 

succeeded the collective ambitions of Constructivism - some of it 

designed by for1l1er Constructivists, like a gigantic crescent of flats with 

curved balconies, an unexpected product of the Vesnin brothers. Rllnning 

linear to the park are cr1l1l1bly prefab ‘Khrllshchevki' , a ruined power 

station and a series of identical red-brid• clad point blocks. Dilapidation 
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is ubiquitous. Yet, for all the unemploy l11ent, inequality, decay and decline, 
one of the 1110st obvious things about the Avtozavod district is not discon

tinuit只 but the way certain things have endured. N ot necessarily the 1110re 

attractive aspects of the Soviet past such as rent at 5 per cent of inco l11e or 

full el11ployment, but still some of those aspects 1110st alien to the Fordist 

towns in the West. Of course there are those banners of the good citizens 

of Nizhny, hung up all the way down the boulevard. But at the end of the 

Park Kultur只 there's something that is more continuation th日n survival. 
Opposite the park's edge is an impromptu beach , around a lake carved 

out of an old industrial pi t. On a sunny day in May, it was strewn with 

litter, but also full of people enthusiastically using the beach, flirting, sun

bathing topless, sitting around, drinking, perhaps l11uch as they would if 

there were a beach in Dagenham. We sat down on the benches provided, 
at least until it (inevitably) started to rain. Framing the beach is an 

l111m巳nse develop l11ent of repeated tower blocks, visibly system-built, in a 

linear structure like a wall surrounding the other side of the water to the 

beach. They look like they were built in 工980 ， but were erected ‘ just a few 

Sunbathing in the the Avtozavod district, Nizhny Novgorod 
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years ago' , we were told - no longer given away near忖 free to industrial 

workers, but following al l110st identical architectural and spatial precepts 

to those blocks that were. It's a twenty-first-century l11icrorayon. All the 

‘social' aspects of socialis l11 are abandoned 巳xcept as a residuum , but its 

aesthetics have, evidently, proven surprisingly useful. Maybe S0 l11e of the 

new tenants of these hulking towers will be lucky enough to have their 

faces 011 a poster, as Model Workers of Avtoza飞/od.
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Social Condenser 

When everything was ready for the opening, he went up to the 

platform , and ashen-pale , took his place. His knees trembled 

under him. 日is throat was choked. And with a voice as rasping as 

the sawing of heav只 oak boards, he announced: 

‘ Comrades! 丁he Holy Ark is a worker's Ark because I'm a 

worker! And 1 carved it with my own carpenter's hands, so it's a 

proletarian's Ark!' And Berl the carpenter，且lIed to overflowing 

with inexplicable sorrow and pride, continued. ‘1 spent a year and 

a half carving it. 1 carved it beautifully, as if 1 carved it for . . .' 

Berl caught himself and swallowed the word that was on the tip 

of his tongue. 'And now, Comrades , let it stay as part of the c1ub. 

It' lI be a plac巳 for books and newspapers. 飞X1orkers' newspapers. 

Because it's a workers' Ark.' 

And , for the 且rst time , the 飞X1orkers' Club , named in honour of 

Comrad巳 Rosa Luxemburg, was 且lIed with loud , jubilant shouts , 

and the wooden c1apping of strong 飞鸟Torkers' hands. 

Peretz Markish, 'The Workers' C/ub' (I928J1 

THE WORKERS' ARK 

1n his I933 tract The Mass Psych%gy of Fascìsm , Wilhel l11 Reich , dis

appointed cO l11l11unist and psychoanalyst , pointed to the Soviet fetish for 

construction projects as evidence of the regi l11e's failure to pro l11ise a psy

chologically different for l11 of society.‘1t has been a typical and basic error 

011 the part of socialists and c01lll11unists' , he wrote,‘ to extoI an apart

ment building, a public transportation syste l11, or a new school as 
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"socialistic" achievements. Apartment houses , pub1ic transport and 

schoo1s' , he continues,‘ tell us something about the technica1 development 

of a socie叩 They do not tell us whether the members of that society are 

suppressed subjects or free workers, whether they are rationa1 or ìrratìona1 

men and women.'2 lndeed they don't, as such. However, a Constructivist 

architect in the year Reich wrote his book cou1d have had an answer to 

that comp1aint - a typo1ogy designed to instil a speci且cally communa1 

way of life and of thinking, which was called the ‘social condenser'. 

ln the aftennath of October I9I7 , and even of November I9睛， archi

tects' drawing boards were filled with mìscellaneous 飞ouses of the 

peop1e', desìgns for what would rep1ace the transcended places of assem

b1y common under bourgeois society - particu1arl民 the theatre and the 

church - with somethìng 1ess alìenated, something which did not re1y 

eìther upon the spectacle of actorly performance 01' on that of relìgious 

transcendence. A new collective 1ìfe was supposed to be coming into 

being, and new structures were needed for it; otherwis巳， those new 1ives 

wou1d have to be 1ìved in old structures, which were not fit for the pur句

pose. ln the Russian Empire in the first few years after the revo1utìon 

‘workers' clubs' sprang up everywhere, ìn order to provide social faci1i

ties , education , games , fi1ms and p1ays ìn a deliberately vodka-free 

environment. There ìsn't much doubt that these were as much a bottom-up 

as a top-down phenomenon , drawing on the social spaces that workers 

had carved out before the revolutìon; and theìr ear句T express lOn was 

approprìate1y ad hoc. Churches themselves or, as in the anecdote repeated 

in Peretz Markish's short story, synagogues, were often transformed via 

ìngenious redesigns into modern bui1dìngs for communist self-educatìon. 

These acts of litera1 des巳cratìon a1so make clear how these buildings were 

meant to rep1ace something centra1, somethìng deep1y important, in 

everyday 1ife. ln short, they had the difficult, 10aded ro1e of replacing relì

gious assembly and collective religìous experìence with something which 

was equally fulfilling , whi1e abandoning all the aesthetic and spiritual 

props that its ritua1s had relied upon. 

That publìc buìldìngs were loaded ìn a society which e1evated the public 

good and considered the private irrelevant or dangerous is unsurprising. 

But paradoxìcally these are often great spaces of non-standardization, 
where indìvidual expressìon was to some degree encouraged. Most of the 

buildings in this chapter are unique works of art, unrepeatable designs 
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utterly speci且c to their place and their function. They point to a great ten

sion at the heart of how the Soviet and Soviet-influenced economies 

worked , in that they sidest巳pped completely the usual primacy of the pro

duction line. There were of course ‘ types' , to some degree: cinemas, 
swimming pools and houses of culture were , in the USSR and even out

side it, sometimes reproduced from city to city - the same cinema in 

Minsk and Moscow, the same ‘song festival' concert hall in Riga and Tal

linn; even, in one instance, substantially the same swimming pool in 

Gda t1sk and Vilnius. Even then , though , the standardized buildings were 

often decorated by different artists and given some obvious signs of their 

own individuality. It is maybe a measure of the Soviet econo l11y's eventual 

failure in building cities that these are often by a long way the l110st 

attractive buildings of the era - surprising, vivid and sometimes eccentric 

structures, where standard cO l11ponents weren't needed and institutions 

and their designers had the budgets to commission one-offs. This was not 

supposed to be an econ0 l11y of great one-o旺s ， but of the mass production 

of durable goods whose individuality or ‘ specialness' was irrelevant. That 

conflicts here with the need to provide a ‘special' space for co11巳ctive or 

ritual experience, providing some of the richest ‘pure' architecture in 

Eastern Europe, of any era. 

There was SO l11e pre-revolutionary tradition to draw on here. The 

House of the People in Brussels , designed by the ‘inventor' of Art Nou

veau, Victor Horta , was one of the largest-scale building projects of the 

Second International , the worldwide umbre11a organization from which 

the future communists split at the Zim l11erwald conference of 19巧 (after，

it should be reme l11bered, the International's mainstream had disgraced 

itself by voting for the First World War). It was actually at the House of 

the People that the retrospectively famous split between Bolsheviks and 

Mensheviks occurred in the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party. 
Horta did not provide what would later have been ca11ed a ‘proletarian' 

architecture, with ostentatiously physical and ll1uscular features; rather, 
he designed a steel-andωglass construction which was , for the time , 
extremely technica11y advanced, wrapping around the street with the con

fident self-display of a turn-of-the-century department store. Inside was a 

librar只 meeting ha11s, a11 the possible spaces of an organization dedicated 

to the immense project of working-class self-emancipation. The piling of 

function upon function reca11s the architectural plans of the French Uto-
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pian Socialist Charles Fourier, who proposed in early-nineteenth

century France the 'phalanstery' , which combined housing and social 

facilities in one structure, som丑le of whi比ch were bu山1让ilt and turned out to be 

sOCla址11忖y successf臼ul. 3 Lin川1让k臼ed by glass waB让k川矶

thes优e WOl川11d b巳 acωombination of liv盯ing quarters, theatre, library, factory 

and communal eatery; a collective life would be lived therein where each 

inhabitant would find at their disposal the preconditions for their indi飞rid

ual self-realization. It is hard not to imagine that Soviet architects were 

thinking of Fourier in the early 1920S when they de\巾ed the ‘social con

denser', the model building for a new public life. 

The Soviet architect Moisei Ginzburg argued in 1928 that the ‘essential 

goal' of Constructivist architects was ‘ the definition and creation of the 

SOCIAL CONDENSERS of our age' , which would, as he put it when 

describing a speci且c social condenser he had designed, have ‘certain fea

tures that would stimulate the transition to a socially superior mode of 

life stimulate, but not dictate' 一 through the inclusion, for instance, of 

corridors wide and comfortable enough to act as public forums , through 

the mixing up of private and public space, and through connecting pub

lic facilities to homes as closely as possible.4 As a notion it is, among other 

things, the negation of one of the most common id巳as of twentieth

century planning, that of rigid zoning. 

From the Beaux Arts to Le Corbusier, the dominant notion by the 

1920S was of the separation of urban functions , with, at its most extreme, 
a division of cities into eating zones, theatrical zones, working zones, liv

ing zones, administrative zones and shopping zones, all of them at a low 

density, and provided with lots of green and open space in between; usu

ally this arose as a reaction against the chaotic, insanitary results of 

nineteenth-century building speculation, although the belief that concen

tration encouraged sedition must surely have been a factor as well. As the 

name implies, the ‘social condenser' was not low densit民 was not zoned, 
but threw together functions with great abandon. The nearest Ginzburg 

got to his ‘social condenser' was the series of public buildings he designed 

in Moscow, Sverdlovsk and Alma-Ata, where offices, flats (‘communized' , 
‘ transitional' and privat巳)， canteens, restaurants, libraries and gymnasia 

(and, in the unbuilt schemes, cinemas and theatres) are arranged around 

small parks, with public roof gardens on top. Two Dom Kommuny, or 

Communal Houses, of this type survive in Moscow, though neither, 
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The Communal House of the Textile Institute, Moscow, mid-renovation 

unsurprisingly, are fulfilling their original typolog予 Ginzburg's Narkom

fin is a famous ruin , and another, lvan Nikolaev's Communal House of 

the Textile lnstitute, is being restored at the time of writing to more or 

less its original function as a student hostel, albeit with all the ideological 

ballast attached to its function basically abandoned. 
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Afte1' architects began 1'eading J ane J acobs in the 1970s , the disdain for 

'zoning' became an orthodoxy in Wester飞 capitalist architectu1'e. Instead 

of zoning , we had 'mixed-use development' , and the ci1'cle turned 1'ight 

1'ound again to speculation. The social condense1' did not mix functions 

togethe1' fo 1' the sake of speculation 0 1' even convenience , but because it 

was thought that such an a1'1'angement would encou1'age collective life. 

People would meet, and meet ofte口， and make f1'iends. They wouldn't eat 

alone , but in the canteen. They would read in the .1ibra1'Y 0 1' go and see a 

film in the wo1'ke1's' club after wo1'k , 1'ather than getting blasted on 

samogon. This is, curiously enough, exactly what the ha1'dly socialist 

Jacobs thought that urban planning should do, and it was picked up by 

Ame1'ican a1'chitect-speculato1's early on … the multifunctional pile-up of 

New Yo1'k's Rockefelle1' Centre , and especially Radio City Music Hall , 

was di1'ectly inspired by this Soviet p 1'actice. 5 

Not all public 01' 1'itual buildings built unde1'‘1'eal socialism' a1'e social 

condense1's in the wholesale sense of the Dom Kommuny - the smalle1' 

type of the ‘ wo1'k时's club' usually sufficed. The connection between this 

and the earliet了，‘ cultic' social space was st1'essed in 1929 by El Lissitzky, 

who places the ‘ Club' and the 'Palace' in opposition as possible types. 

‘ Buildings designed to se1've all of society have always acted as a 1'eposi

to1'Y of the sum total of all c1'eative ene1'gies. Depending on the p1'evalent 

social orde1', these have usually been of either a 1'eligious 01' a governmen

tal cha 1' act巳1': the Church and the Palace. These were the power sources of 

the old o1'de1'. Thei1' powe1' can only be t1'anscended by establishing new 

powe1' sources belonging to ou1' new orde1'. Some yea1's ago it was thought 

that Palaces would serve this purpose, except that now they we1'e to be 

called "Palaces of Labour气 This created the dange1' of int1'oducing a for

eign and super且cial pathos into our lives.' Instead , the simple1'‘Club' 

would display ‘new spatial volumes and construction methods . 

capable of providing all the age groups of the wo1'king masses with facili

ties fo 1' 1'ec1'eation and relaxation after a d呵's work , i. 巳. a place to sto1'e 

up new sou1'ces of ene1'gy'.6 

These buildings , which st1'ess at every point the impo1' tance of collect

ive and social space, often - though a Modernist like Lissitzky wouldn't 

have approved - try to ‘speak' of this, in an al'chitecture pa l'la l1 te that 

actually continues the slightly Pavlovian aspects of the ‘social condense1": 

planning and buildings that a1'e intended to make people do ce1'tain 
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things , think in a certain wa只 perform certain rituals. These are buildings 

where socialism happens, where, in Stephen Kotkin's ironic phrase, 
people would ‘perform' socialism, and where socialists were supposed to 

be created - all of this via the particular means of architectural expres

sion. This could easily be accused of being authoritarian , and certainly 

there are several occasions when the accusation is fair: the Communal 

House of the Textile Institute originally had a Taylorist daily itinerary for 

the student residents - physical jerks at 6 a.m. and the like. 

There are plenty of other飞 though ， that show an impressiv巳 level of 

freedom , both in their design and in their possible uses. Even those that 

are more standardized frequently display a joy and extravagance in 

their surfaces and fittings that can contrast very sharply indeed with the 

usually more sullen buildings for the mundane needs of working and 

sleeping. This relationship of foreground (public building) and back

ground (private building) is normal in most bourgeois societies, especially 

our own , with its 'icons' designed by ‘signature architects' , which act as 

little punctuations in the dross of speculative housing. At least most of 

the time,‘real socialism' didn't so much abandon the dichotomies of the 

bourgeois city as amplify them , blow them out of all proportion. 

Perhaps the best place to 且nd ‘ the social condenser in one city' at its 

most impressive is 飞1ilnius ， where a dozen or so theatres, clubs, ritual 

buildings and similar facilities were built as infill in this relatively small 

Baroque cit只 from 1945 onwards, to give it the functions of a republican 

capital .7 Within a mile or so there is the Trade Union House of Cultur飞

on a hill overlooking the town, with ostentatious pride of place - the Sta

linist version of the Palace of Culture, one of several sub-Parthenons built 

at that point, now dilapidated and subdivided into various things 

currently it is derelict, with a jllnk market outside. Architecturally it was 

scraped of all ornament, a victim of the post-Stalin war against fol-de-rol , 
and hence is far more impressive from a distance than up close. Just fllr

ther on along the same hill is the Palace of Weddings, which was to 

administer marriage ceremonies without recourse to the Sight of God; it 

was built in 1974 to designs by Gediminas Baravykas as a sort of concrete 

wave , linking the openn巳ss of the park and th巳 curvatures of the trees to 

the more formal structure of the street.8 It provides a gateway to that 

park; facing a semi-abstract sculpture of a couple scooped up into a sin

gle being, it features a ceremonial stairway leading upwards, just as in a 
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The Palace of 飞XTeddings ， Vilnius 

classical building, to provide the required sense of occasion. It looks 

open, even rather sensual in its rippling white concrete curves. Inside is a 

nearly floor-to-ceiling glass chandelier - glassware was a speciality of 

Lithuanian designers in the Soviet period, treated as a form of crystalline 

abstract sculptur巳 The opulence of Catholic ceremony is transferred to 

the new > old ceremony - something that was consciously planned. 9 

Not too far from here in one direction is Cafe Neringa, a bizarre, beau

tifully made mid-century-modern fantasy on aquatic themes, detailed in 

exquisite treated wood; in the other, a cinema , the Lietuva , derelict and 

graffiti-covered, but a flash , zippy piece of modern architecture; and going 

south, an art gallery opposite an especially crazed Baroque church , made 

up of fragmented forms along the street, deferring to but not copying the 

Counter-Reformation swagger all around. Going back down the hill from 

the Trade Union Club is the fabulous Opera and Ballet Theatre, built in 

1974 to the designs of Elena Nijolê Buciütê. Here , clearly, no expense was 

spared. Hoisted up on a platform of steps, discrete plazas and ponds, it 
shows how much Soviet Modernism was often already ‘Postmodern' , 
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State Opera and Ballet Theatre, Vilnius (1986 postcard) 

incorporating huge amounts of pre才nodern materials and details. 1n its 

huge glazed foyers there are black marble surfaces dotted with 飞N'hat look 

like nineteenth-century street lanterns , Scando-modern tables and chairs, 
terrazzo floors and , once again , stunning pieces of glassware, usua11y as 

chandelier飞 hanging from the ceiling, designed specia11y by Yuri Mar

kyov. And just over the river, in one direction there is the three-dimensional 

Malevich of the former Lenin Museum, now extensi飞rely redesigned inside 

as a Museum of Modern Art; in the other, a Brutalist Concert and Sports 

Ha11, a great concrete hulk , its weight rearing up into a bu11-horn pro且元，

with another glass sculpture inside. 

Proletar臼n culture, atheist marriage, sport, high and low arts , a11 the 

schizophrenic revolutionary < conservative aspects of Soviet public life 

appear one after the othér, a11 of the buildings designed with imagination , 
wit and urban specificit只 a11 of them full of large circulation spaces 

fi11ed with visual content and rich , tactile surfaces; almost a11 of them 

commanding public squares fi11ed with sculptures and benches. The 

architectural interest almost always comes from the ingenuity involved in 

且tting the buildings into the sites, and from the craftsmanship of the 
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interiors - never from standardized virtues like precision, economy or 

order. And all of them, peculiarly enough, manage to exist in the 

in-between spaces of a pre-existing ‘bourgeois' city, providing contrasts 

to it, for sur巳， but seldom breaking with it altogether. Lithuania was 

annexed after the war by the USSR , in a straightforwardly colonial act, 
so it did not - perhaps but fo1' the brief 'Lit-Bel Soviet Republic' of I9工9

pa1' take in the 1'evolutiona1'Y period, 0 1' of the avant-ga1'de ideas of 

someone like Moisei Ginzburg. Few of the architects who designed these 

buildings would even have been awa 1'e of his theories. But even - maybe 

esp巳cially - this peripheral, semi-colonial outpost shows a proliferation 

in public buildings that would have been unusual at that time in the West. 

Something different seems to be happening here. 

FROM WORKERS' CLUBS TO 

PALACES OF CULτURE 

Almost all these 飞1ilnius buildings are in some way ‘contextual'; they 

respond to what is around them, architecturally or topographically, shaping 

and inte1'acting with their space. In this, they are inadvertent successors to 

the practice of the Moscow architect Konstantin Melnikov - not to his the

or只 as he didn't have one. Melnikov, a protean architect from a working-class 

background, became famous after designing the Soviet pavilion at the Paris 

Expo in 19巧. He would design several wo1'kers' clubs in Moscow between 

19丰6 and 巧巧; another was designed by his occasional collaborato1', Ilya 

Golosov. All of thern we1'e cornrnissioned by the trade unions. In recent 

years those historians who have had access to the archives - such as Kevin 

Murph只 in his Revolutio l1 al1d Counter-Revolution: Class Struggle ;11 a 

Moscow Metal Facto l'y - have stressed how independent the trade unions 

were in that decade, genuinely capable of defending their mernbers, call

ing strikes, and cutting favourable deals with rnanagement. Acco1'ding to 

Murphy, the great rnajo1'ity of labou1' disputes in I920S Moscow went in 

the worke1's' favour. This is usually taken as a su1'p1'ise, because Bolshevik 

p1'actice is notoriously hostile to ‘ trade union consciousness', pejoratively 

regarded as a rnere instrurnent of defence within the system, incapable of 

pointing to what could be possible outside it; and at least for a decade, 
that's the role that they perfo1'rned in the new system. But already in 19且，
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towards the end of the civil wa乌丁rotsky actually proposed incorporating 

the unions into the state, which was eventually achieved by Stalin in I929 

30 by the purging of the ‘Right Opposition' , led by the trade union leader 

Mikhail Tomsky. So these are, among other things, the inadvertent archi

tectural expression of trade unionism's last two or thre巳 years of freedom , 
monuments to a success which would soon be forcibly curtailed. Mel

nikov's architecture could, a little fancifully, be regarded as the 

architectural expression of this ‘ consciousness飞 It does not break the 

existing city, by creating its own space; it joins onto it, on to its corners 

and streets, bending what exists to its will , rather than changing what 

eXlsts. 
丁o get some idea of what this means , take Melnikov's most famous 

workers' club, the Rusakov, designed in I927 for employees of Moscow's 

municipal tram compan予 It commands a wide street in the sort of mixed 

industriallresidential area produced by nineteenth-century speculators 

when it fell to th巳m to provide places for the working classes to live; not 

all of that survives now, but enough of it does to give the impression of a 

lvlelnikov's Rusakov 飞Xlorkers' Club, lvloscow 
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smok只 congested distric t. The main façade faces one of Moscow's wide 

arterial roads, with the usual procession of Ladas and sudden , speeding 

black limos; it seems to animate the street, to work as a sort of monumen

tal tra ffÌc inspector, pointing in three directions at once. The directions 

are articulated through three cantilevered volumes , giant polygons punch

ing the air; between them are strips of plate glass. It all erupts from a 

triangular site, thrusting outwards from a point, which can only be found 

round the back. To the main street, it is a surge of released tension. Every

thing is forced outwards - it embraces the street, pulls it right into 此， Vla 

two walkways which spur out from either side of the symmetrical façade , 
bringing the pedestrian up 0旺 the pavement and onto skyways and view

ing platforms and a second entrance to the building. It is breathtaking 

and utterly, spectacularly unique. It isn't an ‘icon' in the contemporary sense, 
however, something dropped onto an area from afar; go round to the bad仨

and you find an almost mundane façade in the same red brick as the factory 

district it serves and was built for. 

The Rusakov Workers' Club's fame precedes it, though. It is listed as a 

historic monument, with a plaque to prove it, but that doesn't mean much 

in Moscow. Both times 1 visited, a year apart, a sign in the doorway read 

‘STOP!' in Latin script and then proceeded, in Russian, to point out that 

the theatre inside is closed for renovation. The door was open, though, 50 

we tried to blag it, only to be told off by a policeman inside. The windows 

of the side wings are stopped Up, and have been for decades; more recent 

is the Az巳rbaijani restaurant stu旺ed into one corner, serving delicious 

Caucasian specialities and bearing no visible relation to the building it 

latches on to whatsoever. It is hard not to despair at 且nding a building this 

astonishing being treated so carelessly 一 if its users can't notice why this 

building is special, which can they? lO - but it also fulfils the original pro

gramme probably more than it would if turned into an oligarch-owned 

centre of contemporary art. It was meant to be mundane, and it was 

meant to have strange and unexpected and multiple things happening 

inside it. It picks the area Up, with its consent, and propels it into the 

future. 

This is the most dramatic of Melnilζov's clubs, but others show a simi

lar sense of urban context. The Kauchuk Factory Club, for instance, 
designed in 1926 for the workers of a rubber factory, is on a corner site 

opposite the Red Army HQ , a mid-1930S monolith which screams 
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‘ totalitarianism!!!' better than most Moscow buildings; but it is also an 

area that still has nearby a pocket park, a Constructivist housing scheme 

and an Orthodox church, a typically twisted little collection of domes 

and spires crammed into a tiny space; it is their small scale, rather than 

the shockingly domineering mass of the military buildings opposite, that 

dictated the club's form when built. It is a semicircular rotunda, its curve 

ending in angular little towers. Like the Rusakov, a system of cantilevered 

walkways protrudes from the glass-and-concrete façade , as if suspended 

in air. Inside, as a big sign tells you, there is a ‘KARAOKE KLUB'. 

Again, an ambigllous victory of the mundane - Melnikov's Bakhmat

evsky BlIS Garage in the north of the city is now an arts cent1'e run by 

Roman Abramovich's pa1' tne1', Dasha Zhukova; it is impeccably resto1'ed , 

for sure , but a wo1'se inslllt to th巳 building's o1'iginal ideas is ha1'd to 

imagine. Bette1' ka1'aoke than oligarch予 The O1'thodox church nea1'by is a 

1'eminde1' that you can , if you want，且nd precedents fo 1' what Melnikov 

was doing in the way early-Russian a1'chitecture gloried in diffe1'ing forms 

pulled togethe1', and in sharp, sudden cantileve1's; the (1'econstructed) 

medieval Golden Gates in Kiev, for instance, a1'e especially Melnikovian 

in thei1' sense of angula1' fo 1'wa1'd motion. You don't have to dig around in 

t1'adition fo 1' p1'ec巳dent to lInde1'stand it, though - the e旺ect is produced 

by a keen sense of urban space, of ways in which al1'eady bllilt-up spaces 

can be supplemented and charged with energ予

Eqllally cha1'ged is the Zuev Wo1'kers' Club , this tim巳 fo1' work巳rs 111 a 

pa1'ticula1' dist1'ict rather than one factory, also designed in I927 , and also 

placed in a bllilt- lIp , indust1'ial a1'ea. Lik巳 the Rusakov club , it's one of the 

famous ‘ icons' of the Constructivist I920S, a corn巳r building whe1'e t巳nse ，

unstable geometries of glass and concrete culminate in an all-glass cylin

drical stai1' towe1', placed exactly at the corne1', a model fo 1' all manne1' of 

imitators from the I920S to the 2000S. Exactly next door to it is a long 

1'edb 1'id王 enginee1'ing works , one of seve1'al along Ulica Lesnaya , next to 

the Belarus 1'ailway station. Like the club , it is d巳fined by a cont1'ast 

between glass and masanry, thollgh it doesn't do mllch with it, pointlessly 

castellating a long facto 1'Y shed; but the club pid王s up its scale , 1'ational时

izing the chaos of nineteenth-century indust1'Y into an image of cha1'ging 

progress which , unusually for later years , does not dominat巳， but adopts 

the small scale of ev巳rything aro l1nd it. This didn't stop Moscow's plan

ners from dllmping two nondescript blocks of flats on either side of it, 
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completely changing that scale, but you can at least get a sense of it retro

spectivel予 And although this place too is in a much worse state than its 

listed status and its shiny plaque might i l11ply, at least those who run the 

place - still as a local club - know how special it is, welcoming visitors 

and providing information boards on its histo叩 You can just walk round 

Moscow and stumble on these places, sometimes - entirely by accident, 
at one point, 1 found the Club of the Association of Political Prisoners, a 

strange cubic structure designed by the Vesnin brothers in 1928, stuck 

round the back of a street corner. 

These small-scale pieces of avant-garde architecture are a remarkable 

achieve l11ent, especially given that they were usually the projects of the 

trade unions and not the state itself. They are also not wholly exclusive to 

Moscow 一 in Kiev, there is a superb exa l11ple with similar principles, the 

Club of Workers in the Food Industry, a 1932 design by N. A. Shakhanin, 
made up of gently overlapping curved volu日1白， with a top-lit interior. It 

is placed next to the elega时， pretty Doric of the early-nineteenth-century 

Contracts House, which it complements subtly while refusing to make 

The Club of Workers in the Food Industry, Kiev 
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any stylistic compromise whatsoever, and similarly serves as a focal point 

for th巳 pedestrian ， a piece of humane, non-do l11ineering street architec

ture. But, at S0 l11e point, the clubs expanded in scale with the economy 

that they were supposed to serve. Around the sa l11e time and for the sa l11e 

reason the trade unions lost their independence, a country that was only 

industrial in pockets (Moscow being one of the largest of those pockets) 

underwent the most violent industrial revolution in history; and one obvi

ous result of this was that factories became huge , gigantic enterprises 

employing tens of tho l1 sands of workers. One of Moscow's biggest was 

the ZiL ll10tor works , sometimes called the Likhachev works after its Sta

linist boss, a massive complex in Moscow's Proletarskii district. For the 

workers of this place (for , rather than by , at this point) a 'workers' club' 

was obviously too small, not su ffÌciently glorious. Instead, the workers 

would have a Palace of Culture. For this purpose, the Simonov Monas

tery, a medieval complex that would surely have been preserved anywhere 

else, was partly demolished (some towers do still stand) and a large 

enough site was cleared for an appropriately magnificent workers' 

palace. 

Commenced in 1931, the ZiL Palace of Culture is still Modernist; it is 

a 'palace' in ethos, not in aesthetic. Th巳 designers ， the Vesnin brothers, 
had 且ngers in every one of the various pies of the 1920S - abstract paint

ing, stage design , heavy engineering and , as we've seen, workers' clubs. 

Th巳ir Palace of Culture is probably the largest町scale deployment of the 

early ideas of the avant-garde, ironically completed as late as 王938 ， when 

such ideas were practically illegal. It belongs entirely to the previous era. 

Its scale, though large, is not emphasized, it is never dO l11ineering. Placed 

in a small park, it is asymmetrical, informal, friendly, even - of all of these 

bl1ildings, it is the only one we managed to explore properl只 both inside 

and out. It was housing a ba国ing amount of things that day - theatrical 

performances, a planetarium, dance classes, café, resta l1rant, librar民 bar

(not dry) , car boot sale and what looked like a kids' birthday party - all 

the sorts of things a sócial condenser was intended to condense. To the 

street, the Palace is defined by a curved glass wall, the foyer of the theatr飞

the elevation then creates an L-shape, with strip windows, some flat , 
some curved, with the planetari l1m placed in the corner where the wings 

meet. While Melnikov's Rusakov cl l1b is a vision of solidity, three hard 

vol11 ll1es being thrown at yo口， the Palace of C111ture constantly breaks l1p 
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its mass with glass, recessions, roof gardens, pilotis; while it is not a 

building which is interested in its architectu1'al surroundings, as Nlelnik

ov's was, it is also more obviously welcoming, p 1'oviding lots of g1'eene1'民

shelte1' and seclllsion; as mllch as it doesn't try to be solid or aggressive , it 
doesn't accommodate to the space it is put in; rather, it creates its own 

space. Despit巳 the name , and the large scale, it is not at all g1'andiose. 

This sense of openness and welcome extends to the way it 1'elates 丑ot

so much to the street (the1'e isn't 1'eally one) but to the pedestrian who 

111ight want to wander inside. We fOllnd 1110st wo1'ke1's' clubs not espe

cially keen on letting us in , even given Agata's ability to speak Rllssian in 

sllch a way that they didn't twig she wasn't; but he1'e, we just wandered in 

off the street and nosed around. It was 1'ewarding. Space he1'e is treated 

in the sort of 且owing， open way that visitors to the Royal Festival Hall 

might be familia 1' with; 1'oo111s 且ow into each other, diffe1'ent floors a1'e 

visible at once, double-height rooms and mezzanines seem part of the 

same space. There are a lot of closed net curtains, which no doubt 1'educes 

the glare those great ribbon windows might produce, but it does lessen 

the effect a little of amness and openness; as does the comprehensive 

redesign that the place has 1'eceived. Acco1'ding to one of the Vesnins' fo1'

me1' partners, w1'iting in the 1960s, the interior was renovated ‘during the 

period of excessive embellishment' , but what we saw ther飞 aside f1'o111 the 

double-height café designed in the modern nondescript they call over here 

‘Euro-Remont' , was something quite weird: a combination of the clean 

lines, thin columns, glazed surfaces and parquet floors of 1930S Modern

ism, and the clunkie1' decorative Modernism of the 1970s; what is 

the1'e is ornamental and deco1'ative, but not obviously classical. Ve1'y 

comfortable-looking green sofas are placed for you to laze on by pilotis 

encased in white ma1'ble; there are blue polished marble steps, there a1'e 

glass ornaments like those you 且nd eve1'ywhe1'e in Vilnius , and on the 

mezzanine a bust of Lenin on a plinth, backed by the quo旬， in white 

capitals set into the ma1'ble: ‘Learn, Lea1'n and once again Lea1'n!' 

Gemütlichkeit may have overtaken the Vesnins' Modernism a little, but 

the message the architects wanted to convey is put he1'e a lot more bluntl予

Still , any learning that occurs here does so in a building which is both 

comfortable and strongly Modernist, sometimes st1'ikingly so. From 

that mezzanine 丘。or， a wonderful cast-conc1'ete stai1'cas巳 whirls you up 

into the planeta1'ium on the 1'oof, a miniature p1'efiguring of F1'ank Lloyd 
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Lenin insists you learn, at the ZiL Palace of Culture, Moscow 

Wright's Guggenheim Museum, placed like a toy in the corner of what is 

basicallya workers' social club in an industrial suburb. We will find a Pal

ace of Culture that justified the name in the next chapter, somewhere that 

was genuinel只 almost psychotically, palatial; but here , we'll remain at th巳
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On the way into the ZiL Palace of Culture, Moscow 

smaller, less demented scale of the 1920S and 1970s, and consider another 

major human activity which was to be ‘condensed' . 

LET'S PIONEER THE PROVISION OF 
COMMUNAL EATING FACILITIES! 

ln Archaeologies of the FUtUl飞 his heavy volume on science fiction and 

Utopia , Fredric J ameson argues that collective, social eating facilities are 

an essential part of any socialist Utopia. Why? Mainly because they 

immediately abolish in their very existence one of the main aspects of 

domestic drudgery, and of unpaid housework, liberating womeηto (alter

nately) ‘govern the state' (as Lenin once put it) or at least to participate in 

the labour process. lt goes without saying that works canteens are not 

in themselves utopian, so this is an ambiguous process 一 is cooking (and 

eating) at home being abolished because this is a precondition of 

freedom , enabling women to free themselves from what dozens of 1920S 
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propaganda posters called ‘kitchen slavery' , or is it being abolished so 

that their alienated labour (now in factories) can be supplemented by the 

alienated labour of professional cooks? Was this another way of making 

sure that even the basic functions of consuming and excreting were neces

sarily part of the public sphere and could be appropriately surveilled? 

Either way, collective eating was always claimed to be a central plank of 

urban provision under ‘ real socialism' - cheap, inexpensive, functional 

food that would be served outside the home , near to the workplac巳， so 

that in the rest of your time you could either 咀sh， hunt and philosophize' 

(Marx) or ‘learn, learn and once again learn' (Lenin). Lik巳 many progres

sive policies this was often honoured more in th巳 b1'each; but three 

survivors that we managed to discover suggest that some legacy has been 

left; in one case, a surprisingly healthy legacy, except perhaps fo 1' the 

food. 

The Narva , 01' Kirov district , in St Petersburg , the heartland of th巳

revolution and home to the Bolsheviks' main base of suppo1't, the Putilov 

engineering works, has particularly 1'ich pickings of such structures. The 

building cur1'ently called the Kirovsky Univennag was one of many in 

Lening1'ad named after the assassinated local party boss , who had p1'oved 

to be considerably mo1'e popula1' than Stalin in th巳 elections to the 

1934 Party Cong1'ess 一 if he did do it the chutzpah of immo1'talizing 

s0 l11eone you have had killed is imp1'essive. 11 It was designed , however, in 

1928 , as the Na1'vskaya Facto1'Y Kitchen , by a tear丑 of architects from 

the ‘psychotechnic' a缸l 1'chit优ectu1'刀址a址1 colle匹cti飞V而r吧巳 ASNOVA , and complet巳d

in 1932. The team included Iosif Meerzon, who was one of the four 
designe1's (along with Tatlin himself) of the Monument to the Third 

International. The building is a 1'emarkably dramatic piece of st1'eet a1'chi

tectu1'巳， divided into seve1'al distinct volumes: a se1'ies of double-height , 

all-glazed , cubic bays right on the st1'eet , a big glass front pointing towa1'ds 

the Metro station , and a long 且1'st floor that , in th巳 manner of l11any 

early-Soviet avant-garde bl1ildings , appears to d1'ag the st1'eet along with 

it，且nil11ating its dyn泣l11 ism; a cl1 rved 1'esta l1rant wing 1巳ads on to a 

small pa 1'k. 

It has long since ceased to be a factory kitchen as such, though it still 

contains various peculia 1' things - a bootleg DVD stall , va1'ious cheap 

clothes emporia , and the like. However, to eat , you h é\ve two choices. One 

is a fairly no1'l11al Rl1ssian eatery whe1'e yO l1 can get reasonably priced 
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shashlik in a Euro-Remont environment, but the other is McDonald's. 1 

was not keen on th巳 idea of visiting, but Agata , pointing out Nikita 

Khrushchev's a11eged enthusiasm for the unpretentious mass-produced 

ease of the hamburger, convinced me. We went in and admired the 

remarkable univ巳rsalism and egalitarianism of McDonald's 一 ourChicken

McNuggets tasted exactly the same and were priced nearly the same as 

any other Chicken McNuggets anywhere on the planet. We can be fairly 

certain that Moisei Ginzbul了g would have rega 1'ded organic burgers and 

sourdough bakeries as p巳tit-bourgeois sentimentality of the rankest kind , 
so on that level we felt no post-socialist guilt. A life of burger> flipping,
however, is nobody's idea of liberated labour. 

The Na 1'vskaya Factory Kitchen was a place 1 went looking for specifi

ca11y, t1'ying to find a (se l11i-)famous architectural monu l11ent, a social 

condenser designed by a tea l11 which included one of Tatlin's co11abora

tor飞 a place of Modernist and socialist pilgrimage. The l110re interesting 

places a 1'飞 as usual, the ones you stumble upon on the way to somewhere 

else, and so it was with the eating facilities of the Bratislava Trade Union 

Headquarte1'飞 a l11ajor building in (what was then) Czechoslovakia. This 

couldn't, at least in terms of the amount of histo1'ical wate1' under the 

bridge, be 111uch further from Constructivis111, social condenser飞 and the 

world-transfor l11ing experimental zest of early post-revolutionary Russia; 

it was one of the largest building projects in the Slovak capital during the 

period of ‘nor l11alization' , after the human face the Czechs and Slovaks 

had tried to give socialism was sl11ashed in. It is a building built for trade 

unions that had no de facto and very little de jure independence, that did 

not have the right to strike, but which basica11y served as a sort of C0111-

pulsory social infrastructure that was called upon to sort out holidays 

and sick pa只 rather than defend wo 1'kers at the point of production. A11 

that said, something quite fascinating happens inside here, s0 l11ething 

that is heavily al11pli且ed by the current geopolitical status of B1'atislava 

itself, something that could probably not have been fO l1nd when this was 

a working building l1nder ‘ real socialisl日'. Bratislava is less than an hour's 

journey away fro l11 Vienna , bl1t feels considerably less 'socialist' - public 

transport, food and above a11 taxis are considerably l110re exp巳nsive than 

in the Austrian capital, there is a lot ll10re in the way of chain stores and 

(us l1ally giant) adverts , and a he11 of a lot less in the way of good , well-kept 

social housing. As Pyzik points out in Poor but Sexy , it's the distressing 
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spectacle of how, after winning the Cold War, the West even managed to 

retain more remnants of socialism for its巳If than were permitted in the 

East. That's certainly what the close proximity of Vienna and Bratislava 

heavily il11plies. Walking round Bratislava, on the first of our visits there, 
Agata found the contrast profoundly depressing, and my atte l11pts to 

cheer her up via the contemplation of its (fairly extensive) socialist Mod

ernism were not greatly appreciated. It is also quite hard to find a cheap 

place to eat. 

The Bratislava Trade Union Headquarters was cO l11pleted in I98I to 

designs by Ferdinand Koncek, Il'ja Skocek and L'ubomír Titl, as a plaque 

handily informs you; it is a showpiece on a large site just north of the city 

centre. It commands a triangular plaza , defined by steel lamps which 

open out at the top as interconnected semicircles, another bit of architec町

ture parlante -Iook at the l11 fro l11 a distance, and they look like a crowd 

of raised, clenched fists. The exterior consists of sharply angled low-rise 

wings, clad in more of those peculiarly Soviet-I97oS bluish white marble 

panels, which arch around a tall tower, a glass curtain wall fringed at the 

Lamps as fìsts at the Bratislava Trade Union Headquarters 
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corners by that strange Marblette. It is quite open - you can wander in, 
and the green courtyard, with a big abstract sculpture of some sort of 

exploding sputnik, is also easily accessible to the public, which is pleas

antly surprising, as it's still a functioning office building for the (by now, 
of course, indep巳ndent) Slovak Confede1'ation of Trade Unions. It's prob

ably because of the subdivision of the lower可ise parts of this (always 

multifunctional) building. 

丁he1'e a1'e a concert hall, a theat1'e and a r巳st:;lUrant ， as there always 

we1'e, and various odd little comme1'cial concessions doing hard-to

define things EFL , t1'avel agents, indeterminate stu旺. But what we both 

got very excited about indeed was that 1'estaurant. We'd been wande1'

ing around the foyers , just to look at the (specially designed, typically 

craft-based) furnishings - aluminium-clad colu l11ns, one of which has an 

indentation where it looks like someone's kicked it, lots of curved and 

treated wood, an aesthetic s0 l11ewhere between 1970S airport lounge and 

spacec1'aft, all very elegant but completely emp叩 The restaurant, how

eve1', was full of people , all of who l11 were availing the l11selves of enormous 

three-course meals fo 1' around three euros, in a city where l110stly you 

would be lucky to buy a bag of chips for that. Nearly eve1'y table full , 
broth from a vat, dark beer. Here was a part of the city which had some

how l11anaged to preserve that sense of filling , slightly stodgy comfort 

which features so often in the memories of thos巳 who remember ‘ real 

socialism'. It's a pleasure of its own, and probably l110re so now that it's 

quite beleaguered. 

In Poland , the1'e is legislation that actually protects these spaces. Milk 

bars , an innovation of the 1960s , are still given public subsidy, although 

governments constantly th1'eaten to withdraw it, and when one goes out 

of business it is never replaced; a similar experience can be found at th巳

stolovayas of Russia and Ukraine. 12 They're seldom architectural objects 

in and of themselves; only a few retain their original furnishings , and 

most are just in the ground floors of pe1'fectly normal buildings, though' 

sometimes in surprising locations. Agata swears by these places and so 

has an encyclopedic knowledge of where yOll can 且nd them, even in the 

most llnlikely spots, from tourist thoroughfa1'es in Kraków to side streets 

in Lódi. At Ba1' Familjny, you can get a 出ling meal for the equivalent of a 

quid on Nowy Swiat, essentially Warsaw's Regent St1'eet; Bar Bambino 

on Ulica Krucza is similarly odd and welcome in its provision of fresh 
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丁he milk bar of the Sady Zoliborskie estate ，飞W'arsaw

budget foodstuffs in a well-heeled pa1't of town. The1'e a1'e a few which 

we1'e specially designed , usually placed in p1'ominent places in a micro-

1'ayon. 1n Wa1'saw, the1'e is P1'aga's Ba1' Alpejski , with a multicolou1'ed 

mosaic out!ining the shape of the Alps; the1'e is a pa1'ticularly bleak one 

in Unive1'sam Grochów, a depa1'tment sto1'e complex surrounded by 

high-1'ises; 01', conversely, the1'e is Ba1' Sady, a b1'ight piece of Pop a 1'chitec同

tu1'e in the once-award-winning Zolib01'skie housing estate , a se1'ies of 

neat , almost p1'im low-1'ise blocks placed in between the 1'etained t1'ees of 

what was p 1'eviously an o1'cha1'd , an internationally renowned I959 scheme 

by the a1'chitect Halina Skibniewska. Ba1' Sady has not obviously changed 

since the era of the Thaw, and is just a big, column-f1'ee cranked-steel 

1'oof, enclosing an ai 1'Y little bar to eat your klopsy in , light , easy and 

convel1lent. 

The clientèle for these Bar M/eczny is a mix of those who lost out in the 

‘ transition' - the elderly, the ill , the hO l11eless - and a lot of students , and 

someti l11es young peøple enjoying the l11 for their downbeat, slightly 

kitschy ‘PRL' vibe and the very I950S notions of service and convenience. 

Someti l11es people in the1'e are very poor indeed , and the uneasy social 

mix can get unco l11fortable; also the 1'e are almost neve1' toilets , something 

presumably dictated by the fact that these are intended just as places to 

stop briefly to eat next to your place of 飞再101'k; but it can be a problem if, 
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like the author, you suffer from Crohn's disease; it can't be easy on the 

elder忖 diners either. The food is good, solid fare - bm臼cz， pierogi , 
5川'ówlw i inne jedze l1 ie , with ‘kompot' , a drink made from crushed 

berries, 0旺er巳d for around tuppence , and extremely cheap even if you 

take relative cost of Iiving and wages into account. 

You queu巳 up (obviously) , you ask for what you want (or what is a飞Tail

able) on the menu , you're given a ticket, and then you line up by a niche 

for the food to be dispensed straight from the kitchen. YOU eat it, you go 

home. The entire process is actuall只巳ven when there's a long queue , very 

fast , and the food is heavy, fresh and very 且lling. There are no airs and 

graces, nobody ever tries to elicit tips (nor could you give one if you 

wanted to) , there is not even any ‘service' as such, nobody ‘waits' on your 

table - you are obliged to leave your plate at another niche. For Agata, 
and who am 1 to argue with her, the mmζbar is the most convincing rem

nant in Poland of ‘ real socialisr丑'一 you get from here exactly what you 

need , and you can even enjoy it (not too much, mind!); you could just eat 

in these every day and nowhere else and have an entirely balanced and 

healthy diet, something which could 110t be said of McDonald's. It's 

quick and reliable, and there is no obvious c1ass relation within the space 

of eating - nobody has to act servilely for the sake of a tip, and if you get 

a smile out of someone it is because you have made them smile. It's obvi

ously lacking in luxury, in the cheaper examples lacking even comfort, 
but there is something here that is completely inaccessible anywhere else 

under capitalism, something which genuinely seems to be part of an 

entirely di旺erent economic system. It's this that people are defending 

when they argue for the preservation of the milk bar; but look around for 

symbols in the average bar and you'll find a cross, not a star. 

LEARN , LEARN AND ONCE AGAIN LEARN 

Socialism was , of course, to rest on higher things than the belly, and , as 

the speech bubble behind the bust of Lenin implies, education was of 

paramount importance in Soviet-era building programmes. Schools 

were built much as schools were built en masse, but a more specific 

typology is th旷Palace of Pioneers' , which were built for the younger of 

the two communist youth organizations - if the well伊known Komsomol 
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(acronym for ‘ Communist League of Youth') corresponded to the 

Scouts, the Pioneers roughly corresponded to the Cubs. Their buildings 

had a certain significance in Soviet architectural history, in that the 

Moscow and Kiev Palaces of Pioneers were the first really confident, 
truly Modernist buildings in th巳 USSR after the end of Stalinist archi

tecture. The Kiev Palace of Pioneers，且nished in I965 to earlier designs 

by Abraham Miletski只 sits at the edge of the city centr飞 before it steps 

down with an overgrown ravine towards the Dni巳per. Currently sur

rounded by hideous luxury flats , it is still clean and relatively 

well-treated , and is still used as a youth centre. It is a social condenser 

on the smallest scale, which nonetheless pulls in all kinds of architec >

tural devices - a long glazed block , an obelisk , a pool with mosaics , and 

a flowing , circular interior lined with some particularly 且ne woodwork. 

At the focus of this foyer is a relief mural showing the friendship of the 

peoples, with children of various races holding hands and grinning. 

Aimed as it is at seven-year-olds, it is one occasion when Soviet iconog

raphy cannot be accused of being too patronizing. But in this case , 

The friendship of nations at the Kiev Palace of Pioneers 
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at least, architecture for adults was often fìttingly complex and 

multifaceted. 

Public libraries are among the most unusual and original buildings of 

the era , the places where the astonishing rise in literacy between the 1910S 

and 1960s occurred - a situation where, as the Romanian-Hungarian 

ex-dissident and Marxist G. M. Tamás puts it, 

everywhere in the Soviet bloc there existed a strange combination of high 

pν10dernism and 一 looked at fro l11 today, or from thé West - an incredible 

and tradition-laden cult of Letters, of the Arts, of Science and Philosophy. 
‘Socialist' modernization , apart fro l11 putting an end to illiteracy, epidemics 

and abject povert民 by introducing hygiene and indoor plumbing, h巳ating ，

old-age pensions , paid holidays , free health care and free education , cheap 

public transport, numeracy and so on, also opened lending libraries in 

every district and all the la1'ge1' firms. 1t introduced - for the 且1'st ti l11e -

scholarly and c1'itical editions , and an en01'l110US volume of high-quality 

mass publishing , social sciences , se1'ious lite1'ary and art c1'iticism; dozens 

of n巳w theatres and l11useums were opened , hund1'eds of new cinemas - a1' t 

film Bou1'ished; all extremely high- l11inded. Millions of people learned to 

read music and sang in choi 1's. Philosophy had never been 1'ega 1'ded as pa1't 

of the national cultu1'e before 1945. National classics were properly edited 

and published fo 1' the first time. Hundreds of scholars worlced on translations. 

These were extre l11ely bookish nations. At the same time , as this was a sys

tem of state capitalism, tempered and limited by planning both production 

and 1'edist 1'ibution - and steered by ve1'y complex mathematics - politics 

was disproportionately 1'ational 01', 1'athe1', 1'ationalistic. As a system still 

based on commodity production, wage labour, money and the sepa 1'ation of 

the produce1's from the means of production , class diffe1'ences and inequality 

pe1'sisted. 1n this, the Party represented a kind of collective t l'ibunus plebis, 
always adjusting consumption levels, life quality and cultural pa 1'ticipation 

towards equality and maintaining - in a la1'gely, but not exclusively, symbolic 

fashion - the primacy of the wo1'king class. Social mobility was swift and 

advantages we1'e offe1'ed to working-class kids in access to highe1' education 

and cad1'e promotion. Statistics show that even in the 1980s, a crushing 

majo1'ity of leading 。而cials and managers came from p l'Oletarian families. 

This, he argues, is one of the aspects of the regime most detested by 

today's elites. ‘ "Actually existing socialism" , although it was not socialist, 
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was unique in operating a terrific moral switch by asserting the superior

ity of l11anual labour and putting the worker at the pinnacIe of the l110ral 

hierarch予 It is seldom understood what a tremendous cultural coupure 

this was. It earn巳d th巳 regime l110re hatred than anything else; the 

post-1989 eastern European press is stiII joking about it, in their sincere 

contempt (good old class hatred) for grease-smeared yahoos in cIoth 

caps - caIIed here , characteristicaIIy, "Lenin hats". The very existence of 

workers reading Br巳cht and listening to Bartók is denied.' Although the 

number of people using th巳m may now be considerably lower, the spaces 

where this happened are often among the most declarative of buildings, 
the theatres and libraries where kno飞vledge was instantly available, either 

for free or for a token charge. Some of the l11 are as obvious and as bluntly 

didactic as the Victorian civic buildings they so cIosely resemble. The 

Lenin Library in Moscow, cIose by the Kremlin , is a neocIassical redesign 

of a Modernist scheme by Vladimir Shchuko, where you can stilI sense 

the Modernist approach to space in its thin piIIars and its asymmetric, 
informal layout, wings enclosing a square with a large, repetitious book

stack behind. When we visited , the bookstack was decorated with a giant 

Sa l11sung advert, but the wings stiII featured their top孔oor frieze of 

workers and peasants striving for knowledge and the busts in niches of 

Copernicus,‘Darvin' and an especiaIIy pugnacious Pavlov, chin jutting 

right out of the niche. Since the early 1990S, the presiding sculpture at the 

entrance has been Dostoevsky, rather than Lenin. The haIIs inside are stiII 

known for their airy luxuriousness, and for the notorious di而culty of 

obtaining certain materials. That procession of busts is mostly scientific, 
of course; the Sciences, even during the era of Lysenko, were generaIIy 

more reliable than the hU l11anities, in a situation wher飞 as Francis Spuf

ford put it,‘nothing was dumbed down except the Marxism飞 13 I've not 

worked at aII in the Lenin Library, but 1 have spent time in the main library 

of People's Poland. 

Biblioteka Narodowa , the National Library, was constructed on Pole 

Mokotowskie, a park just south of the centre of Warsaw; as a project, it 
lasted nearly as long as the protracted battle over Colin St John Wilson's 

British Librar下 The first design , by its head architect, Stanislaw 

Fijalkowski, was of 1976, and it was 且naIIy completed as late as 1990. 

1 have also written much of this book in the British Library, and the 

contrasts between these two buildings, so close in time, complexity飞
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craftsmanship and symbolic import, are interesting. Wilson's building is 

a deliberately compromised Modernism, with strong Brutalist volumes 

leavened by redbrick , travertine and a lot of oak; it is a ridiculously Eng

lish building in its air of mild-mannered compromise, trying to plough a 

path between the Scy11a of the Prince Charles tendency and the Charyb

dis of an extremist, history-is-bunk Modernism. For a11 its crafted and 

sculpted masonr只 it aspires to lightness - white walls, placidity, a sense of 

metaphorical and literal ‘enlightenment'. Fijalkowski's building, by con

trast, is sombre, murky, deliberately maze-like - knowledge as a puzzle to 

solve, not as an open book. 

You can't gather that entirely from the façade , which is a clipped and 

sprawling, stretched-out piece of late Modernism; it is more than a little 

bit like the Vesnin brothers' rejected original design for the Lenin Library 

in fact , and like their ZiL Palace it spreads its volumes out across the 

park - a long curtain-wa11ed glass-and-marble façade to the street, 
another at the back of the pad王， unassumingly grouped around a win

dowless bookstack; canopies provide good places to slTlOke round the 

back and in the corners, with intersecting walkways enclosing a quadran

gle. The di旺erence between this and the Vesnin brothers can be spotted in 

the panels to the entrance, where a three-dimensional stone relief, unveiled 

in I982 to designs by J an Kucz, of alternately gaseous and fleshy abstract 

forms is captioned with ‘Biblioteka Narodowa' in cursive lettering that 

has crept in from a Surrealist painting. There is going to be something 

other than mere reason at work in this library. 
Go inside, and the dominant colours are not Wilson's red and white, 

but black and gold. The 且oors are of black and yellow terrazzo, with 

black benches; the columns are in an exotic yellow stone which looks like 

marble veined with nicotine stains. That strange yellowish colour is eve

rywhere: in the wood of the boxes for the card indexes and the desks in 

the reading rooms , in the bronze handles of the doors to the toilets, with 

‘BN' carved onto them. The ye110wy columns of the reading rooms lead 

to a suspended ceiling that is divided into a faceted gr址， where wood pan

els are followed by clllsters of egg-shaped .bulbs, bisected by dark-yellow 

strip lighting. The Surrealism continlles downstairs , where there is a small 

cinema , and the walls alternate between black, white > veined marble and 

corrllgated concrete, with splay-legged settees underneath. 丁he restaur

ant is where it tips over into near-horror, as diners are accompanied by a 
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The restaurant of Warsaw's National Library 

continuous panel of beaten metal, showing similar eerie organic forms to 

those at the entrance, except here emphasized by the dim and murky 

light. It is not an illegitimate vision of knowledge and its achi巳vement ，

this; nor is it entirely an image of the variolls monsters created by the 

sleep of reason. It is education transmuted as a difficult, strange and end

lessly surprising quest, a hall of mirrors, something you can find especially 

in the almost de!iberately sinister, narrow yellow-and-black corridors -

an endless search which can take you to where you never knew yOll wanted 

to be. It's also a social condenser, at least of sorts - films and exhibitions 

run here, and llnlike in the British Library yOll can wander into the read

ing roO l11S withollt fear of security guards. One exhibition there entailed 

a series of unllsllally' seditious slogans from Bernard Shaw, Toni Negri 

and others embossed on the wall, in bllle letters. If yOll were going to 

fOllnd a clandestine organization anywhere . 

As a mOn1ll11ent in space, a piece of city, the most intriguing of 

Soviet同era libraries is another National Librar只 a repository of know

ledge that symbolizes the intellectllal life of a specific cOllntr只 Estonia ，
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and like Warsaw's nationallibrary it was 且nished just after the collapse of 

‘communism' , in 工992 ， having been begun in 1984, at the fag end of the 

‘era of stagnation'. Because of that, understandabl民 there have been 

atte l11pts to claim it as an exa l11ple of ‘national' architectur飞 s0l11e act of 

subversion that somehow l11anaged to con Brezhnev out of tens of mil

lions of roubles and raw materials. This does not seem likely; and in fact 

it adheres closely to Soviet doctrine by following the old 1930S model of 

‘national in form , socialist in content'. Unlike most buildings like that, its 

‘national form' is not appliquéd ornament, but an elemental reworking of 

historical architecture from the ground up. 

The architect of Tallinn's National Library, Raine Karp, might just be 

(he is still alive, and would probably not appreciate the description) the 

most original of Soviet architects, at least after Melnikov; an architect 

who tooJ.ζthe intuitive sense of form and scrupulousness towards context 

visible in that Moscow designer's WOl了k and al11pli且ed it into buildings 

that practically became landscape, that did not complement topography 

but became topography. Karp's best-known building is Linnahall , on a 

Architecture as landscape: Linnahall, Tallinn 
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prom.ont .ory leading out into the Baltic Sea. It's hard to know exactly 

where the ‘building' starts and ends at Linnahall; it's really a series .of 

platforms, giving y.ou a magnificent view of Tallinn's Hanseatic skyline 

and the sea, with ships sailing 0旺 to Finland and Russia; and appropri

ately enough, given that C .old War theorists considered the USSR a 

modern reincarnation .of ‘O 1'iental Despotism' , it elicits comparisons 

with the pY1'ami缸， the ziggurat of Ur, the temples of the Aztecs . . . a 

symmet1'ical c1'oss-shape f1'0111 above , it has underneath it a conce1't hall 

and the usual foyers and cafés. From bel .ow, .on the platfo1'ms themselves, 

all you feel is the se1'ies .of steps and multiple levels, detailed in crumbling 

limest.one and conc1'ete , with grass g1'owing between it. Currently dere

lict, it's whe1'e Tallinn teenagers assemble of an evening, and the flo .o1' is 

littered with thei 1' b.ottles of cheap bo .oze. Watching them chat , argue and 

swig, with the sunset and the sea behind them, they've got something 

much bette1' he1'e than they probably think they have. There is nothing 

else like it on earth. 

The National Lib1'a1'Y is n .ot quite as insan巳， which is one 1'eason (.of 

many) why Linnahall is derelict and the Libra1'Y is well > kept; while the 

y.outh .of Tallinn were drinking dubious-l .ooking plonk in the fo 1'me1', they 

(.01' at least a group of art students) were sketching and painting the 

monumentallines .of the building in the latte1'. Like Linnahall, it is p1'actic

ally ge.ological, an eruption of elemental form. A symmet1'ical stone entrance, 
with a circular stained-glass window, s.omewhere between the R.oman

esque and Brutalism, is the nea1'est thing to c.onventi.onal architecture - a 

‘n .ormal' façade , with a square to the rest of the city. It has steps either 

side. Walk up these and you're on m.o1'e .of Raine Karp's platforms, which 

steer themselves ar.ound stepped reading rooms , creating anothe1' monu

mental pyramid/temple/ziggurat, again in an utterly original language 

which appears to fuse the m.ost experimental mid-twentieth-century 

architecture with s.omething entirely ancient. LO .ok d .own, along those 

walkways, and you'll see a series of vaults like some kind of Renaissance 

prison , catacombs .of b.ooks. All of it enc.ourages exploration - you keep 

finding new corners and spaces where y.ou can wander, new views of the 

building and the city ar.ound it , which the platforms enc.ourage you t.o 

l.ook out t.owards. These two are the most prominent, and by far the best, 

tw巳ntieth-century buildings in Tallinn , and it's enduringly puzzling that 

it was th巳 Brezhnevian dotage of the USSR that funded them. This is 
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National Library of Estonia, Tallinn 

usually explained by the concept of ‘ regional' architecture, allegedly 

emerging as a covert protest against Soviet systematization. 

La te-socialist ‘ regional' architecture often involved an intensi且cation

of the old ‘national in form , socialist in content' idea, removing the social

ist content; a typical example is Hungarian Organic Architecture, which 

entailed learning from the yurts of ancient nomadic Magyars, i.e. from a 

form of housing actual Magyars had not lived in for over a thousand 

years. 1t was fascinating architecturally, but otherwise a combination of 

fanciful history and ugly politics, particularly in the case of its greatest 

exponent, the late 1l11re Makovecz, who began as an anti-totalitarian dis

sident architect banned from designing much 1110re than private houses 

and interiors, and ended as an openly anti-Se l11itic supporter of Viktor 

Orbá旷s l11anaged de l11ocracy. 1n the Baltic republics of the USSR , with 

such elaborate conceptions less plausible, regionalis l11 meant, l110re 

simply, an interest in and adaptation of the 1110dern architecture of nearby 

Scandinavia. Raine Karp's buildings do neither. However ele l11ental, they 

make no reference to any historic fonn of dwelling; and there is no 
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attempt to emulate, imitate or have a dialogl1e with Sweden or Finland , 
there is no Aalto-like restraint, altho l1gh there is perhaps a Finnish eye for 

tactile materials. They come instead from an intense architectural intel

lect, drawing on forms that are personal, historical, geological, but which 

most of all appear as structures that try to help the visitor to make sense 

of other architectures and landscapes. As much as they are region址， they

are literally internationalist: buildings as monumental viewing platforms 

looking seaward, containing within them, as if almost by side effect, 
repositories of culture like theatres and libraries. 

Another, less obvio l1s means of building for ‘culture' and instruction 

was the mass production of cinemas across the Soviet Bloc. This would 

not be particular忖 unlike Western practice in the interwar years, but 

while cinema design declined massively in the UK , say, after 1945 , affected 

both by a change in architectural patronage and the rise of television, it 
would remain exceptionally important in Central and Eastern Europe. 

Cinemas are, in fact , often a lot more conspicuous and attractive than 

branch libraries, which are frequently jl1st built into blocks of flats or 

shopping parades. Either wa民 they are part of the sa l11e dual educational

propagandist project. The fare in them would vary enormously according 

to country and level of censorship - in Poland after 1956 the great major

ity of l11ajor Western films were shown, while the GDR's or the USSR's 

repertoire was rather more restricted. All of the following are now l110re 

or less arthouse cinemas, and none of them are multiplexes - their s l11all 

scale and unpretentious placing largely in inner町city residential areas lend 

themselves to the genre. 1 have seen films in all of them , usually of the 

blealdy mid-European variet予

One of the most interesting surviving exa l11ples, Kino Muranów in 

Warsaw, gives a clu巳 as to why cinema buildings were given such impor

tance. It takes up the gro l1nd floor of a deeply weird Socialist Realist 

complex built on the le飞relled site of the former Warsaw Ghetto, where 

steps upon steps lead up to a high , Boullée-esque free classicist archway 

which serves as the enúance to an informal, green and dilapidated council 

estate. Under the raised plaza that fra l11es the archway is the cinema. 

Immediately upon stepping inside, you find a lavishness of materials - a 

recent gazetteer lists its use of ‘several marble varieties on the floor 

(including brown Bolechowice and black D巳bnik) ， wrought gates and 
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sconces'; the effect is both funereal and anticipatory, as if yOll're about to 

enter a spac巳 of ritllal , the ‘cllltic' e旺ect that Constructivists tried so hard 

to avoid. This, as l1111Ch as any 1920S Picture Palace, is intended to be a 

space of drea l11s, a ShrOllded space where yOll sleep and let SO l11eone el町、

story take over - as llseful to Stalinis l11 (i t was bllilt in the early 1950S) as 

to Hollywood. There are stars on the capitals of the colll l11ns , and as two 

flights of stairs lead down fro l11 the box 。而ce to a café, yOll fÌnd above you 

the words , in gold lettering,‘FOR US C1NEMA IS THE MOST 

1MPORTANT ART'. Of course, it doesn't tell yOll that this is a qllote 

fro l11 Lenin 一 it wOllld probably have been removed had it done so - bllt it 

explains why it is all so lllxurious, a plush cO l11fort that extends to the 

allditorill l11S, which yOll reach throllgh shadowy colonnades. Others in 

this Stalin Picture Palace idiom are dotted arollnd Warsaw, to a standard 

design … the best-preserved is Kino Illlzjon, in the well-h巳巳led Mokotów 

district, which is a kind of llnofficial National Fil l11 Theatr飞 reliant on 

People's Repllblic-era prints - copies of Serpico dubbed into ltalian then 

sllbtitled into Polish, and si l11ilar delights. 

These are mild, however, cO l11pared to Tallinn's Kino Sδprus. The only 

Soviet bllilding in the UNESCO-listed Hanseatic centre of the city, its 

atte l11pts to ‘blend in' via the very slightly Scandinavian classical details 

of its concave portico aren't fooling anybod只 with the particlllar form of 

warped , strongly symmetric址， faintly Gothicized classicism instantly rec

ognizable as a prodllct of high Stalinism. 1nside, though, the original 

auditoriur口 's Stalin-style fÌttings are alongside the pointillis l11 and scrawl 

of the post-1956 era , speaking of a less obviously palatial approach to the 

drea l11worlds of cinema. 1n Poland , in particular, cinemas became out

right Surrealist in their imagery and decoration. Kino Wisla at Plac 

Wilsona is on the ground floor of a heavy, unlikeable Stalinist housing 

block, but after you descend the steps to its und巳rground screens, the 

usual contemporary tat is surround巳d by bizarre aquatic imagery, in ref

erence to the cinema's name (translatable as the (River) Vistula Cinema). 

On a polychrome mosaic surface of yellow and blue stones, the ear忖-1960s

design by the artist Wiktoria Iljin traced three humanoid sea-creatures 

out of simple white lines, cryptic, alien and rather cllte. 

Similar undersea il11agery can be fOllnd , albeit of a mllch more abstract 

kind, at the larger Kino Kijów (Kiev Cinema) in Kraków, this time 
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Dream Factory: Kino Sõprus, Tallinn 

without any obvious connection to the thing the cinema is named after. 

Inside this Iight, swooping concrete pavilion is a full-height ceramic 

artwork, created in 1967 by Krystyna Zgud-Strachowska, depicting 

never-before-se巳n sea creatures, of the sort you might expect in the Sur

realist animations of the time. The surface is thickly tactile: you can run 

your fìngers along its blobs and outgrowths, the ferns and undersea 

plants. On the reverse façade, a red mosaic sun pulsates. The various dif

ferent kinds of dream life to be found in these cinemas, aside from 

pointing to the formal exuberance possible in the era , suggest that 飞，yake

ful instruction often took a back seat to the creation of fantasy - either in 

the respect-instilling classical devices used at the S凸prus or Muranów, or 

in these much stranger; more inexplicable artworks, where coherent refer同

ence has crept 0旺 elsewhere and a free play of the imagination serves as 

the entranceway to the (surely often comparatively prosaic) awaiting fìlr丑S

themselves. 
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SUN , SEA AND SOCIALISM 

ON THE BLACK SEA 

Another of the putatively socialist environments 1 had enjoyed under cap

italism was something called the Militant Labour Summer Camp. My 

parents were members of the clandestine, Trotskyist Mi1itant Tendency 

in the British Labour Party, an organization once ,eonsidered, when it con

trolled one counci1 and had three MPs, to be the fourth-1argest po1itica1 

party in the countr予 When they were expelled from Labour en masse in 

the 1ate I980s, most of the ‘Millies' formed an independent Militant 

Labour party, eventually morphing into the Socia1ist Party of Eng1and 

and Wa1es, under which name it still endures, with its one or two counci1-

10rs in Coventr下 My mother too1王 me and my brother and sister to the 

Mi1itant summer ca l11p just the once, in 工995; it promised ‘ sun, sea and 

socia1ism飞 and took p1ace in Mersea Is1and, Essex. A l11inibus picked up 

comrades fro l11 around the south-east - as soon as 1 saw the bearded man 

clad in nothing but a 1eather jacket and a pair of tight shorts waiting by 

Colchester bus station, 1 somehow knew he was coming with us - and 

took us across a thin causeway to a grey, deso1ate is1and in the North Sea. 

There wou1d prove to be no sun, though there was sea - my sib1ings spent 

their time on the wide muddy beach, poking sticks at dying jellyfish, and 

1 su1ked in l11y tent with headphones on - but was there socia1ism? Sort of. 

The meetings made up for the ob1igatory Chumbawamba-p1aying disco, 
giving a programme of 1ectures and ta1ks that were actually very interest

ing if you're a curious and bored fourteen-year-01d , and there was a good 

且1m programme, of which 1 extensively availed myself unti1 Mum physic

ally dragged me out of a screening of Rompe l' Stomper. 

In some ‘socialist countries' there was both sun and sea , usually the 

Adriatic, the Ba1tic and the B1ack Sea. The 1atter in particu1ar worked 

very well as a sort of Sta1inist Med from the I930S onwards. Seaside 

resorts were bui1t particu1arly extensively from the I960s on in Crimea 

and Bu1garia, on what wou1d seem on the face of it to be a very simi1ar 

l110del to that which fascist juntas in Spain and Greece specialized in mar

keting to the new1y enfranchised, new1y ho1iday-enjoying workers of 

Britain and West German予 The Bu1garian coast provided mueh the sa l11e 

service for workers from Po1and, Czechos1ovakia, Hungary and East 
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Germany (and often West Germany too, wher巳 it was a budget trip). 1 

suspect that most comrades at the Militant Labour Summer Camp would 

have considered the existence of these resorts to be yet more evidence that 

not much really divided the ‘deformed workers' states' of 'Stalinism' from 

those of post-war capitalism, with both equally alienated and techno

cratic, with similar tower block hotels along big yellow beaches. Wh巳n

Agata and 1 went to one of those Black Sea resorts, however, we found 

somewhere which explained better than most 飞;vhat sort of human env仕"

onment ‘ real socialism' really wanted, a heavily planned, controlled , 
homogeneous and egalitarian space. 

We picked -largely because we'd found some intriguing postcards of it 

in second七and bookshops in Warsaw, of concrete step-pyramids stretch

ing floor by descending floor to the sands … a resort called Albena , around 

twenty miles from Varna. This turned out to be a very good choice. We 

found later in a publication on the seaside resorts of Bulgaria and Croatia 

that Albena was the only one of the big Bulgarian resorts to have avoided 

the wholesale, chaotic privatization that was the norm elsewhere along the 

coast, when the ultra町high-density Spanish model was followed assidu

ousl民 filling every available space with cheap hotels and aiming the lot at 

the stag party market. On the road out from Varna to Albena you can see 

these places - Sunny Day and Golden Sands, monstrously kitsch , over

developed agglomerations of Trespa and pink-paint巳d concrete, all big 

pitched roofs , decorative balconies and 且breglass columns. Most of these 

Albena while still under construction (late-r96os postcard) 
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are 1960s hotels redad and rebuilt with extra floors and new wings, spread町

ing out into the original open spaces. Albena, however, is all but untouched. 

This is because, rather than the ‘mafia privatization' that took place in the 

other resorts, where the usual competing vested interests and gangsters 

fought over every available space, it was privatized in toto as a joint-stock 

company, owned by the resort's employees. The Albena joint-stock com

pany still owns the entire resort induding all its hotels and restaurants, 
and deans its streets and maintains its spaces. 14 As a result, it is a place 

that is obviously ‘other' in the context of Bulgaria's chaotic capitalism

still controlled by an evidently single architectural and spatial idea. 

1n their book Holidays af切. the Fall, the historians Elke Beyer, Anke 

Hagemann and Michael Zinganel argue that it was Albena's distinctive 

architecture that gave its employees con且dence in their ‘ tourist product'. 

1t was built between the late 1960s and the early 1980s to the designs of 

the architect Nikolay Nenov, with extensive use of prefabricated concret巳

panels, as an experimental project of the Bulgarian Research 1nstitute on 

Standardization and 1ndustrialization in Architecture, a sort of prototype 

Albena's Hotel Dobrudja from the beach 
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for putative prefab housing estates. Actually the resu1ts ar巳 a 10t more joy

fu1 and p1ayfu1 than is typica1 in microrayons, perhaps hecause they didn't 

need to be particu1arly robust. A1bena's hote1s are full of Pop Art brises 
soleil of thin, curved 10uvres and eaves, and the modu1ar construction 

enab1es the mid-rise hote1s to form themse1ves into de1iberately irregu1ar 

pyramids, each step of whichfeatures a 1arge balcony. The public toilets 

liberally p1aced a10ng the beach are bu1bous concrete shell domes, 
scu1pted into the shape of a pair of upturned buttocks. lt's Pop Brutalisr口，

high Modernism on the razz1e, and it's very enjoyab1e. The pub1ic spaces 

too are extreme1y extensive, and a1most all ped巳strianized ， with most of 

the resort made up of park1and, into which the pyramids and the sing1e 

high-rise, the twenty-storey Hote1 Dobrudja , are p1aced; each has an out

door swimming poo1, and the grounds around them are well1andscaped; 

the beach has paraso1s 1aid on , though you have to pay extra for a p1astic 

chaise 10ngue. Specia1ized pub1ic transport - a minibus in the shape of a 

train 一 100ps around the beach, the hotels and the bus station. 

Despite all this spatia1 ega1itarianism and deliberate avoidance of 

hierarchy - nowhere has a worse view than anywhere else - we spotted a 

few differences from one part to another. We stayed in the Hotel Dobrudja , 
where the rooms hadn't been visib1y updated since the I980s, a1though 

the 1ack of change meant that origina1 features we wou1d expect to have 

been wiped out survived -lots of typica11ate-socia1ist mura1s still decor

ate the foyer and the dramatic, Corbusian swimming pool. Breakfast was 

grim and gristl只 served in a huge hall with a high-tech cera ll1ic abstract 

relief. The pyramids on the beach, on the other hand, were a great dea1 

more swish, with ino旺ensive1y b1and Euro interiors and much better food , 
eaten by richer-1ooking Germans. Food was expensive throughout the 

巳ntire p1ace. But more than in any ll1icrorayon, this felt 1ike a rea1 socia1 

condens巳r - every space is public, and you can wander fro ll1 the grounds 

of one hote1 to another with great ease, each garden and swimming poo1 

flowing into another, across, below and above the decorative concrete 

bui1dings. ln summer, 'it is more 1ike an ldea1 City than any of the actua1 

cities, a1though in J anuary it probab1y 100ks 1ike the 1110st deso1ate of 

microrayons. But drinks prices aside, it appears to have sa1vaged more 

genuine egalitarianism than a1most everywhere else we wou1d encounter. 

lt is unpretentious 一 10ts of ll1uscu1ar Bu1garian beach bums and e1derly 

German coup1es 1azing around , p1aying 飞Tolleyball and 1istening to terrib1e 
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music - and in its architectural conception it is a飞rant-garde ， a real, work

ing 'ville radieuse' , with no trace of any form of urbanism predating 

1960, lined with ambitious, discordant architecture more com ll10nly seen 

in elite university campuses than seaside resorts. It was only later, when 

we took the bus up the road to Varna, that we realized that, like all the 

great European Utopias, this City of the Sun had left something out. 

There were no poor people. No beggars, no old women selling all their 

possessions, no drunks, none of the construction workers sweating away 

at renovating nineteenth-century comm巳rcial palaces. They could all be 

found , in abundance, just twenty miles away, and they never penetrate the 

gates of Albena. But at least Albena doesn't have a church. 

LEISURE AND RECUPERATION: 

THE BALTIC SEA 

One of the many Things That Are Not There Any More which would 

otherwise be in this book is an outdoor switmning pool in Moscow with 

an interesting backstor予 Its site was formerly that of the pompous 

neo-Orthodox Cathedral of Christ the Sa飞liour， which was dynamited 

around 1932 - a ‘grotesque' nineteenth < century pile,‘no great loss' 

according to historian of Russian architecture Catherine Cooke1S 一 111

favour of the putative Palace of the Soviets, subject of a notorious archi

tectural competition which elicited entries from virtually every practising 

architect on the globe, almost all of whom were defeated in favour of the 

Italian-trained Russian Boris Iofan and Hector Hamilton, an Anglo

American architect whose oeuvre is other飞凡lise represented by a small 

parade of shops in Woolwich and a luxury apartment block in Bourne

mouth; we will encounter the spectre of their winning tower in the next 

chapter. When their ludicrous Woolworth-Building-with-Lenin < on-top

was finally cancelled in the 1960s, the building's deep foundations were 

且lled in to create the heated, open-air pool that sat in the centre of the 

city for decades before it was eventually replaced with a facsimile of the 

cathedral in the 1990s. Facilities for sports and leisure are oft巳n th巳 most

original buildings of the Soviet era; the steroidal concrete hulks erected 

for the 1980 Olympics are a particular feature of the coffee-table books of 

Totalty Aweso111e Ruined Soviet A l'chitecture, something which chimes 
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with the liking for synchronized mass ornaments in Soviet parades and in 

their gigantist stadia; a social condenser of some sort, perhaps. Yet mass 

sport, for all its pharmaceutical excess in the Soviet Bloc, is not necessar

ily a feature intrinsic to ‘real socialism' 一 if it were, Midwestern America 

wOllld be a hotbed of tankies - so we will mostly ignore it in this book. 

What might have been more of a distinctive feature is sports and leisure 

holidays especially - treated in a different way, made more of an everyday 

pursuit, put into unlikely places and experienced in distinctive ways. 

1n Tallinn, for instance, the (ex-)industrial port quite quicldy becomes 

a beach when yOll walk along the main road by the Baltic. On our way 

there one sllmmer as a respite from the constant tramping of the 

Hansa-Soviet landscape, we found that its sulphllrous smell didn't seem 

at all to bother the Estonian-Russian populace lazing around in briefs and 

bikinis. This beach , rllnning along a main road with a vast microrayon not 

far awa民 eventually becomes a full-blown resort, Pirita. The major build

ings of Pirita are all from the 1970S and 1980s, and are mostly projects for 

the 1980 Olympics, where Tallinn had a major cameo in Moscow's show. 

Walking along the sand , you come after a while to the Pirita Top Spa 

Hotel , a typical example of how mainstream Soviet architecture con

tinued to chllrn out ultramodern gigantism by the time that most of the 

rest of Europe and Asia had moved on aesthetically to an embrace of the 

passé and the cos予If this was in J apan, France or Germany, you wouldn't 

date it later than 王972; definitely pre-oil crisis. 

Towards the old town, concrete terraces - the hotel rooms - descend in 

steps from a central, steel-clad polygon; r日ore ziggurats, albeit detailed in 

smooth concrete, without any of Raine Karp's eye for historical fantas予

They eventually culminate in the front entrance, where a long glass vol

ume is suspended for almost its entire length on concrete supports, 
cantilevered out as far as they'll go, Melnikov-style. Opposi衍， ther巳 's

(even more belated, aesthetically) a Socialist Realist sculpture of a naked 

man, waving his hands in the air. Given the water all around and the 

swimming pools and 的arinas ， he's obviously supposed to be a diver; but 

looked at from behind, it seems as if he's trying to draw the recklessly 

cantilevered building's attention - 'Look Ollt or YOll'll fall!' From ther飞 a

much wider beach, one that looks like a relatively normal seaside resort, 
lined by an arc of hotels and restaurants, ends in a glazed viewing 

platform - the buildings mostl只 it transpires, late Soviet, though so 
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over可estored that they look like typical examples of contemporary Tal

linn's slightly cold white-walled neo-Modernism. A forest str巳tches

behind , and on the day we visit , there's an impromptu music festiv址， with 

a female-fronted Eesti grunge band called Amor Veneris being especially 

apt, given all the scantily clad people flirting with each other on the sand. 

It's obviously a planned space, designed to give th巳 precise amount of 

mass-produced leisure and nature in conjunction, with fast bus services 

back to the microrayons. 

The beach described above was supposed to be a b1'eak, and so it's a bit 

odd to put it in this book, its being a holiday from the dogged coll巳ct10n

of the urban environments of the Bloc; but we came across some traces 

which are e飞ridently not holidays as they are usually currently practised. 

Agata was keen to take me to J astrz~bia Gó凹， a 1'esort on Poland's Baltic 

coast, where she'd had her holidays in the 1980s - 'You'lllove it. It's the 

Polish Bournemouth.' 1n prepa1'ation, I'd fOllnd a fold-out book of post

ca1'ds of the place in the 1970s, showing seve1'al concrete仕amed hotels 

dotted around , all of them built by a pa1'ticula1' (state四controlled ，

pre-Solida1'ity) t1'ade union for its worke1's' exclusive use as holiday homes 

01', sometimes , sanatoria; inter alia , there are hotels solely for workers of 

a Warsaw powe1' station , for mine1's from Bytom and for a cement factory 

in Wejherowo, as well as a concrete lift tower to take holidaymakers down 

the steep cliffs to the beach. By September 20巧， almost all of this - right 

down to the lift tower … had disappeared, which was probably fo 1'tunate 

as it meant we had a l1 actual holiday, lying on the beaches (lush , sandy, at 

the foot of forested ravines) 1'athe1' than spending our time tramping 

a1'ound looking at communist architecture. This was helped by the kind 

of town it is … there is 110 气here' here, no obvious high street, not much in 

the way of streets at all, just a lot of ad hoc souvenir shops and restaur

ants in huts strung along a long 1'oad, with villas and two-storey pensions 

behind, and some communist-era megahotels further back towards the 

woods, 1'eclad and l'巳novated to a di旺erent society's idea of luxury. 1t was 

as if they'd deliberately tried to make sure nothing would dist1'act yOll 

from the beach. 
We were both still keen to find at least some t1'aces of the place whe1'e 

she'd had he1' childhood holidays, though, and equipped with the fold-ollt 

book of trade union resort hotels we had a look. One survived, the one 

for Bytom mine1's, a clinke1'-brick hostellying de1'elict in a ga1'den behind 
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a strip of sheds and prefabs selling souvenirs and kebabs; and one par

ticularly impressive block not in the book endured,‘Hutnik' , or 

‘steelworker' , which was obviously for more Silesian holidaymaker飞 it is 

big, and has a slightly op-art concrete frame which juts out for shading; 

It's big maybe more to 0旺er views, rather than to pack people in - the陀、

not much else around it - and it's the only tall building of any kind. Our 

own hostel was another survivor; made up of a big Pomo thing like one of 

the dubious-looking houses built on the outskirts of cities everywhere 

after I989, it also had cheap rooms - which we availed ourselves of 一 llla

two-storey concr巳te building prettily paint巳d ， with the structure in white 

and the balco l1ies in alternating blue, green and pink. The nearest obvi

ous trace of these places' former use as workers' resorts was visible in the 

large group of burly holidaymakers dancing in a wooden hut to disco 

polo, Poland's Europop; ‘ They'r巳 from Silesia ,' the receptionist told us, 
and so were those who came there to stay at the hotels of the I970s, only 

now in the new system they can also have the excitement of staying with 

peripatetic intellectuals who don't talk to them. 

All around are forests , and after a wal1王 dOW11 011巳 of the (somewhat 

Holiday home for Byto l11ll1 iners in Jastrz~bia Góra (1980 postcard) 
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terrifyingl只 unlit) forest roads you arrive at the larger resort of 

Wladyslawowo, which is much more like a normal seaside town, with 

amenities, a funfair, streets and streetlights. lt was bui1t as a res01' t and 

port in interwar Polar叶， as part of the ‘Polish corridor' , but almost noth

ing of that earlier incarnation survived the war. The beach aside , there are 

several interesting things: twisted sculptures in rusty steel; a small , rather 

lush low-rise hOllsing estate set among pines, evidently for workers at the 

port rather than holidaymakers; a central ‘Hous巳 .of the Fisherman', clll

minating in a Venetian-style clock tower, visible from the beaches several 

miles aw巧 With its arcades, Gothic clock and steel globe on a spike, we 

assume it is 1920S or 1930S but it turns out to be Socialist Realist, designed 

in 1953 and finished a cOllple of years later. Presumably it was ‘national in 

f01'm' for the historic constructions of the Kashubians and not a reference 

to Venice at all. lt houses a museU l11 of butterf1ies. Most remarkable of all 

is the church, designed in 1961 by the architects Baum and Kulesza - a 

great unashamed concrete-framed shed with prismatic, abstract stained 

glass set into its high triangular windows, giddy with colour and person

alit予 ln People's Poland it was often the churches which best expressed the 

possibilities of the unusual a l11alga l11 of Modernism, Expressionism and 

architecture parlante that dominated post-Stalinist design, and it is to 

these that we must now turn , to ask how, under an avowedly atheist 

regi l11e that controlled all bllilding permits and owned the l11eans of pro

duction, they l11anaged to get away with it. 

THE POLISH CATHOLIC CHURCH , 
INHERITOR OF COMMUNIST 

ARCHITECTURE? 

That's the question it's hard not to ask on confronting something like the 

Church of Our Lady Queen of the World, in the industrial town of 

Radom. We found it on our way back from a wedding party, hungover, 
seen in the distance fro l11 a bridge. Agata doesn't reme l11ber it, but I've 

found pictures online and it r巳ally did exist - thre巳 steel O1'chids exploding 

out of a central c01'e, placed in the middle of a drab l11icrorayon, like the 

Sydney Opera House centralized and opened outwards. If you didn't spot 

the cross at th巳 top， you would probably date it to the 1970S and assume 
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it to be a strange socialist public building of some kind, rather than a 

Catholic church completed as recently as 2002 (albeit to designs from 

1982, by the architect Wojciech G t;siak). Long before his religious conver同

sion, in his erstwhile role as the human face of People's Poland, the 

Radom-born philosopher and Polish United Workers' Party activist 

Leszek Kolalζowski reflected on the problem of the widespr巳ad and endur

ing popularity of the Catholic church. 'We are not only immune to the 

benefits of religious consolation, but deeply convinced, besides, that the 

continuing influence of religious institutions upon public life is dam

aging.' Yet,‘our people have no intention of listening to our arguments 

on the subject. . . [the church'sl influence undoubtedly manifests itself in 

accordance with the will of the people.'16 

That's one way of looking at it - that the church was tolerated because 

the regime, in its humanitarianism and/or helplessness, would not turn its 

extensive apparatus of repression upon such a popular institution, in con

trast to the Soviet Party's acts in the 1920S and 1930s. This conflicts with 

the popular view that the church was always an intransigently opposi

tional force , which was instrumental in supporting Solidarity and 

bringing down ‘communism'; and it supports another argument, made 

by the left-wing political essayist Peter Gowan among others at the 

time, that the government was fairly content with the church as its loyal 

opposition - as was the church itself. 17 This is supported by claims made 

by some that after martial law was declared against Solidarity, those 

activists who could get references from the church were allowed to apply 

for asylum and receive aid, but those who could not cite a connection 

with the mother church - Trotskyists, anarchists - faced the full brunt of 

the repression. 18 

From the 1950s, Pax, an 。而cial Catholic party (an ‘ astroturf' part弘; as 

it'd be called now) , sat in the parliament, controlled its own press and 

publishing house , educated children, and built a lot of churches. Among 

its leaders was Boleslaw Piasecki, a prominent fascist leader in pre-war 

Poland. After 1956, Pax was replaced with the somewhat less circum

scribed Znak movement, which also sat as a party in the Sejm and from 

which many later Oppositionists - such as the 且rst post-communist presi

dent, Tadeusz Mazowiecki - emerged. In many way叫 the system tolerated 

th巳m ， and they tolerated it. This would seem to be borne out by the fact 

that Cardinal WyszyIÍ.ski, the head of the Polish church, refused to 
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Pllb1icly back Solida 1'ity飞 calling instead fo 1' ca1m in the midst of the 

1980 st1'ike wave. Bllt becallse the papacy itse1f appea1'ed to back Solida1'

it只 the mo1'e fami1ia 1' sto1'y is gene1'ally accepted. The Pope and Wa1飞sa

b1'ollght down the bad peop1e. ‘1 10ve to see wo1'ke1's on thei1' knees,' as 

Ha1'o1d Macmillan commented on the images of workers at mass in the 

GdaÍlsk shipya1'ds. 19 

That's all as may be, but what is undeniab1e is that in the 1960s, 1970s, 
and most of all the 1980s, the Catho1ic church was allowed to emba1'k 

upon huge construction pr叫ects ， bui1ding churches, chapels, seminaries 

and sanctua1'ies on a 1a1'ger sca1e than had been seen in Po1and since the 

eighteenth centu叩 Of cou1'se, they we1'e fllnded by the church itse1f, and 

boosted by a great many donations from working-class Po1es; but they 

we1'e to1e1'ated, given access to 1'ich mate1'ia1s (in a time of shortage) and 

granted countless p1anning permissions by the avowed1y atheist state. In n 1 

a 工980 specia1 iss饥阳ue of t由he magazine Arκdμy纣itek缸tuω""叭 an 巳ditωoria1 pondered 

th冗e fact t由ha川t 'du旧1刊ring t由h巳飞W再市Tho1e peαr才i归od of Mode盯r111βsm丑1 in Po1and t由he on1y 

architectura1 objects in re1ation to which no architect proposed the stand

ardization of fllnction and site prefabrication were ecclesiastica1 objects'. 

\'{1ithin the issue were countless images of g1'and, enormous1y sca1ed 

churches, many of which were sure1y implicitly criticized by the 飞iV1'iter

]anusz KazubiílSki , who ta1ks about how ‘when he 1ays hands on a sllbject 

he can do anything in, a designer, frustrated with the "large panel飞 10ses

1'estraint. He wou1d 1ike to put everything he cou1d not include in a pre

fab 1'icated estate into a small church, and he puts it up. The t1'agedy is 

deepened by his skills. '20 This is indeed a tragedy for fans of architectura1 

purity and elegance, but the resu1tant overw1'ought pi1e-up 1eaves much to 

enjoy fo 1' the rest of us. 

These were not retrog1'ade designs, not ‘reactionary' visually or archi

tecturally at any 1'ate, and they continue, fair1y unchanged in their 

approach, right up to the present day - designs of the 1980s are still being 

brought to comp1etion. This is a1so a main1y Po1ish phenomenon, with 

1ittle correspondence in its neighbou1's. There are one or two neatly mod

ern post-1991 Lutheran churches in Estonia , a coup1e of concrete 

Exp1'essionist Catho1ic chape1s in Lithuania, but in Russia and Ukraine 

the O 1'thodox church (and a1so, in cities 1ike Kazan, the 10ca1 Mus1im 

hierarchy) favours out1'ight rep1icas of their medieva1 structures, a1beit 

without the delicacy of medieva1 technique. A few new Po1ish churches 
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a1'e similarly uninspi1'ed and histo1'icist , but in t1'avelling a1'ound the coun

t1'Y I've found the l11 to be a l11ino 1'ity. The expe1'ience of opposition ll1ight 

be what led to the wonderful confidence, flamboyance and physical heft 

of Polish chu1'ches; 01', conve1'sely, it ll1ight be the expe 1'ienc巳 of tole1'ation , 

0 1' collaboration , even , that made the 1'equisite expense and scale possible. 

1n any case , the church has become the unexpected inhe1'ito1' of the Soviet 

t1'adition of unusual and ext1'ell1e public buildings. Many of the chu1'ches 

built in Poland since 1956 would fit easily in the likes of F1'édé1'ic Chau

bin's CCCP 0 1' Roman Bezjak's Socialist Modernis l11. Thei1' exp1'essed 

st1'uctur飞 monull1ental scale , and thei1' placing, by accident or fo 1' con

t1'ast , in a1'eas dominated by 1'epetitious and f巳atureless p1'efab1'icated 

blocks make them close cousins to th巳 va 1'ious Palaces of Weddings , Pal

aces of Pionee1's, Palaces of Spo1't and thei 1' ilk. 

The one whose sto1'y is most often 1'eite1'ated makes clea1' the genuinely 

close link between the church and the new Polish proleta1'iat. The A1'ka 

Pana was built in Nowa Huta , a town o1'iginally intended to be enti1'ely 

without a church , just as the1'e was no need fo 1' a chu1'ch in Nizhny 

Novgo1'od's Avtozavod dist1'ict. Workers we1'e eventually p1'omised a 

church in the 1950s, and agitation fo 1' one had even culminated in violent 

clashes with the police ove1' the corne1' site , l11a1'ked with a cross , which 

had been allotted fo 1' that purpose. The building was opened by Karol 

Wojtyla , a1'chbishop of K1'aków, soon to beco l11e Pope John Paul 11. This 

was , quite lite1'ally, the answe1' to the worke1's' p1'aye1's. And ironically, 

given how places like Nowa Huta have so often been blamed on Le Co1'

busier, it is the l110st Le Co1'busie1'-influenced building in the a1'ea , obviously 

a successor of his ‘a1'k' in Ronchamp , whe1'e the atheist architect aimed 

to produce the e旺ects - of light, of sanctua1'Y, of succour and cor口fort -

provided by a t1'aditional church, without using any of the established 

props and devices that were usually called upon to do this. '1 don't ca1'e 

about your church , 1 didn't ask you to do it. And if 1 do it , 1'11 do it l11y 

w町 1t inte1'ests me because it's a plastic wo1'k. 1t's difficult' , the a1'chitect 

clai ll1ed. 21 Like Ronch注mp， the billowing walls a1'e detailed in a 1'ough , 

peasant-like conc1'ete , studded with an agg1'egate made up of tens of 

thousands of sl1100th pebbles , which a1'e fo 1'l11ed and sculpted into o1'ganic 

contou1's 

Wojciech Piet1'zyk's design is, lik巳 any church, an architecture parlante , 
and it takes the notion of an ‘a1'k' ve1'y lite1'ally - something that gathe1's 
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The masses assemble at Arka Pana , Nowa Huta (工970S postcard) 

up and shelters. As ìn Le Corbusìer's buìldìng, a heavy, bulky roof caps the 

whole thìng, ìts concrete shaped ìnto somethìng resemblìng woodchìp or 

scales. Thìs lurchìng concrete creature ìs hoìsted up on a ceremonìal swirl 

of steps, and, ìnsìde, ìs a showcase of Modernìst sacred art - a colossal, 
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roughly modelled bronze Christ is nailed to the gallery with great steel 

tubes, his chest stretched out as he convulses in agon予 The usual - and 

convincing - explanation for the church's post-war popula1'ity is the need 

for consolation afte1' the horrors that Poland went through during the 

wa1' - 20 pe1' cent of the p 1'e-war population we1'e killed; only the church

less Belarus suffered worse - and this image of screaming agony would 

suggest so. What, then, to make of the murals nea1'by? The sufferings of 

Christ a1'e depicted in a creepy, cartoonish守ealist way, and a few of those 

who a1'e mocking him boast the sort of exaggeratedly Semitic features 

you'd otherwis巳 expect in Der Stürmer. The particula1' group of Polish 

citizens who su旺ered most during the wa1' might well feel more than nor

mally uncomfo1'table here. 

I've d 1'agged Agata to numerous Catholic churches, usually against her 

wil l. She did not app 1'eciate it when I cajoled he1' to come with me to the 

church whe1'e she had he1'且1'st communion, feels no particula1' affection 

for an institution she conside1's herself lucky to have escaped from , and 

rega1'ds my interest in Polish sac1'al a1'chitecture as pure tourism , the dis

connected aesthetic 1'esponse of someone who had no 1'eligious upb1'inging, 
so has the privilege of an uninvolved distance. But at A1'ka Pana she was 

hugely imp1'essed by the building, and surp1'ised and dep1'essed by the 

incong1'uity of the openness and imagination of the structure and this 

banal old anti-Semitic image1'y. 'The people who built this we1'e prog1'es

sive people,' she insists. This is a ha1'd case, though, and its extreme 

g1'andeur and somb1'e mass cont1'ast with earlie1' effo1'ts, in less politically 

cha1'ged circumstances. The Church of the Sac1'ed Hea1' t of Jesus in 

Gdynia, fo 1' instance, is much light巳l' in its effects, sweet and almost cute 

in its app1'oach, 1'athe1' than going for the ove1'whelming, painful emo

tional expe1'ience of the A1'ka Pana. Its twisted , spiky spi1'e is deliberately 

pe1'飞吼:se ， as a1'e its conc1'ete-f1'amed vaults, culminating in a squat towe1' 

open to the sky, which, when you'1'e inside it, p1'ovides an expe1'ience that 

is both delightful and kitsch予 The mosaic Ch1'ist here has escaped f1'om 

post-wa1' Latin Ame1'ica , as has the purple abst1'act stained glass. The1'e 

are othe1' churches with a simila1' lightness of tO l1ch , which 1'eflect maybe 

the othe1' cur1'ents in post同Vatican 11 church a1'chitecture, the decent1'al

ized, white-conc1'ete-f1'amed chu1'ches of Osca1' Niem盯re 1' in particula1': 

the Sanctua1'Y of Saint And1'ew Bobola in Mokotów, an 巳no1'mous
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Latinate Modernist edifice in concrete and glass , for instance - are in this 

bright, outgoing tradition. 

Much more common, especially in Warsaw, is a 1980s style that seems 

to derive from the rich, sheer red brickwork of the Hanseatic League, 
curved and bent into centralized structures with tall bell towers, taking 

from Gothic rather than the more easily encou日tered Polish Baroque 

rough, industrial, humble, quasi-proletarian, contrasting with the bland 

concrete (and now coloured render) surfaces of mass-produced Modern

ism. These are ‘familiar' designs, for all their aggression; vaults and spires, 
111 ‘medieval' materials, the sort of thing that a priest called upon to com

ment on churches in the aforementioned 1980 issue of Archite缸ura meant 

when he said ‘one should respect stereotypes of thought on the part of 

future users. 50 one should operate with elements of forms from the past, 
on an equal footing with new proposals . . . [church-goers] do not want a 

new church to open their wounds, they want a place of mental rest.山

Mother of God in 5tegny, the main public building in that huge estate, is 
a case in point - a vaulted structure, it is topped with copper and decor

ated with the deepest, darkest red bricks, each one cut and pointed with 

deliberate imprecision, as a gesture towards the Gothic love of irregular

ity and the stonemason's self-expression. At the corner is a beacon-like 

tower made up of three unornamented concrete walls curving towards 

each other, enclosing the bell. There is a very similar design with a less 

expressive tower at the Church of the Conversion of th巳 Apostle Paul in 

Grochów, on the other side of the 飞Tistula ， and there are several of their 

kin across the capital, all with immense halls lined in brick, the sobriety 

and sombreness of their materials 且ghting with the applied kitsch so 

日ecessary to the Catholic church, whose tokens of piety are every bit as 

mass-produced as the apartment blocks outside. 

ln the more intelligently designed estates, though, the architects have 

tried to complement the blocks, to make the church and the residential 

area into a unity, when the more common effect is the pathetic contrast of 

the church's richness and individuality against the state's poverty and 

interchangeability. There is a church at the furthest edge of the Tysiqclecia 

estate in Katowice to the designs of the same architects as the rest of it, 
which picks up the curves of ‘ the C01'11S' to transformative e旺'ect ， with every 

surface made up of delicately balanced intersecting rings, either clad in 
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The Thollsandth Anniversary Church, Katowice 

that lush brick or left in brown concrete, ignoring any obvious Christian 

referent and borrowing fro ll1 eclectic sources like the Great Mosque of 

Samarra in Iraq. 1n 飞x1日rsaw， the alternative-posing nature of this ll10dern 

Gothic reaches its height in lvlarek Budzy Í1ski's ell1ble ll1atic ‘ark' in 
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Ursynów, where the architect of that nondescript prefab expanse offered 

penance by designing sO ll1ething conversely warm, tactile and crafted 

the e旺ect of elevating the provisions of the church at the expense of those 

fro ll1 the state is so striking it's hard to i l11agin巳 the architect did not plan 

it. Not to say that this richness of surface didn't preclude a s0 l11eti ll1es 

startling formal rigour, as in the Church of the Blessed Virgin in Molζotów， 

finished in 工989. No matter whether they drape massive canvas pictures 

of the fOrlner Pop巳 across it or not, this is a structpre completely without 

external ornament: two vaulted wings and a blocky tower, all in stark red 

and purple brick, unrelieved by anything other than a few slit-like win

dows. Although far more well-made, it is as harsh in its way as anything 

being built by the state itself; going inside, you 且nd that the Lourdes style 

has won out over Hansa Brutalis ll1; the church too was perhaps unable to 

give people what they really wanted, albeit less so than the authorities. 

Newer designs often turn to cO ll1promise. At the Church of St Thomas 

in Ursynó，町， cO l11pleted in 2007 to a I980s design by Andrzej Fabierkie

wicz and Stanislaw Stefanowicz, the hard brick style is not only 

Catholic Constructivism: St Thomas's, Ursyl1ó叭飞飞W'arsaw
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recapitulated but extended - the jagged brick vaults step down tier by tier 

along the back, producing a skyline of sharp buttresses, in asymmetric 

balance with th巳 two tall bell towers of the front façade. The design is as 

tensed and compacted with suppressed energy as anything by Melnikov

not a fanciful r巳ference ， as a cheap little book on Melnikov was published 

in Poland in the late I970s, when these churches were being designed. 

St Thomas's also shares Melnikov's occasional tendency to kitsch, with 

the two rectangular towers enclosing a cross and a representational sculp

ture of its dedicate巳. But here yO Ll can see clearly that much as birds 

are the unexpected but actual successors of the dinosaurs, the churches 

are the most complete successors of socialist architecture. Rather than 

the socialist movement assimilating, desacralizing and transforming the 

forms of the church, in Poland the church itself took the forms that reac

tion took, ancl bent them to its own ends, proving much more resilient 

than coulcl ever have been hoped when workers started turning half-empty 

churches and synagogues into workers' clubs. 
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C0 l11111unist life will not be fo1'med blindly, like co1'al islands , but 

will be built conscious以 will be tested by thought, will be directed 

and corrected. Lifc will cease to be elclllental , and for this reason 

stagnant. Man , who will learn how to 1110ve rivers and lllolln

tains, how to build peoples' palaces on the peaks of Mont Blanc 

and at the botto l11 of the Atlantic, will not only be able to add to 

his own life richness , brilliancy and intensit民 bllt also a dynamic 

qllality of the highest degree. Th巳 shell of life will ha1'dly have 

time to fo1'm before it 、飞iill burst open again under the pressure of 

new technical and cultllral inventions and achieve l11ents. Life in 

the future will not be monotonous. 

Leo l1 Trotsky, Literatu1'e and Revolution (I924)1 

SCULPTING MOUNTAINS 

In an atypically lyrical passage in his book Literature and Revo/utio l1, 

Leon Trotsky tries to see into the future , breaking that cardinal rule 

among Marxists that to imagine the outlines of a new society is to erect a 

commodi且ed Utopia. In the future , instead of contending political 

groups, there will be contending artistic ones, arguing for different ways 

of reshaping the world; and an entirely new art form will arise from 

the human being's complet巳 mastery over nature - both their own and 

that outside them. We will be able to bend mountains to our will , and 

transform them into three-dimensional sculptur巳 hence ， forty years later, 
the Jested telecommunications tower, a structure that would give any 

lover of nature a heart attack. Just outside the industrial tOW l1 of Liberec 
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in the north of Bohemia, in what was then Czechoslovakia , this tower, 
designed by Karel Hub挝ek with interiors by Otakar Binar and con

structed between 1966 and 1969, is built into the pealζof a mountain, 
which previously ended in a 吐剖， top, without a spire-like peak. The 

tower ‘completes' the mountain, by rising from a wide base right at the 

mountain's centre, taking what nature had only half designed and 且nish

ing it off, doing it better. As built, it was (and is) open to the public, with 

a restaurant and hotel rooms, from which you can contemplate the van

quishing of our naturallimits. 

Czechoslovakia has a major Surrealist tradition , and the Jested Tower 

is as ambiguously poised with disparate curios as the best Surrealist 

paintings. At 且rst ， it seems utopian, a dreamlike monument to the con

quest of natu此， with views that extend into three different countries - the 

Czech Republic, Germany and Poland. 1n the interior, glass meteorites 

slam into a billowing concrete core, and a hotel-restaurant serves rich, 
stodgy Czech food , as if to counteract the effect of weightlessness.2 1ts 

continuous strip windows are set at an angle, offering a view above the 

clouds. Up the stairs, towards the hotel rooms, foetal seats coated in shag

pile are hung from the ceiling by chains. All this peculiar display fails to 

obscure a certain undercurrent of unease. Partly 1 felt this unease because 

of the reason 1 was here - as part of a press junket, elicited by the fact the 

building's original model was a major part of a V&A exhibition on the 

‘Cold War Modern'. We, the English journalists, were entertained by 

hosts hoping that our pieces would get the building the UNESCO listing 

(and funding) they were hoping for (they didn't). We were each given a 

free room for the night and an amazing quantity of Jested memorabilia, 
from little plastic mazes to unbuildable paper models. At night, when th巳

other hacks had gone to bed, 1 wandered around th巳 interiors taking 

awful , unprintable pictures of all these extraordinary objects, of the 

empty dining room with its planets-as-light岳ttings ， of those hanging 

shagpile seats, of the concrete constellations of the lift tower, of the 

almost medieval wróught-iron gates at the entrance to the hotel rooms, 
all of them lit by the unearthly mountain light, and all in surprisingly fine 

condition , suggesting th巳 owners knew exactly what they had here. At 

the same time it was hard not to think in Cold War clichés about the pos

sible uses this place could have been turned to, were things to have gone 
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horribly wrong. YOll cOllld imagine it as the ideal place to be when the 

bomb drops , above the clOllds, above the fallollt - there was even a large 

Soviet nuclear base nearby, ready for massive retaliation. The local 

bureallcrats might have sheltered in here , surviving on tinned food llntil 

the distant cities below became inhabitable again. 

The JeS ted Tower, despite the relatively obscure corner of Centtal Eur

ope it is placed in , is one of the strangest and most exciting exemplars of 

the state socialist tendency to create skylines in tbe most llnlikely places, 
something which was intrinsic from the start, something callsed perhaps 

by the fact that the post-First World War revolutions coincided with the 

golden age of the Am巳rican skyscraper, but also by a certain ambition to, 
in Marx's phrase,‘storm heaven'. This aspect of the resllltant states never 

really disappeared llntil their collapse, going throllgh VariOllS metamor

phoses. First, a rash of llnbuilt skyscraper proposals emerged across the 

post-revolutionary states of Europe in I9I7-23 , then gradually a 

neo-Gothic high-rise style emerged in the USSR in the early I93os. After 

I956, th巳 horizontal ， non-hierarchical skylines of the microrayons were 

accompanied by an entirely different fonn of llrban pllnctuation- a rash 

of telecommllnica tions tower飞 often placed at or near the centres of 

cities, which became the llnavoidable central pivots in cities that were 

otherwise planned to avoid (visllal) hierarch予 Late on, some cities - East 

Berlin, Warsaw, Zagreb, Belgrade, sllburban Praglle - gradnally pieced 

togeth巳r a ‘normal' capitalist skyline of Mies van der Rohe-in且uenced

glass 。而ce blocks, which expanded with great speed after I99 工， mea l1lng 

that many former 'real socialist' cities have the most dramatic of capital

ist skylines - and here , especiall只 we shollld be able to discover the 

d旺巳r巳nces between the capitalist and ‘non-capitalis t' approach to the 

idea of an urban skyline. There's a lot of choice - for most of the last 

half-centllr只 the tallest building in Europe has been in the former Bloc, 
and for a time, with th巳 Ostankino TV tower in Moscow, the tallest 

man-made structure (TV tow巳rs are not 。因cially classed as 'bllildings' in 

the rankings) in the world was in its capital. 
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SKYSCRAPERS , SKYHOOKS , SKYCITIES 

111 2OI3 , the Mercury City Tower in Moscow overtook the Shard to 

become the tallest skyscraper in Europe. This angular, 0旺-red tower is not 

the first Moscow building to have had this accolade; ba1' the years I990-

2005 , when it was elbowed out for a time by F1'ankfurt , and a two-yea1' 

interval when the Shard inched above the Me1'cury Tower, a Moscow 

building of some kind has been the tallest in Europe for ove1' sixty yea1's. 

Those towers a1'e an unusual bunch, and few of them resemble the 

post-wa1' glass volu l11es that dO l11inate the City of London , Bruss巳Is ， Par四

is's La Défense 0 1' Frankfurt a l11 Main. The1'e a1'e Dmitry Chechulin's 

Kotelnicheskaya Embankment, the first Russian title-holde1' in I952, an 

assembly of Renaissance details pulled into a Gothic skyline; then Lev 

Rudnev's tower fo1' Moscow State University, which held the title for long

est, from I95 3 to I990, an even more chilling neo-Gothic Stalinist tower. 

In 2005 , they were actually imitated in the design of the T1'iumph Palace, 
on the no1'thern outski1'ts of Moscow, which inched above F1'ankfurt's 

Commerzbank. And f1'om 2007 a cluster of ever-taller 1'eco1'd-holders in 

the 'Moscow City' complex have emerged. Successively, the ‘ tallest' title 

has been held by: the sub-Norman Foster glass curves of Roge1's, Talia

fe 1'ro , Kost1'itsky and Lamb's Naberezhnaya Tower; the twin towers of 

‘City of Capitals' , by N a 1'amo1'飞 Bain ， B1'ady and Johanson , whose stag

gered cubes are by far the most visually arresting of this cluster; and now 

the current tallest , designed by Frank Williams with Mikhail Posokhin J 1', 

scion of a Soviet architectural dynast予 It's an unresolved design , zigzag

ging its way down its seventy而且ve storeys as if unsure about what form to 

take. These last are the only towe1's that 1'esemble those in Western 且nan

cial districts; accordingl民 they attempt to l11ake large-scale contemporary 

Russian corpo1'ate architecture look ‘normal'. This, in a city which has 

seen mo1'e - usually unbuilt 一 innovative ， avant-garde skyscrapers than 

any other. 

The most famous of Soviet skysc1'apers was planned fo 1' Petrog1'ad 

Vladimir Tatlin's I9I9 Monument to the Third International. Its delicate, 
open , iron-and同glass form implied Parisian rath巳r than American inspi1'

ation , though this was not true of its symbolic impo1't. Tatlin's Ei旺el-style

steel skeleton was to suppoτt revolving glass volumes - a cube, a cylinder, 
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a pyramid - housing the Communist International , which would revolve 

at different speeds in a suitably dialectical fashion. But, soon after, the 

new/old capital of the I920S saw dozens of proposed high-rises. Some 

were quite obviously unbuildable, such as the entries for the competition, 
in I922, to house Vesenkha , the new USSR's Supreme Economic Council. 
Two of the proposals, both from architects associated with the ‘psycho

technic' architectural group ASNOVA , were startlingly prophetic of 

advanced architecture half a century hence. One skyscraper design by the 

VKhUTEMAS student Lopatin, with its interlocking rectangular vol

umes rising in a stepped section, like an extremely rationalized, futuristic 

respons巳 to the New York zoning code, has a more than passing resem

blance to Skidmore, Owings and Merrill's Sears Tower in Chicago, which 

had its own short reign as America's tallest. More radical was Vladimir 

Krinsky's ent叩 Its clash of structural syste l11s, left open and unadorned 

and organized into a tall tower, suggested a building that would never be 

entirely 岳nished - a perpetual skyscraper-in-becoming, something later 

proposed by the late Lebbeus Woods for the World Trade Centre compe

tition in 2002. Krinsky's photomontage image of the tower placed into 

Lubyanka Square stressed its disjointed, deliberately cranky relationship 

to the existing city. 
The early Soviet Union was hardly unique in this - the Wei l11ar Repu~于

lic was rife with skyscraper proposals. Bruno Taut's proposals for the 

Stadt阳'one ， or city-crown, were to sit at the heart of the ideal socialist 

cO l11l11unity, literal beacons of light, sculpted from coloured glass, a unit

ing point, like - again! - the cathedral spire. Other proposals, even though 

they ca l11e out of the post-revolutionary at l110sphere , were more a matter 

of making obvious the latent possibilities of a capitalist skyline - Mies 

van der Rohe's Friedrichstrasse glass skyscraper proposal of I9I9 , for 

instance, which would eventually be built as part of a real capitalist cit}ι 

scape. Few of them ever saw the light of day; the Weimar Republic raised 

a few ten- to fifteen-storey rationalist towers and factory 0岳ce blocks, 
while in the USSR the Derzhprom/Gosprom complex in Kharkiv car丑E

much closer to the socialist-sl王yscraper ideal. Constructed as th巳 head

quarters of the Ukrainian government, it is a set of towers of eight to 

twelve storeys, of staggered heights, interconnected with high-level CO I1-

crete and glass walkways , on a semicircular plan which pulls the buildings 

constantly into diff，巳rent alignments. Walking under these walkwa}叫 or
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丁he instant CO l1structivist skyline of Derzhpro l11, Kharkiv 

viewing the complex from across the huge square in front of 扰， adds up 

to one of the most unique and vertiginous experiences of twentieth-century 

architecture in Europe.3 Even this, however, is hardly a skyscraper. It 

doesn't really pass the test of being visible for miles; in fact, it barely sur

passes the height of the city's main Orthodox cathedral. For the most 

part, even in the skyscraper四mad USSR of the I920S, European skyscrap

ers between the wars were a ma tter of ‘paper architecture'. 

If these towers were extreme as individual buildings, others suggested 

a different approach to the city itself. Skyscrap巳rs were a strange thing 

for communists to be enthusing over, given that the skyscraper was and 

is such a consummately capitalist creation: the product, essentially, of 

maximizing ground rent in grid-planned American cities, with its struc

tural innovations - the steel frame , non-load-bearing walls 一 originally

a way of keeping skilled , unionized workers out of the production pro

cess. The scu国e of the New York skyline, with its competing buildings

as-advertisements, both horr讯ed and excited Soviet designers and 
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ideologists as did the way that the New York zoning code turned the 

skyscraper into a Babylonian ziggurat as a way of preventing streets from 

being completely and constantly overshadowed. How to adapt the idea of 

the skyscraper and plan it to enrich a city in a rational, reasoned manner 

rather than this unplanned chaos created by the needs and egos of C0111-

peting corporations? 1n I926 El Lissitzky advocated T-shaped towers that 

would be ‘ skyhooks' , not skyscrapers, l,eaving the ground floor open for 

pedestrians, placed in a co-ordinated fashion around the Garden Ring, 
using Moscow's concentric plan rather than the New York grid. 1t was a 

great example of Vladimir Paperny's ‘ Culture One' , in that it took the 

skyscraper and tried to make it horizontal, non-hierarchical , S0111巳thing
in principle rather perverse. Again, this had eventual influence elsewher飞

albeit with a Soviet mediator - the astonishing, out-of-nowhere Ministry 

of Highways in Tbilisi, built in I974 but seeming to owe l110re to a topo

graphically speci且c adaptation of the ideas of El Lissitzky to a city which 

is never flat for more than a few yards, rather than to anything happening 

to Soviet architecture in the I970s. From the ‘front entrance' at the top of 

a ravine - the only real public access 一 this is two long concrete fingers 

which balance upon two seventeen-storey towers , with subsidiary fingers 

firing off at angles before the tower meets the ground. 1t's an incredible 

performance, a re-imagining of the skyscraper as anything but hierarch

ical and grid-planned, though sharing its ingenious approach to 且ttl11g

architectural forms into con且ned spaces. 1n a recent interview, one of its 

architects, George Chakhava , criticizes the 飞mposed steppe architecture叫

inflicted on the newly annexed Eurasian city of Tbilisi by the St Peters

burg authorities in the early nineteenth century - th巳 ironing out of an 

uneven surface to create long, wid巳 and straight spaces. Inspired by the 

‘patio houses'of Tbilisi's crowded hills , where each house spills out into 

the on巳 below， the Ministry of Highways exploits its placing in a steep 

ravine; as the co-architect Zurab J alanshania put it,‘we occupied the 

ll1inimum amount of land and developed the building above it - in the 

air' ,5 where the tower's horizontal subsidiary blocks surge sideways and 

for飞Nards into the empty space. The success of the ministry inside may b巳

ll1easured by the fact there is no pedestrian access to the lowest level of 

the building. These for ll1s later recur, adapted to the steppe, in the 

Chinese buildings of R巳m Koolhaas and the 0国ce for Metropolitan 
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Neo-Constructivism: the Ministry of Highways，丁bilisi

Architectur飞 like the CCTV building in Beijing 0 1' the Shenzhen stock 

exchange, both of 飞W叫河可札"h让ich bor川卢TO\再ν， t出hese ega址ali山litari扛m山a川111 de凹飞V1ce臼s fo 1' t由h巳 pur叩pose

of iκconic em丑1blenl丑18 of a distinctly capi让talistic 'socia址lism 飞W凡厅'1让th Chinese 

characte1'istics' . 
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It was Lissitzky's planning rather than his architectural ideas that 

would come to affect the sky仙le of Moscow after the Second World \Xlar. 

Before then, Moscow was the centre of two of the most macabre architec

tural competitions in history 一 the Palace of the Soviets, in 王932 ， and the 

lesser-known Coml11issar白t of Heavy lndustr讥 in I934, both for sites 

near the Kremlin. They elicited doz巳ns of bizarr飞 i l11pressive and oppres

sive entries, but ended in victories for schemes that basically resurrected 

what was then actually an obsolete type 一 the American skyscraper of the 

1900S and I9IOS, where a steel frame was clad in historicist ornament, 
whether Gothic or Baroque. Alternatives, like lvan L巳onidov's remark

able contextual Constructivist design for the CO l11l11issariat, were 

peremptorily dismissed. The n巳w Stalinist .i\1oscow was to resemble 

pre-war New York. It would not be unplanned like New York - but that 

didn't mean it wouldn't be indebted to Al11ericans. ln the early 1930s, a 

Russian translation appeared of the Al11erican architectural draughts l11an 

Hugh Ferriss's book The Metl呻olis of TO /11 orrow. Ferriss proposed a 

city where spreading, ziggurat-like, hierarchical skyscrapers would be 

placed strategically on axial boule飞rards ， each a city within itself; universi

ties , hospitals , ministries, with smaller ziggurats as housing lining the 

wide , wide roads. Aft巳r 工945 ， this is what happened to Moscow, when 

seven ‘high buildings' (‘skyscrapers' were too American a term for Cold 

War usage) were built that closely rese l11bled Ferriss' proposals. These 

would form the most cO l11plete skyscraper skyline of any European city. 
Other ‘high buildings' were in turn exported to the satellite states, which 

despite having exactly the same silhouettes as those in Moscow, were 

given appliqué cladding in approximate reference to the architectural cul

ture of each given country: Riga's Academy of Sciences, the Hotel 

lnternational in Prague, Casa Scânteii in Bucharest, and , perhaps most 

remarkable of all, and the only true public building among them, the Pal-

ace of Culture and Science in Warsaw. 

When Moscow built the tallest in Europe again, in 2005 , it was as a sad 

atte l11pt at evoking these Stalinist ‘glories' - the Triumph Palace, elite 

apartments (again) , given an approxi l11ation of the spires and the clad

ding of Stalin's NKVD skycities. The new towers of the Moscow City 

cO l11plex are visually different, their relative sobriety a seeming attempt to 

avoid a stereotypically ‘New Russian' thuggish kitsch. The development 

itself is designed to lure Eastern Europe-oriented 6nancial institutions 
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away from the competing fÌnancial centre of Warsaw.6 Like Warsaw's tow

ers, they are slick, anonymous corporate architecture, mostly designed by 

U5-based multinational fÌrms - now, instead of imitating or interpreting 

the Americans, they're merely imported. But the way the towers crowd 

into each other, on a very small post-industrial site , abandons the idea of 

planning and co-ordinating a high-rise city, whether Lissitzky's non

hierarchical city or the neo-Assyrian despotic metropolis created by 

5talin. The Mercury City Tower caps a real capitalist skyline, presumably 

to accompany a ‘ real' capitalism, one where the violence and rapacity of 

primitive accumulation can be as distant and forgotten about as it is in 

Frankfurt. Moscow City is smooth, immaculate, glazed, anonymous, 
guiltless. Previous Moscow skyscrapers were not quite so shy about their 

underlying evil. 

AN ARCHITECTURAL CHEKA 

Looking at something like the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Moscow one 

may recall a crass but apposite comedy sketch where two 55 。因cers look 

at their uniforms - death's heads and all- and nervously wonder: 'Are we 

the bad guys?' It is not a building that is subtle in its assertion of author

it予 Clad in dark-brown stone, it rises to thirty storeys, with a discoloured 

dun spire on top; two subsidiary towers of a mere twenty storeys are 

pulled into the design on each side. Thick mullions between the paired 

windows, of the so1't used to give a neo-Gothic upward momentum in 

interwar American skyscrapers like the Chicago Tribune Towe1' or the 

Empire 5tate Building, run all the way up the thi1' ty storeys; but while 

skyscrapers had begun in the 1930S to look less obviously ‘hiera1'chical' , 
the Ministry of Fo1'eign A旺airs ， designed in 1948 by Gelf1'eikh and 

Minkus, has a strict Beaux Arts division of its continuous mass into com

ponent parts, each of them expressed to give the sort of visual hierarchy 

that was spatially necessary in cathedrals 0 1' palaces. There are miniature 

skylines at each of the t巳rminating points of the ministry, a dozen or so 

little obelisks at the end of each component towe1'. Like the New York 

skyscrapers of the 1920S, it is stepped, with the tower using ‘setbacks' , 
giving a ziggurat-W∞ effect. At the tower's crown is the state insignia, a 

hammer and sickle with laurel leaves 一 still very l11uch in place - and 
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above that a spire, which is blindingly obviously cribbed directly from the 

Kremlin , albeit here in harsh sandstone rather than red brick, but using 

exactly the same Byzantine-Gothic architectural forms. The overall e旺ect ，

which must surely have been intended, is fear; in here is something very 

powerful and very sinister which you would not want to tangle with. Of 

course, this is hardly surprising, given that it formed part of one of Sta

lin's personal pet building projects, to the degree that he actllally 

intervened in the design. That spire was his idea .. 

Moscow's density of Orthodox churches - whose ‘blllbosities' , strange 

bunched towers and deliberately irregular silhollettes have always pro

vided a distinctly foreign ambience to the Western visitor 一 led Walter 

Benjamin to describe the e旺ect as being ‘followed around by an architec

turalOklJ1仰ta'.7 Althollgh hllge quantities of these churches were destroyed 

between the 1920S and the 1960s (some wer巳 later reconstructe哟， their 

c旺ect was emulated in the creation of the post-war 岛10scow skyline. The 

aim to fill Moscow with skyscrapers, as we've seen, begins with the 

never-built Palace of the Soviets in 工932 ， where Boris Iofan and his team 

Orthodox spires, Stalinist spires, Moscow 
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successfu11y proposed a tiered , cylindrical tower topped with an 

arm > waving Lenin, designed to be as ta11 as the Empire State - a bizarre 

thing in a city which, at the time, was still dominated by one- and 

two-storey houses. The ideology behind this became more clear after the 

war, when a series of skyscrapers were planned to encircle the Palace of 

the Soviets itself - which was not significantly resumed, but which was 

always part of the city's post-war plans, until its abandonment and replace

ment with a swi l11ming pool. Six of the towers were placed either directly 

upon , 0 1' just adjacent to , the Garden Ring , the historic ringroad replanned 

since the late I920S as a boulevard of 0伍ce blocks and ministries, initia11y 

in Constructivist style, which makes a direct one-to-one comparison of 

Cultures One and Two very eas予 Anothe1'， Moscow State University, was 

planned for the Sparrm可 Hills (then the 'Lenin Hills') outside the city 

centre; another, never built, was to rise just behind the famous multi

coloured onion domes of St Basil's Cathedral on Red Square. Even though 

the plan was not entirely executed , given that the two towers intended to 

be within the Ring were never put up, the effect is sti11 instantly recogniz

able to any visitor to Moscow, for whom these are usua11y the first things 

to be noticed as strange and memo1'able (as indeed they are). Th巳 city

centre is litera11y encircled by six advancing skyscrapers, each with a 

towering, scraping spir飞 a11 of which bear down on you, paranoid and 

threatening, like an Inquisition; try to escape, and another is waiting 

fo 1' you , wings outstretched , at the Lenin Hills. And yet , the planning 

idea is exactly that of El Lissitzky in I926, for his anti时hierarchical ，

non-religious-reminiscent Cloud Iron - the placement of 'gateway' build田

ings a11 the way along the Garden Ring. g And this planning of a ring of 

skysc1'apers is not the only breal王 with capitalist urban practice. 

1n his Metropolis of T01110 r1吼叫 Ferriss imagines the pla l111ing of the 

skyscraper. The Beaux Arts designs of the New York golden age could 

only do this in individual structures - for instance, the Municipal Build

ing in Lower Manhattan (an obvious stylistic source for Stalin's 'seven') is 

as orna l11ental, hieatchical and symmetrical as any European public 

building, but gives out not onto a square 0 1' a boulevard but onto random, 
overbuilt cO l11mercial streets. However, Ferriss was inspi 1'ed by the way 

that New York had, by the I920S, insisted on the stepping of towers to 

avoid the e旺ect of enti 1'e st1'eets being shadowed for much of the day by 

sheer cliffs of 0面ces; the pyramidal results sparked off in his febrile 
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imagination the prospect of hotels, offices, residences and hospitals designed 

as ziggurats, connected in their lower levels to progressively largerlsmaller 

towers, placed as focal points across the entire city, giving the modern 

urban silhouette the same ‘ representational' function as that of the medi句

eval cit予 Much as the skyline of, say, Bruges declared the power of the 

church and the guilds (and the actual New York skyline the power of big 

business) , the Metropolis of Tomorrow would proclaim the great Pllblic 

bodies and their functions , using the most spect部ular means a飞railable - a 

mutated version of the boulevards, axes and vistas of BeallX Arts plan

ning, blown up to an extreme. Apart from the absence of a high-rise 

hospital, this is exactly what happened in post-war Moscow. Despite the 

book being translated in the 1930s, there's no reason to think the plan

ners were directly inspired by it, as it concurred with their existing 

inclinations. 

The skyscraper, stepped or otherwise, is individllalist, which inciden句

tally makes it unlike the European and/or Modernist high-rise. Thousands 

of square plots a1'e individually filled with towers, uSllally designed by dif

fe1'ent a1'chitects, to go as far as it is possible to go (the businessman who 

commissioned the Empi1'e 5tate, meeting his prospective architect, stood a 

pencil on the table and said: ‘How high can yOll make this without it fall

ing over?'). 50 the visual effect is of a crowd of different individuals jostling 

each other, held togethe1' only by their common steel frames and their 

forced adher巳nce to the grid. Moscow, not a grid-planned city anyway, did 

not have to do this. The state decid巳d where plots could go, it had the 

power to clear away entire city blocks at wil!, and it had the power and 

inclination to co-ordinate the actions of architects. Accordingl只 none of 

the ‘Moscow 5even' is just ‘a towe1", as a skysc1'aper is; it is an assemblage 

of usually at least an enti1'e city block (in one case less, in some cases more) 

into one singular-willed assemblage, clllminating in a multistoreyed tower, 
topped in every case with a spire. It is indisplltable that the thing that 

made the Moscow 5even possible was land nationalization, but, as ever, 
land nationalization does not equal socialism; the1'e is very little that is 

巳galitarian 01' democratic about these structu1'es, and in almost all cases 

they were for the purposes of a (by this point surely self-conscious) elite. 

And, for once, the attribution of the design to 5talin - by this point 

described as 'The Great Ar吐litect of Communism' 一 is indisputable, with 

each of the Kremlin spires on top decreed by the despot himself. It is as if, 
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in responding to the accusations from his opponents of O 1'iental Despot

ism ('he is the new Genghis Khan' - Bukharini ‘primitive accumulation via 

the methods of Tamerlane' 一 the Menshevik Valentinov巧， Stalin decided 

to evoke the aesthetics of old Muscov只 that state founded by tax collectors 

for the Golden Horde. He dec1'eed it be done, at least partly via the labour 

of German prisoners-of-wa1', with the most modern building technology 

of the time 一 the steel f1'ame, which was always hidden with fake 

load-bearing stone walls. These buildings a 1'e the most obvious and clea1' 

bui1t legacy of Stalin's despotism, thei1' 1'oots unambiguous, their purpose 

(inside and out) easy to spot, the psychos巳s that c1'eated them easy to 1'ead. 

That may make it a little surp1'ising that they have been, in 1'ecent yea1's, 
consciously emulated - but we must not get ahead of ourselves. 

There are reasons fo 1' these towe1's' st1'ange popula1'ity othe1' than a gen

e1'al impe1'ial-nostalgic neo-Stalinis l11, local mostly, if not enti1'ely, to the 

Russian Fede1'ation. The Seven are, within thei1' common Stalin-set limits, 
a dispa1'ate bunch, and after a couple of days in the city you learn which 

is which - ll10 1'e than that, you use them, and 且nd yourself t1'eating them 

as actual beacons, as the points by which you orientate you1'self around 

the city - if you find the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 01' the Barrikadnaya 

Apartments looming up before you, you're on your way to the A1'bati 

if it's the Hotel Ukraina 01' the 'high building' on Kotelnicheskaya 

Ell1bankment, you're about to cross the Moskva to the south of the citYi 

if it's the Ministry of Heavy Indust1'Y on K1'asnye Vorota or the Hotel 

Leningradskaya yO l1'1'e going d l1e northi if it's the shadow of Moscow 

State Unive1'sity on the horizon, you're heading for the sO l1th-western 

sl1burbs. 

Each has its own distinct silho l1ette, and S0ll1e are ll101'e dO ll1inant than 

oth巳rSi the Hotel Leningradskay叫 fo 1' instance, is the mildest, with the 

smallest footprint , and only two small wings to its (1'elatively) thin twenty 

sto1'eys, something nec巳ssitated by its placing in one of the city's most 

bl1ilt- l1p areas, just next to several major 1'ailway stations, the Moscow 

eq l1ivalent of E l1ston Road, with the sl1ccession of the Kazan, Lening1'ad 

and Ya1'oslavl stations. It also has the most amusingly obvio l1s knock-off 

Kremlin on top, borrowing the original's 1'ed-and-white colour scheme, 
with the sl1ccession of spires clearly a neo-01'thodox gesture. K1'asnye 

Vorota is also 1'elatively thin. On the no1'th of the Garden Ring, 
the white-tile-c1ad structure, la1'gely designed by Alexey Dushkin, whose 
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Hotel Leningradskaya and Kazan station, Moscow 

work elsewhere (not here) makes clear he was among the architects of real 

genius produced by the USSR , culminates in a single, tall black spire in 

weird proportion to the rest of the building, which, like many of them, 
seems deliberately to be totally out of scale, breaking elementary rules of 

balance and composition, while insisting on a strict classical system of 

articulation in order to avoid any ‘American' ,‘capitalist' repetitiousness 

(‘skyscrapers' b巳ing both too interchangeable and too individualist, as 

Stalinist dialecticians could easily prove). The towers that really spread 

out, like Arkady 岛10rdvinov's Hotel Ukraina (which piles ornament 

upon ornament, helping it adapt imperceptibly from Stalinist kitsch to 

New Russian capitalist kitsch) or the sprawling, scraping blocks of luxury 

flats at Barrikadnaya'and Kotelnicheskaya , are like cities in themselves, 
whole str巳ets culminating in a symmetrical system of ever-rising towers. 

They are all of them di旺erent from whichever angle you look at them, 
albeit almost always symmetrical; the Barrikadnaya block could be 

another building when looked at from its immense wings, which would 

dominate anywhere else on their own. All of this, however obviously 
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insane, intimidating, monstrous and excessi飞飞 encourages looking; there 

are so many weird things going on, visually, that you can't tear your eyes 

awa予 The spires, and the strategic placing along the city's main arter民

encourage identi且cation ， even a旺ectlOn.

If the latter sounds a bit of a stretch, a visit to Moscow State University 

may be in order. Designed by Lev Rudne飞 completed in 1953 and the tall

est building in Europe until 1990, this complex is, for Vladimir Paperny, 

Worker-scholars at Moscow State University 
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‘ the creation of a culture that was able to force professionals to create 

folklore'. He continues: ‘Moscow State University has nothing in com >

mon with professional architecture; it should instead be examined 

together with the lliad, the Mahabharata , the Finnish Kalevala , or 

Beowulf - or at least together with the building folklore of India, Egypt, 
or Babylon.' 1O That is, exactly the same myth-driven , apparently intuitive, 
oral-tradition-derived style of those poems and buildings is here repeat巳d

in what was then the world's second-largest industrial economy and 

second-greatest world power - one which within a couple of years of the 

building's completion was 且ring rockets , dogs and then people into outer 

space. It is in the project that the absurdity lies, not in Paperny's asser

tions about it. As the tallest, most opulent and most þm如nte of the Seven, 
it is suffused with deliberate meaning. Unlike most of them it has a 

non-governmental, non-luxury-residence public function (though swipe 

cards for students meant we couldn't get in ourselves to have a proper 

look around) , and it is the richest in its decoration. The white tile and red 

brick applied to the steel frame are supplemented with cloclα ， crowns, 
lanterns, corbels, scrolls, polychrome panels, reliefs , swags, Michelange

lesque sculptures of heavy-set male and female worker-students, and , as 

with a few others of the Seven, a red star and a wreath at the very top of 

the spire, following Stalin's addition of a red star to the top of the Krem

lin's Spasskaya Tower. The wings stretch out to such an 巳xtent that the 

university didn't even add subsidiary buildings until the I990s , most of its 

functions easily taken care of in Rudnev's megastructure. 

Like most Stalinist buildings, Moscow State University is not Gothic in 

detail- there is not a pointed arch, a Venetian gallery or a rose window to 

be seen, and the columns, arches and spires are a sort of free improvisa

tion on Renaissance thelTleS - but it is completely Gothic in effect, in the 

most violent, burning-of-heretics sense. It's possible maybe to compare 

the folkloric aspect of the Sev巳n to the way that high扩ictorian architects 

like Augustus Welby Pugin really thought that by designing in the medi

eval way, they could redaim the medieval spirit - Pugin, of course, ate , 
and dressed himself and his family, accordingly. ln something like Wil

liam Butterfìeld's Margar巳t Street church in London , the architect 

palpably wanted to blast himself, through the pulsating, polychromatic 

force of his spatial will, right back into an allegedly superior past. Aside 

from the fact that, as Paperny makes clear, the architects wer巳 not
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manifesto-making fanatics or enthusiasts but sober-minded professionals 

(who did not design anything so bizarre before Stalin, and would not do 

so after him) , the di旺'erence - and it is also the difference with the almost 

neo-Georgian tastefulness of Nazi architecture - is that there is no purity 

in the Moscow Seven. They are a wildly unstable, furiously kitsch assem

blage of disparate elements, some of which were not even to be admitted 

on pain of denunciation or death, such as the blindingly obviollS resem町

blance in visllal and strllctllral (if not planning) terms to pre-New Deal 

llltracapitalist American skyscrapers. Bllt it bears repeating that none 

of this seemed to even remotely a旺ect the extremely advanced work 

that went on here. From the space programme to the ANS synthesizer, 
extraordinarily enlightened things were devised and executed in this 

extraordinarily despotic structure. Fllnction did not follow form; or 

rather, it cOllld even be arglled - although not by me - that the fantasy 

embodied in this bizarre structure actllally encouraged the sort of mental 

exploration needed for really experimental work in the sciences and the 

arts, better perhaps than a thin-lipped glass tower might have done. It is a 

strllcture determined by dreams; bllt the fact that these were at least 

partly the dreams of one of the most terrifying despots in history cannot 

bllt colollr it. All the contradictions inherent in the Stalinist ‘high bllild町

ing' come Ollt even more in another Lev Rlldnev design, this one now in 

the Ellropean Union. 

Although there are borderline cases in Prague, Riga, Kiev and Bucha

rest, and in several smaller Soviet cities, the only fully f!edged equal to the 

Seven in terms of scale, expense, oplllence, urban centrality and effect is 

Warsaw's Palace of Clllture and Science, designed by Rlldnev in 1952 and 

finished to the original specifications in 1955 , after Stalin's death. I was 

once sternly told by an English architect with Polish connections that the 

'Palace of Cllltllre and Science in the Name of Josef Stalin'll - as it was 

originally named - was so universally loathed that it never features on the 

city's mental map of itself. If yOll ask a cab driver to take yOll to the Pal

ace, I was aSSllr巳d ， he will pretend not to know where or what it is. I was 

minded to produce a card in my possession from a Warsaw cab driver 

which actllally has the Palace 011 扰， lit by f!oodlights , with a little taxi in 

front of it. I don't doubt his assertion, bllt I do date it. A generatio11al 

shift has happened in the appreciation of the tower, which now appears 

on mugs, 011 the city's promotional literature, on hipster T-shirts, on 
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The attractio l1S of the Palace of Culture and Science, Warsaw (I977 postcard) 

adverts, on election campaign posters, as ubiquitous as St Paul's or the 

Eiffel Tower. when the Polish foreign secretary and Bullingdon Club 

alumnus Radek Sikorski recently pledged his hope to one day demolísh 

the (listed) buildíng, he may not have been aware his víews were vehe

mently not shared by young Varsovíans. Moreover, Agata's support of 

the buíldíng is unyíeldíng. 1n fact, upon seeíng the Moscow Seven, she 

pronounced them to be inferior to their Russo-Polish síbling. 

Yet the hostilíty ís real among the older generation , and wíth good rea

son. The Palace of Culture and Scíence was an obviously colonial project, 
an 'offer you can't refuse' from Stalin to Boleslaw Bierut, constructed by 

Russian workers and designed by a Russían archítect ín the largest of 

what the US State Department used to call the ‘captive nations'. The 

shock of this may not be quite so spectacular now, in a cíty with ten or so 

American-designed glass tower飞 but it was real. Th巳 main Polish engage

ment wíth th巳 project was in insistíng it be a public buíldíng rather than a 

uníversit只 a ministry or luxury flats , and it ís this which probably saved it, 
guaranteeíng its eventual (overwhelmingly young, often grudging, typíc >

ally semi-ironic, almost always double-edged) popularíty. 1n a few decades 
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it will be as uncontroversial as the neo-Gothic English-designed railway 

stations of India. 

Probably the aspect of the building that has the least e旺ect in that 

popularity, save perhaps for the extra kitsch value it adds, is that which 

was most emphasized in the propaganda of the time - the reference to 

Polish tradition. The flat roofs at the top of each sub-tower … there are six 

in total, four in the wings, two in the main towe1' itself - are each topped 

with a 'Polish attic' , an ornamental form develbped during the Polish 

Renaissance of the sixteenth centur只 the surviving monuments of which 

we1'e visited by Rudnev and his team. Not having any Roman 1'uins to 

copy nea1'by, this eastern outpost of the new Italian a1'chitectu1'e had to 

imp1'ovise, and developed what resembles a series of small spiky gables, 
without Gothic detail, but with peculiar swags and obelisks, something 

which can be seen in situ across eastern Polish towns like Lublin. Her飞

they just look like anothe1' instance of the Stalinist c1'aze fo1' random spiky 

ornament. More likely, the Palace endures partly due to the flattering 

effect of the new Wa1'saw skyline , an ove1'development of towering glass 

。国ces which have been busily transforming the city centre into Eastern 

Europe's own answer to Frankfurt am Main; by comparison with these 

prosaic emblems of capitalist ‘normalization', the freakish, granite-clad, 
ornamental gusto of the Palace of Culture and Science cannot but look 

utter忖 extraordinar只 something which its ‘specialness' (i.e. the lack of 

any similar towers elsewhere in the city, or indeed in Poland) can only 

assist. 1 have often heard - occasionally, from my mouth … the words 

‘Gotham City' used to describe ‘PKiN' (Palac Kultury i Nauki, in Polish). 

It does resemble more than a little the sort of pre-modernist American 

skyscraper that punctuates superhero films; one of the many pleasures 

available here is in watching blockbuster 且lms at Kinoteka, the multiplex 

that occupies one part of the wings (not some capitalist intrusion 一 there

was always a cine l11a in the building) , and then walking out into your own 

personal apocalyptic spectacula1'. 

Kinoteka is only one of the Palace's many public attractions. Follow it 

fro l11 here westwards and (at the time of writing, in March 2015) you 

come 且rst to the Museu l11 of Technolog只 an almost unchanged didactic 

exhibit of industrial know-how, with dioramas and miniature cutaway 

models of mines and steelworks. Next to that is the Congress Hall , now a 

concert venue; keep going and you com巳 to the Museu l11 of Evolution 
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(with dinosaurs) , then the Palace of Youth, with various sports and other 

facilities for childrenj then the Studio Theatre (now with a Socialist Real

ist yuppie bar attached) j then opposite, across part of Plac Defilad , the 

vast , uneasy, semi田derelict square-cum-car-padζthe building commands, 

lnsect chandelier at PKiN, Warsaw 
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is the Dramatic Theatre, which has inside it an art gallery and the Cafe 

Kulturalna , which keeps l110st of its original fittings as haunting coloU1 

for its daily progra l11l11e of D J s and (relatively) overpriced vodka. Inside 

the main entrance, under a frieze showing a ceremonia1 l11eeting of work

ers and peasants , are numerous 0伍ces ， a swi l11ming pool , a viewing 

platform with an unrivalled view of the cit只 another café . . . Then there 

a1'e the fU1'11ishings themselves , so va1'ious and odd that entire books can 

be (and have been) filled with photographs just of them. In this book 1 can 

only single out a handful - the chandelie1's 1'Ound the back of the cloak-

1'Ooms of the Dramatic Theat1'e, the lalnps of which look like giant 

magnified insects' eyes, multiplied and shaped into gold; the Yuri Gaga1'in 

Hall, where a circle of smooth Doric columns sur1'Ound a tinselly chande

lie1'; the red-veined ma1'ble floor by the lifts . . . 

All this is in turn enclosed on two sides by pa1'ks , with the ent1'ances 

(most reached by ve1'y non-'accessible' flights of steps) gua1'ded by more 

Michelangelesque colossi … Polish heroes like Copernicus and Mickie

wicz , symbolic figu 1'es of knowledge , wo1'k , education , science , painting , 

sculpture . . . their powerful bodies look out at the giant adve1'ts a1'Ound , 
a rather diffe1'ent , if not necessa1'ily mo1'e libe1'ating 1110del of male and 

female beaut只 based a1'Ound ste1'11 physical strength (of men - not so 

much has changed there) 01' an unusual combination of wo1'k斗Northy heft 

and vigorous child-bea1'ing healthiness (of 飞;vomen ， whe1'e l11uch mo1'e has 

changed since). But, some of the 0岳ces aside , the va1'ious uses all follow 

an intended o1'iginal function. The building was supposed to be like this: 

it was intended as a social condenser and it functions as such; it is vastly 

more complex and labY1'inthine than it appea 1's , and it stands as some皿

thηll1g now 巳xceptional扯ly um孔usual- a pubωli比c bu川Iμilding as th比e lna创111 lCωon on 1 

a capital cit叮y句 sk王:y川line. As wei1'd , authoritarian, excessive and absurd as it 

is, only the most dogmatic Mode1'11ist 01' most devoted anti-communist 

could possibly p1'efer the adjacent 。而ce towers that were built to break its 

emphasis from the 1960s onwards. The total dominance of the Palace on 

the skyline only seems to increase with every new skysc1'ape1', each of 

them shamed and shown up by its demented fla l11boyance. It should be 

possible to design something that is as all-encompassing and magnifi

cently, terrifyingly dreamlike as this without recourse to myths and lies, 
but if that's the case, nobody has done so yet. 

Much of the Palace of Culture and Science's appeal can be explained 
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by the fact that it is - unlik巳， fo1' instance, Bucha1'est's Palace of the 

Parliament - a real, living public building rather than a combination of 

gove1'nment 。因ce and tourist horrorshow. While you can barely even 

ente1' the Palace of the ParIiame时， the Palace of Culture and Science is 

actually rema1'kably pe1'meable , an only super卢cially fo 1'bidding piece of 

a1'chitectu1'e. But all of this enthusiasm, 1 should make cIear, comes f1'om 

having used and explo1'ed the building for seve1'al yea1's, with someone 

who knows whe1'e its secrets are; if 1 we1'e to just see it f1'om a distance, 
particularly during the years when it stood unopposed in an othe1'wise 

low-rise city, its o1'iginal symbolic intent as an emblem of brute colonial 

power would be much less easy to fo 1'get. 

If it can be possible to ‘hide' a building so taII and so dominant, then 

the Czech city planners of the Stalinist pe1'iod managed to hide thei1' own 

clone of the Moscow Sev巳n. The HoteI International in Prague was not, 
unlike the Palace of Clllture and Science, a ‘gift f1'om the Soviet people' , 
0 1' f1'om Stalin; as with so much else in Czech Stalinism, the wound was 

self-in日icted ， 0 1' at best a display of coe1'ced fealty. At least the exile to the 

suburbs means that - rather amazingly - this 且fteen-sto 1'ey tower on a hill 

does not feature in any of the possible city centre views of the Praglle sky

line, unless you' 1'e particlllarly high up; a concession to heritage and 

urban good manne1's which, as we will see, was not maintained by the 

Czechoslovak capital's post-Stalinist planne1's. Designed in I95I by 

F1'antisek Jdábek, it is a lot less taIl than the Seven or than the Warsaw 

Palace, bllt is large by most other measures. The typology is identical, as 

is the silhouette - wide wings rising step by step into a taIl towe1' with a 

c1'own, topped by a spi1'e. The1'e is a g1'and , projecting entrance haIl much 

as in any in the Moscow-Wa1'saw 7十 I ， and there is r巳p 1'esentational art 

integ1'ated into the exterio1' architecture , here in the fo1'm of sg 1'a国to

wo1'k in 1'ed and white, much like that we've seen in Ost1'ava-Po1'uba , and 

a heroic f1'ieze ove1' the doo1'w巧 Apa1' t f1'om that, th巳 exte1'ior is 1'elatively 

ba1'e, without the fIashy g1'anite 0 1' tile cladding of its relatives; as befìts 

the semi-public function , much of the inte1'est is inside, where we wan仆町1卜

dered in llnharassed one s创川lln1m巳 l' evening and ad出m丑TIlre巳d the sho飞W凡河Tcase of 

Socialist Rea址lism丑1 on t出he ma幻in stai口1'wa)只y飞; wh 巳创l'巳 mu1'a址als of celeb1'ato1'Y 

folk in traditional costume accompany 飞;yhat must even then have been 

a comfortable, llnfolky clientèle. The ‘national form' is always in there 

somewhe1'e. Details are also sometimes stagge1'ing in thei 1' excess of 
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AN ARCHITECTURAL CHEKA 

Door handles of the Hotel International, Prague 

opulence and craftsmanship - banisters of marble, wood and sculpted 

gold leaves. In the restaurant, a tapestry depicts a very different Prague 

from the one Westerners flock to, with its Gothic and Baroque spires 

crowded out by dozens of smoking factory chimneys, a statement of 

industrial pride. On glass doors, gold四plated handles bear a relief of the 

building you're in, an example of that peculiar Stalinist habit of celebrat

ing things that either haven't happened yet or have just occurred. 

Riga's Academy of Sciences, another ‘gift' , this time to the capital of a 

country that was not even nominally independent, reveals perhaps better 

than any other the absurdity of the entire project. It is a central part of 

the Riga skyline, but, in a city whose dire poverty reveals itself extremely 

abruptly as soon as you get out of the tourist时centred Old Town, it is very 

much off the beaten track. It is in the Maskavas District, a working-class 

area of early-nineteenth-century painted wooden houses, whose some

times extreme dilapidation hides often exquisite decorative touches; it's 

not, despite appearances , some unplanned peasant agglomeration , but a 

genuinely planned, urban space, arranged around an elegant neoclassical 
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chu1'ch, also in wood. This shabby small scale is suddenly, inexplicably 

broken with, and at only one point. This e旺ect evaporates if you look at 

the city cent1'e skyline f1'om a distance , 0 1' from the other side of the Dau

gava river, where the Academy of Scienc巳s is a complementary, not a 

discordant, note in a s巳ries of spi1'es, a compone时， non-domìnant pa1't of 

The Academy of Sciences, Riga , in its context 
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what is one of the greatest northern skylines, with spire afte1' spi 1'e in dif

ferent but harmonic styles. The fact that (by Moscow-Wa1'saw standards) 

it is not that high is something you would only notice from a distance. If 
it is carefully planned for the obse1'ver from a distance, in the Maskavas 

('Moscow' , ironically) District itself it is crazily domineering, approxi

mately twenty times talle1' than nearly everything else in sight. This makes 

a little more sense if you know that it was supposed to be pa1' t of a wider 

rebuilding of the area. Riga's city a1'chitect Nikolajs Rendels wrote in 

1951 that the tower was ‘ the start and point of departure for rebuilding 

the entire Moscow District; this shabby, working-class outskirt will turn 

into a well-arranged, green district of Riga'; in the second decade of the 

twenty-first centur民 this still hadn't occurred, and the e旺'ect， as Pyzik 

points out,‘could be the set for a ghost town in a low-budget western' , 12 

only a Wild West that has had a carny version of a New York skysc1'aper 

rammed right into the heart of it. We stayed in the district while we were 

in Riga , in what is in many ways an equally bizarre presence - a new and 

very clean budget hotel aimed at the more cash-strapped traveller, capital

izing on the closeness to the stag-party central of the Old Town. Close 

only in physical proximit予

Unlike those in Prague or Warsaw, the Riga ‘high building' makes no 

attempt at any concessions to 'national form' , and since those gestures 

were always comically cosmetic, that's not a terrible loss; but it must 

surely signify the even mo1'e di1'ectly colonial status of Latvia after its 

wartime annexation by the U55R. Mo1'e kindly, it could be argued that 

since Riga's existing ‘vernacula 1" is an international, cosmopolitan suc

cession of Gothic, Baroque, Art Nouveau, it doesn't matter - it had no 

existing homogeneity to pay lip service to. And, unlike in Warsaw, the 

architect, Osvalds Dlmanis, was loca1. It was originally planned as the 

House of the Collective Farmer, a social building like the Warsaw Palace, 
with educational facilities for the kolkhoz workers, a theatre and a hotel 

fo1' when they wanted to stay in the city; it was taken over by the Academy 

of 5ciences late in construction, in 1958. 50 this unive1'sity building was 

mostly built with the proceeds of the collectivization of Latvian peas >

antr只 which cannot hav巳 endeared it to people. 

It is, however, open to the public, and has a breathtaking rooftop view

ing platform - whe1'e the Wa1'saw platform is partly enclosed , this view of 

Riga's magnificent ‘city-picture' is open to the ai1', as you walk along the 
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obelisks and the other random functionless ‘features' that ar巳 as always 

placed at the top, with the cera l11ic hammer and sickles (a l11azingly 

unmolested) just below you. As for the tower itself, it is the usual typ

ology, with city-block-sized flanking wings and twenty-storey tower rising 

into crown and spir飞 the only real di旺erence being that this time the 

granite and marble disguise a concrete rather than a steel fra l11e. The 

architect, Tïlmanis, has allowed himself SO l11e licence - the unusual, 
Baroque-inspired, wave-like sculpting of the l11ullions gives an especially 

sharp vertical emphasis, and the spire is sUþported on two tiers of open 

columns, as in a seventeenth-century church tower. Abandon what would 

at the ti l11e have been good taste and even sanity, and it's clear that in the 

I950S you could do n巳w things with the venerable language of the Bar

oque. Not perhaps what the Soviet avant-garde of the I920S, which 

included a l110ng it expats from Riga like Sergei Eisenstein or Gustav Klut

sis, had hoped of socialist architectur飞 but there it is. Whil巳 they drea l11t 

of cities that were as responsive and useful as the best machines, what the 

Academy of Sciences displays is a profoundl只 dubiously pictorial concep >

tion of architecture wonderful seen from a distance, but bafflingly 

overscaled to the street itself. 

Whatever its virtues and flaws , it is deeply peculiar that the largest 

complete bells-and-whistles ‘Stalin skyscraper' in the USSR outside 

Moscow should be in Riga , not in any of its oth巳r great cities, neither 

Leningrad nor Kharki飞 Stalingrad nor Baku, Sverdlovsk nor Gorky. Like 

that of Warsaw, the Riga ‘high building' serves as a reminder of outside 

pow巳r， a little Moscow-not-in-Moscow. But there was, as we'而 already

seen, in the Kreschatyk in Kiev, an already half-built skyscraper that was 

stripped of its ornament, .str中ped of its c1'Own and stripped of its spire, 
much as the architects of the Hotel Leningradskaya were stripped of their 

Stalin Prize by Khrushchev in I954, as the most heinous offenders in the 

culture of 'architectural excess'. That there would now be ‘nothing super

fluous' meant that dreamlike/nightmarish cities of hierarchical spires 

were out, and egalitaria'll cities of towers of near四identical height were in. 

That didn't preclude at least one form of structure f1'Om continuing th巳

old role of the ‘high buildings' as the carrier of symbolic value. It's just 

that di旺erent things were now being symbolized. 
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THE/BATTLE FOR THE TV TOWER 

The fi1'st major structu1'e of any kind built afte1' the October Revolution , 

and the years of sho1'tage , blockade , civil wa1' and famine that followed it , 

was the Shabolovka Radio Towe1' in Moscow, designed by the engineer 

Vladimir Shukhov, and occasionally called the Third International Radio 

Towe1', fo 1' its (somewhat hopeful) role in disseminating socialist p1'opa

ganda westwa1'ds. In his account of a late1' visit to Russia , Ernst Tolle1', 

the playw1'ight and b1'ief leade1' of the Bavarian Soviet Republic , expressed 

his joy at 且nally seeing the tower that had conveyed 1'adio messages from 

the Russian Soviets to their German comrades. In fact it's unlikely to have 

been this tower, which wasn't completed until 1922, three years after the 

Bavarian communists were crushed, but it is a beautiful stor只 a re l11inder 

of an uncoerced revolutionary brotherhood that would vanish within a 

decade. It is today better reme l11bered as a piece of 1'evolutionary engi

neering than as an exa l11ple of revolutionary telecom l11unications -

1'ecent proposals to alter or de l1101ish the towe1' led to a public state l11ent 

in its defence by none other than No1'man Foster, whose work is clear忖 1n

Shukhov's tradition of lightweight steel structures, fo 1'med out of subtle 

1I1terconn巳cted rings; Foster's ubiquitous diagrid has a forebear in the 

crossed cylindrical forms of this tall, tapering tower, and the ‘ tensegral' 

geodesic dO l11es of Buckminster Fulle1' are another relative. Of the vari

ous radio towers built in the 1920S (in P1'ague and Berlin, for instance) , 
few are as original in their structure as this, favouring instead an Eiffel 

Tower arrangement of straight steel membe1's. Shukhov's design takes the 

fonn of concentric circles, which were lifted into place one above the 

other, rather than built from the ground up , making it look much lighter, 

and with the (surely unintended) visual effect of looking like stylized 

1'adio waves billowing from the bottom upwards into the sky - something 

which helped it feature in tens, maybe hundreds, of Bolshevik propaganda 

poste1's and 且lms in the 1920S, before the iconography shifted into some

thing with a more blood-and-soil tone. 

Happily, and unusually for Moscow, people seem to know this one is 

special. Leave Shabolovka Metro station and there is a hoarding showing 

the Shabolovka tower's compatriots around the world , f1'om a minaret 

in Mecca , through the Ei旺el Tower to the Seattle Space Needle and the 
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Berlin TV tower. But although the tmver is tall , it does not dominate the 

Moscow skyline like most of these do; it is too thin, too light and too sub

urban in its site to be a Stadtkrone , no matter how much it was 

propagandized. It does not beco l11e the building of Moscow in the way 

those above are in their respective cities, though it may have been so for a 

time in the I920S. Yet fro l11 the I960s on , when the Cold War took on its 

de且nitive ， technophile aesthetic for l11, telecom ll1unications towers would 

emerge all over Central and Eastern Europe, on bo.th sides of the Curtain. 

A northern NATO outpost like Britain did not have a good showing here 

(the Post 。而ce Towers of London and Bir ll1ingha ll1 or St John's Beacon 

in Liverpool are too staid and well-mannered, lacking the slightly villain

ous technocratic gusto that l11akes a real TV tower) , but Western 

German-speaking countries certainly did, with inner-city space needles 

erected fro ll1 Hamburg through Cologne to Vienna in close enough prox

imity to channel TV and Radio Free Europe broadcasts to the enemy; and 

the density of TV towers on the other side, likewise, was in part intended 

to block these signals, eventually unsuccessfull予 13

Towers like these were not , however, directly instru l11ents of Cold War, 

as the l11any in the USA make clear; and our concern here is not how the 

towers w巳re specifically used as telecom l11unications technology, but what 

they were like as urbanmonu ll1ents. At least one, for instance, is designed 

to signify entry into a country - the TV tower in Ruse, in the far north of 

Bulgaria , on its Danube border with Romania. Fro l11 the bridge that 

crosses the Danube - pretty l11uch the l11ain way to get between the two 

countries - Bulgaria is h巳ralded through a seductive , ultra- l11odern sky

line of high-rises and hotels, with a tall and elegant TV tower rising above 

the l11; their shabbiness is only really clear when you're up close. The Ruse 

TV tower is on the outskirts of the city, but placed in a careful align l11ent; 

when you're walking around the city centre, just next to the Brlltalist City 

Hall , you can unexpectedly find it in the l11iddle of a tree-lined bouleva时，

right on an axis - high tech and Beaux Arts. 

This sort of symbolism is intrinsic to l11any TV towers , and this is how 

the most de且nitive ‘ real socialist' telecommunications tower was justi且ed

by the architect who de飞Tised it. Like most of the really interesting ur lJan 

things in East Berlin , the Berlin Fernsehtur l11 was the brainchild of that 

prolific architectural cha l11eleon，日巳rl11ann 日enselmann ， who was 1111 >

tially ridiculed when he proposed the tallest telecom l11unications tower in 
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A boulevard route to the Ruse TV tower 

Europe for a site just next to Alexanderplatz. When architectural fashions 

shifted and the Wall was up, the idea was executed to the designs of Fritz 

Dieter and Günter Franke. Actually, their design is a lot more unusual 

than Henselmann、， and although it is surely (ov创刊amiliar to any visitor 
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Two spires in East Berlin (I972 postcard) 

to Berlin, as int巳nded ， it is worth describing just how strange it is. Most 

of its relatives are concrete poles with an office and revolving restaurant 

in the top, all in sweeps of concrete with convex shapes towards the 

top, fr0111 which thin satellite-dish-laden ‘ spires' extrude. The Ber讪1
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Fernsehturm, as bents its position in the centre of the cit只 makes some 

effort to produce an architecture for the pedestrian, in the form of con

crete legs that splay out onto the ground, tall enough for you to walk 

beneath them and shelter therein from Berlin's often drastic weather. The 

lifts go here, and the concrete pole shoots up leading to a globe, detailed 

with doz巳ns of little faceted steel panels, with ribbon windows of tinted 

red glass for the restaurant inside. The design is instantly, in contempor

ary parlance,‘iconic', memorable and available in model form in tourist 

outlets all over the cit予 But as Berlin never went in for either skyscrapers 

or Stalinist ‘high buildings' , on either side of the Wall (despite proposals 

for both) , it is the unquestioned monument of the city of Berlin, visible 

for l11iles and l11iles, and instantly redolent of the divided, now ‘healed' 

city that it was between I96I and I989 - straight away, it says: ‘Here be 

spies and slightly scar只 seedy l110dernit予， It was intended to say: ‘Here is 

the capital of the German De l110cratic Republic, a modern industrial 

econom只 the eighth-largest in the world.' It could say that to the other 

part of Berlin, too, but it's doubtful they were impressed. 

Due to the general right-angled sternness of Prussian architecture and 

planning and the relentless bO l11bing the city su旺'ered ， Berlin's TV tower 

is not, except by the occasional heritage zealot, considered to be a destruc

tive force on an otherwise lovely skyline. The sa l11e could not be said 

about an even more startling and original design, the Zi呈kov TV tower in 

Prague. While, as we've seen, the Hotel Int巳rnational had the urban good 

manners to take its Stalinist city-denning to an obscure site in the sub

urbs (though this good sense was compro l11ised somewhat by the gigantic 

Stalin statue set on a hilltop at the same time) , the regime of post-I968 

'normalization' had no such qualms, bllilding the obligatory TV tower in 

the mostly untouched, undamaged nineteenth-century 主i主kov district, 
close enough to the centre to elicit the horri且ed appreciation of a gener<

ation of tourists. There are angles where it makes a little more sense. See 

it from the wide O lSanská Street, for instance, and it appears at the centre 

of a socialist-modern. axis, between equally rllsty, cranky structures, to 

which it shows its only symmetrical ele飞ration ， and the three concrete 

supports that hold up the curved blobs where the restaurant and offices 

are placed seem to rise up out of the tram lines , part of some other 

grim只 dilapidated ， Modernist-industrial Prague to the one most of us are 

VlSlt ll1g. 
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The fact that very few people consider O !Sanská a street of Prague 

worth visiting means that, for most, this is a bafflingly tall and aggressive 

building inserted violently into a 毛Nell自mannered district of Biedermeier 

tenements, where the only other tall accents are Baroque churches. If you 

want the preservation of historic architecture to consist of a kind of cog

nitive trick, whereby you can pretend, but for the cars, that you're walking 

around the given area in 1860, then the tower is offensive. If not, it's quite 

fabulous , a structure whose designer, Václav Aulick在 and engineer, J iH 
Kozák, were fully aware that something this tall needed some visual 

drama , some sense that it was worthy of being looked at all the time, 
qualities that a more ‘normal' TV tower would have lacked. 50 looked at 

from Vítkov Hill, sa只 you can apprehend the Zizkov Tower as a minor 

masterpiece of 1980s high tech, a genre otherwise limited to the capitalist 

world. It is a visible cousin to the likes of the Lloyd's Building: da此，

twisted, both quasi-organic and ruthlessly metallic, Gothic, physical and 

shamelessly phallic. As we've seen in Liberec, these sorts of structures 

were a bit of a speciality of the Czechoslovak 50cialist Republic, both 

before and after the spring of 1968 , which seems to have had no effect 

whatsoever on the fearless power and una l11biguously central, always >

visible placing of the l11. 

The Ka l11zík TV tower, also engineered by Jití Kozák and built in 

1967 on the northern outskirts of Bratislava , completely dO l11inates the 

skyline of this hilly cit予 It is designed as an irregular dia l11ond, rising out

wards from its base to support the various functional things inside, then 

changing cours巳 towards its eventual spire. Like the 5habolovka Tower, it 
is unclear to the untrained eye how the thing is actually supported , look

ing improbable in its precarious balance on the ground. It's the opposite 

of the 主i呈kov Tower, showing the amount of leeway the basic for l11 made 

possible -light, not heavy, with its offìces and restaurants enclosed in its 

structure rather than cantilevered from it. Again, some historical distance 

is probably necessary to appreciate these towers , at a point when they're 

no longer actively involved in trying to stop you fro l11 watching uncen

sored tell予 The Zi呈kov Tower had, at the time we were photographing it 

in 20II , a sculptural intervention by David Cern在 in the form of a group 

of sinister giant babies climbing up its penile trunks. Usually these domes

tications are an attempt to ‘normalize'νreal socialist' structure, to make 

it nice, to make it into a straightforward advert - 1 was aghast in 2006 to 
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主izkov 丁V tower, Prague Kamzík TV tower, Bratislava 

岳nd the Berlin Fernsehturm transformed into a giant T-Mobile-sponsored 

pink football for the European Championship. Cerný's work on the 

Zizkov tower emphasizes its Surrealism rather than trying shamefacedly 

to cover it up, playing instead with its underlying perversity. 
The Soviet Union was as enthusiastic for the form as the Czechs and 
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Slovaks, and in the 1960s to 1980s a dozen or more large-scale towers 

were built in provincial cities and the capitals of nearly all the union's 

rep l1 blics - uS l1ally, it sh0111d be noted, on the o l1tskirts rather than occu

pying the historical centre, as in westerly outposts like Berlin or Prague. 

The largest of all, until overtaken in the 1970S by Toronto's CN Tower, 
was the Ostankino Tower, a 且ne struct阳ur优巳 in its own right 飞W叩hi让ich we will 

C∞ome tωop扣re臼s优阳Eαen忧时tl)予1， Most of the巳m adhere tωo t由h巳 usual f且岛1恃切y严1n咆g-sal1盯ce盯r-咐训on-a

stick typolog)只" tho l1gh there are significant exc~ptions ， and many are 

clearly deliberately planned as accents in a skyline. The Riga TV tower is 

one of the best, especially when seen fro l11 the motorway bridge on the 

way into the city, where it forms yet another part of that incredible sky

line, a Futurist-Hanseatic-Soviet melange coordinated by a mixture of 

geographical felicity and the need to de且ne this port city to seafarers. It 

forms the first in a series of p l1nct l1ating urban accents, de且ning the space 

along the wide river before the Acade l11Y of Sciences, followed by the Bar

oque and Gothic spires of the centre, leading on to the Baltic Sea. The 

c旺ect can hardly have been accidental. The bl1ilding itself, built in 1980 to 

the designs of G l1närs Asaris, is entirely unlike the top-heavy norm. The 

supports appear caught in the act of swinging into each other, enclosing 

a triang111ar vol l1me into which the functions are carried l1p; this part is in 

red, the frame in yellow - an ol1tré design by any standard. It is far eno l1gh 

from the centre to be fairly l1ncontrov巳rsial ， tho l1gh it is not always archi

tectl1re as sl1ch that has made Soviet TV towers notorious. 

At least two of them were at the centre of the stagnant Soviet Union's 

collapse and its supplanting by an exceptionally ruthless, neoliberal 

'managed democracy'. Both were at the centre of a ‘ battle for the TV 

tower' , and their respective fame is instructive. One is the Vilnius TV 

tower, a generic, attractive 1980 hat > on-a-spike design by V. Obydovas in 

the microrayon of Lazdynai, which can easily be avoided when walking 

round the Baroql1e centre bl1t which is immediately obvious when you 

reach th巳 River Neris, where it de l11arcates the city's edge. It was battled 

over in January 1991 , when pro-independence activists tried to defend it 

from the Red Army, who were then attempting to reocc l1py the Lith l1a

nian capital, which had declared independence some weeks earlier. Several 

protesters were killed, a major stain on Gorbachev's saintly rep l1tation, 
altho l1gh by this point events were slipping O l1t of his or anyone's control. 
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As the most violent event in the generally peaceflll disintegration of the 

USSR - at least llntil the CaUCaSllS descended into viciollS post-imperial 

warfare soon after - it is very well remember时， a heroic narrative of 

struggle centring on a seemingly llnlikely architectural form , as if in acci

dental remembrance of the fact that the seizing of the telephone exchange 

was probably l110re important than the stor l11ing of the ~Winter Palace in 

October 1917. There is a memorial, with cross and plaque, to the victims 

outside the TV tower, but maybe more indicative, we thought, was an 

exhibit we fOllnd in the summer of 2013 olltside the contentiously named 

Museum of Genocide Victims in central Vilnius (more of which later). 

Her巳 the events are represent巳d in children's drawings , wh巳re they appear 

as the major event of Lithllanian history - the invasion of the Red 

Ar l11y and the deportations of the NKVD in 1940 are followed by the 

Red Army's ‘defeat' in 199I. Each is represented by (obviously) inept 

and bloody drawings. One of the more skilled children has drawn a shad

owy mass of Lithuanians gathered around the concrete tower, with one 

Child's drawing of the Battle for the TV Tower at the 

Museu l11 of Genocide Victims, Vilnius 
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waving a Lithuanian flag towards the fallen Red Army men , who are tied 

by barbed wire to crosses. The symbolis l11 is outlandish and unnerving, 
but at least here popular action is c0 ll1111el110rated , albeit in a creepily 

nationalistic w巧

There is no such c0 l11l11el110ration at the Ostankino Tower in Moscow. 

Erected in 1967 to the designs of Nikolai Nikitin to coincide with the 且itieth

anniversary of the October Re飞Tolution ， this is another faintly organic 

design, intersecting trunks and rings pulled into a skyscraping tower 

which, despite its prodigious height, does not feel at all dO l11inating - you 

can see here what made these things popular during the Thaw, in that 

they expressed both power and technology in a way that was l11uch more 

subtle than the thuggishly Chekist display of the Moscow Seven. 1t was at 

the centre of the events of October 1993 , when the elected parliament 

refused to ratify the shock therapy measures insisted upon by Boris Yelt

sin and his group of unelected ‘young reformers' and atte l11pted to remove 

the l11 fro l11 power. 14 To stop this ‘communist-Fascist COUp', parlia l11ent 

was bO l11barded by tanks - according to govern l11ent statistics 187 people 

were killed , in opposition esti l11ates around 2,000; either wa只 far more 

than the thirteen victi l11S of J anuary 工991 in Vilnius, or indeed in the 

l110re famous failed neo-Stalinist coup in Moscow in August the same 

year, where three people died. 1n 工993 ， parliamentary supporters tried to 

take the TV tower, a sensible decision given that the media was controlled 

by Yeltsin and his incipient ‘family' of oligarchs, not by parlia l11ent. They 

failed in their objectives , and a presidential republic with syste l11atic 

ballot-r咕ging was set up which endures at the ti l11e of writing. You won't 

fÌnd the struggle being commemorated here , or in l11any other places, 
given that Yeltsin had full support from the 'international community' 

in his actions against a ‘ red-brown' coalition out to defeat his daring 

reforms. Ilya Budraitskis, a curator at Moscow's Historical Museum, 
resigned from his job in October 2013 after an exhibition he had put 

together on the events' twentieth anniversary was abruptly pulled. 15 1t 

is not to be remembered. The TV tower goes on disseminating the voice 

of power. 
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THE (POST-) COMMUNIST 

CORPORATE SKYLINE 

Afte1' I945 , a new skysc1'ape1' style eme1'ged in the Unit巳d States , which 

essentially involved hiring European a1'chitects to design the things fo 1' 

which the1'e was neithe1' the technology no1' th巳 gumption in inte1'wa1' Eu1'

ope. The United Nations building, in New Yo1'k -二 Wallace K. Harrison、

tweaking of a Le Co1'busier proposal - and the Lak巳 Shore D1'ive apa1't

ments in Chicago by Mies van de1' Rohe pionee1'ed this International Style 

of clean, expensive surfaces, laconic detailing and an al1110st classical 

se1'el11叩 Rega1'dless of the fact that Moscow had played host to some of its 

p1'ecu1'sors , this style was anathematized in the USSR and its satellites , 

only to b巳 quickly and brusquely adopted after I956. The style is the sky

sc1'ape1' with the 1'omanticism pu1'ged out of it - the di1'ect opposite of the 

Stalinist ‘high buildings' , which must have seemed to Ame1'icans like thei1' 

own 1'ecent past b1'eaking out and ove1'taking their 。而cial enem予

The contrast between the pinnacles, statuary and ornament of Mos

cow State Unive1'sity and the pu1'ifìed steel and glass structural 

Exp1'essionism of Mies's Seagram Building did not escape comment from 

eithe1' side in the I950s. What was not 111巳ntioned at the time was the fact 

that this was a reve1'sal of the relative aesthetic diffe1'ences of the I920S , 

though some at least spotted the provenance. 16 In 工922 ， the Chicago 

Tribune , which had launched an a1'chitectural competition for its new 

HQ , ignored seve1'al designs by continental Modernists for sta1'k , ba1'ed

st1'ucture technoc1'atic skysc1'ap巳rs ， and built a neo > Gothic skysc1'ape1' 

instead; one of the unsuccessful European entries became the model fo 1' 

the Izvestia building off Tve1'skaya. By I95 丰， the order had completely 

1'eve1'sed; but ten years late1', va1'ious Eastern European capitals were 

expe1'imenting with the International Style, building what would now be 

conside1'ed ‘nonnal' flat-roofed glass skyscrapers , sometimes to crowd 

out the Stalinist towers completed less than a decade earlier. This is the 

area of architecture that has probably changed least afte1'工989 ， and these 

‘ real socialist' mini-Manhattans have been supplemented with the ve1'y 

simila1' EU style , derived from Skidmore , Owings and Me1'rill and Nor

man Foster, of sheer glass façades , occasionally in ‘iconic' shapes , 

crowded into the space of ‘ C巳nt1'al business districts'. 
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As with much else, they vary sharply according to where they're placed. 

Of all the capitals and big cities, Bratislava is subject to the most obvi

ously chaotic form of neoliberal nonplanning - from the hills around the 

centre, you can see glass and steel towers thrown up at 1'andom, with 

thi1'ty-sto1'ey blocks rammed into low-rise districts so that any sense of 

place or coherence is lost, either a deliberate gesture against unifo1'mity 

01' as an example of a total negligence of urban responsibility. 1n Ljub

ljana, the new towers are often indistinguishable from the scrupulously 

detailed, neatly arranged offÌce blocks of the 1970s, whe1'e market social

ism brought about a more ‘normal' corporate skyline some years before 

the collapse. But elsewhere you can often 且nd outright n巳olibe1' al sky同

lines being managed and tamed by som巳 vestige of ‘四al socialist' town 

planning. 1n Tallinn, speculative skyscrape1's a1'e exiled to a slightly sub

urban site around the 1980 Hotel Olympia. 1n Vilnius, th巳 left bank of the 

River Neris was planned under Brezhnev as the showcase fo1' a new town 

of offÌce blocks, hotels and the like; the few that we1'e designed , like a 

1'usty Mi巳sian tower now inhabited by a company called 、101esta' and 

the thoroughly restored Hotel Lietuva , a1'e accompanied by a busy 

squeeze of colou1'ed and tinted glass, e1'ected ove1' the last decade during 

the fÌnancial boom that hit the Baltic states especially ha1'd. They run the 

gamut of recent co1'porate style - the Vilnius City Hall, 1'ather strikingl只

is housed in a ba1'code façade tower that could be in contemporary Man

cheste1'; the SwedBank tower, a sprawling and imaginative pair of 1'ed 

metal-clad wings enclosing a glass cor飞 suggests the mo1'e imaginative 

architectural culture of Sweden , though Amb1'asas, its architects, a1'e a 

Lithuanian 且rm;17 and the othe1' towe1's, usually fo 1' Scandinavian banks, 
a1'e tubes and shoebox巳s in the F1'ankfurt style, impossibl巳 to 1'eally p1'aise 

01' blame. 

These ult1'a-modern corpo1'ate skylines in Tallinn and Vilnius a1'e 

among the p1'incipal evidence fo 1' the of• made and ideologically loaded 

claim that these a1'e ‘Nordic' rathe1' than ‘Eastern European' count1'ies , 
which is ce1' tainly tru七 insofa 1' as th巳ir cCOIl0111i巳s a1'e owned almost 

enti1'ely by No1'dic banks and co1'po1'ations. But in a second-hand book >

shop in Vilnius's Old Town 1 found a defÌnition that you wouldn't 且ndin

SwedBanlζ ， in an old textbook on Scandinavian town planning, no doubt 

owned by a planne1' in the 1980s, pining fo 1' Olof Palme ove1' B1'ezhnev. A 

‘No1'dic' econo l11y, it contends, involves the following: 
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1. Every individual shall be given all possibilities for personal develop

ment and self-realization in proportion to abilities. 

2. Soci巳ty， as a collective whole, should be so developed as to promote 

good social relations and to control damaging social obstacles to such a 

soclety. 
3. Society should make secure both individual and collective welfare , 

giving thought to maintaining a balance between them. 

4- Every person must be given ‘ full citizenship' sratus. 

5. Equality is an important value that needs to be planned and secured 

bylaw. 

6. Economic planning and control are essential. 
7. The social security system is an integral part of the welfare system. 18 

The Nordic model also, now, involves the economic colonization of 

countries that have no hope or prospect of any of the social benefÌts and 

social cohesion listed therein , but whether or not the Baltic countries ev巳r

were or are Nordic is a moot point. The USSR obviously broke points 

I and 3; the Baltic countries today all break with I , 2 , 3, 5, 6 and 7 - in 

fact , if a mainstream party there proposed any of them, they'd be accused 

of communism. That said , Lithuania is alone in the Baltic countries for 

not breaking 4 - unlike Latvia and Estonia , which maintain citizenship 

laws that effectively bar a large (and Russian四speaking) percentage of th巳

population from voting. But pe1'haps this is all missing the point - what 

‘No1'dic' means now is educated , modern , stylish , tall , blonde and 

pale-skinned - and ce1' tainly many Lithuanians, Latvians and Estonians 

fÌt these catego1'ies. 

The 1'ecord should show that Wa1'saw was 且rst to turn to a seemingly 

capitalist , co1'po1'ate aesthetic , in the early I960s. For the ‘Eastern Wall' 

opposite the Palace of Culture and Science a Stalinist maste1'plan was 

scrapped and 1'eplaced with a shopping centre and three towers of flats; the 

shops we1'e in the Mies style , although it was too expensive fo 1' the 

high-1'ises , detailed in conc1'ete. On a site opposite the cent1'al 1'ailway sta

tion , two towe1's we1'e built a few yea 1's late1': two clea1', sta1'k 

glass-and-g1'anite 1'ectangles connected by ove1'head wal1王飞再rays. These we1'e 

supplemented in the I970S and I980s with towers by outside a1'chitects, as 

at the Wa1'saw Novotel , a f1'ankly hideous silo with tiny windows , courtesy 

of Swedish designe1's , 01' the 'Blue Skysc1'ape1", by Yugoslav cont1'acto1's. 
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The obvious intention, from the very beginning, was to g1'adually c1'owd 

out the dominance of the Palace, which would othe1'wise have been twenty 

times taller than eve1'ything else in the city, a constant 1'eminde1' of Stalin 

and his gift to the Polish people. The way to get 1'id of this was to build a 

version of downtown Frankfurt am Main, whose two dozen 0 1' so compet

ing towe1's of finance appea1' to have held a frankly su1'prising fascination 

for the city planners of Central and Eastern Europe. The dominance of 

the Frankfurt style over the Palace of Culture, at least to the deg1'ee that 

the Palace cannot be seen without also seeing its neighbours , was only 

achieved in the last few years, th1'ough the building of several skyscrape1's 

just behind it. As architecture, they are a mixed bunch, ranging from Dan

iel Libeskind's shamefully inept and poorly detailed contribution to less 

flashy, more restrained towe1's by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill and other 

large American corporate firms , which have mostly revived the tradition 

of leaving the skyline of the Polish capital to non四Polish architects - not, 
on the e飞ridence of the handful they did design, that Poles would propose 

anything significantly different. 

Miesian Modernism: the Marriott Hotel, Warsaw 

Like most skyscraper skylines, they're best seen from a distance, f1'om 

whe1'e you can most enjoy thei1' exhibitionist and unabashed emb1'ace of 

neon lights and a faintly dystopian electronic modernit予 At night the 
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Marriott, a slight 1989 remodelling of a tower originally designed in the 

1970S for the Polish national airline, LOT, constantly flashes LED mes

sages about its roO Il1S, the time of day and the temperature, and suchlikej 

but given the futuristic context and the 2-million-strong emigration fro l11 

Poland it may as well be beaming out ‘ a new life awaits you in the 0旺

world colonies!' During the day or during the weekend , walk around the 

same tower on the ground, and you can 且nd it eerily empty, like most 

central business districts when the 0面ce work盯s aren't home. We onc巳

wandered around the walkways that connect the Marriott and the neigh

bouring Sharp tower, designed to the same height and to similar 

dimensions in 1976 by the same architect, Jerzy Skrzypczak. We found 

nobody there bar a couple of skateboarders and a bored security guard. 

The late-1960s planners who conceived this place tried to ensure sO ll1e 

sort of coherent urbanism for pedestrians, not just a motorcity - there's a 

long podiull1 to the busy Aleje Jerozolimskie, where an arcade of alu

ll1inium pilotis leads into various (even then) upper-crust establishmentsj 

but go round the corner, up onto the stone-clad concrete walkways, and 

the desolation is marvellously cO ll1plete. 

Most skyscraper districts have this extreme night-day contrastj but 

many of Warsaw's other corporate offÌce blocks have a new kind of jux

taposition, slall1ll1ed as they are right into the uniform skylines created by 

post-war tower blocks. This is dra l11atic in the inner-city microrayon of 

the 'Iron Gate' , the green interstices of which are occupied in every avail

able spot by glass-and-丑:espa towers for banks and for accommodating 

wealthier Varsovians, in turn putting unsurprising pressure on the older 

buildings and their rents. The conflict there is no longer the smooth Mie

slan 0面ce block versus the Stalinist neo-Gothic palace - two models of 

urban hierarchy against each other - but the individualism of demonstra

tive, speculative offÌce and apartment blocks against the massive 

unifor ll1ity of around eighteen id巳ntical blocks of 1960s flats , rolled out 

one after the other across a square mile. The contrast between the urban 

practice of the Modernist Thaw and of neoliberalism seems larger than 

between Stalinism and neoliberalism - something you can see much more 

clearly in Moscow. 

Central 扎10scow has only on巳吮/[odernist' high-rise 。因ce block of 

note, and it stretches the defìnition of modern architecture to the brink of 

PO I11O - the Academy of Sciences, designed in the early 1980s by Yuri 
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Surrealmonumentalism: the Academy of Sciences, Moscow 

P1atonov. It features regu1arly in the 飞To1umes of Totally AWeS0111e Ruined 

Soviet Architecttll飞 which may have made us a 1ittle sni日y about it, and 

we did not exp10re the p1ace on 巳arlier visits despite spending much time 

at the adjacent monument to Yuri Gagarin. This was partly dictated by the 

fact that it is incredib1y hard to get to as a ped巳strian ， as like the Warsaw 

Marriott and Sharp towers it 1ifts itself up on a system of wa1kways and 

raised p1azas, but unlike them the means of getting up to them is 且end

ish1y comp1ex, invo1ving a few road bridges over a horrendous motorway, 
which we found unexpected1y emerging from the courtyards of Sta1inist 

apartment bui1dings. On Agata's insistence we made our way up these, 
and found ourselves on an airy car-free p1ateau … a rar巳 thing indeed in 

Moscow - from where we cou1d survey the city, and see the way that the 

n巳w capita1ist sky1ine was crammed into a tiny 1ittle space, and cou1d see 

just how l11uch it had broken with decades of state p1anning, rep1acing it 

on1y with a chaotic mulch unified sole1y by height. The Academy of Sci

ences itself, though , is an impure high of absurd pop Futurism, a 

symmetrically p1anned tower 
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anodized gold panels , some of which we1'e intended to gene1'ate powe1', 

which apparently seldom if eve1' wo 1'ked , but ìs fo 1'mally fa 1' more odd 

than ‘green' gestures tend to be - not l11erely opulent in thei1' choice of 

metal but also strangely constructed, b1'istly and organic, as if - ÍÌttingly -

the project of a cracked scìentis t. 

However, Moscow has 1'elatively few ‘norl11al' 。伍ce blocks , which a 1'e 

1110stly concentrated along th巳 glassy rush of Kalinin Prospekt. Not far 

f1'0111 the1'e are two dour concrete-f1'amed blocks \vhich , f1'Ol11 a dìstance , 

1'eveal th巳mselves to be sY l11 met1'ically placed a1'Ound the Ministry of For

eign A旺airs ， thus delibe1'ately e l11phasizing the earlie1' Stalinist style. At 

night , today, they are t1'ansformed into a continuous neon artwo1'k , pul

sating impe1'ial symbols - the Russian flag , the Tsarist eagle. Moscow was 

al1'eady using modern a1'chitecture as a f1'ame , a backd1'Op , to the sky田

sc1'aping eclecticism it's bette1' known fo1'. But this is a subtle thing , in a 

city which does not gene1'ally do subtle. Before 丸10scow City and its 

belated turn to ‘no1'mal' co1'po1'ate architecture , Yeltsin and Putin's capi <

tal was subject to a sudden revival of th巳 aesthetics of Stalinism itself; like 

l11uch else he1'e , it is colou1'ed with the da1'kest , most malevolent humour. 

The di1'ect revival of Stalinist a1'chitecture did not begin in the 1990s , it 

should be noted; in the 1970S p1'Oject fo1' what is now the Duma , the par

liam巳nt ， just off the cu1 l11ination of Kalinin Prospekt, the1'e was no 

attempt at c1'eating a ‘new' building - the Moscow authorities simply dug 

out a competition entry by Lev Rudnev fo 1' the 1934 Commissa1'iat of 

Heavy Industry competition and built it, as an architectural confÌrmation 

of the neo-Stalinist trend that Med飞redev saw at work in that decade. Com

pleted in 工980 ， it forms a lo0 l11ing, lU l11pen culmination to Khrushchev's 

Modernist boule飞ra1'd ， and gained what fame it has f1'Om its bombardment 

in 1993; afte1' he had retaken the building, Yeltsin commissioned a new wall 

around it. According to Boris Kagarlitsky, the cost of this fence exceeded 

the purchase p1'ice of all but three of the countless state enterprises that 

were subject to a countrywide 且re sale at that point. 19 These sorts of faintly 

sick i1'Onies were soon incorporated into the buildings themsel飞res.

Take the ‘Patriarch Building' , nea1' Red Squar飞 designed in the early 

2000S by Se1'gey Tkachenko and SPA T a1'chitects. N ot a full四blown sky

scraper, it is de且nitelya towe1' of SO l11e kind, designed to complement the 

Hotel Moskva and the towers of the K1'emlin itself; it weaves togethe1' two 

blocks of luxury residences, both detaìled wìth the full Stalinìst armoury 
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Neo-Stalinist tower outside Kursk station , Moscow 

of columns, spires,‘superfluous' detail and statuar只 although the struc

tural fakery is now even more obvious, this time deliberatel予 It is full of 

torn-o旺 fragments of other buildings, held aloft like trophies - at the top 

of one of its two spires is a model of Tatlin's Monument to the Third 

International, some sort of symbol of the victory over Modernism and 

world revolution. But look at those statues: they're not heroic workers 

and peasants this time, but - and I'm not joking here - they're heroic 

statues of the property developers who commissioned the thing in the 

fìrst place.20 Similar, tall巳r towers without quite the same excesses can be 

found in the centr巳 at the Administrative Buildings on Paveletskaya 

Square, outside Kursk station , or at the Riverside Towers , opposite the 

reconstructed Cathedral üf Christ the Saviour; ther巳 is even that 'Eighth 

Sister' of the Moscow Seven, the luxury apartment complex known as the 

Triumph Palace, fìnished in 2005 and still by some way the largest residen

tial building in Europe, a pantomime, wax-museur丑 version of the Moscow 

State University's horrifying original. Like the Stalinist towers themselves, 
these are an 巳xpression of sheer, naked power, this time 且nancial and 
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political; and, this time, they come with a knowingly cynical, 
end-of-history wink. They abandon all of the town > planning ideas that 

were actually present in ‘ real socialism' , instead popping up wher巳ver a 

developer has a suitable site 一 they were a particular favourite of the out <

going mayor, Yuri Luzhkov, whose wife was Moscow's biggest property 

developer. Put bluntly, like the 1950S towers they imitate, they are built on 

blood. 

50 why did we feel a slight sense of disappointri1ent when we found this 

style dying out, as the city reverted to the Frankfurt style for its crowded, 
glassy 'CBD' at Moscow City? Nagging at both Agata and me in Mos

cow was the - surely, 1 admit, touristic - feeling that here we'd 且nally

found a place which didn't give a damn, which didn't have the overwhelm

ing feeling of loss and shame over not being ‘civilized' ,‘normal' or 

‘Western', and which would find the prospect of remodelling itself to 

resemble a Rhineland financial capital deeply depressing. Its new build

ings, horrible as they are, reflect a capitalism of (actual) criminals, not a 

capitalism of compradors, and hence they have a certain gusto lacking in 

those cities where planners and architects are constantly looking over 

their shoulders. Good taste is their enem予 Looking at proposals for new 

Moscow buildings 0旺ered him by the Baron of Thames Bank, the repel

lent Luzhkov once opined: ‘But Mr Foster, this is not Moscow.' Here, a 

sense of pr址e and place when building in the sky seems inextricably tied 

to blood and soil. 
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When we are victorious on a world scale 1 think we shall use gold 

for th巳 purpose of building public lavatories in the streets of some 

of the largest cities of the world. This would b巳 the most ‘ just' 

and most educational way of utilising gold for the benefìt of those 

generations which have not forgotten how, for th巳 sake of gold , 
ten million l11en were killed and thirty millions l11aimed in the 

‘great war for freedo l11', the war of I9I4-I9工 8.

\,: 1. Le l1 il1, 'The Imþorta阳e of Gold Now a l1d a斤er the 

CO l11 þlete Victory of Socialism' (I921)1 

THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 

TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY ECONOMY 

When writing a book like this, it is di面cult not to worry that you're going 

to sound like an apologist, an omelette-maker - a ‘ tankie' , as the rest of the 

left used to call those who defended the Soviets over East Germany in 

I953 , Hungary in I956, Czechoslovakia in I968 , Poland in 198 工. That's 

why it's worth stressing how often what happened was unnecessar只 that

it was not logical or inevitable; that no matter how di国cult the circum同

stances, choices were made , and those choices were , more often than not , 
made by power againstïts subjects. 1 knew when 1 got round to writing 

this book that there would be only one chapter where 1 would definitely 

be accused of outright apologism , of ch巳erleading for the aesthetics of 

something repugnant. That is, the chapter on urban rapid transit systems, 
or, as they're usually known , metros - the one area where 1 genuinely do 

believe that the practice of the Soviet Union was vastly superior to that of 
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theW巳st ， and where 1 genuinely will contend that mayors , city counci1s, 
university occupiers, strikers, whoev巳r， shou1d study their examp1e and 

1earn from it as much as possib1e. The urban underground rai1ways that 

were bui1t between the ear忖王930S and the early 1990S were and are a 

magni f1cent achievement, and one which many peop1e are still, rightly, 
proud of. What makes this pride difficu1t is that here as elsewhere is a 

story of bruta1ity followed by neg1igence 一 the difference is that in this 

case, there were rea1 , spectacu1ar resu1ts. Here, rhere was really was an 

omelette. 

Why Metro systems? 1t's unclear exactly how this became such a Soviet 

specia1ism, to the point where it exported its experts around the world, 
well outside the ‘socialist camp' , as the Russian Federation still does. 

Conceivab1y, the Soviet economies' very success in the creation of pub1ic 

transport infrastructure may be an indication of their fai1ure elsewhere; 

for much of the twentieth century, the e国ciency and sca1e of an advanced 

economy were a1ways measured by the quantity and qua1ity of cars it 

produced. Anyone born in the UK before around 1985 will recall the ridi

cu1e that that Eastern European cars induced: the Dacia (Romania) , the 

Lada (USSR) , the Trabant (GDR) , the Skoda (Czechos1ovakia) - these 

were not objects of consumer desire. 1 can attest that ‘Your dad drives a 

Skoda' or '1 saw your mum pick you up in her Lada' w巳re common1y 

thrown insu1ts in Southampton comprehensive schoo1 p1aygrounds in the 

1980s. The car industry that existed was often an importation anyway 

the Vo1gas made in the Gorky Avtozavod were close1y modelled on Fords, 
the Lada was produced in Tog1iatti, a new town outside Samara, in facto

ries basically replicated from Fiat, and the iconic car of Peop1e's Po1and, 
still occasionally visib1e on the streets, was the ‘Little Fiat' , a small Po1o

nized version produced in Polish factories in the 1970s, for the Polish 

consumer, not for export. Even then, after the 1ikes of the Trabant went 

into mass production, car ownership 1agged well behind Western Europe. 

Acting on that 飞，yeakness meant that the USSR and its empire had to 

develop public transport instead.2 That didn't mean there wasn't interest

inginfrastructure for private transport as such -early Sta1inism occasionally 

favoured road bridges with heroic statuary, as at the Green Bridge in Vi1-

nius. There are some daring1y engineered road bridges here and there, but 

mostly they are glorious, crazed exceptions, such as the Slovak Nationa1 

Uprising Bridge in Bratis1ava, an outrageous design that merges a suspension 
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bridge with the sort of space-age tower-restaurant usually found in tele

communications towers. Counter-intuitive as it might sound, given the 

Soviet propensity for pointlessly widening urban arteries and the hell that 

crossing a road in Moscow entails, in terms of architecture and design 

pedestrians got the better deal. 
And, like much else her飞 the result is that, from today's perspective, 

the Soviet economy looks quite a lot more impressive than it would 

have looked to observers, here at least partly by acciden t. All countries 

are agreed on, and most Western European and East Asian ones to some 

degree act upon , the idea that the car is a problem, for its pro且19ate car

bon emissions, for the suburbanization it creates, for the amount of 

people it kills; and hence since the late 1990S there's been an expansion of 

Metro and tram networks, both of which were se巳n in, sa只 the 1960s, 
1970S and 1980s as dated, obsolete forms of transport. 1n the same dec

ades that the UK was abandoning urban rapid transport - closing and 

demolishing the Liverpool Overhead Railwa民 abolishing trams every

where but Blackpool, n巳glecting the tube, cancelling a mooted Manchester 

Metr飞 and ploughing everything into the motorways - the USSR was 

extending tram and trolleybus networks into its new microrayons and 

building Metros at a rate paralleled only by China in the last decade. 

Then , this was proof that it was, to quote one well-known dismissal, 
‘ the world's most advanced nineteenth-century economy' , stuck in the 

且n-de-siècle era of the Paris Metro, incapable of propelling itself into the 

future via the motorway, the private car and the internal cO l11bustion 

engine; now, it looks much more advanced than we wer飞 building for a 

future of public transport conveyed through the grandest, best designed 

of public spaces. Here, historical accident stops and deliberat巳 act CO l11es 

in. The USSR may have preferred to have had a ‘ re址， car economy in its 

cities , but the tram-and-M巳tro econ0 l11y it did have meant, of necessit只

the development of public, collective spaces for peopl巳 to travel through. 

The results were often truly astonishing, the ennobling of mundane tasks 

and everyday life via ‘p'alaces of the people' , not the aggrandizing and 

housing of an elite via the same. 1n the case of the underground railwa只

the achievem巳nt was astounding - and also, at least at 且rst ， horrifying. 
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THE EPIC OF THE MOSCOW METRO 

In 1921 , Lenin wrote a short text, quoted above, on th巳 uses of gold before 

and after the worldwide triumph of socialism. The rhetoric was as dra

matic as the actual content was deeply pragmatic - the piece attempts to 

convince the Bolshevik Party that it needs to learn trade, and needs to 

create a ‘state capitalism' upon which it may, later, with the assistance of 

the rest of the world, be able to build socialism. In so doing it will need to 

store, trade and generally accumulate capital and, accordingly, gold. As if 

in order to remind the rank and 且le that this, like so many later lapses, is 
considered strictly temporar只 he imagines that this now-worthless metal 

will be used for the furnishing of public toilets, as a symbolic gesture - in 

short, after the revolution we will shit on gold. Nikita Khrushchev later 

cited this on his visit to the United States: ‘one old man , who was quite 

decrepit, but who was ve1'y wealthy and influential, as 1 was told, kept 

asking how much gold we produced and why we didn't trade with Ame1'

ica fo1' gold . . .1 said: "M1'. So-and-So (1 don't 1'emember his name) , 1 will 

answe1' your question about gold. Are you familiar with the statement 

made at one time by our leader Vladimir Ilyich Lenin , that we should 

hold on to our gold for the time being? At a certain stage of development 

of human society (Lenin said) gold 耳飞lill10se its value, and therefore gold 

should be kept in reserve, to ll1ake public toilets out of. That's what we're 

keeping our gold for, and when the time comes and com ll1unist society 

has been established, gold will10se its value as a l11eans of exchange, and 

then, to carry out Lenin's testament, we will use gold to decorate the 

public toilets under communist socie叩 That' s why we're holding on to 
our gold." '3 

Khrushchev see l11s to have missed the point sOll1ewhere. 日e did not 

appea1' to agree with the notion that gold was pointless and worthless in 

a com ll1unist society, but was arguing instead that gold would be used to 

furnish the 1110st basic, straightforward, essential and plebeian functions 

because it is beautiful. If nothing is too good for the working man , as the 

communist architect Berthold Lubetkin once opined, then the working 

man wiU hav巳 gold latrines. That Khrushchev 飞叫rould have a1'gued fo 1' this 

is not so surprising if we consider his prominent role in the construction 

of the Moscow Metro - a subway system rather than a sewer system, but 
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non巳theless a succession of pragmatic underground tunnels for a seem

ingly banal purpose. The comparison makes even more sense if we 

remember how the tiling, smell and upkeep of so many Western Metro 

systems can be rather lavatorial. But the Moscow Metro has several sta

tions which feature larg巳 quantities of gold in their underground 且ttings ，

details and dressings. At Komsomolskaya Koltsevaya, opened in 1952 to 

the designs of Alexey Shchuse飞 there are gold chandeliers and gold mosa

ics; in Novoslobodskaya there are niches with stained glass ringed by 

gild巳d leaves and swags; in Aviamotornaya , the ceiling of the hall is 

dressed with golden triangles arranged in an abstract pattern, with the 

electric lights set into them. 'More ma1'ble,' noted one histo1'ian,‘went 

into the stations of the first line than into all the palaces of the Tsar in the 

且fty Y巳ars b巳fore the 1'evolution. 叫 And unlike most public toilets , it was all 

kept exceptionally clean. 

There we1'en't so many signs in the Moscow Metro's fi1'st line that it 

would 1'each these levels of opulence in overd1'ive. Finished in 1935 , these 

are definitely p 1'oducts of the aesthetic change that occurred afte1' Sta

lin gained absolute power, but here Modernism and its laconic, anti-

1'hetorical use of materials and love fo 1' space has been adapted as ll1uch 

as abolished. It peacefully coexists with a very non田-Modernist love for 

natural textured surfaces , t1'aditional mate1'ials and repres巳ntational a1't. 

Even so , there is nothing here that compa1'es with anything p 1'eviously 

done at an unde1'ground railway.在 you start at the first station to be 

opened, Sokolniki , you'll notice first the entrance building. Üften the 

l1101'e conservative aspect of a Moscow Metro station, this one is a Mod

ernist pavilion with classical details, featuring a black f1'ieze of the Metro's 

builders , a 1'aw, roughly modelled relief of worke1's toiling half-naked in 

the rock. Descend, and you'll be struck by the tall pylons that hold up the 

unde1'ground hall, sheathed in an intense light七lue l11arble, with a cof

fe1'ed ceiling and yellow tiles to the walls. These have forebea 1's of S0 l11e 

sort in the double > height colu l11ns of S0 l11e of Alf1'ed G 1'enander's stations 

fo 1' the Berlin U-Bahn , but are much l110re demonstrative and cO l11l11and

ing, and on a larger scale. Carry on along the same line and you will soon 

ar1'ive at K1'asnye Vorota , 01'‘Red Gates' , named after a Rococo triu l11phal 

arch that used to stand on the site, demolished in the widening (and 

de-g1'eening) of the Garden Ring. The surface station here is actually still 

modern, probably the last entirely modern building to be built in 
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Moscow for twenty years , designed by Nikolai Ladovsky as a dreamlike 

grand gatewa民 a sca110p she11 of descending arches, which creates the req

l1isite sense of entry and dreaminess witho l1 t l1sing any obvio l1s1y 1'etro 

details. 

The station ha11s below, tho l1gh, a1'e always the places of real inte1'est in 

the Moscow Metro, by contrast with London or Pa1'is. 1n almost a11 cases 

they are ext1'emely simple arched ha11ways with arcades on either side, 
thro l1gh which yO l1 pass to catch the t1'ain. They im l11ediately (and expen

sively) eliminate a11 the petty inconveniences of tube travel- no cramped 

little stations with people sq l1eezed in, no ma1'ching l1p and down stairs to 

find the othe1' platfo1'm , which is in nearly a11 cases on the other side of the 

hall. No1'th goes no1'th , sO l1th goes south. It makes sense, given the il11p1'es

sive convenience and scale of these ha11s, that it's here that the a1'chitectural 

expenr丑巳nts began. The underground vestibul巳 at Red Gates was designed 

as a t1'ibut巳 to the Red Gate that was dest1'oyed, by the uno1'thodox neo

classicist 1van FO l11in. Thick red marble pi11a1's with niches, a palatial 

ceiling, and a 1'ed-and-white-checked ba11room floor. The intense red of 

th巳 place is ov巳rwhe1l11ing ， as if its 1'ed ma1'ble has become a gaseO l1S 

miasma. This neo-Tsarist d l1ngeon gives some hint of what would CO l11e 

later, bl1t othe1' stations on the 且rst line are still ve1'y light and ai1'Y; Kom

somolskaya features a t飞No-level a1'cade, sl1spended by double < height

col l1mns in a st1'ange pinkish-gold ma1'ble with gold capitals featuring 

Soviet symbols, and a majolica mural of com l11unist yO l1th building the 

Metro, whose freely d 1'awn 且gu1'es have yet to acquire the exaggerat巳d

musculature and iron-set exp1'essions cha 1'acteristic of the Stalinist body; 

the Lenin Lib1'a1'Y, a sweeping cofferred ceiling; and at Kropotkinskaya , 
origina11y Palace of the Soviets (fo1' the never-built edi豆ce) the young 

designe1' Alexey Dushkin c1'eated a space almost without any a1'chitectural 

p 1'ecedent whatsoever, whe1'e fluted , upturned columns contained lights 

within thei1' outstretched tops that lit the ha11 above, creating a wide enfi

lade of plant-like m0111ded concrete pilla1's. 

As architecture, this fi1'st line is already a colossal achievement, made 

pe1'haps more so by its relative subtlety in comparison with what would 

come next. Bu川1此t i扰t is eq早巾ua址ll1片y a political achi陀eve巳m丑leαn叽t飞， 飞W再河rhich the tourist of 

the r 

Wor此ke盯rsTak王e Possession of the G1'eat Met1'o on Apri127，工935' ， about the 

first line's op巳ning. 1t is worth citing in la1'ge chunks: 
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The owners came to view it and 

To ride on it, they were the selfsa l11e people 

Who had built it. 

Thousands of the l11 were ther飞 walking abollt , 

Examining the great halls, while in the trains 

Great l11ultitudes were riding past, their faces -

Men , women and children, greybeards as well 一

Turned to the stations, beaming as if at the theatre , for the stations 

Were all bllilt differentl只 of different stone 

In different styles; the light also 

Came each ti l11e from a different source. 

[. . .] as often as possible 

The travellers rushed out and inspected 

With eager, flashing eyes the 且nished job. 

They felt the pillars 

And appraised their gloss. 

They tested the wall surfaces and fìngered the glass. 

When we saw the l11 riding in their trains 

The work of their own hands , we knew: 

This is the grand pictllre that once upon a ti l11e 

Rocked the classic writers who foresaw it. 

Now Brecht was unusual for a communist-aligned writer of his period in 

that he seldom wrote out1'ight apologetics; even his po巳m about Stalin 

composed afte1' the despot's death p 1'aises him fo1' the fea 1' he instilled in 

the West , 1'athe1' than mentioning any 'positive achievements'. Her飞 how

eve1', he spills ove1' into total , out1'ight , uncompromising and agape p 1'aise. 

Why? Pe1'haps because the Metro's achievement was so undeniable that 

even the most sceptical fellow t1'avelle1's dropped thei1' 1'eser飞rations and 

fell into applause. And what he is praising is also the a 1'chitectu1'飞 and

mo1'e pa1' ticula1'ly an a1'chitecture that would not (then) have been pos

sible under Modernism, so focused was it on the surface quality of 

mate1'ials and the c1'aftsmanship of details. 

Modern architecture , at least until it was t1'ansfo1'med from the late 

I930S on by the c1'aft fixation of Scandinavians like Arne Jacobsen and 

Alva1' Aalto , was not an a1'chitecture of surfaces but of spaces; the detail

ing of the concrete, steel and glass was to be p1'ecise and machine-like, 
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rather than to be admired for any more speci且c qualities. The modelling 

of concr巳te into something raw and tactile came much later, in post-war 

Japan, Brazil and Britain. 50 the workers who are walking along her飞

‘testing the surfaces'，咀ngering the glass',‘feeling the pillars' , admiring 

the 'di旺erent stone' and 'di旺erent st}也s' ， would si l11ply not have been able 

to do this if the stations had all been designed by Moisei Ginzburg or the 

Vesnin brothers. For the 且rst time since William Morris and the Arts and 

Crafts movement, the workers' l110vement was displaying in its structures 

a showcase of workma l1ship , and the l11 a旦y diverse, rich and strange sur<

faces and shapes it can create, rather than a celebration of l11achine work 

and its concomitant promise to alle飞riate hard physicallabour. But what 

of the poem's other contention, that the Metro's builders were its own

ers? 丑ere ， things become considerably l110re murk民 to say the least. 

From much else in this book, the impression may be given of Nikita 

Khrushchev as a brave reformer, a leader who had steered the 50viet 

Union away from despotism, autarchy and massive inequality towards a 

more genuine attempt at achieving some kind of socialism. 1 hope not, 
becaus巳 as one of the main driving forces of the Moscow Metro he did 

things that would have landed him in prison practically anywhere else. 

The story of the Metro, as told by the historian Benson Bobrick, is one of 

staggering negligence towards the lives and livelihoods of its constructors 

and ‘owners'. Work began in 193 工， at the height of 5talin's 且rst Five-Year 

Plan, und巳r the command of Lazar Kaganovich and his deputy, Khrush

chev. It employed a force which had not taken part in any similar work 

before- textile workers, workers fro l11 chemical plants, municipal employ

ees, metalworkers from the Urals, miners from Donbass, labourers from 

the newly, violently established collective farms; its chief engineer was 

Pavel Rottert, who had experience in Germany and the U5A and had 

been responsible a few years earlier for the iml11巳nse Gospro l11 complex in 

Kharkiv. But in Bobrick's - and in Khrushchev's 一 own account the Metro 

was the future leader's bab只巳nforced with the utmost brutali印 Her飞

'negligence was sO l11etimes perversely portrayed as heroic' 一 in one speech, 
Khrushchev responded to worries that buildings would collapse when 

their foundations were undermined with the remark: ‘What, ar巳 you

afraid of a building?' 日e would push the advance of a shift to four times 

what was safe, and ‘whole shifts were sO l11etimes crushed to death in 
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cave-ins or drowned by inundations in the shafts'.5 Delays in completing 

the line on schedule, even then, led to the addition of subbotniks , volun

tary labourers from Komsomol, the communist youth league 80,000 of 

them. From then on it was two to three times quicker than any compar

able work. The Metro was constructed via a combination of shocking 

brutality and uncoerced enthusiasm. 

Not that sticks were not occasionally waved at volunteers as well; 

Kaganovich used his speeches to threaten workers thus: 'We must detect 

the unconscientious workers and catch them red-handed . . . we will 

check up from day to da予 The organs of authority will take all measures 

necessar予 1 hope we will not have to use these measures.'6 Readers of 

Solzhenitsyn will be aware that an ‘ organ' is a division of the Cheka.7 

Workers were not the only problem, of course - Kaganovich also com

plained of ‘old-regime geology' as a factor, in a situation where drastic 

climatic conditions meant that an experimental technique of hardening 

topsoil had to be used. A 1938 guide pointed out that the Metro's builders 

had to contend with every one of the problems faced by previous 

Metros ‘crooked streets, a dense network of underground installa

tions, remnants of the ancient town, a surface intersected with hills and 

valleys, and treacherous water-bearing strata. A hard and treacherous 

struggle with nature awaited the builders.'8 Or, in Kaganovich's words, 
‘geology proved to be a pre-revolutionary part of the old regime, incom

patible with the Bolshevilζs ， working against US.'9 For his pains, the Metro 

was initially officially called the Metropoliten in the Name of Lazar 

Kaganovich, only to be renamed later after Lenin, as was practically 

everything else. After the completion of the first line, prisoners were con

scripted into the building of the subsequent ones; in e旺'ect ， the Metro 

became a branch of the Gulag. Solzhenitsyn excoriated Belo l11or, the col

lectively written book ‘in praise of slave labour' that was produced on the 

White Sea Canal, and no doubt he would have felt the same about com <

memoration of the Metro, too; except unlike that useless pharaonic 

construction, the Metro was evidently useful and beautiful, and was seen 

as such by Muscovites. Nobody has ever had to be co巳rced to sing its 

praises. But, bearing this in mind, it should not be forgotten that Metro 

lines and stations built from the mid-1930S to the mid-1950S used prison 

labour 巳xt巳nsively， and surely had high casualties, though figures are 
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hard to come by. As a work of infrastructure and architecture, it now 

shifts from something still relatively sane, if startlingly opulent, into an 

entire dreamworld, a continuous artwork. A friend from Kie飞 the histor

ian and activist Oleksiy Radynski, once casually called the Metro ‘ the 

greatest work of art of the twentieth century'. He is unsqueamish enough 

to admit it. 

Khrushchev recalled in his memoirs that ‘we were very unsophisti

cat巳d. We thought of a subway as something almost supernatural.'lO From 

I938 on, the stations begin to reflect that new Stalinist mysticism. They 

remained a collective e旺ort ， even down to the design, achieved by a team 

ranging from veterans like Shchusev and Fomin, for l11er Modernists like 

the Vesnin brother飞 Nikolai Kolli and Nikolai Ladovsky, ubiquitous Sta >

linist designers like Boris Iofan and Dimitri Chechulin , and dozens of 

unsung architects like Sergei Sera且l110V， Samuil Kravets and Nadezhda 

Bykova; and an even larger team of craftsmen, sculptors, stained-glass 

artists , letterers, l110saic artists , makers of majolica panels and much 

else, all the Way down to the frequently brutally treated ‘owners' digging 

away at the bottom. But if there was a designer whose spirit presided over 

it all- as it wer飞 a genius of the Moscow Metro, whose stations are in 

almost all cases the l110st complete, elegant and exhilarating 一 it was the 

Ukrainian architect Alexey Dushkin. Only twenty-nine when brought 

in to design the Palace of the Soviets station , Dushkin was responsible 

for such bizarre and r巳markable stations as Kropotkinskaya , Mayakovs

ka)叫 Ploshchad Re飞Tolutsii ， Avtozavodskaya and Novoslobodskaya , 
which seer丑 to come fr刀m a place both futuristic and unnervingly, impos

ingly eternal , a negation of the binaries of Paperny's 'Culture Two' into 

an utterly unique architecture that owes equal amounts to both - heavy 

and light, high speed and eternal. The l110st fa l110us of these is Mayakovs

kaya , a stop on 巳very Moscow tourist's itinerary since I938. It was 

named after th巳 Futurist poet who had cO l11mitted suicide in I930. 

After initially being regarded as a non-person, a rehabilitation campaign 

led by Louis Aragon's partner, Elsa Triolet, led to a pronounce l11ent, by 

Stalin himself, that ‘ ignorance of Mayakovsky's l11el11ory is a crime'. 

These were not words to be taken lightl只 and so the l110st pro l11inent 

Futurist of post-revolutionary Russia is il11l11ortalized in countless neo

classical l11emorials - this a writer who declai l11ed, in one of his last 

poet丑s:
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Mayakovskaya, Moscow 

The hell 1 care 

for bronze's weight memorial, 

the hell 1 care 

for marble's frozen slime! 

日ere his ideas are frozen in that very slime. 

Dushkin created something that combined lashings of opulent materi

als with a futuristic sheen and dash appropriate to its subject. The station 

ha11 is long and high , on a greater scale than any built before, and very 

few since. The arches are scored underneath in fluted chrome, and looked 

at in enfìlade r叩ple in a pattern of white and silver until the tube of space 

reaches the escalator (which, from 1938 on, became long passageways to 

a station > cum-bomb-shelter, on which you can stand for several minutes 

before you end up at the station ha11). There are cupolas above , and 

therein are mosaics, lit by little lamps underneath. These mosaics, created 

by 1. L. Lubennikov after d巳signs by the painter Aleksandr Deineka , 
depict a Twenty < Four < Hou l' SovÎet Sl<.y, from dawn to d l1sk; images, seen 
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f1'om below, of the Soviet conq l1est of the ai1', the pe1'spectives cleverly and 

ve1'tigino l1s1y tilted by Deineka so that yO l1 can look at the heavens while 

deep in the bowels of the ea1'th. The mosaics tell a familia 1' propagandis >

tic story - Soviet aviators! Blast f l1rnaces! Dive1's! Pa1'ach l1tists! Pylons! 

Sturdy collective fa 1'm women! - but they do so in a sta1'tlingly unfamilia1' 

wa只 showing the amO l1nt of space fo 1' expressiveness an artist c0111d 

have if he didn't cha!lenge the basic tenets of Socialist Realism of com <

pulso1'Y hurrah-opti111ism; they a1'e constantly surp1'ising , int1'iguing 

images , 1'anging f1'om the rumbling ind l1strial d1'ama of the furnaces (at 

‘ nigh t') to the image of a woman holding up her baby to see the aviators 

(during the ‘day'). It marks the development of something that would 

become eve1'<present in late1' Metro stations - the transformation of infra-

structure ll1 to nar1'a tIve. 

At ploshchad Re飞lolutsii (just by Red Square) , the same year, Dushkin 

c1'eated a somewhat heavier hall , with red ma1'ble arches in a white-painted 

vestibul巳， lit by dozens of suspended lamps; yet it is as simple and mem

o1'able as Mayakovskaya. As in that station , the1'e is a total integration of 

architecture and a1't , this time in the fo 1'm of monumental bronze statues 

by Matvey Manizer, like so l11uch Soviet sculpture in the muscular style of 

Michelangelo. Dushkin has squeezed them into the archways leading to 

the tracks, so each of them - male on one side of the arch, female on the 

other - has to crouch. Given that this was Revolution Squar飞 and that 

these were sYl11bolic 丘gures of the Octobe1' Revolution in Moscow, and 

given that 1938 was one of the years of the G 1'eat Terro1', this was pot巳n

tially a 1'isky ll10ve 一 one of the ll1any Metro stories with th巳 slight tone of 

urban myth about the l11 tells of the designe1's being terri且ed that the 

design would b巳 inte1'preted as showing the Soviet people '011 thei1' knees'. 

If so, what saved them was the 1'ealism of the monumental sculptures of 

revolutiona1'ies , wo1'kers , peasants , sportsmen and spo1'tswol11巳n. Stalin 

spent some ti l11e at the opening looking at and caressing Manizer's stat

ues , mur l11u1'ing: ‘They look alive , almost alive.'" The labourers who built 

this station, close to tbe Kremlin , uncovered a torture chambe1' used by 

Ivan the Terrible. The German historian Karl Schl凸gel notes of Dushkin 

that he 'acknov飞，rledged that he had studied the a1'chitecture of Egyptian 

tombs as a11 aid to solving the problems of metro building', and ill1agines 

that his use of expressed structur飞 his severity of style, was intended as a 

mark of ‘ respect' to the lVIetro builders, rather than e旺acing it completely 
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under lay巳rs of ornamen t. That's as may be, but it is remarkably neat, 
historicall只 that these popular dungeons were built using methods dir

ectly taken from the pharaonic architectu1'e of death. There's no reason 

to doubt this , but, equall只 Dushkin's stations are obviously some of 

Moscow's most loved, as can be garnered from the amount of stories 

and habits that have built up around themj one of the bronze men at 

Ploshchad Revolutsii carries a German shephe1'd, whose nose has been 

rubbed shiny by millions of Metro travellers for good luckj at Mayakovs

kaya , it's known that you can spin a kopeck all the way up the fluted 

chrome arches. 

The building of stations at the height of the T，巳1'ro 1' is quite unnerving 

enough , but several were constructed during the G 1'eat Pat1'iotic Wa1' 

itself. A 1980 English-language guide to the Metro claims that they ‘mlr

ro1' the Soviet people's gallant 且ght against fascism and that spi1'it of 

unity which made of the enti1'e count1'y one a1'med camp'.12 And indeed 

they do. At Novokuznetskaya , there ar巳 mo1'巳 ceiling mosaics by Ald• 
sandr Deineka , executed by V. A. Frolov, who was caught in Leningrad 

during its 900 > day siege. They were pieced togethe1' the1'e - exquisite , 

spa1'kling and vertiginous , showing women worke1's alternately making 

munitions , t1'actors and tanks , or laying flowe1's - and afte1' its a1'tist had 

succumbed to the siege's p 1'ivations in 1942, they were transported from 

the blockaded and starving cit民 at immense risk, over Lake Ladoga. As 

with so much here, it's hard to say which is stronger: an awe of admi1'

ation or an awe of horro1'. The1'e a1'e several other stations showing 

wartime labour and war itself at the very moment it is happening -

Avtozavodskaya, the station for the ZiL Palace of Culture, whe1'e a 

ve1'sion of Kropotkinskaya with even talle1', thinne1', stranger tape1'ed col

umns has at nea1'-ceiling height a mural showing the rolling out of tanks, 
planes and supplies , inte1'spe1'sed with a sculptural frieze of presumably 

g1'ateful workers and peasants. The decorative detail of the wa1'time sta

tions coexists with a rema 1'kably f1'ee approach to architectural borrowing , 

an impure eclecticism that can throw up something like Elektroza飞lods

kaya station, whe1'e ll1eticulously, obsessively detailed 且gures of a mostly 

female workforce fillla 1'ge metopes above the columns, while the ceiling is 

deco1'ated with dozens of round , inset elect1'ic lights. This was designed 

by Vladimi1' Shchuko and Vladi ll1i1' Gelfreikh , who had designed both in 

a Constructivist and a neo-Renaissance idiom, and here ll1anaged to 
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Zoya Kosmodemyanskaya guards Partizanskaya, Moscow 

produce the l110st convincing fusion of the two. Meanwhile, at Partizans町

kaya , the highest of station halls features colossal fìgur巳s ， again by 

J'vlanizer, of the fa l110LlS partisan-martyrs Zoya Kos l11ode l11yanskaya and 

pν'1a tvey Kuzmin. Both of the l11 stand in front of tall colu l11ns, as if hiding 
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Overkill at Novokuznetskay叫 Moscow

behind tr巳es. S0 l11eti l11es , in the wartime stations, the excess starts to 

become too much - at Novokuznetskaya , the combination of l110saics, 
intricat巳 plaster coffering, friezes of sculpture and large, man-sized 

bronze la ll1ps set into the marble floor is too much for the eye to take in at 

once - you would have to wait an hour here to work out what exactly is 

going on, and the trains leave every ll1inute. 

The palaces of excess are ll10st overwhel1ning, spectacular and indi

gestible 011 the Ring Line , Moscow's Circle Line, which links all the major 

railway stations. It is always very crowdcd, so here even th巳 prodigious

size of the stations cannot entirely relieve congestio l1 - and the architec

ture generally serves to add to it. On evenings when visiting Moscow, 
Agata and 1 spent our ti ll1e doing Metro touris ll1 until the stations started 

to close after ll1idnight; and the place to do this if you're really after an 

experience is the Ring, where you easily get your kopeck's worth. The use 

of narrativ巳 in the 1938 and 1943 stations has here become an obsession … 

every single one of these stations, built between 工950 and 1954, tells a 

story, sor丑e of them consecutively, eventually building up an entire Metro 
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line that is one continuous epic, an awesome and te1'rifying propaganda 

blockbuste1', d1'ipping with heroism , stupidity and kitsch. 

τhe stops se1've speci且c ove1'grollnd stations , which of course lead to 

specific places, and so those places a1'e evoked. At Kievskaya Koltsevaya, 
the station fo 1' the 1'ailway te1'minal that leads to the Ukrainian capital , 

Kh1'llshchev pe1'sonally ove1'saw a competition fo1' a design that would 

‘exp1'ess the Ukraine'. The winning design , by a U[.ζ 1'ainian team llnde1' E. 1. 
Katonin , does this via a se1'ies of mosaic panels, framed with sClllpted 

wheatsheaves, which st1'etch llneasily along the curve of the arched hal1. 
They depict, in fllll-on musclebound, bosom-heaving Socialist Realist 

style , pivotal events in that country's history (this time , captioned , so 

ther旷s no ambiguity). The alliance betw巳en Russia and Ukraine signed 

by the Cossacks afte1' thei 1' successful 1'ebellion against the Polish empi 1'e 

in the seventeenth centur予 The Octobe1' Revolution , 0 1' rathe1' the A1'senal 

1'ising that was Kiev's eqllivalent. The completion of the Dniepe1' Dam , 

ove1'seen by Mikhail Kalinin and Sergo O 1'dzhonikidze (still ther飞 though

Stalin was l'巳moved). Obviollsly ‘socialist' history of st1'ikes and 1'isings 

is slotted into 。因cial ， Tsa1'ist, imperial history with the two becoming 

completely indistinguishable , the ideology of the G1'eat Patriotic Wa1' 

encapslllated. 

Komsomolskaya Koltsevaya is simila1'. The last bllilt wo1'k of Alexey 

Shchuse飞 and afte1' Mayakovskaya probably the most photographed, as it 

was intended to be, it is adjacent to th1'ee major railway stations (Lenin >

grad, Kazan and Yaroslavl) , so is a delibe1'ate ‘ gateway to Moscow'. It 
takes the form of a Rococo ballroom that ve1'y closely resembles (as do 

many Moscow Metro stations) the style and proportions of the Geor

gievsky Hall in the G1'and Kremlin Palace, bllilt in the early nineteenth 

century - mllch as Shchusev's own late-Romanov Kazan station , designed 

nearly half a century earlie1', was modelled on the Kremlin itself. Here the 

mosaics are again on the ceilings - this time, illustrating a wartime speech 

by Stalin , which placed the G1'eat Pat1'iotic Wa1' in a lineage of Rllssian 

impe1'ial wa 1's. On the mosaics themselves , by Pavel Korin , the eye

craning perspectives indlllged in by Deineka have been abandoned in 

favou 1' of flat images of medieval Rllssian warlo 1'ds , Lenin speaking to 

the Red A1'my in Red Sqlla1'e, a stylized goddess of peace waving a 

ham I11e1', a sickle and a laurelleaf in front of his mallsoleum , and the like. 

At Belorusskaya , the ceiling pan巳ls are 且at ， stylized folk-images of 
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Komso l1101skaya Koltsevaya , Moscow 

Belarusians both in their peculiarly Polish-looking national dress and in 

the more up-to-date socialist garb of sportsmen and soldiers. At the end 

of the station is a statue of h巳avy， hairy partisans, unveiled after Stalin's 

death - the struggle and suffering of those who fought the Nazis in the 

forests behind the lines were often denigrated during his rule , in favour of 

those who moved their 0国ces out to Siberia. 

The Ring Line's combination of grandeur, opulence and mental illness 

reaches its surreal height (or should that be depth?) at Novoslobodskaya , 
the last station to be designed by Dushkin. The arches are framed with 

stained-glass panels, which of course being underground have to be back

lit. This outright religious gesture, according to Metro historians Egor 

Larichev and Anastasia Uglik , was not entirely received as Christian -

stained glass not being a feature of Orthodox churches - but the effect 

is such. It is obviously a mystical space, a ‘supernatural' space, devoted 

to magic and irrationalism, something abetted by the ‘ dematerialized' 

light of the backlit stained glass. 13 The stained-glass panels (again by a 

team led by Pavel Korin) don't depict anyone actually doing anything 
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Stained glass and gold at Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 

obviously ‘mystical': men work at turbines, peruse journals in libraries, 
work at drawing boarcls, ancl generally act in an impeccably scienti且cfash

ion. The 且gures are in circular niches, with the panels around them 

decorated with flower飞 in a proliferation of wilcl colours - sky blues, 
bright greens, cleep oranges, sharply arti且cial yellows - which ar巳 in turn 

framecl with gold leaf, with little acorns cast in gold. At the end of it is the 

goddess of peace again, in gilded mosaic, holding a baby aloft. The stained 

glass was taken from the cathedral in the newly occupied Latvian capital 

of Riga. From the colonies to the capital, an act of imperial plunder. 

NATIONAL IN METRO , 
SOCIALIST IN CONTENT 

While we were in Belorusskaya Koltsevaya , Agata wondered out loud: 

‘Did they have a patronizing station for each one of the nationalities?' 

From theo旺， this project of nationalist, imperial display was also intended 
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to express the entirety of the USSR. 1n the I939 guide to the Moscow 

Metro designed for Western tou1'ists, E. Abakumov obse1'ves that 'thi1'

teen di旺'erent kinds of l11a1'ble we1'e used in the six stations of the Go1'ky 

St1'eet [i.e. 工938] line alone . . . these ma1'bles come f1'om the U1'als and 

Armenia, the Far East and Georgia, Uzbekistan and Siberia.'14 Reeling off 

the names of the mate1'ials stresses their exoticism - Ufalei, Bi 1'yuk-Yankoy, 
Gazgan, Nizhny Tagil , onyx, porphYfl己 It can be a shock, if you've spent 

more ti l11e in the Metro than in the 日e1'mitage ， to fìnd that parts of the 

tsars' art galle1'Y closely 1'esemble a Met1'o station - the classical sculpture 

galle1'ies of the New He1'mitage use si l11ilar exotic ma1'bles to those that 

you can lean against while waiting for you1' t1'ain to the suburbs; even the 

way the sculptures a1'e balanced along the pillars and pylons feels oddly 

familia1'. As w巳've seen, l11ate1'ials were shipped from blockaded Lenin

g1'ad and from 1'ecently annexed Latvia; to adapt a phrase fro l11 the 

Stalinist e1'a in Poland,‘the whole nation built its Metro'. 1nevitably, even 

in a state as fe1'ociously centralized and uneven as Stalin's USSR , Metros 

would be built in othe1' la1'ge cities as well; and at least in Stalin's era they 

would be built to the same speci且cations and on the same demented scale. 

By the end of the I940s, Met1'os were unde1' way in Leningrad and in Kiev, 
the start of a rapid extension of these systems across the USSR - by the 

tim巳 of its collapse fo1' ty yea1's late1' they had been completed or nearly 

competed in (in order) Lening1'ad, Kiev, Tbilisi, Baku, Khadζiv， Tashkent, 
Yerevan, Minsk, Nizhny Novgorod (then Go1'ky) , Novosibi1'sk, Samara 

(then Kuibyshev) , Ekaterinburg (then Sverdlovsk) and Dnepropetrovsk, 
while se l11i-underground ‘Metrotrams' with a few opulent subterranean 

stations each were bui1t in Volgograd and Krivyi Rih. This is a staggering 

urban infrastructure prog1'amme for a state that was by all accounts 

becoming ‘stagnant' , in its extent comparable only with the rash of Metro 

building in China during the last fìfteen years. As architecture, rather 

than what would be expected - a slow decline of the bizarre palatial gran

deur of the I930S and I940S into a more modern and utilitarian style - the 

Metro shows a constant, unresolved back-and-forth between Modernism 

and surreal eclecticism. 

The fìrst line to be built in Leningrad, opened in I95 5 and now Line 

I of the St Petersburg Metro, is on a fully Muscovite scale. 1t was designed 

almost entirely by Leningrad七ased architects, which is peculiar, as they 

were at the time l11anaging to 且ght a partly successful 1'earguard action 
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against the p1'essures to introduce Stalinist planning and the wilful taste

lessness of Stalinist a1'chitecture to the chilly g1'andeur of the no1'thern 

capital- this was mainly confìned to that aptly named Moscow Prospekt 

which leads f1'om the histo1'ical cent1'e to the airpo1't. The1'e is no 1'est1'aint 

to be found in the 且rst line of the Leningradsky Met1'opoliten, and as a 

Metro tourist 1 do日't think 1 found any of the Metro systems quite so 

unnerving as this. Pe1'haps this is because the friend 1 was staying with 

when 1 was fìrst in town, an American adoptive Petersburgian, was keen 

to inform l11e that 1 might get arrested if 1 took photog1'aphs (due to thei1' 

doubling as bomb shelte1's, Metro stations a1'e still officially classed as 

l11ilita1'Y installations) , and that young people don't take the Metro so 

that police l11en won't fo 1'cibly conscript the l11. This 1'eminde1' of the 

place's vicious 1'ealities pe1'haps stopped l11e f1'om just wande1'ing a1'ound 

agog, as in Moscow. The extreme coldness of the a 1'chitectur旷s g1'andeur, 
though, was also a factor, inti l11idating one into silence and awe. On 

returning a few years late1' with a camera , Agata and 1 we1'e unmolested, 
and even found that the St Pete1'sburg Metro featured that exceptionally 

1'are thing, signage in Latin script; but the e旺ect re l11a1l1s. 

The ave1'age depth of the Metro in the centre of St Pete1'sbu1'g is 

80 metl臼， 15 for 1'easons of the boggy geology as much as the need for 

shelte1's. Trips on escalato1's are leisurel只 giving you much time to look 

at the A1't Deco fittings of the l1plighters and hand1'ails. 1n the stations 

on the surface in the city centre, only the loo l11ing darkness of the 

materials … lots of granite - makes you notice the cont1'ast with the neo

classical context all aro l1nd, a gesture of Petersburgian urban good 

manners; the station l1nder职~ound ， with its revol l1tiona1'Y motifs in 

bronze , is often more M l1scovite, tho l1gh you neve1'且nd the horror vac l1i 

of the Moscow Ring. Line 1 runs north to south, from the city centre to 

the indl1strial districts of the south , those bastions of the October 

Revol l1tion - the Narvskaya district and the Pl1 tilov (by then Kirov) engin

eering works. 1n the centre the1'e a1'e things to see - Ploshchad Vosstaniya 

(‘Uprising Square吁， whe1'e relief SC111ptures p 1'ovide one of the most ‘ lives 

of the saints' depictions of Lenin, with his secl l1sion in Finland on th巳 eve

of Octobe1' presented as an ove1'coated , f!at-capped version of the forty 

days and forty nights in the wilderness. Yet it is at the three stations in the 

southern suburbs where the surviving remnants of old metropolitan good 

taste are thrown overboard, and the 1'es l1lts are dense with detail. At 
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Workers holding up a model of Narvskaya station, Leningrad 

N arvskaya , as you mount the escalator, a full-scale relief sculpture of 

Lenin speaking to the Petrograd masses is above your head , with the spire 

of the Admiralty (01' is it Moscow State Unive1'sity?) behind himj 

anachronism is courted by the worker carrying a flag reading ‘GLORY 
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TO WORK' , rather than ‘PEACE , LAND, BREAD' or ‘'ALL POWER 

TO THE SOVIETS'. Beneath, after your long descent, are strips of elec

tric light treated as if they were heraldic wreaths which are connected to 

the pillars with golden clasps. At eye level are hammer-and-sickle grilles, 
and in niches above each pillar, metopes crowded with fìgur卢 es. These are 

full of detail, full of activity - architects perusing the blueprints of the 

station, engineers, schookhildren with their schoolbooks, handsome 

vest-wearing l11ale worker飞 women workers in overalls and high heels. 

If these relief sculptures show the ‘humanist' side of Stalinist aesthet

ics, with its images of peaceful labour and mildly progressive gender 

roles , then the Kirov Works station is martial and militaristic. It is of 

particularly huge proportions, the hulking blue marble columns d巳mar

cating gr巳at spaces for the waiting pedestrian , in this case most Iikely 

because of the tens of thousands of people who would have used this to 

get to and from the famous factor予 There are no images of workers, only 

sl11all metal l11edallions as capitals to the pillars, which feature electricity 

pylons, hooks, chains, s l11elters, wheels, derricks. If you're goingstation-by

station through the suburbs of St Petersburg, you will by this point already 

be quite overwhelmed. What nothing can prepare you for is Avtovo, the 

original ter l11inus, designed by Evgeny Levinson and opened in I95 5. This 

enormous rectangular hall is lined with gigantic columns, all of which 

bar the last four (where the materials ran out) are clad in glass, which 

has .been sculpted so that it is covered, coated, in Soviet symbols - stars, 
laurels, the usual.飞X7hat is so unbelievable is how this most obviously light 

of materials has been treated in such a way that it is every bit as thick, 
heavy and imposing as marble or granite. The bizarre feeling of an under

ground chamber support巳d on colu l11ns of mere glass is only half of the 

paradox. If, as you recall , Vladimir Paperny argued in I980s Moscow that 

the Modernist 'Culture On矿 favoured the lightness, thinness and trans

parency of glass and the Stalinist ‘Culture Two' preferred the heav民

eternal nature of stone, here is th巳 ultimate victory over Constructivism. 

At the start of the Moscow Metr飞 111 工935 ， at Sokolniki, blue marble was 

treated as a light, Modernist material. But at Avtovo, in I955 , glass has 

been turned to stone, literally petri到ed. Aptly, the rest of the station's 

且ttings - bronze uplighters and chandeliers in a spiky neoclassical style, 
the coffered ceiling of a Tsar's palace - are outright funerea l. 

As with the stripping down of the former ‘ high building' of the Hotel 
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Glass columns at Avtovo, Leníngrad (1959 postcard) 

Ukrainia , Kiev was the testing bed for a new pared田down form of Metro 

decoration and , as with fh瓜， the first examples just look like Stalinist sta <

tions that have been denuded of some of their fancy dress , rather than 

any kind of distinctive new style. Larichev and Uglik argue that this was 

a rather conspiratorial decision by Khrushchev. After h巳 had overseen the 

most opulent of all stations at Kievskaya Koltsevaya , completed in 1954, 
his strictures on architectural ‘ excess' ensured that 110 furth巳r statlOns 
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Waiting at Vokzalna, Kiev 

would or could rival it. 50 in Metro histories Kiev, where the 豆rst lin巳 was

completed in 1960 (partly to designs submitted in 1949) , is where sanity 

or boredom takes ove乌 according to your taste or your politics. 16 This 

may be its place in the histor只 but it wasn't how it seemed to us as 

tourists/‘culture workers' on our first visit to the city, where Agata was 

assigned to take part in an NGO 's art conference. This was her first 

experience of any 50viet city, and arrival from bus to Metro station was a 

major shock to her - everything, even by Warsaw standards, on a terrify

ingly imperial scale. Vokzal (Central station) , opened in 工960 ， was the 

station in question. It is actually one of the milder examples, 5talin 

Baroque on manners. The e创ntranc巳 ha址II is massiv，飞ve乌， and below t由her巳 are

mη1e叫dall且lOns 飞W再ν11此ith川1

be咒een t臼terαn y'严ears earlier, and light fittings where electric tubes are collected 

into little Baroque chandeliers, but mostly otherness is expressed through 

the crypt-like marble pylons and the seemingly endless escalator journe予

Where we came out, however飞 was even more startling - Teatralna sta >

tion, designed mllch later, in 1987. It was originally named ‘Lenina' , and 
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aside from the fact that illumination is provided by concealed electric 

uplighting rather than Rococo chandeliers, you could be in a Moscow 

station of the late I930s. When we fÌrst visited, we found dark-red marble 

pylons enclosing niches 且lled with crumpled bronze flags , onto which are 

emblazoned quotes from Lenin. The saint忧ed leadeαrhim丑1S巳l旺f takζ巳s th巳 formI丑1 

of an 0飞>ver叮zed ， disembodied bust emerging from another quote-draped 

flag , his square, goateed jaw jutting out. Although it seems Stalino时， it 

isn't q uite - actual quotes from Lenin (as opposed to Stalin) are nonexist

ent in the ear甘 Metro stations, most likely because it was often hard to 

且nd one entirely ‘on messag矿; as Tamara Deutscher pointed out, one 

thing that happened after the Thaw was a brief transformation of Lenin 

from deity to human being, one who said and did (often complex) things 

rather than presiding over them as a sort of coffee-house demigod. 17 

Regardless of the sophistication of the quotations, the effect is of a giant 

head staring at you and your doings, keeping a very sharp eye on you (or 

at least he did until he was removed for fear of vandalis l11 at the start of 

20I4). Up at the top of the escalator is a relief sculpture where classic 

Lenin, always watching, at Teatralna, Kiev 
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Stalinist subjects heroic 1'evolutiona1'Y deeds , the building of the Dnie

pe1' Dam , etc. - a1'e 1'endered in a new, more f1'agmented style , with g1'eat 

sha 1'ds of stucco holding low-1'elief figures doing the 1'equisite st1'uggling 

and st1'iving. The sculptu1'e begins around the lamp at the top of the escal

ato1', p1'oceeding to swirl around an enti1'e anteroO l11. 

Most of the special qualities of the Kiev Met1'o CO l11e f1'om its geologi

cal ext1'emit予 A 1'senalna station has the wo1'ld's deepest escalators - afte1' 

standing on one for nearly ten minutes you get to anothe1', which eventu

ally leads to the most brutally t1'uncated of the 且1'st-line stations , with a 

hall of almost Londonesque c1'amped dim巳nsions; but the same line then 

takes you out at Dnipro , whe1'e you' 1'e suddenly on an elevated conc1'ete 

br址ge ove1' the Dniepe1', f1'amed by two colossal statues (woman 1'eleasing 

doves, man holding sputnik aloft). But mainly what we would learn in the 

Kiev Met1'o is that the initial Metro style, though mostly absent in its ori

ginal f01ïn , 1'emained popula1' enough to be 1'e飞rived extensively from the 

mid-1970S onwa1'ds. That said , the1'e a1'e l1101'e than a few t1'aces of Stalin

ist grandeur along the o1'iginal 19491工960 stations - Unive1'sitet , for 

instance , with its va 1'ious academicians in niches , 1'etains its planned 

statuary, zigzag marble f1oo1'ing and sculptu1'al embellishments , and none 

of the surface stations suffered much in the way of st1'ipping, so even 

Universitet, Kiev (1962 postcard) 
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Arsenalna , with its memo1'ial to the workers of I9I8 , is grand in scale. 

They also have a distinctive feature dictated by the profundity of thei1' 

placing - between thos巳 two double sets of escalators are domed halls 

where you can sit on a bench if the journey is wea1'ing you out, something 

that makes them particularly appealing for buske1's. Like the 1'est of the 

Kiev Metro , they a1'e an engineering feat. Acco1'ding to one historian , 

‘Geological su1'veys had proved the presence of a la1'ge amount of quick

sand in the area , so traditional mining methods we1'e eithe1' unsuitable or 

would prolong the const1'uction fo 1' several years. The decision was the1'e

fo 1'e made to e1'ect the enti 1'e structure of the inte1'l11ediate landing on the 

surface , and sink it into position inside a tempora1'y shaft . . . passe1's-by 

1'e l11arlζed on the structure g1'adually sinking lowe1' and lowe1' until , to 

thei1' su1'prise , it disappea1'ed all together. '18 

The 且rst two stations built after the Khrushchev ‘embellishments 

dec1'ee' a1'e actually very att1'active examples of I960s sci-fi aesthetics , 

redolent of the new optil11isr丑 and lightness , and the wo1'ke1's are cartoon

ish 1'athe1' than supe1'heroic. 1n one of these , Shuliavska (originally Zavod 

Bilshovyk,‘Bolshevik Facto1'Y') , two mosaic men hold up the atom. Run

ning along the 1'ailings at the top of the pylons we found the 1'epeated 

legend 'Peace , W，。此， F1'eed0 l11', in Ukrainian , with the p 1'eceding word , 

'Communism' , visibly erased, with only the ‘K' left ('But how can you 

have the one without the othe1'?' mused Agata not entirely facetio Llsly). 

Afte1' that a 1'e seve1'al stations in a style that would be imp1'巳sSlve any

whe1'e else , but a1'e in the context of the earlie1' work st1'ikingly 

o1'dina1'Y - eve1'ything is still ma1'ble-clad , but they a1'e othe1'wise unorna

mented , with tall , spindly stone-sheathed colu l11ns , a style also popula 1' in 

I960s Moscow and dubbed the ‘centipede' , afte 1' the dozens of ‘legs'. 

Normal. 
Somehow, perhaps because of the ‘neo-Stalinist' trend noted in the 

early 工970S by Roy M巳dvede飞 this goes out of the window at exactly this 

poin t. The stations built fo 1' 01' just after the I980 Olympics a1'e the 'Futu1'

ist' side of this, as they manage to use much the same constructional 

spaces , techniques and l11aterials - the wide underground vaults with 

trains leaving from tunnels on either side , the niches , the marble , the 

mosaic - while dropping historical 1'eminiscences. Palats Ukrainia (o1'i

ginally Red Army) station, designed, like Teatralnaya by the team of 

Anatoliy Krushynskyi , Tamara Chelikovslca and Mykola Alyoshkin, 
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Suprematist ballroom: Palats Ukrainia, Kiev 

dresses its heavy columns in a glittering coating of r巳d ， gold and black 

stone, and ring町shaped silver space-age chandeliers lead to a mosaic fea

turing a Red Guard, his trenchcoat lined with gold, representing the Kiev 

Bolshevik rising of January 工9I8. Behind the guard is a vivid representa

tion of abstract revolutionary space, with a red globe and grey triangles, 
as if in tribute to the avant-garde painting of the Kiev-born Kazimir 

Male飞rich. At Republic Stadium are vaults lined in blue marble and a 

sculpture where the Olympic rings are set into an organic mass of twisted 

red f1ags, at Taras Shevchenko a dreamlike imagining of the work of the 

national poet, and at Heroes of the Dnieper, the terminus, there are heav只

angular red与marble columns 飞再rhose capitals have the light fittings inside 

them, working both as columns and lanterns, with a hammer and sickle 

at the top of each. 

Somehow, by the end of the I980s, this promise of futurity is reversed 

completel予 Two stations in particular show a sudden embrace of an 

outr咕ht neo-Byzantine aesthetic as alarming in its sense of time-slip des

potism as much of the Moscow Ring Line. Druzhby Narodiv ('Friendship 
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Golden Gate of the Kievan Rus Metro, Kiev 

of Nations') has brick-clad columns, as if you're in the crypt of an Ortho句

dox cathedral; and at Zoloti Vorota ('Golden Gate') , opened in 1989, the 

underground vault, designed by Boris and Vadim Zhezherin, has become 

a tribute to Kievan Rus, with the ceiling lined in Byzantine mosaic pat

terns and an actual Orthodox mosaic of St Michael, with wings, sword 

and shield; yet the innovations of the Moscow Metro can still be seen, in 

the dazzling, Dushkin-like effect of a buttressed ceiling rippling off 

towards the escalators, their weight held up here by stubby little marble 

columns. It all comes full circle, and all the 'socialist' and ‘modern' trap町

pings attached to this cr巳epily future-past aesthetic are stripped away, 
lea飞ring just neo-Byzantinism. 丁wo years before the collapse of the USSR 

and the independence of Ukraine, the ‘socialist content' disappear飞 leav

ing only the ‘national form'. 

While an opposition can be - and has been - set up between the building 

of opulent Metro systems and the construction of housing infrastructure, 
under Brezhnev they managed to do both without much trouble, although 

the (bespoke, crafted) Metro stations appear to be mostly of a far higher 
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quality than the (standardized, factory-made) housing. The Soviets were 

now designing in the styles of both Cultures One and Two, but were evi

dently vastly more skilled at the latter. Yet when we spoke to some (if not 

all - we met a few enthusiasts) of the people we met in Kiev about the 

Metro, they would usually shrug and say: ‘日ave you been to Moscowγ 

The comparatively low esteem the system is held in, or perhaps the 

extre l11e oligarchical capitalism of conte l11porary Ukraine, may have con

tributed to a rather shocking phenor丑enon we saw there on all of our 

visits, in 2010, 20II and 2014 - the sheathing of marble columns with 

giant adverts, and the placing in several stations of TV s, suspended from 

the ceiling, serving a continuous diet of adverts, with the original gran

deur being eaten away by tat. In 'nor l11al' countries Metro architecture is 

just a backdrop to advertising, so why not here? 

FUTURISM AND STAGNATION 

UNDERGROUND 

Kiev's Metro history, and its shift towards increasingly nationalistic 

imagery, is paralleled by its il11mediate successor, the Tbilisi Metro, whose 

two lines were opened in 1965 and 1979 respectivel予 It can be hard to dis

cover the original intentions here , as a campaign under Georgia's ruler in 

the late 2000S, Mikheil Saakashvili, alternately 1110dernized and vandal

ized the stations with great ineptitude, replacing finely wrought 飞凡lorks of 

art with cheap l11urals, placing trespa and tacky metal cladding over 

marble - but half-heartedly, so that the Metro is in a prolonged state of 

half-renovation; even 1110re than elsewhe町， Agata and 1 got some very 

funny looks for getting our cameras out … walking towards the bust of the 

eponymous 1巳ftist theatre director at the end of (Kote) Marjanishvili sta 伽

tion, we were helpfully told 气he exit's the other way'. However, more than 

half of the stations are only partly butchered, so you can see how in the 

1960sthe ‘national f，οrm' was applied to sparse halls , with giant busts of 

great Georgian poets and relief friezes of medieval scenes, sometimes 

combined with paradoxical Modernist gestures, as at Isani station, where 

a light concrete shell structur巳 above protects the heroic deeds of ancient 

kings inside. Most of the inner-city stations are dedicated to Georgian 

writers, theatre directors and poets. At Rustaveli station, the dark-red 
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The vital south: Technical University station , Tbilisi 

columns are inset with gold巳n panthers, in reference to the twelfth < century

poet Shota Rustaveli's Knight in the Panther 's Skin , continued in a CO I1-

crete relief above the entrance. References to Russians are nowhere to be 

fOU l1d , and - unlike revolutionary motifs - would not have been before 

the renovation either, the inescapable Lenin aside. That doesn't mean that 

there isn't still a certain note of folk kitsch , and often a certain knowing 

revelling in the sort of joyous southern , sun-kissed imagery seldom to be 

found on the steppe. The peak of this can be f，岛'ound in t由he two m丑losai比C 

f仕n比ezes 111S幻ide the 飞vault优ed niches of Te氏chni比ca址lUni忖飞v吧吼c创r叮ty s引ta瓜ti归on. 1凹9Des贝igned

111 王979 by Radish To旧rdia ， Iden Tabidze and Apolon Kharebava, it is a 

lush and shamelessly vitalist display of frolicking, dancing, gyrating and 

discovering, with scientists, satellites and sputniks proving the Soviet 

provenance. These plaster 且gures are surrounded and caressed with swirls 

of shimmering mosaic. !t 's both thrilling and a bit much. 

It is strange perhaps that the Kiev and Tbilisi Metros moved gradually 

towards a new national style, as one of the most widely publicized and 

technically innovative systems, built in 1975 , was strongly modern in its 
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aesthetic, while still being visibly in the tradition begun in 1935. But, 
again, that's not the first thing we noticed about the Kharkiv Metro. Like 

the earlier systems, the portals on the street lead down to short passage

ways with kiosks selling .essentials, themselves clad in so much marble 

that they look richer than most actual stations in other countries. In 

Kharkiv, once a powerful industrial-scienti且c city and still Ukraine's 

second largest, the results of the collapse of the economy in the 1990S are 

not easy to avoid. Old women spread out their goods to sell in the pas

sageways, and we we desc巳nded we (and a hundred or so Kharkivians) 

watched a clock tell us exactly how long we had been waiting for a tube … 

the clocks that count up how long you've been waiting rather than 

counting down to tell you when the next one is coming are a mar1王 of

confidence in Moscow, where you seldom have more than ninety seconds 

to wait; here they are something l110re despondent. Maybe aptly飞 as the 

aesthetic of the Kharkiv Metro is perhaps best described as a Futurism of 

the era of stagnation. 

Radianska (in Russian ，‘ Sovietskaya吁， the station where we spent some 

time waiting, is lit by light 且ttings l11ade up of x > shaped la l11ps bunched 

together, like functional op-art sculptures. The Historical Museum sta

tion , opened in 1984 to designs by v. A. Spivachuk，卫G. Ch巳chalnitsky

and 1. T. Karpenko, is l11ade up of heavy, greyish-yellow marble colu l11ns , 
叭rhich see l11 subject to S0 l11e sort of ingress (Kharkiv Metro is the only one 

W巳've found in anything less than tip-top upkeep). These are classic Soviet 

Metro style gone quasi-Expressionist, their weight now expressed rather 

than hidden, via an al l110st C l1 bist syst巳 111 of tapering, giving the sense of 

being somewhere that is at once dungeon, castle, palac巳 and space sta

tion. The latter is not an idle cliché, bl1 t a precise cO l11parison - a design 

analogue between one windowless, enclosed, high-tech space into which 

oxygen must be p11 l11ped to l11ake it habitable and another. Along the plat

forms for the trains are steel medallions with the l1sual Soviet heraldry, 
but above you are not ‘chandeliers'; instead susp巳nded sculptures are 

l11ade up of lights in litde boxes, linked by twisted, tangled steel anten

nae - rich , surreal and , 011 Ol1 r visit, only half being used , adding to the 

grotto-like feel , but also the evident poverty of the city and its decaying 

infrastructure. 

Trainspotters designate a particular kind of 飞;vide-vaulted ， colu l11nless 

station found all over the world as the ‘Kharkiv type' , due to the 
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Historical Museu l11 statio l1, Kharkiv 

innovations in construction that were brought in here. These then

experimental stations, like Sportivna , resemble the basic Moscow type 

without the supporting arches, giving them an even greater vastness of 

space, with the vault co旺ered in a non-classical pattern of stucco dia

mon白， in which the light is hidden. But as this is a book on architecture 

rather than engineering, we will note the regular stations which manage 

more than any in Moscow or elsewhere to play perverse games with the 

fact that you're deep underground with tens of metres and tons of earth 

on top of you. Universitet, for instance, designed by the same architects as 

Historical Museum, is in a paradoxical style which could be described as 

stripped ROCOCO,20 or Vostok Baroque. Marble pilotis enclose the vault 

and upper-level galleries, and wide, repeated copulas feature Futurist 

chandeliers, where some sputnik-like globe has affixed to it several cylin

drical lamp standards, all pulled together into an interconnected wheel. 
They look like satellites, placed one after another along the long hall, no 

doubt as a reference to the scienti且c work that goes on in the Uni飞吼叫ty

nearby - but they do not replicate anything, they are not explicitly 
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representational. Nearb只 the Derzhprom station • serving the complex 

usually known in English by its Russian name, Gosprom, and 且nished (to 

a I980s design by Spivachuk and Karpenko) in 工995 - shows the aesthetic 

still healthy; bent blue-marble pylons creating a continuous, polygonal 

space, with the directional signs in bubble-shaped blue plastic, the space 

station style still in place in the decade of the Mir disaster. Presumably 

nobody believed in it by then , but it seems the architects didn't agree. 

The next station along, Architekt Bek巳tova ， combines the stuck-in-a

dilapidated-space-station feel with something that once seemed so nakedly 

mystical at Novoslobodskaya - stained glass, here depicting Beketov, a 

local architect, his bearded bust framed by motifs one part Byzantine, one 

part Kandinsk予 At Moskovsky Prospekt, a wide single vault features more 

satellites < cum-fittings; and at Gagarinska , there is stained glass of the man 

himseIf, unfortunateIy not backlit the month we visited. 

In the all-important propaganda pamphl巳t ， it is noted that ‘ the stations 

are characterized by their free space , colourful design of the interior, 
abundance of light and air . . . the ideological and artistic decoration 

Chandelier at Universitet station , Kharkiv 
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reflect the great revolutionary and fìghting traditions of the city and its 

present day labour rhythm . . . the level of comfort of the Metro in且uences

not only the passengers' mood, but their process of production and social 

activi叩口 1 It's a strangely Pavlovian boast, but it draws attention to the 

Half-lit chandeliers at Pushkinskaya, Kharkiv 
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particular intensity of the Kharkiv stations. Every one of the various sys

tems appears to have some speci且c speciality or quirk , and in Kharkiv it's 

th巳 lighting. The lamps and chandeliers of the Kharkiv Metro are a mag-

111且cent and historically puzzling thing, examples of something which 

shouldn't exist, according to the tenets of architectural history. They are 

obviously not neoclassical or neo-Baroque , and they con且dently go 0旺 to

explore new worlds as much as any Modernist spatial experiment; yet 

their decorative extravagance and exquisit巳， if worn craftsmanship, in 

marbles and metals, are outside any otherwise known architectural 

canon , comparable only to the Fl1 turist Baroque of the 1970S p l1 blic 

bl1 ildings we found in 飞lilnius. The lot of th巳111 could for111 the basis of an 

exhibition at the V&A ,‘ the baffling lamps of the 50viet 1970S' , or such

like. Even her飞 though ， this con且dence and freakish individ uality 

eventually go neoclassical - at the mid间1980s Pushkinskaya station , 
designed by E. V. Nezim , E. A. Perepelitsa and V. A. 5pivachuk, there are 

still the wonderfully flamboyant Expressionist angular pylons found in 

other stations 'on the network , but elsewhere there are gold cursive letter

ing and ceramic panels showing the great poet going about his business in 

nineteenth-century Pet巳rsburg， and the chandeliers have gone straight 

Rococo , and not all of them are lit. The last construction of note in the 

Kharkiv Metro was not courtesy of any state body: a 2009 statue made 

from waste mater臼ls by Metro workers themselves , called Exhausting 
Night of an Underground Labourer. With its twisted steel and unheroic 

slumping posture , it was hardly 50cialist Realist. It was removed in 20IO. 

50 how was it that the underground labourers' nights remained so 

exhausting? One explanation can be found in the depths of the Leningrad 

Metro. The response there to the ‘embellishments decree' was to concen

trate on technology rather than decoration. Most stations of the 1960s 

expansion of the line have a system known as ‘ horizontallift' , which Lon

doners who use the Jubilee Line will know via the more cynical term 

‘ suicide doors'. If you wait at a station like Gostiny Dvor, Moskovskaya 

or J\1ayakovskaya , you have the same vaulted halls , but the arcades are 

blocked , so yO l1 feel as if you're in a tunnel rather than a baIlroom , unable 

to see the tradζs. The walls ‘ open' along the arcades , 0旺ering entry to the 

trains. This entailed a high level of automation for the 50viet 1960s, 
involving an impressive precision to get all the various components to line 

up, and the doors to meet the openings , q l1 ite apart from the darker 
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‘ I958 - opening of the first Soviet automated factory' , 

Technological Institute station, Leningrad 

function of stopping the line from slowing down because of people kill

ing themselves. There are still a few decorative details on these stations, 
且ttingly of a more peppy, Modernist form. One suspects that Mayako句

vsky would have been less disturbed by the jagged, glinting red mosaics of 

‘his' outpost in Leningrad than the splendour of ‘his' Moscow station. 

The bigger clue is in Technological Institute 2 station, an interchange 

with one of the Line 1 palaces. Each pillar is decorated with an inscrip

tion in chic 1960s letters recalling some particular Soviet technological 

triumph, and one of the most prominent reads: ‘1958 - OPENING OF 

THE FIRST SOVIET AUTOMATED FACTORY'. Automation takes 

command, as it does in the promise of Oscar Wilde's Soul of Man under 

Socialism 一‘let the machines do it.' 

The propaganda literature of the Thaw is full of this rhetoric. One 

1958 book, Automation Serves Ma刀， lists such advances as remote

controlled mines and the introduction of driverless trains on the Moscow 

Metro (this in the late I950S!). The reasons given are telling. On the one 
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hand , it is necessary because machines do things better, as 'an automaton 

is always in the same "mood" 二 while ‘ th巳 human brain is so arranged 

that it needs time to comprehend an event and take a correct decision'.22 

50 ‘automatic drivers drive trains with a great degree of accuracy, cor1'ect

ing all violations of the time-tabl巳'. The workers of the Metro will m巳rely

‘ tun矿 the line fo 1' a couple of hou1's and then , in the words of the planner 

5trumlin,‘engage in their leisure time in technical inventions or s￥Nell the 

ranks of public figures , scientists and w1'iters, inspired l11uslclans and 

painters . . . and all these huge replenishments f1'o l11 among the worke1's 

will take the place of the one-sided wo1'kmen of the old syste l11 of labour 

division and make up the new society which we will call c0 l11munism'.23 

The banner of which no longe1' reads ‘ GLORY TO WORK'. 

These promises of communism through technical ‘ accele1'ation' fell 

into abeyance s0 l11ewhat during the Brezhnev years , but were revived by 

Gorbachev. 5everal Metro syste l11s we1'e either completed or begun during 

his tenure, one of them being that of Nizhny Novgorod, opened at the 

end of I985. However, the new press freedo l11 l11eant that working condi

tions could now be openly discussed. One report is a long way fro l11 the 

pro l11ise thirty years earlier of auto l11atic l11ines and drastically shortened 

wo1'king da}叫 and fulfilled to some degree with automatic doors and 

driverless trains. Ernest Mandel relates that ‘ in Pravda of ISt March 

I986, A. 5. 5uchanov, a l11ember of the workers' brigade building the 

extension to the Moscow underground . . . r 

of pure吐el忖ym丑lanl孔ua址llabour on th巳 s剑it优e was exactly 飞wνrha创t 1此t had been half a 

century ea创rlier乌， j扣ust about 40%. They used pneumatic drills similar to 

those produced in I935 , but of inferio1' qualit予， Another Metro wo1'ker's 

complaint was published a yea1' later in Moscow News: 'We a1'e without 

wo1'king tools. We have no means of transporting them to the site where 

the new station will soon be established. We have to put up the frames by 
hand. We car1'y cement in shovels. We still use the pickaxe. This is not 

modern work, this work is from the stone age.'24 The gap between ideol

ogy, promise and the miserable wo1'king reality was now yawning, and 

workers could 且nally say so publicl予

The result of this was not il11provement so much as collapse. At the 

Gorky Metro (as it then was) , it is notable how the planning of the system 

was o1'iented completely around the needs of industrial workers rather 

than, as today, those of white-collar workers and tourists; as it was a 
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'closed city' until 199 工， the latter were pretty unlikely anywa予 The first , 
and l110re or less only, line goes fro l11 the factories in the 吁ower' city to 

the microrayons, and did not, at first , enter the adl11inistrative 止lnd touris

tic historic ‘upper' city on the other side of the Oka r忖er at all. Until a 

station opened there in 2012, the Metro existed only in the city's 

working-class areas, closely integrated with a cO l11prehensive tram and 

bus system - far l110re public-transport provision than any working-class 

district or factory zone in the West would have. received. However, you 

soon notice that the stations are not exa l11ples of the full < scale splendour 

that was the nOn11 in Moscow, Leningrad or even Kiev. They are a1 l110st 

all eithe1'‘Kha1'kiv' or ‘ centipede' type, and rathe1' l11u1'ky in their design, 
with da1'k l11a1'ble columns and laconic concealed lights. They a1'e also 

exceptionally shallow - p 1'esu l11ably, Go1'ky was fa 1' enough away f1'om 

any possible frontline for stations-as-bomb-shelte1's not to be conside1'ed 

necessar予 An ave1'age station involves a descent down steps 1'athe1' than 

escalato1's, through ent1'ances whe1'e granite panels lead to cheap, corru

gated i1'on and 1'ed-b1'ick pavilions, making clear exactly whe1'e the money 

1'an out, or signifying that beauty underground was mo1'e important than 

beauty on the surface. 

At the ticket halls, you find that the artistic budget has often been spent 

he1'e precisely. 1n the Ki1'ovskaya station, a bust of the assassinated leade1' 

sits surrounded by a sparkling red, black and blue abst1'act mosaic; at 

Leninskaya the 1丑an himself appears in stained glass; and elsewhere you 

have flying stars and busts of model workers. Much of th巳 interest is in 

the panels above your head as you descend the stairs onto the platform, 
where you can find rather hauntingly pretty images of Chekhovian dacha 

life (in Park Kultury) , images of Moscow State University or Wo地er and 

Kolh.hoz Woman (at Moskovskaya , the interchange for the railway sta

tion) or abstracted images of free-floating revolutionary symbols. At the 

Avtozavodskaya station itself, a continuous mural frieze all the way along 

each side shows the building, assembly and enjoyment of the facto 1'Y's 

products. There is, by any nor l11al standard, a lot to admire and a lot to 

take in, but if you've been to any of the Metro systems of republican capi

tals, you know you're in one of the ‘second tier' cities here. 

What remains in this strictly proletarian Metro, even with the endless 

ceremonial descent and the huge budgets remov时， is a sense of special

ness, a feeling that you are in something that matters, that is removed 
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f1'om eve1'yday life, with a ce1'tain d1'eam logic - and , most impo1' tantly, 
that muni且cenc巳 of scale, which means that even this tightly budgeted 

Metro feels fa 1' mo1'e comfo1'table , open and pleasant than anything on 

the London Unde1'ground, the New Yo1'k Subway 0 1' the Pa1'is Met1'o. The 

'Kha1'kiv' stations are especially memo1'able in this regard , particularly 

because, as in Kha1'kiv itself, you may have to wait rather a while for your 

tube train , given that the maintenance of this facility for taking those 

wo1'ke1's who still work in the factory to their place of employment has 

evidently not been t1'eated as a priorit予 It is quite probable that something 

like the Leninskaya station, with its simple sculpted concrete vault, has 

been hewn in the most basic way from the subterranean mud and rock, 
using the most basic mate1'ials, even if it was no longer the case that slaves 

rather than proletarians did the most dangerous labour. The ‘Futurism' 

of it may be enti1'ely formal , a question of aesthetic preference 1'athe1' than 

technical reality. But if you're waiting the1'e fo 1' fìfteen minutes that's not 

what you think about, instead being 1'athe1' thankful that you can be bored 

in so splendid and generous an environment. 

飞.xraiting at Leninskaya station , Nizhny Novgorod 
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METROS AS DIPLOMACY 

The Moscow Metro has many potential thematic routes that you can 

enjoy if you have a free evening and not a lot of mone予 You can, if you're 

so inclined, glide around it as if it were an international routewa只 stop

ping off at various ‘nations' and cities, which have usually been designed 

in tribnte to sister cities and fraternal countries: One Moscow evening, 
tiring of spending the equivalent of 且ve quid on a coffee and the similar 

delights of urban life in the Russian capital, we decided to go out in search 

of these frag l11ents of and tributes to other cities, most of the l11 dating 

from the turn of the 1980s, when stations adrift in the endless panel-built 

sprawl needed some distinctive identification. We stopped off in 'Sebas

topol' , where little mosaics showed the seaside obelisks, ships and other 

landmarks of this wartime ‘Hero City' in the Crimea. This was a couple 

of 1110nths after it was annexed by Russia , and mercifully this recent tri

umph is uncelebrated in the station's iconography at the ti l11e of writing. 

At 'Prague' we found ourselves in a dark piece of 1970S high tech, with 

crepuscular strip lighting and subtly curved, golden-red colu l11ns formed 

fro l11 some light metal alloy. There was no reference to the historic archi

tectural glories of the Czechoslovak capital itself, which was not the case 

in 'Warsaw' , where repeated silver engravings show the Baroque skyline 

of the old town, the Modernist churches and hotels of the 1970S city and, 
of course, the Palace of Culture and Science; we stopped here to photo

graph ourselves in this underground hO l11e-fro l11-home. After that, we 

1110ved on to ‘Washington', the only un。因cial example here, actually 

called ‘Red Guard' station but closely based on the Brutalism of the 

American capital's lvletro, with its sweeping vaults of concrete co旺ers.

We ended our journey in a more recent station, opened in 2013 and named 

after Kazakhstan、 largest city Alma-Ata. Tall, bent red uplighters made 

their way down the hall , whose symbolic import was unknown to us. By 

this ti l11e, having spent several hours underground, we began to feel deeply 

unhealthy, tired of the shuddering roar of the trains, our 且ngers gn l11y 

and our mouths dust弘 and made our way back to the centre. Anywa只

irrespective of the places you can go to under Moscow, the international

ism of the Metro was not limited to its own stylistic borrowings and 

tributes. 
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‘Warsaw' , 1vloscow 1vletro 

Given that the i\1oscow Metro and its descendants were one of the 

most obviously successful aspects of the Soviet environment, guaranteed 

to awe all but the most hostile guests, it is not altogether surprising that 

their technology and expertise would be exported to the ‘socialist camp'. 

1n fact, the fìrst attempt at repIicating the Moscow Metro's dimensions 
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and design did not occur in Eastern Europe, but in 工940S London the 

twin platforms divided by a wide coffered vault in Gants 日i11 tube station 

were specifica11y mode11ed on Moscow's example, albeit with a rather 

subtler use of facing materials. It did not catch on. Several cities were 

proposed for Soviet-style Metro systems in the Stalinist period, especia11y 

Warsaw and Bucharest; and the former went some distance in construct

ing the tunnels, in extremely unsympathetic geological conditions, before 

the Metro was cance11ed by Gomulka , suspicious of grandiose and appar

巳ntly useless grand projects.25 Several of the architecture-propaganda 

books of the late I940S and early I950S feature prospective images of the 

Warsaw Metro, a11 of them with Moscow scale and materials - great 

vaults with marble 且oors ， Rococo chandelier飞 stuccoed ceilings, heroic 

且gures and murals. As it is, perhaps the only fu11 Stalinist station built 

outside the USSR , at least until the mid-I960s, was actua11y a remodel

ling of an existing East Berlin station, then named (after the communist 

leader and Nazi victim) Ernst Thälmann, now known as Mohrenstrasse. 

Retaining exactly the air只 if relatively modest, proportions of the U-Bahn, 
it is coated entirely with the heavily veined deep red marble that is ubiq

uitous in Moscow or Kiev 一 in different shades, on the benches, on the 

wa11s, on the columns. The marble was not from the Urals this time , but 

plundered from Speer's demolished Reich Chance11ery. 

When Metros were fina11y built in the capitals of the Eastern Bloc, it 
was still as a partly imperial act , but no longer as an example of sheer 

imitation. The first is actua11y an extension of the world's second full 

underground line - in Budapest, which had already built a syste ll1 in 

I890 along the line of the ll1ain artery of Pest, Andrássy út. With the 

assistance of Soviet advisers and engineers, this was then extended with 

one, then two new lines of wide-vaulted marble-lined halls, reached by 

the usual endl巳ss escalators. The Second Line, built in the I960s and 

opened in I970 , was , like Tbilisi but with less outright vandalis ll1, recently 

‘de-Sovietized' via cladding and adverts, so that its provenanc巳 is obvious 

1l10re in the proportions (and the checked black and grey granite f100rs 

and the heavy, beige marble columns) rather than the style; and perhaps 

in its contrast with th巳 originalline ， where entrances to di旺erent direc

tions are found on different sides of the street and the iron-columned 

spaces are on what gets called a ‘human scale'. Fittingly, the most ‘Mus >

covite' station, Széll Kálmán tér, was originally ca11ed ‘Moszkva tér' 
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‘Moscow' station, Budapest 

(‘Moscow Square') and is, on the surface, a unique Brutalist concr巳te and 

glass vestibule, described in one Budapest gazetteer as ‘ an expressionistic 

building which is as much public sculpture as architecture'. 26 True enough, 
but it also closely resembles a larger, more con6dent re-creation of Ryazan

slcy Prospekt station in Moscow itself, built a few years earlier in 1966, 
which has an identical jagged roof line. 

The Third Line, built slightly later, is also visibly Soviet-inspired, largely 

by dint of its expansive use of space and atmospheric lighting. Stylisti

cally, it is as slightly clunkily Modernist as the contemporary systems in 

Brussels or Stockholm , with fabulous hot-orange moulded plastic seats 

and chrome-plated columns, and a murky light cast by square lamps 

against black marble. 1n on巳 of the 臼ms s巳t in Soviet-era Metros - more 

of a subgenre than you may assume 一 it tak巳s its place as a particularly 

seedy mise-er卜scène. Nimród E. Antal's 2003 61m KO l1 troll is shot entirely 

in the Third Line, most likely because it is the only line su伍ciently dilapi

dat巳d ， spacious, labyrinthine, lavatorial and unusual enough to serve the 

purpose of the plot, wh巳re a set of depress巳d Metro workers constantly 
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chase a clientèle that constantly 1'efuses to pay the already nominal fee of 

their public transpo1't, which could , at a st1'etch, be seen as a cinematic 

metaphor fo 1' the declining est巳em held towards public space. The place 

comes across in the 缸m as unloved but essential, the arte 1'y of a dour 

underground city where modernity has gone to die , with all the invest

ment ploughed into the 且n-de-siècle capital above. 1n this, it closely recalls 

the slightly later Metro built in the Romanian capital. Fitting its tenden

cies towards nationalism and autarch只 BucharesJ under Ceau号escu was 

the only capital to plan and execute a Metro system without any Soviet 

assistance, and the only one where you will not, in the twenty-first cen

tur只 find old Russian tub巳 trains shunting their way between the stations; 

it is also the only one with levels of squalo1' that Londoners or New York

ers will find familiar, with surfaces mostly filth予 For all that, it was the 

most extensive ‘ socialist Metro' built outside the USSR , with thirty-nine 

stations on three lines by 1989, largely in order to connect factories to 

micro1'ayons , and it shares the conviction that underground architecture 

should be special and atmospheric. 

Like the Boulevard of the Victory of Socialism and the Centrul Civic -

whose late-197os to late-198os time pe1'iod it was contemporary with - the 

Bucharest Metro is recognizably Soviet-inspired while avoiding any 

non > architectural rhetoric, with absolutely no statues, mosaics or obvi

ous exhortations, merely a spatial power. Unlike the Boulevard, though, 
the architecture is clever, imaginative, and devoid of heaviness and 

authoritarianism. With its mix of clashing materials (plastic and marble, 
steel and brick) it is Postmodernist, but Postmodernism as pop architec

ture rather than reactionary revanche. Columns are wrapped in braids of 

blue marble at Politehnica, and even the most mundane stations have 

handrails and benches clad in imperial travertine. The stations are all 

differe时， but certain principles are followed. None are particularly 

deep; there are escalators but you can walk down their multiple levels, 
which are the main architectural attraction - some decades before Michael 

Hopkins tried the same trick at Westminster station in London, they leave 

巳nough space around the circulation that you can always sense the differ

ent levels, with staircases, escalators and floors ascending and descending 

in Piranesian fashion. Many stations are double height, with arcades on 

the second level, and the platforms entered from wide circuses, as at Uni

ve1'sitate and Victory Square. The generous spaces of the latter were 
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Universitate station, Bucharest 

opened in December 1989, but were surely less inflammatory, less 

revolution-provoking, than the Palace of the Parlia l11ent going up at the 

sal11巳 tlme.

Aside from Titan station, a massive concrete hall of ‘Kharkiv type' , the 

ideas and problems of the Bucharest Metro are those of Romanian engi

neers and architects - save for the notion that Metros should be big, 
spacious and treated as national propaganda projects, it has a tangential 

relation to the Soviet 1110del, and that was a matter of autarchic pride for 

Romanian ‘National Communism'. Elsewhere, the link between Metro 

building and imperial geopolitics was 巳xtr巳mely direct. It may be coinci

dental that the Soviet investment in Hungary that got the Metro's later 

lines built came soon after the suppression of the 1956 revolution. It cer

tainly wasn't when the Prague Metro was built a couple of years later. 

The Prague Metro was begun in 1966, and then intended as a combined 

‘metrotram' that would run both in streets and in tunnels; after construc

tion had already started, it was upgraded to a full Metro a year later. But 

the Metro as we know it today, the first line of which was opened in 1974, 
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was funded to the hilt by the USSR as some sort of sop, some sort of evi >

dence of the occupier's munifìcence, after the suppression of the Prague 

Spring by Warsaw Pact tanlωin I968. 0 1', put delicately,‘1n view of the 

important technical assistance 1'endered by the Soviet Union , the unde1'

ground railway is ma1'ked as a structu1'e of Czechoslovak-Soviet co

ope1'ation.叨 The fìrst , originally planned line is as dull and unexciting as 

the systems being built a1'Ound the same time in, sa民 Cologn巳 0 1' Rotter

dam, and aside from being typically spatially p1'Ofligate , has little to 

distinguish itself f1'Om them in its mildly Futu1'ist 且ttings ， aside from the 

use of wide halls with trains leaving on 巳ither side. 1t is with the Second 

Line, opened in 工978 ， that Prague started to create something equal in its 

dreaminess to that of its occupier/backer.τhe stations are all very pre >

cisely in the Soviet style of deep escalators leading to long, wide-arched 

vaults with platforms on either side, but the rejection of neoclassicism 

and the embrace of a w巳ird ， intense form of late Futurism has gone here 

even further than in Kharkiv. And unlike the Ukrainian cÌt)飞 where each 

station is still deliberately designed in a different idiom, ther巳 is also an 

el11brace of a certain measure of standardization , even of branding. 

Several stations in the city centre , along what is now 'Line N - Muzeu l11, 

日radCanská ， Jirího z Pod吕b 1'ad ， FloI飞 Malost1'anská ， Ná l11estí Mí1'u , 

Mústek and Sta1'omestská , to a design by J an Reite1'man and J aroslav 

Otruba - follow a simila1' model of vaulted halls bedecked in va1'ious 

unusual kinds of f1'uitily coloured ma1'ble - grey-g1'een , silver. The ceilings 

a1'e cove1'ed with g1'een and blue panels , slightly bulbous , like an animal's 

hide; but unlike in Soviet stations, it is on the waiting platfo1'ms that the 

designe1's have concentrated thei1' ene1'gies. Each of the a1'ched waiting 

1'Ooms is cove1'ed in hund1'eds of little concave and convex lenses , all in 

va1'ious vividly arti且cial shades of blue, gold, scarlet and purple - the 

photog1'aphs here cannot do the slight巳st justice to them - which have th巳

names of the stations set into ther丑， not a st1'Ong point in Moscow, where 

design f1'equently triumphs ove1' o1'ientation. 

Across this common aesthetic , the1'e is still room fo 1' S0 l11e frequently 

ve1'y expe1'imental wo1'k. At Karlovo N ámestí , opened in I98 5, the a1'ches 

that divid巳 the vaults from the platfo1'ms are d1'essed with ins巳t bands of 

glasswa1'e by F1'antisek Vizne1', 1'ibbed so that they give off a shil11m巳nng

light, rathe1' than turned into heavy neoclassical columns as in Leningrad. 

These then 1'eappea1' all the way th1'ough the subsidia1'Y tunnels to the 
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Muzeum station, Prague 

'J\1oscow' station, Prague 
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exits. Elsewher飞 there are deliberate 'tribut巳s' to the original inspiration, 
from which the Czechs had veered so far in details. The And吕1 (originally 

Moskevská , or 'Moscow') station of 1985 was co-designed by the Czechs 

Marie Davidová and Eva Bfllschová with a Moscow architect, Lev 

Popov - as part of an exchange, whereby Czech M巳tro designers got to do 

that coldly metallic ‘Praglle' station in Moscow. Andel resembles very 

closely the layollt of Rimskaya station in Moscow, which was actually 

bllilt later, a white-grey marble hall with little ‘skylights' set in niches and 

sClllptural reliefs in the tllnnels. Unlike the ‘ high bllildings' of an earlier 

era this doesn't feellike an import, jllSt a spin on the Metro's existing 

style. The colonial aspect is in the iconograph予

The ‘space station' style is in Praglle taken to a thrilling extreme, a 

series of spaces immediately evoking extreme modernity set down llnob

trusively llnder castles, palaces and cathedrals. It is a neat l110dern/ 

traditional divide that for once does little violence to either. The Praglle 

岛1etro appears to have all of this without any obviollS ideological trap

pings, but appearances are deceptive. For sllre, the main interest of the 

designs was always in the abstract, non-representational surfaces of 

the llndergrollnd halls, bllt that didn't mean there wasn't propaganda 

scattered arollnd strategically as well. The colollrs of seemingly abstract 

stations wer飞 according to the Metro historian Radomira Sedláková , 
chosen for lightly symbolic reasons 一 the patterns were in gold at 

Hradcanská for the castle, green at Malostranská for the gardens, and red 

at Staromestská for the history of revolutionary activity in the area. 28 

Andel , as we've seen, was originally named after Moscow, and still has 

the legend 飞10SKVA-PRAHA' in the vestibule and a few revolutionary 

reliefs. The Metro map once featured a Leninova and a Gottwaldova , 
na l11ed after the repellent Czech Stalinist leader - which originally fea

tured a mosaic on the cO l11munist seizure of power in 1948, now covered 

IIp. Zelivského features some revollltionary heritage in the form of rollgh, 
evocative mosaics of Hussites, Sll届ciently historically distant in their mil

lenarian fanaticism to be uncontroversial. The system as a whole was 

sllbject after 1989 to a selectiv巳 act of (actual) iconoclasm, which leaves it 

looking mllch more ideologically nelltral today than was or屯inally intended. 

Ev巳n so, all the major design decisions taken by the Czech and Slovak design

ers of the Prague Metro were towards abstraction rather than a literal 

architect的'e parlante. As you can attest if you visit the later - perfectly 
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fllnctional , entirely forgettable M巳tro stations in the Czech capital, the 

di旺erence is in the way that the designers were obviously given a blank 

cheq l1e to realize their dreams , to produce spaces as wilfl111y dramatic and 

chromatically wild as these. Aside from a con且dence in the fl1 ture and a 

deeply anti-traditionalist love of artificial surface , there is little that yO l1 

cOllld pinpoint as speci且cally ‘ real socialist' in this , other than the mere 

fact that it exists Metros in Germany or the Netherlands or Belgium do 

not have this sort of scale or 且amboyance. The Czech engineers and 

architects and their Soviet advis巳rs obviously did the city proud; but one 

sllspects that if asked whether they wanted an end to censorship or a 

really fantastic Metro system, most Czechs in I968 wOllld have opted for 

the former; the tragedy is that neither they, or anyone else, ever had the 

option of both. 

So too with Warsaw, when it came to construct its Metro. The full Sta

linist system was cancelled by Gomulka largely, one suspects, because, 
brought to power on a wave of popular demonstrations, he must have felt 

secure eno l1gh in his poplllar Sl1pport withollt having to resort to bread 

and CirCllSeS. The same is not necessarily true of the man who act l1ally got 

the Warsaw Metro bl1ilt, General Wojciech ]aruzelski. Literally only a 

month after his COllp d'已tat to SllppreSS Solidarity in December I98工， the 

new leader anno l1nced that the Warsaw Metro wOllld finally be bl1ilt -

with , of course, great and mllni且cent Soviet assistance. Once again , a 

Metro in exchange for sovereignt予 The Warsaw Metro began on site a 

year later, and was flllly opened in I995; there have been expansions since 

and a second line is llnder construction at the time of writing, but com <

pared to even a smaller, seemingly less important city like Kharkiv it is 

still fairly paltry today, albeit very clean, very fast and very nice. Only the 

且rst section of the line is now as it was designed in I983 , all of the stations 

serving the sprawling microrayons in the Ursynów borough. A team 

headed by the architect ]asna Strzalkowska-Ryszka29 introdl1ced a com同

mon abstract aesthetic, as in Praglle, and also one which to this day 

precllldes any space for advertisements on many of the stations. These 

are shallow compared to the Soviet norm, bl1 t the sense of descending 

into the bowels of the earth is given the architecture parlante treatment, 
by heav只 rusticated stone panels at all of the stairwells from the street, as 

if you were entering a crypt. The halls are mostly held up with columns, 
and are decorated along each platform with a continl1ous abstract 
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Modernist murals at Slu主ew station , Warsaw 

ceramic mural , not visibly ‘referring' to anything but partaking in a tradi

tion of abstraction derived from Malevich and De Stijl, one which was 

unbroken in the Polish capital. The typically murky, atmospheric light is 

offset by the vivid brightness of the continuous artwork. 
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After that initial run, the Warsaw Metro built several stations of the 

吁(harkiv type' - Wierzbno, Radawicka, Pole Mokotowskie - still with 

Russian assistance; these show just what would happen if the Soviet-style 

Metro was really ‘normalized' , with the same dimensions and none of the 

aesthetic fripperies. There are som巳 cute Modernist light fittings , but 

marble is out, bare concrete is in. The large vaulted space is still rather 

exciting, but the sense of otherness has completely disappeared, the 

dreamworld has ended , and the result is just a very good piece of trans

port infrastructur巳 Even then, at least one station sllggests a precedent 

was set that there should at least be something a little bit special about the 

Metro - the 2002 Plac Wilsona station in Zoliborz once won a ‘most 

bealltif111 Metro station in the world' award , which - as hopefully this 

chapter proves 一 is a little extravagant, bl1t it is still a superb piece of 

design, where a (rather low-ceilinged) platform roofed with what looks 

like bubbled plastic opens out by the exit to a wide rotunda whose lights 

change colour with the weather. But having lived in Warsaw, I've been 

able to notice certain things that 1 wouldn't be able to spot in Moscow, 
Kiev or Prague. 

The original planned line that was eventually 且nished completely in 

2002 was built to connect two large microrayons in the south and the 

north to the centre, with massive factories such as the Huta Warszawa in 

Bielany connected to it so that workers could get to work and to town 

quickly and comfortabl予 This ， as in the Nizhny Novgorod Metro, is 

worth noting, becaus巳 (for instance) the huge London County Council 

estates of the 1960s, which were sometimes nearly as populous as thos巳 111

Warsaw - the Alton Estate, Thamesmead - were never connected to the 

tu址， and certainly connecting manual workers to their factories was 

never a major priority either. On that basis, it's obvious that the actual 

layout of the Metro was 'different', serving completely separate priorities 

from those of a capitalist metropolis. Getting from Ursynów to the city 

centre was supposed to be, and now is, extremely qllick and eas予 When

land is no longer publicly owned and property speculation rllns free , a 

Metro has other purposes. Any land near a Metro station necessarily 

rises in value, as Londoners or Parisians well know; so Warsaw's stations 

in the peripheral hO l1sing estates are often ringed with new speclllative 

developments , one of which we live in. Accordingly, Warsaw has been 

recentred on a north-south axis, now the richest strip of the cit只 despite
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the harsh poverty that is sti11 in evidence in much of Ursynów. The areas that 

aren't part of the Metro … such as Praga or Wola - are more dilapidated 

and more neglected. The Warsaw Metro was designed to serve a self

described ‘socialist city' and ended up helping to create the capitalist one. 

The saddest outpost of the International Soviet Metro is strictly 

post-socialist. Vukov Spomenik is the single underground station on Bel

grade's suburban railway, opened in I995 , and i扰t appears to ha飞V阳r吧c 

absconded f丘rom 工980s Mosco飞W再ν/ or Ki止C飞 Descending f仕ro刀om丑1 t由h巳 city centre 

near the uni飞

W仨est优阳巳口rn卫n shopping ma叫a址11 de创CωO创rat优ed with Serbian nationalist relief sculp

tur飞 which has turned into a series of dingy spaces for youth to play 

video games and use cheap internet access, you arrive at a long, high, 
vaulted ha11 , with (heavy, non-Metro) trains leaving from either side. 

From the golden ornamental coursing to the hidden uplighters , to the 

Orthodox Church-referencing relief sculpture at the far end of the plat

form , this is 'Soviet, Soviet, Soviet'. That's peculiar, given that between 

I948 and I99I there were few political and fewer aesthetic links 

Non-socialist Sovietism runs under Belgrade 
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between the Yugoslav and Soviet governments. The station wa剖s bu让ilt by 

the engineering 且rm Energoprojekt飞， and d巳signed by its lead archit巳ct ，

Zora引a川nBo叫jo飞Vlμtι.户 You can see t由heir adv归ertis优em丑1比ents opposit优e the platforms, 
unaltered since 1995 - the Serbian economy has been essentially in freefall 

ever since, preserving this museum of early 1990S design. Most advertise 

the newly pr甘atized ， formerly self-managed institutions of socialist 

Yugoslavia , a few are more touristic - displaying Belgrade's newly con

structed Orthodox cathedral as if it were Hagia Sophia - and one is for 

home computing. The biggest advert, for Energoprojekt itself, has a l11ap 

of the world showing locations of all the projects it has worked on, from 

dams to power stations and housing estates, where you can clear忖 see

projects in Eastern Europe massively outnu l11bered by those in Africa , 
South-East Asia and Latin America 一 there's even one in Scotland. One 

thing capitalism did in post-socialist Se1'bia is ally itself closely with the 

new capitalist Russia , as if to 1'eopen the old O 1'thodox bonds severed in 

1917. The l110st Stalinist building in Belgrade, Vukov Spomenik is a monu

ment to the anti-socialist 1'eaction, fix巳d in that unheroic 1110ment. 

Regardless of this peculia 1' geopolitical freak , the death knell of the 

Soviet Met1'o - 01' so it must have see l11ed at the time - happened not in 

one of the 'satellites', but in a country that was then part of the Soviet 

Union itself. The rule, as we've seen, was that once a city reached one mil

lion inhabitants, it was eligible to be granted a Metro. By the end of the 

1970s , Riga was getting ever close1' to that mark 一 la 1'gely th1'ough the still 

hugely controversial mig1'ation of Russians to work in its factories - and 

was promised the 1'equisite funding in 1977, with the first stations set to 

open between 1990 and 1997. The geographical and geological condi

tions , even 11101'e hostile than those in Lening1'ad and Moscow, would have 

l11ade this the 1110st expensive Met1'o system built in the USSR , at an esti

l11ated 25 million 1'oubles pe1' kilomet1'e; although it should be 1'eme l11 be1'ed 

that such p1'ojects we1'e often effectively given a blank cheque , and , at the 

ti l11e of commissioning, around half a dozen Metros we1'巳 unde1' const1'uc

tion in provincial indust1'ial cities. The designs fo 1' stations we1'e cO l11pleted 

in 1983 , well in advance of thei 1' construction (as in Wa1'saw) , and they can 

easily be found , fo1' instance , on th巳 Metro's Wikipedia page.31 They a1'e 

beautiful monochro l11e d1'awings , showing something quite simila1' to 

some of the ve1'y late同Soviet Metros sllch as Sve1'dlovsk 01' Dnepropetrovsk , 

a sleeke1', mo1'e st1'eamlined ve1'sion of the stripped Rococo/marble 
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Futurism found in the Kharkiv stations. The Metro was eventually 

defeated for a variety of reasons, most of them tied up with the independ

ence movement growing in the Baltic republic - environmentalists didn't 

like the amount of demolition it would require in the historical centre, 
nationalists felt that it would only encourage even more Russian migration 

to Riga , which even now is around 50 per cent Russian-speaking. With 

independence in 1991 the Metro was quietly shelved. Alfreds Rubiks, then 

mayor of the city - a hardliner jailed in the 1990S正 whose party now forms 

part of the city's governing post-communist coalition ‘Hannony Centre' -

has comm巳nted that the project was plausible when Moscow was ready 

to shovel huge quantities of money and resources at it, which implies that 

the independent republic has no such chance; even, presumably, given its 

EU membership. But the population of Riga has declined so heavily since 

199工，且rst when Russians were encouraged to leave, and more recently 

when it faced the deepest recession in all of Europ巴， that it is well below 

the million citizens that would have secured it the Moscow funding in the 

岳rst place. 

THE UNDEATH OF THE SOVIET METRO 

It would be convenient to end the story there, with the inescapably imper

ial project of the Soviet Metr。虽nally upended by a peripheral republic 

refusing to be treated as a colony to be compensated by great public 

works. A story of hubris eventually defeated , and of a legacy that exists 

entirely in the past. That would b巳 neat ， but it would not be accurate. 

After a fallow period under Yeltsin, when a ‘ light Metro' paralleled the 

Khrushchev era in the relative restraint of its design, the Moscow Metro 

has , in recent years , opened several new stations that are , very clearl只

Moscow Metro stations. Regardless of the need or otherwise for nuclear 

shelters, they're still buried deep in the ground; ubiquitous still is the 

expensiv巳， laborious, but highly legible and architecturally breathtaking 

practice of providing high-ceilinged vaults, with the trains leaving from 

either side. Given that many of the new stations and the extensions under 

construction were planned und巳r the USSR it is in the applied art, rather 

than in th巳 architectUI刀， that you 觅nd the differences with Soviet practice. 

Park Pobedy, in 2003 , was the Metro's equivalent of the neo-Stalinist 
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trend in architecture, with red marble and Zurab Tser吐eli murals of the 

victories over Napoleon and Hitler 一 a vacuous version of the USSR's 

more architecturally imaginative hurrah-patriotism. Other 1990S stations 

seem to sit half-way between optimistic late-Soviet Futurism and some

thing more ambiguous. Rimskaya, for instance, is in its main hall another 

sClence孔ction hangar, but examine its sculptures and you find babies 

atop collapsed columns, allegedly a reference to Romulus and R巳mus ， but 

with an obvious pertinence to a mO l'e l'ecently collapsed empire. 

Much more coherent is something like the Dostoevskaya station, fin <

ished in 201。一 hel'e we have a narratiVe station again , with macab l'e little 

illustl'ations of scenes from Dostoevsky's novels, executed in a cl'eepy, 
cartoonish style fa l' from Tsereteli's clumsy heroics. As if to poke fun at 

the authoritarianism behind the Metro, a looming portrait of the author 

himself stares out at the commuter at the end of one of the vaults. That's 

only mentioning Moscow. In Nizhny Novgorod , when the system finally 

cl'ossed to the centre of the city in 2012 , the resultant station was actually 

more grand than those built in the 1980s, and equally explicit in its Soviet 

Ceramic mural at Gorkovskaya station , Nizhny Novgorod 
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visual rhetoric , with murals of the city's Lenin statue and plenty of images 

of the writer the city was once na l11ed after - you could imagine that this 

was a design of the 1980s executed thirty years later but in fact is near 

contemporary with the station's opening. In Kiev, meanwhile, twenty

且rst-centu 1'Y stations like Akadem l11istechko are distinguishable fro l11 

those of the 1980s only in their slightly cheaper, albeit shinier materials. 

Their iconography shows continuity too, although l110re in the sense of 

technocracy than the 且gures of Lenin 01' GOl'k予 A Metro historian 

describes Akadem l11istechko's chandeliers as forming 'a pattern suggest

ive of o1'ganic molecules, the lamps representing atoms'. The head 

architects, Tamara Chelikovska and Anatoliy Krushinsk民 had designed 

many of those grand Metro stations like Teatralna , and had clearly not 

cO l11e up with many new ideas in the thi1'ty years since then. No doubt 

s0 l11e would see this as evidence of dead postδoviet weight, but then, in 

this particular case, why 且x s0 l11ething that is in no way broken? And this 

is just extensionsj in the last decade entire new lines have been built in 

strictly Moscow Metro style, in Kazan in the Russian Federation and in 

the former capital of Kazakhstan, Alma-Ata. All of these new Metro sta

tions do not look like thin, deliberately parodic imitations of the originals, 
as do the new ‘high buildings' in Moscow. They look like a tradition 

being continued, proudly. Why? 

It is too easy to say that this is just because they're Potemkin villages 

underground, as even intelligent anti-Stalinist communists once did. Vic

tor Se1'ge once claimed, inaccurately, that the Moscow .i\1etro had no 

benches for tired 飞，yorkers to sit on, and Trotsky saw them as pretentious 

examples of the warped priorities of Stalinis ll1. There is truth in the argu

ment that Metros, however ‘useful' , were bread and circuses, designed to 

dazzle , while basic hU ll1an ne巳ds remained unmetj the economic historian 

Alec Nove notes that in the years when ‘Stalin seemed more concerned 

with prestige projects, such as the lavishly decorated Moscow under

ground railwa只 than with ordinary housebuilding or the maintenance 

and repair of existing houses' , a full 5 per cent of Muscovites lived in 

kitchens and corridors, while 25.6 per cent occupied only part of a room.32 

Y仗 in the 1970S and 1980s, opulent Metros were built at the same time as 

one of the bigg巳st housebuilding projects in histor予 There ll1ust, at some 

level, be a question of pride and utility at work in tbis persistence. 

Or perhaps this is the subject's genuflection towards the munificence of 
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the great leader. In Kh1'ushchev's memoi1's, his admi1'ation of Stalin comes 

out most in the section on the building of the Metro, whe1'e he waved 

away the objections of mo1'e expe1'ienced enginee1's like Pavel Rotter飞

who wanted shallow, Berlin-style stations, in favour of a more experimen

tal , high-tech , deep-level design , suggested by one Makovsky, using the 

precedent of London's Piccadilly Circus. '￥\t one point Rottert said "what 

you're proposing is l11uch too expensive." But Stalin cut him off sharply. 
"Comrade Rottert , the question of 飞再，hat is expensive and what is inex

pensive will be left up to the Government to decide. Now, tell us, is the 

proposal of the yOllng engineer Makovslcy technically feasible?" "ì:气~s ， bllt 

it will be much too expensive." "1 just told you , Comrade Rottert , the 

Govern l11ent will decide that. We will go ahead and accept Comrade 

Malcovsky's plan fo 1' deep tunnelling" '33 - the great despot waving away 

th巳 objections of those who would point to the costs. It is eas只 in this 

context, to unde1'stand , if not condone, the 1'ecent 1'e-inscribing of Stalin's 

na l11e, p1'eviously erased , onto the neoclassical vestibule of Kurslcaya sta

tion. It also helps explain the counter- 1'eaction 一 in early 2014, the giant 

Lenin head and quotes we1'e 1'emoved by the Metro authorities f1'om Tea

tralna station in Kie飞 out of fear that the insurgents on the Maidan wOllld 

do the job themselves. 

However, rather than mere spaces of spectacle, the Metros are also exem

plary spaces of the transformation of the everyda只 talcing two lcinds of 

rituals 一 those of religion, with the sac1'ed valllted spaces, c1'eated atmos

pheres and representational icons that implies, and the mundane daily 

1'ituals of waiting fo1' trains, of getting to worlc and meeting friends. People 

thinlc di旺巳rently about space because of them; on an early date, Agata and 

1 arranged to meet at a London tllbe station. She assllmed we would be 

meeting on the platform itself, because, well, isn't that what you do, when 

the platform halls are g1'and public showcases? After half an hour or more 

of he1' waiting in a g1'il11, c1'a l11ped little tllnnel and l11e in the ticket offìce 

above, we 1'ealized our l11istalce. The rituals and acts the M巳tro inspires a1'e 

many: at Ploshchad Revolutsii, the dog's nose is rubbed for good luclc in 

exa l11s, the feet of one of the girls when rubbed is supposed to offe1' help 

with unhappy love a{fairs. Lenin would have been disgusted to have seen the 

wo1'lce1's of Moscow reso1't to such supe1'stition decades afte1' the revolu

tion, but this is what Kh1'ushchev meant when he talked of the Met1'o being 

‘sllpernatural' - s0 l11ewhe1'e between the ordina1'Y and the ext1'ao1'dina1'严
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The most basic explanation for the Metro's endurance is given in a 

recent English-language guide to the system , which cites a famous story 

about the Metro and its 豆nest architect, on the subject of what is now 

Kropotlcinslcaya station. ‘When the project was presented to the commis

sion, Kaganovich objected that they had paraphrased the house of the 

Pharaohs, i.e. the Great Temple of Ammon at Karnalc. But Dushlcin 

denied the charge with words that have become a household phrase: 

"Their palaces are for Pharaohs, but ours are for the people." 时 Surely

he would have said that, if challenged, about his palatial, skyscraping 

castle of evil for bureaucrats at Krasnye Vorota as wel l. But her飞 it is true. 

These palaces really are for the people. They were then and they are now. 

At worst, they are a cheap holiday in someone else's luxury; at best, a 

glimpse of the practice of everyday life being completely transformed and 

transcended , with mundane taslcs trans且gured into a dream of egalitarian 

space. The Metro systems of the Soviet Union and its satellites are its 

most convincing microcosms of a communist future you can walk 

through, smell and touch. 

‘Our Palaces are for the People': the Temple of Karnak, 
Kropotkinskaya station , Moscow 
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Reconstruction 

When 1 got off the train at 飞X1arsaw

1 saw thro l1 gh the whole act 

This was not Warsaw at all 

(just like the train was not a train) 

but one big phantom 

on巳 monumental con-machine 

cheap elaborate jol王E

at my expense 

at every turn 1 discover 

the phoniness 

time and again 1 see 

the hardboard showing through fake façades 

. . . cartoon cut-out profiles 

proletariat stuffed with sawd l1st 

all flash but no flesh 

everything old hat 

makes you laugh 

except at night 

through the window 

it haunts yO l1 

the Phantom Warsaw 

Andrzej Bursa, 'Phanto111 Wa l'saw' (I956Y 
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LIKE IT NEVER WENT A飞;(lAY

LIKE IT NEVER WENT AWAY 

There is a curious and largely unexplored backstory behind the enor

mous visual contrast between the delightful old town left behind by 

pre-communism and the concrete misery created by communism - the 

fact that the delightful old town was also, in many cases, created by com

munism. This is not quite as counterintuitive as it sounds if you b巳ar 111 

mind exactly what the Second World War did in this part of Europe. 

Yugoslavia , Poland, the western republics and provinces of what was then 

the Soviet Union and , understandably, Germany were devastated on a 

scale way beyond the (huge in any other circumstances) war damage in 

France, the UK , Italy or the Low Countries. Although there are some old 

towns that were lucky enough to have escaped near-total destruction , like 

Budapest, Kraków or Prague, a great many historic centres which now 

have a tourist-pleasing level of completeness are either entirely or exten

sively a post-war product. Tsarist St Petersburg and Riga , Dutch Baroqu巳

Gdansk, Saxon Baroque Dresden, Prussian imperial Berlin, and most 

famously the apparently meticulous piecing back together of the royal 

centre of Warsaw - these are all the projects in one way or another of 

post-war communist governments , and sweeping, complete rebuilding on 

this scale was not attempted or even contemplated west of the Elbe. For 

some reason, the ideology of ‘real socialisl11'一 or rather, at this point 

(工945-55 ， roughly) , of Stalinism. 
The reason why the communists could do this apparently populist 

thing was the complete absence in Stalinist discourse of Modernism, at 

least in its limited, architecture-and-town-planning sense, what was called 

at the time 'th巳 modern l110vement'. Under Stalin this movement had been 

decisively suppressed in the early I930s, and a similar suppression would 

happen in the late I940S across countries where Modernism had been 

strong and built widely before I939 , like Latvia, Eston吨， Hungary, Poland 
and especially Czechoslovakia - in Germany, of course, Hitler had already 

done the job. The modern movement, reflecting its grounding in the Arts 

and Crafts movement, with its notions of 吁lOnesty' and ‘ truth to materi

als' , derived at a remove or two from John Ruskin and William Morris or 

from the anti-scenographic urban theories of Adolf Loos, did not regard 

reconstruction in this sense - as replicas of the old - as desirable or even 
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Historic Gdansk, built in the I950S (工964 postcard) 

possible. Morris had a1'gued that it was always bette1' to leave a medieval 

church 0 1' guildhall as a ruin 1'athe1' than add our workmanship to that of 

the original masons. To do so was fake 1'Y, was anti-historical, was obscur

ing the imprint of the 1'eal c1'aftsmen of an earlier age , and was always 
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bound, even with the best scholarship, to be fundamentally inaccurate, 
our very particular version of what might or might not have existed in the 

past. What nineteenth-century church and cathedral restorers like Viollet

le-Duc or George Gilb巳rt Scott did was as gross as completing an 

unfinished Renaissance painting. However, the sheer amount of ruins in 

工945 meant that the only concei飞rable choices in reconstruction were 

either starting anew or creating replicas. Some places in the West did a 

bit of both - in London, the bombed-out remains of Wren's churches or 

the Houses of Parliament were pieced back together fairly faithfully. 
In Cologne, an otherwise completely rebuilt Modernist city centre 

was complemented and punctuated by reconstructions of its destroyed 

Romanesque churches. 

Mostly, however, new cities that had suffered from blitzkriegs or from 

Bomber Harris - Hamburg, Frankfurt, Coventry, Plymouth, Southamp 

ton, Rotterdam, Liège, Le Havre 一 looked new. ln many of these, most 

famously Coventry and Rotterdam, reconstruction was radical, and was 

actually seen as an opportunity to 且nally deploy urban theories that had 

been largely untried before the war - pedestrian cities of aust巳re ， often

tall buildings, with spatial class relations dissolved, usually with fearsome 

ringroads to keep the tra面c out of the centre itself. ln the 且rst ten years 

of reconstruction in the Soviet-occupied zone there was none of this. 

Why should there have been, when the architectural theories of ‘Socialist 

Realism飞 with their deliberate unreality, their façade-deep orna r11ental

ism, were the complete rejection of the theories of Loos or RusJζin? 

Partly this was the result of the way that, in the 1930s, the Soviet regime 

repositioned itself as the defender of ‘humanism' and the Enlighten <

ment heritage. Although this draws on the way in which the early-Soviet 

regull巳 was ， for all its Modernism, a major sponsor of the archit巳ctural

heritage - Soviet-era guidebooks liked to cite the fact that one of Lenin、

且rst acts when the Bolshevik government 1110ved to Moscow was to begin 

plans for the conser飞吼ion of the Kremlin. This ‘humanism' is 1110re unex

pected in the mid-1930S, given that the apparently quasi-medieval insanity 

of the Show Trials and purges seemed like a regression to the Spanish 

Inquisition, but it is a fact nonetheless, with various Congresses to defend 

‘culture' from the barbarians (from Nazis or from Modernists or both, 
depending on the Line) a major cO l11ponent of Stalinism, along with, as 

we've seen, a rehabilitation of patriotis l11 and national culture - Russian 
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且rst and foremost , to be sure, but with other nations g巳tting their relative 

due as well. When this discourse began to become part of the Cold War, 
the West's disdain for the humanist heritage was abundantly displayed by 

the inhuman ‘packing-case architecture' of Mies van der Rohe or Le Cor

busier. In Budapest, Prague and Warsaw this took tíme to take hold, wíth 

several Moderníst buildings being instigated or even completed before the 

total imposítion of the Soviet system began in 1948. And 011 some level, 
of course , what happened here was an act of populism: a regime whích 

was popularly rejected everywhere but Czechoslovakía , Bulgaría and 

Yugoslavia keeping the people quíet by gívíng them what they ‘ really 

want' , the pretty, the familíar and the historíc - the ‘natíonal' , even. The 

fact that they had no qualms about ‘fakes' deríved from an explícítly 

rejected theory on what architects can and can't do with the past, which 

was under Stalínísm exceptíonally mutable at the best of tím巳s.

The result ís that precisely what Western tradítíonalists have been call

íng for over the last few decades (and occasionally doing, as with the rash 

of replícas, especially in the UK , during the 1980s and 1990S) 飞;vas fulfilled 

by regimes whích owed their existence and their ideas largely to J. V. Stalin. 

This might have made the tradítíonalists ask some questio l1s about these 

ídeas, about whether 01' not it really is as humane and democratic as they 

thínk ít ís to assume that architectural change should have been frozen in 

叩叫， and whether ít really is ‘ traditionalist' to break with th巳 centuries-old

convention that each generation builds in its own style (think of \X1ren , 
íl11porting his funny l110dern continental ideas in St Paul's, when he could 

have just 1'ebuilt th巳 Gothic cathed1'allike the p巳ople wanted). They l11ight 

1'eflect on the political provenance of t1'eating the city as sc巳ner只 as a plC

ture that must not be altered. They probably won气， of course , although 

some of them - vete1'an British commentato1' Simon Jenkins, for one -

have long advocated the Stalinist approach to urban rebuilding regardless. 

In fact, Jenkins went one better by p1'aising the urban planning of Mos >

cow's former mayo1' Yuri Luzhkov, the husband of the city's leading 

property developer, wha created hundreds of 飞vhat critics call ‘sham rep

licas' at a rapid pace after the collapse of the old system.2 The somewhat 

less te1'rifying example of Dresden is also invoked , wher巳 a reconst1'uction 

programme that began under Walter Ulbricht is cul l11inating in the 且nal

1'ecompletion of the skyline incine1'ated by the RAF. What is seldom 
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mentioned here is that reconstruction actually returned long before the 

collapse in 1989 一 li走e it never went awa)' , in fact. 

The only eras of state socialism that rejected the creation of historical 

replicas were the i l11mediate post-re飞rolutionary decade and later the 

Thaw, the (at a stretch) twenty years or so from the mid-1950S to the 

mid-1970s when 'Eastern' practice in architectural terms was at its closest 

to that of the West. Except when reconstruction returned in the mid-1970S , 
it was also in train with Western cities attempting the same thing, in re

action to the apparent failures of Mod巳rnism. London went in for 

neo-neo < Georgian and built replicas of Victorian 0面ces in Piccadilly and 

Trafalgar Square; Frankfurt complemented its skyscrapers with a replica 

old town. This is often dated to the influence of Postmodernis l11, where 

suddenly ‘honesty' and ‘ truth' were less important than affect, familiarity 

and complexit予 According to Fredric J ameson, Postmodernism was ‘ the 

culturallogic of late capitalis l11', and yet very similar movements appeared 

in the 1970S at the hands of architects in East Germany, People's Poland 

and the USSR. The neo-Stalinist trend in Eastern Europe is only partly to 

blame here, as architects often used Western precedent to justify their 

return to the practice of 1948 and the era of the Cominform. The upshot? 

In the historical centres of socialist cities, little is what it seems. The 

most convincing skylines are often 且ctional ， and the areas where the air 

of the past can, it would seem , be smelled are in some cases not even 

reconstructions but free improvisations on historical themes , with no 

more relation to how people lived ‘ th巳旷 than Tesco's Organic range 

relates to pre-industrial agriculture. It also brings another conundrum. 

Not only is it hard to spot the fake , but it is hard to tell yourself that fakes 

are bad and hence cannot be beautiful when you're wandering around the 

centres of Dresden or Warsaw. At the same time, it is here that the influ

ence of capital upon building is perhaps least palpable. It is the cycle of 

rents and obsolescence that dictates the constant replacement of housing 

and the urban tissue; it is, more arguably, the need to constantly resell the 

same product that dictates the periodic changes in architectural style - or 

fashion. If fashion and rent are irrele飞rant ， and to varying degrees 

they were, then not only do we have an explanation for the striking 

preservation of such largely unbombed old towns as Prague or Kralφw， 

but we 且nd that another encumbrance on replicas and reconstruction 
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disappears. 'It isn't communism that's radical ,' said Bertolt Brecht,‘it's 

capitalism. '3 

SIMULACRA , SIMULATION 

AND SOCIALISM: THE 

RECONSTRUCTION OF WARSAW 

Several cities reconstructed immediately after th巳 war present themselves 

as if nothing much had happened - unless you knew it, or ventured round 

the corners where the ornament on the gabled tenements is conspicuously 

f1imsy, you wouldn't know that the red-brick Gothic and Baroque of 

GdaÍlsk was largely a product of the I950s; similarly，此's only by compar

ing images of St Petersburg today with photographs of the city 

pock l11arked with bO l11bsites from the appaIling siege of Leningrad that 

you could realize how extensive and thorough its reconstruction was. 

These are less famous examples, but one city presents itself both as a 

reconstruction and as something entirely authentic - Warsaw. The thing 

about Warsaw that almost everyone knows is that 85 per cent of it was 

destroyed in I944 as coIlective punish l11ent for the Warsaw Rising, and 

that it was then reconstructed to the letter after I945. Strangel只 this

coexists with another idea of Warsaw as a centre of wide streets, towers 

and general Warsaw Pact monolithism, with the peculiar consequence 

that the city is alternately hailed and excoriated by architectural tradi卢

tionalists. Accordingly, for a certain type of architectural critic or 

historian, Warsaw is irresistible. It is the road not traveIled (at least in the 

\XTest) - a city where, instead of Modernism, we got a dignified recon

struction of the old world. 

1n fact , neither of the famous state l11ents - total destruction, total 

rebuilding … is exactly true. Recent research makes clear that the 85 per 

cent figure includes a great deal that was severely damaged but not irre

trievably destroy时， and reconstructors were selective. Astonishingly, 

la te-nineteen th-c巳ntury buildings that had survived were actually being 

de l11o/ished in the early I950s. It is also clear that the reconstructed city 

frequently took huge liberties with the historical fabric - given what had 

happened , how could they possibly not have done? And having spent a lot 

of ti l11e in this oddly al l110st neglected part of the Polish capital, it's clear 
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that the Modernist objection to the place - as a Disneyfied simulacrum of 

interest only to tourists - isn't quite right either. New-Old Warsaw is 

above all a place of paradox. A project 01 the Communist Party,4 it is 

loved by nationalists; the only ‘authentically Polish' part of Warsaw, it 
is anything but authentic. An architectural historian, Marta Lesniakowska , 
caused something of a stir in her authoritative Architecture of Warsaw 
for the dismissive tone with which she described the rebuilt city; buildings 

are ‘vaguely inspired 峙， particular historic buildings (while plaques affixed 

to them assure you that this is that building); one of the most ostensibly 

successful parts of it, the rebuilt neoclassical ‘Royal Route', has ‘façades 

loosely reminiscent of the buildings destroyed in 1944'.5 

Moreover, it is a particularly strong piece of evidence against the 

proposition that Post l11odernism was a product specifìcally of capitalism, 
of the 'End of History', as here you can see a government that by all 

accounts saw its巳lf as fulfìlling the wiU of Histor)' , utilizing every one 

of the four orders of simulation described by the philosopher and 

occasional architectural commentator Jean Baudrillard in 198 工， in his 

Simulacra al1d Simulatio月， a pivotal text in defìning the suddenly ahistor

ical, retro-oriented culture that followed the oil crisis in 1974- Baudrillard 

de且ned these as the ‘且rst order of si l11ulacra', where you have a faithful 

copy which claims to ref1ect something entirely actual and real, although 

it admits that it is not the ‘original' of that real thing; a ‘second order' , 
which is an il1accurate copy, where we are aware of some foul play, some 

distortion; a ‘ third order' , where you have a ‘copy without an original' , 
although this completely decoupled copy still clai l11s to be something in 

some way faithful and real; and a ‘ fourth order' , where there is no longer 

any adherence to any kind of fìdelity or veracity, but 0111y a ‘sign' , some

thing which makes references to 're址， stuff but has become completely 

free- f1oating, unashamedly arti且cial.

It is this sheer inauthenticity, and the propagandistic trimmings that 

are visible only slightly below the surface that are part of what makes the 

Old Town interesting. But we're already con f1ating several differe l1t things 

when talking about the 'Old Town'. It represents a spin on three distinct 

phases in the actual development of the real Warsaw once upon a time. 

There is the Stare Miasto, the Old Town, the original walled city, largely 

from the sixteenth century, enclosed by rebuilt walls; there's Nowe Miasto, 
the New Town, built in the Baroque era as an extension to the original; 
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and the Trakt Królewski, the ‘Royal Route' , a largely eighteenth-century 

neoclassical artery that reaches from the edge of the old Town for a cou

ple of miles before dissolving into an indistinct district of villas and 

embassies. Seen that way, the rebuilding ends at the exact point that Pol

ish statehood does, with th巳 swallowing of Poland by its neighbours in 

the 1790S - but at the edges of that a couple of neo啕Renaissance streets of 

the middle of the nineteenth century were also rebuilt, so in practice the 

rebuilding stops at the point where what in Britain we'd call 叩ictorian'

architecture begins, with its fa伊dery and eclecticism 一 ironically enough, 
given that the practice of Socialist Realist architects so often resembles 

Victorianism itself. This also had the consequence that the area of War

saw most completely destroyed - the northern districts turned into the 

‘Warsaw Ghetto' by the Nazi occupiers, which were levelled in their entir

ety in the aftermath of the Ghetto Uprising in 1943 一 is not even slightly 

reconstruct巳d ， being instead replaced by a Socialist Realist showpiece, a 

slightly cut-price equivalent to MDM; only one extremely short street of 

brick tenements survives as a tangible remnant of what was once the big用

gest Jewish city in the world, and the memorials that have been built there 

since - beginning in the 1940S with Nathan Rapoport's moving Socialist 

Realist Monument to the Ghetto Fighters - are surrounded by buildings 

that have no pretension to ‘speak' of what happened here. To be fair, how 

could they possibly - though evidently the choosiness about what parts 

of the city should be preserved could be interpreted as being about more 

than just architectural discrimination. 

What was rebuilt is intensely scenographic, as it should be given that 

it was notoriously based as much on the eighteenth-century paintings 

of Bernardo Bellotto, one of the painters who llsed the brandname 

'Canaletto' - who took a fair amount of historicalliberties even then -

rather than on documentary record. It is all based on the ‘correct' way to 

see the variolls ensembles of spires, colllmns and gables … but for Ollr 

purposes in this book the best way to reach the Stare Miasto is via the 

Trasa W-Z, a west-eas t: promenade that was very much part of the pro

ject, and was later lined with tower blocks. Its sandwiching fllnction gives 

its name to a still-produced local cake. Even before the edges of it started 

being filled with high-rises in th巳工960s ， it was a project far from the trad

itional notion of historically sCrupUIOllS reconstruction, where if you 

must do it, you I11USt use as mllch as possibl巳 of the original fabric and 
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丁ì:asa W-Z, the motorway under Warsaw Old Town 

st1'eet plan. Instead , in o 1'de1' to make the whole appa1'ition of the dest1'oyed 

city's 1'e-eme1'gence into something functionally viable , a road was cut 

unde1' and across it. The city's 1950S Victo1'Y monument , a standa1'd piece 

of Stalinoid ang1'y-yet-maternal womanhood , was moved he1'e in the 

1990S f1'om its fonne 1' position in front of the National Theat1'e (1'athe1' 

than being demolished) , to the point whe1'e she now seems to gua1'd the 

1'econst1'uctlOn. 

Then , if you' 1'e in a ca1' 0 1' on a t1'am , you get to a glowing , tile-lined 

unde1'pass , as modern as can be inside but clad to the exte1'io1' - to the 

scenic view - in heavy masonry, as surely the Polish-Lithuanian Com

monwealth would have done had it built moto1'ways. The1'e is , howeve1', a 

pedest1'ian route to ente1' the Old Town f1'om ground level as weU , and it 
is equally unexpected: an unde1'pass with a connecting escalato1', which is , 

1'athe1' amazingly given the non-building of the l11uch-trumpeted Wa1'saw 

Met1'o in the I950s , a di1'ectly t1'ansposed piece of the Moscow Metro in 

Wa1'saw. Lit巳1'ally so - the project was pa1'tly designed and bui1t by 

employees of Moskva Metrostroi , and the1'e are insc1'iptions in Russian if 
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‘Moscow Metro' , Warsaw Old Town 

you know where to look. The lamps are Soviet in derivation , showing that 

peculiar heaven-in-the-bowels-of-the-earth style that was fundamental to 

Soviet underground systems. The statues, too, are of，且rst ， the People's 

Arm民 and， second, the builders, who are always also the Builders of 

Communism. Both sets of statues are under glass panels, very probably 

to stop them from being vandalized - this protection is also very 

unexpected in a country which prides itself on anti-co l11l11unism. Enter>

ing the Old Town via this route you emerge from 1950S Moscow into 

seventeenth-century Warsaw. 

The vestibule for the 'Metro' is a reconstruction of th巳且orid Bar

oque 'John House' , visible in one of the most famous of the ‘ Canaletto' 

paintings of Warsaw, and it doesn't seem particularly a旺ected by its 

posthumous transfor l11ation - reincarnation? - into an escalator leading 

to a motorway, with a public toilet attached. As we know, the Warsaw 

Metro was cancelled when th巳 relatively reformist Gomulka regime tool王

power, GO l11ulka considering it an expensive vanity project. He was keen 

on building a lot of housing, fast: hence those towers along the Trasa 
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The 'Metr旷 vestibule at the ‘JOhl1 House' , Warsaw 

W-z. The General Secretary wasn't particularly keen on historical recon

structions either, allegedly declaring that the Royal Castle 一 left out of the 

original reconstruction, as a matter either of expense or residual fidelity 

to socialist ideas about monarchs and their palaces - would be rebuilt 

over his dead body. Its rebuilding was completed a couple of years after he 

died. It is hard to imagine the Old Town without it, with its strangely flat 

pink front façade and soaring, distinctively Slavic verdigris spire. It was 

built in 1976, although unlike many of the other reconstructed buildings, 
it doesn't declare the year of (re)construction on it, and it appears as a 

much more obviously historicist ventur巴， scrupulolls and sober - the first 

order of simulacra, as if con且dence in the illusion had lessened some

what, so that the little visual clues as to the real date had to be toned 

down. There was little of that in the 1940S and 1950s. What is most strik

ing is that the reconstrllctions from the Stalinist era are just a lot more fun. 

When the reconstructed Warsaw is praised, it's uSllally the Old Town 

Square which is meant - a giant cobbled expanse, surrounded by a 

jagged skyline of sweetly marzipan-like Mittelellrop巳an bllildings, with 
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a market inside. This impressive visual e旺ect ， like a real civic hub, a real 

town centr飞 means that for the neophyte it is easy to mistake it for the 

Polish capital's agora, its heart, and to 巳xtend this to the Old Town itself. 

It didn't take long staying here and living with a Varsovian to realize that 

it is no such thing. The Old Town has no Metro station , no tram stop save 

for the one at the other end of the Moscow Metro. It has no facilities 

other than museU I11S, antique shops, (relatively) expensive restaurants 

and stalls with knick-knacks 一 though there is one solitary milk bar to be 

found if you look hard enough. The centre of Warsaw, in terms of where 

飞Tarsovians go to work, go to bars and nightclubs, shop and promenade is 

defined by the Modernist geo l11etry of the Eastern Wall, Stalin's 'gift' of 

the Palace of Culture and Science and the Futurist Central station - all 

nearly a mile away - and aside from the Royal Route little of the recon

structed city is regularly used by p巳ople who live here. This place is an 

adjunct, an oddity, divorced from the city's everyday experi巳nc巳， and 

hence is surely the ‘Disneyland' city centre that it is often accused of 

being. But, again, appearances are dec巳ptive. The reason why this plac巳 IS

so quiet is that these tenements were built as public housing. The often 

elderly residents don't like noise , and so block any attempt to bring the 

din that usually signi且由‘liveliness' into the old city 飞N'alls. It is quiet not 

because it isn't a 'real' , lived place, but because it is. 

Returning to Baudrilla时's inadvertent description of New-Old War

saw, it is worth noting that the reconstruct巳d eighteenth-century classical 

buildings along the Royal Route are usually from the First Order of Simu

lacra. They were ‘high architectur巴， when built, and so some of th巳m

actually have blueprints, named architects, or details that must be r巳pro

duced in order for the buildings to really convince as reconstructions. They 

are more often th巳 r巳making of something that already exists, as faithfully 

as the technology allows. The earlier, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

buildings didn't really have an original, or at least not in the sense of 

something unchangeable - these tall , dreamy tenements , with their fairy

tale skylines of attics teetering in tiers to provide extra storeys, had been 

constantly added to and remade over the centuries, so the I950S could, 
while remaking them, feel free to do l11uch the same. These are the second 

order of Stare Miasto Simulacr飞 where the designers have had some fun 

in adding completely mid-twentieth-century rooflines , mosaics , sgra国to ，

reliefs, murals, signs and other extraneous things which don't pretend to 
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be from some earlier age - except perhaps for the more llniversal one of 

childhood. The buildings are vividly coloured in a panoply of bllleS, pur

ples, oranges, yellows , with sCllffed, worn bits that look as if they've been 

deliberately beaten abollt to look older. The applied art is strongly rem

iniscent of the animation of the era , the Cllt-Ollt and montage films by the 

likes of Jan Lenica and Walerian Borowczyk, or the illustrations common 

then in children、 books. These cllte, angular for l11s are hardly CO l11par

able with the heroic workers of Socialist Realism. EIsewhere, they're 

straightforward abstraction of VariOllS kinds, either slightly disturbing 

dismembered bodies, bits of neoclassical sClllptllre arranged at random, 
or, on some tenements, a move into IllSh, shimmering abstraction, with 

mosaic patterns in flying polygons forming a continllOUS frieze midway 

IIp a neoclassical hOllSe. 

These cllte fantasies of bllilder飞l11aidens ， fairies , mermaids and sllch

like are charming, bllt it is a l11istake to think that they are entirely separate 

from the ideolog予 Look at the two sgra而to pieces adjacent, and yOll real

ize that they are propaganda of a sotto voce kind. Both are 且aking awa民

but one mllch more than the other. The one in better condition bears the 

Latin title ‘Varsovia' , and shows the city of the seventeenth century, with 

the Vistula filled with ships just behind it. The other, flaking at so rapid a 

rate that it may be illegible by the time you read this, depicts the Stakh

anovite bricklayers who were reconstructing that city, and at record 

speeds. They're in the same cartoonish style as all the Little Mermaids 

and sprites, but m l1ch less well-restored, as if the socialist provenance 一 or

even the fact it was built, in the twentieth centur民 by workers - were best 

forgotten. Step into the courtyards of some of these blocks and you find 

that they have the paraphernalia of mid-century mass housing 一 there is 

even a long deck-access block of flats at the Old Town's southern corn叫

where the dressing as a Renaissance arcade is fooling nobod予

The third order of simulacra in the Warsaw Old Town is Mariensztat, 
a place which really didn't exist before, but which is aesthetically com

pletely of a piece with the earlier orders of simulacra that make up most 

of it. There were houses here , 011 this steep hill that curves down to the 

Vistula, but they bore no resemblance to what is there now, which was 

completely replanned on a new pattern by the com l1111l1ist authorities. 

This, not the blaring Stalinism of MDM or PKiN, became their first 

showpiece housing estate, built, as Marta L时niakowska points out, 
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Before,‘Varsovia' 

‘using socialist competition methods' , i.e. via an ideologized, pseudo

socialist version of payment by results (but what results!). The approach , 
1咽ually， is exactly the same as the Old Town itself. The paint, now worn 

enough to almost look convincingly historic; the winding streets; the 
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After,‘Warsaw' 

cobbles; and the sgraffito, which here too is surely the cutest thing 

ever implemented by the Six-Year Plan of an iron间fÌsted Stalinist regime. 

Mariensztat op巳ns out to a large public squar飞 with another very 

pretty bit of trimming (this time a mosaic clock, to designs by Zo fÌa 
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Czarnocka-Kowalska , responsible for some of the most charming art

works in the Old Town) at the corner. If bein,g unkind, one could point 

out that this is not a style massively unlike that of Nazi architecture at its 

more vernacular and völlúsch. What makes it most unlike th巳 Nazi aes

thetic is that strange, out-of-place ultramodern cutesiness. Not the 

cutesiness of the carefully worn, and higgledy-piggled只 but of the very 

1950s, wholly-of-their-time clocks, paintings and drawings. Th巳l11SpH

ation seems to come a little from Warsaw's one-time Prussian Gauleiter 

E. T. A. Hoffmann, with inanimate but harmless things coming to life. It 

is surely the most unlikely response to mass murder in the corpus of pub

lic art and city planning. Warsaw had , and stilI builds, gigantic monuments 

to its heroism, self-sacrifice and fortitude , but here everything is Lillipu

tian and prett予 The impulse seems to be comparable to that of post-war 

Modernism … the urge to shake 0旺 all of that horrible weight of history 

and instead create something light, joyous and dreamlik巳. But that mod

ernity is applied; the casual visitor would stilI assume that he's in a real 

old town which happened to have been subject to a very progressive pub

lic art programme. 

The satellite dishes that line the houses might imply that those within 

the Old Town simulacra have other fantasies and simulations to think 

about, and that the fourth order can be found there, on their TV screens 

but, actually, you can 且nd it in a large housing estate just round the back 

ofth巳 Royal Route，。旺 the lovely Nowy 5飞再riat (‘N巳w World') Street, built, 
like the Modernist and Socialist Realist estates of the same era, by the 

public housing body ZOR. The hOllses along th巳 main arteries, Nowy 

Swiat and Krakowskie PrzedmieScie, are the first order, claiming (if not 

always accurately) to reproduce an original, which is often signposted by 

plaqlles. Histor臼ns have shown how this tasteful reconstruction, with its 

llniform roofline, actllally replac巳d a much more chaotic, capitalistic 

street of mixed heights, blanketed with ads and signs; and the way that it 

joins onto the more standard Stalinist boulevard of Aleje ]erozolimskie 

shows again that consciousness that a ‘scene' is being created; on one 

side, the 'new' , in the form of the domineering h巳adquarters of the Polish 

United Workers' Party, a starldy authoritarian edi且ce; and on the other, 
the heritage , whose artifice is here signposted for the only time along the 

Royal Route, via a Modernist mosaic of communist guerrillas and the 

legend ‘T日E WHOLE COUNTRY BUlLDS ITS CAPITAL'. It tells 
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you just at the ent1'ance that what you'1'e seeing is a construct, and then 

leaves you to it. But this d巳velopment ， the cent1'al street of which is rather 

tellingly named afte1' Winnie-the-Pooh (01' Kubusia Puchatka , as he's 

known in Polish) , is completely fictional , and unlike at Mariensztat the 

sleight of hand is far more obvious. While quite happy to 1'eproduce a 

facsimile of the g1'and curving street of the Royal Route , the planners of 

Old World aesthetics il1 the New World estate, Warsaw (1960 postcard) 
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post-war Warsaw were less keen on reproducing the typical cramped 

courtyards behind - they shared the aversion to these spac巳s ， with their 

unflattering contrast of handsome front and miserable back, with the ide

ologists of the modern movement. Behind th巳 frontages are low-rise 

tenements with pocket parks in between. 

Many of the details have, like much of reconstructed Warsaw, a 

small-town feel that sits strangely in this metropolis of nearly 2 million 

people. There is a little tower with a smiley sun on it that drags us almost 

into Poundbury territory, so cloying is the reference to provincial Gemüt
licl:处eit ， without the hints of Surrealism that you find in the Old Town. 

The arcades that run through the blocks feel Socialist Realist in their 

incongruity, rather than being derived from some kind of indigenous 

tradition; at one end of it all is the Ministry of Finance, a Sovietized Art 

Deco block with reliefs of heroic workers charged with the task of electri

fication , and at the other a symmetrical, stepped eight-storey block with 

historicist details. What makes it feel particularly peculiar is th巳 way that 

the blocks of flats straddle the roads that lead out towards the ‘ real' 

Historico-socialist tenements on \'{7innie-the-Pooh Str叫， \V'arsaw 
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centre, with (at the ti ll1e) its mix of ruins and Socialist Realism or (now) 

its glass 0国ce blocks. The 1'oads that take you out of the sill1ulac1'a run 

underneath. This doesn't happen once, but twice, so when looking out 

towa1'ds the 1'est of the city you see instead a series of g1'and a1'ches giving 

way to nothing. The1'e is only one real p 1'ecedent fo1' this , and it is the 

Stalinist Potell1kin city at Tverskaya; and the a1'chitects a1'e quite clearly 

d1'awing attention to this fac t. And as a place to live 0 1' to grow up in , this 

was and is quite something, combining all the vi1'tues of centrality, urban

ity, g1'eene1'y and streetlife , plus those a1'chways a1'e now often closed to 

the public on the Royal Route, which gives it sO ll1ething of the ai1' of a 

gated community, one of Warsaw's many - a sad but apt fate for an estate 

designed fo 1' the top level of apparatchiks, Stakhanovites and court writ

ers. It is as lovely as it is unreal. 
The other question is whether or not there is a difference between the 

'unreal' old towns of Gda t1sk or Warsaw and the ‘ real' old town of a city 

that avoided total destruction. If you compare the Stare and Nowe Miasto 

of Warsaw with the old town of Lublin, an eastern Polish city near the 

borders with Belarus and Ukraine, one of the most important cities of the 

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, you can find several aspects that con

trast sharply. For one, perhaps unsurprisingly, you find that a real old 

town is also often an exceptionally poor town. The squares, gateways and 

streets of Old Lublin are exceptionally pretty, and also exceptionally 

strange. More than in Warsaw, there are seve1'al traces of the unusual 

forms the Renaissance took when it was adopted in Poland, the free hand 

that designers had in the absence of actual Roman precedent nearby to 

draw from; there is, in short, a lot less in the way of good taste. There are 

many of the ornamented attics that Lev Rudnev transplanted onto the 

tops of his towers in the Palace of Culture and Science, and the1'e is orna

ll1entation and statuary of a deeply weird o1'de1', chubby little 且gures that 

are no longer Gothic but ve1'y far fro ll1 the realistic forms of thei1' Italian 

inspi1'ation; there are sgraffìto patterns that give way to ba1'e brick when 

the plaster flakes 0旺. Historically and architecturally it is fascinating, but 

many of the houses and tenements are in a stat巳 of advanced disrepair, to 

the point where some would by now surely have to be replaced 1'athe1' 

than renovated. Enter one of the courtyards and you don't 且nd thinly 

disguised mid-century public housing, but an age-old squalo1'•
6 The best 

view of the Lublin skyline is from a dodgy street market in a de1'elict 
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丁he poverty of the real: Lublin Old Town 

interzone. How strange, when the simulation is scrupulously maintained 

and the ‘real' left to rot. 

CREATIVE DESTRUCTION 

The great counter-example to Warsaw is the city of Kolobrzeg, in Pomer

ania , western Poland. This Hanseatic port city was given a drastically 

reduced for l1l of reconstruction l1luch clos巳r to the then-current Western 

model. Th巳 result is deeply strange but, in its pecllliar way, rather instruct

ive. Althollgh it was founded as part of Piast Poland in the early Middle 

Ages , for l1lost of its l1istory Kolobrzeg, or rather Kolberg, was a Ger l1lan 

port. Like l1l0st port cities on the Baltic coast it had , by the time of the 

Second World War, a great l1lany brick Gothic bllildings, such as a remark

ably blunt, brutal cathedral and the usual clutch of towering WarehOllSeS, 
ornamental CllSt0 l1lS hOllSeS and merchants' tenements. It even had a 

town hall designed by the great Prussian neoclassicist Schinkel, although 
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designed in a neo < Gothic idiom. These coexisted with the inf1'ast1'ucture 

of a 1'eso1't town, with hotels, pensions and villas, and a linea 1' pa1'k 

screening a sandy beach f1'om the city itself. It was the site of the Ma1'ch 

1945 Battle of Kolbe1'g between the Weh1'macht and the combined forces 

of the Red A1'my and the Polish Fi1'st A1'my, which caused a nearly Wa1'

saw level of devastation, with 80 pe1' cent of the city destroyed. Unlike in 

Wa1'saw, even the unt1'ained eye would spot ve1'y easily indeed that the1'e 

was no se1'ious attempt to 1'econstruct the destroyed city, which was 

instead the site of an ext1'emely brusque fo1'm of town replanning. 

A1'ound 1930, during the l110st radical e1'a of Soviet planning, it was 

p1'oposed by some that cent1'al Moscow should be t1'ansfo1'l11ed into a 

pa1'k of l110numents, with p1'actically eve1'ything else de l1101ished for its 

lack of histo1'ical 01' aesthetic wo1'th. The city cent1'e would be an expanse 

of t1'e巳s and green space, in which you would be able to fìnd such pictu1'

esque things as the Kremlin 01' St Basil's Cathed1'al , while the 1'eal life 

of the city went on s0 l11ewhe1'e else enti1'el只 in a se1'ies of 'disu1'banized' 

collective settlements. It's ve1'y unlikely that the Polish planne1's who 

administe1'ed post-wa1' Kolob1'zeg we1'e specifìcally thinking of this 

when they sta1' ted to 1'ebuild the city, as it passed into thei1' hands when 

the Polish borde1's we1'e shifted sha1'ply westwa1'ds, but thei1' p1'actice 

closely 1'esembles this appa1'ently absurd theo1'Y fro l11 the high utopian 

l110ment of Constructivis l11. A clutch of buildings that we1'e acc巳pted as 

of truly histo1'ic 飞ralue we1'e indeed 1'ebuilt, as they we1'e in nea1'by Gda Í1sk 

the town hall, a couple of Hanseatic 1'e l11nants, and the unromantic, 
pugilistic ha1'd- l11an Gothic of the cathed1'al - and everything else was 

abandoned. Many of the no1'thern , fo 1'l11erly Prussian cities that Poland 

had obtained via the Yalta Conference we1'e 1'ansacked fo 1' b1'icks to be 

used in the 1'econstruction of Wa1'saw, and Kolob1'zeg was no exception. 

Not much new was built to fìll in the huge gaps left by urban wa1'fa1'e, 
until in the 1960s the city was subject to a two-pronged 1'edesign. Along 

the coast, the Ge1'l11an bourgeoisie's villas and g1'and hotels we1'e 1'eplaced 

with a se1'ies of Modernist pensions and sanato1'iums, just as in Jast1'z巳bia

GÓ1'a, aimed at pa 1'ticula1' groups of wo1'ke1's and administered by thei1' 

state-run t1'ade unions - and a surp1'ising nU l11be1' of these a 1'e in good 

condition toda予 Inland ， around the cent1'e of the historic cit只 panel hous

ing was built on an enor l110US scale, giving much of it the appea1'ance of 

being a l11ic1'o1'ayon with a cathed1'al in the middle. 
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We found this out, as most non-residents must, when taking a holiday 

in the fìrst part of the 1960s reconstruction, in one of the many large and 

architecturally dramatic hotels built around what is by any standard an 

exceptionally nice beach, its sand so white and soft it looks almost liJ.α 

snow. Around here , there are several signs of the ideological underpin

nings of this project of erasure. One of these multistorey hotels, now the 

Hotel Baltic but built as the House of Combatants, was previously a 

sanatorium for Polish army veterans , though you wouldn't know from its 

attractive, if generic, form of Costa del 501 Modernism, all rippling con

crete façades and deep balconies. There are various little pointers to the 

ho时's former function in the statues scattered around the gardens, a sort 

of historic ‘ascent of the Polish soldier' , from fourteenth-century knights 

through to 50viet allies , although in all cases with an unnerving robotic 

cast to their features. Further along the beach a little is a monument by 

the sculptor Wiktor Tolkin, commemorating the ‘marriage to th巳 sea'

that Poland's First Army enacted upon victory in spring 1945 , in the 

suitably unsubtle symbolic form of a phallic sweep upwards with a deep 

House of Combatants, Kolobrzeg (1984 postcard) 
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arched hole below, framing the sea. In a similar pebbly sculpted concrete 

to Arka Pana, it also features a strange alìgnment of historic medieval 

soldiers (from the last, distant time that this was Polish territory) and 

the Red Army, in a set of inscriptions in the concrete that resemble 

the brushstrokes of cave painting, plus the usual set of robotic Soviet 

warnors. 

Coming in conjunction with the city's main museum , an almost 

untouched earlY-198os showcase dealing mainly with the Polish and 

Soviet armies, their weaponry and their battle to seize this place in 1945 , 
the entire reconstructed town can often feellìke one large and triumphal倒

ist war memorial to th巳 historic struggle between the Slavs and the 

Teutons, coexisting strangely with a resort whose cheapness and proxim

ity to Germany, Denmark and Sweden ensures a lot of Teutonic tourists. It 

doesn't seem to deter anybody, and merely survives as a bit of curious and 

largely ignored monumental colour. What it does is make clear that hel刀，

a certain purgative act had to take place befor巳 the city could be remade, 
an act claiming it not only for a new regime , but for a different nation 

Dom Handlowy and carhedral, Kolobrzeg 
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entirely from that to which it (and its ethnically cleans巳d population) had 

hitherto belonged. However, the ‘old town' is the most weird and fascin

ating part of this project, and, given that, Agata and 1 boggled at one of 

the most interesting components mid-demolition in summer 2014. In 

front of the cathedral, a glass shopping pavilion, whose exposed, tapering 

structural concrete columns have some logical relation to the Gothic prin

ciples of the or咆inal building. There is some architectural intelligence at 

work in the way its horizontal rectangle relates to the vertical rectangle of 

the cathedral itself, but the avoidance of any stylistic resemblance and the 

undignifìed cheap and cheesy pop-Modernist design of the signage are an 

obvious obstacle to any attempt at making reconstructed Kolobrzeg feel 

like a ‘real' old town. 

A much bigger and far more obvious obstacle is the fact that the tiny 

reconstructed fragment is surrounded by immensely long prefabricated 

slabs, which unusually for Poland have yet to be renovated - although if 

they're given the brightly coloured styrofoam cladding common elsewhere 

they'll be even less 'in keeping' with the cathedral and the town hall , 
whereas today their grimy grey has at least the chromatic virtue of staying 

in the background. In Poland, f1ats like this are seldom demolished - in 

the UK , they'd be the fìr前 target of the ‘ regenerators' - so this will 

remain, very probably, the de岳ning feature of the city centre, keeping a 

working-class population close to the mixed population of tourists that 

settle here in the summer. However, if they couldn't demolish it, subse

quent architectural and political regimes have tried their utmost to make 

sure new development 一且rst public, and more recently private - has 

doffed its cap to the city that was wiped from the map in 1945. A reason

ably coherent grid of streets was built in the int巳rstices between the 

heritage and the slabs, with a ‘vernacular' aesthetic of fake half-timbering 

and neo-Hansa brickwork. Parts of it are quite pleasant, with cafés, a 

library and open courtyards which make for a pleasant if slightly paro

chial townscape. But given the way that the city was indelibly de且ned by 

the construction of ten or so gigantic concrete slabs around a medieval 

cathedral, it is worth asking why they bothered - short of an equally 

sweeping d巳molition programme, this is one reconstruction that will 

always be de且ned by a bullishly unromantic, anti-historical approach, 
which no matter how hard th巳 city tries can never be screened from the 

eyes of tourists. It does pose the question of whether there was a possible 
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A view of Kolobrzeg ‘old town' 

alternative between the straining fo 1' histo1'ical delicacy and t1'ibutes to 

national endurance that you can fÌnd in \Va 1'saw, and the ferocious disdain 

fo1' someone else's history so conspicuously on display in Kolobrzeg. 

That is, was it eve1' possible to 1'ebuild a histo1'ic city in a modern, socialist 

and histo1'ically 1'espectflll way? 

CREATIVE RECONSTRUCTION 

Like Socialist Realis l11 itself, 1'econst1'llction in Cent1'al and East巳1'n Ell1'<

ope was as b1'ief as it was intens巳， and was similarly succeeded by 

Modernis l11, with all that entailed; the a1'gument of this book is that the 

way p 1'efab estat巳s see l11 l110re dO l11inant he1'e than in the West , whe1'e they 

began , is by and la1'ge the consequence of indllst1'ialization and a l11assive 

wave of urbanization l110 1'e than anything exp1'essly ideological. That 

noted , what is conspicuous about late1' cO l11l11unist 1'egi l11es like those of 

Edwa1'd Gie1'ek or E1'ich Honecke1' is a simultaneous love of g1'and pro

jects which displayed the appa 1'ent e国ciency of th巳ir economies and a 
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concurrent lack of ideology with regard to aesthetics. Gierek, unlike 

Gomulka , was 且ne about both building castles and building concrete 

panel blocks of flats; and Honecker would be the sponsor both of one of 

the largest, if most debased, Modernist public-housing projects in his

tory, and of one of the first attempts to return (again) to ‘national 

he1'itage' in architecture. East Berlin, especially, saw a wave of 1'econstruc同

tion and outright simulacra in the I98os, and a1'chitects and theorists in 

the USSR and Poland we1'e among the 且rst to start reversing the effects of 

the Modernism they'd (re-)introduced ba1'ely twenty years earlier. This is 

seemingly a puzzle, another paradox, especially if we cling to the view 

that the actions of these states were myopically determined by ideolog予

They were quite content to build thousands of towers from panels and to 

1'econstruct sandstone and stucco edifices at once, and without seeing any 

apparent contradiction. ln fact , in the case of East Berlin, they began to 

1'econstruct thos巳 sandstone and stucco edifices out of the very same con

crete panels they were othe1'wise using to make sta1'kly 1'eductive wo1'kers' 

housing. 

As so often bet飞，yeen 工945 and I989 , the fi1'st theo1'etical advances he1'e 

were made in Poland , which in the I970S was much more open to influ

ences from the West - the main a1'chitectu1'al journal, Al'chitektUl矶 even

publish巳d parallel texts in English during that decade , when the no1'm 

was to be bilingual in Polish and Russian. The Western 1'eaction against 

monolithic, bleak Modernism - via such write1's as Jane Jacobs, Kevin 

Lynch and Aldo Rossi - was a 1'egula1' feature; and, perhaps oddly, Polish 

a1'chitects we1'e not making the point that they had anticipated th巳se the

ones sev巳1'al decades earlier unde1' Stalinis l11. The gene1'ally de-ideologized 

context of these discussions is st1'iking fo 1' anyone exp巳cting diamat and 

dogma. The absence of l11uch conside1'ation of Poland's ve1'y recent 

expe1'ience of u1'ban t1'aditionalism is also explained by the fact that this 

time , the question was often one of 1'ehabilitation 1'athe1' than 1'ebuilding. 

In a special issue on 'The Revaluation of Histo1'ic Cities' , mainly consist

il1g of short case studies 011 the 1'enovation of va 1'ious histo1'ic towns , 
Zygmunt M. St~pi I1ski advocated 1'econst1'uction and 1'ehabilitation 1'athe1' 

than dest1'uction 01' newbuild , fo 1' 1'easons psychological (the encourage

ment of identi í1cation) , pat1'iotic (the national he1'itage, again) and fo 1' the 

p 1'eservation of the historic reco1'd. But he was aware that another human 

facto 1' existed, too. ‘The revaluation problems of histo1'ic cities b巳come
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also probletns of their inhabitants. Attempts at reconstruction of historic 

buildings as apartment houses of high standard, undertaken in some 

European countries, undoubtedly wrong this part of the poor population 

whích, attached to theír place of living, would like to remain in the qua1'

ter. Such attempts lead also to socíal monoculture, to selectivit予

Neve1'theless, ce1' taín socíal melío 1'ation of 1'evalued dist1'icts is necessa1'y 

in p 1'ínciple; ín pa1' ticular it concerns 1'emoval of a-social indíviduals who 

often devastate the buildíngs thoughtless年 '7 What is beíng advocated 

here, ín 工978 ， in a ‘socialist count1'Y' , ís what would late1' be known as 

gentn且catíon - the revaluatíon, in late阳European and American capital

ísm, of a historic area often achieved by the 1'emoval of íts unpictu1'esque 

current ínhabitants. A guest essay by Píer Luigi Ce1'vellati, of that PCI 

bastion Bologna,‘Innovation 0 1' Conservation?' , whích asks: 'Why the 

towns of the past?' and answe1's, 1'athe1' oddly: ‘The whole town belonged 

to the 1'esidents and constítuted the common property, governed and uti

lísed as a whole . . . the town was never divided by class and hiera 1'ch只 as

today ít iS.'8 Bear in mind , again, that this is a w1'íte1' ín a ‘socialíst' maga

zine claiming that cítíes were more equal under feudalísm or early 

capítalism than ín the late twentieth centur予 Moreover，‘the contempor

ary town, whethe1' we like it or not, does not express the population, 
which resídes in 此， any more: it is the mechanícal 1'ealization of a few 

more or less successful designs carried out by economic, bureaucratic and 

admínist1'atíve autho1'ítíes . . . citizens do not want the contempora1'Y 

town, and th巳y 且ee from it. 叩 He a1'gues that they flee not to the old towns, 
but to the suburbs, though the implications of this are not pursued. Else

whe1'e, the Polish architect J an Macíej Chmielewski suggested throwing 

out functíonalist dogma entírel民 at the time ín which system-built estates 

líke Ursynów were unde1' constructíon. ‘Prefab1'icated elements make it 

impossible - to a considerable deg1'ee - to imitate the old fo1'ms' , and to 

thís the architect should respond by ígnoríng the notion of ‘ truth to mat

eríals' altogether - 'use of traditional mate1'ials in the perimeter walls in 

historic developments should be obligatory, even íf ít means insince1'ity 

toward the buíldíng construction. Only ín thís way can the local colour be 

p1'ese1'ved.' 10 

This contínues ín another special issue, thís time on ‘The Scope of 

Rehabílítation' , where the project has even extended to undoing the mis

takes of the Modernist planning that wasn't even in the past at this point, 
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featuring among its examples several projects to increase legibility and 

colourfulness in concrete panel estates , alongside the more expected 

images of pretty gables and cobbles. This time the enemy is not just build

ing new, but especia11y building new next to the old, som巳thing which 

became popular after I956. In a dialogue that takes up much of the issue, 
]erzy Ku兰mienko criticizes the glazed extension to the neo-Gothic War

saw market ha11 Hala Mirowska - much admired in its day, and admired 

now by Warsaw's Modernism aficionados - 'a sound building from the 

Tsarist era which even bombs were not able to destroy was absolutely 

destroyed artistica11y', and the editors reply: ‘That's how it was in the six >

ties. In thos巳 days the rule of contrast between the old and new architecture 

promoted the neglect of any rules of continuity in architecture'; a con

tinuity that now begins to sound particularly Prince Charles-like. What is 

di旺巳rent her飞 in the year that disgust with the inequalities of state social

ism helped spawn Solidarity - the foreign-currency shops, privileges and 

grace-and-favour housing enjoyed by the nomenklatura were particular 

targets - is an emphasis on at least some attempt to explain why things 

might be different in the East. An editorial comment points out that the 

continuous changing of the built landscape may be Modernist, but is not 

necessarily communist 一‘a110wing a house to b巳 downgraded when the 

origina11y planned exploitation period has passed is contrary to socialist 

principles'.11 Somewhat more darkly, Adam Andrzejewski points out, in 

reference to the already raised issue of gentrification, that '[in the WestJ 

modernization is usua11y connected with the exchange of residents. Our 

way is di旺erent - we provide the residents with temporary lodgings and 

later - th巳 apartment the modernization of which was very expensive, for 

free.'12 That is: we in Poland can't do this, because we can't afford to 

embark on something so compl巳x and prohibitively priced as a total reno

vation of historic cities according to the socialist system of massively 

subsidized housing. Yet this a11 comes to pass in its richer neighbour, the 

German Democratic Republic. Except here they did it their own way, cre而

ating in the process oüe of th巳 least influential, if most peculiar, urban 

experiments in the era. 

Right inλ1itte ， the centre of Berlin , just round the back of the giant 

I960s Modernist showpiece of Alexanderplatz, on the banks of the Spree, 
is a place called the Nikolaiviertel. It is not a11 obscure part of the city, 
although much here depends on age - it is popular with older tourists , but 
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Prefab townscape, Nikolaiviertel, Berlin 

has a conspicuous absence of the picturesquely dishevelled youth culture 

that otherwise dominates the eastern districts of Berlin. You approach it 

from the ‘Red Rathaus' , the nineteenth-century town hall, which like a lot 

of Berlin's Wilhelmine public buildings suggests the con且dent ， throw同

taste-to-the-wind civic architecture of northern England. From here there 
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is a wall to the street of prefabricated concrete panels - a familiar sight in 

East Berlin even now, where what Rudolf Bahro scornfully called the 'hal

lowed' pan巳1 13 still has a ubiquitous presence. There is something else 

afoot, however … an almost Gothic arcade to the ground floor, which is 

visibly also made fro ll1 precast concrete. Walk under the pillars of the 

arcade, noting th巳 historicist lamp-且ttings ， go round the corner, and you 

find this concrete wall now has balconies inside - so it's public housing, 
OK, not so surprising - though the amount of restaurants on the ground 

floor is certainly unusual , as is their v凸Ikisch tone , with a smell of dark 

beer, sausage and sauerkraut. From here, you may be much more sur

prised to find you turn off onto a cobbled stree t. The cobbles are 

accompanied by ironwork street signs with Gothic script and wrought

iron shop signs, but the buildings themselves remain as concretey as con

crete can be - the concrete panels are decoratively ‘ ribbed' with rough 

vertical strips, something which will be familiar to most people who've 

ever lived in or visited a late-I96os housing estate. But on top of each of 

the blocks now is a ‘ feature' , in the form of either hipped roofs with red 

tiles or, most bafflingly of all , fùll-scale stepped gables, constructed from 

exactly the same bare, ribbed concrete panels as the rest of the scheme, 
albeit with little crowns and motifs on top. 

Wal1王 around these little streets and you find that they're arranged 

around a stark Gothic church, with all the streets aligned to create pictur

esque partial views of its two sharp twin towers in Hanseatic style. But go 

into the Nikolaikirche and you're in an art gallery rather than a religious 

building, with various sculptures and reliefs left around as if at random, 
in a Soane Museum-like pile-up. Leave the church and wander round 

through the arcades and you'll note they're filled with souvenir 

shops, traditional German eateries with remarJ.ζably convincing ‘histor

ical' interiors, and attractions, such as the Zille Museum, which showcases 

the work of Heinrich Zille, the left-飞iVing cartoonist, photographer, porn

ographer and chronicler of proletarian lif，巳 in the early-twentieth-century 

capital. The cafés and Kneipen all have terraces , and this is one of the 

only places in Berlin that really uses the River Spr时， its calm thin flow 

neighboured by tables, chairs and gabled concrete. There are even a few 

'real' historical buildings in here too, neoclassical tenements and Bieder
meier houses. 

By now you've obviously worked out that what is happening here is a 
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construction, that it isn't a ‘real' part of the historical city or even a ‘real' 

part of the Modernist GDR capital. Instead even the most obtuse tourist 

is surely aware that this can't have borne any resemblance to some actual 

development of the past, even though the little brochures on sale in the 

souvenir shops describe the Nikolaiviertel as the ‘ oldest' ， or 咀rst' , part of 

Berlin. Go into any of the courtyards of the blocks of flats and, aside from 

the relative tightness of enclosure, you could be in a peripheral estate like 

Marzahn, a grid of concrete panels 且lled with ♂laygrounds and trees. 

There are even parts of it that are expressly Modernist. Go full circle back 

to the entrance from the main road to the cobbled alleyway and look 

around. In front of you is a restaurant whose façade is cast in black metal, 
with bulbous glass windows. Behind you, above the restaurant伽filled

arcade, is a continuous cast-concrete sculptural frieze. Look at these 且g啕

ures in low relief and you can see some familiar historical scenes - the 

workers of Berlin in the nineteenth century and, more expectedly from 

the GDR , revolutionary scenes from the socialist uprisings in 月工8 ，

工919 and 1923. It doesn't stop ther飞 though ， but carries on through the 

Battle of Berlin, with the Red Army waving the red (well, here, grey) flag 

over the ruined city, with planes overhead and the Brandenburg Gate in 

the distance; the words ‘KPD' and ‘ROTE KAPELLE' (the communist 

spy ring under Nazism) are cast into the scene. A fleeing mother carries a 

Panel heroics at the Nikolaiviertel, Berlin 
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baby with he1'. But soon after that there are rallies , the building of a new 

city (the TV towe1' 100ms over the masses) , even waving cosmonautSj and, 
of course, a wo1'k巳l' hau1ing a concrete panel into its p1ace in a new apart

l11ent b1ock. Practically the on1y aspect of East Berlin's history not 

featured in here somewhere is the construction of the 'Anti-Fascist P1'Otec

tion Rampart飞 At the end of it demonst1'ators c1'Owd a1'ound an emb1em 

emb1azoned with the years ‘ I237… I987'. 50 what on ea1' th is this p1ace? 

An Old Berlin the l11e park constructed f1'Om the on1y viab1e materia1 , 
the p1'ecast pane1? An exp巳1' i l11ent in socialist Postmodernis l11? An 

elaborat巳 jok巳?

Niko1aiviertel was the most extensive and ce1'tain1y the l110st extreme 

exa l11p1e of a city-wide 1'eturn to fami1ia1' urban vi1'tues to coincide with 

Berlin's 750th anniversa1'Y in I987. On both sides of the Wall (a1beit mo1'e 
fa l110us1y in the West) 1eft刑ring move l11ents began to 1'eva1ue and defend 

the demonized Berlin Mietskaserne , and 1arge areas where they had 

sun巾ed - Kreuzbe1'g in the West, P1'enz1auer Berg in the East - were even

tually subject, after much 10bbying and p1'otest, to what was called ‘carefu1 

urban 1'enewa1飞 and this Altbau 1110vement soon inspired a Neubau one 

t。因1 the divided cit)气 many ho1es, which wou1d conse1've the characte1' of 

the city rather than rep1ace it with serried b10cks in space , as had hap

pened in the I950S and I960s. The Western version of this Neubau 
movement was very well known in its day, in a1'chitectura1 circles -

Interbau I987. Ul1der the direction of the architect Josef Pau1 K1eihues, a 

remarkab1e quantity of famous world a1'chitects - A1do Rossi , Á1varo 

5iza, Joh l1 Hejduk, OMA/Rem Koo1haas , Rob Kri巳r， Peter Eis巳nl11an

and , in he1' fìrst built project, Zaha Hadid - we1'e set to work bui1ding 

counci1 housing. The resu1ts a1'e justly 1'enowned fo1' the way in which 

they used the same sca1巳 as the historic city - four飞 to fìve-storey tene

ments on in且II (i.e. bomb) sites , usually with shops on the ground 

floor - without ever feeling the need fo1' the pat1'onizing ‘1'efe1'ences', smug 

historica1 jokes and the gene1'a1 fear of modernity 01' socia1 advance that 

marked Postmodernism in, fo1' instance, the U5 and UK. There, in the form 

of the both pompous and bumptious work of Terry Farrell or Michae1 

Graves , it was the cancellation of socia1 democracy and its future-01'iented 

town p1anningj but, in West Berlin, Postmode1'nist housing was the result 

of pub1ic p1'essur飞 of socia1 movements , and perhaps this is part of the 

reason why the architecture fee1s ‘progressive' rathe1' than fearfu l. 
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Kleihues called this approach ‘critical reconstruction' , and exactly the 

‘critical' aspect was lost after 1990, when his ideas were adapted into 

the neo-Prussian building programme of Hans Stimmann , where the 

same concern with filling gaps and urban context was combined with an 

imposed architectural order and palette, with the legislated imposition of 

thin veneers of stone onto everything. In an amusing but surely com >

pletely inadvertent historical irony, the best of the built results , such as 

Hans Kolho旺's haunting Walter-Benjamin-Platz, resembled not so 

much united, histo1'ic nineteenth-centu1'Y Berlin as a mo1'e luxurious, less 

crude and unsophisticated ve1'sion of the tOW l1 planning of 1950S East 

Berlin. By cont1'ast, the 1980s 1'edevelopment of Kreuzberg in pa1'ticula1' 

left one of the most clever and unp1'etentious concent1'ations of Pllblic 

hOllsing and a1'chitectural expe1'iment to be found anywhere in sllch a 

small a1'ea. Nikolaivie1' tel and its 1'elated developments along F1'ied1'ich >

strasse 01' in the ‘Spandalle1' Vo1'stadt' on the othe1' side of Alexande1'platz 

a1'e quite clearly and consciollsly the East Berlin spin on all this, and 

maybe in this they a1'e not flatte1'ing - goofy, ingenuous, kitsch, and much 

Neo-Stalinist United Berlin: Walter-Benjamin-Platz 
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more obviously Postmodernist than the Interbau in their use of obvious 

‘ references' to old Berlin, extending to Gothic signs, beer halls and cobble

stones. However, closer attention suggests the architects knew exactly 

what they were doing here - the creation of a dream space, a part of the 

city that was deliberately set at a remove from reality. 
The architectural historian Florian Urban argues that these old-Berlin

in-panels projects were designed to illustrate, not contrast with, a vulgar 

Marxist ‘progressive' view of histor下 The bourgeois heritage was there to 

be reclaimed and placed in a lineage with the apparent coming to power 

of the proletariat. There was a prehistory to this - in the Stalinist era 

Berlin, like Warsaw and Leningrad, was to some degree rebuilt, particu

larly along Unter den Linden, where what Urban , like LeSniakowska, 
regards as ‘loose' and ‘interpretive' approximations of its classical apart

ments were erected along the processional arte叩 Here， as in Warsaw, you 

wouldn't know the fakery unless you were expressly looking for it. Not 

everything was retained , particularly if it strongly evoked imperial Prus

sian power - the old imperial palace, the Schloss, was salvageable but 

nevertheless de l1101ished, and the statue of Frederick the Great was 

removed in 1950. It was put back exactly thirty years later. This l11ay have 

been the fruit of a 1976 state resolution to 'preserve or recreate the archi

tecturally valuable of the past' , in consequence of the successful tenement 

rehab projects in Prenzlauer Berg a couple of years earlier • though an 

early- 工980s article in the design magazine Form und Zweck , Urban notes, 
waso国cially censured for stressing the role of public action in the reclai l11-

ing of the area - only the state was apparently allowed to take action. 

And, arguabl只 the state-sponsored rebuilding projects stand in co i1trast 

to the infor l11ality of the public rehabilitation of old areas -lu l11bering, 
kitsch只 still insisting on that bloody concrete panel. 

Smaller concentrations of this can be found particularly near Fried

richstrasse station, the l11ain crossing point of Western tourists into East 

Berlin, and their combination of rigid traditional urbanism and concrete 

panels is not particularly lovel予 Neither is the in且11 of large holes in Span

dauer Vorstadt, a series of affluent streets west of Alexanderplatz and 

south of the Volksbühne, with concrete tenement blocks, by a large team 

of architects including Iris Grund , Manfred Hartung and Martin Navra

ti l. These are not prett只 but they are i l11aginati飞飞 disproving the Polish 

theorists by showing that you can do all sorts of things with a concrete 
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Hipster Plattenbau at Spandauer 飞Torstadt ， Berlin 

panel, including negotiating the irregular corners of an unplanned urban 

area. To the ground floor these tenements are not ‘Old Berlin' but residu

ally pop-Futurist, with their shop windows emphasized by angular, 
colourful decorative surrounds, and in some cases there are gables with 

decorative motifs. 14 They show an aesthetic wanting to have its cake and 

eat it, with both a return to traditional urban verities and a relentless 

insistence on form following function. The Poles recommended hiding 

the real construction materials with contextual masonry or stucco, if you 

had to - the East Germans evidently considered that a step too fa r. 
lrony, though, could be pushed guite far in the architecture of the 

late GDR. These gable details, Urban notes, were chosen according 

to the place the work teams had come from to work in Berlin 

entire fìrms of building workers from all over the GDR were hired to 

reconstruct the capital in the I98os. 50 the gables of those tenements 

whose concrete panels were assembled by workers from the north had 

neo-Hanseatic details, and so forth. 日ere ， at least, it's hard not to think 

that the designers and their sponsors were pushing their luck, or, more 
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bluntly, taking the piss. Som巳 architects of the 1980s certainly were, and 

pushed their luck even further 一 one team of young designers were actu

ally imprisoned for proposing a ‘watchtower' in an architectural 

competition for a playground in Bersarinplatz, from which the children 

could be ‘shot' if they tried to 'escape'. 

Nikolaiviertel is the place where all these ironies - in Postmodernist 

parlance, these ‘complexities and contradictions' - were put fully on dis

pla予 It was, unusually for the GDR , the project of a single architect, 
Günter Stahn, who liked it so mu,h that he moved in immediately. He 

consistently denied any connection with Postmodernism, with its oppos

ition to ‘G1'and Narratives', and did not se巳m at all bothe1'ed by the fact 

that the area was loomed over by an il11mense Futurist TV tower. 

Reconstruction - and some of the Nikolaiviertel's buildings, such as the 

classical Knoblauchhaus and the Nikolaikirche were once ‘ real' , and were 

re-c1'eated in such a way that the illusion was not il11mediately obvious -

was acceptable, according to Stahn, if buildings we陀、live as picto l'ial 

memories in the consciousness of the people' (my emphasis) ,u Memor民
as Stahn was fully awa1'e, is not the same as history or archaeology 一 it is 

not a discipline 01' a scienc巳， but it is selective, distorting, and heavily 

influenced by the present context in which you are recalling the past. To 

c1'eate a 1110re p1'ecise duplicate , Stahn wrote, would be ‘dubious nostal

gia' for a ‘seemingly unambiguous' past - and the Nikolaiviertel is 

certainly not unambiguous. It presents all at 0日ce medieval Berlin, classi

cal Berlin, imperial Berlin (not those of the ruler飞 but those of Zille's 

lusty proleta1'iat) and socialist Berlin, all of them distinct and visible. It 

1'espects the intelligence of the visitor by mixing both obvious artifice 

with ca1'eful archaeological reconstruction , production-line modernity 

with craftsmanship, nostalgia with ‘progress'. What seems at 且rst like a 

Fordist mania , an almost psychotic insistence on the panel, even when 

1'emaking a historic district, becomes instead an experiment in historÎcal 
perceptlOn. 

It is also today 1'ather.notably the most obviously ‘normal' part of cen

t1'al Berlin, with a near吨otal absence of the international creative class, 
strikingly so given the process that they began in the rest of the Mitte 

district, where artists followed by the really wealthy took the area over 

block by block. But what was an architect doing moving into a conc1'ete

panel estate anyway? Florian Urban claims, and it would tally with what 
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the Polish theorists had already advocated , that the gentri且cation of East 

Berlin began with the movement of rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

He argues that the appreciation of Old Berlin - as opposed to the new 

high-rise periphery - was 'a mark of distinction' among the city's 

left-wing intelligentsia. If the high-rise suburbs were a universal project, 
then this was much more selective, as ‘in the 1980s, East Gennany increas

ingly blatantly allocated new comfortable apartments to selected citizens' 

in the city centre. This should not be overstated ~ the rent controls were 

still so strict in East Berlin that the phenomenon of rising rents pushing 

out working-class residents was still inconceivable, and the new periphery 

had a much greater social mix than its Western 巳quivalents - but it does 

suggest that when the Eastern Bloc turned to a less ‘universal' approach 

to architectur飞 it also did so socially. The movement towards reconstruc

tion and rehabilitation was still fresh at the time of the 1989-9工 collapse ，

so there are few other obvious examples of it - but it certainly had a pr口'

ence in the capital of the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic. 

Riga is one of those cities, like Budapest or Glasgow, which appears to 

have been forcibly stopped in 巧叫一 th巳n one of Europe's most advanced 

industrial metropoles, but relatively neglected over the century since. The 

result is that it has a certain steampunk aspect, the feeling of what was 

once extreme modernity kept for ever at the point of possibilit予 Streets of 

grand tenements are left only half-way completed, with their wooden 

one-storey precursors giving them the look of gap-由led teeth; industrial 

areas are cutting edge for 巧工0， with factories designed by the most 

important architects of the day, like Robert Maillart or Peter Behrens. 

S0 l11e - albeit hardly all- of this would have been swept away as part of 

the urban 1'enewal accol11pa口ying the unbuilt Riga Metro, but today only 

ca1's, a couple öf microrayons, the odd bit of Modernist infill, a couple of 

bland Postmodernist office complexes, a far higher unemployment ra旬，

and a laye1' of dirt and dust conceivably sepa1'ate l11uch of the city in 

2013 from that of a century earlie1'. As most of its develop l11ent happened 

before the advent both of the Soviet industrial revolution and of Modern

ist urban planning, what it p 1'esents to the walke1' is S0 l11e absolutely 

supe1'b st1'eet architectur飞 aU of it designed to catch the eye of the pedes

trian , all of it designed according to strict street lines in orde1' to l11aximize 

profit. The l11ajority of this is in that international Belle 且poque idiom 

called alternat巳ly Art Nouveau, Secession 01' (in Russia and Spain) 
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‘Modernism'. And much of that is like Art Nouveau anywhere else, with 

the same flowery surrounds, the same howling masks, the same lovely 

ladies draping themselves across the stucco façades. The leading architect 

of this style in Riga was Mikhail Eisenstein, father of the great film direc同

tor, and Sergei's scorn for the kitsch façadery of this work is mostly rather 

justi且ed. It is all surface,‘decorated sheds' , as the Postmodernists would 

call it, with little interest in the de且ning of space, inside or out, or in the 

textÍJre or tactility of material. It's fun to look at but forgettable. It was 

immediately succeed巳d ， though, by two very similar styles which local 

historians call ‘Pe1'pendicular A1't Nouveau' and ‘National Romanticism' , 
which are far mo1'e original and vigo1'ous. 

Because of this, Riga is a fabulous city fo 1' walking and fo1' getting 

deliberately lost in , although you'll seldom 且nd anything of inte1'est in the 

‘ active f1'ontages' of those ground-floo1' shops. \V'e spent hours in Riga 

wandering th1'ough its g1'and bouleva1'ds, t1'ying not to think about how 

much they've gone to seed, 01' about how many of them house b1'anches 

of the cha1'ity shop Humana (sometimes including the original stucco 

details , with portals leading to racks of old shirts) , and stopping at the 

odd vaguely hipster café (one of which was graced with a collection, in 

English, of L. Ron Hubbard's fictional wo1'ks). The most inte1'esting of its 

architects, like EiZens Laube , Ernests Pole and Aleksand 1's Vanags, were 

maste1's of c1'eating st1'eet space - co1'ne1' tower飞 turrets ， bays, archways, 
arcades , all of 飞再，Jüch se1've to give charact巳r and direction to the arteries 

and sidest1'eets. As these architects we1'e ‘ National Romantics' one might 

assume a hoary conse1'vatism he1'飞 but ， as with the baronial borrowings s 

of Cαha川l'长s Rel1l丑l1l e巳 Mackintωos血h ， they seem to have used the medieval 

architecture of a pe1'iphe1'al country as a sp1'ingboa1'd into modernity -

something which usually happened in the flamboyant treatment of 

corners. At Pole's apartment block and photographer's studio on Alek

sand1'a Caka iela, the c∞orner is fo1'm丑led of th1'e巳 tall cubic tωO飞W可巳盯rs wit由h 1 

5幻imila创l'甘 squa1'e bay 飞W再可'1l1Cιdo飞W再ν's乌， in gre盯ys挝tuccω0; t由he g钮1'ound 且oor and par川t 

of tl由he secωond are overtaken by raw, mock-medieval caveman rustication. 

In Vanags' apa1'tments on Blaumal;la iela , the corner has morphed into a 

st1'etched , phallic dome , held up with a single Egyptian column to the 

stree t. 0 1' in Laube's apartment complex on Brïvibas iela , an assemblage 

of gables and deep pointed roofs is pulled into weird asymmet1'ies, with 

the windows alternately stretched into the sort of vertical st1'ips found in 
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skyscraper飞 or emphasized in peculiar miniature bays. YOll can follow 

these sorts of experiments into the German Expressionism of the early 

1920S, with its wildly morphing forms , and into its adaptation into the 

streamlined Modernism of Erich Mendelsohn - and there are a few 

worthwhile Mendelsohn triblltes in the sparse interwar additions to the 

bOlllevards. It also shares certain vallles with the Socialist Realism which 

takes over from it in the city's northern edges, albeit with a much less 

felicitous use of ornament. Bllt was there any way that the more staid, 
production-line aesthetics of Soviet Modernism could have accommo

dated it? 

The surprising answer was yes. As with anywhere else, the aspect which 

even apologists had to concede was not terribly pleasant in capitalist 

urbanism was the divide between grand façade and miserable courtyard. 

In one redevelopment scheme in Grïzil)kalns, a working-class suburb, the 

courtyard of an Art Nouveau apartment block has been erased, and 

undemonstratively replaced with a series of Modernist blocks of flats , 
with more considered public spaces, large windows and right angles. Nei

ther part is anything special on its own, but it was very surprising indeed 

to find the two coexisting, bolted onto each other, rather than being 

placed in intractable opposition. There are also places - particularly the 

Royal Hotel in the Old Town, built between 1987 and 1992 - where the 

inspiration seems to have been the prefab historicism of late-1980s East 

Berlin, a slightly ungainly Modernist contextllalism. Elsewhere, thOllgh, 
it appears 1110re like West Berlin was the example, a deployment of ‘cnt

ical reconstruction' that mostly avoided the obviollS, and that generally 

had little interest in the evocation of l11el11or弘 The huge Agroprojekts 

office building in the Maskavas District, to 1979 designs by Jllris Skalbergs, 
is a case in point - it follows historical street lines, bllt is othen再/lse

con且dent ， almost Brutalist, with a rigoαrous grid of cur飞vedc∞oncret臼ewindow

fram丑les乌， an indu旧l臼str‘t臼la址lized Got由hic. Surrounded by dereliction as it is , it 

appears as part of a doo l11ed atte ll1pt to 1110dernize this area of dilapi

dated wooden houses and lost tene l11ents -llnusually via street archit巳cture

rather than blocks in space. The Aeroflot 0伍ces on Brlvlbas iela , a 

1986 design by Modris Çelzis, is in the Art Nouveau heart of the city, and 

adopts the approach set in the 1910S, hard onto the street with a demon

strative corner. Dolo ll1ite-clad volur丑es surge towards a bulging turret, 
culminating in a glazed cube. No nostalgic reference to be seen, nothing 
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‘in keeping' , but nonetheless part of the street, following all of its unwrit

ten rules. This could be contrasted with the Latvian Arts Theatr飞

constructed from 1959 on to designs by the architect Marta Stana. Like 

the ‘social condensers' in Vilnius it is an original, elegant Modernist 

building, but it steps back very deliberately from the street into green 

space. A little further up the same long boulevard, you get to a tene l11ent 

cO l11plex in red brick and tile, l11ade up of three sawtooth四roofed towers, 
all of the l11 with concrete balconies into which reliefs (of fÌghting lions, of 

all things) have been set - fro l11 the el11ulation of urban Art Nouveau into 

full Postmodernism, albeit of a particularly vigorous and strange variet予

The swiftness and comprehensiveness of the reaction is surprising, as if 

the quality of the existing urban architecture were obvious to younger 

designers. 

As an architectural project, the infor l11al ‘critical reconstruction' of 

earl)叫wentieth】century Riga is a striking, unusual success. As a social 

project, the results are a little more predictable. There are several apart

ment complexes of the 1980s which return to ‘ the street' , often in brick 

rather than stone or stucco, making a similar use of well-de fÌned urban

ism and faintly heraldic towers. The e旺ect ， curiously, is closer to that 

of Red Vienna than Belle 主poque Riga, a simpler, l110re monumental 

approach to street architecture; on Krisjal}a Valdemara iela there is a 1980 

complex whose grand , if stark, volumes were built to house ‘high -ranking 

communist Party me l11bers' .16 There's a similar 工986 complex on Miera 

iela , one of a couple of mini Karl-Marx-Hofs built as part of the recon

struction of an incomplete pre > First World War district. Here the tall 

corner tower is much more obviously emulating the likes of Laube and 

Vanags, and contains among other things 'exclusive two-level apartments'17 

on the top floor - the spaces were classed , much as the old tenè l11ents 

were. It is depressing to learn, in all this, that West Berlin was actually 

l110re capable of providing city centre public housing than East Berlin or 

Soviet Riga, although even then it's worth re l11embering the rents would 

have been much less of a portion of a tenant's income. Something about 

the return to the bourgeois past in city planning made it accompany the 

return to class for l11s of urbanism, more a sign of a loss of ideological and 

political conviction and control than a sign of the adaptability of the sys

tem. The only real difference, maybe, between these schemes and their 

successors 一 like the dull neo同Prussian tenements of reunited Berlin, or 
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the thin, tacky commercial Pomo of independent Riga - is their relative 

architectural qualit严

ENDLESS RECONSTRUCTION 

This would be borne out by the way in which several cities just can't stop 

reconstructing. Riga itself contains one of the more distressing examples 

of this, in the fo 1'm of what was originally the Riflemen Squar飞 at the 

heart of the old town. The only building here which really attempted to 

express the p1'esent at the time it was built was the Museum of the Red 

Riflemen, dedicated to the (many) Latvian soldiers of the 且rst war who 

joined the Bolshevik side in the ‘Russian' Civil War, but now the Museum 

of the Occupation. A monument to th巳 Riflem巳n still stands at the heart 

of the square. We'll consider the ideological contents of this place in a 

later chapter, but as an urban object , it is strange , stark , almost window

less, made up of dozens of copper panels, as murky and dramatic as the 

events it (originally) desc1'ibed. It was surely deliberately ascetic and her

metic in its context, looked over by Riga's panoply of spi1'es; that has 

been sev巳rely redressed since I99I, as the enti 1'e square has become the 

showcase fo 1' a ve1'y unc1'itical 1'econstruction. Fi1'st , in I995 , the ‘Black

head's House', a sev巳nteenth-centu 1'Y Dutch-style confection of richly 

ornamented red b1'ick gables destroyed in I94工， was 1'ebuilt; then another 

wa1' casllalty, the eighteenth-centll 1'Y Town Hall , was 1'ebuilt in 2000; and 

this was acco l11panied by ‘Ka l11a1'in's House' , a sl11all 0面ce block very 

loosely based on a bombed mid而nineteenth-century townhouse. This 

ensemble makes fo 1' a very eerie space indeed. It can't just be the fake1'Y, 

since we've seen various kinds of subte1'fuge 1'eslllting in enthralling 01' at 

least int1'iguing u1'ban spaces - it's more the total failu1'e of il11agination. 

The Blackhead's Hous巳 is the best of the th 1'ee, largely because it was 

obviously such a spectacula 1' bllilding to begin with, an exa l11ple of the 

l110st over寸he-top northern Baroque; look closely and you can see how 

cheap it is, with thin stucco details, but as with Warsaw it doesn't l11atter 

greatl予 This one 1'eally is a 1'econstruction - someone has just copied out 

the older details and reproduced a facsimile as best they could. The Town 

Hall is vague1', l1101'e Disney-like , and it d1'aws attention to its illusion 

with a visibly glazed 1'00f; the l11ate1'ials a1'e so thin they 1'esemble plastic. 
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Uncritical reconstruction in Riga: capitalist to Stalinist from left to right 

Kamarin's House, though, is the pits, a tacky Pomo 。因ce block that 

would disgrace a provincial town. The argument is clear after the Soviet 

Occupation Riga once again becomes a Great Historical City. 
Where all the skill and wit its architects displayed in the 1980s and early 

1990S disappeared to is one question, and its unthought-out relation 

to the real architecture of the Occupation is another. Loolζaround the 

square for a moment, and you find two gabled apartment blocks of 

the early 1950S by Stalinist skyscraper designer Osvalds Dlmanis, and 

on the other side of the Riflemen, the Riga Polytechnic by the same archi

tect. Neither bears any resemblance to any previous structure on the 

site, but their bouncily inaccurate evocation of Hanseatic Old Riga is 

considerably less witless than the contemporary version. It may be the 

slight hint of dishonesty in the appeal- we know and the architects know 

that the Soviet Occupation was not the unmitigated disaster for the city 

they claim it is, and we know that its heritage was not always badly 

treated. But Josef Paul Kleihues or Günter Stahn could have 且ngered the 

real culprit - the appeal is not to the particular qualities of a city's 
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struct l1re, its hO l1sing, even its memory, but to the alleged a l1thenticity of 

a ‘real' , l1ncomplicated past, to the Good Old Days - a move which is 

always, in all circumstances, reactionar予
Although it ostensibly had no 'Occ l1pation' to react against, Moscow, 

to the cheers of Simon J enkins, has been furiously indulging in something 

similar, in tandem with the revaluation of its Stalinist, if not Modernist, 
heritag巳 hence the reconstruction of the Cathedral of Christ th巳 Saviour，

that bland, pompous Victorian hippo; and hence also the remaking of 

Red Square, closing up the tanks' old entrance and rebuilding the diminl1-

tive, complex Kazan Cathedral that was cleared Ol1t of their way in the 

1930s. Meanwhile, the Stalinist p 1'actice of taking an ext1'emely inte1'ven

tionist approach to conservation continues … much as a d巳partment sto1'e 

was t1'ansfo1'med into the Ll1byanka and old bl1ildings on Tve1'skaya we1'e 

hoisted into the air, so contempo1'ary Moscow is full of ‘ sham 1'eplicas' , 
where two- to four-storey palazzos become components in massive oli

ga1'chic st1'eetblocks, which ape their style and detail. 18 The dep1'essing 

sense of 1'eaction taking ove1' a city can be fO l1nd all ove1' the forme1' Soviet 

sphe1'e; the generous can say it's a 1'eaction to the twentieth century's 

t1'al1mas, the ungenerous that it's a handmaiden to the often ext1'eme 

nationalis l11 that ca l11e with independence. Eithe1' wa只 like l11uch nation 

alism it is based 011 fantasy mo1'e than history. The Macedonian capital of 

Skopje, fo 1' instance, a city 1'eb l1ilt in high-Modernist style in the 1960s 

after an ea 1'thquake , has been building the histo1'ic capital that never 

actually existed he1'e, filling it with va1'io L1 s fa l1x-啕Hellenic architectu1'al 

knick-knacks; attempts to conse1've the 1'econstructed city, an internation

ally significant p1'oject by the Japanese a1'chitect Kenzo Tange , a1'e 

l11eanwhile neglected or ridiculed. 

One cit民 though ， is pe1'l11anently under reconstruction, an endless pro

ject to restore what once really existed. Dresden is a per l11anent histo1'icist 

building site. The first to be remade was the Zwinger. This joyously pe1'

verse palace of the arts, with its provocative figures , fountains f01 

frolicking and tro l11pe l'oeil effects, was surely the most erotically charged 

piece of architecture ever (re)built in the GDR; by the 1980s, with the 

completion of the Ope1'a Hous巳's replica apparently ending the East Gel二

l11an authorities' thirty-year reconstruction effort, around a l11ile or so of 

Baroque along the Elbe had been put back together, often in a dark, 
blackened stone - enough to l11ake it once again a tourist destination. 
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\'\Then we visited at the end of 20I3 1 sat and waited in a café as Agata 

perused the branches of Humana , and got into a conversation with an 

elderly German gentleman. From the windows of the café we could see 

two very large public buildings; one of them , the Palace of Cultur飞

designed by Wolfgang Hänsch, Herbert Löschau, Heinz Zimmermann, 

Dieter Sch凸lzel and Leopold Weil and built in I962, and the other, the 

Frauenkirche, designed by George B且hr in I743 and rebuilt in its entirety 

in the early 2000S. Contrast aside, 1 wasn't surprised he wanted to talk 

about the church ‘When do you think it was madeγHis was quite a typ

ical story of eastern Germany - born in I943 , he left Silesia with his 

family when it was ann巳xed by Poland. Since retiring, he had s引ta盯rt优ed vis

iting t由he noW'♂' 

stoppe叶d to see the冗巳 progress of t出he resto创ra剖ation. By nm町， long complete, it 
was a part of the landscape, an inextricable part of the skyline. 1 wanted 

to talk about how things were di旺'erent in Cov巳ntr只 butwh巳n he assumed 

1 wanted to tell him off for what happened there (‘1 was born in I943 , you 

know') , we changed the subject. 

十一一一一一一一

Palace of Culture, Dresden 
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Frauenkirche , Dresden 

What happened in Coventry, when it was subject to what Goebbels 

called ‘Coventrieren' , was not only that its cathedral was destroyed, but 

that it was left as a ruin , and a new cathedral built next door in align ll1ent 

to it. Si ll1ilarl只 bOll1 bed churches were left as ruins , as per ll1anent 
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memorials, in bombed towns like Plymouth, Woolwich or my hometown, 
Southampton. l'飞re always admired this gesture, not just for its display of 

the consequences of barbarism (i .e. its showcase of the now-fragmentary 

beauty of what was destroyed) but for the way it is based on a refusal to 

forget - something which does not preclude other reactions, as with the 

legend ‘Father Forgive' in the ruins of the old Coventry Cathedral. Dres

den's post-war planners evidently thought the same of the Frauenkirche, 
leaving it as a vast fragment , until reconstruction .,.- planned already in the 

mid-I98os, under the GDR - began. Partly, it is noted, it bene且ted from 

the financial assistance of the Queen . . . 

There are many things to admire here, if you want to. The Frauen

kirche was a spectacular structure, a great bulbous Baroque dome, and it 

cl巳arly adds to Dresden's skyline. The designers of the reconstruction left 

in as ll1any frag ll1ents of the ruin as they could and made the ll1 highly vis

ible, so that the church rises fro Il1 a charred sandstone base, and is 

pockmarked with salvaged ‘original' stones. It is not飞， then叽1飞， as total a 

nothing回ev巳r卜丁'-七-

Sa盯飞VlOU山1川r in MoscωO飞W凡~. 1 can't help preferring what Coventry did, though, 
and that may have l110re to do with the context it is in than the church 

itself. The area surrounding the Neu l11arkt is in that reductive , 
neo-Prussian style so beloved of conte l11porary German architects, blood

less and thin-lipped. But it's the Palace of Culture next to it that spurred 

the bad thoughts. This enortnous glass concert venue, as open, optimistic 

and con且dent in the possibilities of industrial society as the Royal Festi飞ral

Hall , is also being restor巳d. Among the things they're touching up is the 

l11ural that takes up a large part of the façade - another succession of 

scenes from the German labour l110vement, with Marx and Engels, Lux

emburg and Liebknecht, insurgents of I848 and Spartacists of I9I9, all 

picked out in red and brown tiles. Red stars and hammer and sickles 

abound. Elsewhere Riga , for one - things of this kind would be ruth

lessly erased, but in Germany, as w巳've found , the sun巾al of a residual 

socialist tradition in West Germany paradoxically means they're usually 

better treated - even restored. Socialist architecture too is of historical 

value , in some cases. A lot was demolished in Dresden after the \V'all came 

down , but the basic structure of the G D R centre was left in place. 

It begins near the railway station with the mini】magistral巳 of Prager 

Strasse, with its serried blocks of hotels (the Baroque tourists could get 
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Reconstructed Dresden mark II: Prager Strasse (工973 postcard) 

a good view from up here) , many of which still have their origina1 

pop-Futurist concrete patterns and ground floor mosaics , though many 

of the department stores and ancillary bui1dings (with their mura1s) have 

been removed. Everything is re1entless1y clean and tidy - if 1 l11ay be so 

Basi1 Faw1ty about it, the cO l11parison with the bird-shit-encrust巳d neg1ect 

of re l11ade post-war Coventry cou1d l11ake you ask who exactly won the 

war. After Prager Strasse, you CO l11e to the A1t l11arkt, which is l11ade up of 

two il11l11ense Socialist Rea1ist b10cks - one 巳xtrel11ely 10ng, one on1y very 

10ng. A re1ief pane1 at the start of them p1aces the 1abour l110ve l11ent in the 

1ineage of the city, with an inscription telling of its history, achieve l11ents, 
uprisings and l11yths , cu1 l11inating in 1955 with the c0 l11p1etion of the 且rst

Five-Year P1an of the Ger l11an De l110cratic Repub1ic. The re1ief scu1ptures 

that are interspersed with the inscription combine the sauciness of the 

Zwinger (the bare-breasted woman in chains, poking her tongue out -

what is her ro1e?) with the monu l11enta1 heroics of Soviet workeris l11. It's 

heady, a11 this. 

The stated opposition of Socia1ist Rea1is l11 to the ‘ decad创刊， Baroque 
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of the likes of the Zwinge1' (and in this case , fo 1' once, the wo1'd was well 

used) was igno 1'ed, and Saxon Baroque details pe1'vade the a1'cades, balco

nies and attics of these blocks. Especially with the intensity of the 

‘ old-new' all a1'ound, you could easily mistake these fo 1' 'real' Baroque 

apartment buildings, as the narrowness of the st1'eet p1'events you fro l11 

seeing their Socialist Realist bloatedness of scale. Restoration is heavy 

he1'e too, but of a strange new sort, as ca1'eless of the '1'eal' original build

ings as was the Nikolaiviertel. All the plaques a1'e 5till there , including the 

ones which tell you about how g1'eat the GDR leadership was for rebuild

ing the city, but walk into any of thes巳 apartl11ent blocks, past thei 1' relief 

panels of h巳roic gender-balanced wo1'kers and peasants, and you find 

that this whole cO l11plex has beco l11e the façade fo 1' a steel and glass 

shopping mall - something especially shocking in Cafe P1'ag, a lovely 

Reconstructed Dresden mark 1: Altmarkt (1966 postcard) 
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Socialist白白-白.Modern-叩V叽la衍啕Socia址lis盯t-R巳四al且IS挝t creation whose central staircase 

r臼.它ev归eals a vertiginous view of t出h巳 mall ins剑ide. That's not all- what looked, 
earlier on Prager Strasse , like a typical abstract-façade GDR department 

store is actually entirely new, with its steel ornaments merely a tribute to 

the old East German Kaufhäuser. The endless historicism, the incessant 

proliferation of simulacra, reaches here its extreme, swallowing Socialist 

Realism and GDR Futurism into its maw. All of it, practically, is one 

gigantic shopping mall. The same happened in Coventry, of course, but 

there the results are squalid. Here, everything is shiny … the bizarre insist

ence that everything be at once historical and at the same time incredibly, 
gleamingly clean. 

The fastidiousness of all this is more than a little unnerving - this need 

to always clear away the ruins, to make it clear that nothing bad ever hap

pened here (and that we never did anything bad). There are war memorials 

aplent只 but the scars that war leaves on a city are more quickly erased in 

this part of Europe than any other, as if the relatively extreme destruc

tion evoked a relatively 巳xtreme reconstruct lOn. 

Ruins of the Ministry of Defence , Belgrade 
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The catalogue1's of the Ruins of Socialis l11 01' the Ruins of the Future 

a1'e usually being wistful about post-wa1' buildings , well outside anywhe1'e 

that tourists l11ight be looking. The 1'esult is that it can be a shock when 

you stu l11ble upon the actual 1'esults of wa1' in the hea 1' t of a histo1'ic city 

suddenl只 it isn't so picturesque. At the heart of Belg1'ade is a Modernist 

building by the vete1'an a1'chitect Nikola Dobrovié , designed in 1963 fo 1' 

the Socialist Fede1'al Republic of Yugoslavia's Minist1'Y of Defence - two 

twin blocks , stepped downwards like ziggurats , wo1'king as a ce1'emonial 

ent1'ance to the city f1'o l11 the main 1'ailway station , well detailed , 1'ed tiles 

alternating with bands of white conc1'ete. Rega1'dless of the fact it l11ight 

have won S0 l11e a1'chitectu1'al awa1'ds in S0 l11e no-longe1'-extant country 01' 

othe1', this was the hea1't of 飞1ilosevié's Wa1' Machine' , so was an obvious 

ta1'get in the bombing campaign of 1999. Belg1'ade's povert民 and the 

building's listing , means that the1'e has been no atte l11pt to 1'epai1' it in the 

fifteen yea1's since then , so it lu1'ks the 1'e as a bO l11bed-out w1'eck , pe1'haps 

again se1'ving a ce1'e l110nial role - welco l11e to Belg1'ade , whe1'e w巳 have

actual ruins! 

The1'e is , in post-wa1' and particularly post-1989 Eastern and Central 

Europe only one reconstruction sche l11e which follows the precepts for 

conservation set up by John Ruskin , William Morris and the Society fo 1' 

the Protection of Ancient Buildings; and without wanting to be chauvin >

ist, it is ve1'y telling that it is the project of a British architect, the 

classical-Modernist David Chippe1'且eld ， along with the conse1'vation 

a 1'chitect Julian 日arrap. During the GDR , Berlin's Neues Museum, a late 

pa1' t of the strongly neoclassical ‘Museum Island' built up in the Prussian 

capital , sat as a war-ravaged w1'eck waiting fo 1' resto1'ation. By 1989 , plans 

we1'e already unde1' way to restore it as closely as possible to its or咆inal

appearance. Unusually, the 1990S saw a rethink in favour of experi l11enta

tion 1'athe1' than the continuance on a bigge1' budget of East Ge1'many's 

crude histo1'ical lite1'alis l11 that so cha1'acte1'izes D1'esden. That isn't to 

say that this was unpopula1' - in fact , the1'e was a l11ajo1' 'traditionalist' 

ca ll1paign waged against the new proposals. What Chippe1'field and 

Harrap advocated was building a1'ound the ruin , rathe1' than building the 

ruin out of existenc巳- stabilizing the st1'ucture , adding new sections that 

did not ape the old, 1'estoring but not 且lling the holes in the building's 

embedded artworks, and 1'ehousing the l11useum's collection of Egyptian, 
G 1'eek and Roman sculpture and l11iscellaneous ancient a1'tefacts in a 
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se1'ies of 1'edesigned 1'ooms and vit1'ines. This was too 1'adical fo 1' many, 
and it is in many ways surp1'ising that Chippe1'且eld won the battle ove1' his 

1'edesign of the Neues, so sha1'ply does it cont1'ast with almost all contem

po1'a1'y p1'actice. Finally, he1'e is an engagement with the past that is devoid 

of lite1'alism, sentimentality and kitsch , and that 1'espects the visito 1" s 

intelligence 一 though it's ce1'tainly not devoid of romanticism. 

The exte1'io1' of the building, with its colonnades and its not pa 1'ticu

larly wonde1'ful neoclassical façade , has been filled in at va1'ious points 

with a thin, rough b1'ick, to roughly the same colou1' as the surviving 

sandstone, but easily identifiable as newly built and sepa1'ate, while con

tinuing its outline. Inside, the museum's o 1'iginal 且ttings had a touchingly 

lite1'al impe1'ial and Victo1'ian penchant fo1' illust1'ation eve1'y room had 

f1'escoes which depicted the e1'a that the artefacts came f1'om , so as to fill 

in the gaps in the imagination left by the f1'agmenta1'Y natu1'e of these 

statues and remnants. This is completely 1'eversed in Chippe1'field's build

ing, as the frescoes are themselves left as fragm巳nts - 1'estored, to be 

丁he Rise and Fall of the Great City of Berlin, Neues Museu l11 
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sur飞 but with massive gaps left by bomb damage. ln fact , this 1'athe1'且ts

thei1' melod1'amatic visual 1'heto1'ic , thei1' depiction of fallen civilizations 

at thei 1' bygone apogee; it is ha 1'd not to 1'emembe1' the fat巳 of the 

Thousand而Yea 1' Reich and its ‘ theo1'Y of ruin value' , although the building 

p1'edates the Nazis by seve1'al decades. A hostile obse1've1' could argue that 

the 1'uin < romanticism of this approach consecrates the nineteenth-century 

approach to the depiction of histo1'ic civilizations, making it more affect

ing and poignant than it might be if restored to fu11 kitsch detail. Howeve1', 

Chipperfield's other interventions, like the thin glass vit1'ines, the com

plex, atmospheric lighting and the insistence on showing how eve1'ything 

has been made , on 1'e飞realing the nineteenth-century b1'ick coursing behind 

the mock-Byzantine a1'cades , are ha1'shly at variance with Nazi and Vic

to1'ian practice - eve1'ywhe1'e you can see the joins , and you are supposed 

to. ln that it is a Brechtian building, baring the l110numental device and 

revelling instead in transience, change and the unhe1'址dεd skil山l1 s of the 

wo1'kingm丑lason 1'ather than th比e classical a创rtist. lt speaks of mo 1'e socialist 

values than any reconst1'uction effected by the Ge1'man Democratic 

Republic. lt is , howeve1', alone. 

The Neues Museum reconst1'uction is in ev巳ry way exceptional. Else

whe1'e , the story is mo1'e mixed. As we've already implìed , a 1'eturn took 

place to certain very laudable vi1'tues of the past … va1'ieties of style and 

surface, a city which invites exploration, a conception of a city as an emo

tional 1'athe1' than merely functional thing - but , in p1'actice , it often led to 

an unc1'itical embrace of the past , a sh1'inking away f1'om modernity, and 

eventuall只 solace in local chauvinis l11s. Maybe in different political ci1'

cumstances , this could have had di旺e1'ent 1'esults , as it did to some deg1'ee 

in Berlin and in Riga. What can't be escaped is that the second wave of 

1'econstruction (afte1' the 1940S and 1950S) from the 1980s onwa1'ds hap

pened to accompany a 1'eal 1'estoration. ln 1110St Eastern and Central 

European countries , the land nationalizations of the 1940S we1'e 1'epealed 

afte1' 1989 , with the result that property owne1's were allowed thei 1' sites 

back. All over, schools have been closed to make way fo 1' speculative 0面ce

block毡， tenants have been thrown out of their apartl11ents 一 in an unusually 

considerate move , the1'e w巳1'e even special blocks built by the Tallinn 

municipality fo 1' victims of restitution 19 
- and in extreme cases, those who 

have fought back, such as the Warsaw tenants' 1'ights ca ll1paigner Jolanta 
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Brzeska, have been the victims of assassination.20 Depressingly, in cities 

that once had a large Jewish population,‘ the Jews' have sometimes been 

blamed for the results - anti-Semitism, as ever, being the socialism of 

idiots - but this other reconstruction has not gone unopposed. As it is, in 

ownership as much as in architectur妃， the tradition of all the dead genera

tions weighs especially heavily here ‘like a nightmare on the brain of the 

living'. 
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Improvisation 

I want a left-wing city, a constructively destructive, diffusely 

coherent dialogue about the perils of being human; a brazenly 

contemporary afterworld that is not only thought bllt also think

ing itself; where city planning is a war of liberation fOllght against 

dllmb, featureless squares, where city dwellers transmit their 

secret wishes to their possessions, line their bodies with mem

ories, have jurisdiction over their organs, wrest from space new 

possibilities, and immerse themselves in their culture. The fragile 

strllctures of the city are reglllarly repeated messages from a mis

shapen void, aimed at our incorporeal mother who in the hall of 

possibilities plays a cheap little ditty about time and space. Over 

pr巳carious and crumbling heaps I want unexpected , sl巳nder

shapes，飞，yhose ever-growing possibilities question their own 

viability - a city that its citizens use to debate and make love in. 

Through the language of objects they can communicate with the 

dead, and on their door-knobs shake hands with vanished fore

bears. I want a city where only what joy guards remains, and 

where the traffìc of innovations is never choked 0丘 I want streets 

where the eyes of passers-by reveal that something happened to 

them: th巳y twitched in a spasm of existence and stretched out in 

lukewarm death. 

György KO l1 rád, The City Builder (I977 J1 
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THINGS THAT AREN'T THERE 

Take a train between any large Russian cities, and stare out of the window 

at that notoriously flat and ‘spiritual' count1' ysi缸， and you'll find some

thing 1'athe1' unexpected. If you didn't know bette1', you'd assume that the 

‘disurbanist' city advocated by the Consttuctivists in 1930 had actually 

come to pass. A surp1'isingly la1'ge amount of land is given ove1' to a ca1'pet 

of tiny, prefab1'icated villas , which seem almost to cling to the railway line , 

offe1'ing a clea1' view, 1'evealing how many of them de1'ive from a handful 

of standa1'd designs - a folksy wooden house, a more modern, 
monopitch-1'oofed villa - sp1'ead out in irregula1' sets of st1'eets , never 1'ising 

above the population of a village, but also obviously not a village. These 

are dacha colonies , which prolife1'ated especially afte1' they we1'e encour

aged by Khrushchev, and they fo1'm the 且ipside of the ‘Khrushchevka' 

p1'efab apa 1'tment blocks. Inside the city, the stat巳 provided high-density 

and, graduall只 high-rise housing; outside it, it provided nationalized land 

essentially fo1' f1'ee and a p1'efab kit to build your own house. Like many 

50viet ideas, it is so obviously right and so obviously botched. Th巳 dacha

settlements did have an absolutely pivotal role in keeping a lot of city 

dwellers alive in the 1990s, as a place whe1'e they could grow food , but as 

an idea they suggest that a planned economy could be an enabler of f1'ee

dom, encouraging on a massive scale the sort of unplanned ‘plotlands' 

celebrated by anarchists in the UK. This sort of space is not generally con

sidered pa1't of the ‘communist landscape', but ideas like this have always 

been pa1't of ‘communism' as conceived by many communists. 

The places desc1'ibed in this book so fa 1' were the result of ‘ the powe1's 

that build'. The power in question is sometim巳s outright pe1'sonal , the 

despotic power to reshape cities of individuals such as Josef 5talin 01' 

Nicolae Ceau号escu. More often it is oligarchic, the power of 1'uling par

ties or more often politburos; and the only forces which it has desc1'ibed 

that a1'en't dictatorial or oligarchic are in no way democ1'atic 一 the Cath >

olic church, more recently the vested interests of propert予 50 given that 

this book describes the cities built and 1'ebuilt as a direct result of the 

October Revolution there is obviously something missing 一 the

‘self-activity' of the proleta1'iat desc1'ibed by Marx , which for him differ

entiated his socialism from that of sundry utopian paternalists; 01' the 
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direct democracy of the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, in 

whose name power was seized in I9I7, and which Lenin described -

pe1'haps accuratel民 at the time as the highest for l11 of delllOCraC), The1'e 

is a school of thought which a1'gues that the ‘ masses' of I9I7 were not 

conscious actors in history, that ‘ the poor chaps had no idea what was 

happening to thelll' ,2 that most people don't pa1' ticularly want to 'pa 1' tici

pate in history' but would like to be left alone; that, cont1'a Lenin, the 

coo].王 doesn't want to govern, so should be left to cook. 丁his isn't borne 

out by the cOlllpletely autono ll1ous, spontaneous for l11ation of workers' 

councils and other organizations set up by everyone from the workers of 

Petrograd in 巧I7 ， through to the partisans of Yugoslavia 01' Bela1'us in 

the I940s, the councils of Budapest in I956, and the autonolllOUS unions 

of Gda6sk in I980. These people, whatever they might have thought they 

were doing, we1'e practising, in their egalitarianis l11, democrac只 creativity

and the rest1'aint of their actions (no wild jacque1'ies, these) , a fo 1'm of 

com1丑unism ， one considerably more admirable than the lip-service ideo

logical automatism of the states that took its name. This isn't a catechism, 
but a fact - the question , however, is what happened next to this direct, 
democratic power. 

Every act of destruction is succeeded by a pe1'iod of const1'uction, and 

it's ther飞 it would seem, that the powe1' of vested interests w 1'ests back 

control. Accordingly, as we're talking here about construction, we can 

fÌnd extremely little that has directly - instead of residually - stemmed 

from that ‘self-activity of the working class' , although of course they are 

always the ones who have been doing the actual construction. The build

ings and cityscapes this book describes are almost all bureaucratically 

marshalled , built using various forms of labour discipline, from the glori

fÌed piece rates of Stakhanovism to the unthinking, mechanized labour of 

the Soviet spin 011 Fordism. When we fÌnd something di旺erent ， it's the 

work of craftsmen, of exceptionally skilled labourers - and, ironically 

enough, we fÌnd much more of that in the most opp1'essive era , Stalinism, 
which with its labour passports and punitive factory discipline was hardly 

kinder to worke1's. But a1'e there things here that were made by demo

c1'atic socialist o1'gans, by co-operatives,‘artels' , a l11ateurs? Nloreover, did 

the moment of ‘freedolll' - the apparent release from bureaucratic power 

and control in I987-9王一 lead to any proliferation of popular creativit民

of instant, non-bureaucratic urbanism, or was all that momentum and 
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effervescence quickly absorbed into the new capitalism? In this chapter, 
we'll try to find out. 

The problem with anything like this is its necessarily temporary 

nature - something which generations of political and architectural revo

lutionaries have seen as a virtue. This would begin with the ‘street art of 

the revolution' that was so vivid in the aftermath of October 1917. The 

reinvention by abstract artists of squares and public spaces from Petro

grad to Vitebsk, the homemade decorations carried on banners in 

demonstrations, all of these were as architecturally important as actual 

buildings, and they often prefigured them - ther巳 is a photograph of 

marching workers carrying a homemade model of Tatlin's Monument to 

the Third International, and another from the mid-1920S of Moscow 

workers carrying a model on a placard of Modernist housing. Unlike 

most architectur飞 these are in some way forms of self< activity, in which in 

most cases non-'artists' directly participated in creating space, albeit in a 

less immediate way than they transformed it in the revolution itself. 

Something similar happened with the instant spectacles of 1956，工968 ，

1980 and 1989 - not only the tearing down of statues, but also the emer田

gence of architects and designers whose work called for public 

participation: not because they thought it'd be a nice idea , but because 

the public had moved into the political arena and they wanted to create a 

form of architecture they could use. Examples of this range from the 

instant kinetic environments of the Movement group in the USSR to the 

participatory planning advocated by the Polish architect Oskar Hansen.3 

What almost all of these things have in common is that they were 

impermanent- although this was necessarily because of the lack of mate

rials, infrastructure and power that would enable them to be made 

permanent. As always, though, twentieth-century communists have had a 

tendency to make a virtue of necessity, so to 且x them in space would 

apparently be to commodify or cheapen the pure communist idea. 

Imagining what this might look like if made pennanent is difficult, 
because it usually involves a reaction against a particular state of oppres

sion , and hence can disappear if that particular oppression is taken 

awa予 One of the most suggestive arguments for permanent improvised 

working-class creativity comes in the Hungarian Maoist-turned-liberal 

Miklós Haraszti's account of piece-rate labour in a Hungarian engineer

ing works, in the ear忖 1970s. Haraszti , then still a Maoist, saw the 
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potential for cO ll1ll1unis ll1 not in the CO ll1ll1unist Party but in s0 ll1ething 

called 'homers' , the products ll1ade on the sly by workers for their own 

enjoy ll1ent, or as gifts. Similar things have been not巳d on production lines 

in capitalis l11, of course - 1 once listened to a for ll1er worker at Ford Hale

wood in Liverpool describe s0 ll1ething al ll10st identical 一 but it's worth 

following Haraszti's argu ll1ent in detai l. ln the context of sweated, un

creative labour,‘for us,' he writes,‘the potential of l11illing machines, lathes 

and borers sti l11ulates and at the sa l11e time li l11it5 our imaginations. The 

raw material is chiefly metal. The objects that can be made are key-holders, 
bases for flower-pots , ashtrays , pencil boxes, rulers and set squares, little 

boxes to bring salt to the factory for the morning break, bath mats, coun

ters to t巳ach children simple arithmetic, pendants made from broken 

milling-teeth, wheels for roulette-type games, dice , ll1agnetised soap

holders , TV aerials , locks and bolts, coat-holders, knives , dagger飞
knuckle-dusters and so on.' 

This sounds like petty capitalism, making stu旺 to sell on the sl只 but

Haraszti disagrees. First, he points out, this is an example of real , spon

taneous creative labour, because the decision is always made by the 

worker himself. 'In place of the order "you make that" comes a question, 
"what can 1 make?" But if this work is an end in itself, it is not thereby 

without a purpose . . . the worker who makes a "homer" uses his head 

and keeps his eyes open . . . it is the only form possible of free and creative 

work. The tiny gaps which the factory allows us become natural islands 

wher飞 like free men , we can mine hidden riches , gather fruits , and pick 

up treasures at our feet. 叫 The ‘homer' also has its own distinctive aes

thetic. ‘Theyar巳 created out of junk, from useless scraps of iron, from 

leftovers, and this ensures that their beauty comes first and foremost from 

the labour itself . . . were it not that "homers" have to be made in a few 

snatched minutes , then one could claim that there were two schools: the 

且rst "functionalist" , the second "s巳cessionist'" - that is, some display 

their skill via a l1 eco l1omy of form suggestive of Modernism, others do so 

via their decorative detai l. The significance is that this all occurs in a fac

tory where ‘ altruism is rare' and , perhaps more tellingly, the product is 

never sold. ‘Black labour after factory hours' making things for the ‘ infor

m址， market (as we call it nowadays) is a different, paid thing, which 

workers do not discuss and aren't particularly proud of 古omers' ， on the 

other hand, are achievements that the workers taU王 about and ask other 
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workers for help with. Finally, for Haraszti, 'these two steps towards the 

senseless - producing useless things and renouncing payment 一 in fact 

turn out to be two steps in the direction of freedom' , the 'Gre.at Hom凹'

that he imagines taking place in a future without alienated labour. We are 

a long way from the Great Homer further awa只 for all th巳 advanc巳s ln 

automation, than Haraszti was - but there are flashes of it, including 

among the places mentioned already in this book. The Monument to the 

Sleepless Metro Worker in Universitet station on the Kharkiv M己tro is an 

exe1l1plary homer, albeit perhaps a sardonic one, made out of waste by 

叭70rkers when they could snatch the ti1l1e. 

We will not find many 日omers in this chapter, but we will go in search 

at least for the i1l1provised and infor1l1al. \YJe will tread carefully, as the 

cult of the informal is a pernicious part of architectural ideology as if 

crazed by having to spend their day jobs designing luxury flats , trading 

floors and wonky art galleries, contemporary architects have an obses >

sion with squats, shanty towns and ‘informal' C01l11l1erce , whether it's 

Rem Koolhaas marvelling at the non-state (but certainly not non-ma且a)

networks that make up the infrastructure of Lagos ,5 and everyone else 

marvelling that in lndia's enonnous shanty cities like Dharavi in Mum

bai , as the Dead Kennedys sneered in ‘Holiday in Cambodia',‘ the slum's 

got so much soul!' The poverty of much of Central and Eastern Europe, 
especially the former USSR , means that there is a lot of ‘ informal' urban

ism to goggle at and marvel at the creativity of. \YJhether this ‘ informality' 

constitutes political activity 0 1' just a st1'aightfo1'wa 1'd, unde1'standable 

and wholly unromantic means of sur飞巾al is an open qllestion , although 

you will by now have wo 1'ked Ollt whe1'e 1 stand on it. Fi1'st, then , we'll 

tllrn to the 1l10 1'e banal 飞re 1' sions of i1l1p1'ovisation - the stu旺 people have 

done in the afte1'1l1ath of c1'isis to c1'eate some space, to make a living, 
when the state and the Pa 1' ty have abdicated. 

ANARCHIC ARCHITECTURES OF 

INSTANT CAPITALISM 

Lódí, Poland's second city llntil it was 1'ecently denied the accolade by the 

haemorrhage of population callsed by its de-industrialization, is d01l1i

nated by two distinct kinds of nineteenth-century architecture: the so1't of 
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cake-decoration stucco eclecticism which looks rich and opulent if regu

larly maintained, which means that in' .tód王 it looks both dreamy and 

grim, with the various cher址)s and. angels subsiding into a goo of 

bare brick and petrol-sl11巳ared . plaster; and a castellated red-brick 

K67 kiosk as corner shop, tódi 
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industrialism which evokes the north of England, as well it might, given 

that the machinery powering the hulking cotton mills of the late-Tsarist 

Empi陀、 primary factory town was imported directly from Cottonopolis. 

The twentieth-century architecture that dominates the centre, bar a small 

complex of weary-looking Miesian office towers near the closed tódi 

Fabryczna railway station, is ll1uch 1l10re small田scale than either..Dozens 

and dozens of tiny structures, roughly seven feet by two by four, are 

placed around the city seemingly at random - sometimes in rows, as if to 

form a ‘street' , and often in ones and twos at street corners and junctions. 

The basic type appears to be prefabricated out of curved plastic. The 

pieces are riveted together so that you have protruding little bays, with 

one, two or three curved-bord巳red windows to serve the customers, which 

at night are covered with grilles or metal shutters: all this varies, as the 

standard type is rejigged - you can combine the ll1 to create double-fronted 

kiosks. 

As design , they reveal themselves to be products made SO ll1e ti ll1e 

between the mid-I960s and early I970s, fro ll1 that Barbare /la period of 

pop Futurism where everything was curved, brightly coloured and made 

of wipe-clean surfaces. They are as standard as the panels the apartment 

blocks are made of, clearly put together on a production line, and hence 

partake of the I960s dream of nomadic architecture, easily transportable, 
easily demountable, disposable, bright and 1l10dern; but 一 in contrast to 

most of that architecture - they exist. Unlike the standard apartment 

blocks, they encourage customization, something which comes with the 

fact that each of thel口， however mass-produced , is an individual object. 

This in itself is not necessarily non-socialist - it recalls, in fact , the pod 

housing recom ll1ended by 'disurbanists' in the late I920S in the Soviet 

Union for a mobile , self-directing proletariat. These, though , appear at 

fìrst to be the response to a sudden injection of capitalism - similar to the 

wooden ‘ jaws' that street traders carried around and erected in citi巳s all 

over the ex-Bloc. They're not, quite. 

A little digging revealed that these are actually exa ll1ples of the 

K67 kiosk，且rst created in Yugoslavia in I966, to the designs of the Slov

enian architect Sasa ]. Mächtig, and produced until the I990S in a factory 

in Slovenia , whose clients were largely in the SFRY and in the countries 

of the Eastern economic bloc, Comecon, although a few were bought in 

the West.6 They appear, according to those I've spoken to, to have emerged 
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in Poland en masse shortly before the ‘ transition' at the end of the 工9 80s ，

as a basic form of kiosk in a shortage economy trying to introduce ‘mar

ket socialism'; they then proliferated in the I990s. We've found a few in 

scattered cities around the former Bloc, but mostly they've been 1'eplaced 

by mo1'e formal commerce - except inιódιwhe1'e they remain com

pletely ubiquitous. Here, they still have printed on the side the name of 

the company that provides them to puta.tive traders ‘Lucas Box, tód:í 
Zelwerowicza 59' , with a phone numbe1' should you want to orde1' your 

own - in att1'active, late-Modernist bubble-typograph予

Given that you'd have to turn them upside down to be able to sleep 

inside them, these are not fo 1' living in - not even in tód :í - but for selling 

stu旺 in. Acco1'dingly they're subject to a wide range of diffe1'ent treat

ments, and a1'e painted up and decorated in a variety of styles. 丁he most 

basic we found is a kebab shop, where the module is painted red and a 

sign above the window reads ‘Stambul Kebap飞 but they come in all sorts. 

On巳 (derelict) kiosk advertises itself via writing down the sides and a 

placa1'd on top as selling d1'inks, cigarettes, drinks, hamburgers and arti

cles, with a little ‘Zap1'aszamy' (in this context roughly: 'At your se1'vice') 

curving upwa1'ds at the bottom; this one is paint巳d blue and yellow. 

Anoth巳r ve1'sion, oddly with right angles 1'ather than curves - so the mod

ule itself eventually achieved variety - sells lotte1'Y tickets; another is 'Ba1' 

Saigon' , selling Vietnamese fast food (Vietnamese guest workers and their 

descendants, invited over in the I970s, a1'e conte1l1porary Poland's only 

1'emotely sizeable 1l1ino1'ity); this one has d1'agons and a satellite dish. All 

this you expect to 且nd being sold in small, temporary st1'eet and roadside 

pavilions and kiosks, at least in Poland, whe1'e the1'e's a lot of it - the cu1'<

rent dominant version, especially in wealthier areas, is a steel-and-glass 

box branded with the name of the Ruch compan予 The K67 kiosk, though, 
which is obviously conside1'ably cheap巳r， also accommodates less obvio l1s 

l1ses sl1ch as a 1'eco1'd shop, which is so pe1'manent and rooted to a per町

manent pitch that it even features its add1'ess (Kilihskiego I4工， if yO l1 're 

wonde1'ing) on its bright-bll1巳 façade. It can be dated by the fact that it 

advertises itself as selling mainly ‘kasety'. 

As always it's a mistake to see all of this as a ‘popular capitalism' , the 

work of the little guy/the ‘petit-bourgeois' (according to your politics) , 
sepa1'ate from the monopolistic monocl1ltur巳 of large co1'po1'ations - as 

the t1'ansformation of one K67 kiosk into a mobile-phone stand painted 
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K67 kiosk as record shop, t6di 

orange with a big Orange sign on top amply demonstrates. If they are 

‘popular' and ‘free' , it is as always at the point of consumption rath巳r

than of production , given that these are almost every time mass-produced 

goods that are being sold. They do carry a little bit of that promise, 
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though, and the1'e's something quite charming about them , a small-scale 

unity of Modernist design and custo l11ization; and K67S come cheap, 
cheape1' than an actual shop in an actllal bllilding, while the module stops 

the l11 frO I11 looking as sqllalid as the ma1'ket stalls set IIp in variolls inte1'

stices from the I980s onwa1'ds. Not that they don't evoke pove1'ty for 

some, and they're not always te 1'ribly popula 1' with city authorities, who 

a1'e either gradually forcing them out 0 1' replacing them with the 1'ecent, 
un-custo l11izable Ruch kiosks. As Poland, fo 1' one, beco l11es more like a 

‘normal European count1'Y' these sorts of spaces a1'e in decline, 01' at least 

being forced further out of the city centres. A good/ala1'ming example of 

this dispersal can still be found outside the department store Ui1iversam 

Grochów, in Warsaw, surrounded with a seemingly endless street ma 1'ket, 
which, seen from the sto1'e's upper windows, 1'esembles a sp 1'awling shanty 

town spiralling out arollnd the space between high-rises. As pieces of 

design, the K67 kiosks suggested som巳 possible ways arollnd the dichot

omy of desperate vs co1'porate. 

The standard 1110dules of public housing did not exactly encourage 

improvisation, addition 01' customization, though, as we've already seen 

in Vilnills and Warsaw, this hasn't preclllded the widesp1'ead glazing in of 

balconies. It's a mistake to see this as solely a 1'eaction to the crushing aus

terity of system-built housing - it can take hold of any architectural style, 
any e1'a, any form of housing. It does not disc 1'il11inate. An explo1'ation of 

C巳ntral Kiev, fo 1' instance, makes this abundantly clea1'. 

Kiev's incarnation as a turn-of-the-century boomtown has left it with 

several streets of Art Nouveau and neoclassical tenements - nothing so 

original. as Riga , but interesting and p 1'etty nonetheless. Walk around the 

centre for a little while, and yOll start to notice the way that these tene <

ments have often been subject to very radical intervention. In the next 

photog1'aph you can see a ve1'y typical example - a four-sto 1'ey corne1' 

building, its ornamental façade picked out with o 1'ang巳 stucco. You can 

see the original balconies in SO l11e places, simple ironwo 1'k balust1'ades 

from which you could presllmably enjoy the bal l11Y sum l11ers (when they 

come) or 11101'e probably hang your washing out. A few of these have had 

their balustrades filled in , so that the space inside feels l110re 'private' 

but there are a total of six balconies that have stopped being balconies, 
and beco l11e roO l11S instead. All of them have di旺'erent treatments, fro l11 

floor-to-ceiling glazing to half-and七alf with wood , and some of them 
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already look pretty distressed, their wood in an increasingly manky state. 

But all it would take is a couple more new room-balconies on the corner, 
and a remarkable transformation will have occurred - an elegant Art 

Nouveau tenement will have become a particularly shabbily constructed 

block of Modernist 且ats.

Multiple balcony pile-up in Kiev 
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The balcony constructors ar巳 relentless in their inattention. You can 

see bloclcs where a giant glass box balco l1Y is pushed hard right up against 

th巳 usual Secessionist swags, ll1aslcs and Rapunzels; where the new canti

levered cube is next to an existi l1g Art Nouveau cantilevered bay; you can 

find one a1ll1ost funny exa ll1ple of a ma ll1moth new room shoved into the 

Balcony surgery, Kiev 
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front façade of a three-storey neo-Byzantine block, completely trans

fonning it into the sort of architectural joke that gets circulated around 

the internet. 1n some, you can fìnd the complete transformation of eclecti

cis l11 into emergency Modernis l11 - the three bays of one corner building 

Extra ro01115 in RU5anivka , Kiev 
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have all sprouted boxes , all of different shapes and different treatmen旬，

one with curved white-metal mullions, the other two in the usual wood 

one eating the iron balustrade, one balanced precariously on top of it. 

Then there are the more obvious examples … the blank façades of 1920S 

Modernism don't cause too many problems (though the brick Expres

sionist Apart l11ent Building for Red Doctors has balconies too angular 

and complex to be boxed in, and is among the few llnrenovated buildings 

in the centre not to have been consumed by them) , the rectilinear tiles 

applied to Socialist Realist façades accommodate l11ega-balconies a little 

bit less horr巳ndously， and of course there are hundreds, probably thou

sands, of giant room-sized balconies stuck onto the brick > built

‘Khrushchevkas' and their concrete successors. 

For a certain kind of urbanist, these are all very exciting things - people 

doing things for the l11selves! The irregular, chaotic, downright nasty 

excitement of people taking control of their city! And as the account 

above probably makes obvious, they are genuinely fascinating in their 

breaking of all possible architectural rules; and when they're absent, or 

cleared away, as on the handful of renovated, painted-up Art Nouveau 

tenements in the centre of Kiev, it's usually part of a land grab, a trans

formation of space in favour of those who can a旺ord a clean and shiny 

place to live - i.e. Kiev's population of oligarchs, who are , ev巳n more than 

in Russia , beyond the rule of law and of taxation. But then exactly the 

sa l11e shock capitalis l11 that created the oligarchs (or, rather, that was cre

ated by them) gave rise to these super-balconies in the 且rst place - a 

housing shortage due to the abolition of public housing, overcrowding 

resulting from same and from the gri l11 legacy of the old Soviet kommu

nalka , plus the existenc巳， in a totally unregulated housing market, of 

various dubious, quaω山SI-卢叽-
If the ba址lcony surger盯y in Ki代巳v (or 飞Vi且lni让iu臼叫s叫) s巳emη1S pu山ll'eεely a l11atter of 

anarchi正c and ra引a川ndol11丑1 indi，飞v叶idual int巳rvention ， the 1110st extreme example 

of post < Soviet self-built extensions can actually be de l110nstrated to be the 

direct result of straining at the li l11its of the Soviet planned econom予 1n

the USSR , Georgia had something of a reputation for graft 一 it had the 

highest standard of living in the Union with one of the lowest levels of 

econo l11ic growth, something someti l11es put down to widespread partici

pation in th巳 black market. That's as may be, but in 1985 the Georgian 

Soviet Republic's construction bureau hit on an exceptionally daring 
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and innovative means of fulfi11ing the increased mass housing targets 

introduced by Gorbachev. As one historian explains,‘it was decided to 

allow and encourage the inhabitants of housing blocks to join together 

and construct multi-storey additions to their building at their own 

expense.'7 This was then added to the announced results of the plan , as 

official state-sponsored constructed living space. Corruption or libertar

ian improvisation, as you like. 

In any Georgian cit民 but especially shockingly in Tbilisi, you can see 

th巳 results. Slab blocks and even towers have a11 received an extra layer of 

flats , poking out at odd angles but in an obvious grid. Rather than being 

total chaos, the extension occurs first when a steel frame is attached to 

and cantilevered out from the original prefab panel surface, and th巳n ， as 

per the dreams of 1960s ‘plug-in' paper architects, residents or ‘ informal' 

mediators have constructed into the frame individual units out of what

ev巳r random materials are to hand - bridζ ， concrete, sheet metal, 
corrugated iron. From the polluted, traffic > clogged streets you only see 

this at corner飞 but behind almost every block, half to a11 of the surface 

二\

An extra layer of flats eats a slab block, Tbilisi 
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has been covered with an instant favela , in an improbable, parasitic alli

anc巳 between Modernist mass housing and shanty self-build. This is, 
again, the sort of thing radical contemporary architects get very excited 

about, but it is important to be clear precisely why this happened, and 

what it means. With the election of former dissidents on a ‘Georgia for 

Extruding a block of flats , Tbilisi 
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the Georgians' ticket at the turn of the 1990S, Georgia descended into a 

ferocious war with separatists in the auton0 l11011S provinces of Abkhazia 

and South Ossetia something reprised with major Russian assistance 

fifteen years later in 2008. The result was the total collapse of the Geor

gian economy and a wave of refugees fro l11 ethnic cleansing in the de facto 

independent provinces. Tbilisi faced a h l1ge housing crisis, alle飞riated only 

by these el11ergency additions to housing blocks, which of course were no 

longer even slightly regulated, meaning reg111ar collapses and fatalities. 

Picturesque and bizarre as it may be, the ‘kamikaze loggia' cantilevered 

out from a mundane housing block is an image of h l1man disaster l110re 

than of emancipation. 

It isn't prett只 in any case, and th巳 trac巳s Kiev and Tbilisi contain of an 

anarchistic urbanism is not cO l11pletely complem巳ntary to anarchis l11. It's 

anarchic in the way that neoliberalis l11 is anarchic - relations of power are 

blurred, th巳 state and de l110cratic bodies both leave th巳 scene ， money is all 

that has any import whatsoever. Bl1t then there are actual, conscious 

anarchists in this part of E l1rope , and have b巳巳n since the days of Bakunin. 

After 1917, a statist mock-socialism emerged, at a remove or several from 

Marx's th巳ories ， as they always said it would. Did its collapse give them 

room to create new architectures, new urban spaces? 

THE ANARCHIST INTERNATIONAL STYLE 

The revol l1 tions of 1989 are perhaps unique in that they did not giv巳 nse

to anything 'new' , only a restoration of what was on rather spurious 

grounds considered to be normality. Because of this , to expect the results 

to involve some sort of new space is missing the point - what everyone 

allegedly wanted was to live in California, or Frankfurt am Main, or at 

least Stockholm, and in S0 l11e cases they got Ît, altho l1gh more frequently 

some combination of Essex, Iowa and Stalin's Moscow r巳sulted instead. 

But there was a gap between one syste l11 collapsing and another absorb

Il1g 此， and in that time there were m l1ch more ambitious groups of people 

ready to 且11 that gap. There are large sq l1ats and squatters' movements 

which can trace their roots back to this moment in (among others) Poznan, 
Warsaw, Ljubljana and , of course, Berlin. The social mov巳ments that 

came out of 1968 in West Germany (and West Berlin) were often keen to 
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claim and reclaim urban space, and in that they were joined by the tene

ment rehabilitators of 1970S East Berlin, and to some degree its 

revolutionaries in autumn 1989, with their banners quoting Rosa Luxem

burg, were their disavowed comrades. There were a lot of bllildings in 

central locations whose ownership was indeterminate, as the GDR's 

assets were gradually sold off piece by piece. Accordingly, East Berlin in 

the 1990S was famously full of impromptu spaces - nightclubs in the old 

Wall ‘death-strip' , disused bunkers and factories , housing co-ops and ubi

quitous squats, which had special legal status in West Berlin already. A 

history remains to be written of their rise and decline. By the time 1 started 

visiting the city in the 2000S this was already beginning to peter out, with 

the gaps being 臼led ， and the Friedrichshain tenements being renovated. At 

the time of writing, only a handful survive, usually somewhat beleaguered, 
as the (Social Democratic-Green Party-Left Party coalition) city govern

ment has reacted to bankruptcy with a wave of sell-offs. 

One of the in-between sites where they manage to survive is in Köpen

icker Strasse, a still very uneasy interzone that straddles the former ‘death 

strip' (remember, there were two Walls, and the space in between was 

patrolled and kept under surveillance by guards but otherwise left to rot). 

Part of it is blocks, GDR Plattenbau at its most naïve and austere, some 

of which have been turned into hostels for young tourists; there are a few 

Wilhelr日ine warehouses and factories , most of them given over to the 

usual regenerative uses (such as the Deutsches Architektur Zentrum); and 

there are swanky offìce buildings; at the end, there are the tenements of 

Kreuzberg; there are apartments on the river, which we'll come to; and 

then there are the gaps. 1n one of these gaps is a lonely squat, a mess of 

warehouses, caravans and overgrown vegetation, surrounded by a fence 

which has been flyposted sheer with gig posters. They know they're on 

the way to being forced out, and the messages posted on the gate outside 

plead politely for the tourists to leave them alone - there are people living 

here , please don't photograph us. A graffìtiedrat on a background of the 

red and black 且ag of libertar臼n communism declares: ‘We don't want no 

yuppie flats - we are happy with our rats'. Every May Day there are riots 

nearby, in the squares of Kreuzberg, and although there's always a certain 

amount of macho acting-out going on, the city is gradually closing off 

the option of other ways of living - there are a lot of Berliners who want 

to live in other ways than in individual apartments in purpose-built 
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buildings. Even with rent control. However, just round the corner ún the 

Spree is anoth巳r， rather cleaner example … a small new scheme of Bau问

gruppe housing, where a co-operative is formed of residents, with 

co-operative ownership and a non-profit structure written into the legal 

deeds of the scheme and the place organized as a live-work environment 

rather than a mere block of flats. 8 Like most schemes of this sort it has the 

problem of scale and of the electiveness of the model: i.e. that it needs 

members with a lot of time and wherewithal- it does not solve the prob

le l11s of this sort of urban politics, but makes it a lot more seductive, a 

grown-up, 1110re serious version of the politics of the squats on the other 

side of Köpenicker Strasse, only this time barely distinguishable on the 

outside fro l11 any other block of Berlin luxury apart l11ents. 

There is one m巳ga-squat that was always on every tourist's itinerary 

fro ll1 the I990S right up until it closed in 2OI2: Tacheles. Taking up around 

a block or so of city in the Oranienburger Strasse area of Mitte, it was 

built in I907 as Friedrichstadtpassagen, a department store, an early piece 

of concrete construction, very advanced in its day. Left derelict, half

destroyed, slated for demolition and seemingly ownerless after 1989, it 
was transformed by an artists' collective into an enor ll1ous, funda ll1en

tally free live-work space, entirely open to the public; the building ended 

up in the ownership of Nordbank, who according to some sources paid 

the artists to leave, though the metal workshop still exists at the ti l11e of 

writing. Artists lived here and exhibited their sculptures and canvases, 
there were bars, gigs, clubs and events, and you could just wander in off 

the street and explore without anyone asking what you were up to, a won

derfulluxury in any European capital. As a spac巳， it was at first incredibly 

exciting, with its wild chaos of graffiti, 1l10nsters lurking in scrawl, and its 

vertiginous spaces, full of holes, views and bizarre fragments of the ori

ginal building, whose austere stone lines were taking the damage 

nobly - and th巳 repairs to the derelict store by the collective were the punk 

version of adaptive reuse, abrupt, uns巳ntimental and chaotic. The con

crete wall叫吗r that spans part of it capped the comic-book sense of 

crumbling, gi ll1crack 1110derni叩 As a form of ‘ critical reconstruction' of 

the existing city it was a standing reproach both to the stone-clad tedium 

111自icted upon the city by Hans Stimll1ann and to the egoistic geometries 

of 1l10re spectacular architecture. For all that, when it finally went in 20I2, 
there were quite a few shrugged shoulders. 
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Eve1'ything was caked in tags at all ti l11es, sO l11ething which is cO l11pletely 

ubiquitous in the city, a continuous laye1' of l11eaningless callig1'aphy and 

sc1'awl going up to about the height of the ave1'age pe1'son and then stop

ping. It was only on the fourth 01'且fth visit that it started to beco l11e 

obvious that the paintings we1'e usually awful , the l11usic terrible and the 

standa 1'ds of hygiene not fantastic. None of that was eve1' the point: if this 

was a 1'ese1'vation, knowingly out of step and in its own world, then of 

course that didn't l11atte1'. If it was, in the jingle that some in the milieu like 

to quote, the change they wanted to see in the world, then that became 

anothe1' question. Could you grow up in this, have child1'en in it, grow old? 

Would you ever be able to, sa只 sit at home and 1'ead a book? Would you 

want to live - as opposed to visit - he 1'e if you had to work at sO l11ething 

g1'im and 1'epetitive the 1'est of the ti l11e? 

After a while , it all starts to become, well , bo1'ing. One squatted place 

looks much like anothe1', their individual 'creativity' not much 1110re indi

viduated than the façade of an ave1'age Modernist block of flats. The 

visuallanguage of squatting and of ana1'chism is st1'ikingly confor l11ist -

the only diffe1'ence is the deg1'ee of participation in the most banal 

sense 一 i.e. that you've tagged the place you live in. This may sound ha1'sh 

and unfai1' given how beleague1'ed these people currently a1'e, and given 

how much thei1' activism often cont1'ibutes to a genuine civic culture, so 

let me give a bette1' example. Six 01' so miles west of Tacheles is a for l11e1' 

CIA listening outpost called Teufelsbe1'g, on one of the many mounds on 

the edge of the city made up of wa1'time rubble. It's an interesting spot, 
an ove1'grown g1'eenlandscape with st1'ange objects (e.g. an actual Le Cor飞

busier Unité d'habitation) popping up out over the bushes. Go through 

the f1'equently cut security fences and you get to a building made up of 

cubes and geodesic dO l11es , one of them on a tower, fro l11 which the Ame1'

icans had an unrivalled vantage point to listen to what the Soviets we1'e up 

to, given that West Berlin was deep in East German territo1'Y. Again, 
nobody particularly knows who owns 01' controls it, so it has been squat

ted fo 1' the last few years. On visiting it, you 岳nd that people are living 

ther飞 and they'1ll11utter ‘ tourists' under their b1'eath, like some disgrun

tled inhabitants of the Boul' Mich'. The rooms where spies did their 

business have been completely stripped and cove1'ed with graffiti, mostly 

tags as always but with the odd passive-agg1'essive slogan (nearly always 

in English, naturaily) , saying such things as ‘Gate to hell' ,‘Hate capitalism' 
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0 1'‘Please! Don't crucified places li1αthis!' The1'e's buckled and twisted 

metal from whe1'e the gates have been destroyed, and the panels on the 

walls have been torn awa民 leaving ba1'e steel f1'ames and their asbestos 

insulation floating freel予 What an astonishingly stupid thing, to 1'isk your 

life fo1' the sake of an inte1'esting bit of apocalypse chic. Teufelsberg got a 

mention as a hip destination in the easyJet in-flight magazine in 20I3. 9 

It all has a certain sublimity, these emptied rooms and half-torn-apart 

buckyballs, but what is sad is that they've managed to take a CIA spy 

base and turn it into a near ca1'bon copy of Tacheles, an act surely of 

astounding pointlessness. The graffiti is (almost exactly) the same, the 

come/don't come attitude towards outsiders is the same, the sens巳 of a 

continuous artwo1'k transcending the divide between art and life is the 

same. Like a G D R panel builde1', they desc巳nd upon the most amazingly 

dissimilar places and make them alllook identical. A nineteenth-century 

tenement , the wasteland where the Wall used to be , a department store , a 

fo 1'mer spy base; what the hell , get the cans out. Politicall只 1 can't help but 

admire the confidence of thei1' reclamation of space and thei1' w1'esting it 

away f1'om capital , but 1 wish in the p1'ocess they we1'en't so bullishly 

insistent on their not particularly interesting choices in aesthe.tics and 

lifestyle. 

That isn't to say that these places a1'e not worth defending against the 

vested interests that are constantly threatening them. Tak巳 for instance 

MeteU王ova ， the social centre which still occupies the scatte1'叶， small 

buildings of a former Hapsburg barracks in Ljubljana. After being 

vacated when the Yugoslavian a1'my dissolved , it was seized and squatted 

in I993 by activists and members of the Slovene punk scene, who imme

diately made it a public space, with a progra l11me of gigs, events and 

exhibitions, which continue in S0 l11e form at the time of writing. 1O 1 且rst

went there some years ago to take part in an institution called the Work

e1's' and Punks' University (its name, 1 later realized, was a reference to 

the ‘Workers' Universities' of the old Socialist Federal Republic). Looking 

around , then or now, you would see several small pitched-roofed build

ings coated in a blaring spraypaint noise of tags, with va1'ious additions 

bolted on, wooden-framed extensions cantilevered like lean-tos with thin 

rods of steel, the results then coat巳d in S0 l11e more of the indeterminate 

spraypaint gloop; 0 1' yurt-like structu1'es with great pointed tent roofs 

supported by thick wooden posts , 0 1' walls transfo1'med by mosaics made 
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The aut0 l101l10US zone of Metelkova , Ljubljana 

of waste. The courtyards between have benches in a circular pattern, so 

you can sit around and have a good argllment. Tagging and 1110nsters 

aside, the ‘ artworks' have some range, as with the vario l1s brightly painted 

pictureless picture frames affixed to one wall. And then there's the afo 1'e>

mentioned Workers' and P l1nks' University, where classes with various 

international Marxist luminaries wer飞l1ntil recently, offered for f1'ee. 

Wonde 1'ing how all of this was fìnancially possible - they paid speake1's 

and put them up in hotels , eve l1 - 1 was told by one Unive1'sity o1'ganize1' 

that they 1'elied 011 money fro l11 Geo1'ge Soros's Open Society Founda

tions, bllt were expecting it to be cancelled sooner rather than late1' (as it 

was). The p 1'oblem was that the 1110ney was gea1'ed towards ens l1 ring the 

development of liberal de l11ocracy. There may be the occasional pogrom 

against Roma , but unlike , sa只 Russia ， Ukraine，日ungary， Poland, Latvia 

01' Se1'bi乱， Slovenia looks very unlikely to ever go ha1'dline nationalist, let 

alone fascist. They'd created ‘civil society' by noVl飞 so could be left to fend 

fo 1' themselves. 

Mete]].王ova certainly feels a lot more organized and less pointless than 

Tacheles - the ‘ art' is still not l11uch cop and it is still visibly part of the 
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Anarchist 1nternational Style, but there is a sense that, in a phrase they 

won't appreciate, things get done here. Like Berlin (but unlike most East

ern and Centr址 European capitals) , Ljubljana has an active , lively and 

young far left of communists and anarchists, both of which groups were 

involved in the massive anti-austerity protest mov巳ment that spread across 

Slovenia in 20I3 , the biggest social manifestation ther巳 since the I940s. 1n 

the aftermath of the protests, in its new, post-Soros guise as the Centre for 

Labour St l1dies , the Workers' and Punks' University became part of an 

electoral coalition, the Slovenian United Left. This is the only former 

communist country with a signi且cant radical (i.e. not 'post

socialist' or ‘post-co l11!11l1nist' , but socialist, com l11l1nist) left, and since its 

la l1nch at the elections of spring 2014, the United Left sits in parlia l11ent 

as the third-largest part民 despit巳 having been formed barely a year 

earlier. 

1n this context it was strange to discover that fl1nding from avowedly 

capitalist 且nanciers lay behind much of Metelkova , but as long as it 

remains a cultural rather than directly political body, there's no urgent 

contradiction. The city cO l1ncil has moments of hostility towards it, as 

when it insisted on demolishing some ancillary buildings in 2006; but, on 

the whole, the centre has managed to survive impressively, albeit via some 

curious alliances. Just on its periphery, the centrallocation and p巳rhaps

its status as a tO l1rist attraction have spurred the creation of S0 l11e classic 

spaces of regeneration 一 luxury flats and an art galler只 all of decent qual

ity but perhaps l1nsurprisingly very di旺erent in aesthetic , with clean 

glazed lines and neat brickwork. Anything ‘ successf111' and ‘creative' 

always brings this in its train , bl1t as a collective, non-moneY- l11aking 

social space, Metelkova still endures. 

1n those improvisations where Soros isn't the direct source of f l1nding 

you can 且nd a strange political confor l11ity which contrasts cl1riously with 

all the general edginess. 1n Poland , street art - that l110re visually accept

able , less obviously atomized and egotistical version of gra ffÌ ti - is given 

some degree of public funding by local authorities and l11inistries of cul

tur飞 via the annual ‘Street Art Doping' festival , where gable町ends all over 

Warsaw are given a going over by local artists. There are similar initiatives 

in Lublin, tódi and elsewhe妃， and they're not quite as unprecedented as 

they look. Something resem~过ing it took place on gable-ends under th巳

People's Repub山lic乌， pa缸r川叫.t甘ticu川1让la川r忖飞W币vh四en t出heir bare formη1S were uncoveαred b问7ηyy 
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Peop!e's Republic street art in L6dí 

clearance, war damage or botched renovation projects. Lódi, which has 

s巳飞reral bare gable ends in the centre, boasts a lot of them, often untouched 

since I989. A classic abstract pattern straight from a Constructivist paint

ing advertises the textiles of the East German city ‘ Karl四Marx-Stadt'

(now Chemnitz again); another, in a pixellated corona of pastelly orange 

and green, informs you of the wares of the People's Army factor予 There

are several of these too in the Praga district of Warsaw, advertising clocks 

and cameras. They're a much shabbier painted analogue to the sexier 

neon signs of the same period, but maybe it's a stretch to put them in the 

same lineage as street art just because they both paint the ends of walls. 

Perhaps, insofar as street art can actually be 1110re didactic than the 

People's Republic's unideological ad仕on-the-cheap.

They're not always directly representational- the murals in Lublin are 

so strictly geometrical and abstract that it's a surprise to 且nd they're 

recent and not of socialist vintage. A favourite , recently destroyed in War二

saw, showed a panorama of a cityscape, traversed by biplanes, across a 

large concrete garden wall. Others are more directly communicative, 
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and that isn't entirely a bad thing, as sometimes they're a welcome 

reminder of the histories this history-obsessed city prefers not to tel l. A 

klezmer group is stencilled onto a Praga ten巳ment， a J\1uranów courtyard 

features the Bundist socialist and Ghetto insurgent Marek Edel l11an with 

fìst aloft, and a lost pre-war building in the wasteland by \'X7ilanowska 

J\1etro station features on one side a swag> bag-carrying banker with the 

(English) legend ‘Bailout Folks!' , and on the other,‘Syn Ulicy' , 'son of the 

street' , a really quite lovely stylized painting of the Dacha u survivor and 

飞X1arsaw dialect singer Stanislaw Grzesiuk, banjo in hand. Others are 

l110re obvio l1s. 1n tódí there are a few bO l1ncy murals of the city's pre-war 

inhabitants on the sides of tenements, painted as if they're waving out of 

the window, and in Warsaw there's one mural comm巳morating the 

pre-war dictator Marshal Józef Pilsudski , riding an iron horse, no less. 

This is as official as a l11ural of Lenin would have been thirty years ago -

probably more so, in fact. Ther旷s no reason why it shouldn't be - why 

should 气Ilternati\旷 art not reflect dO l11 inant values? YO l1 occasionally find 

street art stencils of Pilsudski's ri\叶， the pre-war far可ight leader RO l11an 

D l110wski, so why not funky images of the Marshal , who was the lesser of 

those tvvo evils? 

As interventions in space , though, Warsaw street art can still be rad

ical , actually for how conscious they are in a city where often everything 

see l11s to happen by accident. One of the best post-communist i l11provisa

tÎons in Warsaw is not on the railway叫 but as part of Trasa tazienkowska , 
a l110tor飞甲ay-underpass-overpass-bridge built in the 1970S. At one point 

along its route there is a straggling spac巳 where the flyover lifts itself 

across the ground-level roads, on several h111king concrete pillars. Over 

the last few years, gra国ti artists , some based in the local Rozbrat squat, 
have used these as canvases. Not by tagging them , by adding their own ad 

hoc logos to the collection of giant logos that plague this advertising-choked 

cit只 but by using them as panels, open to public vi巳w. The resultant art

works veer from an angrily proletarian Homer Si l11pson to Russian dolls, 
from vivid, flowing abstractions to cO l11ic horrors, anti-televisual rants to 

anarchist agitprop, defaced by far-right scrawl on the day in 20IO these 

pictures were taken. 1t runs for quarter of a mile, until it ends in Legia 

insignia and a bizarre , extended , scrawled anti-art diatribe. If 1950S \'X7ar

saw was promised and denied the kind of representational infrastructures 

that narrate the commuter through St Petersburg and Moscow, it has a 
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similar a l'chitecture parlante here, a place that is both gallery and road -

but, given its site in an indeterminate wasteland rath巳r than a ‘vibrant' 

cultural district, it becomes an unconscious demonstration of the possi

bilities of public infrastructure. Could a flyover be a public artwork? 

A Socialist Realist pillar of Trasa 'L', Warsaw 
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A defaced anarchist pillar of Trasa ‘主" Warsaw 

Could it become one without becoming cutesy or sanitized? This place 

answers both questions in the affirmative, with a multivocal maze of 

colour and form. 

All the above are or aspir巳 to be permanent. Because of this they tend 
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not to have a1'chitects, 0 1'‘architecture' , involved, as this is, as we know, 
exceptionally capital-intensive. Because of that capital-intensiveness, two 

things happen to architecture in a 6nancial crisis - one, it stops getting 

built, and two, architects, or the best of them, start to think about some

thing a little more inte1'esting to do instead. The 1'esult has at wo1'st been 

the prolife1'ation of ‘ pop-ups' , whe1'e, in London especially, the holes left 

by the crash were b 1'ie且y 且lled with mo1'e 0 1' less whimsical tempo1'a 1'y 

uses. A ‘ pop-up' 1'estaurant in a closed-down Asian women's 1'efuge. One 

project which shares the form , if not the politics, of the pop心p and which 

1 got to visit was something called ‘ The Knot'. Rathe1' than a me1'e exe1'

cise in ‘He只 wouldn't it be fun to do the show 1'ight he1'e?', The Knot was 

exp1'essly, if mildly, political. To desc1'讪e it in te1'ms of what it actually 

was, as a1'chitectur飞 is 1'idiculously simple th1'ee giant, table-shaped 

inflatables of g1'een and pu1'ple, which a1'e blown up and then used as the 

focus of instant public spaces. These inflatables we1'e transported for 

stays in the th1'ee largest cities of Eastern-Cent1'al Europe - three spots in 

Berlin, th1'ee in Warsaw and one stop-off in Bucha1'est. In the couple of 

Inflatable agora: The Knot in situ at the KulturforLll11, Berlin 
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飞l\Teelαor so they were in each location they had a rolling programme of 

concerts, artworks, discussions and activities, embarked upon by the 
large Polish-German-Romanian team, like some instant同city version of 

the underground 吁Iying universities' during the Polish People's Republic. 

1n addition to the inflatables , they had in their van a sound system , a 

screen, cooking implements and a11 manner of other delights. The pitches 

they picked in each city were disparate … in Bucharest they took the cen

tral Carol Parl王， in Warsaw they used alternately a derelict palace in Praga , 
the Pole Molζotowskie park and a gre巳n space among the blocks of 

Ursynów. 1n Berlin, they occupied the disused Tempelhof airport, Mari

annenplatz in Kreuzbe晤， and the Kulturforum , near the former East-West 

border at Potsdamer Platz. 

1 only visited the latter, so 1 can't vouch for how successful it was 

elsewhere - certainly the book they produced out of it suggests that in 

Mariannenplatz and in Praga, especia11y, they had a lot of visitors,11 and 

in Praga locals tried to maintain the momentum by founding an arts 

centre in the vicini叩 At the Kulturforum, The Knot entailed some talks, 
some very good food and a large group of educated international people 

hanging around and wondering why nobody was coming in off the street, 
something which was surely a comment in some way on the sterility of 

the space，因vealing it as an afterthought between grand cultural build

ings. How different it might have been in Alexanderplatz is a tantalizing 

though t. This was part of an investigation into di旺巳rent kinds of l1rban 

spac巳， and they had to gain express permission for th巳ir week or so of 

occupation in each, which was unsurprisingly more difficult in Poland 

and Romania than in the capital of world hipsterdom. Yet for the organ

izers, the entire project was aimed at trying to drag an uncommodi且ed

space for thought and experiment into cities which are relentlessly neo

liberal, bent on the eradication of any remnants of the public sphere in 

the city, from housing to schools - so success in Warsaw or Bucharest 

must surely have been more important to them. 

By the end of the evening at the K111turforum, a heated night-time dis

cussion had developed between Croatian , Polish and Romanian thinkers 

about the legacy of communism and what could be salvaged from it 

(opinions, needless to sa只 differed). This, though an 'official' part of the 

programm巳， could easily be mistaken by passers-by for a group of friends 

having a good argument over drinks, which to a degree it was, and you 
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don't just butt in and invo1ve yourself in such things if you don't know the 

peop1e in question. What The Knot, and other temporary spaces 1ike it, 
really entai1ed was some attempt, in a context where permanent pub1ic 

spaces are endangered, to create them momentari1y, which is without 

doubt better than not creating them at a11. If it came across solely as a 

series of discussions in G10bish on 1eftist art then it wou1d have fai1ed in 

its aims, but the organizers wou1d have a right to argue that they were 

doing all that they possib1y cou1d. If The Knot had set itself up as some 

sort of activist roadshow, turning up and throwing itself into pro1etarian 

strugg1es (i.e. those over housing, schoo1s, hospita1s, wages, pensions, all 

of which have been fought over in these three cities in the 1ast few years) , 
it wou1d no doubt have been regarded with some suspicion; but, perhaps 

more importantly, it wou1d not have been ab1e to obtain funding from 

various cu1tura1 institutes, which, even in something as light-on-the-earth 

as this, is 10gistically essential. 
This is rather more of a di1emma in what seemed at fìrst to be the most 

exciting of the various temporary spaces we had come across. Nowy 

Wspanialy Swiat ('Brave New World') was a centre run for a time on 

Nowy Swiat, Warsaw, by the NGO Krytyka Po1ityczna ('Politica1 Cri

tique'). Set up as a magazine in 2002, Krytyka Po1ityczna branched out 

into pub1ishing, causing a stir by picking for their 且rst book the 巧巧 writ

ings of Lenin, a bo1d gesture indeed in Po1and, even when given an evasive, 
extremely dia1ectica1 introduction and gloss by Slavoj Zizek. Given that 

propagating communism is (literally) illega1 in Po1and, this was brave, 
and successfu1- no court actions ensued, and they branched out to trans-

1ate and pub1ish most of the current 1eft-phi1osophica1 canon, from 

Jacques Rancière to Judith Butler. At the same time , they set up a series 

of discussion clubs across Po1and, of which this was the 1argest and by far 

the most prominent. The reconstructed neoclassica1 curve of Nowy 

Swiat, the centra1 part of the Roya1 Route, is the near巳st thing Warsaw 

has to a Regent Street - despite a coup1e of surviving dives and one milk 

bar it is a strip of high-end boutiques, bars and restaurants. According1只

Nowy Wspanialy Swiat was shocking1y clean and neat-1ooking for a 

1eft-wing space. Housed in one of those remade eighteenth-century 

houses, with a renovated interior full of elegant fìttings and decorations, 
it cou1dn't possib1y have been further from Metelkova or Tacheles, with 

graffìti 1imited strictly to the toi1ets. The ta1ks were upstairs, a kiosk 
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selling their beautifully designed books was in the lobb只 and a bar took 

up most of the space. The bar was a little too OV巳rpriced ， but otherwise 

this seemed a fabulous and surprising thing to 且nd in a country that 

barely has an organized left - the space of some new designer social 

democracy, not interested in politics for matters of lifestyle, or even 'crea

tivity' , but interested in providing a neutral, sma1't, even ra the1' chic space 

fo 1' discussion and organization. If only, 1 said to a sceptical Agata , we 

could have this in London (01' insert Western capital as app1'opriate). A 

leftist space in the hea1't of the city without lifestyle politics, sulky secta1'i

anism or white people in d1'eadlocks! 

It was widely expected that K1'ytyka Polityczna would eventually 

become a political pa1'ty, capable of 1'eplacing the decrepit left o1'ganized 

around the former communist appa1'atchiks of the Democ1'atic Left Alli

ance , in te1'minal decline since its last government was toppled by a 

corruption scandal in 2004-5. K1'ytyka Polityczna neve1' did ente1' politics, 
and to some deg1'ee their potential thunde1' was stolen by the Palikot 

Movement, a breakaway from the ruling Civic Platform which had a pro

gramme much mo1'e nor ll1al for the politics of post-communist youth: 

legalize drugs, introduce a flat tax, and so fo 1'th. K1'ytyka Polityczna pro >

duced in what they did do - the prog1'am ll1e of talks, discussions, books, 
he1'e and in othe1' cities - an uneasy combination of appeals to the old 

anti > cO ll1munist opposition and attempts to build an internationalist left 

that had nothing to do with who was on what side in 1981. They branched 

out into Ukraine, and translated an inc1'easingly eclectic selection of texts 

that went from the neo-Maois ll1 of Alain Badiou to the anti-communist 

pole ll1ics of Tony Judt. Any organization that publishes both V. 1. Lenin 

and Václav Havel is t1'ying ve1'y ha1'd to be f1'iends with some potentially 

ve1'y unf1'iendly groups, and this balancing act was upended in Nov巳mbe1'

2012, during the now-annual nationalist 1'iot on Polish Independence 

Da予 Anti-fascist counte1'-ll1a1'che1's shelte1'ed in Nowy Wspanialy Swiat, 
and many we1'e beaten. No matte1' how much they t1'ied to be neut1'al, fo1' 

others they we1'e unambiguously on the fa1' left ‘commies'. Thei1' lease 

on the building on N owy S 飞，yiat was not 1'enew时， and they moved into a 

fa 1' less publicly accessible 0面ce on the uppe1' sto1'eys of a p1'e-wa1' tene

ment nea 1'b予

Why so much effort to be all things to all people? 1 wonde1'叫. My mo1'e 

conspi1'atorial friends claimed that this was because they we1'e an 
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astrotu1'f left. Much as the K1'emlin manufactures opposition pa1'ties , 

such as the ‘social democ1'atic' pa1' ty A Just Russia , so , they told me , the 

old oppositionists like Adam Michnik , now usually business magnates, 
‘c1'eated' a cos民 unth1'eatening left , both to abso1'b the ene1'gies of young 

people and maybe in S0 l11e nostalgic gesture towards the socialist politics 

of thei1' youth. Thei1' sources of funding include obvious dono1's such as 

501'os's Open 50ciety Foundations and the Polish Minist1'Y of Cultul刀，

but also 5wiss banks, 5iel11ens, the European U nio l1; thei1' English-language 

promotional brochure even includes Poland's 1'ight-飞，ying p1'esident , 

B1'onislaw K01l101'owski , taking pa1't in one of thei1' events. If they became 

a political pa1' t只 and hence quite possibly a dange1' to the cosy 

post-co l11 munist ca1've-up between oppositionists , appa1'atchiks and the 

church, all that funding l11ight suddenly evapo1'ate. 50 places that would 

neve1' exist in somewhe1'e like London a1'e allowed to occupy quite p1'O l11-

inent pa1' ts of the cit只 so long as they don't pose any sort of threat. 

THE SELF-MANAGED CITY? 

In the current ci1'cu l11stances it probably couldn't be othe1'耳，ylse

everything is stacked against the people behind Metel1王ova ， The Knot 01' 

K1'ytyka Polityczna. 50 long as theY'1'e a ‘civil society' that is la1'gely the 

p 1'ese1've of the educated middle class , theY'1'e allow巳d to exist - a1'e even , 

at times , emb1'aced by the establishment. Othe1'飞可ise ， all they would have 

is impotence, clean hands and a fe巳ling of righteous self-satisfaction that 

they didn't touch any di1'ty money, and the1'e's fa 1', fa1' too l11uch of that in 

the European left. Eithe1' way, it's a matte1' of 巳nclaves. Although K1'ytyka 

Polityczna managed to have for a time probably the most prominent 

left-wing enclave in Europe , it is ha1'd to believe it se1'iously pushed 

Poland's two- 1'ight-wing-pa1'ties syste l11 to the left; its ‘leade1", 51awomi1' 

5ie1'akowski , has claimed this is because '1'eal politics' doesn't happen in 

parliaments , 12 something the designe1' social democ1'at and the ana1'chist 

can ag1'ee on. Let's say that a social movement somewhe1'e in Eu1'ope , 

1'athe1' than at a safe distance in Latin Ame1'ica , did come to powe1', and 

did emba 1'k on a campaign to 1'emake cities. Is the1'e anything in the fo1'

me1'‘socialist camp' that could suggest ways such a thing might develop, 
and mistakes it ought to avoid? If the1'e is , it's fa 1' from the 50ros-funded 
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enclaves, but in the enormous dormitory suburb of N巳w Belgrade, on the 

other side of the River Sava from the current Serbian capital. 
The ‘Yugoslav experiment' , as it was once called, made the Socialist 

F巳deral Republic of Yugoslavia one of the most admired countries in the 

world, in its heyday. From the 工950S to the I980s , it was often pointed to 
on the left as a possible ‘ third w呵， between ‘real socialism' and capital

ism, as if it were a sort of Leninist Sweden. Its collapse into war and the 

resultant coinage of the phrase etlmic cleansi l1g meant that this experi

ment was forgotten almost overnight. If it ended like this, then surely it 

must have failed , and failed utterly. Yet between I948 and I990 it had 

seemed by far the most hopeful, open and democratic of the various 

countries founded by communists in the aftermath of the Second World 

War. The experiment and its aftermath are well discussed in academia , 
but before we can work out what sort of a place New Belgrade was , we 

need to know what Yugoslavia was. Founded aft巳r the first war as a ‘King

dom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes' , it was dominated by the political 

power of Serbia and the economic power of the two more developed 

ex-Hapsburg nations, with other groups - Bosnian Muslims, Macedoni

ans, Montenegrins, Kosovar Albanians - suppressed. During the second 

war, it was dismembered by Nazi Germany and Italy and shared between 

themselves, with the assistance of a psychopathically violent independent 

Croatian state, ruled by the fascist Ustase. Ten per cent of the population 

of Yugoslavia were killed. 

Though it does口't feature in Timothy Snyder's Bloodla l1ds , perhaps 

because Yugoslavs happened to be massacred en l1lasse by fascists alone 

rather than fascists al1d cO l1lmunists, it was one of the countri巳s most 

destroyed by the war. The only movement that transcended the borders of 

the dismembered Yugoslavia was the cO l1lmunist-dominated Partisan 

move l1lent, which was equally strong in l110st of the Yugoslav territories, 
and resurrected Yugoslavia after the war as a federation. The Yugoslav 

communists' independence in gaining power l1leant that they were suspi

cious to Moscow from the 0旺， and the Soviets excommunicated them in 

I948 on technicalities. They were forced then to balance between East and 

West, accepting Al11erican aid and beco l1ling instru l11ental in forming the 

‘ Non-Aligned Move l11ent' with former colonial countries like India , 
Egypt and Indonesia in the I950s. The ‘experiment' , though , was what 

was called Self-Management Socialism. Now everyone from the Slovene 
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neo-Leninist 51avoj Zi主ek to the late social democrat Tony Judt are agreed 

it was always a ‘myth' , but observers at the time were not so sure. 

Though it may have resulted from grass roots pressu比， the policy was 

decided at the top. According to the account of 岛1ilovan Djilas, a Partisan 

leader, later a prominent dissident, but at this point part of the ruling 

group in the Yugoslav Party, self-management was decid巳d upon rather ad 

hoc.1n 工950 ， he wrote: ‘1t occurred to me that we Yugoslav communists 

were now in a position to start creating Marx's .free association of pro

ducers.' The factories would be left in their hands, with the sole proviso 

that they should pay a tax for military and other state needs ‘that 

re l11ained essential'. He then put this to the other leaders, Boris Kidr记，

Edvard KardeJj and Josip Broz Tito, who 'paced up and down, as though 

completely wrapped up in his own thoughts. 5uddenly he stopped and 

exclaimed "factories belonging to their workers - s0 l11ething that has 

never yet been achieved!'" A few l110nths later, Tito hi l11self put the bill to 

the National Assemb际 After Djilas was purged, for arguing in a series of 

articles on ‘ the new class' that the next step should be the destruction of 

the party elite itself, self-management still continued - genuinelY fulfìl

ling the aim of ‘ the withering away of th巳 state' promised by Marx and 

Lenin was taken surprisingly seriously by Yugoslav leaders. 

The syste l11 was largely ， de飞rised by the 510vene leader, Edvard Kardelj , 
who regarded it as a way of building ‘socialist democracy' wit出hou川lta

m口l1l孔ulti.伽-party system, since anything outside the Party (regrouped even as it 

was into a decentralized League of CO l11munists) would ‘ inescapably 

becoll1巳 the rallying point' for any counter-revolutionary forces. 50 a sys

tem was set up based on workers' councils, where delegates of ‘workers 

qua workers' alongside 飞'orkers qua consumers' would make the deci

sions in the econom予 This might seem like a strange form of workers' 

self-activity, decreed from the top, and deliberately done to preclude 

multi-party de ll10cracy - 'll1anage yourselves!' - but it can equally be 

considered a way of maintaining the popular momentum of the Parti

san move l11ent, rather than subsuming it into the usual bureaucratic 

monolith - though a pervasive personality cult of Tito himself was 

created at the sa l11e time, with the leader's birthday a national holida弘

What Kardelj introduced that was esp巳cially novel, though, was the 

idea that self-management would be a principle olltside the factor予

He insisted that the ‘hierarchy of supreme workers' councils should be 
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extended to the 1'epublican and fede1'allevels' .n This meant that decen

t1'alization was extended to the governance of the Yugoslav Republics 

(Slovenia , Croatia , Se1'bia , Bosnia-He1'zegovina , Macedonia and Monte

neg1'o) and its Autonomous Provinces (Vojvodina , Kosovo) , which were 

given a large degree of independence; this p1'inciple extended down to the 

cities, run by self-managed ‘communes'. The main decision < making

bodies in the economy itself were , in theory and to a la1'ge degree in p1'ac

tice , the ‘BOALs' , the Basic O1'ganizations of Associated Labour, the 

self-manage l11ent councils in eve1'y wo1'kplace. From the mid-196os on , 

when 1'esidual Stalinists were expelled (they'd been tapping Tito's phon时，

there we1'e competitive elections supe1'vised by a (at least nominally) 

non-pa1'ty Socialist Alliance , a consume1' culture with lots of Western 

imports, and a la1'gely free p1'ess. During this time the self-managed econ

Ol11y 1'egiste1'ed al110ng the highest g1'owth 1'ates in the world , a sta1' tling 

d巳l110nst1'ation that wo1'ke1's' cont1'ol and decentralization could coincide 

with - could help in - the building of a modern, indust1'ial state. Yet this 

was ha1'dly the enti1'e sto叩

In 1965 , it was decided to decentralize even furthe1', introducing a sys

tem which was called by its opponents 'laissez-fai1'e socialis l11', whe1'e 

self> managed ente1'p 1'ises we1'e left to fend fo 1' themselves , acting cO l11peti

tively. Foreign investment was encouraged by a law that enabled foreign 

capital to own up to 49 per cent of an ente1'prise. The 1'esults were 

ambiguous. Yugoslavia always involved bringing together a relatively 

industrializ叶， educated ex-Hapsburg north and a less developed south , 

and unsurp1'isingly ma1'ket socialis l11 widened the divide between them. In 

a Fabian Society study on self-manage l11ent, the B1'itish t1'ade unionist 

Roy Moo1'e charted the disparities that came as a result. Income differen

tials within the fede 1'ation rose from 4:1 in 1959 to 8: 1 in 1969.14 He found 

that this extended into the way workers l11anaged thei1' enterp1'ises: 

‘ research into the agendas of wo1'kers' councils showed that in the less 

developed republics questions of canteen, toilet and working conditions 

p1'edominated , whilst in the l1101'e advanced 1'epublics gene1'al plant policy, 

issues such as expansion and p1'ices, fo 1'med the agenda items.' Mean

while, t出he ecωonomy as a w咐hole s血ho飞w再νred a ‘￥gene 1'al p严1'efe1'ence fo 1' external 
且仙fÌnanc巳 as opposed tωo any dis蚓t1'怡ution of Y芷讪ügosla盯飞vft缸und出s矿ι，飞 15口5W巾ha挝t t由his all 

meant in p1'actice was that the self-management system worked much 

bette1' fo1' those al1'eady doing well than fo 1' those who we1'e not, while the 
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socialist system as a whole was being pushed ever closer towards the 

world econom予 But the system still had its admirers - a detailed explan

ation of the system was published in English in 1978, with a glowing 

introduction by none other than Tony Benn. 16 

Within a few years, though, this complex, decentralized edi fÌce began 

to collapse under the weight of its inner contradictions and its immense 

external debt. It was subject to IMF structural-adjustment programmes 

frol11工981 onwards. In 1985 , Branka Magas, wr i.ting of a country in eco

nO l11ic turmoil, argued that ‘Yugoslavia's economic proble l11s have, no 

doubt, been aggravated by the high cost of money characteristic of the 

international 且nance l11arkets since the oil crisis in 1976. Yet their roots 

are structural: they are to be found in the great imbalance created over the 

past two decades between an extractive industry which has been system

atically neglected (along with other infrastructural invest l11ents like 

agriculture, transport, energy and health) , and a bloated processing indus

try, mostly 且nanced by foreign loans, dependent on imported raw materials, 
primary industrial goods and l11achine spares 一 all of which have to be 

purchased in hard Western currenc沪'

That is, the integration into the world system and the orientation to it 

had become Yugoslavia's weakness. An IMF austerity progra l11me did all 

the usual things austerity programmes do , slashing social spending, caus

ing hyperin且ation and l11ass unemployment. By the l11id-1980s, the IMF 

had already helped destroy self-management ‘ it is instructive ,' wrote 

Magas,‘ that it was the West rather than the East that struck the fÌnal 

blow' - but it also insisted on greater centralization, sO ll1ething which fed 

a rising nationalism. 17 An explosion of Croatian nationalism in the early 

1970S had been clamped down upon by Tito; a year after his death, in 

1981 , the Yugoslav army shot at protesting Albanians in Kosovo, and in 

the 1980s the rise of the Serbian nationalists grouped around Slobodan 

Milosevié dealt the fÌnal blow. The IMF's strictures led to several 

long-drawn-out strikes, where ‘ the workers al ll10st everywhere marched 

with Tito's portraits, shouted "Tito-Partija" , and sang old revolutionary 

songs that maintain the man's cult ("Co ll1rade Tito, we swear to you that 

we will follow your road, etc."). >18 The Party did not support them, and 

collaps巳d into (soon to be literally) warring pro < capitalist factions. We all 

know what happened next, with massacres, ll1ass rapes and ‘ethnic cleans

ing' perpetuated by Serbian and Croatian armies and ‘a uxiliaries'. Rosa 
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Luxemburg's choice between ‘socialism or barbarism' had been answered 

in favour of the Iatter. 

That is (an extremeIy simplifìed version of) the history, but any attempt 

to give a synopsis is doomed to failure. During its existence, the SFRY 

wasa 且endishly complex thing: a one-party state embarking on an experi

ment in radicaI democracy; a hugely decentralized country with a 

coIIective Ieadership and a widespread (and enduring) personality cult 

around 必1arshaI Tito, its extent in postδtalin communist Europe rivaIled 

only by Ceall号escu; a state where the economy rested on the decisions of 

workers and where bureaucrats had much the same privileges as in any 

other ‘reaI socialist' cOllntry; a socialist cOllntry that refused to intervene 

in the economy to prevent unemployment, and which maintained its 

growth rates by exporting gastarbeiter; an extraordinary attempt at 

laissez-faire Leninism. Its coIlapse meant that aIl that was suddenly for

gotten or dismissed as an unworkable Utopia. New BeIgrade, hO\再rever，

was its most representational space, its greatest pride and showcase. If we 

want to 且nd out what sort of a city self-management socialism wanted to 

build , and did build , it seems an obvious place to start. It was always 

planned as a repr巳sentative space. ]llst west of the Serbian capital, it was 

until the I950S marshland , which had for hundreds of years been the bor

der between the former Ottoman and Hapsburg empires. It was, as young 

ex-Yugoslav historians write,‘intended to serve as a symbol of Yllgoslav 

unity'; its ‘ sYl11bolic charge greatly outweighed its practical necessity' at a 

time of a great hOllsing crisis after the war. The 且rst ， Modernist plan by 

Nikola Dobrovié in I947 imagined a north-south ‘civic axis' , which was 

never reaIly built; ‘as the Yugoslav state decentralised , the city's role as the 

seat of a l11assive federal administration dwindled and was increasingly 

replaced by housing' .19 As a reslllt, it became ‘a curiolls hybrid of a political 

poster board and a mass dormitory' , pitched some飞再rhere between Brasilia 

and Ursynów. It also became the home of large informal settlements -

shanty towns, essentiaIly- and accordingly an urban measure of the failure 

of seIf- l11anagement socialis l11. But what sort of a place is it? 

You get an immediate impression of New Belgrade if you enter the city, 
as we did, from the air. Belgrade Nikola Tesla Airport 一 itself a remarkabl巳

combination of lightweight concrete-and-glass structures，且gurative

murals and abstract Brutalism 一 is itself in New Belgrade. The axis 

from here to the city centre passes through a huge ‘gateway' skyscraper, 
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two twin towers in raw, organic concret巳， linked together and sur

mounted by a spacecraft-shaped lookout. You pass inu日ense quantities of 

high-rises in green space, collections and clusters of towers sometimes 

neat and prim, sometimes gru国y Brutalist, all of them grouped into dis

tinct skylines, occasionally complemented by the odd cheap-looking 

Postmodernist block of flats or 。因ces. Finally, you glide past a large, sym

metricalo面ce complex, so cold and austere it surely has to be governmental; 

th巳n you cross the River Sava into Belgrade proper. It makes an unforget町

table first impression. It may be a dormitory, but th巳re aren't a lot of 

dormitories like this - dramatic, strongly modelled and urban, each part 

of it seemingly ‘planned' but not necessarily in conjunction with each 

other; the only unifying thing is the system of wide, deeply pedestrian

unfriendly highways that bis巳cts each one of the housing complexes, 
turning them into islands. It is clearly fragmented , yet dense with tight 

clusters of striking buildings. If this is the self-managed city 一 or rather, 
the remnants of the self-managed city - it is maybe appropriately a 

combination of dirigisme and chaos. 

That governmental-looking building was originally built for the Yug。但

slav presidency, and then became the Federal Executive. The axial 

Across the Sava to New Belgrade (工978 postcard) 
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symmet1'y is a vestige of the b1'ief Stalinist e1'a, when Tito was still intent 

on following the Soviet model- he had asked the designe1's for ‘ the eternal 

beauty of G1'eek colu l11ns' , but afte 1' the split with Stalin got instead, afte1' 

an extensive 1'edesign by the a1'chitect Mihailo Jankovié, a long, sp1'awl

ing offìce block, with two tall wings balanced by a glazed cong1'ess 

hal l. The 1'esult is clea1' and c1'isp, bllt still bea1's t1'aces of its o1'iginal 

autho1'ita 1'ianism. 

On a late1' jOllrney to Belgrade, 1 got to go inside and fìnd out what the 

self-managed parliament was like to visit. Reade1's of William Mor1'is's 

Utopia of A1'ts and C1'afts commllnism, News From Nowhere , will 1'emem

be1' that the Houses of Parliament a1'e converted therein into a shed fo 1' 

sto1'ing l11anure. This ca l11e to l11ind in October 2014 when 1 and 且fty 01' SO 

othe1's we1'e given a guided tour of the Fede1'al Executive Council of the 

Socialist Fede1'al Republic of Yugoslavia , in Belgrade. This was this long

dead state's equivalent in sY l11 bolic importance to the Houses of Parliament, 
and while it hasn't quite been 且lled with dung, the dis1'espect in which it 

was held by its owners was conspicuollS. The tOll1' of the building - now 

called the ‘Palace of Se1'bia' - was adve1'tised by the o1'ganize1's as pa1't of 

a symposmm on ‘Disappea1'ing A1'chitectUJ旷. The current owners, the 

Se1'bian govern l11ent, who use it occasionally fo 1' meetings and minist1'ies , 
did not give pe1'mission untillite1'ally the night befo1'e. Still , the big turn

out suggested a lot of people wanted to see inside. 

As l11uch as the .art and design of the United Nations in New York or 

UNESCO in Pa1'is el11bodied the post-wa1' spi1'it with the unusual bonus of 

a massive budget, so too did this building exemplify what socialist Yugosla时

via liked to think about itself. Through the main hall that housed the 

council，且anked by two long, wid巳 wings of offìces, an anteroom leads to a 

panoramic, Picasso-esque mural , depicting a crucial battle of the Partisan 

wa1'. Placed by the ent1'ance to the council, it would be seen by everyone that 

ente1'ed the building, and its reminde1' of pan-Balkan unity and equality 

obviously didn't help much when the state collapsed into wa1' in the early 

1990s. Yet the only gestq1'es against it a1'e two f1anking 1998 busts of Ser飞

bian national h巳1'oes ， including the Croatian-born Nikola Tesla. The space 

around the mural is mo1'e opulent than was the norm in this or any other 

e1'a - intense 1'ose-coloured ma1'ble, a top-lit ceiling with a Mond1'ian-esque 

pattern in yellow and violet. This then leads to the council's main hall, 
which is f1anked by subsidia1'Y halls fo1' each 1'epublic. 
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And her飞1'eally， is whe1'e the image of the Houses of Pa1'liament as 

dung-heap came in. ‘Palace of Se1'bia' as it may now be, in the building's 

o1'iginal design Se1'bia is but one of six republics given its own 0面ce. The 

building's guide and official curato1', a st1'ikingly dodgy-looking geeze1', 

gave desc1'iptions so dismissive that , 1 was told , the English interp1'eter 

began adding ext1'a things that he hadn't bothe1'ed to mention. The 

fi1'st republican office we came to was that of Macedonia - 'There's a lot 

of 1'ed, because Macedonia is very hot飞 the next was Montenegro's 一‘That

lion on the ca 1'pet is there because that's how Montenegrins like to 

see themselves.' 0 1' he'd point to an abst1'act by a Kosovan a1'tist and 

call it ‘a typical Albanian landscape' , or to anothe1' painting and 

desc1'ib巳 it as being by ‘ a Croatian Jew'. Howeve1', he did take ca1'e to 

point out his own cont1'ibutions, copies of Byzantine icons 'or photo >

graphs of Tesla. 

To give him c1'edit , howeve1', he must have had some 1'ole in p1'ese1'ving 

l11uch of the building's original design, which is in the absolute 曲st rank 

of its er飞 as il11po1' tant and fascinating as th巳 Royal Festival Hall or Osca1' 

Nie l11eyer's CO l11l11unist Party Headqua1' te1's in Pa1'is , the two buildings 

which it l110st 1'ese l11bles. The furniture is both cO l11fortable and sha1'ply 

l11odern , the ca1'pets , with thei1' motifs plund巳1'ed as much fro l11 Abst1'act 

Expressionism as from local histo1'ic motifs, are completely unique, and 

the light fittings - chandeliers in a va1'iety of twisted and warped repeated 

fo 1'ms , different in every room - a1'e in a genre all of their own. However, 

the Festival Hall, 01' Niemeyer's public buildings, are still used by their 

original owne1's. He1'e, near忖 eve 1' y fitting , nearly every artwork , has a 

political meaning - with dozens of paintings , abst1'acts , 1'eliefs and sculp

tu1'es referring to the Partisans, plenty of others referring to socialism, 
and, most of all, with the entire design and layout of all but one room 

designed to evoke the histor只 climate and values of countries that are not 

Serbia. It was obvious why our host's paintings on national themes were 

thrown in, as a sort of inoculating cha1'm against the values of the 

building. 

The most obvious criticism that could be made of the building was its 

occasional gestures to national kitsch, pa1'ticularly in the cosy war l11th of 

the Mac巳donian 。因ce. The central Hall of Yugoslavia , however, is t1'uly 

s0 l11ething. An Abstract Expressionist painting in 1'ich o1'anges and 1'eds 

by the painter Peta1' Lubarda takes up one wall, a bright, naïf/abstract 
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The Hall of Yllgoslavia , New Belgrade 

representation by Lazar Vujaklija of Yugoslavia and its role in the world 

occupies another, and a mosaic of the Partisans frames the doors, all 

under a conv巳x circular light-well, its glass faceted and patterned, 
arranged into the shape of a star. One of the initial functions of this room 

on its completion in 1961 was to host the first meeting of the Non-Aligned 

Movement, founded by Yugoslavia and newly independent countries like 

India and Ghana and intended as a counterweight to the imperialism of 

America and Russia , a support network of countries committing them

selves to an agenda of modernization and equali叩哺1旷re as distant from 

this now as modern Greeks are from ancient Greeks ,' comments one 

of the symposium's Serbian participants. 

This would remain the only major representational building of state in 

the whole of New Belgrade, but the fact it very quicldy stopped being 

considered the 0国cial capital of the Socialist Federal Republic didn't 

mean that it wasn't exceptionally loaded. The n巳xt public buildings to be 

built were a Pa1' ty headquarte1's fo1' the Serbian wing of the League of 

Communists, and - of all things - a Museum of Modern Art. These are 
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just over the river from the centre of Belgrade, highly visible from the 

medieval fortress of Kalemegdan, and on our first day in the current cap

ital of Serbia on a crisp spring day (which helped) the two of us waH王巳d

across to have a wander round them. 

The Sava on the New Belgrade side is lined with restaurants on boats, 
giving an air of ease and festivity; but the Museum of Modern Art is 

completely derelict, which we hadn't expected. Designed in 1959 by Ivan 

Antié and Ivanka Raspopovié , its concrete frame is filled with six top-lit 

galleries clad in pale, well-cut stone, which are linked by glass cubes. The 

galleries are an elliptical shape, irregular polygons canted at the sides over 

a wide, completely neglected public park; though symmetrical, the build

ing proclaims its decentralization, with no obvious centrifugal gestures, 
and the entrances are simply picked out with long concrete porches, 
reaching out like bridges over the uncut grass. Sculptures … usually rather 

vitalistic, slightly abstracted 且gures of striving and stretching bodies, 
with several wholly abstract works among them - are scattered through 

the disused park. Remarkably, none of them have been pinched or vandal

ized. The museum is an unusual public building, even for the 1960s: 

evidently chosen as a project to demonstrate the enlightened nature of 

Yugoslav Leninism's artistic policies … no campaigns against ‘decadent 

formalism' here - it has a certain repose , and is in remarkably good con

dition for a building which, we later learned, had been left derelict for 

some years. 

The other public building, the Party HQ , less surprisingly does not 

survive in its original form. A Mies-aping glass tower, it had its own role 

in the personality cult, flashing 'TITO-PARTI]A' in neon for miles 

around. Bombed in 工999 ， it was reconstructed as a Euro-remont blue-glass 

o面ce block with a shopping mall. It stilllooks ethereal from a distance , 
looming over the derelict Museum. The urbanism here is still totally dis

jointed, however - the large park and a flyover cut the museum off from 

New Belgrade proper, so it doesn't feellike the centre of anything, more 

an un巳xpected， lonely, if lush, Modernist adjunct to Belgrade's historic 

centre. The day after, we got a lift round New Belgrad巳 proper from a 

friend of ours, a local architect and historian, who explained to us the 

way in which New Belgrade (and, by association, the other self-managed 

city extensions, housing estates and new towns) came into being; here, 
it's best if 1 quote from her book rather than from memo叩
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Scrub and sculpture at the Museum of Modern Art, New Belgrade 

‘Among the numerous new human rights that self-management, and 

socialist Yugoslavìa, established' , she writes, 'the right to housing was one 

of the more important.' In I953 , the ‘p巳rmanent right to use an apart

men t' was legislatively ‘prescribed as a principle' , and as late as I985 the 

law on planning stated that ‘Spatial Planning and Development is based 
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on the 1'ights and dllties of wo1'ke1's and all wo1'king people to handle 

spac巳， p 1'ese1've nature and the vallles c1'eated by laboll1', p 1'event and elim

inate any adve1'se affects that a1'e jeopa1'dising those vallles , and to 巳nsu1'e

and advance social and economic development, providing the pe1'manent 

1'ight to use an apa1'tment.'20 Fine wo1'ds , bllt how was this '1'ight' to be 

achieved in p1'actice? Housing and city planning happened via the BOALs, 
the Basic O 1'ganizations of Associated Laboll1', i.e the wo1'ke1's' councils , 

in the wo1'kplace itself. They we1'巳 legally 1'eqlli1'ed to p1'ovide hOllsing and 

to plan it 一 to that end a monthly SUI丑 was deducted from sala1'ies. At 

New Belg1'ade , she notes,‘apa1'tments we1'e di~tributed acco1'ding to the 

"Right to HOllsing" scheme. An ente1'p 1'ise would pll1'chase a numbe1' of 

apartments in the same bllilding and dist1'ibllte them to employees, 
the1'eby c1'eating a dive1'se social structure within the blocks.' 50 far, so 

impressi飞问 and she makes clear the hOllsing that reslllted was the best, on 

almost any measure , that most Yugoslavs had befo1'e 01' since. MllCh 

the same can be said of any 工960s housing, thOllgh. And the absence, in 

'laissez-faire socialis l11', of mllch state intervention meant that a lot of 

people fell th1'ollgh the c1'acks of the system , particlllarly given the wide

spread llnemployment p1'ovoked fi1'st by the l11a1'ket and then even mo1'e so 

by the IMF. 
As the self-managed firm dist1'ibllted flats , a lot depended on the Sllccess 

of the self-managed CO l11pany itself 一且rst ， how sllccessfully the 飞，yo 1'kers

controlled it,21 and second, how mllch of the p1'o且ts the company was 

able to 1'edist1'ibllte. The international construction 且1'm En巳rgoprojekt ，

one of the most sllccessful fi1'ms in the SFRY, was notoriolls for not hOllS

ing its wo1'ke1's p 1'operly. Mig1'ant worke1's and especially the llnemployed 

were not sllbject to the system at all. This was exacerbated by the endemic 

llnemploy l11ent after the market 1'efor l11s of 1965 - 'llne l11ploy l11ent and 

l11S11面cient hOllsing we1'e inte1'connected . . . the idea of hi1'ing new work

e1's was always jllxtaposed with the nllmber of new flats to be acqllired'; 

llnlike in the Eastern Bloc, the stat巳 did not step in, or rather it did so to 

a l'巳latively small deg1'ee.22 The reslllting expo1't of labour, both in the 

fo 1'm of gllest worke1's in West Germany and in the international fi1'ms 

that const1'ucted buildings , cities and factories everywh巳1'e from Estonia 

to Kllwait, had its own knod• 011 e旺ects.

That is , shanty towns eme1'ged. ‘ Gasta1'beiters became impo1'tant inves

tors in "wild construction'" to meet the need that wasn't being met by 
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workplaces or the state. On the edge of Belgrade on the other side of the 

Sava, the instant suburb Kaluderica emerged,‘the largest informal settle

ment in the Ballcans' , essentially a favela , albeit with some villas for the 

wealthy taking advantage of its legal grey status. Some of the houses were 

large, and like New Belgrade itself, it also had a mix of social groups -

migrant workers aÌ1d returning gastarbeiter, but many skilled workers in 

construction companies too, most of whom had come back from work

ing abroad 0日 the building programmes of the Non-Aligned Movement. 

And already before the civil war began, it absorbed migrants fleeing from 

ethnic tension in Croatia. The result is an accidental district larger than 

all of the '0国cial' ones, a capitalist underside to self-management - it 

actually looks fairly normal, a sprawl of pitched-roofed houses, more 

suburb in appearance than favela - but with no infrastructu1'e, 'no run

ning wate1', sewers , or streets'.23 This was finally exacerbated to c1'isis 

point in I990, when the federal government abolished the right to hous-

11砾， with the law changed to make it the ‘responsibility' of ‘working 

people and citizens' as individuals. With wa1' and privatization , the 1'esult 

was a massive expansion of the informal, with mo1'e ‘wild construction' , 
this time encompassing 1'oof extensions often la1'ger than the original 

buildings theY' 1'e built on to, a chaos that continues to this da予

Unless you'1'e inclined to the advocacy of shanty towns , the1'e is little 

actually su1'viving of self-managed practicej but the shell of it is easy to 

且nd. Dubravka drove us first to the I96工 New Belg1'ade Town Hall, which 

encapsulates some of the puzzling things about the new city. Within its 

patch of g1'id , it feels exceptionally civic. Typically fo 1' New Belg1'ad巳， but 

atypically fo 1' othe1' ‘socialist count1'ies' , it is Brutalist in the st1'ict sense … 

conc1'ete Expressionism based on a sc1'upulous truth to materials , with a 

con且dent approach to fo1'm - there a1'e low 。因ces enclosing a lush court

yard filled with abst1'act sculptu妃， and shade is provided by a sharply 

cantilev巳1'ed flying conc1'ete creature , which makes the design , by the 

architects Stojan Maksimovié and B1'anislav Jovin , instantly memorable. 

Surrounding it are 。因ces ， some equally vivid and Brutalist, others show

ing a sudden descent into the cheapest Enterprise Zon巳 Pomo ， with steel 

pitched roofs over mirror glass. Tower blocks are everywhere, sheltered by 

the mature trees retained from the old marshlands, and the results are 

very handsome, on th巳 Ville Radieuse modelj but everything is sliced 

apart by enormous roads. The SFRY's aforementioned lack of invest-
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ment in transport infrastructure means that Belgrade is the biggest 

post-socialist city without a Metro - there isn't much in the way of buses 

or trams, either, compared with Warsaw or Prague. New Belgrade is a city 

of the car, and if you're indulgent you could argue that's because in 

self-management you could self-manage your own transpor t. 

After this, we drove off to see our first piece of self-managed housing -

the Genex Tower, that remarkable gateway from the airport to the city. 

Self-managed skyscraper: the Genex Tower, New Belgrade 
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Designed by Mihailo Mitrovié in 1970, it is a very powerful piece of archi

tecture , caught agreeably between Brutalist grandeur and space-age 

kitsch. The twin towers' structure is simple and clear 一。因ces on one side, 
flats on the other, held up with immense cylindrical buttresses, the Mod

ernist fetish for grain silos deployed for the purposes of a skyscraper. The 

units go inside, and it is alllinked together by an enclosed double-level 

walkway and that flying saucer on top - to which, unfortunately, we did 

not manage to blag access. I t's bravura architectur飞 a Brutalist-Baroque 

balancing act, Erno Goldfinger's Trellick Tow巳r gone Gagarin, and we 

were content to just wander round it, amazed, for some time. We were 

probably equally amazed when Dubravka told us there was no hierarchy 

to who got the flats. If you worked for G巳neralexport ， a foreign trade con

glomerate based in Belgrade, whether as cleaner or manager, you were 

eligible for a flat here, and chances were you got one. This place, at least, 
is quite a vindication of the system. Yet, like th巳 others ， it's an object 

tightly packed into a motorway grid, without clear connections to any

thing much else. On the ground floor of the Genex Tower there are a 

pizzeria, some l11urals by children, and SO l11e beaten-up but impressive 

a l11phitheatre-like landscaping, but it still feels a little lost. 

There are parts of New Belgrade, we would learn, where there was 

sO l11e space to stretch out and create a more viable community life, though 

their names do not always imply this was high up in the self< managed

planners' priorities. Blok 23 and Blok 19A 飞，yould each be regarded els巳

where as two discrete housing estates facing each other across another 

one of those multi七111巳 highways - tho l1sands of 且ats in S)哑el11-built

towers, with schools, shops and such spread out in the green space in 

between. Visually, they're very different. Blok 23 , built between 工968 and 

1978, is the more immediately il11pressive, a wildly con且dent Brutalist 

mlll!-Cl叩 Car parked, it presents a classic Modernist combination of slab 

blocks and point blocks, but the concrete modules are as richly articu

lated as Gothic cathedrals, with recesses and protrusions breaking out 

all over their elevations; the services of the blocks are shaped into 

harsh, stubby, asymmetrical spires. As at the Genex Tower, it's exciting 

architecture - fear忙ss ， wild, l1 nforgettable. As a social space, it comes 

across as rather more sl1ccessful. The shops, bars and cafés form a coher

ent street running along the estate, where there were a lot of people 

hanging around enjoying the 矶reather; signage, for typography enthusi-
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‘Blok 23 is best, fuck all the rest'. New Belgrade 

asts, is original and impressive, white on red with neat arrows. Walk 

under the rectangular pilotis of the slab blocks (gra国ti ， in English - 'Eazy 

E, RIP, Compton',‘Blok 23 is best, fudζall the rest') and you get，且rst ， to 

something rather shocking - a tight, cubic concrete courtyard, an almost 
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A school and playground inside Blolc 巧， New Belgrade 

dystopian image of futuristic urbanity. At this point you might 飞再londer if 

the architects, Bo呈idar J ankovié, Branis1av Karad呈ié and A1eksandar 

Stepanovié, weren't going a 1ittle too far 一 though they were, it shou1d be 

noted , selected by a BOAL , and though the work巳rs hadn't abo1ished the 

division of 1abour between 1abourer and architect, they did have power of 

commissioning. But just past that square yard is a park-1ike space, with 

p1aygrounds and a pretty red-brick and concrete schoo1 with big windows 

and a stepped section to emphasize the greener予 Sudden1y， it's all quite 
idyllic. 

B10k 19A, though, is conscious1y atte ll1pting the homely. Belgrade 

architects were very good at doing interesting things with concrete pan

els, and here the designer飞 Milan Lojanica, Predrag Cagié and Borivoje 

Jovanovié, banded th巳 components together in a way which makes the ll1 

100k a11l10st mock-Tudor, with a strong brown grid that 100ks fro ll1 a dis

tance 1ike wood. They're grouped here into mid-rise b10cks of irregu1ar 

heights, with pitched roofs - equally distinctive, but with 1ess of the deaf

ening roar of the heroic socia1ist future about them. If B10k 23 and the 
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Genex Tower display a dangerous, thrilling tightrope act between monu

mental form and easy public space, Blok I9A shows, like a lot of late-工970S

architecture, a shift towards an accommodation between tradition and 

technolog予 Both Bloks apparently constitute some of the most popular 

parts of New Belgrade, and as much as this seems linked to their relative 

proximity to central Belgrade, it also must have a lot to do with how much 

they seem to form a very coherent community, clear and strongly central

ized, if surrounded with a wider city space of straggle and detritus. They 

suggest an analogue to a political situation where the individual work

place (and the space it plans for itself) might be highly democratic, but 

the space around is correspondingly mess予 Some argue this is New Bel

grade's strength - that already by the I970S it took on ‘ the appearance of 

an unplanned concrescence of diversi且ed leftovers made by interrupted 

attempts to achieve comprehensive urbanity'. Aft巳r this extrem巳， vertigin

ous landscape of planned and unplanned , held in constant and unresolved 

tension , 'the city was possessed by one-o旺 buildings radiating images of 

fake globalized luxury'.24 Banalization, both informal and formal, was 

the result. 

Opposite Blok 23 and Blok I9A is the major public building in this part 

of the new city - the Sava Centre, a congress hall/conference centre/shop

ping centre/concert hall, designed by Stojan Maksimovié in I976 and 

completed three years later. 1n 工978 ， it became obvious to Yugoslavia's 

leaders that they were about to enter an economic crisis, as the debts were 

called in; in 工980， Tito died. The Sava Centre was intended as a design to 

create a ‘self-contained world' , and it does. 1t's an example of a sadly 

brief architectural trend of the 工970S known as ‘Zoom' , and within a 

laconic, long, tilted sweep of mirrorglass are brightly coloured metallic 

且ttings ， all the surfaces bu旺ed to a sheen - dangling lights like robot 

arms , bristles of red air vents , a web of tubular bulbs , and all the pipe

work exposed and painted in garish colours - this is only just after the 

Pompidou Centre in Paris , and has a si l11ilar kids飞playground approach 

to Futurism, everything asking for exploration and enthusiastic boggling. 

As urbanis l11, it is hopeless … the problem with New Belgrade was that it 

was beco l11ing a dormitory rather than an independent settle l11ent , and 

building a big car-centred hangar for moneyed guests already suggested 

the bankruptcy of self-management socialism in ter l11S of l11aking a 

coherent city out of its capital. As an architectural representation of 
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self-management socialism's internationalist, open ideology, however, it 
is rivalled only by the Federal Executive Council at the other side of New 

Belgrade. What began there was ended here. 

Among the many intriguing 且ttings of the building is a world map 

behind the reception area made up of blue triangular panels, and some 

desultory luxury shops for the international conference guests. The 

且rst of these was the International Monetary Fund, just after the con

struction was complet时， ready to thump down the tablets of the 

structural-adjustment programmes that did perhaps more than anything 

else to t巳ar Yugoslavia apart. It is precisely here that the efforts to create 

the 吁ree association of producers' , meshing in often hostile fashion with 

the attempt of a Leninist move l11ent to open itself up to a mostly capital

ist world, ended in a crushing, bloody defeat. They were not, in the end, 
l110re successful than those regi l11es which banned foreign travel and cre

ated petty despots out of bosses and managers; the end was capitalism 

and nationalis l11 too, only the means of getting there was even nastier. 

The designers of the Sava Centre can have known none of this; they 

merely wanted to present the face of one of the twentieth century's great町

est succ巳ss stories to the world. 
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Memorial 

Every dictatorship, whether of man or of part只 leads to the forms 

that schizophrenia loves most: the monologue and the mauso

leU1丑. Moscow [isJ full of gagged people and monuments to the 

revolution. 

Octavio Paz l 

MONUMENTS WITHOUT BEARDS 

Not long after the nationalization of land, the publication of all secret 

treaties and other more obviously contentious moves, the new communist 

government in the former Russian Empire decreed a ‘call for monumental 

propaganda'. This was not the action of a government con且dent of its 

longevi印 Lenin， famously and uncharacteristically, broke into a little 

dance on the day that the Petrograd Commune of 1917 outlasted the 

couple of months or so that was allowed to the Par岱 Commune in 187工;

each subsequent day was counted as ‘ Commune plus one' , 'Commune 

plus two' , and so forth , until it began to run into months and years. The 

Commune, with its close participation from aesthetes like Gustave Cour

bet and Arthur Rimbaud, may have had some ideas about constructing 

monuments of its own, but it is much better known for toppling them -

the Vendôme Column, most notoriously, as a monument to imperialism 

and absolute power - for which crime Courbet was held personally 

responsible. The idea of ‘monumental propaganda' was an attempt at 

leaving something ostensibly permanent, at least more so than the 
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temporary ‘street art of the revolution' - albeit in the awareness that 

counter-revolution would remove the results as soon as it could. 

The approach they took was perhaps more prosaic than the actual 

ideas themselves - busts and sma11 statues of various bearded men , usu

a11y made from plaster due to the shortage of materials caused by civil 

war and international blockade; but the choice was impressively eclectic. 

Marx and Engels, of course, but also Robespierr飞 the anarchist Mikhail 

Bakunin, the Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko, part of a list that com

bined practica11y every possible r巳volutionary hero, whether they were 

politician or poet, fo11ower of the current General Line or not. As for the 

aesthetic, most were pretty traditional, though a Cubo-Futurist bust of 

Bakunin was part of the programme. Needless to say, none were of living 

leaders - no Lenins, no Trotskys, certainly no Stalins. The only sculptural 

survivor of this immediate post-revolutionary euphoria doesn't feature a 

human visage at a11: it's a rock on the Field of Mars in St Petersburg, with 

an inscription comme l110rating the very few who died in the seizure of 

power. 

'Monument' and ‘l11el110rial' a1'e genera11y synony l110US, denoting 

objects that try to speak of the past, whether in a heroic 01' mournful 

register. In this sense, they're a l11atter of memo叩 But if this 1918 pro

gramme for monumental propaganda is remembe1'ed at a11, it is fo 1' its 

most implausible proposal, which unlike the othe1's never spent a year or 

two deco1'ating a Petrog1'ad 01' Moscow st1'eet - Vladimi1' Tatlin's Monu

l11ent to the Third International. We've encountered this alread只 this

most fa l110us unbuilt project of 1'evolutionary communis l11. It was, st1'ictly 

speaking, a building 1'ather than a piece of l110nu l11ental sculpture, but 

Tatlin so loaded it with symbolic content that it was intended to serve as 

a mo1'e t1'ue monument and embodiment of the 1'evolution than the va1'i

ous ossified figures of Great Men , this new form of socialist idolat1'沪 It

would be socialist in its content, by housing the Communist International 

in their daily business of setting the world aflame; it would also be social

ist in its form , 1'iven wÌth symbols that had 1'eference only to the political 

l110vement to which it was dedicated, given that the rotating glass volumes 

inside the spira11ing steel structure we1'e intended to 'litera11y' embody 

1'evolution and the dialectic.丁atlin knew a11 of this was impossible -

noto1'iously, there wasn't enough steel in Russia to construct it; nor was 
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there even enough in Petrograd at that point to build a steel model, so it 

was pieced togethe1' in wood, instead, before being exhibited at the House 

of τrade Unions. What it was , was a statement about memorials them

selves , and about their architectural fo1'm. It is iconoclasm , in the o1'iginal 

sense. In the new society, it deman白， we should not go on c1'eating statues 

of g1'eat men - to do so would be ill- fÌtting fo 1' the egalitarian society we 

want to c1'eate. Instead we will build st1'uctures that will be both abstract 

and symbolic, high tech and dreamlike, 1'evolutionary and playful - as 

was noticed, Tatlin's tower closely resembled a helte1'-skelter. They will 

encapsulate a new kind of city. Nothing built hitherto even approached 

the spatial extravagance, the wild revolutiona1'Y spectacle, of this monu

ment; if it had been built where intended , on the Neva in the cent1'e of 

St Pete1'sburg , the entire city would have been 1'efocused on and trans

formed by it. It was not static , eithe1', not a fÌxed piece of architecture 

made from heavy masonry: it rotated, it moved, it b1'oadcast calls to revo

lution across Europe f1'om the 1'adio mast at its peak. Mayakovsky caught 

it best when he called it ‘ the fÌrst monument without a bea1'd'.2 

It is some measure of the failure of these early 1'evolutiona 1'Y hopes that 

thousands upon thousands of l110numents with bea1'ds (and moustaches) 

we1'e const1'ucted ac1'oss the ‘socialist count1'ies'. We1'e it not fo 1' Mao's 

clean-shaven visage, we could talk about tens of thousands. Yet of all the 

constructions left by the self-desc1'ibed communist 1'egil11口， few are so 

obvious (or so intriguing) to the fo 1'eign visito1', 01' so enduringly contro

ve1'sial in those count1'ies themselves , as the l11emor臼ls ancl monuments 

that communism e1'ectecl to itself. They face a di伍cult ， ambiguous fate. 

First of all , those which have survived in their original place are few and 

far between in the fo 1'me1' Eastern Bloc , and have been pa1'ecl clown in the 

fo1'l11er USSR as well. What endures is a st1'ange 1'agbag , and it cloesn't 

always enclure fo1' the reasons one might expect. Stalins were the fÌrst to 

go , in the 1960s , except , notoriously, fo1' a few in Georgia , pa1'ticula1'ly, as 

we shall see, in his hometown of Go1'i; there have even been occasional 

new Stalins erected at the hancls of the 1'eactiona1'Y Communist Parties of 

Russia 01' Uk1'aine 一 one was built in 2010 in the Uk1'ainian indust1'ial city 

of Zaporizhia. In all of the countries that are now pa1't of the European 

Union , the once ubiquitous Lenins have clisappeared, as have the various 

local communist leaclers who were once immortalizecl, from the Latvian 
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Peteris Stucka to the Hungar包n Béla Kun or the Pole Julian Marchlewski; 

communists who were victims of Stalin were removed along with loyal 

S talinists liIαKlement Gottwald. Communists survive bett巳r， in fact , in 

the former GDR , as a partial consequence of its annexation by a Western 

country with a Marxist tradition - so in (East) Berlin , Leipzig or Chem

nitz (theformer ‘ Karl孔1arx-Stadt') the Marxes and Engelses are inviolate. 

Counterintuitively, some of the most common su山lr飞V飞V叽riva址ls in t优erms of 

monl孔um丑ental propaganda are the mos挝t ‘ Sta址linist' complex巳s in form丑1 一 th比E 

num 巳盯rousMonum丑lentωs tωot出h巳e Red Army which were left in liberated cities 

after I945 , many of which still have inscriptions from Stalin himself. 

These largely survive as part of an informal agreement with Gorbachev 

wh巳n pulling the Red Army out in I99o, that these large-scale ensembles, 
often on the site of mass graves, would be retained as a mark of respect to 

the more than 20 million Soviet citizens who were killed. Which is more 

than fair, although their strikingly authoritarian, often Socialist Realist 

form is a reminder of why that liberation was not universally welcomed. 

The monuments that do survi，叫 and can be visited - and which are 

frequently far fro l11 ruined, often even having fresh flowers left on them -

are usually on the most ruthless, domineering scale, deliberately despotic. 

Huge soldier-supermen gesticulate and lunge, skyscraping mothers wave 

swords aloft, concrete escarpments become ritual ziggurats and temples, 
and eternal flames burn (or, in many cases, don't burn) at the heart of 

them. Their scale, with their large plazas, steps and other ceremonial 

spaces, is not conducive to all the things a capitalist city should have 

movement, shopping, adverts, footfall , as they call it. As a result, some are 

unexpectedly cherished. The Bulgarian historian Maria Todorova writes 

that ‘while the monumental evidenc巳 from the communist period is clearly 

diminishing, it is more noticeable now when its pres巳nce is not l11andated. 

It is acquiring the status of the formerly cherished pre-communist monu

ments.' Those pre > revolutionary monuments, like the Freedom Monument 

in Riga , were loved because they were a reminder that something other 

than Soviet domination.was possible. Do Soviet l110nUments, conversely, 
contain within them some suggestion that 一 muscles ， beards, guns and 

all- something other than capitalis l11 is possible? 
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EMBALMING THE REVOLUTION: 

THREE MAUSOLEA 

Rather than spaces of possibility, the most intense ritual spaces of ‘real 

socialis1l1' are closed 0旺， literally deathly. They for1l1 perhaps the best 

architectural argu1l1ent for the hackneyed thesis that the USSR was a 

strange industrial spin on 'oriental despotism' , where leaders of revolu

tions that were intended to do away with all hierarch只 all cults of personal 

power, were treated as if they were pharaohs. Typically, the magic was 

achieved via advanced technolog予 Lenin was embalmed, not mummi且ed.

This way, a ritual was created, whereby people would queue outside the 

mausoleum, then 且le around the sacred body - placed, incidentally, in a 

polygonal glass c。而n designed by Konstantin Melnikov - th巳n leave, hav

ing ‘seen' Lenin. This happened against the will of Lenin's family … his 

widow, Nadezhda Krupskaya , and his sister, Maria Ulyanova - and of 

many in the Party, including Trotsky. The process by which the decision 

was made is murk只 but it appears to have been an improvised reaction by 

the Soviet leadership around Grigori Zinoviev to the llnexpected mass 

outpouring of grief at Lenin's death. Suddenl只 an insecure government 

realized that they were popular. 

Also popular was the graveside sp巳ech by Stalin , whose position,‘Gen

er址 Secretary' ， at that point meant basically t l'eaSU l'er rather than despot , 
but who had nonetheless been a major subject of Lenin'旷testament' ， which 

urged that he be removed from his position lest he abuse his power. Sta

lin's speech was steeped in religious cadences, a series of pledges to the 

deceased leader 一‘We vow to thee , comrade Lenin' , and so forth. To get 

some measure of how much this would have alarmed and disgusted Lenin, 
it's worth recalling his reaction to his colleagues who intended to create a 

'religion of socialism'. ‘An agitator or a person addressing the workers 

[may J speak of "socialism as my religion" in order to make himself better 

understood . . . while in this case censure would be mere carping, or even 

inappropriate restriction of the freedom of the agitator, of his freedom in 

choosing "pedagogical" metho缸， when a writer begins to preach 

"god町building" ， or god-building socialism, party censure is necessary and 

essential. For some the statement "socialism is a religion" is a form of 

transition from religion to socialism; for others, it is a form of transition 
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from socialism to religion.' And so it occurred. The opinions of the man 

who once inhabited that embalmed body inside are one thing - and, any

way, it is claimed by some that, even embalm巳d ， Lenin's corpse has started 

to decompose , and is part!y a reconstruction - but the mausoleum that 

contains him is something els巳 entirel予

Lenin's mausoleum has been claimed by som巳- cartographer of Con

structi飞也m Richard Pare, fo 1' instance … as the foundational building of 

Stalinist architectur飞 and by others as one of the last works of the 

avant-garde. The first , temporary mausoleum was erected hastily in win

ter, in early 1924, to the designs of Alexey Shchusev, th巳 eclectic architect 

then best known for his neo-Orthodox Kazan station. Shchusev's sources 

are obscure, but he may hav巳 been inspired both by ancient, despotic rit

ual architecture - Mexican temples, Assyrian ziggurats, the pyramids of 

the pharaohs - and by the elemental forms of avant-garde painting, the 

abstract,‘non-objective' shapes floating in space that featured in the work 

of Kazimir Malevich and his disciples. The mausoleum was placed on the 

outer wall of the Kremlin , facing not the governmental inner sanctlim but 

the public space of Red Square. The 且rst version was made of a light 

wood, as the building (and the embalming) was int巳nded to be tempor

ary; it was soon followed by a semi-permanent version, as the Politburo 

became appreciative of the devotional effect of the corpse-in-state; what 

sits on Red Square now was redesigned in stone by Shchusev in 1930. By 

this ti l11e, the chameleonic Shchusev had beco l11e il11portant as a deriva

tive but skilled Constructi飞也t architect, with elegantly mechanized , 
streamlined buildings like the Ministry of Agriculture on the Garden 

Ring; and this new experience informed the re-for l11ed l11ausoleum. Any 

mouldings , ornaments or protrusions in the first versions were elimin

ated, in favour of smooth planes of marble. In a move that would come to 

dominate the prestige architecture of the ‘socialist countries' , from the 

Moscow Metro to the Warsaw Biblioteka Narodowa , he selected rich, 
unusual stones - veiny black-and-red porphyr民 bulky and cubic, but 

deft!y giving way at th巳 corner to create a niche for stairs. These stepped 

upwards to a temple at the top. In the middle was a speaker's platform -

this last was included as a gesture to th巳 ubiquitous parades , forming part 

of an ensemble with the new Tverskaya/Gor句， Street. The tanks and 

gymnasts and dancers would arrive here to be saluted by the leadership. 

This is the mausoleum as it exists today, although it was redesigned for 
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Red Square, with the Lenin Ma l1so1eum in the foregro l1nd 

(1961 postcard) 

a ti ll1e to house an ell1balll1ed Stalin alongside Lenin, before Khrushchev 

expelled hi ll1 frO Il1 his sarcophagus. SO ll1e minor additions have been 

made, usually farcical- the ill, in巳ffectual ， one-time second-most power

ful man in the world Konstantin Chernenko allegedly had an escalator 

installed in 1984 so that h巳 could wave to parades without having to climb 
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the stairs. Since 199工， both anti-communists and Lenin's famil只 who

would otherwise have little in common, have demanded his reburial with 

his mother, as he had specifically requested, but the ensemble is too useful 

to Russian imperial power, even in its current, deeply attenuated form. As 

a project, Lenin's mausoleum is indefensible on every possible level -

political, moral, personal; but not, unfortunately, architectural. Both as 

an object on its own and as part of the gradual , incremental design of Red 

Square , Shchusev's building is a masterpiece. Though considerably 

smaller than most of the other buildings around the ancient Tsarist set

piece of Red Square, from the iron-and-glass Russian Harrods of GUM 

to the neo-Russian pinnacles of the former Historical Museum, it feels 

integral, tnuch less of an imposition than the Hotel Moskva near忡 1t

doesn't follow the materials of the red-brick , spikily turreted Kremlin 

wall, but its red stone complements it; the way it steps down from its pos

ition, aligned with one of the Kremlin towers, to the long, flat square is 

masterful; and its presence and power for such a tiny structure is awesome 

and unforgettable. Even then, the 且rst time we visited Red Square, 1 

couldn't bring myself to go in, despite Agata's protestations - she couldn't 

see why 1 had any problem with it, and assumed, correctly, that it was 

connected with some sentimentality about Lenin himself. 1n 2014 she 

convinced me, and we finally waited in line for our encounter with the 

great man. 

The queues are not as long as they used to be, when visitors from all 

over the USSR and the socialist camp had this as an integral part of their 

itineraries, and the apparatus of fences around the mausoleum designed 

to hold them usually looks mostly empty; given also that it was raining 

heavily when we visit巳d ， we waited for a mere two minutes before begin

l11ng our entr只 or， rather, our descent. You enter the mausoleum through 

a small black-marble door, and then wallζdown a flight of marble steps 

into a dark, black crypt. Guards stand upright on either side; Agata whis

pers a question to me and is immediately silenced by a soldier imposingly, 
if wordlessly, putting a五nger to his lips. Then you get to the room where 

the sarcophagus lies. 1t is small, hoisted on a plinth, around which you are 

to slowly file - travelogues often mention the line being pushed around it 

at great speed to keep the queue going, but we're given a good few min

utes and left unharassed, unless anyone makes the mistake of turning 

around , breaking the orderly progression around the bod予 Under the 
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ceiling are stylized red 且ags in a Constructivist zigzag, but this room is 

not a Constructivist space, and Melnikov's glass coffin was long replaced 

with an equally strange, if more ornate, glazed sarcophagus by the sculp

tor Nikolai Tomsk予 τhe room is deathly, unearthly, and strongly 

ritualistic 一‘spiritual'. The corpse or waxwork or composite of the two is 

backlit, revealing a pale, slightly ginger head and a frail , tiny body, 
approximately one tenth the size of the average Lenin statue. The back

lighting l11akes the head glow, l11aking it appear especially wax予 Then

you're out, and the guards chaperone you around the l11el11orials of com

l11unist worthies between the l11ausoleu l11 and th巳 Kremlin Wall, where 

Stalin's grave has been predictably and depressingly furnished with fresh 

bouquets. It was raining so heavily by this point that 1 atte l11pted to just 

walk across the square and get shelter in GUM , but a blast on a guard's 

whistle put paid to any ideas like that. 1 couldn't conn巳ct the experience 

remotely with the revolutionary whose body 1 had just encountered. It 

was the first and only corpse 1 have ever seen, given that the secular funer

als of my grandparents didn't encourage contemplation of their bodies. 

If they'd be巳n much l110re important com l11unists, some decades earlier, 
in another country . . . 

What the Lenin Mausoleum does - still - is drill into the mind the 

power of a minutely choreographed intersection of architècture and rit

ual. It is hugely e旺ective ， every part of the process - when you enter the 

door and begin your descent down those black steps it is hard not to gasp. 

The success of the Lenin ritual was not lost on other communist leaders, 
atl巳ast not wh巳n their own big men started to die off. Lenin's embal l11ing 

tea l11 ca l11e into high demand fro l11 the late I940S onwards. The first to be 

el11bal l11ed was the Bulgarian pre l11ier and Comintern leader Georgi Dim

itrov, renowned in his day for defending hi l11self against G凸ring in the 

Reichstag trial; persistent ru l110ur has it that he was poisoned on Stalin's 

orders for being potentially too close to Tito. True or not , Sofia got a te l11-

ple devoted to his corpse, again of a severe, rectilinear, reduced form; 

alone of all of them, it was demolished in I999 , to widespread protes t. 

Undemolished is the mausoleu l11 for the Czechoslovak Stalinist Kle l11ent 

Gottwald , a vile figure who institut巳d the most bloody of all the purges 

outside the USSR , sending many close friends and cO l11rades to their 

graves while fully aware of their innocence; and outside Europe Mao and 

Ho Chi Minh also got their own te l11ple-mausolea, in both cases against 
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their clearly expressed wishes.3 Tito, though not emball11巳d ， also received 

a mausoleum. Two of these can be fairly easily visited, so we did so. 

The mausoleu l11 of Kle l11ent Gottwald still exists, but the body of Gott

wald himself no longer occupies it, and has not done since quite soon 

after his el11balming - l11istakes were made, and he started rotting, so was 

placed into a closed sarcophagus instead. One reason why the mauso

leum survives is that it forms only one part of a larger complex, rather 

than being dedicated just to the high-tech showcasing of one l11an's d巳ad

body 一 the Czech National Memorial , a museum complex on Vítkov Hill 

in Prague. It is one of the former Czechoslovak capital's many vertical 

features built onto hilltop sites , and was begun in 巧巧， to the designs of 

Jan Zázvorka. As architectur飞 it is the functionalis l11 dO l11inant in inter

war Czechoslovakia classicized and stone-clad in order to serve 

convincingly as an eternal l110nument rather than as a transient thing like 

a departl11ent store or worlα凹， housing - a l11arble cube on a plinth, 

essentially. Only the front façade was completed , cO l11plemented after the 

war by an equestrian statue of the Hussite leader Jan Zi让a. The Gott而
wald Mausoleum is at the back of the mostly Socialist Realist complex 

that this was rebuilt into after the war, to revised designs by Zázvorka , 
and which received an annexe for the dead leader after his de l11ise in 1953. 

As the mausoleu l1l forms the cul l11ination of a processional route , the rest 

of the museum needs to be described first. The spaces of the National 

Memorial , which entail congress halls , war memorials, the mausoleu l1l 

and a relatively new per l11anent exhibition on cO l11l11unist Czechoslova

kia , are a spectacular reminder of just how little there was to choose 

between offìcial monu l11ental architecture, even in a liberal democracy 

like interwar Czechoslovakia , and Socialist Realis l11; you can walk through 

it even having some fa l11iliarity with architectural styles and not know 

what is from before the war and what is from after it. 

This can be seen in the spaces of me l110ry that occupy the high, col

umned space that now includes the permanent exhibition. The surfaces 

everywhere here are familiar to any visitor to the Lenin Mausoleu l11 or the 

Moscow Metro - shiny, rich , intense marble everywher飞 in red , black and 

grey. At the side of this is the Chapel to Soldiers Killed in the Wa r. 1n the 

original design, this was dedicated to executed Czech legionnaires who 

fought in the First 飞X10rld 飞X1ar against their Austrian masters. The l110saic 

decoration of this murky alcove was executed by Max Svabinsl寸; and in 
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terms of form , it isn't far from the Moscow Metro - realistic 且gures ， fret

ted with enamel and gold. The elongated, unproletarian bodi巳s and use 

of symbolic nudity (a floating nymph with breast bared and head covered, 
raIsll1g a 且nger to her lips) are the givea吼叫1， On the doors, a very late Art 

Nouveau candelabra of two nude figures in mourning is neighbour巳d by 

reliefs of workmen's hands carrying hammers and siddes; 而rses by the 

former Surrealist communist poet Vítezslav Nezval are embossed in 

gold on marble. On the other side is the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 
three black marble sarcophagi capped by goldenlamps, with what appear 

to be demounted flags as their bases. In between, there are the recent 

spaces of memor只 a series of objects tracing the peculiar hlstory of Czech 

Communism - resistance , electoral victory, coup, terror,‘socialism with a 

human face' , Warsaw Pact-imposed ‘normalization' and eventual defeat. 

Bar a more sympathetic portrayal of Václav Havel than would be accepted 

by many Czechs, it is informative and uncontroversial , and contains at the 

end a room wher巳 you can write your own political slogans, demands or 

ideas on the wall. There are scrawled hammer and sickles and , among 

others, the slogans ‘No! I want communism! , (in Czech) , 'Poland remem

bers too' (in Polish) and 'I heart democracy, even if it doesn't work' (in 

English) , which is a quite apt summation of common Czech, Polish and 

Anglo-American sentiments. 

What does it mean to want to write that you want communism after 

walking round a plac巳 like this? Providing this is what you think commun

ism is, what is it exactly that you want? The meeting hall here is one of the 

most m巳morable， and terrifying, spaces created by Stalinism anywhere in 

Europe. Its cyclopean scale and use of so much red marble that you're 

practically irradiated as you walk around is comparable to very few build

ings, and Albert Speer's Reich Chancellery is one of them. The 

triple-height space is suspended with fluted columns that are almost 

purple , and the third tier is deep red. A non-structural frame of red 

marble appears to hold it all together, leading to a partly glazed ceiling, 
though it all feels impervious to naturallight or fresh air. At the head of 

the hall is a huge bronze wreath fit to b巳 placed on the head of a gian t. 

Such an imposing, intense and (vain)glorious space is undeniably impres

sive and a旺ecting， although you could be forgiven for reacting the other 

way, by refusing to be intimidated and seeing it just as overblown and 

pompous. There is a another mosaic at the entrance to the Hall of Czech 
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The Memorial Hall at Vitkov Hill, Prague 

Peasants, and compared to those in the chapel these l11en and women here 

are rather sturdier, people who work with their hands, altho l1gh also 

people of remarkable rosy-cheeked beau叩 Here ， comm l1nism l11eans an 

imperial level of glory, grandeur, op111ence and displa民 one which is 

perhaps attractive in a context of pragmatic, unromantic capitalist ‘nor

l11alization' but not of great 飞'alue in itself. 

Finall只 after all this, you reach the l11ausoleum. It is in a semi-circ111ar 

extension at the furthest end of the National Memorial, symmetrical 

with that cubic front façad巳. At one point, you could have entered fro l11 

this direction , through some curio l1s doors decorated with high bas-司 reliefs

of Red Ar l11y soldiers liberating Czechs. Th巳且gures are like little toys in 

their scrupulously detailed b巳ards and trenchcoats, gesticulating, playing 

accordion, stretching their ar l11S out to point the way forward to the 

future. Inside, you reach Gottwald as the ter l11inus, as the 。因cial culmin

ation of the national history of the Socialist Republic of Czechoslo飞rakia.

Through doors lined in l110re black marble you come fÌrst to a sarcopha

gus in white marble containing the despot (formerly - he was cremated 
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in 1962). 1n front of you are several mosaic figures in Socialist Realist style 

depicting Czech soldiers, parachutists, generals; in between each is an 

uplighter straight out of the Moscow Metro design guide. Above is a 

mosaic blue sky full of stars, and the lion, the Czech national emblem. 

Soviet-Czech friendship 011 the doors of the Natio l1al Memorial, Prague 
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Even here, we are national in form , socialist in content. This is a typical 

Stalinist space, then, with not much to distinguish it but the extremely 

high level of craftsmanship and the intense crepuscular creepiness. The 

only thing the new owners of the space did after 1989 was open a pas

sageway underneath, directly aligned with the sarcophagus. Walk down 

its stairs and you're at a control 1'Oom in blue teak and black plastic, 
where various dials and kncibs would regulate the temperature of the 

mausoleum in order to ensure that Gottwald stayed inviolate. Opposite 

those controls are busts of Lenin, Stalin and Gottwald himself, darldy lit 

in hor1'01'且1m fashion. It is a cleve1', theat1'ical revelation of the subter

fuge , of the technology behind the magic, an i1'Onic cry of 'Pay no 

attention to the man behind the curtain!' A member of staff tells us that 

this too is a fake - the cont1'Ol panels are not authentic but a1'e ‘put there 

for the tourists'. But what the N ational Memo1'ial does is mostly rathe1' 

subtle. Rather than whacking you over the head and telling you that Com

l11unism Was Ve1'y Bad , it p 1'eserves its ce1'emonial space as much as 

possible , only making little inte1'ventions to highlight some of the greate1' 

absu1'dities; it 且ts closely with the ironical , ambiguous view that many 

Czechs have of the regime, rathe1' than the absolute moral certainty some

times C0111111011 elsewhe1'e. 

Though Klement Gottwald and Josip B1'Oz Tito were both, in 1945, 
a1'dent Stalinists , the so1't of fanaticallocal chieftains that terri且ed their 

opponents, the places where each was buried are most unalike, reflecting 

their particular trajecto1'ies. Tito's mausoleum is easily fOU11d from the 

centre of Belgrade, a waUζdown a steep hill fr0111 the Se1'bian capital's 

la1'gest building, a neo-Byzantine Orthodox cathedral, handsome f1'Om a 

distance , tacky up close , begun in the 1930s , left well alone under the 

communists and then expensively completed under Milosevié. The 

memorial space to Tito is really three buildings , two of them complet巳d

during his lifetime, the other after his death; all the111 are in a small park, 
reached via winding paths f1'o l11 a conc1'ete amphitheat1'e, with a pool and 

defunct fountains , and steps upwa1'ds; the1'e is a view of the Belg1'ade sky句

line and loitering youth. He1'e ther旷s one of the Marshal's several villas, 
a typical bit of mid-century contempora1'y, of inte1'est in showcasing the 

tastes of Tito - he shocked more ascetic fo1'eign communists with his 

taste for ciga1's, yachts and Adriatic villas, forming friendships with Liz Tay-

101', Richa1'd Burton and thei1' ilk. The P1'axis group philosopher Svetoza1' 
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Stojanovié explained these lapses in terms of class. ‘ Communists who 

have grown up in an impoverished and envious environment, like Tito, 
are most often inclined to enjoy material privileges and a high lifestyle. 

Communists from well-off families usually endeavour to "redeem" them

selves by despising high comforts and benefits.' It was only the 

revolutionaries from bourgeois backgrounds (like Lenin, presumably) 

who followed its principles in their actuallives.4 One historian has claimed 

that this wasn't so much a breach of Leninist Qecency as an extreme 

example of the highly developed consumer culture in the Socialist Federal 

Republic. That's as may be, but the building housing his body is neither 

austere nor, in fact , particularly showy or luxurious. The actualmauso

leum is known as the 'House of Flowers' , and is relatively si ll1ple rather 

than the darkly lit funereal pomp of Stalinism, we have a small green

house，且lled with constantly renewed flowers , with Tito underneath an 

undemonstrative gravestone. It's one of the few communist mell10rial 

spaces that is in no way frightening. 

1n fact, the personality cult of Tito is more extensively expressed in 

the 25 May Museur丑， a museum, ll1ark you , devoted to the annllal 

Th巳 House of Flowers, Belgrade (工980s postcard) 
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celebrations of Tito's birthday, built in his honour as a public gallery of 

the esteem in which he was held. It is now officially the Museum of Yugo

slav History, though it doesn't seem to serve this purpose much.5 If you 

didn't know anything about the numerous paradoxes and hypocrisies of 

self-management socialism you would assume that such a thing would 

only be devoted to a Ceau号escu or a Kim Il-sung. 50 it is a monument to 

a personality cult, and personality cults are by de fÌnition a bad thing, but 

there is quite a lot to like about the Tito's Birthday Museum. Placed at an 

indine up the hill from the disused fountains , it rests lightly on a ridge 

between dense trees, a symmetrical glass building held up on thin , tapered 

pilotis. Its wings are wing-shaped , and in between is a black and grey 

mosaic in Archaic Greek style showing, on one side, Partisans, on the 

other, what appear to be ancient warriors with pikes, an unexpectedly 

atavistic image in the usually Modernist vocabulary of socialist Yugosla

via , with its anti-nationalist ideology of ‘ brotherhood and unity'. Partisan 

leader and Warrior, then. Inside, a spiral staircase and Yugoslav ships in 

vitrines; on the counte乌 various kinds of Yugo-tat are for sale，巳xamples

of the popular form of Ostalgia over here. Rather than seeing this as a 

longing for socialism, some in the former Yugoslavia see it as another 

form of its suppression; as the young 510vene critic Primo呈 Krasovec

writes,‘it is not a coincidence that this form of (collective) popular mem

ory is named after a term from the repertoire of individual psychology. 
The term "(Yugo)nostalgia" is very precise and telling, since (Yugo)nos

talgia is a result of a process whereby collective (and thus political) 

memory becomes reduced to a sum of personal experiences and individ

ual memories. Yugonostalgia is what remains after the process of 

depoliticization of the collective memory of socialism - it is a form of 

popular memory that has been washed clean of all traces of political 

demands for social equality, workers' participation in the production pro

cess, and internationalism as well as for the anti-fascism, anti-imperialism, 
and anti-chauvinism that constituted the core of the revolutionary polit

ics of socialism.' Most fundamentall只 it's based on buying stu旺， whether 

actual 'vintage' or the contemporary Titoist trinkets available here. We 

followed suit, our rectitude compromised by amazement at seeing a 

s引叩ti山ll-e口xtan川1芷t public and publ才li比id忖y-fund击ed inst町titution c∞omp抖i巳t优el片y and unam

biguously celebrating the leader of a socialist revolution, the leader of a 

Communist Part予
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But does that mean the 25 May Museum celebrates socialism and com

munism? Unsurprisingl只 not really. Along with the permanent collection 

of gifts for Tito - tapestries, cigar cases, etc. - there is a very good collec

tion of Yugoslav modern art, and the original fittings of the Museum's 

first incarnation. Principal among these is a golden map, onto which the 

various places that Marshal Tito visited are highlighted, with the year. 

Walter Benjamin spotted one much like this in Moscow, in 巧26， soon 

after Lenin's death; he wrote that on it,‘Lenin's 1证巳 resembles a campaign 

of colonial conquest across Europe'.6 The Tito version is the same bar the 

absence of flashing lights. If there is anything interesting in the map, it's 

the internationalist trajectory it highlights. Great Britain, France, Poland, 
Hungary and Czechoslovakia were giv巳n a mere one visit each by the 

Marshal- Egypt (the ‘United Arab Republic' when the map was made) , 
though, was visited fìve times, India and the USSR three times each, 
plus visits to Ghana, Indonesia, Algeria . . . the reason for this is of 

course Yugoslavia's position in the Non-Aligned Movement 一 i.e. its 

international alignment with countries that had successfully resisted 

The Non-Aligned Map at the 25 May Museum, Belgrad巳
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colonialism, and that were taking a path of developmentalism and inde

pendence from either of the imperial blocs. The 25 May Museum is of 

dubious significance for any kind of socialism, but it has this one little 

moment that points elsewhere. Since 1989, everywhere in the former 
Soviet empire has desperately wanted to be a Normal European Country 

and begged its way into NATO and the EU, leaping from one imperial 

bloc into another; each has re飞iVritten its history so that it becomes, as 

Dubravka UgreSié puts it, a bulwark against something, usually some

thing from the East.7 For Europeans striving not to be colonies of Russia 

or America , making common cause with those in Africa or Asia striving 

not to be colonies of Britain or France is a distant but oddly inspiring 

moment. In a context where spaces are so full of death that they appear 

permanently … and , often, mercifully - closed, it is a rare 且ash of 

possibilit予

THE MISSING MEMORIALS 

OF THE REVOLUTION 

Kra吕ovec's argument that iconography from the socialist era can be 

assimilated so long as it doesn't actually suggest socialist politics is amply 

supported by the striking absence in the post-communist space of some

thing that was once exceptionally common - memorials to, and museums 

of, revolution. You are considerably more likely to find a war memorial 

with an extend叶， gilded inscr中tion from a speech of Josef Stalin than 

you are to find a memorial to the October Revolution still surviving. The 

fate of two statues in prominent places in Ukrain旷s second cit只 Kharki飞

makes this very cl巳ar. One of them is a Monument to the Establish l11ent 

of Soviet Power in Ukrain巳， the other is one of the survivors of the vast 

quantity of Lenin monuments scattered in their tens of thousands from 

Erfurt to Ulan Bator. The Monument to the Establishment of Soviet 

Power needs some history to be fully explained. The ζRussian' Civil War 

was at its most cO l11plex and multifaceted in Ukraine , where the Red 

Ar l11y, first with and then against a large anarchist force led by Nestor 

Makhno, faced off against not only the Tsarist revanche and foreign 

armies of interv巳ntion (here, largely Ger l11an) that they faced everywhere 

else, but also against various Ukrainian nationalist armies under the 
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nominal control of Ukrainian governments - whose face could be social 

democratic, like the historian Mihailo Hrushevsk只 or fiercely nationalis

tic, as with Symon Petliura, whose forces were 11otorious for pogroms 011 

a scale unprecedented eVe11 here, estimated to have killed 60,000 Jewish 

The Monument to the Establishment of Soviet Power in Ukraine, KhadζlV 
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civilians. 8 The rising of the workers at the Kiev Arsenal in 1918 failed to 

secure the city for the Bolsheviks, so a Ul.王rainian 50viet Republic was set 

up in the much more pro-Bolshevik industrial city of Kharkiv instead -

which became, after the Reds' victory in 1921 , the centre of the largest 

expansion of Ukrainian-language education and culture that had been 

seen to that date , so fulfilling many of the Ukrainian nationalists' 

demands. 9 

50 the monument is not wholly a monllment to Russian domination , 
but it does, obviously, take a side. 丁he working men and women and Red 

Army soldiers who seized the city in 叩18 are depicted as chiselleι 

cheekboned behemoths, pieced together out of gr巳at cubic chunks of red 

sandstone, so large that you can see cement-seeping gaps between them 

that revealed them to be cladding on concrete. The design is original, but 

conforms to a standard type of the later 50viet era , with the 且ve giants 

ranged around a central, semi < abstract plinth, so that the monument 

cOllld be admired f1'Om all sides. Look at photographs, when they survive, 
of the people who were the revolution and they do not look like this: they 

were awkward, with strange Edwardian facial hair, spindly and ill-fed, 
and their he1'Oism was in their actions rather than their appearance. The 

monument was a spectacularization of the revolution, its travesty into 

superhe1'Oics. 

This is unlikely to be the reason why the monument was demolished in 

2012.
10 1t stood in the relatively picturesque part of Khadζi飞 where social

ist neo-Ba1'Oqlle, Art Nouveau and some Orthodox domes in pretty green 

squares connected by steps form a non-concrete enclave. Accordingly, it 
was in the bit of the city that tourists were likely to see when they visited 

to watch football games there in the Poland/ukraine-hosted European 

Championship. But in the vast asphalt plain of the former Dzerzhinsky 

5quare, Lenin remained on his red granite plinth, pointing p1'Oudly to the 

Gosp1'Om/Derzhp1'Om bllilding behind him. 1n fact , in one of the 

pre问tOllrnament ads shown in Ukraine the squar飞 in some accounts the 

largest in Eu1'Ope, was 'proudly shown - without Lenin. A press releas巳

was sent out by city authorities to reassure people that actually this was 

just a bit of creative retouching on the part of the advertiser and Lenin 

was staying put. A 50viet statue depicting a collective action is unaccept

able. That's C0111111unist. One that shows a heroic leader is just fine. Lenin, 
in Putinist ideology (and the ideas of Ukrain矿s Party of the Regions were 
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Lenin , Freedom/Dzerzhinsky Squar飞 Kharkiv (1987 postcard) 

not dissimilar) , is remembered along with Ivan the Terrible, Peter, Cath

erine, Nicholas II , Stalin, Brezhnev, and whoever else had a su面ciently

iron fist , as one of the people that made Russia ‘ great'. Lenin's repeated 

denunciations of ‘ Great Russian chauvinis l11' and reprimands for those 

colleagues (like Dz巳rzhinsky and Stalin) who made concessions to it ar飞

naturally, forgotten , in the event that they were ever known in the first 

place. 

It is possible that Lenin survives as a ‘hero' not because he's seen as a 

socialist, but because he's seen - albeit on the l110st fraudulent historical 

grounds - as a nationalist. He was certainly a state-builder; and in the 

statue in Dzerzhinsky Square, it would see l11 he was a body-builder. How

ever, to object to these statues on the basis of their bad taste or their 

travesty of history is to l11iss the role they play in l11aintaining Soviet 

l11emory for a signi且cant part of the population, for those who refuse to 

recall their youth as an endless Gulag, but as s0 l11ething of which they are, 
at ti l11es justly, quite proud. 1n the after l11ath of the overthrow of Yanuko

vych and the Party of Regions in early 20工4 ， Lenin statues were toppled 

all over Ukraine. This was explained to us by young Ukrainian leftists as 
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something that the celebratory people not in Kiev could do, an act they 

could commit to show their support for the rising and relief after Yanuko

vych's flight; ‘ the monuments were devoid of real political meaning from 

the moment they were put up', Oleksandr Burlaka told Agata and me. We 

weren't totally convinced - why else wer巳 they a target other than through 

an ideology they were seen to encapsulate, and why did far-rightists from 

the Svoboda party so often take the lead in removing them? And why, in 

many cities in eastern and southern Ukraine, did groups of citizens form 

to defend them? It seems too easy to sa民 as did Slavoj Zizek among oth

巳rs ，l1 that the defenders of Lenin, just like the topplers of the statues, saw 

him as a symbol of Russian nationalism (here seen positively). One of the 

statues which citizens assembled to defend was exactly this Lenin-colossus 

in Kharkiv. By April 2014, the local Maidan (here, as in Kiev, with many 

left同wingers among them) had apparently agreed with this ‘'Anti-Maidan' 

to leave Lenin alone, but it was eventuallY pulled down to the acclaim of 

world liberals in a small demonstration that September, led by the openly 

neo-Nazi Azov Batallion, stationed here for the war with the Russian

backed ‘ republics' in nearby Donbass. The mayor of Kharkiv immediately 

pledged to rebuild it. 12 

What the Leninoclasm of Ukraine in early 2014 revealed was partly a 

certain weakness for cliché, a belated replay of 1989 for those who wanted 

one: there's nothing like a toppled commllnist statlle to cry ‘Democ1'acy!' 

and ‘Freedom!' to lib巳rals and Western journalists, even if its removal 

was hugely unpopular (a massive majority in a Kiev opinion poll saw the 

statue's removal as mere vandalism) , and even if it was torn down by 

neo-fascists and then daubed in anti-Semitic graffiti. Yet it also revealed 

just how many Lenins were left. Maps appeared, showing dozens of top

pled (or soon问to-be-toppled) statues across central and eastern Ukraine. 

This was a reminder that Lenins were, quite literally, an industry. A sam

izdat photograph taken in the 1970S showed the yard of one of the 

factories that created Lenins 13 - twenty or so identical Vladimir Ilyiches, 
seated and bent imposingly f0 1"\再rard ， a common Lenin pose, along with 

the more famous outstretched arm (there are no photographs of him in 

either position, of course). They 且rst became an institution only a couple 

of years after Lenin's death. The earliest surviving - the earliest of all

was designed fo 1' the squar巳 in front of Leningrad's newly renamed 

Finland Station , and erected in 1926. As anyone who's read Ten Days 
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ThatShoo走 the World or seen October knows, it is here that Lenin arrived 

from exile in April 叩17， jumped onto an armoured car, and announced 
to the assembled crowd that the workers' and soldiers' Soviets should pre

pare to seize power from the Provisional Government - to the alarm and 

horror of most Bolsheviks. 14 How to represent such an event, where there 

was a such a link between the leader and the masses, rather than a lone 

bearded gent in a square? 

Later statues, such as that in Freedom/Dzerzhinsky Square in Kharki飞

would get around this in a typically Stalinist way, by featuring an assem

bled flag-waving crowd in low-relief in the bottom tiers of a stepped 

plinth, with Lenin himself, giant-size, at the top. The designer of the Fin

land Station Lenin, the architect Vladimir Schukuo, must have thought 

the option of Lenin on top of an armoured car a little bit literal. What he 

designed for the leader was an abstract sculpture in bronze, where the car 

would be suggested by an avant-garde assemblage of cubes and cylinders, 
as if in motion, in the process of formation; but on top of that, a strict 
realist bronze of the man pointing forward and looking more healthy and 

musclebound than ascetic , itinerant intellectuals tend to. Like the Lenin 

Mausoleum itself, it's caught bet飞再reen early-Soviet Modernism and the 

traditionalist-eclectic domination that would follow. It was recently 

repaired, having been shot at by an oligarch, passing in his chauffered car. 

He blasted the backside of Lenin with a bazooka , and perhaps deserves 

credit for knowing fully what Lenin actually stood for, i.e. the destruction 

of people like him. 

Other Lenins survive, albeit mostly limited to the East Slavic nations. 

In the EU, there are a couple in Bulgaria or the Russian-speaking districts 

of Estonia, but there's at least one prominent Lenin in almost every 

large-sized Russian, Belarusian and eastern/southern Ukrainian ci叩 The

standard didn't leave much room for artistic development - the plinths 

are often more interesting, though they always have a frisson. Take the 

various Lenins in Nizhny Novgorod. We found at least 岳阳 in situ during 

a week in the city, and as our friend Kirill Kobrin pointed out, they have a 

‘ life of Jesus' qualit子; showing the various possible ways you could iden

tify with Vladimir Ilyich - baby Lenin (a plaque in high relief showing the 

Ulyanov family) , youthful insurgent Lenin (attending the ‘Nizhny 

Novgorod Marxist group' in 1900, outside the heavy, sandstone KGB 

building) , or fatherly leader Lenin (a three-foot-high bust outside the 
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entrance to an apartment block on the river). Addressing the Oka river, 
commanding a vast squa町， is one of the USSR 's largest, not much smaller 

than the tower blocks and hotels that frame it - again, a gigantic Lenin 

且gure with square jaw and sweeping, beckoning gestur飞 this time flanked 

by subsidiary 且gures - woman with flag , workers rising from the ground 

to fly the banner aloft, etc. They ar巳 as repetitive and as specincally mean

ingful as icons , depicting a man who declared at the start of the 1920S ‘we 

will sell everything except icons and vodka'. 

The Holy Ulyanov family, Nizhny Novgorod 

For both Agata and me , coming across a Lenin at the helm of a square 

was always a sign that we'd left Normal European Countries behind , 
which was no doubt part of the reason why they were toppled in Ukraine's 

'Euromaidan'. Even when Lenins do endur飞 the Lenin Museums 
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gene1'ally do not , with a couple of exceptions in the Russian Fede1'ation. 15 

Lenin Museums and Museums of the Revolution we1'e sometimes syn

onymous as spaces of Soviet 1'itual , but the1'e was the necessa1'y diffe1'ence 

in content - the 1'evolutiona1'Y museum had to emphasize mass struggle , 

maybe , even , accidentally, spontaneous action. They had a st1'ange pe1'

fo 1'mative 1'ole , one which could , without doing it too much injustice , be 

called ‘ magical'. 1n his sho1't book on Soviet Ma 1'xism , He1'be1' t Ma1'cuse 

w 1'ote of Soviet ph1'aseology that it was meant 气o be performed like a 

1'itual , which accompanies the 1'ealizing action. They a1'e to 1'ecall and sus

tain the 1'equi1'ed p1'actice. Taken by themselves they a1'e no mo1'e 

committed to the truth than a1'e o1'de1's 0 1' adve1'tisements: thei1' "t1'uth" is 

in thei1' effect.儿lagical elements gain ascendancy ove1' comp1'ehending 

thought and action.' Does that mean that this is mo1'e evidence of some 

p1'imeval atavism , some eternal Slavic soullonging fo 1' the irrational? On 

the cont1'a1'Y, Ma1'cuse a1'gued that it was actually ve1'y modern , and linked 

closely with the failure of the 1'evolution to 1'ealize its promises. 

‘The contempo1'a1'Y 1'eactivation of magical elements is fa 1' from p1'imi

tive. The i1'1'ational elements ente1' into the system of scienti且cally planned 

and p1'actised administ1'ation - they become pa 1' t of the scienti且c man

agement of society. Mo1'eove1', the magical features of Soviet theo1'Y a 1'e 

turned into an instrument fo 1' 1'escuing the truth. While the ritual formu

las , seve1'ed from th巳i1' original cognitive context , thus serve to provide 

unquestioned directives fo1' unquestioned mass behaviour, they retain, in 

a hypostatized form , thei1' historical substance. The 1'igidity with which 

they a1'e celeb1'ated is to p1'eserve the purity of their substance in the face 

of an appa1'ently cont1'adicting reality and to enforce ve1'ification in the 

face of apparently conflicting facts which make the pre-established truth 

into a paradox. 1t defies reason; it seems absurd. But the absurdity of 

Soviet Marxism has an objective ground: it reflects the absurdity of a 

histo1'ical situation in which the realisation of the Ma1'xian promises 

appeared - only to be delayed again - and in which the new productive 

forces are again used as instruments for productive repression'. 16 

What this appa1'ently cryptic Hegelian language is pointing to is that 

the magic in the Soviet ritual ‘works': it brings something into being. The 

evidence of the revolution's bet1'ayal, of the total contradiction of the 

actual politics of Lenin himself, the absence of real solidarity, is in its turn 

cont1'adicted by the performance of the revolution's commemoration, the 
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public pledging of fealty, the transformation of Lenin into a god, and th巳

ritualization of solidarity in the form of the parad巳. In architecture, this 

had a particular spatial kick - spaces that stressed the history of th巳

workers' movement w巳re ways of both reviving in the memory the hopes 

Great Patriotic waxworks , the Central Museum of the Revolution , Moscow 
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and dreams of that movement, and making sure that their realization was 

impossible. 

Take Moscow's Museum of the Revolution, one of the few survivors. 

R巳named the Museum of Contemporary History after I99 工， it is spread 

across several sites - a panorama in the Krasnopresnaya district, the pre

served houses of revolutionaries, and a Central Museum of the Revolution 

in the former English Club, a pretty red-painted Doric revival building, the 

only major survivor of the street's steroidal Stalinist rebuilding. We visited 

in 20I4 expecting a triumphalist post-socialist redesign, and the entrance 

ha11, with its great framed photographs of V. V. Putin, seemed to confirm 

this; but after we entered, the only major concessions to the new narratives 

since the I990S were occasionally puzzlingly conflicting captions to 

exhibits - while the exhibits you were looking at would denounce the Tsa

rist secret police, a caption would te11 you what a good job they had done 

to hold the country together; a celebratory proclamation of the Bolshevik 

seizure of power would feature a little bilingual text about the Socialist 

Revolutionary Party, the largest part of the non-Bolshevik left who τrotsky 

had thrown into the ‘dustbin of history'; and Trotsky himself was a little 

more present among the photographs and ephemera than he can possibly 

have been before glasnost. But for these cosmetic changes, this is a Museum 

of the Revolution, fu11 of exhibits which can't possibly make any sense to 

anyone not familiar with that history, as it was drilled into every young 

brain until I99工. The museum consists of artefacts on display inside and 

outside glass cases, with what would today maybe be ca11ed ‘interacti，旷

rooms where waxwork people sit permanently in a historic environment 

of some sort, which goes chronologica11y from the I900S to the I980s. 

These are fascinating constructions, saying a lot about the era's values. 

The earliest of these environments is a Tsarist prison that you can peek 

into through the slit in a ragged wooden door, at the end of a corr址or.

Inside, a waxwork worker suffering katorga sits by a lamp, i11 and unshaven. 

On the adjacent wall, above a samovar and a chamber pot, is a painting of 

a prison revolt. Nearby is the room of a bourgeois, with ornate furniture 

and a microscope. These smaller rooms are reached from a vestibule where 

old magazines, leaflets, paintings and other ephemera are organized round 

a sculpture of a worker picking up a hammer, as if to wield it imminently, 
in the revolution of I905. A11 the rooms are arranged like this - a central 

sculpture, exhibits around it, and ‘rooms' from consecutive political 
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periods. For the 19丰os ， a model of the Shabolovka Tower is the central 

sculpture, while a flapper-hairstyled woman sits looking cool in an NEP 

café, in front of a cake and a pineapple, as if to signify the slightly suspi

cious semi-capitalist abundance of the era. For the 1930s, the ‘sculpture' is 

a tractor, the room is a mock-up of the 。因ce of the Stalinist Commissar 

of 1ndustry, Sergo Ordzhonikidze. 1n the section on the Russian Civil War, 
the room features a kulak hoarding grain in a grim wooden hous巳; for the 

post-war high-Stalinist era , a teenage girl sits at her study in front of an 

image of Moscow State University; and for the Khrushchev era, the sculp

ture is of course a Vostok space module. This masqu巳rade coexists happily 

with ‘real' exhibits, just as it does in, sa民 London's 1mperial War Museum: 

real handwritten banners from the revolution, real mimeographed leaflets 

from red Petrograd, real shells, real scraggy uniforms. Objects from which 

the real messy unplanned revolution seeps through are placed on the wall 

alongside monumental realist canvases of the exact same events, to enforce 

their meaning. The authentic and the constructed, priceless works of art 

and 1980s kitsch, align together in a historical fantasy which is both obvi

ously a construction while being scrupulously naturalistic. You become 

GDR Council of Ministers Building, B巳rlin ， with Liebknecht's 

sacred balcony (1969 postcard) 
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'closer to history' through these immersive spaces, but it is not a history 

open to l!1terpretatlOn. 

Yet in mllSeUmS you are aware you're seeing something curated, some

thing pieced together, no matter how apparently immersive or interactive 

its artefacts. Another way that the magic was conveyed was through a 

‘ real' space which had endured throllgh the years, and hence could become 

a sort of sacred relic. Sometimes the cllltic historic buildings actually 

existed , bllt often these relics were salvaged from ruins; in some cases, 
they actually had to be re-created, as when the planners of post-war 

Minsk, projecting the Belarusian capital anew as a Stalinist showcase, 
rebuilt only a small wooden hOllSe, simply because it had hosted the fìrst 

conference of the RllSsian Social Democratic Labollr Party飞 best known 

for its later warring factions , the Mensheviks and Bolsheviks. The former 

COllncil of Ministers Bllilding in East B巳rlin is one of the GDR's more 

immediately odd structures, as it doesn't appear to conform to either 

the Socialist Realist or Modernist versions of East German aesthetics. 

There is a block facing the street with wide windows, dressed with red 

mullions - good contemporary architecture , maybe with a little classiciz

ing hint in the delicate mouldings. But there in the middle for some reason 

is a fragment of granite eighteenth-century Baroque. 

This atypicallinking of classical and modern in one structure, rather 

than being placed apart and in contrast, is the consequence of the decision 

to preserve just one part of a largely bomb-destroyed building - the central 

wing with its balcony, beCallSe from here the communist Karl Liebknecht, 
leader with Rosa Lllxemburg of the far-left, anti刑rar Spartacus move

ment, had proclaimed a Socialist Republic in the chaos of the German 

Re飞rollltion of November 1918. The 。因cial proclamation of the Repllblic 

the same day by the Social Democrats was not a sign of their confìdence -

some were still holding out for a constitutional monarchy - but a way of 

neutralizing any Spartacist claim to the revolution. This wOllld be con伊

fìrmed , it must be said, by the elections soon after, where (amid considerable 

anti-Spartacist violence) the official Social Democrats won a clear victor只

with the anti-war Independent Social Democrats coming second. But 

though a majority of Germans may have rejected commllnism at the polls, 
keeping the balcony was a means of keeping the claim of the German 

Socialist Republic alive, a constant, three-dimensional proof of legitimac予

Though libertarian socialists Jij.优 Liebknecht and Luxemburg had little in 
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common politically with Walther Ulbricht or Erich Honecker, keeping 

their memory alive was essential for the GDR, a way of proving the exist

ence of a popular mandate. The cult of the popular murdered 

pre-1933 communist leader Ernst Thälmann served a similar purpose, 
hence his gigantist - and preserved - memorial complex in Prenzlauer 

Berg. But it wasn't enough just to point to the historical record - no, the 

actual balcony itself had to bé retained. This way of regarding historic 

buildings is not limited to ‘real socialism': note, for instance, that during 

the clearance of a huge swathe of terraced housing near the centre of 

Live1'pool, campaigners successfully won the concession that the street 

whe1'e Ringo 5tarr used to live would be saved - but thei1' distinctive CO l11-

bination of militant l11ate1'ialis l11 and magical thinking meant that they 

had a particula1' taste fo1' it. 

One pivotal building fo 1' the Russian socialist l110ve l11ent that didn't 

have to be put back together 01' 1'eplicated is the house of Matilda Kshes

inskaya , in the Petrogradsky dist1'ict of 5t Pete1'sburg, on the north side of 

the Neva. It was eventually purchased by the state and turned in 1957 into 

the Mus巳um of the Revolution , and ll10re recently beca ll1e, with some 

conside1'able tweaking, the Museum of Russian Political Histo1'y. Rathe1' 

than a revolutiona1'Y, Kshesinskaya was a balle1'ina and favou 1'ite of Tsa1' 

Nicholas II, and sh巳 was wealthy enough to commission a house, a typical 

piece of decadent Art Nouveau built in 巧06. Afte1' Nicholas's abdication, 
but before thei 1' seizure of power, the Bolsheviks expropriated it and used 

it as an 。因ce. Hounded out after the 1'iots of July 巧巧， thei1' mo1'e famous 

base of ope1'ations was similarly unlikely - a neoclassical girls' school, the 

5molny Institute, which still has a Lenin in front of it, but othe1'wise se1'ves 

a non-commemo1'ative role as the governor of 5t Petersburg's 。因ce. 50 

perhaps the only space left that strictly com l11emo1'ates th旷G1'eat Octobe1' 

50cialist Revolution' in the city wh巳1'e it occurred just happens to be a very 

p1'etty Jugendstil villa built for a ballerina. As a 1'chitectu1'飞 it's quite 

delightful, an asymmetrical design with turrets, neatly cut yellow glazed 

b1'icks, stained glass and lots of iron and glass, including a la 1'g巳， beauti

fully detailed curveιglass bay window, f1'o l11 which Kshesinskaya could 

watch the world go by in the st1'eet outside. It's Art Nouveau at its mo1'e 

l110dern edge, sp1'eading out with an info1'mal , de-cent1'ed plan which sug

gests the influence of Frank Lloyd Wr咕ht's P 1'ai 1'ie 日ouses ， 1'athe1' than 

A1' t Nouveau as a fo1'll1 of appliqué onto the usual tenement 01' hous巳. It's 
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a house which people might conceivably visit for its own sake, though 

peculiar忖 ill-suited for its later purpose. Poets of the revolution were 

aware of the incongruity: Mayakovsky wrote of how: 

Kshesinskaya's palace, 
earned by twiddling toes 

today's invaded 

by boots steel-heeled 

In the museum itself, we do not learn 飞IVhat the assembled revolutionar

ies may have thought about this piece of bourgeois decadence … and 

remember, Art Nouveau was the lowest of the low in their architectural 

ideology - but rather it is treated with the same reverence as the city's 

neoclassical relics. It would be interesting to know whether these railings 

of flowers and leaves, these big glass bays, were of interest to the 

ragged-arsed proletariat that expropriated it. But then, the proletariat 

isn't supposed to look like that, and in one of the building's surviving 

furnishings from its former incarnation, they don't. You do get the full 

The Pantheon of National Revival Heroes, Ruse 
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intimidating t1'eatment from the staff - specia1 p1'ices fo1' fo 1'eigne1's, 
p1astic bags fo1' your feet so you don't stomp around getting it muddy 

(imagine the same st1'ictu1'e in 巧工7!) ， and st1'ictly no photog1'aphy. 
Mu1'a1s on the walls show heroic wo1'kers and peasants doing thei1' 

heroic-worke1's< and-peasants thing, and in the vit1'ines documents which 

take an ambiguous view, but gene1'ally a negative one , of the Bo1sheviks, 
the 1'evo1ution and its consequences, a1though Lenin's room is still p1'e

se1'ved. A 1'oo lTI which used to hav巳1'evo1utiona 1'Y po1'celain now has 

exhibits on Putin and Medvedev, something which saddened even thos巳

formidab1e women on the sta旺. Why it was p 1'ese1'ved fo 1' this purpose is 

still endu1'ing1y st1'ange. When wa1king round you we1'e supposed to think 

about what happened in this bui1ding, but are p1'esumed not to be inte1'

ested in the bui1ding itself; to feel the ai1' of revo1ution , to get its whi旺， to

touch the same walls that Lenin touched (if the gua1'ds will1et you). That 

doesn't mean the bui1ding itself is neutra1- how can it be when it has to 

be closely p 1'eserved and 1'e-c1'eated? 

If 1917 is still far too controversia1 fo 1' most of its memo1'ia1s to be 1eft as 

they we1'e, the same is not necessa1'i1y true of other 1'evo1utions. 1n Ruse , in 

northern Bu1ga1'ia , the1'e is an unusua1 Pantheon to the 1'evo1utiona1'Y 

he1'oes that helped the country throw 0旺 the ‘ Ottoman Yoke' in the 1ate 

nineteenth centu叩 Since nationa1 opp1'ession was perpetrated by Turks 

1'athe1' than Russians 一 in fact, the Tsa1'ist Empire actively supported the 

Bu1ga1'ian revo1utionaries - it was quite acceptab1e to celeb1'ate a nationa1 

revo1ution he1'e, with no likelihood that this cou1d, as commemorations of 

anti-Tsarist 1'isings did, spill ove1' into the public exp1'ession of anti-Soviet 

sentimentsY The fi1'st sight of the Pantheon, just outside Ruse's att1'acti飞吼

1'ecently 1'enovated fin-de-siècle cent1'e, 1'evea1s a ve1'y unexpected stea1: 

a1though the bui1ding you a1'e 100king at f1'om the othe1' side of a sweeping 

and ove1'grown squa1'e is a 1970S memoria1 and ossua1'y to the heroic 且g

ures of a revo1utiona1'Y movement of the 1870s, you a1'e in fact 100king at a 

rebuilding of the 1890S Secession bui1ding in Vienna, which was a de1ibe1'

ately decadent, opu1ennhowcase for va1'ious naught只 aestheticist kinds of 

a1't. The heavy, neo-AssY1'ian stone py10ns and the gold-p1ated cupo1a a1'e 

not on1y simila1' in supe1'且cia1 appearance; they a1so have simi1a1' 1'elations 

of propo1'tion. The majo1' diffe1'ence is the 1'elative 1ack of ornament and 

fo1-de-ro1 in that cupo1a, and the fact that a cross has been p1aced on top of 

it - recently, as an act of ‘四-Ch1'istianization' . 
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As with l11any of the ‘social condensers' , this memorial has the clear 

aim of replacing a religiolls experience, and not only beCallSe it replaced 

a Chllrch, to l11uch enduring controvers予 The ‘National Revival' of the 

1870S may have been in some ways a secular revolution , although aided by 

the Orthodox big brother next door against a Muslim empire, but the 

building has attempted the creation of the sense of hushed awe and 

uncanniness found in a church. The architect, Nikola Nikolov, had to 

avoid obvious Christian (or, her飞 Byzantine) reférences, and the gilded 

dome is not unique to any particular faith; and like Shchusev in the Lenin 

Mausoleum, many of the other architectural g巳stures are borrowed from 

the heav只 elemental style of the antique Near Eas t. Inside , the place is 

haunting, with a gauzy light coming from the slits under the cupola, 
etherealmarble ladies in mourning built sheer into the walls, coffins along 

the floor, and a remarkable wooden frieze of nineteenth-century insur

gents. In the centre, under the dome, is an exhibition. Agata whispers to 

me, so as not to be heard by a Bulgarian tour group: ‘They have icons 

painted /ast year.' Again , religion has reclai l11ed the attempt to build a 

space of secular revolutionary ritual. 
However, this building, no matter how derivative, is still deeply peculiar 

and uniqu巳- l110st revolutionary l11el110rials aimed at a more generic qual

it予 It's surprising at fìrst to 且nd that ev巳n in cities that are keen to erase any 

traces of the commemoration of the October Revolution, the monU l11ents 

to its 'reh巳arsal' ， the revolution of 1905, are generally preserved, even in 

countries that pride the l11selves on anti-co l11l11unism. 1905 was remarkably 

similar in its trajectory to 19 工7. As a result of military defeat (here at the 

hands of ]apan, in the Russo-Japanese war) , povert只 poor working condi

tions and imperial oppression, risings broke out all over the Russian 

E l11pire. At fìrst they were peaceful and even l110narchist - as in the infa

mous ‘Bloody Sunday' , where priest and police spy Father Gapon led a 

devout crowd to be massacred in St Petersburg's Palace Square; then, they 

became much more radical and explicitly socialist, with workers forming, 
for the fìrst time,‘Soviets' , directly elected councils, to organize their 

affairs; in St Petersburg, Trotsky, then a Menshevik, was elected as the Sovi

et's leader. Though the Tsar neutralized the protests by allowing relatively 

free elections, protests and strikes raged on until 1906, before repression 

had its e旺ect. The l11ain difference with 1917, other than defeat, was the 

fact it enCO l11passed the whole Russian Empire, without a large chunk of it 
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being occupied by Germany, as it was twelve years later - which means that 

the revolution also took place in Poland, Finland, Lithuania, Latvia and 

Estonia, all of which had lod• outs, strikes, risings and Soviets. 

There are monuments, then, in the centres of Tallinn and Riga; these 

are not full-on quasi-architectural ensembles but the more regular bronzes 

on plinths, though their survival in cities that have otherwise cleansed 

themselves almost entirely of heroic monum巳nts is notable enough. As 

they are monuments to a defeated revolution , their heroism has to be in 

some way combined with pathos, a mix of emotions that made it a trid• 
ier job for sculptors than most. Th巳 Tallinn monument is made up of 

three figures - a man, a woman and a child, on top of the usual red-granite 

steps, which are simply decorated with the bronze year ‘巧05'. The man, 
a bare-chested worker, is prone, and covering part of his chest with a 

cloth , implying that he has been shot; he lies on collapsed flags. The 

woman, with the small child clinging to her skirts, waves her hand in the 

air as if to beg the soldiers to hold their fire. This is Socialist Realism in 

its high-Stalinist version, so rather than the heroes being abstract巳d and 

slightly cubic, the example is still the Renaissance: the three figures are 

held in a perfectly balanced tension, with the curve of the woman's arm 

l11atching the curled-in leg of the injured worker. Her face is carefully 

rendered, her look one of mingled concern and ange1'. The Riga monument, 
too, captu1'es the mO l11ent of defeat in st1'ictly 1'ealist fashion , with one 

wo1'ker fallen , and another, above hi l11, st1'iving fo1'\阳1寸， flag in hand; its 

arcing forms harmonize rather well with the recently completed late-1980s 

National Library on the othe1' side of the Daugava. The largest su1'viving 

l11emorial complex that we managed to 且nd was in tód兰， which was, 
along with St Petersburg, one of the most militant cities in th巳 revolution ，

with its la1'gely female wo1'kfo1'ce conducting long, bitter st1'ikes, aided 

or not - by actions from the paramilita1'Y o1'ganizations of the Polish 

Socialist Pa 1' t只 led then by one Józef Pilslldski. 

We found out that the tódi 巧05 memo1'ial survived through pure acci

dent , 1'athe1' than through resea1'ch … the1'e we1'e photog1'aphs of it in a 

1970S book, and notes in a tourist booklet suggested that a ‘hideously 

ugly' 1110nument to 1905 su1'vived in Józef Pilsudski Pa1'k. We pllt two and 

two together, and after walking fo 1' nearly an hour throllgh the inte1'min

able pa 1'ks planted on the edges of the city centre after the wa1' to give the 

dense indust1'ial city some relief, we managed to 且nd somebody who 
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Monument of the Revolutionary Deed , tódi 

could tell us where it was - an elderly couple who seemed as pleased as 

they were surprised that anybody was interested. When we found it, the 

structure was unmistakable. It is 0面cially known as the ‘Monument of 

the Revolutionary Deed', and was designed for the sixtieth anniversary in 
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1975 by the sculpto1' Kazimie1'z Ka1'p Ìllski. It consists of six billowing, 

twisted obelisks and a low 1'elief of sculptures and insc1'iptions , all of it in 

glo1'ious g1'ey g1'anit巳 and 1'einfo1'ced conc1'ete. No red sandstone , bronze 

or Michelangelesque balance h巳1'e. The square in f1'ont is set on a slope , 

with pathways and steps leading off back into the pa1'k on either side, 
something which makes it prime skateboa1'ding te1'ritor予 These wavy 

semi-obelisks have been modelled as o1'ganic abst1'act sculptu町， the con

crete riddled with fleshy indentations, with them all being joined at the 

top by conc1'ete arms. Each b巳ars a yea1' between 1905 and 1909 (after 

which Lód :i: was fully ‘ paci且ed川 with of cou1'se 1905 itself at the f1'ont. 

Originally, ho飞再Tever， as our 1970S book proved , 18 one of the a1'ms fea

tured the yea1'气948' ， when Polish communists took full powe1'; this was 

1'emoved and 1'eplaced with just anothe1'‘叩05'. This is fai 1' enough , as 

1905 was a popular revolution , and 1948 was a coup courtesy of elections 

1'igged at its eastern neighbour's behest; the problem is not its excision, 
but its being 1'ead backwa1'ds so that one dete1'mines th巳 other. Regard

less , the 1'elief sculpture is 50viet as 50viet can be , in the ‘ seve1'e style' that 

directly succeeded Socialist Realis l11 - worke1's in concrete so stark that 

they're East巳l' Island-esqu巳， with no details , just all face and force - the 

g1'anite cladding is set in an overlaying pattern, broken only by jaws, 
fists , noses , forea 1'ms , breasts. But as a secluded spot , with a slope and 

lots of places to sit , it's a l11ajor cong1'egation point fo1' Lód:i: 's youth; each 

of these twisted obelisks , stelae , tentacles 01' whateve1' they are is coated 

on the lowe1' levels by dozens of inscriptions saying who loves who l11. 

50 the l11emorial is dO l11esticated, and it is probably bette1' than the 

autho1'ita1'ian rituals of sto l11ping parades and worthy speeches. Can its 

dO l11estication coexist with a 1'evolutiona1'Y charge? It see l11S unlikely. But 

compared with the state of public sculpture in Lód :i: - its l11ain st1'eets 

且lled with a hund1'ed 01' so 1'ecent b1'onzes of local characte1's - it is at least 

evidence of a revolution in aesthetics, in favour of sculpture that is dra

l11atic , la1'ge-scale , 1'aw and filled with contentious political content. 

The fact that this is now in a park na l11ed after Józef Pilsudski is the clue 

as to why the 1905 Revolution memorials survive when others do not. 

Unlike 1917 , whe1'e the only na 1'1'ative available is eithe1' r白rolutionary

socialism 01' Russian dominance (as we've noted , on dubious histo1'ical 

g1'ounds) , 1905 can be spun , not wholly inaccurately, as a ‘ sp1'ingtime of 

the peoples'. The western l110st peoples in the Russian Empi1'e - Poles and 
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Latvians especially - were among the most revolutionary, the most deter

mined to destroy Tsarism. Although national independence was seldor丑

raised as a slogan, many of those involved - most obviously, Pilsudski 

himself - would become after 1917 the organizers of actual independence 

from Russia. wAnd in the other countries (if not Poland) there wasn't 

much in the way of nationalist agitation before 1917, and for巳bears have to 

be found. 50 although this was in fact a revolution in which Poles, Rus

sians, Ukrainians, Latvians and Lithuanians all fought on the same side 

against a common enemy - and a revolution in which class, with worker 

set against boss, was paramount - it can be remembered as a revolution 

against Russian imper臼lism and absolute monarchy, which it was too. In 

short, it can be remembered as a national revolution, which is the only 

acceptable kind, and we can forget about the possibility that national 

oppression was once linked with class exploitation. 5afe in people's knowl

edge that revolutionary monuments do not induce revolutionary attitudes 

by osmosis, they are left alone despite being fundamentally identical to 

monuments to the revolution that happened twelve years later; and they 

Kutaisi's Monument to Socialist Labour 
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could be just any other monuments to striving nations, to heroic patriots. 

As we shall see, they often used the sa ll1e sculptors anywa予

SOVIET JINGOISM 

It is not easy to fìnd ll10nU ll1eÌ1ts that glorify the present possibilities and 

enjoyments of socialist existence, bar perhaps the va1'ious ll10nU ll1ents to 

the space p1'og1'a ll1m巳. What the1'e is can be particularly unconvincing. In 

a secluded square just 0旺 the central park of Kutaisi , the second-Ia1'gest 

city in Geo1'gia, is a Monument to Socialist Labour. Kutaisi is a town 

where, aside fro ll1 a few 1'estored cent1'al st1'eets and a bizarrely incongru

ous ult1'a-modern government headqua1' te1's on its outskirts, modernity 

see ll1s to have stopped in the 1990s, leaving in its absence a st1'ange, jagged 

chaos of wi-fì-equipped self-built shacks, fences within fences , crumbling 

apa1'tment buildings and half-fìnished pavements. It is thus a st1'ange 

place to fìnd the glorifìcation of Soviet wo1'k , 0 1' 1'athe1' the perfect place, 
depending on your politics. Sitting in between a Stalinist offìce block 

and a piquant Art Nouveau cinell1a, Glory to Work consists of seve1'al 

stepped plinths with fìgu 1'es on top, each of them 1'epresenting a ‘Hero of 

Socialist Labou1' of Ou1' City'. By the time the monument was built in 

1985, the offìcial Hero of Socialist Labou1' awa1'd didn't mean ll1uch ll10re 

in ideological te1'ms than an MBE , so the actual figures on top of each 

plinth just rep1'esent (1'athe1' lithe) dancers and suchlike 1'athe1' than hulk

ing proleta1'ians. In fact, it is only the spatial ext1'avagance of th巳

ll10nument, with its plinths f1'amed by se ll1i-ci1'cula1' stone f1'ames, 
a1'1'anged a1'ound each othe1' to fo 1'm oblique compositions, that suggests 

it is Soviet at all- it 1'ese ll1bles mo1'e the post-socialist monuments of the 

biza1'1'ely successful post-Soviet sculpto1' Zu1'ab Tse1'eteli, pu1'veyo1' of out <

1'ageous vitalist kitsch f1'om Cannon St1'eet to the K1'emlin, but who began 

as a b1'ight, talented mosaic a1' tist in Soviet Geo1'gia. This curious, if 

1'athe1' dive1'ting, failure to 1'ep1'esent the socialist p1'esent convincingly is a 

reminder that the 1'egime legitimized itself la1'gely on the basis of past 

victo1'ies, more than p1'esent achievements. Of those bygone t1'iumphs, 
none were greater than 1945. 

The G1'eat Patriotic War of 1941-5 - as opposed to the Second World 

\XTa 1' of 1939-45 - was, afte1' the 1'evolutio l1 itself, the Soviet 1'egime's 
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greatest 1egitimation. It is not a1ways remembered as such outside Russia 

or Be1arus (and, to a degree, Uluaine) , something which is 1arge1y to do 

with two things: the Co1d War, which by now we really ought to have 

grown out of; and, more understandab1y, the Mo1otov-Ribbentrop pact, 
which we will CO l11e to. The facts are that the Red Army and the citizens 

of the Soviet Union suffered more than any other country at the hands of 

Nazi German只 and the facts are that they did more than any other coun

try to defeat it, with the overwhe1ming l11ajority of the 且ghting in Europe 

being done by the Soviets. The oft-quoted 且gure of 20 million Soviet citi >

zens killed is considered by many to be an understatement. And contrary 

to the stereotype that the killing and the victory we1'e caused by the Rus

sians' cava1ier attitude to human 1ife, with soldie1's just being th1'own at 

the Ge1'mans and victo1'Y 1'esulting f1'om shee1' nUl11be1'飞 the g1'eate1' num

ber of that 20 l11illion wer飞 in most estimates, civi1ians.19 It is, then, an 

indisputab1e fact that the world was saved f1'om what, in 工940 ， cou1d have 

100ked 1ike certain N azi hegemony, a1most solely by the actions of the 

Soviet Union and its peop1e. This sounds 1ike the most absurd propa

ganda, but it is co1'robo1'ated by all but the most hostile historians. For all 

the (unde1'standab1e) focus on the sac1'ifices of, sa只 Po1and， the USSR's 

cont1'ibution was vastly g1'eate1'. It is impossib1e to unde1'stand anything 

of what happened next without bea1'ing this in mind. 

In addition , the Ho1ocaust began he时， when the Einsatzgruppen fo1-

10wed in the 1'ea1' of the Wehrmacht, capturing Soviet Jews and shooting 

them en masse in pits, as at Babi Yar in Kiev. In the argument of Arno J. 
Mayer, the Ho1ocaust and the wa1' against the Soviets were almost inex

t1'icab1y 1inked as pa1't of what was called 'Judeo-Bo1she飞也m' - as sonle 

still call it in Po1and, unironically, Zydolwmu l1a. 11'1'espective of current, 
usually geopolitically motivated claims otherwise, the1'e is no se1'ious 

doubt that Nazi rule was vastly wo1'se than Sta1inist 1'u1e. The Ba1tic 

states, western Uk1'aine and Po1and had communist governments imposed 

against the popula1' will, and all faced 1a1'ge-scale depo1'tations of citizens 

to the Gulag; but Gene1'a1p1an Ost envisaged these count1'ies' who1esa1e 

clea1'ance, depopu1ation, deindust1'ia1ization and exte1'mination so that 

they cou1d se1've as ag1'icultu1'al Gennan co1onies. In Po1and, Belarus, 
Uluaine and western Russia they had al1'eady got quite fa 1' in the attempt. 

As Richa1'd J. Evans has put it,‘ the Red Army may not have 1ibe1'ated 

these count1'ies in 1945 , but it ce1'tainly 1'escued them. '20 In this context, 
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the least that Europe could have done after the USSR's collapse was to 

leave their memorials alone. 

Howeve1', it isn't just thei1' Stalinist fo 1'm that makes this cont1'ove1'sial. 
Pa1'tly, it's the forty-four yea1's of (mostly) imposed communist rule; but , 

pa1'tly, it's the memory of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, when in 1939 the 

Nazis and Soviets ca1'ved up Eastern Europe between themselves, with the 

latter taking the Baltic states, eastern Poland, and the st1'ip of Romania 

that is now Bukovina in western Ukraine and th巳 Republic of Moldova. 

This gave the USSR most of the territo1'Y of the Russian Empi1'e, with 

only the hea1't of Poland and nearly all of Finland outside its ju1'isdiction. 

Although it could be , and has been , justi且ed as necessa1'y to form a st1'a

tegic ‘glacis' against the Nazis - and nobody was unde1' any delusion that 

wa1' with them would come soon enough 一 it is obviously and justly seen 

in those count1'ies as an impe1'ialist act , especially as all of this - with the 

tiny exception of a sliver of Poland around Bialystok, which was returned 

to Poland - remained part of the USSR after 1945. The p1'obl巳m is that 

when one side starts calling hypoc1'isy, other facts might b巳1'ecalled. It is 

sincerely believed by othe1'wise intelligent Poles that the wa1' would not 

have happened without the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, as if the 1'emilita

rization of the Rhineland, the Anschluss with Allst1'ia , and the occupation 

and invasion of the Czech lands (not to mention the Spanish Civil War, 
the Italian invasion of Ethiopia, the J apanese wa1' on China) were all mere 

minor scuff1es. Poland may have reason to forget this, given that it used 

the Nazi annexation of the Czech lands in 1938 as an opportllnity to 

carve 0旺 a Polish-speaking area of Moravia , mllch as a year later the Sovi

ets would use the Nazi invasion of Poland to carve 0旺 its mainly Ukrainian 

and Belarusian-speaking eastern te1'rito1'ies. Count1'ies that 1'itually 

denounce the pact often di1'ectly benefited f1'om it - the reason why Vil

nius is pa1' t of Lithuania and Lviv pa1't of Uk1'aine is thei1' having been 

ca1'ved off from Poland by the Soviets and the Soviet-imposed ethnic 

cleansing of thei1' largely Polish population. As 1'emembe1'ing all of this is 

ext1'emely uncomfortable, the entire debate can be stopped by the claim, 
‘Yeah , but the communists kill巳d more than the Nazis anywa旷21 Despite 

the talk of ‘ two totalitarianisms' , anti-communism ve1'y f1'equently spills 

over into 1'ehabilitation 0 1' excuse-making fo 1' fascism; it is 1'are indeed to 

find a plac巳 that can commemo1'ate both truths without any travest予 The

nea1'est thing is in the cent1'e of Kie飞 where an obelisk to the Great 
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Patriotic War 011 a hill above the Dnieper was sllpplemented recently with 

a minaret-like sClllptllre commemorating the great famine of 工932-3 ，

thOllgh, even here, both me l110rials overstep - the war l11e l11orial cannot 

speak of what the Red Army and the NKVD were doing in 1939 and 

1940, and the far日ine me l110rial throws together the dissimilar Civil 

War-created famine of 19日 with the undoubtedly exceptional hecatombs 

of 1933.22 Thes巳 two hilltop obelisks are as close as anywhere comes to a 

democratic, unhysterical memorial space acknowledging both sides of 

the Soviet experience. 

Regardless: what is llndoubtedly true is that the war was horrifically 

complex on its Eastern Front, and however much the Soviets were prefer

able to the Nazis, it is asking too mllch to expect Poles or Balts to hail 

the l11 as heroes - which is precisely what these 1110numents all do. The 

least morally complicated are those in German territory, at least in ethos 

if not conten t. The largest of all war l11emorials outside the Soviet Union , 
the combined cemetery and memorial at Treptower Park, in south-eastern 

Berlin near the River Spree, was the 且rst of these 1 ever visited, and it is as 

shocking in its way as the first sight of the Stalinallee. The enOr111011S 

bronze soldier, baby in hand, foot on a swastika, flanked by red-marble 

flags (that marble fro l11 the Reich Chancellery again) may see l11 a 

simple-minded way of commemorating mass death, compared to, say, the 

laconic, allstere First World War memorials of Edwin Llltyens sllch as the 

Cenotaph in London or the Thiepval Memorial in northern France. To 

his immense credit, Lutyens rejected all the attempts to impose Christian 

or national symbols on these qllasi-architectural structures, which instead 

have abollt them the sense of almost dumb shock that contemplation of 

this pointless slallghter indllces. They may be massive, imposing and bllilt 

of stone, they may be beloved of Colonel Blimps, bllt they do not glorif予

Treptower Park shouts its glory from the skies. It could be arglled that 

this was because, llnlike the Battle of the Somme, the Battle of Berlin did 

indeed have a purpos巳. The cOllnter-argllment, thOllgh, is that the inces

sant glori豆cation turns all that achievement and sacrific巳 into a cartoon, 
a giant three-dimensional war comic. 

Look, for instance, at two typical superheroic memorials in Varna, Bul

garia: th巳 Monument to the Anti-Fascist Fighters features two mammoth 

granite men over a funereal mound, hewn from hulking great stones, 
robotic-jawed , and incomparable to any il11aginable human being. At first 
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A Soviet kurgan , Varna 

you might feel utterly repelled, and refuse to allow yourself to be intimi

dated or awed by something so melodramatic; circle round it, and you'll 

find smaller, narrative reliefs to both the 且ght against N azism and the 

earlier Bulgarian communist uprising of I9巧， with the names of the 

dead on stelae around the memorial's perimeter - you may also find , as 

we did , several bouquets of flowers laid at the gate to the mound. These 

mounds are a regular featur飞 borrowed fr0111 the 缸I l'gans ， or burial 

mounds, of the ancient Scythians卢 and hence religious but not specific

ally Christian; the most famous Soviet int巳rpretation is Mamayev Kurgan, 
the centrepiece of the Stalingrad Memorial C0111plex in Volgograd. Varna 

has another on a muoh larger scale, a monument both to the Red Army 

and to the Russian armies that helped liberate Bulgaria from the Otto

mans , on the city's outskirts, towards the Black Sea resorts , a piled-up 

overgrown mound featuring more razor-faced superm巳n ， their pupil-less 

eyes looking out over the sea. The 且gures are integrated into an abstract 

concrete sculpture in the fOr111 of a partially folded wing. Like the burial 
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sites of a long-abandoned religion, these may be intriguing works of art, 
but it can be hard to 豆nd any emotional or historical connection in them. 

Elsewhere, the Socialist Realist memorials to the Red Army built in the 

cities it liberated can be very moving, and sometimes that's because of 

their sheer unexpectedn巳ss among comfortable European plent予 Some

places Iiberated by the Soviets ended up in Western hands due to prior 

agreements with the Allies. Chancing upon the Red Army memorial in 

the Tiergarten, in the affluent part of West ßerlin, is a surprise - it was 

built quickly, before the borders of the four > power control of the defeated 

capital were drawn. Another capital taken by the Red Army is that shadow 

socialist city, Vienna, where there is a colossal monument right in the city 

centre; this one is even a piece of contextual design, .with its circus of 

colonnades rather cleverly placed on the Ringstrasse; the reminder here 

is how much the shiny affluence of post-war Europe owed to the sacri且ces

of those men always represented (particularly in contemporary war 

films like Ró扫 or Joy Division) as bestial, grunting Mongols. 

Every Eastern and Central European capital has one in or near its 

The Red Army taking Budapest in relief 
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centre. Sometimes, as in the obelisk in the centre of Budapest near the 

Hungarian parliament (and a statue of Ronald Reagan) , they are so Vic畸

torian as to directly depict the battle, with the parliament's Gothic dome 

visible in the background of the relief sculpture. As the agreement with 

Gorbachev about their retention was informal, they can be altered - the 

largest of the Soviet war memorials in Budapest, for instance, had its Red 

Army soldier removed , lea飞ring only a towering Art Deco female figure 

holding aloft a laurel; it has also been rhetorically de-Sovietized via the 

story that the sculptor originally designed the statu巳 for the apparently so 

much more humane Hungarian leader and Nazi collaborator Admiral 

Horth予 1n TaUinn , the central memorial , a single bronze soldier with 

bowed head, was removed and taken to a cemetery on the outskirts, 
sparking riots by Russian-Estonian youth, in a city where they make up 

nearly half of the population.24 There are three exa l11ples worth looking 

at here, fro l11 the various eras of the Red Ar l11y monolithic memorial -

one，工950S and Stalinist, in Bratislava; one，王960s and Modernist, in outer 

Tallinn; and one, I980s and neo-Stalinist, in Riga. 

Bratislava was taken by the Red Army in April 工945 ， after a failed 
anti-Nazi uprising in the city the previous August. The memorial on 

Slavin Hill was completed in I960 to mid-I950s designs by the Slovak 

architect J an Sv吕tlík ， and placed at the city's highest point … but the design 

in all its fundamentals was actually conceived by the same designer in 

I951 to commemorate the rising itself.25 The buU王 of the Slovak capital is 

fairly flat , but at its edges it suddenly lifts itself upwards, forming thre巳

acropoli , one with a castle, one with a TV tower, and one which can be 

spotted from a distance owing to the great obelisk with a man on top at 

the heart of it. The walk up there takes you through the affluent part of 

Bratislava, with large villas spreading across winding suburban streets, 
like a Central European Hollywood Hills; turn around and you have a 

magn凶cent view of the chaotic skyline, with sub-Norman Foster blu巳

glass Eurotowers interspersed with Futurist oddities such as the 

steel-framed upturned pyramid of the Slovak Radio building, with the 

apparently endless flat slabs of PetrZalka behind. The monument itself 

begins in a clearing between bushes, with twin sets of stairs flanking a 

relief of Red Army soldiers, one carrying a flag, one of them limping. At 

this point you can see what is on top of the long, thin obelisk a soldier 

waving a flag aloft, with a golden star at its handle. 
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Slavin Hill Memorial Complex, Bratislava 

The building underneath hi l11 fuses , in very expensive-100king, 
high-qua1ity granite (none of that shabby granite cladding you get in the 

1970S) , two noted authoritarian architectures … the rectangu1ar open co1-

ul11ns of stripped classicis l11 and the obelisks of ancient Egypt, with the 

1atter bui1t onto the for l11er, integrated together into a who1e. On either side 

of you are 1arg巳 bronzes of WO l11en carrying offerings to the soldiers. 

A1though hard1y Modernist, the te l11p1e-obelisk has a qua1ity of stern 

abstraction, a funerea11ack of fussiness , that l11ight p1ease an Ado1f Loos. 

F1anking it, reached as a1ways by severa1 flights of po1ished ste肘， are sol

diers carrying their wounded; on the tel11p1e, the na l11es of the battles the 

Soviets fought in Slovakia, and, on its doors, tiny high-relief figures pecu

liarly sil11i1ar to the jolly accordion-p1aying Russians and Czechs on the 

Nationa1 Me l110ria1 in Prague, on1y, this til11e, showing worn and weary sol

diers, pub1ic hangings, crying l110thers. Bouquets, on the SU l11l11er afternoon 

in 2012 we visited, had been 1aid in front of the doors, and individua1 flow

ers were 1aid on top of S0 l11e of thes巳 figures on the door. Down the hill a 

1ittle, for those whose conso1atory needs are not met by red stars and 
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hammer and sickles, a wooden Orthodox cross has been erected. It's a great 

deal more mournful than the vainglorious thunder of Treptower Park and 

Vienna - almost sensitive, by the standards of Stalinism. Around it, as in all 

of them, is a mass grave, with only the 。而cers being individually named in 

the places they were buried - and though there is els巳where a list of all the 

dead , this segregation does not appear to be a particularly communist ges

ture. As Gavin Stamp points out, the Imperial War Graves Commission 

after 巧工8 insisted on ‘ the crucial principle of equality of treatment, that 

there was no distinction between the offìcers and men飞26 With the single 

exception of the anti-fascist memorial in Varna, you would not 且nd a ‘com

munist' memorial that paid the C0 I111110n soldier the same courtes予

Architecturally speaking, there is a similar relative gracefulness about 

the memorial on the outskirts of Tallinn, although it is formally com

pletely different. The Red Ar111y memorial at Tallinn-Maarjam注e is on the 

road which leads along the beach on the Baltic Sea from the Hanseatic 

centre to the bizarre Olympic architecture of Pirita. It is again in two parts, 
one of them an obelislc, but this tim巳 they serv巳 separate purposes. The 

The War Memorial at Tallinn-Maarjamäe 
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obelisk was built to commemorate Red Army soldiers who died here in 

1918, during the battles over Estonia between Germany and the Soviets 

that formed one of the many parts of the Civil War; it was built from local 

limestone in a much freer style than that in Bratislava, with no neoclassical 

fluting, but as a sharp, expressionistic limestone spike. The complex 

around it cO l11l11emorates the Red Army soldiers that fought over Tallinn 

in 1941 and 1944, but it doesn't have any obvious iconograph民 with

nary even a Red Star. It isn't quite an example of Lutyens-style 

non-representational sculptur飞 though. To describe it is l110re cO l11plex 

than l110st of these memorials, as it presents di旺erent shapes and angles at 

every point, with no obvious parade route that you're supposed to take. 

Carved into arti fÌcial hills are triangular li l11estone stelae, broken in half, 
with long granite pathways between them. Separating som巳 of these land 

sculptures are sculptural interventions - an indefÌnable bronze creature is 

squeezed, its body torn and twisted, between two of them; on two of them 

are giant impressed hands. The parades and ri才it轧川uals that have to go here 

SOlll丑ewheαre ar臼ep严1

0\飞v吧er咆grown 飞w再ν'[让川th gras臼s an吐d weeds. Pushing it even closer to a ‘ nor l11al' , 
non-judgemental, non-side-taking war l11emor臼1 is a grave for German 

soldiers, with crosses, just around the corner. The ensembl巳 was designed 

in 1965 by a large tea ll1 of architects (Allan Murd ll1aa , Peep ]änes, Rein 

Kersten, Henno Sepmann and Valve Pormeister) , with the obelisk to 

1918 by Mart Port and Lembit Tolli, from 1960. It's remarkable that 

designers had such freedo ll1 to interpret so hallowed a subject as the Great 

Patriotic War. This relative freedom in Baltic Soviet design enabled them 

not just to create a design that pleased the ll1 aesthetically, but to try and 

express the war without throwing heroism or suffering in anyone's face , 
something that might be rather crucial given the very di旺erent me l110ries. 

If the 1960s allowed freedom on this subject, the 1980s certainly did 

not. Many of the biggest, most seemingly Stalinoid war memorials in the 

USSR w巳re projects of the late-Brezhnev era, or even from Andropov or 

Gorbachev's reforming tenure - products, in short, of a time when that 

elusive legitimation was desperately n巳eded ， with the ideology ever more 

residual and the economy no longer delivering rising living standards. 

The main results of this that you can fÌnd within the con且nes of the Euro

pean Union is the Monument to the Liberators of Riga , completed to the 

designs of a team led by Erm巳ns Balins in 1985. On the other side of 
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Mid-I98os Soviet-Heroic war memorial , Riga 

the Daugava river but on an axis with the Freedom Monument erected in 

the 1930s, it does seem like a pointed gesture, an assertion of Soviet power 

when it was becoming shak予 It is more dominant and vast in scale than 

the projects in Bratislava or Tallinn , though the symmetry and great open 
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spaces are familiar from Vienna or Treptower Park - a great square, with 

two striving heroic fìgural groups (one of Red Army soldiers, one of 

Mother Motherland) , another central obelisk (or rather a cluster of the l11) 

and a pool , unusually, with benches around it. The obelisks are very ele

gant in their wa只 forl11ed out of steel , each of a di征erent height, and each 

part cul l11inating in a star (fro l11 the air, uselessly, you would be able to see 

that the whole complex is in the shape of a star). The obelisks, the best 

part of the design, are visible fro l11 afar. 丁he sJatues are less inspired, 
exa l11ples of a very CO l11l11on genre - yet while it's hard to imagine anyone 

且nding this helpful as a way of l11aking the l11 think to any degree about 

their warti l11e experiences other than that they were glorious (or, in case 

you were on the other side, not) , there are a lot of fresh flowers left 

here, for reaso日s which l11ay beco l11e clear when we look at Latvia's 

1110re recent l11emorial spaces. Seen on its own, it is an il11age of dO l11ina

tion; in its historical context, it's more an il11age of insecurity , of a regime 

that no longer believed in itself. 

Memorials in Russia itself, where there isn't a colonial aspect as such, 

Integration of architecture and sculpture: Victory Monument, Leningrad 
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are often architectural-sculptural amalgams , reflecting the fact that land 

nationalization meant the possibility of creating integrated spaces of 

memory that were at the same time mundane pieces of city infrastruc

ture. The main war memorial in St Petersburg, in the mostly Stalinist

Baroque Moscow District, is framed by two identical skyscrapers, on the 

model of Kalinin Prospekt, albeit a little more stiff, with a carefully mod

elled surface. They a1'e suppò1'ted, Le Co1'busier-style, on thin pilotis, as 

a1'e a series of shops a1'cing around them. This is the Soviet Union's take 

on the 1nternational Style, Modernism finally reclai l11ed as something 

positive 1'athe1' than what happens when you st1'ip the ornament off - but 

it retains monul11entalit)飞 with the two blocks strictly sym l11etrical. F1'om 

her飞 you must take an underpass to the war memorial which you can see 

directly in front of you , visible h巳re as a red-granite obelisk framed by a 

1'ed-marble c1'escent. Come out of the underpass, and you can see the 

uncanny symmet1'icality of the st1'eet, each side see l11ingly identical but 

fo 1' the shop signs and the move l11ents of the people below. 

The l110nU ll1ent is appropriately subterranean: you are in the open air, 
but you must step down from the underpass to find it, flanked by conc1'ete 

walls moulded to look as if th巳y have been sll1ashed into pieces. 1n the 

middle are some restrained Socialist Realist 且gures ， as strong and Il1USCU >

lar as always but hunched, huddled, sta1'ved; the 1'ed crescent around them 

features the gold lette1's '900 DAYS' , 1'eferring to the length of time Len >

ing1'ad was besieged by the Nazis; ove1' a million people di址， as they 

sta1'ved the ‘excess 1l10uths' of the cit予 Eternal flames flicke1' from boughs, 
and behind the figures are th1'ee tiny pine t1'ees, placed in alignment with 

the obelisk. The 1'ed-ston巳 crescent is broken in the middle and, behind, 
you see it is ll1ade of the sa l11e ‘sll1ashed' concrete as the steps, here bro

ken in an obvious gesture of architecture parlante; it ‘says' that the 

blockade was broken. Of course, it says little about the fact that the lead

e1's of the city during the blockade were purged by Stalin within a couple 

of yea1's of its ending, but this Victo1'Y Monu l11ent is nonetheless st1'angely 

un-t1'iumphant, 1l1011rnful. War is not glorious h 巳1'e. W也hen you 呐w吼吐a]].让k王 b瓦)aκIckζ 

up t由he s挝te叩ps ontωo the surfac臼e ， two long, low Brutalist buildings are on 

eithe1' side, identical and all this ca 1'eful ll1onu l11entalis ll1 suddenly evap

O 1'ates , as a series of shabby prefab1'icated towers ll1a1'ch their way out 

towards the forest. Turn around , and there is a sight to take the breath 

away in awe and in terror. The towe1'飞 the obelisk and two groups of 
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且gures ， alternately downcast 01' celeb1'ato1'Y, a1'e placed on an absolutely 

p1'ecise , st1'aight and symmet1'ical axis; two fìgures stand at the base of the 

obelisk, with '194工-1945' in gold lette1's at the top. We watched the sun go 

down he1'e. It wasn't quite a ‘white night' , a me1'e II p.m. in late Ma予 On

this spot , the Soviets attempted to t1'ansmute the aesthetic p 1'efe1'ences of 

Pete1' the G1'eat into something symbolizing the suffe1'ing of o1'dina1'Y peo

ple when faced with te1'ro1', sta1'vation and at1'ocity … something which 

these monumental aesthetics obviously can't support , gea1'ed as they a1'e 

towa1'ds domination and intimidation. The wo1'k st1'ains to convey what 

happened , but it can only c1'eate a ca1'toon. 0 1' can it? 

ATROCITY EXHIBITIONS 

In these giant , half-a1'chitectural sculptural groups , the1'e a1'e sometimes 

hints , 01' mo1'e than hints , of something othe1' than glo1'Y and heroism -

the horro1' from which it was inext1'icable. The hanged soldie1's on the 

doo1's of the temple at the hea1't of the Slavin complex , the mute sense 

of loss in the Maa1'jam注e l110nument , a 1'巳 gestures at this; othe1' mOl1l卜

ments and l11e l1101'ials from the time make mo1'e of a conscious attempt to 

confront it. One memo1'ial space which l110ves constantly between t1'i

umphalism and horro1' is the Museu l11 of the G 1'eat Pat1'iotic Wa1', in the 

cent1'e of Kiev. This is pe1'haps a 1'andom example , as the1'e a1'e museums 

of this kind in p1'actically eve1'y city in Ukraine , Bela1'us and western Rus

sia (though they have been unsurp1'isingly discontinued in the Baltic 

states); this happens to be the one that we saw and explored, in sp1'ing 

201 1. It is ha1'd to see anything about it as typical , howeve1', so ludicrously 

powerful and ove1'scaled is it. You can see the central part of the complex 

almost anywhe1'e within a three- 0 1' four-mile radius - one of the symbolic 

Mother Motherland fìgures that we1'e e1'ected on hills from Volgograd to 

Yerevan , a ha1'd-eyed steel colossus holding aloft a swo1'd and hammer

and-sickle-e l11blazoned swo1'd. Although its scale and cO l11plexity suggest 

it must have been planned fo 1' s0 l11e years, the Kiev Museu l11 of the Great 

Pat1'iotic War was completed as late as 198 工.

It stands next to an enduring symbolic space of Uk1'ainian statehood, 
one of the few sun巾ing structures that was established by Kievan Rus, the 

literate, advanced, Byzantine-in日uenced state that was the 且1'st 'Russian' 
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Mother Motherland casts her eye over Kiev 

state of any kind, long before the rise of what nationalists regard as 

the petty tax collectors for the Golden Horde in Muscov予 This is the 

Kievo-Pecherska Lavr飞 a monastery on an escarpment oveαrlooking the 

Dn川1让ieper乌.飞， n1丑lade Up of a dazzling collection of golden domes乌， some 
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spreading and Orthodox, some in tight collections in the much later Tsa

rist Baroque, and S0 ll1e of them reconstructed after I989. There is another 

hill just next to the ll10naster民 and on that the city's planners put the sym

bolic Soviet space. The contrast between the irregular concatenation of 

golden domes and the singular steel warrior queen probably did not please 

traditionalists. However, out of the two it's the Lavra where I was told to 

put my camera aw吗 so certain rituals are ll10re enforced than others. 

On the ground, there is more happening than the sword-wielding figure 

apparently nicknamed 'Tin Tits'. Coming to it from the Lavra, the first 

part of the complex is an immersive sculptural group, hewn out of grey 

shutter-marked concrete, which has been shaped into a series of frag

mented, clashing and crashing volumes. Here, there's an unexpected 

commonality with the ideas being thrown around at the time by ‘Decon

structivists' in British, All1erican and French architecture schools. For 

Daniel Libeskind, Peter Eisenman and others, modernity cOllld be properly 

represented only by a disorienting, smashed-llP space, on巳 which Eisenman 

called, with typical portentousness,‘non-Ellclidian', where walls, floors , 
roofs were no longer certain and clear volumes but deliberately unstable, or 

as unstable as you can make a fixed piece of architecture without it actually 

falling over. The horrors of the twentieth century were explicitly pointed to 

as ‘ inspiration', if we can call it that, and it is telling that each of them 

designed symbolic spaces in post- I989 Berlin, with Libeskind designing the 

Jewish Museum, which shuns and contorts against a sober neoclassical 

building, filling itself with rooms whose austerity or angularity are intended 

to at least slightly evoke the experiences of German Jews, a brave but surely 

foolhardy move; Eisenman's Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe is 

less didactic, but its succession of hundreds of stelae, placed on a slope, 
presents a maze which doubles as a place to contell1plate the greatest crime 

against humanity in history and as children's playground. 

There's no evidence that the designers of the Kiev memorial cO ll1plex 

F. M. Sogoyan, V.卫 Vinaikin ， V. Borodai and V. V. Schvesov - were 

remotely aware of this work, but they were clearly trying something 

similar - to disorient, to shock, to try and ll1ake the museU ll1 visitor aware 

that they are entering s0 ll1ething which CO ll1ll1emorates a period when 

normality and security no longer applied. You enter into it through an 

opening in the concrete sculpture, to find walls made up of huge, 
chopped-o旺 slabs of concrete, whos巳 shuttering marks imply trenches 
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Taking snapshots at the Great Patriotic \1(7ar complex, Kiev 

thrown together out of wood; the walls jut out, fall awa只 and form alcoves 

and cave-like hideaways. An unconcealed speaker, in a cantilevered con

crete box that Sl1ggests they were at least aware of the SO l1th Bank in 

London, plays, on loop,‘The Sacred War' , a terrifying deep-voiced bellow 

in march tempo that was one of the ‘hits' of the war, and is a very long 

way away from ‘We'll Meet Again'. 1t sO l1nds like it was sung by the race 

of giants that populate the Socialist Realist l1niverse , rather than by mere 

mortals. 1n those alcoves, tri l1mphalism and horror coexist in the form of 

bronze groups , emaciated victims and musclebound savioúr飞 mOl1rning

women and fist-waving heroes; when we visit, we 且nd a few people are 

getting their photos taken with these. At the end of the concrete cave, an 

opening, and another.bronze group of soldiers, rifles aloft, about to run 

towards the shaft of light. 

when you emerge, yO l1 can see how this extraordinary sC111pture is laid 

into a created landscape, which includes an artificial hill and a circ111ar 

l11etal brazier for the eternal fla l11e. A large granite-paved sq l1are leads to 

the l1111seut11 itself, past some m l1ch more conventionally heroic bronze 
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Red Ar ll1y ll1en suspended on a long concrete float. You don't notice them 

first , however; you notice only that you're now at the foot of Mother 

Motherland, and that below her, built into the sa ll1e composition , is the 

building - again, in an integration of architecture and landscape, with a 

rectangular building p 1'O truding onto the square, and the rest of it covered 

by grass, but for a circular, buttressed shaft for the statue, which has large 

windows ill1plying there are exhibits inside. There are only two indica

tions that the Soviet Union no longer exists: the eternal flame doesn't 

appear to be burning, and two c1'Ossed tanks outside the entrance have 

been painted in psychedelic colours. The easy, informal way people are 

using the spaces also feels quite unδoviet ， with children clambering over 

the b1'Onze giants. There is another hint inside, when the Ukrainian flag 

flies in the place where a bust of Lenin once stood. Of the rest, I have a 

1987 guide to the complex, and on its evidence every one of the exhibits 

and rooms is exactly the sa ll1e as it was thenY 

When we first came here in 20IO, we didn't go in, too scared by the 

sculptural g1'Oups surrounding it, not in the mood to be subjected to a 

monumental p 1'Ogramme of Soviet patriotic bombast; we circled 1'Ound 

instead, following the stairs that run 1'Ound it back to the city, and argued 

with each other about it. Back in Kiev six months later, we swallowed our 

reser飞rations ， bought tickets and entered the first room. The ironwork 

door to it has a hammer-and-sickle shield on it shaped exactly like the 

Supe l'man logo. Inside these early 1'Ooms, dedicated to the 且rst year or so 

of 'their' war (i.e. 1941, not the to-be < forgotten-about Nazi-sanctioned 

annexations and battles with Finland, Poland, Romania and the Baltic 

states in 1939-40) , everything is murky, sombre-toned, to evoke the disas

ter and darkness of this period. As architectural design, it is ambitious, 
far more so than something like the Moscow Central Museum of the 

Revolution. There are glass cases containing artefacts, of course -

newspapers, pamphlets, possessions - but everything is linked together as 

a sculptural diora ll1a , suspended in a red-painted steel frame , on an 

abstract parquet floor; giant photographs of the taking of prisoners-of-war 

make up two of the walls. Maps, made as colourful sculptural reliefs, 
show how quickly the N azis overran Ukraine, and their encirclement of 

Kiev. One diorama-sculpture shows photographs of ll1urdered Soviet citi

zens on a stretched piece of greenish-b1'Own canvas fabric and a wooden 

frame , evoking the camps of the defeated soldiers户 Another frame , shaped 
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like something between a printing press and a miniature gallows, has hung 

from it two concentration camp uniforms; another is in a vitrine, with 

barbed wire run through it. These, it transpires, are authentic. 

The next room, on 1943, shows a return of hurrah-patriotism, as Stal

ingrad turns the tide; over the door is a continuous bronze relief, with the 

busts of Red Army soldiers and straggle-haired Partisans waving their 

guns in the air; the flags of Partisans hang from the ceiling. The format is 

th巳 same ， though, with vitrines and more of these dramatic sculptural 

dioramas (by now often made up of guns or motorbikes) telling the stor予

It is some measure, perhaps, of the ll1useum's success in achieving its aims 

that despite not being able to read Ukrainian (and with only Agata's 

primary间school Russian) , the narrative was abundantly clear. That may 

also point to its problems - unlike in the 1930日， the Soviet authorities were 

no longer broadcasting their propaganda to the illiterate. You know with

out reading that, here, you are being physically informed of the Soviet 

war ll1achin巳 and its power, and the maps show the Red Ar ll1y overrun

ning occupied Europe. What upends this, and makes it kitsch, is not 

necessarily the production of a narrative - this is indeed what happened, 
so why not - but the way that more obvious，‘四alistic' representations of 

glory keep having to be thrown in. There are atrocious giant paintings of 

pitched battles and of the taking of Berlin, with a quality you usually 

expect from paintings sold on street corners to tourists 一 overwhelmingly 

literal panoramic depictions with a God's eye view. It is at this point, 
when you feel they are truly ramming their point down your throat, that 

it's hard not to think about the thousands of German women that were 

raped in the aftermath. If S0ll1eone is screaming at you that they were 

heroic , it is natural to react with S0 ll1e suspicion. It is str让ing that when 

they are throwing together 'real' artefacts and these montaged artworks, 
the museum is ll10ving - you cannot but be aware of the terrifying scale of 

the sacrifice that these people made, and, given that scale, it's not surpris

ing that the architecture and design are not in ‘good taste' , but are angry, 
demonstrative. The inclusion of ‘art', in the form of the paintings and 

some ll10re bronze reliefs, cheapens it. 

There are two endings to the ll1useum, two Valhallas of the Red Anny. 
The 且rst is laid out in a long, curved room; as everywhere else her飞 the

lighting is exceptionally important, going fro ll1 the glaring yellow of the 

rooms on the Battle of Berlin to a dark, funereal tone, with tiny concealed 
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lights. There is a wall covered with photographs of victims some indi

vidual snapshots or passport photos, some entire assembled groups, often 

of women and children, as in the many Ukrainian villages whose popula

tions w巳re killed in their entire叩 A long table stretches in between, 
without chairs, but with samovars and empty glasses. Trumpets hung 

from the walls suggest a celebration. There is a record player at the end. 

Se丑timental ， perhaps - a room for the commemoration of the dead as a 

victory party they all couldn't come to. But the séale, rather than making 

it risibly authoritarian, makes it moving 一 the reason why the table is so 

long is because so many were killed, so it has to stretch all the way around 

to accommodate them. And for somewhere so didactic , this space does 

not yell at you. What does yell at you is the last of the rooms, which is 

above this, in the buttressed rotunda that forms Mother Motherland's 

base. This is the Victory Hall, and its marble-and-glass rotunda features 

a mosaic frieze running round the top, so that you have to crane your neck 

to see it. Like the Zoloti Vorota Metro station being built at the same 

time, it shows a renewed interest in the Byzantine aesthetics of Kievan 

A Soviet Valhalla, Kiev 
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Rus - wíth mosaícs so d1'íppíng wíth gold that an olíga1'ch míght 且nd

them a bít excessíve, eve1'y bít as opulent as any ín the Lavr飞 ín Hagía 

Sophía 01' Ravenna. As ín Byzantíne art , the 且gu1'es a1'e st1'etched and 

slíghtly abst1'acted , though he1'e the ínspi1'atíon seems to be comíc books 

as much as And1'eí Rublev. The Red A1'my does its heroíc deeds and those 

ín mourníng a1'e comforted , agaínst a backd1'op íncludíng the K1'emlín 

and the Dníeper Dam. F1'om one síd巳 of the 飞，yíde glazed wíndows you 

can see the Lav1'a's domes , and on the othe1' síde an unseemly cluste1' of 

olígarchícal high-rises. Ecclesiastical powe1', political powe1', financíal 

power. 

Fo1' Agata this was the limit , the point whe1'e she couldn't bea1' the 

Sovíet Valhalla any longer，飞，yhe1'e its opulence and jingoísm became suffo

cating. We both stared fo1' ages at the l110saics, and she remínded me that 

1 didn't want to go to the LaV1'a itself because 1 thought I'd feel uncom

fo 1'table wíth all the íncense, genuflectíon and seríous ritual of an 

O 1'thodox se1'více (she did go , and found it wholly unsca1'Y). Being in thís 

Soviet Valhalla is probably not unlike the expe1'ience of being in an O1'tho

dox cathedral during the Soviet e1'a , when they had been de-sac1'alized 

and were essentially used as nothing l1101'e or less than a1' t galle1'ies. In 

those, it was expected that you would enjoy and contemplate the beauty 

of religious art fo 1' its a1'tistíc qualitíes , and for what it said about socíety, 

1'athe1' than as pa1't of a ritual. He1'e, too , the 1'itual has been discontinued , 

giving a false sense of distance. The1'e we1'e a few visitors wande1'ing in 

and out of the hall in the time we spent ther飞 and nobody was genuflect

ing or saluting, but wandering a1'ound wide-eyed and a little (but not too) 

shaken, as they would in a Líbeskind museU l11. This is a ‘doing' a1'chitec

ture; like the Soviet magic descr他ed by Ma1'cuse , it is a ‘perfo1'ming' 

archítectur飞 designed to accompany some so1' t of act. What ít does, and 

what all the、 various rooms he1'e do , is evidence of how, even this late , 

architecture in the USSR was an ext1'eme , Pavlovian fo 1'm of architecture 

parlante. Everything ís symbolic, eve1'ythíng has a meaning, everything 

wants you to feel somethíng, a 1'elentless Gesamtku l1stwerk of propa

ganda. The result is that it has become a museum of itself. But he1'e it is, 
still surviving; apart f1'om in the ex-Hapsburg lands of the West, which 

had a very diffe1'ent wa1', most Ukrainians would not dissent from this 

víew of the Great Patriotic War, as something ho1'rifying but necessa1'y 

and ultimately he1'oic. 
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If that combination has a considerable degree of truth , however much 

the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact or the mass rape of German civilians 

might complicate the pictur飞 it was applied elsewhere, in places where an 

ultimate glorious victory was much less obviously apparent. The famous 

Holocaust memorial spaces , Jerusalem's Yad Vashem aside , were erected 

in the aftermath of 1989, when Western Europe got to newly ‘discover' its 

Eastern neighbours , and when tra飞rel to the ca ll1ps and mass graves became 

l11uch simpler. The Holocaust, however much it may have had considera

ble assistance fro l11 the governments of Europe (and hardly solely its east, 
see e.g. Vichy France's total collaboration with it) , took place entirely on 

the territory of what was at that point Poland and the USSR , something 

which leads to the oft-used phrase, and offensive canard, that talks of 

'Polish concentration camps'. The mass shootings by the Einsatzgl'uppen 

took place mostly on Soviet territory; the death camps were in occupied 

Poland. Large cities in both countries had ghettoes into which Jews were 

herded before being exterminated - Bialystok，上。d兰， Warsaw, Vilnius, 
Kaunas , Riga , Minsk. Anti-Semitism would recur, appallingly, in the 

post-war period - the SlánsI寸 trial in Czechoslovakia in 工951 ， Stalin's 

purge against the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee in 195λand Mieczyslaw 

Moczar's threats to Polish Jews in 1968 were breathtakingly cynical, 
depressing proof that anti < Semitism didn't need many actual Jews to con

tinue; and hence there was mass emigration of Jews from both countries 

in the late 工960s and 1970s, and again after 199 工. At the sar丑e time, reac

tionary popular memory 一 sometimes， as in the Baltic states, reactionary 

。因cial memory 一 indelibly associates Jews with communism. However, 
this shouldn't suggest that the areas where Jews were massacred were not 

memorialized in the USSR or the People's Republic of Poland - they 

were , especially as even in the pogrom atmosphere of Stalin、 last years 

anti-Semitism was always 。因cially condemned. However, they had to be 

tìtted into a narrative of ‘glory' and, in Poland，‘ martyrdom飞

1n some places this l110ve was easier than others - l110st clearl只 in the 

memorial to the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising of 1943. This was erected early, 
in 1947, to the designs of the sculptor Nathan Rapoport, and it does refer 

to an indisputably heroic event. The Ghetto's inhabitants had l110stly 

been deported to the death ca l11p at Treblinka by the ti l11e it occurred, and 

the less than a thousand remaining took up ar l11s, in a hopeless act that it 

nonetheless toolζthe Nazis a l110nth to suppress.29 Notoriously, they 
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fought alone, with only the most perfunctory co-operation from the 

Poland-wide Home Arl11予 The memorial is unambiguous, and is remark

able among Soviet-era monU l11ents for featuring explicitly religious 

symbolism, in the form of the menorahs that are placed at either side of 

its thick granite frame. Inset on each side of this large grey bloclζare two 

bronze high-relief sculptures. The side facing the large square behind is 

completely Socialist Realist, pulled into a Mannerist composition of 

emaciated bodies, one carrying a child, others carrying grenades and 

knives; one is lying, crushed. On the other side, facing the street, is a clas

sical mourning procession. It was here that Willy Brandt fell to his knees 

in supplication, on a state visit to Poland in 1970.30 Elsewhere in the 

Ghetto are many other monu l11ents, mostly created after 1989, but this is 

‘ the' monument. It sits strangely here because it is not part of the Polish 

war narrative , but of an Israeli post-war one - there are always large 

Israeli tour groups in buses visiting. The tódi Ghetto, too, has its monll

ments and memorials, thollgh they are less a part of the itinerary. Both 

ghettoes were razed to the ground , and both are now poor, inner-city 

Children's Camp Memorial ， ζódi 
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districts made up of an uneasy mix of unfinished Socialist Realist grands 

projets and Modernist estates. In both cities, the outlines of the Ghetto 

are shown on the pavement, so that they are in a se l1se wrapped by a con

tinuous memorial. But, within that, there are completely normal, 
working-class Polish districts - the one in :Lódz, unsurprisingly, notice

ably a lot poorer. Among the memorials there is one sculptural group on 

the site of a concentration camp solely for the incarceration of children; 

at any one point there were 1 ,500 children here, whose ages ranged between 

two and seventeen. Like the Warsaw Ghetto memorial, it is in some way 

integrated into the area around, a quite pleasant, almost Scandinavian 

district of Modernist blocks in green space, albeit one neighboured by 

derelict pre-war tenements and seedy Socialist Realist half-boulevards. In 

this 197王 design by J adwiga J anus and Ludwik Mackiewicz, an ele飞rated

plaza features a curved, heartshaped structure made up of two metal 

wings, broken by the imprint of a starved child. Small, spiky stelae, run

ning alongside the garages of the flats , carry the names of the death 

camps to which many of the children were taken. It is an eeri巴， original 

piece of abstract sculpture , but it's completely unable to give even slightly 

a sense of the horror of what happened here , and how could it?31 

This is unsurprisingly even more the case with the death camps them

selves. When we went to Lublin in January 2013 neither of us had ever 
visited any of their remains … we hadn't taken Up the offer so frequently 

advertised in Kraków for package tours of ‘ Ghetto, Auschwitz, Salt 

Min矿. The death camp of Majdanek, however, is in the suburbs of Lub

lin, a ten-minute tram ride, and for some reason - not for the sake of this 

book - we decided to go there. It is most definitely not a place which it is 

advisable to visit, as we did, in temperatures of -10
o C, but it is an open 

question as to whether it should be visited at all. Unlike all the other 

death camps, it is surrounded by the suburbs of a medium-sized city, on 

all sides. What announces the death camp to the suburban street is the 

Monument to Struggle and Martyrdom , designed by Wiktor Tolkin in 

工969. It consists of a Monument-Gate, a Mausoleum, and a Road of 

Homage and Remembrance, which connects them, spanning the length 

of the camp, whose primitive wooden buildings are mostly preserved, 
unusually, since the camp was liberated by the Red Army before the Ger

mans had the chance to clear away e飞付ence ， as they had to some extent 

in Treblinka , Sobibor and other extermination camps. It was funded by a 
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The Monllment-Gate at Majdanek , Lublin 

Polish institution called the Council for the Protection of the Remem

brance of Combat and Martyrdom,32 but, 111ercifully, none of the 

1110numents pretend that there was anything heroic happening here. 

The Monument-Gate is huge, and hideous, as it should be. It is entirely 

abstract, a scream of concrete and rubble suspended over a slope lined 

with rubble (which now has a sign in front of it to stop visitors from fall

ing in) , contorted forms which look like giant three-dimensionalletters, 
intended to read as the Hebrew letters for ‘Lublin', but cracked and 

smashed into illegibility - in its r巳fusal of any consolation , any reference 

or any representation , it is less sentimental, less obvious, than the 1990S 

architecture of American academicians, although even then there's a 

question about whether or not tortured sculpture is of any use for the 

representation of actual torture, as if an unpleasantly dissonant experi

ence is in any way comparable to those actual experiences; but this 

attempt at the impossible has more conviction than most. You can, if you 

want，飞valk straight fr0111 it to the Tolkin-designed mausoleum, but 

another pathway leads into the remains of the camp itself. Majdanek 
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was , like the much larger Auschwitz, both a death camp where Jews were 

gassed, and a ‘ regular' concentration camp whe1'e political prisone1's and 

deportees were kept. There are exhibits in the surviving huts, so cold that 

it must have been di面cult enough not to simply freeze to death. They a1'e 

sparse, laconic; and the doo1's a1'e open , so that you can walk quite with

out thinking about it into a tiled 1'oom without realizing that you've 

waH王ed into a former gas chamber. The signs, in German , have been kept, 
as have the watchtowers, like all of the buildings in a quickly hurried

together wooden non-architecture, with some b1'ick in the crematoria. 

From he1'e, we got to the mausoleum. 1 later found that the design was 

based on an ancient Slavic burial urn, which is perhaps inappropriate 

given that 60,000 of the camp's 80,000 victims were not ‘Slavic' , but the 

form is not didactic enough for this to be obvious. An insc1'iption across 

its ci1'cular limestone cap reads 'Our Fate is a \X1arning to You飞 Unde1'

neath that, unexpectedly and horrifyingly, is a mound of human ashes. 

Although it's debatable whether any aesthetic, any kind of a1'chitec

tu町， has a chance at what is, even at best, making art out of atrocity, it's 

arguable Soviet aesthetics couldn't cope with the Final Solution for simi

lar 1'easons that Marxists of the time - with certain exceptions, such 

as Trotsky or Adorno - could not understand the reality of Nazi 

anti-Semitism. 1t was the norm to se巳 it as a mere scapegoating that 

cloaked a new fo1'm of monopoly capitalism, rather than as a distinct 

phenomenon with its own, psychotically ir1'ational, momentum. 1n much 

the same wa只 it resists being slotted into the Soviet narrative. The Holo

caust did not involve ‘heroism' , and the victims and their families would 

be ha1'd pressed to call any of it an act of ‘ martyrdom' 一 too senseless, too 

incomprehensible. To this there is one exception, perhaps. The sto1'y of 

the Minsk Ghetto is one of the least remembered of the er飞 and accord

ing to its main English-language historian that's because of its atypicalit俨

For dive1'se r巳asons - a less horrific expe1'ience of Stalinism than had 

neighbouring Uk1'aine, meaning Belarusians had internalized 0面cial

Soviet values of ‘ internationalism' , plus, pe1'haps cruciall只 an absence of 

any la1'ge-scale nationalism in Belarus itself - there was huge co-operation 

between the Ghetto, the 1'est of the city's underground and the Partisan 

movement in the forests. The Nazis' attempt to set up a reliable collabo1'a

tive Jude111'at to enforce their rule in the Ghetto failed , with its leade1's 

consistently working with the resistance. Tens of thousands were 
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smuggled out of the Ghetto to the forests. 1n the politics of history, they 

weren't useful to any side: too communist for the Americans, th巳y were 

not left to fight alone so weren't l11uch use to Israel; and in the USSR they 

were not 。因cially acknowledged until the 1960s, because the resistance 

move l11ent had not been officially sanctioned, unsurprisingly given that 

the local Party leadership had fled the N azis with great speed. The many 

memorials in Belarus's capital include sculptural groups, Metro stations 

and, fittingly, an underground eternal fla l11e. These memorials to interna

tionalis l11 survive partly because of Belarus's faintly neo-Soviet regi l11e, 
yet its absolute leader, Aleksandr LukashenI.王0 ， publicly condemned Jew >

ish tourists in 2007 for making a Belarusian town a 'pigsty' , and asked 

‘ rich Jews' to visit instead. Memorials evidently can't enforce politics. 

Maybe, as the American architects who became the memorialists of 

the 1990S and 2000S l11ade clear, it really is pointless to figurativ巳ly repre

sent the unrepresentable. 1n that case, following Adolf Loos, who once 

clai l11ed tha t ‘architecture' in l11ausolea was one of the few occasions 

where it was justi且ed ， you can sometimes find more successful exa l11ples 

in the cemeter予 At the main cemetery in Kie飞 there is a 'Park of Mem

ory' , whose d巳sign is so abstracted and haunting that it was pick巳d as a 

(back) cover image for one of the recent Totally Awesome Ruined Soviet 

Architecture books. We went looking for it in March 201 I. The first thing 

we noticed in this big municipal ce l11etery was the cO l11plete and totallack 

of even the slightest l11aintenance. It is interesting to see what a ce l11etery 

looks like when it really isn't maintained. The Victorian cemeteries of 

the UK are full of picturesque delights such as ivy-covered headstones 

and trees growing out of the heads of angels, but the pathways are 

impeccable and the rubbish left by courting Goths is always thoroughly 

cleared up. 

Here, however, in a cemetery where there are clearly some very recent 

graves, with fresh new headstones, all the pathways between are the set

ting for mud and trash，且ghting for control of these routes. Rubbish of all 

sorts - the usual bottles, packets and plastic products, but with a large 

a l110unt of toilet paper also scattered around , perhaps as aηabortive 

means of clearing up the mess. The l11ud itself, congealing with the 

remains of the thawing snow, is of fair忖 apocalyptic proportions, neces

sitating wellingtons at the very least for all but the insensible or those 

promised fine avant-garde architecture and the warm glow instilled by a 
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sense of achievement at the end of it. As if in response to this , severa1 of 

the graves are marked off by 10w walls , which unfortunately makes nego

tiation of the p1ace even more impossib1e. But after a few minutes, and 

having decided not to t1'Y and escape in the othe1' di1'ection , we got used to 

it , and admi1'ed the g1'avestones. Many of them a1'e mini ve1'sions of the 

Sovi巳t memo1'ia1 genre , pa1' tly no doubt due to the need fo 1' secu1a 1'ized 

fo1'ms of remembrance. The1'e a1'e a 10t of b1ack and 1'ed ma1'b1e or granite 

wedges, some of them carrying heroic images of those underneath; in 

some cases there a1'e small statues of the dead, one in Komsomo1 dress. 

The 1970S grave of the Didichenko fami1y is a small piece of conc1'ete 

abstraction, two vo1umes held in tension. Late1' graves are more obvious, 
for obvious 1'easons 一 that is, they're crosses - and in some cases, wooden 

crosses appear to have been added 1ate1' to 1970S and 1980s memoria1s. 

Earlie1', p1'e-Soviet monuments of 1esser 1'ectitude can be found he1'e too; a 

classica1 sarcophagus 100king disapproving among these atheists. 

Then we came to a clear main road, and in the distance what 100ked 

1ike what we'd seen in the glossy book. Our optimism was justifìed when 

we reached the entrance pavi1ion , a ve1'y sobe1' structure compa1'ed with 

what comes next, but nonetheless recognizab1e as conscious1y thought

out a1'chitecture in a way that 1ittle else he1'e is. lts forms initially seem 

ve1'y abst1'act - subtle curves and small windows , white 1'ende1' on 

conc1'ete - but the1'e is a1so an attempt he1'e at a non-1'efe1'entia1 ornament. 

Ove1' one doo1'wa只 the concrete sudden1y bu1ges , curves and billows into 

some pecu1iar 且esh1y opening. This is the fì1'st indication that the Pa1'k of 

Memo1'Y's designers , the a1'chitect Abraham Mi1etsky and a1'tists Ada 

Rybachuk and Vo1odymyr Melnychenko (who d1'ew on their earlier, 
unbuilt competition project fo 1' a memo1'ia1 at the 1'avine of Babi Yar) , 

we1'e concerned to evoke the sac1'ed without using any obvious religious 

symbo1ism. Recent additions have no such compunction - the adjacent 

doo1' to this is deco1'ated with tacked-on , bright O1'thodox icons. 

Yet the origina1 designe1's' mo1'e subtle symbolism is not removed , not 

yet - a bund1e of conc1'ete fo1'ms sits next to the sign towa1'ds the c1'emato-

1'ia , and you notice something else. A 1'ipp1ing , flowing wall of concr吐e ，

enclosing a clea1'1y very recent toy Orthodox church, its onion dome the 

pinnacle of a small, modest building that thankfully doesn't proclaim the 

Restoration as 10ud1y as it l11ight. lt's that concrete wall that dominates, 
though, curving all the way round a small l110at, accidentally for l11ing a 
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micro-acropo1is for that church to sit on. Concrete it may be, but the wa11 

100ks comp1ete1y organic, its curves so irregu1ar that they can't possib1y be 

the resu1t of de1iberate architectura1 intent. A1though it's represented as 

who11y abstract in the coffee-tab1e book w巳 were using as a guide, it tran

spires that the concrete wa11 is an accident.34 The bu1ging, curving wa11 was 

origina11y a huge relief scu1ptur飞 depicting the horrors of th巳 twentieth

century: of which there were many here , with the extermination of its 1arge 

Jewish popu1ation at Babi Yar in 194王， or the famine of 1933 , or the mass 

murders of the 1937 Great Purge. 111 the surviving photographs of the wa11 

under construction, you can see a11 of this featured and evoked on the relief, 
a vast tapestry of pain that was her巳 on1y for a coup1e of years before being 

rep1aced by the concrete abstraction we see h巳re toda予 Somewhere ， under

neath it, the scu1ptur巳s are still there and still recoverab1e. Even when at 

their most abstract, then, Soviet architects cou1d not resist architecture par

lante; 但址， sometimes, what they had to ‘say' was not welcome. 

The crematoria have a ceremonia1 approach , one which bypasses Chris

tian iconography a1together and reaches back to the pagan. A hill fort , 
more 0 1' 1ess - a great circus, a mound of earth, or rather of overgrown 

grass and the usua1 windswept rubbish , which you approach up a flight of 

steps; the tops of the cupo1as are visib1e from here, a set of domes and 

且ames. From the top of these steps, you see the crematorium bui1dings' 

tight circle surrounded by an earthwork fortification , stepped upwards 

for ease of access, p1anted with fresh flowers , hundreds of stones and 

1ittle memoria1s. 0 1', rathel了， we noticed this somewhat 1ater, as the crema

toria are so compe11ing. There are three actua1 ‘ bui1dings' here , sha110w 

structures which one cou1d imprecisely ca11 domes, were they not so 

organica11y cast. They face each other with perfect symmetr只 sentries in 

worn , white-rendered concrete, their she11s nS l11g from doorways of 

rough1y person height, swooping upwards and then down in a biomor

phic, materna1 curve. Guarding them in turn are purely scu1ptura1, 
sometimes uninhabited concrete forms which flicker, twist and taper 

upwards and outwards; marking out the space of a memoria1 stone. Th巳

巳ntrances to the three bui1dings take the organic metaphors and make it 

clear that the inspiration is human, not anima1; if these doub1e-curves 

resemb1e fe l11a1e body parts, the doorways appear as fac巳s ， with l110uths , 

巳yes ， noses and even fancifu11y a glazed hairline. Sexua1 l11etaphors l11ight 

see l11 bizarre and inappropriate in a space devoted to death, but they're 
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abundant in th巳 crematoriur丑 's inexplicable ancillary rooms and spaces, 
which feature vulval openings towards their pinnacles. Look at them from 

another angle, however, and they resemble a wailing wall of anthropo

morphic forms , twisting and turning in agony, their mouths open in pain. 

The main moulded metal doorways, through which the mourners pass, 
are imposingly deathly. 

Even without the sculptures , this is still a speaking architecture, as 

much as any other more conventional, more conformist Soviet public 

building. The atheistic sacred that these concrete forms aim to e飞Toke is 

captured on one level by a frank paganism … metaphors of weeping and 

contemplation for death , evocations of sex and pregnancy for rebirth; 

and it is surely this conception of cyclical, carnallife that necessitates the 

newly built Orthodox church to stand guard, as much as the now freely 

expressed faith of the mourners. The designers evidently took extremely 

seriously the requirement to create a non-confessional, non-sectarian, 
even non-mystical form of sacred architecture without the recourse to the 

conventional forms of Soviet ritual, and the concreting over of the relief 

forces it to do so without recourse to any conception of the political or 

historical. That doesn't mean the latter are wholly absent. 111 a sense, 
what the designers were trying to do here is what Eis巳nman ， Libeskind 

and those other ‘architects of mourning' attempted with their volumes 

E飞Toking war or the Holocallst; but there are no obviolls triggers, no big 

dark room to be locked into in which to contemplate the cattle trains (or 

rather, here, no deep ravines in which to contemplate the Einsatzgl'uþ

þen). At the same tim巳， even with the relief sClllpture which was intended 

to animat巳 it left blanked Ollt, this is impossible to conceive as a normal , 
straightforward space of mourning and commemoration. 1n all its 

abstraction , it cOllld only exist in a city which has faced extraordinary 

Sll旺ering. 1t is abstract, bllt it is not mute. 

ANT1-COMMUN1ST MONUMENTS 

There are many Museums of Communism in ElIrope , and they are at 

their most wilfully fri飞Tolous in cities that are regularly visited by Western 

tounsts 一 in Berlin, where the GDR is two things, the Stasi and cutely 

clunky consumer goods; in Tallinn , where the Soviet Union is the KGB 
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and cool pop-art adverts for products you couldn't buy in shops; and in 

Prague, where the museum takes the form of an attic full of tat pointedly 

advertised as being ‘next to McDonaldγ. Others have more serious 

ambitions - to provide spaces of public memor民 or to set up new national 

narratives. Some of these anti-communist spaces are much more ambi

tious as architecture, and paramount among these is the Statue Park in 

Budapest, set up in the outer, outer suburbs of Buda in 工993 ， the greatest 

of what Agata Pyzik describes as the ‘zoos' and"monument graveyards' 

that can be found also in the Grutas Park in Lithuania (better known as 

'Stalin World川 or in the Park of Fallen Monuments in MoSCOW.35 The 

last, looked over by a ludicrollS Postmodern monument to Peter the Great 

and in f1'Ont of the New Tretiakov Galler只 one of the most impressive 

high-Modernist buildings in the city, is particularly weird , given that- the 

decisively demounted Brezhnev and Stalin aside … most of its subjects can 

be fOllnd in abundance left a1'Ound in the ci叩 A few hammer-and-sickles, 
Lenins, Dzerzhinskys and such are ‘ fallen' here, but many more are still in 

their original place in the Russian capital - a ten-minllte walk f1'Om the 

park and you'll spot in situ a Lenin as well as a Georgi Dimitrov, and can 

descend into a Met1'O station watched over by a he1'Oic space-age worker 

couple. This schizophrenia is not atypical. 
1n Budapest, however, there really are no, or near忖 no， communist 

Anti-Stalinist satirical classicis ll1 at Budapest's Statue Park 
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monuments on show in the city centre, apart from the small obelisk n巳ar

the parliament or the de-Sovietized liberation l110nument on Gellert 日ill.

The Red Army soldier that originally appeared below the goddess of 

peace in the latter can be found in th巳 Statue Padζ. It is so far fro l11 the 

centre of the city, quarantined away in a green belt past even the Platten

bau blocks , that its original a l11bitions to be a memorial space for both 

former Eastern Bloc citizens and tourists seem unlikely to be ful且lled.

There are adverts for it on the Metro, in English, and the bus stop for the 

only bl1s that goes there is also given a specially illustrated English sign

post. The park was designed in 1993 by the architect Ákos Ele6d. The 

architecture is Postmodern classicisr口， not in the popular, kitsch , 

classicis l11-in-fibreglass sense so present in Moscow - though there's a 

fabulously horrible example of that in the new N ational Theatre in Pest

but in a more serious vein, with its porticos and pediments constructed 

out of industrial red brick as a literal stage set , de l110nstratively without 

actual buildings behind their fa伊des， with the columns holding up noth

ing. Into these spaces are placed the removed statues, in a particular order, 
in a taxonomy much as we've tried to follow in this book - monuments to 

the Fathers of the Workers' Movement here, to the Workers' Heroes there, 
to the Red Anny and Lenin elsewhere, and with a special place for the 

comme l110ration of the Hungarian Soviet Republic of 巧巧 and the 

‘counter> revolution' of 1956. 

According to Ele6d , 'in order to build a cO l1nter-propaganda park out 

of these propaganda statues, and in order to faithfully follow the 

Dictatorship-like way of thinking and its inherited recip巳， 1 had to create 

this park with more direct , l110re drastic , more up-to-date devices' 

i.e. the emptinesses , the lacl1na巳， the holes in the classical buildings have 

the role of encouraging criticality and thought, rather than just present

ing a Stalinist horrorshow. It is placed on an axis, where 且anking

‘buildings' reveal, through the bare portico, the severed legs of Stalin; 

the only ‘ fake' l110nU l11ent her巳， mad巳 in referenc巳 to the destruction of 

the Stalin statue during the 1956 revolution. The only text, other than the 

plaques , is a poel11,‘A Word on Tyranny' , by the communist turned dissi

dent Gyula Illyés. ‘This park is about democracy,' Ele6d continues , 

because ‘ only de l110cracy can give us the chance to think freely about dic

tatorships.' Does it elicit thought, or does it just elicit ‘Wow' or ‘What 

were they thinking?' ‘Inevitably, in a tourist from another countr只 to
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whom dictatorship means nothing more than at l110st a reading experi

ence [and here we are!J , very different thoughts arise than in a person 

with a tragic past, who lived here, lived through hard times, carrying the 

drama of his own broken life und巳r these statues into the park. But silence 

is common.'36 Silence is indeed common , and so is taking lots of pics of 

yourself gesticulating next to these giant gesticulators. We did. 

As the removal in Budapest has been so complete, or so indiscriminate

even Warsaw has more Soviet statues left in place it can be a little 

unnerving seeing how every part of the t￥ventieth-century socialist experi

ence has been thrown in here. Marx and Engels of course, and it's a 

waste of breath maybe to argue how little they have to do with what hap <

pened in Hungary more than a half-century after their deaths; there's a 

lot of the Soviet Republic of 19月， which was hardly a Russian il11perial 

project, as th巳 Red Army couldn't then have got to Hungary even if it had 

wanted to, but was an indigenous Hungarian revolution, and one which 

had mass support in Budapest itself, and which was overthrown by the 

RO l11anian army, not by any Hungarian movement against it - and which 

was replaced by a violently anti-Se l11itic right-wing dictatorship. That 

doesn't l11ake the monU l11ents to it any less absurd, and its largest fallen 

1110num巳nt ， a 1986 sculpture of Béla Kun and the Magyar Red Anny by 

Imre Varga , is indeed cO l11pletely preposterous, a cluster of little leaping 

tin soldiers, deliberately thin and left un】且eshed out, which suggests that 

late 'real socialist' sculptors could do Postmodernis l11 as well as any 

post-co l11l11unist space of sober l11el11or予 But also in here is a l110nU l11ent 

to the 1 ,200 Hungarian volunteers who fought in the International Bri

gades during the Spanish Civil War, in a decent, abstracted bronze of 

three soldiers next to plinths with the battles they took part in , to the 

designs of Aga l11emnOn Makrisz, in 1968. It for l11s part of the park dedi

cated to the ‘unending promenade of 飞再Torkers' move l11ent concepts'. 

There are monuments to the surely wholly admirable, selfless gesture of 

the International Brigades in 1110st other countries that had a workers' 

movement - there is an equally large one on London's South Bank, and a 

smaller one in my hometown, Southampton, among numerous others. 

But, here, the International Brigades are just another part of a spurious 

pro l11enade of fake heroism. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, then , alongside the transformation of CO I11-

munis l11 into a horror-reservation, there's a conspicuous failure in the 
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Hungarian capital to comme l11orate Hungary's 巳xperience of fascism , 
which cu1 l11inated in the exter l11ination of 70 per cent of Hungarian Jews. 

In a country where the hard-right interwar dictator Admiral Horthy is 

im l110rtalized and the third-largest party is openly neo-fascist and 

anti-Se l11itic, this matters. As an extant l110ve l11ent, Soviet倒style commun

ism is stone dead in contemporary Eastern Europe, bar maybe its undeath 

in the Czech R巳public ， Ukraine and Russia; but fascism most certainly 

isn't. And the sculptors who once designed glowering Lenins and muscle

bound workers now devote their talents to edifìces representing the likes 

of Admiral Horthy, Marshal Józef Pilsudski , the Latvian dictator IGrlis 

Ulmanis and the Ukrainian fascist leader St巳pan Bandera, none of them 

‘democrats' in any sane sense of the word. The statues are often in the 

same style, in the same red granite, on the same angular abstract plinths 

with realist busts and statues built in. Often , looking at one of the many 

looming bronze Pilsudskis in Poland , it's only the peaked cap and the 

more luxurious facial hair that make it clear you're not looking at a Lenin. 

Though the 。因cial ideology is to reject both ‘ totalitarianisms' , in prac

tice their conflation is very frequently packaged with the rehabilitation of 

right-wing authoritarianism. 

If fascism's victi l11s are 巳ver com l11emorated in post-communist Eur町

ope, it's usually in the form of museums that put together the ‘ two 

totalitarianisms'. In Budapest, the central House of Terror一 (actually called 

this) , is in the building on Andrássy ú t where the Gesta po and then the 

日ungarian secret police, the AVO, had their 。而ces. In the Baltic states, 
there are museU l11S to the ‘Double Genocide' , and the Lithuanian one is 

also in an 。因C巳 block that was used as a torture cha l11ber by both the 

Gestapo and the KGB. On that level, the desire to place the two regimes 

in alignment is understandable, but what is the word ‘genocide' doing 

here? Both Latvian and Lithuanian 。因cial histories use this term to refer 

not merely to the actual genocide of Baltic Jews - for which reason there 

are now nearly no Jews at all in such former ‘Jerusalems of the North' as 

Vilnius, Kaunas, Daugavpils and Riga - but also to the genocide of Lithu叫

anians and Latvians, which seer丑s contradicted by the continued existence 

here of Lithuanians and Latvians. The term hasn't been wholly pulled O l1 t 

of nowhere, but refers to the mass deportations of potential 

‘counter-revol l1tionaries' in the Baltic states under Stalin's rule. These 

were appalling crimes l1nder any possible interpretation of international 
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The Museum of the Red Riflemen/The Museum of Occupations, Riga 

law, and many died in the transport to Siberia , but these people were not 

all shot in pits or gassed in vans and chambers. 1n fact , most survived. 1t 

is not the same thing. Nonetheless, denying ‘both' genocides is illegal 

under Lithuanian law, so we'd best be careful. 
A typical space for remembering the ‘Double Genocide' is the Occu

pation Museum in the centre of Riga. We have come across this already, 
as the central building in the reconstructed Riflemen's Square, sur

rounded by contemporary and Stalinist interpretations of historical 

architecture. The building, originally the Museum of the Red Riflemen , 
was designed in 1969, by the architects Dzintars Driba and Gunärs 

Lusis > GrInbergs. As an exterior structure, it is harsh, with an almost 

windowless copper-panelled fa伊de; in front of it is a statue of the 'Rifle

men' , appearing as superhuman sentries standing at the gates to the city, 
at the point where the main road bridge over the Daugava connects it to 

the centre. Because of that the museum is ‘ the' entry to Riga's Old Town, 
and accordingly its fa伊de is often covered with giant adverts to the road. 

Before we can think about the building's current purpose, we need to 
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know who these statues are, and what the museum was devoted to 

previousl予

It was not devoted to the Great Patriotic War, during which 

50viet.咱 occupied Latvia was then occupied by the Nazis, but to the tens of 

thousands of Latvians who fought on the side of the Bolshevi1王s in the 

‘Russian' Civil War, between 19 工7 and 19日. They gained a reputation for 

ferociousness; after he survived an assassination attempt, Lenin's per

sonal guard was a detachment of Latvians. Many later took high positions 

in the Party and state (including, notably, the ‘organs') before being d巳Cl

mated by 5talin, who speci且cally targeted Latvians, as he did Poles and 

Germans or any other foreign-born communists during the purges of 

1936-8. The Riflemen, made up of divisions which had gone over to the 

Bolsheviks during the collapse of the Eastern Front in the First World 

War, were not alone in Latvia in their enthusiasm for communism. In the 

Constituent Assembly elections of late 19工7 ， the Bolsheviks to01王 72 per 

cent of the vote. Latvia, as one of the most industrially developed areas 

of the Russian Empire, had been one of their strongholds since 1905. A 

brief 50viet Republic was set up here in 巧巧， and defeated only by for

eign intervention. 50 this is not a monument to an ‘occupation' , but to 

Latvians' widespread participation in the October Revolution , something 

which even nationalist historians do not dispute. Like all 50viet jingoist 

monuments, it is hard to connect the deeds - not always heroic, and civil 

wars tend l10t to be - and the unambiguous representation of these 

red时granite cybermen.37 As a composition, it is very powerful. It is placed 

on one side of the low, intersecting vohllnes of the l11useum, and Riga 

Cathedral's spire el11erges on the other side. The imposing aSY l11metrical 

align l11ent would be even more clear, but for the reconstructed Black

head's House emerging just behind. It is , in the origin址， one of the 50viet 

structures that sets up a dialogue between ‘heritage' as in great monu

ments, and ‘heritage' as in the workers' movement, the state's 。而cial

legiti l11ation. 

There are proposals to reclad half of the museum in mirrorglass and 

white tiles, so that its new purpose is more signposted, but at the moment 

the exterior of the Museum of Occupations is untouched, in contrast to 

the interior, where the occupations of Latvia by the N azis and by the 

50viets are treated oddly asymmetricall予 In the fifty pages of 

the English-language catalogue, which gives a sense of the balance of the 
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contents, there are just 且ve pages on the Nazi occupation, in which there 

are three short paragraphs on the 日olocaust ， one of which is devoted to 

denying the existence of Latvian anti-Se l11itis l11•38 Regard1ess, nearly all of 

Latvia's 70,000 Jews were killed, 1110st of the l11 before the Nazis even 。而

cially instituted the Fina1 501ution at the Wannsee conference. There may 

perhaps not have been a ‘history' of pogroms in Riga before the 1940s, 
but this didn't stop the Arajs Kommando, one of the most notorious co1-

1aborationist forces in occupied Europe, from doing much of the killing, 
here and e1sewhere. The commando wou1d 1ater fonn the backbone of a 

Latvian 55 1egion, which the museum is at pains to point out was not 

invo1ved in any atrocities, and was partly conscripted; glossy books in the 

shop show photographs of this rebranded ‘Latvian Legion' , their Swas

tika armbands proud1y on disp1ay on the cover, a10ng with apo1ogetic 

commenta叩 Nearly everything is trans1ated into English, as if they're 

very keen to make clear to visitors what happened here. If the Nazi occu

pation is skirted over, there is much, much more on how the Soviet 

occupation turned Latvia into an economic basket case and a co1ony, 
one where the Russian population - making up around ha1f of the city's 

residents - still resist 1earning Latvian, and want Russian as an 0面cia1

second 1anguage. The museum is not about the past but about this pre

sent, and it is quite categorica1 about that. This is easi1y as gross as any 

50viet instrumenta1ization of history, and it shou1d be possib1e to say so. 

There's 1ittle doubt that Latvia was treated in a co1onia1 fashion under 

the U5SR ,39 and the emigration of Russian workers was one facet of this, 
though it's doubtfu1 they bene且ted from it much. There's a1so no doubt 

that under 5ta1inism Baltic peop1es were subject to harsh repression, as 

were others, Russians included. But as the writer Otto Latsis, whose fam

i1y had been communists since the 1910S, pointed out, even under 

Khrushchev Latvia's Com l11unist Party was purged after it atte l11pted a 

‘nationa1 cO l11munist' orientation, trying to 1imit Russian l11igration. Gra

tuitous1y, even harm1ess festiva1s such as the Feast of 5t Ivan were banned. 

50 the use of the word ‘occupation' is fair. But it is not fair to argue that 

both occupations were equa1 and equiva1ent. In the context of the Latvian 

ind巳pendence l110ve l11ent in 1990, Latsis asserted that ‘ it is a 1udicrous 

idea' to argue, as the officia1 histories then did, that the occupation of 

Latvia was vo1untary or caused by revolution in Latvia itse1f. ‘5erious 

ana1ysis shows there was no re飞Tolutionary situation at all, though there 
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was a high level of discontent with the reactionary Baltic regimes . . . such 

arguments only make people realize that they are being treated as idiots.' 

He had equally harsh words for the notion that Latvia was still ‘occupied' 

且fty years later. ‘'Am 1 not also being treated as an idiot by those whose 

talk of "occupation" stubbornly equates the events of half a century ago 

with those of the present? If there were an occupation regime in place 

today, even the mildest criticis l11 would be forbidden.'40 

50 why the harshness , why the insistence that the 50viet occupation 

needs l11uch more space and attention than the Ger l11an? There is a slip of 

paper, in English , available at the entrance to the museu日1 ， which explains 

this. ‘ One of Latvia's greatest strengths, its welcoming attitude and open

ness to others, is becoming its greatest weakness, as others exploit that 

openness to change what it means to be Latvian in ways that subvert 

the nation and allow others to dominate it . . . now it is so obvious that 

no one concerned about Latvia and Latvians can afford to ignore it. 叫 I

What might this sudden change be? Conceivably, the election of a 

Russian-speaking mayor the same year, when the largest party in the 

parliament was a pro-Russian coalition that included post-communist 

parties such as the 50cial Democrats and the Latvian 50cialist Party, the 

batter led by Riga's I980s mayor, Alfreds Rubiks. This in itself was 

remarkable given that a large proportion of the Russian-speaking popu

lation are denied citizenship, having to pass a complex naturalization test 

if they want to vote in general elections. ‘ Changing what it means to be 

Latvian' is code for accepting that Latvian Russians are also Latvian. 

50 we have a l11useum that is extre l11ely interventionist , as determined 

to malαa polemical point as any under the U55R. History remains a 

tool, to be used according to whoever the enemy is at any given time. 

Estonia , too , has a si l11ilar citizenship regime to Latvia and an Occupa

tion Museu l11, and typically for contemporary Estonia it's a l11uch more 

interesting piece of architecture than you would find in Riga , a subtle, 
secluded neo-Brutalist building, a glass pavilion framed by steel diago

nals, rising from a raw concrete base. Nearby is the empty space where 

the Red Army's less tasteful memorial, th巳‘ bronze soldier' , stood until 

its removal in 2007. The Estonian artist Kristina Norman notes that 

‘back then the education system was supposed to make "50viet people" 

out of youngsters , today the aim instead is to produce an "Estonian

mindedness" ';42 in this context,‘ the current political power constructs 
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and rede且nes their historical, foreign and internal enemies for populist 

reasons. At the same time, they are carrying out a policy of the intensifi

cation of national identity, and in this proc巳ss monuments have become 

visual instruments.' 5he recalls that her - Russian-sp巳aking - parents 

voted for Estonian independence, as did 150,000 other ‘Russians'. How

ever, they did not get citizenship in the new state, unlike the descendants 

of anyone who lived there before 1939. 1n that context, the old 50viet 

monuments 咀lled a gap that was left after the 'positive identity for the 

Russian-speaking population had disappeared'. When the Red Army 

memorial was removed in 2007, the rioting Russian youth targeted for 

particular violence a boutique/luxury 0国ce complex. The rioters were 

known to have come from microrayons on the outskirts of Tallinn. But 

these acts of ‘class' were immediately subsumed into ‘nation' , with sup

port from the Kremlin's youth movement, the ‘Nashi', and chants of 

‘Russia! Russia!' The invasion of the microrayons into the tourist centre 

became the invasion of the Russians. 

The maintenance of nationalism as the only acceptable frame is 

enforced on both sides; during the riots , President Toomas Hendrik Ilves 

was quoted as saying that, for Estonians,‘our people were not murdered 

by communists or Nazis, but by Germans and Russians'卢 This discourse 

is ubiquitous in the Baltics. How to explain all the seeming evidence that 

in 1917 a lot of Latvians supported the Bolsheviks, and in 194工 many

appeared to support the Nazis? The answer could not possibly be that 

factory workers in Riga were convinced socialists, like workers in 

5t Petersburg, Berlin or Paris around the same time; it cannot possibly be 

that many young people in Riga , as in Vichy, Rome or Berlin, were adher

ents of fascist ideology. One recent Latvian book - translated , like so 

many in the Occupation Museum, into English 一 on warti l11e propaganda 

argues that ‘ the ideas of the Bolshevilιs gained resonance' because ‘ they 

promised Latvian autonomy' , and that while the Latvian 55 ‘ technically 

fought against the allies, the majority of legionnaires did not wish to fight 

for Hitler and the Nazis, but rath巳r against the US5R and 5talin'. S0 l11e

how it all see l11S to become acceptable if it's in the service of the nation. 

The result is not merely the existence of new spaces of memory - as pol

itically pointed adaptive reuse in 飞lilnius or Riga, as bunker-chic in 

Tallinn, but also a spatial segregation, which even the casual obs巳rver can 

notice. 5eldom did we hear Russian in the Old Towns of Tallinn and Riga, 
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se1dom did we hea1' Estonian in Pi1'ita 01' Latvian in the Maskavas Dis

t1'ict; sometimes both cities can fee1like a p1'ettier Belfast. The memoria1 

politics of these cities are, in this context, extremely undemocratic. 

What makes the new memoria1 spaces in the Ba1tic countries so uneasy 

is that sense of specia1 p1eading, the attempt to at once conflate the two 

'totalitarianisms' whi1e exonerating their 10ca1 auxiliaries. The rhetoric is 

a1ways in terms of ‘WeU, you may have heard that we a11 co11aborated 

with the Nazis' … (whi1e, of course, most foreign visito1's have no 

idea) 一‘but in fact , we on1y did so because of the Soviets.' Obvio l1s1y 

the1'e's 1ess of this touchiness in Warsaw, capita1 of the CO l1ntry that 

pro l1d1y didn't co11abo1'ate with either of the two tota1itarianisms.44 Ther巳

are abundant memoria1 spaces to the Home A1'my, by fa 1' the 1a1'gest of 

the three clandestine armies that resisted the Nazis (the othe1' two fo 1'ces, 
made up respectively of Po1ish cO l11l11unists and fascists , a1'e unsurpris

ing1y 1ess remembered - though there are surviving p1aques for the former, 
and graffìti stenci1s 1eft by the young far right for the 1atter). Many were 

persec l1 ted after 1945 , and a sma11 gro l1p of the Home Army formed 1nde

pendence and Freedor日， a partisan organization which fought on in the 

forests fo 1' some years. The Home Army's most famo l1s action , the War

saw Rising of Aug l1st 1944, is centra1 to post-1989 Po1and's story of itself. 

Tho l1gh it was of course directed against the Nazis, most sources agree it 

was a1so designed to secure the city so that the Red Army wou1d be met 

by ‘facts on the ground飞 P巳rhaps unsurprising1y, then, the Red Anny, bar 

its Po1ish units under Genera1 Berling, was ordered not to assist, and they 

watched the city burn from the othe1' side of the Vistu1a. 

Guidebooks 1ike to mention how 气Igly' Warsaw's many war memoria1s 

ar巳， as if the correct response to the su旺ering in this city wou1d have been 

to erect something pretty. What is maybe more interesting is the way they 

try to create entire cityscapes of memoria1ization, in the Soviet 

manner - memoria1s as three-dimensiona1 pieces of city, rather than as 

pieces of art you can cas l1a11y waUζpast. And 1ike Soviet l110numents, this 

can make them rather s-i11y 一 the fi 1'st officia1 memo1'ia1 to the Wa1'saw Ris

ing, bui1t in 1988 me1'e months before the end of the system, has a 

combination of abstraction close to that cave-unde1'pass that connects 

the Lav1'a to the wa1' m l1se l1m in Kiev - h111king concrete sp1inters th1'ough 

which bronze soldiers storm out. 1n a striking act of b1asphemy against 

the nationa1 myth, the sC111pture is known 1oca11y as ‘Running for a bus'. 
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A gathering at the Sappers' Monument, Warsaw, on a 1985 postcard 

All are huge , but some are less ideological than others - the Sappers' 

Monument, builr in the 1970日， doesn't state whether the Sappers were in 

the 日ome Army or the communist People's Army, but it forms an en

semble with a riverside embankment. The combination of abstract plinth 
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and hulking figures returns , as do some densely packed, tortured friezes , 
bulging out with angst and horror. The jagged plinths (representing in 

stone the risk of exploded mines) and the statue of a singular Sapper are 
one side of a complex which pulls an underpass leading to the river into 

itself - when you get to the other end, the memorial continues, more of 
the low-relief figures of resistance fighters , providing a dead end in front 
of the Vistula. 

In the Warsaw Rising's dedicated museum, you get little sense that the 

Nazis might have been rnotivated by ideology in their extreme suppres
sion of the Poles - specifically, racial ideolog只 with Poles regarded as 
‘ subhuman飞 It just ‘happened' because they were bad people who wanted 

to suppress Polish independence. The museurn spreads across an old fac同

tory that was badly darnaged during the rising. A steel-framed watchtower 

has been erected, emblazoned with the ubiquitous symbol for ‘Poland 
Fights' , which you still 且nd gra自tied on every street corner, as if the war 
were still going on. And indeed, according to the rnuseum guides, it is 
Agata overhears one telling a group of schoolchildren: 'You think th巳 war

finished in 1945? No!' 
The walls around the museum are decorated by Polish street artists, 

with rnurals on Solidarit只 on the women of the Home Army, and some 
horror-cartoon images of 且ghting Poles. Nazis and Nazism are not 

depicted much here, either. When you go inside, though , the architecture 
of the l11useum is il11mediately redolent of the Museum of the Great Pat

riotic War, with di l11, l1100d-setting lighting, dra l11atic 1110ntaged dioramas 
rather than 111巳re objects under glass, and lots of machinery on display, 
with an aeroplane suspended across the old machine hall. All exhibits, as 

in Riga but unlike in Kie飞 are captioned in English. There is a lot about 
the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, and one tiny panel on the Ghetto rising of 

1943. But it also has much more of the im l11ersive museum spaces that a 
visitor to London's Imperial War Museum might recognize - a walk-in 
。因ce of the underground , a bunker you can hide in. Its day-by-day chart

ing of the rising and its a.ccounts from participants is undeniably l110ving, 
and their courage and herois l11 are , again, indisputable, especially against 

such overwhelrning odds. The photographs of these ordinary Poles taking 
over their city are el11 blazoned on the walls, and their joy, their obvious 
sense of liberation , is clear. But if the museum tells you how, it never asks 

wh予 Why did the Nazis treat Poles like subhurnans? Who were they? 
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What did they want? It's almost as if to think about fascism would be to 

think critically about nationalism . . . And at the end, of course, we have 

Ronald Reagan commemorating the insurgents, John Paul 11 quoted 

reminding us that ‘ there is no way to understand this Nation without 

Christ' , and rooms on the subsequent Soviet liberation/occupation. And 

here, in this room lit by a giant neon hammer-and-sickle, are panel profiles 

of Soviet collaborators. The implication is that the horrors did not really 

end until 工989产 But we hear once again that song which was blasted out 

on the way into the Museum of the Great Patriotic War, the enormous 

roar of 'The Sacred War' , now repositioned to sing of occupation, not 

liberation. It may be a ‘subverting' of the original use, but the results here 

are every bit as black and white and didactic as the spaces of Soviet 

memory. 
So is there a way of remembering that is not somehow against a con

tinuation of or a reaction to the jingoistic architecture of Stalinism? We 

came across two in particular which tried to do something different. On巳

of them departs from the national, state-subsidized politics of memory 

for a remarkable transformation of a m巳morial space into property 

development - the ‘Corvin Quarter' , in Budapest. A large Baroque circus 

just behind Budapest's radial Haussmannian boulevard is, at first, a con

tinuous monument to 1956. The big tenement blocks curve around a 

small cinema , which is covered with plaques for the revolution that had 

one of its main centres exactly here. Insurgents are commemorated with 

dozens of plaques, with biographies which aren't afraid to make clear 

how many of them and their leaders were communists; in fact, the only 

communists who have monuments to them surviving in the city are of 

course Imre Nagy, Pál Maléter, Sándor Kopácsi, and others who saw no 

contradiction between socialism and an insurrection against Stalinism. 

The dozens of memorials are in a wholly di旺erent aesthetic from Stalinist 

edifices, too, with cursive typography, the inclusion of photos and little 

portraits, and lots of crosses. A map shows you the Quarter and the bat

tles fought there. Walk around it and you'll find that these are the only 

historical buildings left, as you suddenly find yourself in a new, shiny, 
Modernist shopping arcade, and then on a promenade lined by pristine 

luxury apartment blocks, exactly the same in style as any in Western 

Europe, with Trespa and brick cladding, little balconies and the like. The 

way it is all planned, from the memorial circus leading to the new 
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development, appears to suggest that the culmination of the Hungarian 

revolution against Stalinism and Russian colonialism was luxury living 

solutions for the new European bourgeoisie. There are few places where 

the spatiallink between nationalism and capitalism is quite so obvious, 
but here the Stalinist legacy has been truly left behind. 

The other is unusual for its degree of contestation, its incompleteness, 
its inability and unwillingness to speak with one voice about the past -

the series of memo1'ial spaces dedicated to the Solida1'ity movement, in its 

birthplace, the Gdal1sk shipyards. The first monument here was designed 

in 1980, and erected soon after - a triple cross dedicated to the shipyard 

worke1's who fell here in the wildcat st1'ikes of 1970, when the army we1'e 

sent in to suppress them with fo 1'ce. The crosses, designed by Bogdan 

Pietruszka, are of twisted and tapered steel, as 1'aw and metallic as the 

ships; they a1'e obviously religious in thei1' symbolism, but on the lower 

parts of each c1'oss, at eye level, are relief sculptures, depicting the work

ers and thei1' struggle. Even after Solida1'ity, too, was violently suppressed 

at the end of 198 工， the monument was retained , and after 1989 it was 

accompanied by various other memo1'ial spaces, which seem only to have 

expanded as the shipyards have closed. An auto-rusting International 

Solidarity Centr飞 devoted to the histories of the trade union movement 

and anti-communism (not always the same thing, alas) was n巳arly unde1' 

construction, descr也ed by Pyzik in Poor but Sexy as a place where you 

can ‘see in a nutshell the results of the capitalist transition' , a queasy his

torical joke, whose rusting and weathering do not only symbolize 

‘memory' but also inadvertently the disappearance of the shipyards them

selves and the jobs that came with them. \X7hen we went the1'e, a small 

fragment of the yard still existed , devoted now only to b1'eaking rather 

than building ships; their 1'ed-brick sheds and immense pipelines and rot

ting infrast1'ucture, constructed mostly when this was still Danzig, a1'e 

abutted by wasteland. It's a goldmine fo 1' love1's of industrial design , all 

ha1'd Hansa brick, twisted steel, skyscraping cranes and spindly gantries, 
blown by dust and c1'isscrossed by mud. The old entrance is still the way 

in, and you can just pass there from the street, past a kiosk selling Solidar

lty souve l1l rs. 

The Gdal1sk strikes in both 1970 and 1980 were initially caused by 

price 1'ises for food , intended to make the system ‘1'ational', like capitalism 

is, with p1'ices decided by the market, not by what a wo1'ker can 0 1' can't 
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afford. The Gda白sk workers' demands are emblazoned on the entrance to 

the shipyard, in fu11- in fact, what you see is the original text, scrawled in 

red and black onto a board. Aside from demanding amnesties for polit

ical prisoners and a free press, they include demands for fixed prices, for 

equal access to health care, and for the abolition of the special shops 

where those with access to foreign currency could buy things unavailable 

elsewhere. Demands for the restoration of the free marl王时， let alone for 

‘shock therapy', are conspicuous by their absence. 1n fact , apart from the 

clause demanding freedom of worship, their programme would have been 

described anywhere in the world but Poland in 1980 as ‘ socialist飞 Peter

Gowan wrote of this apparent paradox at the time,‘Nationalised indus

try has entailed a number of social and economic coro11aries: fu11 

employment and economic security; very low and largely stable prices for 

essential it巳ms such as food , housing, transport, etc.; rising living stand

ards; a large and genera11y grm可ing degree of social egalitarianism (in 

comparison with capitalist states); a lower level of work intensity; and, 
for a minority of the manual working class, prospects of social privileges 

and upward mobility considerably greater than under capitalism. Almost 

a11 of thes巳 phenomena are indeed registered in western bourgeois litera

ture on the states of Eastern Europe , but they are mentioned 

overwhelmingly in the context of the supposed economic evils of these 

systems. Thus we hear an unending stream of scorn for the arbitrary 

prices, the slack work rhythm, the supposed absurdities of fu11 employ

ment in terms of rational use of labour resources, and so on . . . What is 

less often registered is that these supposedly irrational social features of 

the East European states are perceived by their own working populations 

as important social gains and rights . . . a11 the historical evidence of these 

states demonstrates that any attempt to tamper with these rights is liable 

to produce a political crisis.' Se巳n in this wa只 it almost seems as if the 

str让es were not designed to bring down communism, but to enforce com

munism on some very reluctant communists. The reaction to this in 

December 1981 stopped this as a possibility for good卢

Solidarity never spoke with one voice, including within it Catholics, 
Party members, dissidents, political prisoner飞 nationalists and even a few 

Marxists; its programme , by late 1981 , was essentia11y syndicalist, ca11ing 

for a ‘self-managing republic'. Although nothing here suggests that syn

dicalis l11 is remembered, there is a clash of memorials: the demands over 
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the entrance, where in plain sight you can see exactly what it was they 

wanted, and how they didn't get it, either in I98I or in I989; the crosses, 
which make clear their devout Catholicism and their adherence to a Soviet 

iconography of labour; a concrete waU, decorated with memorial plaques 

丁atlin's tow叫 CdaÍ1sk shipyards 
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from all over Poland, a coll巳ction of messages of thanks to the Gdal1sk 

workers for their role in liberating the country - one, depressingly, fea

tures a bust of Marshal Pilsudski, and one wonders how exactly they 

think this military dictator would have reacted to a mass strike on the 

Baltic coast. And , inside, there are remnants of more recent art projects, 
courtesy of the small Wyspa (‘ Island') gallery in one of the nineteenth而

century war吐10uses. These include a miniature version , created by the 

artist Grzegorz Klaman , of Tatlin's Monument to the Third Interna

tional , that Futurist dream devoted to international workers' solidarity, 
which has built inside it, instead of the 1mb of the world workers' revolu

tion , a Corten steel bunker, a suggestive image of what that dream of 

international revolution eventually became, here in this international sea

port. It all amounts to a confused , emotional but pow巳rful statement of 

just how little of this struggle is clear and obvious, a contradictory rejoin

der to all those univocal statements of national heroism , whether Soviet 

or post-Soviet. Still , if developers have their way, it'll one day be an unusu

ally artistic entrance to a giant hypermarket. 

IGNORANCE OF HIS MEMORY IS A CRIME 

1 will finish this chapter with two ‘house museu日lS' ， both dedicated to 

Georgian-born members of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party, 
both of whom wrote some poetr予 The first of these stands ìn between 

Dzhugashvìli Street and Stalin Prospekt, at the centre of the small but 

historic Georgian town of Gori. Even a visitor unfamiliar with the most 

basic rules of town planning will have worked out that the entire town 

has been planned around this house museum. Stalin Avenue is a magis

trale , its wide expanse lined with Tverskaya-style monumental apartment 

buildings (dressed with balconies and pinnacles in line with the Ottoman

Persìan ‘national form' Ü1 this part of the Union) on a scale which might 

seem excessive for a town of around 50,000 inhabitants, with a 

glass > domed neoclassical city hall larger than those of many cities ten 

times its sìze. At the end of the magìstrale is Stalin Parlζ ， a prett只 symmet句

rical green space with a channelled stream in the middle, and at the end 

of that is the J. v. Stalin Memorial Museu l11. 
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Before we proceed to this place, S0 l11e explaining needs to be done so 

you know why it manages to exist at all. A l110nth after Khrushch肝、

(soon not-so-)secret speech of February I956, rumours that Stalin had 

been publicly denounced reached Tbilisi. A mass wreath-laying at the 

city's Stalin statue escalated into what were by Soviet standards huge 

street protests of tens of thousands, carrying pictures of Stalin, demand

ing Khrushchev and his allies Mikoyan and Bulganin resign and that the 

Stalin loyalist Vyacheslav Molotov take over. Thedemonstrations spread 

to all Georgian cities and were , eventually, violently suppressed, with at 

least a hundred people killed when the Red Army shot at demonstrators 

in Tbilisi. Stalin, mocked by Khrushchev as the self-proclaimed ‘father of 

the Georgians' , was roundly defended by his co-nationals as a great 

national hero; but however much Georgian nationalists (such as the cura

tors of Tbilisi's historically nonsensical Museum of the Soviet Occupation) 

might claim that this was an incipient movement for Georgian independ

ence, its sY l11bol and figurehead was the late ]osef Stalin. This is 

paradoxical, to say the least, given that the main reason why Lenin 

requested in his ‘ testame时， the removal of Stalin fro l11 his post was his 

brutal treat l11ent of the Georgian Bolshevik leadership. Georgia was inde

pendent under Menshevik rule (with l110re than a little British assistance) 

from 叩I8 to I92I , and only Sovietized at gunpoint by the Red Army, at 

the insistence of Georgian Bolsheviks in Russia like Stalin and Ordzhoni

kidze. The newly installed local Georgian Bolshevik leadership, however, 
tolerated the Mensheviks and de l11anded federal rather than union af出1-

ation to the USSR , as it was created in I922. Stalin's crushing of the 

local communists helped de且ne the Soviet Union as a (much more 

equal-opportunties) rebranding of the Russian Empire rather than the 

equal federation it could have been. Even this was a compromise with 

Lenin - Stalin had preferred to annex Georgia straight to Russia. 47 

For all his obvious contempt for local sensitivities, Stalin was still a 

Georgian, who spoke Russian with an accent, and allowed Georgia much 

the same freedom in matters of ‘national form' as any other republic 

of the Union, and it suffered no more and no less from the Great Purge. 

For all that, the effects of Stalin's rule on his home town w巳re more dra

matic than most.τhe first part of the ]. V. Stalin Me l110rial Museum 

accessible from Stalin Prospekt is a marble cube, in the cold , honey-coloured 

local stone, with white marble columns, top-lit with a square of yellowing 
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Encased in marble, the family home of J. \月 Stalin ， Gori 

stained glass. This encloses a tiny little house , formed out of the same 

poor二quality bricks and cement as the flat expansions of contemporary 

Tbilisi, with a flimsy wooden balustrade to the street. This, preserved 

since 1936, is the house where Josef Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili, later 

Koba , later still Stalin, was born, to a cobbler and former serf in 1878, 
and where he spent his childhood. It is this tiny house (one of what would 

have been severallike it nearby) which the entire town, having been demol叫

ished, has been rebuilt around - the living proof of how far Joe Stalin, 
working-class hero, had come from this shabby little house shared with 

his parents' landlord. There are few better indictments of Stalin's notion 

of what ‘socialism' entailed than that. But if the house's preser飞ration

dates from his lifetime, the building behind it is posthumous - a massiv巳

museum to his memor民 finished in 1957 just at the time when monuments 

to Stalin elsewhere started to be dismantled, as were the worst aspects of 

his system: the Gulag, the deportations, the purges, the quasi-medieval 

inquisitions, the absurd strictures on architecture, art and literature, 
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albeit while leaving the political-economic system he created substan

tially intac t. The museum building is a completion of the magistrale, 
a neo阳Venetian palace with an airy colonnade, an ornamental attic and 

a heraldic tower at its corner. There is a certain sick irony in the fact that 

the world's two sun巾ing museums to Stalin (there is another, smaller, in 

Batumi, also in Georgia) were built and preserved as a concession to a 

popular protest movement in a republic that has had and still has an often 

hostile relationship to Russia , and not as the legitimation of a Brezhnev 

or a Putin. 

1t is still a popular concession. Gori's oversized city hall boasted an 

oversized Stalin statu巳 until 20IO, removed by central government and 

apparently soon to be rebuilt at the instigation of the city council; 

attempts to close the museum are regularly blocked by the plucky locals. 

A gruff statue of the man stands in a niche in the railway station, another 

lurks in Stalin Park, another still is in the local war museum, and then 

there's the one at the top of the stairs in the anteroom of the main Memo

rial Museum - more Stalins, in fact , than you'll find at any of the post

Soviet statue graveyards, here in unironic situ. 1n them you can see that 

Stalin statues gestured less than Lenins: they present a relatively 

humble-looking chap with moustache, usually standing sti国y rather than 

pointing forwards. Aside from its impressive medieval castle, since Gori's 

industry collapsed along with the rest of the Georgian economy in the 

I990s, the Stalin Museum is the only thing that would make anyone other 

than (in 2008 , during the South Ossetia war) th巳 Russian army come here. 

1nside the museum, we are encouraged to pay extra for an English-language 

guide - a well-made-up woman of around 6fty who takes us up through 

the thicket of slender marble columns in the anteroom , up the red-carpeted 

stairs, to the museum itself. Gesturing with a thin metal pointer, her 

assessment of Stalin's life is full of number飞 facts and statistics - the year 

he was born, the amount of time he spent in Siberian exile, the amount of 

times he escaped, the awards he received, the amount of texts he wrote, 
the divisions he commanded, humanized only when she gets to a panel on 

Stalin's unfortunate family (some of whom, it transpires, were and are 

visitors to and supporters of the museum). These are not the numbers, 
facts and statistics you usually hear in conjunction with Stalin's life and 

work. The space itself is perhaps not quite as terrifying as it might have 
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Gifts fo 1' Com1'ade Stalin, Gori 

been a few years before its 1957 opening, when Stalin was celebrated as a 

demi-god, but it is stiIl, as you wou1d expect, a shock. The 且rst 1'Oom, 1it 

f1'Om above by gold-framed top-1ighting, from the side by decorated 

stained-g1ass windows, and 1ined below with a patterned parquet floor, 
depicts his early 1ife, revea1ing a10ng with his rugged good 100ks and his 

youthfu1 radica1 poetry (on sa1e in Eng1ish trans1ation downstairs) a 

remarkab1e coIlection of paintings of Sta1in the boy. 1日 one he is reading, 
idea-struck, from a book of poetry to his young friends , with Gori Castle 

in the backg1'Ound. After that, a 1'Oom on his career as Genera1 Secretar民

another on his time as Genera1issimo, aIl full of artworks and curios (lac

querwork portraits, Sta1in's fur coat, his chairs, his paperweights, etc. , 
etc.) , and th巳n a circu1ar, darkened 1'Oom containing at its centre his death 

mask. 'There are many casts of this death mask ,' our guide teIls us. 'Each 

one is ten per cent smaller than the previous one.' This narrative of 

Sta1in's 1ife is , as you wou1d expect in 1957 if you were an aggrieved 

young Georgian Sta1inist, devoid of any mention of the mass incarcera

tion , deportation and terrifying1y random , aim1ess murder of, among 
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others, millions of entirely innocent Poles, Latvians, Chechens, Crimean 

Tatars, Ukranian peasants, Koreans, Volga Germans, Kazakhs, Russians, 
Georgians and, most of all, communists, who were jailed and killed at a 

rate surpassed perhaps only by Hitler. The narrative instead gives way to 

a series of wood-panelled , barrel-vaulted rooms, lit by Rococo chande

liers, a space shaped like a mini-Moscow Metro station, lined with glass 

cases containing gifts for Stalin, from Polish metalworkers, Chinese, Ital

ian and Finnish communists, and a grain of rice- upon which an Indian 

communist has written a poem of praise to Stalin, helpfully magnified. 

From here, the guide can take you inside Stalin's extremely cramped 

childhood home, or through his personal bulletproof railway carriage. 

However, there is one recently opened room at the end of the main 

museum where you can see a mod• up of an NKVD interrogation room, 
with, w巳're told, authentic trenchcoats, a panel on murdered Soviet lead

ers (Zinovie飞 victim of Stalin, on the same panel as Beria, victim of 

Khrushchev) and, meaninglessly, a panel on Russia's shelling and brief 

occupation of Gori in 2008 , for which, for once, Stalin can't be wholly 

Flying out of history at the State Mayakovsky Museum, Moscow 
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blamed. The museum of the ‘g1'eat leader of the world's p1'oleta1'iat' stays 

1'esolutely local. Round the back of the station a1'e streets of small hous巳s

that , aside fro l11 some Georgian-style balcony su1'ge1'y, satellite dishes , 

cars and Orthodox l11emorial plaques to sons killed in South Ossetia , 
could be funda l11entally unchanged from when young Dzhugashvili's 

house was round here. Seventy or so years of ‘socialis111' followed by 

twenty of capitalism haven't changed things here l11uch , out of sight of 

that l11agist1'ale on the other side of the museU111 , whe1'e , as Engels wrote , 

‘ the most scandalous alleys and lanes disappear to the great acco l11pani

l11ent of lavish self】glori且cation ... but … they re-appea1' once again 

somewhere else, and often in the i111 l11ediate neighbou1'hood.叫自If this is 

what all that suffering was for, then why not reject it all? 

The other house museum is the last of the memorial spaces to be built 

in the Soviet Union while it still existed. This is something called the State 

Mayakovsky Museur丑， dedicated to the ‘ Com-Futurist' poet , playwright , 

actor and draughtsman, born near Kutaisi in I893 , who would become 

the he1'o both of communist youth in the I920S and of the young of the 

‘Thaw' in the I950S and I96os. It was built largely in I990 and opened to 

the public then , although the last exhibit dates from I993. It is built into 

the house where Vladimi1' Mayakovsky lived from the early I920S until his 

I930 suicide. House l11useums are an omnipresent genre in Russia and 

Ukraine, where a collection of someone's knick-knacks - always a desk, 
with their books on it - is either preserved 01', more often , reconstructed. 

They're often a bit dull. You can tell the Mayakovsky house museum is 

going to be different when you see a red-painted steel polygon rammed 

into the side of the neoclassical tenement where he lived, avant-garde 

architecture of a far more pulp, pop, cheap sort than the Le Corbusian 

Modernism that actually got built in Mayakovsky's day. Ente1'飞 and you 

fÌnd 飞Nhat must be expensive a1' tefacts - dozens of gorgeous books 

d巳signed by Rodchenko and El Lissitzky, photog1'aphs of the man and 

f1'agments from his poems , architectu1'al drawings from the Vesnin 

brothers , tens of posters j paintings , sketches , police mugshots , a1'chitec

tural frag l11ents, sl11ashed-up temples. They are placed in a vague, 
fragmented chronology, but as in the Museum of the Great Pat1'iotic Wa1', 

the p1'iceless artefacts are not kept under glass but pulled into roo ll1-size 

dio1'a ll1as connected by steel and wood frames ar时， he1'e, wire mesh , ll1aI• 
ing every exhibit an entirely o1'iginal sculpture, a ludic pile-up, everything 
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full of joy, imagination and experiment - far less a museumification of 

the old leftist avant-garde than any of the scrupulously curated exhibi-

tions on them in the West. 

As you go through these rooms , the exhibits seem not so much to have 

been constructed but to have been swept up by the wind and thrown 

together, clinging on to each other in a maelstrom which has been abruptly 

paused, as in a cartoon, so you can walk through it. It's amazing it all 

manages to stand up. At one point, little portraits'of Mayakovsky and his 

colleagues on the magazine LEF are suspended in a wooden frame in the 

shape of a biplane, suspended from the ceiling. Look closely and there 

is actually a narrative here about Mayakovsky himself - childhood 

in Georgia, early membership of the Bolshevik Party as a teenager, 
imprisonment, dandyism, Futurism, Constructi飞巾m ， his loves, his com

memorations of Lenin, his travels through America and Europe, and his 

inspiration of left-wing artists and writers abroad. But the specifics feel 

less important than this explosion of creativit只 this incredible release , 
with which the architects of perestroika have reconstructed the aesthetic 

experience of the revolution and its immediate aftermath. It's doubtful 

whether it's an even remotely accurate depiction of the actual experience, 
the grain of everyday life, in the I920S; the grey room upstairs that served 

as Mayakovsky's study certainly suggests not. But what it does is convey 

an idea. It is th巳 only revolutionary memorial of all of these we came 

ac1'Oss which argues that revolution might be a rather exciting thing, one 

that would transform the world, and transform space, for the better. 

Worth doing. Why not try it. But in the last 1'Oom one of the broken 

images is a photograph taken in I993 , of the Russian parliament on fire. 
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The future is olltside politics, the future soars above the chaos 

of political and social aspirations and picks out from th巳m

threads to weave into a new cloth which will provide the 

winding-sheet for the past and the swaddling clothes for the new 

born. Socialis l11 corresponds to the Nazarene teaching in the 

RO ll1an Ell1pire. 

If one extends the parallel, the future of socialism is not an 

enviable one. It will re ll1ain an eternal hope. 

• And in the process will develop a brilliant 巳ra of history 

under its blessing. The Gospels were not fulfìlled and there was 

no need for that - but what were fulfìlled were the Middle Ages, 

and the ages of reconstruction and the ages of revolution , and 

Christianity penetrated all these l11anifestations , participated in 

everything, acted as the guide and pilo t. The fulfìlment of social 

iS I11 involves the same unexpected combination of abstract 

doctrine and existing fact. Life realises only that aspect of an idea 

that falls on favourable soil , and the soil in this case doesn't 

remain a ll1ere passive ll1ediu l11, but gives its sap, contributes its 

ownel巳l11ents. The new ele l11ent born of the con f1ict between Uto 

pias and cOllservatism enters life, not as one or as the other side 

exp巳cted it - it enters transfor l11ed , different , composed of mem

ories and hopes , of.existing things and things to be, of traditions 

and pledges, of belief and science . . . Ideals, theoretical construc 

tions , never l11aterialise in the shape in which they f10at in our 

minds. 

Alexander Herzen , From the Other Shore (I85Iy 
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THE CATHEDRALS OF 'COMMUNISM' 

It's customary for critiques from the left to reproach 气~eal socialism' for its 

regimentation , its statis l11, its bureaucracy, its subordination of everything 

to ideolog予 It is assumed in this that a ‘四址， socialis l11 would be able to 

dispense with these things , and dispense , l11oreover, with the inheritances 

from the past that so obviously weighed upon the S0viet project - the lega

cies of combined and uneven development , of Tsarist authoritarianis l11, of 

Hapsburg bureaucracy, as you will - unlikely to have any purchase on a 

socialist experi l11ent attempted under the ideal , Platonic conditions of a 

Western, industrialized countr予 Unfortunately， this has never actually 

occurred, and one of the most striking things about the history of social

ism is that a fully developed capitalist class has never once been overthrown 

anywhere - with, at best, its destruction at the point of Eastern bayonets 

in East Germany or Czechoslovakia as close as it has ever come. The bour

geoisie's longevity, their staying power, their ability to transform their 

system into newer, leaner, if not necessarily fairer shapes , is way beyond 

what any t￥Nentieth-century socialist could possibly have expected. But in 

the ironic dialogues that make up his FI'OI11 the Othe l' ShOI飞 written in the 

aftermath of the failed French revolution of r848 , the Russian revolution

ary Alexander Herzen suggested that any socialis l11 which would 且nally

el11erge would come into being shaped by the inheritances of the past , by 

all the ‘petri且ed crap' , as Marx called it, that it should have shaken 0旺. It 

would not follow any possible blueprint, but be coloured and shaped 

by unexpected and - if the exa l11ple of the Middle Ages is to be taken 

seriously - exceptionally ugly forces. This could be a profoundly depress

ing conclusion , sum l11ed up by the Russian revolution's transfor l11ation 

into a ruthless personal despotis l11 and eventually an inept gerontocracy; 

or it could be otherwise. Never l11ind the blueprints , what could be built 

with what we've got, with the materials that come to hand? 

Looking at what they did build , with the l11aterials they had to hand , 

it's hard to say that the problems with - or the virtues of - the built envir

on l11ent under ‘ real socialis l11' were the consequence of it being too 

'capitalist' , orηot being socialist enough. Of course , the extre l11e spatial 

hierarchies of the jingoistic me l110rials , boulevards , palaces and secret 

policemen's castles of high Stalinis l11 0 1' of Ceau~escu were grotesque , for 
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all their occasionally cO l11pelling architectural qualities, and their claimro 

being in the lineage of any idea of ‘ socialism' is astonishingly tenuous. 

Yet the immense housing estates, however l11uch they were a negation of 

the Marxist idea of the ‘self-activity of the working class' , were nothing 

if not egalitarian, if not a total attack on the notion of urban hierarchy, 
with all the architectural compositions based on the refusal to let any one 

object take primacy at any given time, and surrounded with a sea of com

pletely public, free space. Meanwhile, the most ‘unique' buildings of the 

era were fo1' the most part the most public buildings: the theatres, squares, 
‘wedding palaces'. The reconst1'uction of historic cities can be seen not so 

much as a wilfully reactionary project based upon a need to appeal to 

national nostalgia as a palliative fo1' Russian colonialism, but a reaction to 

the realization that cities no longer had to undergo the p1'ocess of contin

ual 1'ebuilding that came with 1'ent-seeking and prope1'ty speculation. 

And, 1l10st impressive of all , the Metro systems of the USSR or of Prague 

were a spectacula1' vindication of public space, of the t1'ansformation of 

the everyday, that went furthe1' than any avant-ga1'de ever dared. 

The claim that the proble l11 was lack of 'socialism' in the sense of 

‘self-activity' , of workers' contro l,2 is also based on completely ignoring 

the experience of Yugoslavia , which had the most developed system of 

workplace democracy yet se巳n anywher巳， and one which had a major role 

in the economy itself. The results, spatially, were a little more strung out, a 

fair bit mo1'e lively, but not funda l11entally, intrinsically diffe1'ent from the 

more imaginative examples in the Soviet-dominated countries. What killed 

it, as with the states of the Soviet Bloc itself, was not so l11uch bureaucracy 

as the International Monetary Fund, which picked 0旺 the ‘socialist coun

tries' as punishment fo 1' thei1' running up of enormous debts, much as it 

punished non-socialist developmental regimes in Latin A l11erica and Africa 

for doing exactly the same thing, at exactly the same time, fo1' exactly the 

same reasons. Yet while externall只 for sure,‘real socialism' paid dear句r for 

being integrated into the world market, whether that can always be the 

culprit for the successes or failures of what happened at home is less clear. 

What seems to have been decisive 一 0 1' what felt decisive to 时， walking 

in and working in these spac巳s - was a strang巳 ability to create impressive, 
socialistic public spaces with two provisos: one, a problem with mass pro

ductiol1; and two, a problem with ‘desire'. ln trying to explain the Soviet 

libidinal econom只 the Georgian-born philosopher Keti Chukhrov claims 
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that its problem wasn't ‘ things' as such, but the creation of commodity 

fetishism. 3 Food, as any visit to a Polish milk bar can still make clear, was 

supposed to be filling and healthy, but no more than that - cheeses would 

not be based on the various exciting things you could do with cheese but 

on the essential ‘cheesiness' of cheese, on what makes it cheese rather 

than what makes it something else. Cheese ought not to have ‘ attracted' 

you; you ate cheese because cheese was nutritious. Similarly, housing had 

to cater for a situation of shortage, so what was needed was housing con

structed at speed, unromantically, as a necessit予 These things were catered 

for by a strikingly undeveloped form of mass production, which created 

famously shoddy goods, at least in part because of lower worker product

ivity and the absence of any economies of scale; it is plausible that 

automation and computerization could have eventually solved this, but it 

is an unknowable possibili叩 The fact remains that the very mass produc

tion which the ‘socialist countries' should in theory have been best at was 

the very thing they most conspicuously failed in. But only individual com

modities were mass-produced, things you could consume - food , records, 
clothes , cars and the industrialized housing. Conversely, the most impres町

sive permanent spaces … the Metros, the public buildings - relied on 

qualities of craft and an enjoyment of surfaces that was acceptable because 

not commodified or commodifiable. A Metro station, theatre, bathhouse, 
cinema or club could not be ‘yours', in the way that even housing could. 

Some might argue that this is a parody of socialism, and they're welcome 

to. Econo l11ically, 1 can't agree; but politically they're emphatically correct 

that a democratically controlled socialis l11 l11ust surely have had different 

spatial results, with buildings and ense l11bles that don't feel quite so f1ung 

in people's faces, that are not quite so monolithic and dominating. 

Toda民 socialis l11 even as an idea, let alone as an allegedly developed 

fact , largely exists only retrospectivel予 Some in the early 1990S welcomed 

the de l11ise of the ‘socialist camp' (and the apparent defection of China) 

as a boon for the left, as now it would no longer be associated with a 

crumbling, dictatorial empire. It didn't pan out like that. The current 

world capitalist syste l11 particular忖 its ‘Atlantic' part 一 is sometimes 

cO l11pared to the USSR in the age of stagnation, where the system is obvi

ously bankrupt, no longer able to ful豆1 its pro l11ises, but carries on in a 

form of economic sleepwalking: 2009 as a 1989 without a rival system to 

fall into the arms of. Ideologically this has some tl'Uth, but economically 
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less so … the Soviet system fell because it no longer satisfied manager or 

worker, and capitalism can go on for some time making a tiny minority 

rich and a large minority comfortable. Yet places where its virtues and 

stability are less clear have seen capitalism threatened for the first time in 

a long while. There are today countries which are officially ‘socialist' . 

Not only Cuba, every Western leftist's favourite , or North Korea as a 

persisting nightmare, but also the Latin American 'twenty-且rst-century

socialism' of Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador; at the time of writing, a 

similar movement of 'twenty岳rst-century socialists' has just been elected 

in Greece, and may have been in Spain as well by the time of publication. 

China , too, has seen controversial attempts to bring back the slogans and 

practices of Maoism, ending in the deposition and imprisonment on cor

ruption charges of its most prominent neo-communist leader, Bo Xilai.4 

Communism today may be merely the ‘四lentless criticism of everything 

that exists' on the part of academics, the ‘real movement that abolishes 

the existing state of a旺airs' on the part of elective sects, or whichever 

other aggrandizing quote from Marx that a powerless left wants to cite to 

reassure itself over its own powerlessness - or it may still b巳 something

that existing social l110vements in power are consciously driving towards. 

What if th巳 trac巳s of socialis l11 and of the socialist city can be found there, 
just as l11uch as in protest camps, NGOs or squats? 

THE THIRTY-YEAR NEP 

Chinese cities actually have l11any of the cO l11ponents of the 'real socialist' 

city outlined in this book, only in a di旺erent order, with a very different 

histor予 There was Stalinist architecture, in the form of ‘ gifts fro l11 the 

Soviet p巳opl巳， like the Beijing and Shanghai exhibition centres - both 

once ‘Palaces of Sino-Sovi巳t Friendship' - and in indigenous efforts, such 

as the ‘Ten Great Buildings' of post-revolutionary Beijing. These were 

strictly ‘national in form , socialist in content' , i.e. adaptations of Mos

cow models with Chinese traditional details , and can be seen in Beijing's 

main railway station, the Historical Museum, the Great Hall of the 

People, and so forth. This Sino-Soviet style was, before the Sino-Soviet 

split in the early 1960s, exported back to Europe, as in the Chinese pavil

ion at the Zagreb Expo si旬， or the Chinese Embassy in Warsaw, designed 
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by Polish architects in a style combining Frank Lloyd Wr电ht and Old 

Beijing. But, here, the immediate urban past that was being rejected by 

Socialist Realist architects was not ‘Modernism' as a social democratic or 

even communist project to technologically improve the built environ

ment, but the combination of slum squalor and luxurious Americanized 

architecture in Shanghai, or the fascistic stripped classical structures 

favoured by the American-backed regime of Chiang Kai-shek in Nanjing. 

Housing under Mao was functional , undemonstrative and unspectacular, 
but lacked the deliberate futurity of modern architecture. When ‘Mod

ernism' arrived in the 1980s it was already ‘Postmodern' , and capitalist 

from the start. But most of the things in this book - the neo-Baroque 

boulevards, the micro-districts, the grand public buildings, the impressive 

public infrastructure, the memorials to revolution - are present and COf

rect, only 且rst they are assembled in a different order, and s巳cond they 

could be seen as part of an ongoing project. 

When 1 spent a couple of weeks in Shanghai and Nanjing in 2010, in 

the year of the Shanghai Expo, 1 couldn't get out of my head a theory 

about the People's Republic of China , voiced most recently in Boris 

Groys's intriguing, if historically nonsensic址 ， The C0111111unÎst Post

SCI巾t ，5 that what seems like merely the administration of capitalism by 

an oligarchy which is a Communist Party in nothing but name, is actually 

a gigantic, prolonged version of the New Economic Policy embarked 

upon by the Bolsheviks throughout the 1920S - the use of a dirigiste, 
state-planned capitalism to build up productive forces to a level where the 

population has gone from being poor to being reasonably comfortable, 
after which the Communist Party could take command of this wealth and 

use it for the building of full communism, something which can, after all, 
111 ‘stage' theory only be achieved after the development of a mature 

industrial capitalism. 6 This is at least what Deng Xiaoping always claimed 

was going on, and maybe this was what Bo Xilai thought he was doing, 
albeit while putting his fingers in the till. And if this stage of ‘ building up 

the productive forces' has lasted thirty years - why not? Lenin, for 

instance, envisaged that the NEP would last a lot longer than the eight 

years it got before it was replaced by Stalin's forced collectivization , cha

otic industrialization and total suppression of private commerce. 1n the 

NEP - as in contemporary China -land remained nationalized, industry 

essentially state-directed, banks publicly owned , and power held finnly 
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by the Party. Both had a high level of strikes, public discontent and debate, 
which coexisted with heavy censorship and bureaucracy, and the absence 

of organizations -like free trade unions 一 that are completely independ

ent of the state. If the USSR in the 1920S was ‘socialist' or at least moving 

towards socialism, then why not China? After all, in Shanghai, 80 per cent 

of the economy consists of state-owned enterprises .7 If we make what 

seems with good reason to be a rather 巳xtravagant theoreticalleap, given 

the im l11ense scale of 飞，yorker exploitation, and see twenty-first-century 

China as a super-NEP, what could the future Full CO l11munist China do 

with the hypercapitalist infrastructure, the gated communities, the sky

scrap1l1g 。因ce blocks of Shanghai, the largest Chinese (and, in terms of 

‘city proper', largest world) city? If, as is often claimed, China is making 

the world's biggest investment in green technolog只 then what is it going 

to do with all those flyov巳rs and coal-fired power stations , or those seem

ingly so capitalist skyscraper skylines? Except, look at one of those 

skylines from on high, and sometimes you will see something strange - in 

between and in front of the speculative glass tower飞 serried ranl.ζs of 

mid-rise blocks of flats , a set of Khrushchevian panel blocks built at the 

same time as the corporate headquarters. 

Shanghai is a city usually associated with Chinese neoliberalism, with 

its ‘opening to the West' and the creation of a new ‘socialist' bourgeoisie, 
but it has a firm revolutionary pedigree, as historically China's foremost 

industrial city, as founding home of the communist movement, as centre 

of the abortive Chinese revolution of 1926-7, and as home of a Maoist 

attempt to revive the Paris Commune in I967.8 Yet Maoism's base was 

always rural, and this metropolis, built largely in the first half of the 

twentieth century as a colonial capital to the designs of French, British 

and Am巳rican architects, was deliberately underdeveloped until Deng's 

Bukharin-like call to 'Get Rich!' It is laced with elevated roads, all built 

over the last ten years or so, at roughly the same time, but to rather more 

impressive e旺'ect， as th巳 1110re obviously ‘public' Metro system - which, 
on the Western European 1110del, is pleasant, functional , aesthetically for

gettable. By contrast, this system of flyover飞 for the purposes of private 

vehicles, is 1110nstrous, dominant. The friend who is showing me round 

tells me of a conversation he had with a Party member, part of the CCP's 

‘New Left' , critical of the prospect of full capitalist restoration (which 

they see as a prospect, not a fact9
). When global warming really hits, when 
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Khrushchevki and skyscrapers, Nanjing 

the oil runs out, and the use of the car has to be curbed, what will the 

Party do with all this? Can it just ban people from driving? Will people 

accept it? Y白， was the reply, the Party merely lacks the will. 50 before 1 

had even seen these constructions, 1 had in mind the idea of them cleared 

of the tra面c which is too thick and dense even for their astonishing 
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capaciousness, with bicycles and walkers making their way along these 

lofty ele飞rated roads. They're one of the most impressive works of engi

neering I've ever seen, for the less than impressive function of moving the 

private car with its internal-combustion engine from A to B - though, at 

least for the moment, taxis are so abundant and so cheap, sometimes 

equalling the levels of private cars, that to cail it wholly ‘private' feels a 

m l110r I11ISnO ll1er. 

After 1 had travelled along and under a few of them in a dazed, numb 

state once off the plane, the 且rst of these fiyovers that 1 really saw was in 

a working-class district in the north of the city, near Caoyang New Vil

lage, a 1950S housing development which my friend was showing to his 

students. The area around it was so impossibly dense, the width of its 

expressways so yawning, the clusters of towers so high, the Metro station 

toilets so abject (the PRC's inegalitarian public convenience policy is not

able here - in an area where there are likely to be Westerners present the 

loos are ill1peccable, elsewhere they're infernal) and the crowds so massive 

that 1 si ll1ply gave up and went back to bed. 

The fiyovers too are hierarchical. While the fiyovers in the centre have 

the s ll100thest-fÌnish巳d cream concrete you're ever likely to see, in the sub >

urbs it's a much more standard material. They still tend to be rather 

dominant, but they're not meant to be looked at, and they travel through 

what is still a heavily industriallandscape, with huge factories on either 

side of the motorw叩 While some fiyovers are meant for spectacle, these 

don't feellike they're meant for people at all, instead inducing the feeling 

of being a vl1lnerable fieshy part of a metallic network of freight , lessened 

only by the all-too-h l1man aggressive driving that is ubiql1ito l1s here. 

There was one horrible moment on one of these expressways where vari

Ol1S container lorri巳s constantly overtook each other, manoe l1vring into 

position to the point where it seemed as if they were act l1ally intent on 

crushing the pathetic little car we were in. But many of the fiyovers really 

are meant to be seen. Near People's Square, the former racetrack for the 

Europeans ('No Dogs or Chinese', as the sign ran) , transformed after the 

revolution into a large public plaza , there's some sort of fiyover conven >

tion, an intersection which is less spaghetti jl1nction and more the 

intestines of a terrifying mythological beast. These sorts of organic meta

phors tend to come to mind here, because there's little rationalistic or 

machinic about this place. The concrete itself is of the very highest grade, 
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and there is planting running half way up the concrete pillars, an e旺ort at 

civic beautification which is visible to the pedestrian more than to the 

driver. Presumably it is there as a gesture to 'Th巳 Harmonious Society' , 
the 。因cialline of the CCP, replacing the Maoist fixation with identifying 

Flyovers at the Huaihai intersection , Shanghai 
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and intensifying ‘contradictions'. lO 50 nature intersects with technology 

in a non吨antagonistic manner, but it's far more like the engineers kept in 

mind the possibility that sooner rather than later these monuments will 

be obsolete, so made them pre-ruined, with picturesque vegetation creep

ing up them to simulate what they might look like when they've fallen 

into desuetude. 

They also serve to frame the skyscrapers around , to delineate them , 
present them in their best light, to let them be seen from a contemplative 

distance, which gives a Futurist f1ash to what can often seem crushingly 

dense and badly made on closer inspection. Except that's the sort of thing 

only noticed later on - you don't notice the details initially. When 1 且rst

saw the Huaihai intersection , 1 was absolutely frozen in awe, and then 

impressed by the fact that everyone else seemed entirely used to it, that it 

had become normal , just something you'd cross under on the way to 

work. The妃's a general ability to seem completely unbothered by what 

feels like a bloody steamroller of gigantism and force here which is admir

able, although slightly worrying. The f1yovers are the main event, works 

of public infrastructure more impressive than the baubles on top of the 

towers of capital. Their forcing through areas of already huge density 

necessitates an extra pedestrian layer being inserted into them - there are 

plenty of these intersections that have pedestrian walkways running 

across, blue steel and glass pedways sandwiched between the roads. 

You eventllally reach grollnd level among walkways clltting across 

neon-lit geodesic domes, skyscrapers with searchlights cutting through the 

llbiquitolls fog, and some rather familiar corporate logos. This ma剖s臼蚓s剖lV阳E 

project of state-bllilt inf丘ra剖st位ru山1比cture iβs the least trump巳ete吐d of t由he major 

public works in the city.予r. There'、s t由h巳 M仕巳tr飞 of c∞ourse乌， with nine lines built 

in the time it takes to string a line from one side of Warsaw to the other, but 

there's also the Magnetic Levitation train. The Maglev might be the one 

area where the prolonged NEP of the People's Republic entailed doing 

something di旺erently， where it put a genuinely advanced technology at the 

service of a public rather than private means of transport, but compared 

with these monuments to the hope, as right-wing hack P. J. O'Rourke puts 

it, that 气.8 billion people want a Buick', it seems paltry indeed. 

In 1989, People's 5quare, before those intersections were built, was a 

place of assembly and protest; but it didn't see any massacres, apparently 

because of the constant presence of armed forces looming over the plaza. 
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The Shanghai authorities' handling of the situation earned them a promin

ent place in government - Shanghai's secretar只 Jiang Zemin , beca l11e Party 

leader, and his 'Three Represents' beca l11e Chinese neoliberalism's numer

ical successor to Mao's ‘Four Olds' and Deng's ‘Four Modernizations'. The 

square is of course loomed over by dozens of corporate skyscrapers, but 

also by the far less interesting City Govern l11ent building. Evidently the 

Party has little interest in el11ulating the capitalist delirium all around , 

instead providing s0 l11ething sober and bland , with perhaps a little hint of 

the Stalinist skyscraper style , denuded of orna l11ent - a little like a cheaper 

version of the Hotel Ukraina in Kiev. Reach the Bund , the fa l110us boule

vard where the city l11eets the Huangpu river, and you 且ndmany non -socialist 

skyscraper飞 usually designed by English architects in the 1920S and 193os. 

Many of the Bund's buildings have the Red Flag flying fro l11 the l11, S0 l11e

thing which forces you into a l11inor double-take , realizing that it signi且es

s0 l11ething quite different here , or rather it does now. The Custom House's 

chimes play ‘The East is Red' on the hour. The sl11aller, earlier public space 

here is where the notorious ‘No Dogs or Chinese Allowed' sign once stood, 
but it did say sO l11ething very si l11ilar in l110re polite language , and it now 

has two monU l11ents to the revolution that ended that. 

One of the l11 is typical 且gurative hurrah-jingoistic Socialist Realism , 

with a bronze flag-waver on a red-granite plinth, and aside fro I11 a couple 

of curious snappers , lots of who l11l11ust be provincials up for the Expo , the 

large crowds entirely ignore it. The adjacent Monu l11ent to the People's 

Heroes, meanwhile, is completely abstract: it could be a 1110nument to 

practically anything, and it could be ad l11ired by a Speer as much as a 

Shchusev - which doesn't stop it being a rather powerful sculptural object, 
its rectitude a contrast with everything around as l11uch as its high-rise 

for l11 is a complement to it. Whether it still conveys , as intended , the Chin

ese people's struggle against imperialis l11 and capitalis I11 is less certain. 

Yet the architectural money shot, if you please, the thing that everyone 

in front of the Bund was taking photographs of rather than of the Bund 

itself (develop l11entalism winning an aesthetic victory over il11perialism , 

there) , was the skyline view. A clear vista like this is rar巳 in Shanghai, 
because of the height of everything else and the ubiquitous smog, so 

when you get it it's all the more breathtaking. This is the skyline not of 

Puxi, the only built-up side of the Huangpu river until the early 1990s, but 

of Pudong, the area that is really an entire new town which sprang up 
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from marshland after Shanghai was designated a Special Econo l11ic 

Zone - sO l11ething the Chinese govern l11ent originally refrained fro l11, in 

order not to encourage the massively uneven development that made 

parts of Shanghai into one of the most modern cities in the world in the 

1930S while horrifying poverty stalked much of the rest of the city, and of 

China. That the retllrn to fully uneven development should coincide with 

the notion of the Harmonious Society is one of those ironies of histo叩

The skyline itself as the lights come on, like the expressways at night, 
is a joy that only a Chllrl couldn't be in any way moved b只 as if the Empire 

State Building couldn't be enjoyed because of the DllSt Bowl (some did 
argue that, of course). To pick out details … the giant illuminated globes, 
Adrian Smith's smooth, tapering, gorgeously elegant World Financial 

Centr飞 the improbable declaration ‘1 Heart Expo' on the part of the Tai

wanese Aurora company's offìces, the pulsating lights extending even to 

the Expo-sponsored sightseeing boats (replacing much unsightly 

freight) . . . and, in the form of the Oriental Pearl TV tower, the curious 

feeling， o日ce again, that you've seen the future somewhere before . . . that 

the future resembles very closely the past's idea of the future. It's 

Ostankino or the Berlin Fernsehturm with an extra spiked bollock. 

Ther旷s no time, evidently, to imagin巳 a new idea of the future. The lights 

all come on between six and seven, but the concomitant of that is that 

they all go 0旺 at around midnight. The apparent reasoning behind this is 

derived from environmental imperatives - all that wasted electricity - but 

the effect is ‘OK , you've had your fun , now go to b巳d.' The intended effect 

of the lights might be to present a vibrant and delirious techno city that 

never sleeps, but it's hard to be the city that never sleeps when you hav巳 to

get up first thing in the morning for a day of hard, hard work. 

SOCIALIST REALISM WITH 

CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS 

Architectural periodization is completely meaningless here. In Shanghai 

there wasn't really a socially engaged Modernism along the lines of Berlin 

or Moscow in the interwar years, there w挝、10derne' ， i.e. Art Deco; and 

after the war Stalinist Gothick and unpretentious (but hardly Modernist) 

utilitarianism pre飞，ailed. Now, in the skyline , you can pick Ollt everything 
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from historicism to Pomo to Constructi飞也m to Expressionism to serene 

l-,tliesian Modernism, with the only logic seeming to be that rather chaotic 

notio l1 of Harmony and Pluralis ll1. There is one unacknowledged inf!u

ence on the contempo1'ary skyline, and that's Socialist Realist, 0 1' mo1'e 

p 1'ecisely Stalinist architecture. The one fully f!edged exa ll1ple in central 

Shanghai of the full-blown Stalin style still exists and is ve1'y much in use: 

the fo1'll1er Palace of Sino-Soviet F1'iendship, a ‘ gift from the Soviet people' 

just as ll1uch as the Wa1'saw Palace of Culture and Science - which of 

cou1'se bea1's the Polish acronym 'PKiN' , or 'Peking'. China was never a 

satellite, though - like Yugoslavia it made its OWI1 1'evolution, and hence 

was 1'eluctant to accept Soviet tutelage. After the Sino-Soviet split 

caused, depending on what sid巳 you take, by Mao's crazy 1'efusal to accept 

what a disaste1' nuclea1' war would be ('China will still survive!') or by 

Khrushchev's refusal to join it in al1ti-impe1'ialist struggle, preferring a 

phone line to Kennedy when the Chinese government wasn't even allowed 

a seat at the UN. Either way, the Soviet response, removing all its advisers, 
engineers and mate1'iel, was quick and vindictive. The building became 

the Shanghai Exhibition Centre, which still holds trade fai 1's and the like. 

It displays a typically Stalinist interest in symll1et1'只 aligl1ed around a 

great central tower ‘supported' by columns, with a tall skyscraping spi1'e 

surmounting th巳 design ， as cve1' of such a scale as to break any p1'eviously 

known rules of classical proportion. Isolate the tower and it could easily 

b巳 the pinnacle on the Palace of Cultu1'e and Science, with the obvious 

di旺e1'ence that the1'e is still a communist star in place at the top. 

Th巳 unexpected fact is that the style lives on, now in a peculiar align

ment with Modernist-oriented planning laws. Eve1'ywhere in Shanghai's 

southern subu1'bs are ser1'ied, identical towers, with south-facing aspects, 
generously propo1'tioned windows and breathing space in between, and 

d1'essed with clearly machined ornamentation, whethe1' the pitched roofs 

at the top or in the ‘brick' coursing at the corners. It's not the crass, 
appallingly planned, architecturally illite1'ate, Zhdanov-goes-to-Vegas 

Yuri Luzhkov style, but something with 1'athe1' more conviction a l1d 

thought behind it; it comes out of a combination of ‘ll1arket prefe1'ences' 

which elsewhere would be 1'egulated (the ubiquitous south-facing orienta

tion) , and state edicts - the pinnacles that you 且nd 011 eve1'y block, a l1d 

which have such an eff，巳ct 011 the Shanghai skyline, a1'e the result of state 

policy, to stop ext1'a floors being built 011 top, as they we1'e in boomtime 
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‘Top marques' at the former Palace of Sinoδoviet Friendship, Shanghai 

Hong Kong. The result is a pictorial skyline , a ‘ city-pictur矿， but it's the 

result of dirigisme leading to delirium , rather than a capitalist potlatch. 

What it really is, is Modernist spatial planning going classicist in detail. 
It's the wholly inadvertent successor to the likes of Andrei Burov's block 
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on the Leningradsky Prospekt, which pioneered the use of prefabricated 

ornament in monumental construction. Much of contemporary Shang

hai is the fusion of Burov's two preoccupations into a new architecture. 

The block in the photograph below does this with more demented pan

ache than any other 1 saw there - the sheer length and height of it, slathered 

Prefab neo-Stalinist high-rises , Shanghai 
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in all kinds of p1'efabricated ‘stone' , with the pa1'ticular app1'oach coming 

ver民 ve1'y close indeed to the style of 1950S Moscow; except 1'athe1' than 

the boulevard-and-courtyard approach , these a1'e towers geomet1'ically 

organized in pa1'kland. It's on巳 of eight identical towers stretching all the 

way past a main road in the southern suburbs. The lowe1', 1'etail block in 

f1'ont is pa1't of th巳 same tabula 1'asa. Not fa 1' from he1'e , you can find 

red-sta1'-topped g1'and a1'chways st1'aight out of VD NKh , 01' department 

sto1'es deco1'ated in high 1'eliefs based on Klimt - the ‘Soviet' look is on巳 of

the many put into the mince1'. The app1'Oach is redolent of that noto1'ious 

photog1'aph of a statue facto1'Y in the I970S USSR churning out identical 

Lenins, the p1'Oduct of an ornamental p1'oduction line - and mass p1'Oduc

tion in ‘socialism with Chinese characte1'istics' was maste1'ed to the point 

whe1'e it is now the main supplie1' of commodities to the capitalist world 

system. Contempo1'a1'Y Shanghai is in many ways the fusion of the two 

a1'chitectures that contempora1'y u1'banists find most uncomfortable - the 

1'ep巳tition and lack of any ‘ st1'eet' in high Modernism, and the imposingly 

monumental, obsessively ornamental approach of high Stalinism. It is Le 

Co1'busie1' meets Lev Rudnev meets neolibe1'al bling, the Stalinist city gone 

high tech, its pinnacles and swags slathe1'ed in n巳on. !t 's hard to think of it 

as even 1'emotely ‘socialist', it just th1'Ows communist aesthetics into its 

Postmodernist whirlpoollike eve1'ything else. 

'BETTER CITY, BETTER LIFE' 

At the sta1't of this book, we found at VDNKh, Moscow's Exhibition of 

Economic Achievements, a blueprint fo1' the Stalinist city, which would b巳

o1'ganized as if it we1'e one continuous Expo. The Shanghai Expo of 

20IO had simila1' ambitions , 11 and consciously p1'esented itself as a com

pendium of potential future cities , adve1'tised by a little blue c1'eature 

called ‘Haibo' , g1'inning out f1'0111 nouveau Socialist Realist ads all ove1' 

the city, often accompanied by wholesome families. Its site extended 

ac1'oss an a1'巳a on the scale of a decent-sized industrial town , on both 

sides of the Huangpu , hence necessitating a Met1'o line to get f1'om the 

Pudong side (the international pavilions, the bit in the magazines) to the 

Puxi side (the national and co1'porat巳 pavilions); this t1'ip c0111es f1'ee with 

your ticket. My f1'iend suggested we meet outside Venezuela; the route 
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there took me through Eastern Europe. 1 walked first past Bosnia , one of 

many retoolings of a basic shed design provided by the Expo authorities 

for free for those who can't pay for their own architects. These decorated 

sh巳ds were more fun the less seriously they took themselves. 1n the con

text of demonstrative , good-taste high archit巳cture ， there was a certain 

relief 0旺ered by the kitsch painted box housing the pavilion of ‘Europe's 

Last Dictatorship' , Chinese ally and C1S state highest on the UN's 

Human Dev巳lopment 1ndex, Belarus. 1t looked .inspired in some way by 

the Belarusian Jew Marc Chagall, with a childlike, warped-perspective 

cartoon of an old East European cit只 with its spires and palazzos. 1t 

seemed the most popular of the East European sheds for the Chinese 

tourists photographing it. Nearby were the generically arty pavilion of 

Poland - popular, because 0旺ering free bigos - the cheap-looking green 

glass dome of Romania , and the Lego squares of the Serbian pavilion, 
which apparently ‘derives specific code out of multitude'. 

Venezuela , our meeting point, had far greater ambitions. Housed in a 

pavilion by Facundo Baudoin Teran, a dramatic but non-ingratiating 

The Pavilion of the Bolivarian Rep l1blic of Venez l1ela, Shanghai Expo 
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sculptu1'al c1'eation, its clashing volumes cent1'ed on a steep stai1'case, in a 

manne1' which distantly 1'ecalls Melnikov's similarly politically cha1'ged 

50viet pavilion at the Pa1'is Expo of 19丰5. The Boliva1'ian Republic's pavil

ion is next to its comrade in Latin American 50cialism, Cuba, but puts it 

completely in the shade - even within the limits of the f1'ee-shed genre , a 

hell of a lot more could have been done than thei1' sad little 1'ed and blue 

box, which clearly showed the austere grip of the Ra白1 Castro 1'egime. 

However, those of us who held out hope fo1' twenty-fi1'st-century 50cial

ism found a g1'eat deal to admire about the Venezuelan pavilion - in fact , 
its similarity to Melnikov and Rodchenko's p1'esence in Pa1'is in 192501' El 

Lissitzky's in Cologne in 1928 is much more than an aesthetic matte1'. 

This was the only pavilion that seemed to have political ideas, ideas about 

the count1'Y it 1'epresented othe1' than ‘He1'e we ar飞 we hav巳 a dynamic 

economy and really nice food , please like us'. 

The pavilion made ve1'y clear that it took the 。而cial Expo slogan,‘Bet

te1' City, Better Life' , mo1'e se1'iously than do pe1'haps its originators, only 

expanding it out rathe1' further, across ‘Mejo1' Mundo'. The theme of the 

pavilion is , quite simply,‘Revolution' - and bea1' in mind here that the last 

‘1'evolution' in China , in the late 工960s ， is now held in offÌcial governmen

tal opp1'ob1'ium. Here, as so often with the Boliva1'ian Republic, they talk 
such a fantastic fight that if 1 judged the place purely on this pavilion, I'd 

p1'obably emigrate there at once. It all sounded mo1'e than just a little 

pointed. 'Everybody may get involved and take decisions in politics, econ

omy and culture飞‘ a country whe1'e all a1'e included'; and, great to hea1' 

during the apparent End of History, 'a 1'evolution makes eve1'ything 1110ve 

again飞 Cut-out figu1'es give testimonials on all the things the Boliva1'ian 

Revolution has done fo1' them - st01'ies of collective owne1'ship, 
co-ope1'atives, wo1'kers' councils, of expropriation, of non-alienated 

labour, told by construction wo1'ke1's, teache1's, slum youth. My f1'iend 

points out that ‘nobody reads the signs on anything in the Expo' , so it is 

pe1'haps a little misjudged in its heavily textual app1'oach. He does find 

one gentleman reading.them with great intensity, and asks him in Manda-

1'1n: ‘50 what do you think of all this talk of 1'e飞101ution?' ‘ It's g1'eat - but 

it'd be a long story to tell you why' was the response. 60,000 people we1'e 

displaced f1'0111 their homes to make way for the Expo. 

Architectu1'ally, too, it's more rigorous than most, its pleasures and sur

prises discovered through exploration and ci1'culation 1'athe1' than in an 
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instant hit. The pavilion is a se1'ies of rooms with canted stai1's going off at 

angles f1'om them , and on the ground floo 1', open to the ai1', the1'e a1'e sev

e1'al de且nitions of what Revolution might be , p 1'inted on cotton blinds. It 

is , 1'espectively, Individual Revolution , Collective Revolution , World Revo

lution. The cent1'al part of the Venezuela pavilion is whe1'e the f1'eebies are 

given out - he1'e , it's chocolate and coffee , and on the coffee tables a1'e , in 

classic national-pavilion style, descriptions of the count1'Y's cash crops; 

and , in fa 1' f1'om classic national-pavilion style , descriptions of its class and 

histo1'ical relations , like the role of the sugar indust1'Y in the slave t1'ade. 

The aspect of the Venezuelan pavilion whe1'e all of this suddenly seems to 

be too good to be true is at the back end, where you get a lovely view of a 

steelwo1'ks, one of the few non-adapted parts of what was once the indus

trial cent1'e of China's g1'eatest industrial ci印 At the back of the pavilion 

a1'e thousands of red , plastic 且owe1's ， with the following message: 'If the 

cli l11ate we1'e a bank , it would have been bailed out by now.' True enough , 

but the Boliva1'ian Revolution's 1'eforms and massive pove1'ty 1'eduction 

prog1'ammes have been paid fo1' by oil revenues. 

It was extrao1'dinary, though , to 且nd a place , a building, which a1'gues 

that bette1' cities and better lives a1'en't caused by th1'owing tens of thou

sands of people out of thei1' homes , 01' by massive indust1'ial exploitation. 

Finally, s0 l11ebody seemed interested in a space that defined 飞-vhat social

ism is , what it might mean and why you might want it , 1'athe1' than one 

which inte1'p 1'eted it in terms of state power 01' histo1'ic heroism. That list 

of 'revolutions' is an inve1'se of Kolakowski's negatio l1s, his list of what 

socialism 'is not' - he1'e a1'e a whole se1'ies of suggestions of what it might 

actually be. Whethe1' it accurately desc1'也es conditions in Venezuela 1 

could not possibly sa民 and 1 doubt it - but how rare, how exciting, to see 

the city described like this , so fa 1' from either ‘1'eal socialism' 01' '1'eal cap

italism' , 01' China's cur1'ent amalgam of both. 

But for anyone expecting conte l11pora1'y China to offe1' a viable vision 

of the futu 1'e city, the 1'e was a pavilion dedicated to exactly that. The 

U1'ban Future Pavilion, heralded by a giant illuminated chill1ney-cum

the1'l110met巳1'， was housed in a converted powe1' station. At its heart was a pile 

of giant books. In that stack you could find (though not 1'ead about) a litany 

of urban Utopias, ll1any of thos巳 that Lenin had printed up and distributed 

in the fi1'st 1l10nths of the Bolshevik government. Campanella , Plato, F1'ancis 

Bacon , Charles Fourie1', Thomas Mo1'e - but also Lewis Mumfo1'd , F1'ank 
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What Socialism Is 

Lloyd Wright and, remarkably, the Marxist geographer David Harvey's 

Spaces of Hope , sandwiched in just underneath The Netu Atlantis. 

The explanation for this collection is found on the opposite wall: ‘1n 

yesterday's Utopia we find today's realit严， That is , they really were imply屿

ing that contemporary Shanghai is the fulfilment of the hopes of 

generations , that they come to fruition here , in some manner; but this is 
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‘ BETTER C lT Y, BETTER LIFE' 

The Library of Utopia , Shanghai Expo 

not meant as a statem巳nt of complacency, far from it. In the room with 

the stack of books are huge images of various urban Utopias, from Archi

gram's Walking City to the 飞1ille Radieuse. There's a wonderful moment 

in the exhibit on Le Corbusier when, taking the place in an exhibition in 

Berlin or Warsaw where you'd find the usual hand-wringing denunciation 

of all the evils he wreaked on the innocent slums , ther旷s the line: ‘ Sadl子，

Le Corbusier's ideas were never fully appreciated in his lifetime.' 
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Proposals are sometimes set against each other, bllt arbitraril予 On a 

screen, a ‘5pace City' is proposed by the Lifeboat Foundation, a Libertar

ian eschatological think tank. The organization was started after 9/口，

and its aim is to preserve the human race, and the 巳ntirely unashamed 

telos of their plan for our survival is to colonize outer space. These really 

ar巳 people who think it's easier - and more desirable 一 to imagine the end 

of the world than the end öf capitalism. Next to it is Eco Cit民 which

essentially appears to propose a ‘sustainable' industrial revolution. 啃F巳

need to rein飞咄lt everything' is a criterion of Eco City. Near to that is 

Water City, which proposes that we grow artificial gills. And ‘ the views 

would be grea t'. The future cities in the Future pavilion rest on certain 

major assllmptions, some more debatable than others. The 且rst is that 

cities cannot remain as they are; the second is that they will face enor幅

mous challenges due to drastic global warming; and the third is that all 

ideas are of equal value, and that there is no need to set up an opposition 

between 5pace City and Eco Cit予 Everything is equally valid - the barest 

hint of a contradiction and you suspect they'd start worrying they'd end 

IIp with a revolutio1t on their hands. 

50 in the corner, not far away from the underwater aqllatic city, was a 

model that summed up the sheer idleness of this, the idiocy of pretending 

that all contradictions can be resolved, that technical 且xes rather than the 

conscious seizure of space can solve the mess we're creating for ourselves. 

It's a maquette of a gigantic energy-generating complex, and oil refineries 

go next to wind turbines go next to oil tankers go next to a cubic power 

station which goes next to pylons which goes next to serried cooling towers, 
just like those lining the charred landscape of the Yangtze river delta. There 

isn't the slightest hint that this energy-generating complex in its lurid, 
apocalyptic, radioactive green might lead to the sitllation described so 

cheerfully in Water Ci叩 Evolution ， presumably, will decide for itself. The 

socialist city, communally owned , democratically run, consciously created, 
made by its inhabitants, dedicated to their own enjoyment and develop

ment, is the missing option, the void around which all these idly apocalyptic 

speculations revolve. We found all sorts of clues to it, fragments of it, abor

tive or not-so-abortive attempts at it, but we 口ever found this city in the 

‘past', looking around Eastern Europe. We don't find it in the present, 
either, in the blare of China. It remains for the future to build it. 
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A Note on Names 

Aside from pidgin Polish, 1 do not speak any of the languages of the countries vis

ited in this book. Partly because of this, and partly for reasons of familiarity to the 

reader, 1 have not used a consistent transliteration system for Cyrillic, so well-known 

Russian, 5erbian, Bulgarian and Ukrainian names are given in the form in which 

they are most likely to be known to an English eye - so Trotsky, not the more accu

rate Trotskii. 1n other cases, I've tried to be as accurate as possible. 

Whenever possible 1 have tried to find the full names of architects , sculptors 

and others, in order to make them sound a little less like bureaucratic cogs. One 

thing that may escape the English reader is the number of female architects. Their 

proliferation in that place and time, on a far large1' scale than in the West and 

often helming the most prestigious projects, is worth d1'awing attention to. They 

include Eleonora 5ekrecka, designe1' of one third of MDM in Warsaw, Halina 

5kibniewska, architect of the 5ady Zoliborskie estate , Helena 5Y1'kus , pioneer 
Polish Modernist, Elena Nijolë Buciüt亡， a1'chitect of the 飞lilnius Ope1'a and Ballet 

Theatre , Marta 5tana , lead designer of the Riga Arts Theatr飞 Nadezhda Bykova , 

architect of the B1'ezhnev-e1'a Moscow Metro, Tamara Chelikovska , who had the 

same role in the building of the Kiev Metro, Jasna 5trzalkowska-Ryszka, who 

headed the team at the Warsaw Metro, Marie Davidová and Eva Bruschová at the 

Metro in Prague, and Anca Pet1'escu, the architect of Bucharest's Palace of the 

Parliament, to name just the most prominent. 

City names and street names cause a problem given their many renamings. 

Again , 1've opted for familiarity 01', when appropriate , contempo1'aneity. 50 , for 

I11stanc巳， when I'm writing of something bui1t between 1924 and 1990 1 refer to 

Leningrad, from 19工4 to 19丰4 Petrog1'ad , and at any other time 5t Petersburg. 
Names are often politicized in national as well as political fashion. Although 

the1'e have been attempts for understandable political reasons 一 i.e. as a reminder 

that ‘Ukraine is not Russia' 一 to make it th巳 PC usage, 1 haven't referred to 'Kyiv' 

butto ‘Kiev' , not because of a preference for Russian over Ukrainian, but because 

it has been the accepted English usage for centuries; with less well-known 
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Ukrainian cities such as Kharkov/Kharkiv, 1 have used the Ukrainian names , but 

given that English-speakers don't refer to ‘ Wa1'szawa',‘Moskva' 0 1'‘Beograd' , it 

is odd to make an exception fo1' Ukraine. Pre > and post-war usage is also 

problematic - ve1'y few before 1939, inside the Polish- and Yiddish-sp巳aking cities 

of Lwów 0 1' Wilno and fewer outside them, would have referred to them as ‘Lviv' 

or ‘Vilnius'. Since these cities became the capitals of western Ukraine (de facto) 

and Lithuania these names have genuinely become the dominant international 

usage, and 1've foIIowed that. Street names are also used according to when we'1'e 

talking about them - Grada Vukova1'a was built as Proletarian Brigades Avenue 

and so when writing about its moment of conception , that's what 1've caIIed it; 

similarly with Kalinin P1'ospekt/Novy Arbat 0 1' Tverskaya/Gorky St1'eet , and thei 1' 

ilk. None of these usag巳s are intended to imply adherence to any pa1'ticula1' 

national cause. 1n the notes , aII books with foreign titles a1'e citations f1'om paral

lel English translations in the books themselves, except those with Polish titles. 
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N otes and Refeγences 

EPIGRAPH 

I. Quoted in Anders Ål11an, Al'chitectμre and ldeology in Eastern Europe du l'

ing the Stalin Era (M1T Press, 1992) , p. 丰04-

INTRODUCTION: SOCIALISM ISN' 丁

王. Leszek Kolakowski,‘What is Socialism?' , in ls God Happy? (Penguin Books, 

2012) , pp. 20-25. 

丰. And one didn't even need to visit to CO l11e to this knowledge - see his stagger

ingly ingenuous 1950 letter to The Times , on the propaganda l11agazine 

USSR il1 CO l1 structio l1 ‘crowds of brightly dressed, well fed , happy looking 

workers . . . nobody who sees these publications will ever believe our tales of 

a half-starved population dwelling in Belsen camps under the lash of a ruth

less tyranny'. Reproduced in R. Palme Dutt, George Bernard Shaw: A 

Memoir (Labour Monthly pal11phlets ，工95 1 ).

3. On this generation - exel11pli且ed in the figure of Timothy Garton Ash 一 one

witty account is J. Hoberman's ‘ Life in Czechoslovakia', on Philip Roth and 

others getting their love-a l11idst-the-secret-police kicks in Prague. J. Hober

man, The Red Atlantis (Te l11ple University Press, 1998) , pp. 1口-39.

4- Agata Pyzik，‘丁oxic Ruins: The Political and Econo l11Îc Cost of Ruin Porn' , 
inArκ，τch刀Itεctuωtυr，此'al

5. 1n The Gulag Archipelago , Solzhenitsyn recalls that after a wave of arrests of 

intellectuals at the end of the 1940s, a newly arrested inl11ate of the ca ll1ps 

gave lectures on Le Corbusier to fellow prisoners. That's in the camps. See 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago , voL 1 (Collins，工974) ， p. 603. 

6. Hugh D. Hudson , Blueprints and Blood: The Stalinizatio l1 of Soviet Architec

ture (Priúceton, 1994) , extensively docul11ents the persecution of unrepentant 

Modernist architects under Stalin. 
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7. For instance, Jonathan Meade内 insightful accounts of Nazi and Soviet 

architecture are notably devoid of the slightest sympathy with the politics of 

either. Both are in the anthology Museum Without Walls (Unbound, 2012). 

8. For an exa l11ple of this, see the l110nograph Albert Speer: Architecture 1932一

1942 (Monacelli, 2012) , by the adviser to Prince Charles and planner of 

Poundbury, Léon Krier; here, despite the attempt to present the book as a 

neutral and brave study of the architecture of a supposedly great architect 

who was also a war cri l11inal, the author's politics frequently leap out, 
Dr Strangelove style. Krier entirely fails to disguise that his enthusias l11 for 

Speer coincides with a decided sympathy for an environmentalist variant of 
fascism. 

9. Marx's long letter to the Russian revolutionary Vera Zasulich suggested that 

he envisaged that a transition to socialis l11 could happen in some countries 

bypassing capitalism altogether, via pre-existing peasant CO l11munes; though 

he certainly didn't imagine that this would happen firs人 let alone o l1ly here. 

The ‘Letter to Vera Zasulich' and its various drafts are available at 

http://www.marxists.org/archive/l11arx/works/工881!zasulich!index.htm. For 

an argu l11ent - soon to be heretical- that Marx knew very little about Russia 

and understood less, see the unorthodox Bolshevik and historian David 

Riazanov's 1918 Marx and A l1glo-Russian Relations and Other Writi l1gs 
(Francis Boutle, 2003). 

10. The c1assic text here is Trotsky's still highly pertinent ‘Results and Prospects' 

of 1906, available along with a later, much more cantankerolls and dated 

defence of the same theories in Leon Trotsk民 The Permanent Revolution 

(New Park , 198功， though an excellent sU l11mation of it is given in the intro

dllction to his History of the Russian Revolution: ‘ the privilege of historic 

backwardness - and such a privilege exists - permits, or rather compels, the 

adoption of whatever is ready in advance of any speci且ed date, skipping a 

whole series of i川ermediate stages.' Leon Trotsky, The History of the Rus

sian Revolutio l1 (Pathfìnder，王987) ， p. 5. Moreover, the massiveness of what 

Russian industry there was by 1917 - huge concentrations of high-tech facto

ries with a huge labour force which re l11ained islands in a mostly agricultural 

country - 'does not disprove this backwardness, but dialectically cO l11pletes it' 

(p. IO) , as ‘ in Russia the proletariat did not arise gradually through the ages, 
carrying with itself the burden of the past as in England, but in leaps involv

ing sharp changes of environment, ties, relations , and a sharp break with the 

past. It is just this fact - combined with the concentrated oppressions of 

Tsarism - that l11ade the Rllssian workers hospitable to the boldest conclusions 

of revolutionary thought - just as the backward industries were hospitable to 

the last word in capitalist organisation' (p. rr). The implication - not followed 
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through by the author 一 is that more ‘even' capitalist economies were much 

less prone to socialist revolution. 50 it has proved. And ironicall民 this

extreme unevenness pervaded the ‘communist' landscape, and even more so 

its aftermath. 

I 王. The best book on the revolt - perhaps the only historically reliable one in 

English - is Paul Avrich, Kronstadt 192I (Princeton, I99I). 

王 2. 丁he key text here is Engels' 工 873 essay on housing, where he de且nes the term 

‘Haussmann' as ‘ breaking long, straight and broad streets right through th巳

closely built workers' quarters and lining them with big luxurious buildings' , 
a ‘ luxury city pure and simple' , an attempt to design out barricade fìghting, 
and an effort to ‘create a Bonapartist building trades proletariat' dependent 

on the government. Friedrich Engels, The Housing Question (Progress, 
工979) ， p. 7I. 

工 3. Profìled in Anatole Kopp, Town and Revolution (Braziller，工970) ， and critic >

ally analysed in Ross Wolfe , T，刊'he Cn仰'a们1ηwe巧ey泸归W正ar，时正d 0旷f U川to呻pia (阳a创盯va吼rail

httψp:/，仇'11'0刀os臼swolfe巳.且a副le臼s.wor时dp阴re臼sS.c∞om/丛20旺工工109扩lros臼s】wolfe-t礼the-gra汩飞.vey归ar时d-ofι-utωopia【

sovlet←】吐讪urbanism-and田the-fa te-of -the-in ternational-avan t -garde. pdf) . 

工4- J. Hoberman notes in passing that ‘ in considering the region, one has to 

wonder whether Communism constructed the other European reality or 

whether this reality - as Lenin hi l11self feared … had , in fact , l11ade Com l11un

iS I11 what it beca l11e'. The Red Atlantis, p. 290. Rudolf Bahro l11akes a si l11ilar 

point in more typically dialectical fashion: ‘The Hungarians have a long 

experience with what [their former Prime Minister] András Hegedüs 

described as 飞 system of organised irresponsibility". In the days of Maria 

Theresa, the Hapsburg army had a saying, "better do nothing, than do some

thing wrong". This l11entality prevails in any bureaucracy where the members 

are responsible to and dependent on only those above, and have absolutely 

no powers of horizontal cooperation'. Rudolf Bahro, The Alternative il1 

Eastern Europe (New Left Books，工978) ， p. II4. 
I5. This analysis owes much to Perry Anderson, Lineages of the Ahso/utist State 

(Verso , 20I2). Anderson notes that there were two other empires which were 

influential across this territory - the Ottoman Empire, which dominated the 

Balkans and had a much more unplanned form of urbanism, informal and 

with less public or ceremonial space, and until the late eighteenth century the 

Polish-Lithuanian CO l11monwealth, which, while Baroque in its architectural 

tastes, was a realm dominated by vast serf-tended rural holdings that seldom 

embarked on large-scale town planning, with exceptions such as the Renais

sance town of Zamosé in eastern Poland. 

I6. On this continuing legacy, see Wolfgang Förster, '80 Years of 50cial Housing in 

Vienna' , at www.wien.gv.at/english/housing/promotion/pdf/socialhous.pdf. 
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工7. A comprehensive study in English is Eve Blau, The A l'chitectu l'e of Red 

1心;enna (MIT Press，工999).

18. Kaganovich quoted by Karel Teige, The Minimum Dwelling, trans. Eric 

Dluhosch (MI丁'， 2002) ， p. 9+ On Magnitogorsk and its holes in the ground, 
se巳 Stephen Kotkin, Magnetic Mountain (University of California Press, 
1997). 

19. For some remarkable analyses of the Soviet building industry and the exploit

ation of workers in even the l110st idealistic architectural schemes, see the 

chapt巳rs on Moscow in Jonathan Charley's essay collection Memo l'ies of 

Cities (Routledge, 2013). 

20. ‘The social strata [of Soviet managersJ had some analogies to that of a 

nineteenth-century ruling class . . . somewhat fanciful analogies have even 

been detected in their aesthetic attitudes: a l110ralising literature, a strictly 

representational art, and an ostentatious architecture' , E. H. Carr, Founda 

tions of a Planned Eco l1omy 1926-1929 , vol. 2 (Pelican Books，工976) ， p. 470 , 

21. An excellent account of this abrupt attack on working class organisation can 

be found in Kevin Murph只 Revolution and Counte l'l'evolution: Class St l'ug

gle in a Moscow Metal Facto l')' (Haymarket, 2005). 

22. Leon Trotsky, The Revolution Betl可'ed: ，万hat is the Soviet Unio l1 and Whe l'e 

is it Going? (Pathfind巳r， 197功， p.286.

23. Bruno Rizzi , The BU l'eaucratization of the WO l'ld (Free Press, 1985) , p. 69. 

24. Ibid. , p. 97. 

25. Maxi l11 Gork只‘Extracts fro l11 a paper read to the first all-Union congress of 

Soviet writers' (工934) ， in Literatu l'e and Life (Hutchinson , 1946) , p. 工40 .

26. Gorky, 'A Talk with Young People' (仕工934钊)， in Liteω1'，咐u l'e and Lij卢-匕， P.145.

27. This had been underway since at least the l11id-1920S. If the USSR began as 

a country so radically anti-nationalist that it didn't even include a territory in 

its name, throllgh the cOllrse of the 1920S 'Soviet RlIssia' came to 且11 the void 

created by the absence of a Western European revolution 一 it ‘ became more 

and more openly the heir of Russian state power and attracted to itself trad

itional feelings of RlIssian patriotism, it claimed its l11ission in ter ll1s which 

conveyed to sensitive ears lIn ll1istakable echoes of the Russian past . . . The 

fulfilment of the eschatological promises of Marxis l11 was delayed, like the 

Second Advent, far beyond the original expectations of the faithful; and , 
when this delay bred, the inevitabl巳 current compromises with power and 

expediency, the process of degeneration from the pure ideal took on speci币c

ally Russian forr口s within a Russian context. Primitive Christianity decked 

itself in the trappings of il11perial RO l11e, c01l1l11unism in those of the Russian 

national state'. E. H. Carr, Socialis l11 il1 One COlint l')' (Pelican Books, 1970) , 
pp. 3 1 丰.
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28. The best way of understanding this key concept is via Terry Martin's 

study of the USSR as an ‘ affirmative action empire'. ln short, the ‘ form' of 

nationalism - costume , nationalliterature, language , cultural signifiers - was 

vigorously encouraged and its exponents promoted to leadership positions, 
while the ‘content' that usually comes with these - claims of national super

iority, demands for separatism or independent states, even demands for 

federalism within the Union … were ruthlessly suppressed. As a result, the 

USSR had a rather essentialist liking for nationalist cultural expression, and 

a tendency to treat nations en bloc - which descenéled into collective punish

ment and ethnic cleansing in the case of border nations within the USSR 

like Poles , Volga Germans , Greeks, Crimean Tatars and Koreans , and then 

outside it, in the mass expulsions of Germans from Poland , Lithuania , Kalin

ingrad and Czechoslovakia , and of Poles out of Lithuania , Belarus and 

Ukraine , aft巳r I945. That is, it was both unusually anti-racist and prone to 

shocking acts of systematic racialized violence. Terry Martin , The Affirma

tive Action Empire: Nations and Nationalism in the Soviet Unio衍，

I923-I939 (Cornell University Press , 200I). 

29. Sergei Frolkin , VDNKh: Eχhibition of Economic Achievements of the USSR 

(Planeta ，工969) ， unpaginated. 
30. See Moshe Lewin, The Soviet Century (Verso, 2005) , or Isaac Deutscher, The 

Unfìnished Revolution (Oxford , I967). 

3I. Rudolf Meidner,‘Why Did the Swedish Model Fail?' , Socialist Register, vol. 
月(工993). His claim is corroborated by the comparative statistics on income 

differentials in Bahro, Alternative in Eastern Europe. 

3丰. On the non-existence (until recently) of ‘social housing' in Sweden, see Eric 

Clark and Karin Johnson, 'Circumscribed Neoliberalism', in Sarah Glynn 

(ed.) , Where the Other Half Liz剧 (Pluto Press , 2009). 

33. It's worth noting here that the Eastern Bloc bordered countries which had 
major elements of ‘socialism' in their economies and in public life - the 

extensive welfare states and hegemonic Social Democratic parties of Austria 

and Finland, or to a lesser degree West German瓦 with its own Marxist trad

ition and ‘co-determination' of trade unions and employers. The seductive 

mixed economy of capitalism tempered by socialism, beamed into the televi

sion screens of Eastern Europe, and directly experienced by Polish and 

Yugoslav gastarbeiter, was not the capitalism of Reagan or Thatcher. This 

was, however, the capitalism they would get after I989. 

34- Bahro, Alternative in Eastern Europe , p. 45. 

35. That is, roughly until the I980s. Paradoxically, the period between I968 and 
工986 saw more unorthodox East European socialists lose their faith in the 

possibility of a desirable non-capitalist society than any other era - even the 
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Stalinist one. Former enthusiastic Stalinists turned reform communists -

incIuding many names much fêted in the West , from Kapuscinski to Konrad 

to Kundera , from Kolakowski to Kuron - were largely by 1989 liberals 01' 

conservatives. The reasons a1'e varied , although the cause can hardly have 

been greater repression, given the extremely mild nature of persecution com句

pared with Stalinism - in the 1970s, dissidence meant an inability to publish, 
01' at worst consignment to a mental hospital , as opposed to torture and ce1'

tain death in the 1930S and 194os. Pe1'haps more lax censo1'ship made lip 

service less necessar民 the supp1'ession of even the mild reforms of the Prague 

Spring induced general despair - and horror at the antics of the American 

New Left helped push Kolakowski rightwards , for instance (as seen in the 

sad , mutualIy uncomprehending contretemps between Kolakowski and E. 卫

丁hompson in the pages of Socìalist Register). But, curiously, the Eastern 

Europeans chose exactly this point - with mass workers' protests shaking the 

system to its core in Poland - to decide the working class was no longer rele

vant; they chose the moment when the post-war boo l11 colIapsed unde1' the 

weight of the oil crisis, when unemployment and homelessness returned , to 

decide that capitalism had proved its superiority. An alternative view is that 

some intelIectuals disliked no longer being quite so important to power as 

they wcre unde1' Stalinism - for a pugnacious assertion of this view, see the 

unrep巳ntant Polish Trotskyist Ludwik Hass's 'An Open Letter to Ojasz 

Schechter', Revolutio l1ary History , vol. 6, 110. 1. Regardless, the upshot was 

that by the time Gorbachev came to power, there were few ‘Party de l11ocrats' 
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and CO l11l11unity Building in Modern Nonvay (Urbana Press，王985) ， pp. 68-9. 

19. Boris Kagarlitsk民 Back in the USSR (Seagull Books，丰009) ， p. 6. 

20. 1 owe this information to Bart Goldhoorn and Philipp Meuser, Capitalist 

Realism: New Architecture in Russia (Dom, 2006) , p. 190. 

5. METRO 

1. V. 1. Lenin , Selected Works , vol. 3 (Pr吨ress，工977) ， pp. 590-91. 

2. That's not to say they completely neglected the main late-twentieth-century 

for l1l of international transport. One surreal aspect of Stalinist planning is 

Baroque airports, such as Pulkovo in St Petersburg; and much later, at 

Boryspil in Kiev or at Belgrade's Nikola Tesla airport, you can still find 

multicoloured realist..Futurist reliefs of heroic 飞lVorkers flying through the air. 

3. Nikita Khrushchev, Me l11 oirs , vol. 3, ed. Sergei Khrushchev (Penn Stat巳 Press ，

2007) , pp. 工78-9. 1 owe this reference to the Institute for Conjunctural 

Research. Also note Khrushchev's noting of Stalin's concern for this matter: 

‘ "Comrade Khrushchev," he said,‘rumours have reach巳d me that you've let 

a very uncomfortable situation develop in Moscow as regards public toilets. 

Apparently people hunt around desperately and can't 豆nd anywhere to 

relieve themselves. 丁his won't do. It puts the citizens in an awkward pos 

ition." 丁his episode , trivial as it may seem, shows how Stalin, the leader of 

the world's working class, wasn't too busy to bother himself over as il1lport

ant a detail of city life as public toilets.' Nikita Khrushche飞 Khrusl:κhev

Re l11 emhers , vo l. 1 (Penguin Books, 1977) , pp. 54-5. 
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4. Benson Bobrick, Labyrinths of Iron: The Story of the Underground Railway 

(Newsweek Books，王98抖 ， p. 28I. 

5. Ibid. , p. 275. 
6. Ibid. , p. 276. 

7. On th巳‘ organs' ， see The Gulag Archipelago , vol. I (Collins，工974) ， particu

larly the accounts of interrogation and torture on pp. 93-I44. 

8. E. Abakumov, The Moscow Subway (Foreign Languages Publishing House, 
I939) ,PP. IQ-II 

9. Egor Larichev and Anastasia Uglik , Moscow Metro Travel Guide (WAM , 
2008) , p. 5. 

IO. Khrushche飞 Khrushchev Remembers , vol. I , p. 87. He continues: ‘1 think it's 

probably easier to contemplate space fIights today than it was for us to con

template the construction of the Moscow Metro in the early I930s.' 

I I. Larichev and Uglik, Moscow Metro Travel Guide , p. 20. 

I2. Valentin Berezin ， λ10scow Metro Photoguide (Planeta , I989) , p. 38. 

I3. Larichev and Uglik ， λ10scow Metro Travel Guide, pp. 66-7. 

I4. Abakumov, Moscow Subway, p. 20. 

I5. According to Andreas Trier Mθrch and Juri Nikitin , The Unknown St Peters

burg: Architecture from I9I7 to I956 (Royal Danish Academy of Architecture, 
2003) , p. 98. 

工 6. In fact, it was dictated by military spending. In his memoirs, Khrushchev 

notes with some regret: 'When 1 was the leader of the Party and the govern

ment , 1 decided that we had to economise drasticaIIy in the building of 

houses , the construction of communal services, and even in the deveIopment 

of agricultur巳 in order to build up our defences. 1 even suspended the con

struction of subways in Kiev, Baku and Tbilisi so that we could redirect these 

funds into strengthening our defences and attack forces.' Khrushche飞

Khrushchev Remembers, vol. I , p. 545. 
I7. Tama1'a Deutscher,‘Int1'oduction' to Isaac Deutsche1', Lenins Childhood 

(Oxford University P1'ess, I970). 

I8. Kost' Kozlov, Kievskii Metropoliten (飞1arto ， 20II) , p. 232. 

19. One of many similarly exotic mosaics in the Georgian capital - fo 1' an 

English-language guide (with attached postca1'ds!) , se巳 Nini Palavandishvili, 
Lost Heroes of Tbilisi: Soviet Period Mosaics (GeoAIR , 20I4). 

20. Thanks to Otto Saumarez Smith for this desc1'iption. 

2I. G. M. Voskresenskii , Kharkivskii Met l'O politen (P1'apor，工980) ， p. 59. 
22. A. Merkulo飞 Automation Serves Man (Fo1'eign Languages Publishing House , 

1958), p. 74. 
23. Ibid. , p. 149. 
2+ Ernest MandeI, Beyond Pel臼troika: The Future of Gorbachev云 USS反

(V(巳1'so，王989) ， p. 53. 
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25. However, Warsaw does have several overground stations built between 1958 and 

工974 in a highly stylish concrete-Expressionist style. 1n his edited collection on 

their designers, AR/PS: The Architecture of Arseniusz RO l11anowicz and Piotr 

Szymaniak (Centrum Architektury, 201纱， Grzegorz Pi吨tek points out that 

their avoidance of any hint of architecture parlante makes them very unlike 

both the Moscow Metro or the currently popular symbolic train stations of 

Santiago Calatrava. There is also, full disclosure, an essay by the author on the 

stations in the book. 

26. Edwin Heathcote, Budapest: A Guide to Twentieth-Century Architecture 

(Ellipsis, 1997) , p. 228. 

27. Ctibor Rybál了， Prague (Olympia, 1979) , p. 51. 

28. Radomira SedWζová ， The Prague Metro (Futurista Universum , 20IO) , p. 15. 

29. Who is inter飞咄wed (in English) in ]erzy S. Majewski, Landmarks of People 's 

Poland i月 1玩maw: A Book of Walks (Gazeta, 2OII) , pp. 246-9. The (identi

cal) 工983 drawings of the 1995 stations can be found in T. Przemyslaw Szafer, 
Contempol仰'y Architecture in Poland (Arkady, 1983) , p. 32. 

30. On Bojovié and En巳rgoprojekt ， see Dubravka Sekulié, Three Points of Sup

port (Belgrade Museum of Contemporary Art, 2013). 

31. That's at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riga_Metro. 

32. Alec Nove, An Economic History Of the USSR (Pelican Books, 1978) , 
pp. 巧。一5 1. The statistics are from 1935 一 the very year the Metro's first line 

opened to its appallingly housed public. 

33. Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remember只 vol.工， P.90 .

3+ Larichev and Uglik , Moscow 扣1etro Travel Guide, p. 24. 

6. RECONSTRUCTION 

王. Andrz巳j Bursa, Killing Auntie and Other Work (CB Editions, 2009) , p. 28. 

丰. Simon ]enkins,‘The architect's ego is reconstructed as Moscow's Ivlayor 

asserts the lay view' , Guardian , 27 Apri12007. ‘A stylistic self】con豆dence not 

seen in European cities since Victorian Britain . . . it is London , not Moscow, 
that has sold out architecturally to money and vulgarity.' 

3. Quoted in Walter Benjamin, Understanding Brecht (Verso, 200纱， P.33.

+ The fact that a few houses in th巳 old tOwn were being rebuilt already before 

the full Stalinist takeover is both true and fundamentally irr巳levant - the 

decision to reconstruct the entire historic city was a governmental one, and 

heavily contested by Modernists, some of whom emigrated as a result. 

5. Marta Ldniakowska, A l'chitectu l'e of Wa l'saw (Arkada , 2006) , pp. 73-+ 

6. This is , it should be noted , not necessarily a consequence of post-I989 

neglect - there is a late-I95os film from the Polish ‘black wave' of critical 

documentaries which depicts the Old Town of Lublin in exactly this light. 
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7. Zygmunt M. Stt(piúski,‘1n the Light of O l1r Experience' , A l'chitektura, ]uly 

Augl1st 1978, p. 36. 
8. Pierl l1igi Ce1'vellati,‘1nnovation 01' Conse1'vation?' , Al'chitektur矶]11ly-Augl1st 

1978, p. 80. 
9. 1bid., p. 80. 

10. 1bid., p. 74-
11. Al'chite走tura ， ]anl1ary 1980, p. 77. 

12. 1bid., p. 53. 
工 3. ‘The 1'ise in prod l1ctivity d l1e to the ind l1st1'ialisation of bl1ilding techniq l1es , 

which at fi1'st sight looks so signi且cant ， on closer inspection proves to be 

largely self-deception. Even today, in Thuringia , fo 1' example , t1'aditional 

stone building can still be cheaper, even for a fairly la1'ge constr l1ction, than 

the same bl1 ilding in the hallowed style of prefab1'ication, and this is instr l1ct

ive, as the t1'icks of financial cost accounting a1'e fa 1' mo1'e disturbing on the 

macro scale than on the micro.' Rudolf Bahro, The Alternative in Easte l' n 

Europe (New Left Books，工978) ， p. 433. A simila1' point on the dominance of 

concrete in Soviet-era Estonia, a cO l1nt1'Y ab l1ndant in high-q l1ality wood, can 

be fO l1nd in Adrian Fort民 CO l1 c l'ete and Cultu l'e (Reaktion, 2012). 

14- Florian U1'ban,‘The 1nvention of the Historic City: Bl1ilding the Past in East 

Berlin 1970-1990' , Ph.D. thesis, Massach l1setts 1nstitl1 te of Technolog民
主007 ， p. 204. The thesis can be accessed at http://op l1s.kobv.de/t l1 berlin/ 

volltexte/2006/120~. 

工 5. Ibid. , pp. 3 22一3. Urban notes that ‘since [the NikolaiviertelJ does not claim 

al1 thenticity, it leaves space for the imagination' , p. 324 , 

16. ]anis Krastins and 1vars Strantmanis, Riga: The Complete Guide to A l'chitec

ture (ADD, 2004) , p. 212. 

17 , Ibid. , p. 219. 
18. Fo1' a bestiary of sham 1'eplicas, see Clementine Cecil and Edwa1'd Harris 

(eds.) , MOSCO lV He l'itage at Crisis Point (MAPS , 2007) , pp. 78-8 1. 

19. These, the first ‘ social hO l1sing' projects here since the 1920S, given that the 

hO l1sing p1'ojects of the USSR we1'e (mostly) not aimed at a partic l1lar social 

class , are profiled in English in Karin Hallas孔![l11'ula，币111il1l1 Architecture 

I900-20IO (Museum of Estonian Architect l1re, 2010) , p. 122. Typically for 

Estonia the a1'chitecture is quite pleasant, in its good-taste way. 
20. Brzeska, the 64-year-old founder of the Warsaw Tenants' Association, was 

fO l1nd dead in 20II in the fo 1'ests o l1 tside Warsaw, he1' body burnt. The1'e is an 

acco l1nt in English at http://libcom.o1'g/news/hol1sing-activi悦目found-dead

warsaw-080320II. Pensioners are often the victims of the p1'ivatization 

of comm l1nist-e1'a housing, which they are uS l1ally informed of afte1' the 

fact. 
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21.‘. • • and just when they seem engaged in revolutionising themselves and 

things , in creating something that has never yet existed, precisely in such 

periods of revolutionary crisis they anxiously conjure up the spirits of the 

past to their service and borrow from them names, battle-cries and costur丑es

in order to present the new scenes of world history in this time-honoured 

disguise and this borrowed language'. Karl Marx, The Eightee l1 th Brumai l'e 

of Louis BO l1 aparte (Lawrence and Wishart，王984) ， p. 10. 

7. IMPROVISATION 

1. Gyärgy Konrád , The City Builder (Dalk巳y Archive, 2007) , p. 123. 

2. This is A. J. 卫 Taylor， a sceptical aside on Isaac Deutscher's Marxist ‘hocus 

pocus', see ‘Trotsky' in Europe: Gra l1 deu l' al1d Declil1e (Penguin Books, 
工99 1 ) ， p.175.

3. These figures are somewhat outside the purview of a book about things that 

still exist, but for ‘Movement' and similar Soviet kinetic artist-architects, see 

J ane A. Sharp,‘The Personal Visions and Public Spaces of the Movement 

Group (Dvizhenie)' , in David Crowley and Jane Pavitt (ed叫 ， Cold War Mod

em: Design 1945-197口 (V8ζA ， 2008) , pp. 234-4工; and on Hansen and other 

more experimental architects of the post-war era in Poland, Yugoslavia 

and Czechoslovakia, see Lukasz Stanek, Team 10 East (Muzeu日1 Sztuki 

Nowoczesni , 2014). 

+ Miklós Haraszti, A WO l'ker in a Worker's State (Pelican Books，工977) ， pp. 

I斗1-2.

5. See Rem Koolhaas's 2006 film Lagos - Wide and Close. For a critique of this 

irksome ideology see Matthew Gandy，‘Learni吨 From Lagos' , New Left 

Review, vo l. 33 , May-June 2005 , or by it叩lication Mike Davis's Planet of 

Slums (Verso, 2006). 

6. There is a website with an informative essay on the kiosks and photo

graphs of them in various permutations 一 including being used as bus stops 

in Belarus - available at http://www.pnblicplan-architects.com/k67/k67一

kiosk_project一information.html.

7. Rusudan Mirzikashvili,‘Everybody's Favourite' , in Dietmar Steiner et al. 
(eds.) , Soviet Modernism (AzW, 2OII) , p. 156. Conversely, for an optimistic 

take on these self-built extensions as ‘ the architecture of the future' , see 

Joanna Warsza , Bouillon Group et 址， Ka月úkaze Loggia (Georgian Ministry 

of Culture, 2013); and also Levan Asabashvili's essays on housing networks 

and the collapse of Georgia's infrastructure in Joanna Warsza (ed.) , Ministry 

of Highways: A Guide to the Performative A l'chitecture of Tbilisi (Sternberg 

Press, 2014). 
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8. For a sympathetic critique of the Baugruppen, see Adrian ]ones and Chris 

Matthews's post at their blog ]ones the Pla l1ne l': http://www.jonestheplan 

ner.co.uk/2014/05/berlin-baugruppen-mental-walls.html. 

9. See Agata Pyzik, Poor but Se町.: Culture Clashes il1 EU1'Ope East a l1d West 

(Zero Books, 2014) , p. 75. 
10. For an English-language history of F飞 the umbrella group behind this scene, 

and their role in Metelkova, see Nikolai ]effs,‘FV and the "Third Scene" " in 

Lilijana Stepancic (ed.) , F机 Alternative Sce l1e of the Eighties (Mednarodni 

graficni likovni center, 2008). He concludes that for these groups ‘ the issue 

was not socialism or capitalism, but rather the possibility of developing a cul

tural production- and above all a society - that would transcend both forms.' 

11. Markus Bader, Oliver Baurhenn , Kuba Szreder, Raluca Voinea and Kathar

ina Koch (eds.) , The Knot: A I1 Experiment 011 Collaborative Art in Public 

Urban Space (Jovis, 20II). 

I2. Tristan Sechrest interviewing Sierakowski for Open Democrac民 at http:// 

www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/slawomir-sierakowski-tristan

sechres t/ pU t -Václav -Havel-in-any -electi on-today -and -he-would -lose. 

13. Dennison Rusinow, The Yugoslav Experiment I948-I974 (University of Cal-

ifornia Press , I978) , pp. 68-71. 

14- Roy Moore, Self Manageme l1 t il1 Yugoslavia (Fabian Society, I970) , p. 1 王

I5. Ibid. , p. 8. 

I6. Milojko Drulm忱 Self二Management 011 Trial (Spokesman Books, I978). 

17. Branka Magas, The Dest l'uction of Yugoslavia: TI刀CÎng the Break-up I980一

92 (Verso, I993) , p. 97. 
18. Ibid. , p. 133. 

工9. Vladimir Kulié ， MarojeMrdulja且 and Wolfgang Thal町'， Modernisl11 111-Between: 

The Mediato l')' A l'chitectures of Socialist Yugoslavia (Jm吨 20I2) ， pp. 王24-5.

20. Dubravka Sekulié, Glozt nicht so Romantisch! On Extralegal Space il1 Bel-

gl 

21. There were many forms of self-management. 'The entire collective' , i.e. al1 
the employees in a given BOAL , were ‘obliged to meet five or six times a year' 

by law, but this often degenerated into a mere rubber stamp. More ambitious 

workplaces were more devolved at plant level, with for instance work groups 

of thirty people meeting and then voting. Either wa民 the system was open to, 
in the parla时e，‘ distortions'. Dn山vié ， Self-Management 011 Trial, p. 63. 

22. There was actually a programme of ‘council housing' in Belgrade by the 

1970s, largely to fill this gap: ‘'Acting on th巳 solidarity principle,' writes 

Drulovié,‘Belgrade undertook a drive to build flats for persons employed in 

enterprises which cannot set aside any resources for that purpose. Financed 

by city funds , with the help of credits from banks and the contr讪utions of 

work organisations of up to one third of the cost, 2,000 such flats have been 
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constructed so far, and a further IO,OOO should be completed over the next 

five years.' This could perhaps have alleviated the problem at least to a 

degree, had the IMF not stepped in. Ibid. , p. rr6. 

23. Sekulié , Glozt nicht so Romantiscl:斤， p. 50. The architects STEAL TH. 

unlimited, in their work on Kaluderica , ask whether it's ‘ the top or the bot

tom of the philosophy and practice of self-management', in Simona Vidmar 

(ed.) , Unfìnished Modernisatio l1s: Between Utopia and Pragmatism (Umet

nostna Galerija Maribor, 20I2) , p. 39. 

2+ Vidmar (ed.) , Unfìnished Mode l'nisations, p. 39. . 

8. MEMORIAL 

工. Octavio Paz,‘The Oth巳r Mexico' , in The La的Il'inth of Solitude (Penguin, 
2005) , p. 229 

2. Quotedin NorbertLynton, Tatlins Tower (丁hames andHudson, 2009) , p. 90. 

3. There are penetrating studies of all of these and others in Gwendolyn Leick's 

Tombs of the G l'eat Leaders (Reaktion, 20工4)'
4. Quoted in Patrick Hyder Patterson , Bought and Sold: Living and Losing the 

Good Life in Socialist Yugoslavia (Cornell University Press, 2OII) , p. 299. 

5. A probably more symptomatic museum in this respect is the Belgrade War 

Museum, built into the Kalmegadan fortress. Its exhibits and dioramas 

about the wars on this territory from ancient ti ll1es to the I990S feature 

everything from abstract sculptures to heroic bronzes of Tito and an exe

cuted Partisan, with near忖 all of it ending in I945. The only post-Yugoslav 

exhibit is a small series of maps of the ‘NATO aggression' of I999 , showing 

whence and how Belgrade was attacked. There is nothing, however, on th巳

wars that preced巳d it throughout the I990s, following the fictional official 

line that the Serbian govern ll1ent had nothing to do with the war in Bosnia, 
or the wave of atrocities perpetuated by Bosnian Serb paramilitaries. 

6. Walter Benjamin,‘Moscow' (I927) , in Selected Writings , vol.丰， part I (Har

vard University Press, 2005) , p. 36. 

7. Dubravka Ugrdié , Nobody云 Home (Telegram, 2007) , p. 54: ‘Why, they are 

the bulwark and the crossroads! Croatia has always envisoned itself as a bul

wark. For a while, Croatia was the bulwark against the Turks (who would 

have taken Vienna were it not for the Croats) , and then against communism 

(those Serbs, as everyone knows, were all.communists). For Croats the word 

"Balkan" means 咆erbian" ， "Orthodox" , "the barbarian hordes". Croatia is 

renowned as a crossroads as well: not only as a ll1ariti ll1e one but also a web 

of railway junctions and airline routes. The bulwark and the crossroads are 

fantasies of the state and the nation which have been disseminated with the 
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same melod1'ama of patchy argumentation eve1'ywhe1'e, particularly when 

one heads in an easterly direction from Croatia. Bosnia, too, is a bulwa1'k 

and a crossroads, and Serbia is too, of course. And don't forget Macedonia. 

A friend of mine who often travels to the southern states of the forme 1' Soviet 

Union has come across notions of the bulwark and the crossroads identical 

in eve1'y detail, cultivated by Georgians, Azerbaijanis, Armenians, Uzbeks, 
the Turkmens, the Kyrgyz, Tajiks and Buryats.' 

8. See Domenico Losurdo, War and Revolution: Rethinking the Twentieth 

Century (Verso, 2015). 

9. On this, see the introduction to Ter1'Y Martin, The Affirmative Action 

Empire: Nations and Nationalism Ì11 the Soviet Union , 1923-1939 (Cornell 

Unive1'sity P1'ess, 2001) , 01' E. H. Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution , vol.工 (Peli-

can Books, 1971) , pp. 295-312. 

10. See Agata Pyzik, Poor but Sexy: Cu /ture Clashes in Europe East and West 

(Z巳ro Books, 2014) , p. 75. 

1 1. This forms the subject of a short, apparently neutral , politically pointed film 

by the Ukrainian a1'tist Mykola Ridnyi, which shows construction workers at 

work dismantling the representation of ‘ the worke1's' , available online at 

http://www. mykola1'址nyi.com/wo1'ks/monument而platfo 1'ms.

12. Slavoj :主izek，‘Barba1'ism with a Human Face: Lenin v Stalin in Ukraine' , 
Londo l1 Review of Books, 8 May 丰014 ， essentially a1'gues that it should have 

been eastern/southern Uk1'aine's ‘anti-Maidan' tearing down Lenin's statues, 
given his role in ensu1'ing ‘ Novorossiya' was part of a sovereign Ukraine. 

13. For an account of this , see Agata Pyzik,‘Why Soviet Monuments Should be 

P1'otected' , Guardian ， 丰9 September 2014. 1 can attest her inbox at the time 

included outraged claims that Lenin 'killed millions' and that the Soviets 

killed ‘140%' of Uk1'ainians, among other highlights. Probably the most sens

ible and historically astute response to the Leninoclasm was in Zaporozhia, 
where the giant Lenin was simply d1'essed in Ukrainian national costume. 

工 4. Reproduced in Alexei Tarkhanov and Sergei Kavta1'adze, Stalinist Architec

ture (Lawrence King, 1992) , p. 11. 

15. The actor who plays Lenin in Eisenstein's film was denounced in the 

avant-ga1'de magazine New LEF as resembling ‘a statue of Lenin'. See Viktor 

Shldovsky and Osip Brik, 'The ‘Lef' Arena' , in Screen , Winter 1971/丰·

16. Fo 1' the interested, t年ese two survivors a1'e in Gorki Leninskiye just outside 

Moscow, and in Lenin's hO l11etown, Simbirsk, still known by its Soviet name, 
Ulyanovsk. The English-Ianguage guide to the Cent1'al Lenin Museum 

(Raduga Publishe1's, 1986) lists a 1'idiculous nU l11ber of Lenin museums in the 

Soviet Union and its satellites, dozens and dozens of the l11 from Ulan Bato1' 

to Bucha1'est to Zakopane. It also lists seve1'al in the West, of which the one 

in Tampere, Finland , survives at the time of w1'iting. 
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工7. Herbert Marcuse , Soviet Marxism (Pelican Books , 197斗， PP.75-6.

王 8. 丁he useful comparison here is to the Raclawice Panorama in Wroclaw. This 

intriguing folk-Brutalist rotunda in the city centre was designed in 工967 to 

rehouse a late-nineteenth而century panoramic painting originally on display 

in Lviv, depicting the great Polish radical general Tadeusz Kosciuszko's (sadly 

pyrrhic) victory over Tsarist forces at the battle of Raclawice in 工79+ Though 

clearly for any Marxist the Englightenment-inspired democrat Kosciuszko 

had ‘progress' on his sid巳 in the war with Russian absolutism, any depiction 

of a victory over Russia was considered too polirically risky; the panorama 

was only opened to the public in 工985 ， nearly twenty years after the building 

was designed. Still, in its Pavlovian lighting effects, pomp and solemnity 

combined with a localized Modernism, the building is very Soviet. 

19. Cf. Jerzy Wilmanski，主ód:f;: Miasto i Ludzie (Wydawnictwo t6diie, 1977) , p. 71. 

20. Usefully, Wikipedia has a chart of th巳 various estimates from Western histor自

ians of the Soviet dead. The very lowest estimate is John Keegan's 14 million , 
of whom half were civilians; while historians who can hardly be accused of 

Soviet sympathies, such as Norman Davies and Tony Judt, give far higher 

calculations, of 28 million and 24 million, respectivel只 with civilians a major

ity in both. Se白巳 htt叩p://μ'/e阳Eαen

ofιbω一'_the比飞Eι一_So肝飞'Vl比附e创t_一Unio∞n#盹Est由阳t1ma丑凹na卫lat阳E臼s_o一_of_Smα飞V忱iet_一一_wa剖l'二'_dω一'_dβde臼adι…by_一We臼st优E盯凹ern口rn_一_sch旧olars.

丰1. Richard J. Evans, review of Roger Moorhouse's The Devi/云 Allia l1 ce ， Guard

ian , 6 AllgUSt 201+ 

22. This claim, regurgitated from Stéphane Courtois's The B/ack Book of CO I11 

l11 unism , is a historical nonsense. What it does is take all deaths that happened 

lln世旷communist' rllle from 19王7 to 1991 _ fro l11 murder, famine , war _ and 

ascribe them to 'communism'. Most of Stalin's victims were killed by the fam

ine of 1932-3, for which Stalin and his regime are undoubtedly culpable, but in 

l11uch the same way that any government in an industrialized country is culp

able for famine _ which they have been, often, as extensively del110nstrated in 

Mike Davis, Late Victorian H%causts (Verso, 2000). Following Courtois、

logic and adding the deaths in Europe during the Second World War, for the 

olltbreak of which Nazism was solely responsible, the deaths from Stalinism 

are vastly outnumbered. This is in no way to excuse Stalin, who would other

、飞lise have b巳en by far the most murderous European leader of the twentieth 

C巳ntur只 but ther巳 is a reason why the Soviets w巳re chosen as the ‘ lesser evil' to 

th巳 Nazis _ because th巳y were. In Poland, for instance, victim of both the two 

‘ totalitarianisms', the exp巳rience is not comparable. Even given crimes such as 

mass deportations and the Katyn massacre, 01' the forcible imposition of a 

Soviet-dominated government, the Nazis' systematic destruction of hundreds 

of Polish villages , several cities and their inhabitants sits strangely with the 

Soviets' bankrolling and aiding of their subsequ巳nt reconstruction. In fact, 
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more Poles were killed in the war by Ukrainian nationalists than by the Soviets, 
which would perhaps be better remembered if it had been Uk1'aine that 

imposed an unpopular government on Poland for forty岳le yea1's. 

23. The differences between the two events a1'e blindingly obvious - in I92I , the 

Bolsheviks called upon countries which only months before had been at war 

with them to send aid; in I933 , Stalinists refused even to publicly acknow

ledge that the famine was happening, let alone ask fo1' 1'elief. Both famines , 
incidentally, occurred in southern Russia as well as in Uk1'aine. For a good , 
and conspiracy-theo1'y-free, account of exactly how the mass murde1' of the 

famine of I933 came to happen, see R. W. Davies, M. B. Tauger and S. G. 

Wheatcroft, 'Stalin, Grain Stocks and the Famine of I932-33' , in Christo

pher Read (ed.) , The Stalin Years: A Reade l' (Palgrave, 2003). 

24- On which , see Neal Ascherson's wonderful portrait of the various cultures to 

occupy the Black Sea (Vintage, 2007). 

巧. For a fascinating account of this removal and the events around it, see the 

Estonian artist Kristina Norman's book project Aβel'-War (Estonian 

Museum of Contemporary Art, 2009) , which charts how the bronze soldier 

became an informal gathering point for the city's alienated, working-class 

Russian-speaking youth, and a1'gues that the1'e were good reasons why they 

took its 1'emoval as a di 1'ect attack on them. She claims that the monument 

was actually in the process of being domesticated and made informal by the 

Russian teenagers who congregated there to drink and lay flowers , and that 

its 1'emoval was determined by intra-Estonian political power plays. 

26. The original design can be found (with English translation) in Alexand1'a 

Kusá , Preruse l1á piesel1: Ume l1 ie Socialistického Realizmu I948-I956 (SNG , 
20I2) , p. 94. 

27. Gavin Stamp, The Memorial forthe Missingof theSomme (Pro且le ， 2∞6) ， p.84.

28. Vladimir Olshansky and Alla Filatova, Memorial Nad D l1eprom (Kiev Mis

tesht\叫工987); thanks to Oleksiy for the gift. The reader should bear in 

mind, however, that given the pace of change in Kiev at the time of writing, 
the museum may not remain in this form by the time of this book's publica

tion. Who controls the present controls the past . . . 

29. The mass starvation of Soviet prisoners of war is extensively discussed in 

Timothy Snydel了， Bloodla l1 ds: Europe between Hitle l' and Stalin (Bodley 

Head, 20IO) , pp. I75~82. 

30. In English, one powerful account is that of the Bundist and later Solidarity 

supporter Marek Edelman, The Ghetto Fights (Bookmarks, I943). 

3 工. This gesture is 1'emembered by another plinth elsewhere on the squar飞 but it's 

not quite what it seems. Brandt, as a member of the anti-Nazi unde1'ground 

and a socialist activist, had nothing to apologize for, unlike most of West Ger

many's indust1'ial magnates. He was atoning where they wouldn't 01' couldn't. 
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3 2 . 丁o give S0 l11e sense of the narrative this is placed uneasily into, the book from 

which 1 obtained the na l11e of the artists is Tadeusz Czapli6.ski and Jerzy 

Launer, Places of National Memory in Lódz: Martyrdom and Fight, I939 

I945 (Lódiie Zakl，工974). In what sense were these innocent, helpless victims 
‘l11artyrs' 01'咀ghte1's'?

33. This info1'l11ation is courtesy of an English-Ianguage guide fo 1' sale at the visi

tor cent1'e: Maria Wisnioch, Majdanek: Guide to the Historical Buildings 

(Pa Í1stwowe Muzeu l11 na Majdanku, 2012). 

34. See Ba1'ba1'a Epstein, The Mi l1sk Ghetto: Jewish Resistance and Soviet Inter

nationalism (University of California P1'巳ss ， 2008) , among other things a 

useful corrective to Ti l110thy Snyder's disg1'aceful t1'eatment of the Pa1'tisans 

as l11ere provocateurs of the Ge1'mans in Bloodla l1 ds. 

35. 1 owe this info1'mation to Oleksiy Radynski - see his essay on the subject, 
‘Scientifically Justi且ed Artistic Consciousness: Artists and Architects in Late 

Soviet Ukraine' , in Steiner et al. (ed叫 ， Soviet Modernis l11 (AzW, 2011). 

36. See Pyzik , Poor but Sexy , p. 68. 

37. Quotes fro l11 Ákos Ele6d a1'e in the broch旧e Statue Park: Gigantic MO l1 u

ments 药'0111 the Age of Commu l1 ist Dictatorship (Akos Rethly, 1995) , 
unpaginated. 

38. Fo1' a work that does , you need to turn to the g1'eate1' possible complexity of 

且1m ， not th巳 univocality of monumental sculpture - see Ju1'is Podnieks's 

elegiac, haunti吨工980 docul11entaη COl1stellatioll of R仲me叭 which 川e1'

viewed l11any of the survivo 1's of both the wa 1' and the purge. 

39. Valte1's Nollendo1'fs , Dzintra Bungs , Gundega Michele and Uldis Neibe1'gs, 
The Three Occupatio l1s of Latvia: Soviet and Nazi Takeovers a l1d 丁ÏJeÌl

CO l1sequel1ζes (OMB , 20I2) , p. 28. 

40. Att巳l11pting to explain this in the dying days of the USSR to the readers of 

Izvestia , then full of cO l11plaints about ‘ out-of-towners' moving to Moscow, 
Otto Latsis said: ‘ 1 invite Muscovites to imagine for a mO l11ent that "out of 

towners" [beco l11e 1 the majority population, and that Russian is heard less 

and less; that spokesmen have appeared a l110ngst the l11 who lay claim to these 

areas and even claim the l11 as their own national property. This is how it is in 

Riga now.' Translated into English as ‘Farewell to the Communist Pa1'ty in 

Latvia' , New Left Review, no. 182, July-August 1990, p. 工 57. An informed , 
unsentim巳ntal account of Baltic history can be found in Anatol Lieven, The 

Baltic Revolutio l1s (Yale，工994).

41. Latsis,‘Farewell to the Communist Party in Latvia' , p. 158. 

42. Paul Goble,‘The Growing Importance of Latvia's Occupation Museum' 

(Museunl of Occupations, 201纱， unpaginated leaflet. 

43. No1'l11an, A阳'胁" p. 18. 
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44. Quoted in After饲War， p. 70. This is not an exclusively non-Russian 

phenomenon - far from it. Boris Groys writes that ‘5ince class interests, 
along with Ma1'xism , have vanished f1'om the sights of current historiogra

phy, there are no "real" protagonists of history left beside the nations. 

Accordingl民 it has now become characteristic for recent historical commen

tary on for l11erly communist-dominated East European count1'ies to view 

communis l11 as simply an ideological façade for Russian imperialism. Even if 

such an interpretation might seel11 corroborated by nU l11erous facts , it should 

not be forgotten that in Russia itself the suppression of the Russian national 

identity was prosecllted not less bllt more forcefully by the apparatus of 

com l11unist ideology. Besides the Rllssian Orthodox Church , the Rllssian 

philosophical tradition, and its historiography and literature fro l11 pre

Revolutionary eras were also la1'gely banned or rigorollsly censored. 50 it is 

hardly surprising that the dismantling of the communist regime in the early 

1990S was accompanied and spurred on by cries on the streets for "Russia! 

Russia!" In that period the anti-communist revolution in Russia was waged 

as a 且ght for nationalliberation - as a campaign to emancipate Rllssia from 

the grip of the 50viet Union and liberate it from the dictatorship of 50viet 

autho1'ities. The civil war between the Reds and the Whites that 且rst spawned 

the creation of the 50viet Union had been a war between th巳 communist

"International" and the nationalist "Russia": back then, the "International" 

won. But in the 1980s and 1990s, "Russia" got its revenge. For Russian 
nationalists today, anything connected with communism is auto l11atically the 

work of others: Jews, Latvians , Georgians and so on. 丁hat ， of course, does 

not mean that Russian nationalists take no pride in the achievements of the 

50viet state during the cO l11munist era - except that these achievements are 

ascribed solely to the capacity of the Rllssian people to remain creative, resil

ient and victorious in the face of the ruinous communist dictatorship. 

Anything "good" that arose in the 50viet era is thus ascribed to the Russian 

nation's cll!tural identity; anything "bad" is seen as reslllting from the 

anti-national project of communism.' Boris Groys, 'The Postcommunist 

5ituation' , in Ljubomir Micic, Frank Castorf and Haralampi G. Oroschakov 

(eds.) , Nach Moskau! Nach Moskau! (飞1011αbühn巴， 2010) ， pp. 171-2. 

45. This is broadly true, but not exclusively - see Jan Tomasz Gross's Neigh <

bours, on the Polish-βssisted pogrom in Jedwabne, 1941. In this book Gross 

has many interesting things to say on the persistent 主ydokomuna myth , 
arguing that those who perpetrated the pogroms were equally likely to 

co-operate with a l1y occupation , and did so with the new one in 1945. 

46. However grim Poland in the 1960s, 1970S and 月80S was , to compare it either 

with the Nazi occupation or even the 5talinist years of 1948-53 is not 
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serious. But this comparison did have a political use - Kotkin and Gross note 

that Poland's unusually extensive opposition 气甲as possible only because the 

opposition had come to reject the idea of reform ("socialism with a human 

face") and instead to see the system as "totalitarian". At the same time, the 

Communist system they were challenging was the least totalitarian country in 

the bloc, with non-Communist values , public spaces , and even institutions.' 

Stephen Kotkin and Jan Tomasz Gross, Uncivil Society (Modern Library, 
20IO) , p. 工02. Yet official memory has enshrined the total equivalence of all 

these ‘cnm巳s against the Polish nation' , with regular searches for reds under 

the bed. For a prescient account of the ‘paranoid style' in Polish politics, see 

Andrzej Walicki,‘From Stalinism to Post-Communist Pluralism' , New Left 

Review, no. 工 85 ， January…February 1991. As if unabl巳 to cope with the fact 

that the Party had begun the process of its own dissolution - surely impossi

ble for a ‘ totalitarian' force - conspiratorial explanations had to be sought. 

47. For an account of the results , see David Ost, The Defeat of Solidarity (Cor

nell University Press, 2005) , quite the best book published on the post-Soviet 

working class in English, one which for once gives due attention to ideologi

cal factors in the apparent paradoxes of Eastern Europe's rightward shift. 

48. The major text on this is Moshe Lewin's Lenin's Last Struggle (Pluto Press, 
1975) , pp. 43-64. This is vindicated and expanded upon in his later trawl 

through the newly opened archives , The Soviet Century (Verso, 2005). 

49. Friedrich Engels, The Housing Question (Progress，王979) ， p. 71. 

CONCL U510N: 50C1AL15M 15 

1. Alexander Herzen , From the Other Shore (Oxford University Press ，工979) ，

pp.89-90. 
2. Ticktin , for instance, appears to argue that workers' self-manage l11ent could 

have solved the Soviet economic crisis, as if an equally intense crisis had not 

already destroyed workers' self-management in Yugoslavia at exactly the 

sa盯le tllue. 

3. Keti Chukhrov,‘Sexuality in a Non-Libidinal Econo l11y' , E-Flux Journal , no. 

54, April 2014. 
4. For a justification of this view, see Yuezhi Zhao,‘The Struggle for Socialism 

in China' , Monthly Review, vo l. 64, no. 5, October 2012. 

5. In fairness , Groys's suggestiveness and otiginality is sometimes 1110re inter

esting than mere 'facts' , and seldom l110re so than in this bizarre, ultra -abstract 

neo-Stalinist tract. He writes of China that ‘Marxists have always believed 

that capitalis l11 repres巳nts the best mechanism for econo l11ic acceleration. 

Marx frequently emphasised this, and el11ployed it as an argument against 
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"utopian communism". The proposal to tame capitalism, to ínstrumentalise 

ít , to set it to work under the control of th巳 Communist Party for communíst 

vlctory • thís had been on the agenda from the October revolution on . 

However, the ídea had never been finaIIy translated ínto actíon because the 

communist leadership had never felt secure enough , and feared losíng power 

through thís experíment. 1n the 1980s and 90S, it felt strong enough, and 
risked the experiment. 1t is stíII too soon to judge whether thís experíment 

has faíled. 1n China, the Communist Party is stilI firmly in control . . . the 

model wílI be tested further - and may yet prove entirely successful.' Boris 

Groys , The COI11月1Ul1 ist Postscript (Verso, 2009) , p. n8. 
6. Meanwhile, for an íntriguíng íf outrageously hístoricaIIy lofty argument that 

Chína ís not now and has never been capítalíst, see Giovanní Arríghí , Adam 

Smith il1 Beijing (Verso, 2006). 

7. That's more than double the rate for the country as a whole - see Richard 

McGregor, The Pmη: The Secret Wor/d of China's CO l11l11 unist Ru/ers (Pen

guín Books , 201功， p. 155 , whích quotes the local Party secretary: ‘ if you 

want to discuss who adheres most to socíalism, wouldn't ít be Shanghaí?' 

Thís is of course ‘socíalism' ín the Kaganovich definítíon. For an analysis of 

what this total state ownership of land and widespread state ownership of 

busíness means for the proletariat, see Julia LoveII's book on urban develop
ment and Western archítects , where she notes that ‘according to China's land 

management law, the state can requisitíon any land when ít is ín the "publíc 

interest"; the vagueness of thís concept has led to wídespread land-grabs that 

turn socíal housing and farmland into profitable c0111mercial housíng com

plexes, golf courses and amuse111ent parks.' She notes wíth some ba ffIement 

that campaígners against this tend to invoke Chair111an Mao in their defence. 

Julía LoveII , Sp/endid/y Fantastic: Architecture and Power Games in China 

(StreIka，丰on) ， p. 48. 

8. On thís last, a typícaIIy Maoíst combínatíon of self-actívíty, mass partícípa

tíon and rampant, dogmatíc authoritarianism, see Elízabeth Perry and Xun 

Li, Pro/etarian Power: Shanghai il1 the Cu/tura/ Revolution (Westvíew Press , 

1997). 
9. An Englísh-Ianguage account of the Chinese New Left can be found in Wang 

Huí , The End of the Revo/ution (Verso, 2009)' 
10. See Mao Zedong, O I1'Practice and CO l1 tradiction , introduced by Slavoj 主i呈ek

(Verso, 2007). 

II. The best English-Ianguage account and description ís the former cyb时'

theory guru and ‘neo-reactionary' Nick Land's dizzy combination of 

advertorial and historical meIodrama, in his Shanghai Expo Guide 

2010 (Urbanatom只 2010).
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Ernst Thälmann memorial, 445 
workers' strikes (I953) ，严， 55
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Ecuador, 514 
Egypt, Ancient, 25 , 29, 262-3 , 421, 
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Elektrozavodskaya station, Moscow 
Metro，丰63-4

Empite State Building, New York, 
210, 21 3 

Estonia，工88-9

1905 r巳volution ， 449 
citizenship laws, 243 , 492 
Lutheran churches in , 193 
National Library, 176-7, 178, 179 il1 
‘ Russian' Civil War in, 46工-2
Russian-speaking population in , 

492-3 
see also Tallinn' 

Federal Executive Council building, 
New Belgrade, 403 , 404-6, 406ill, 
4工6
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East Berlin, 231一斗， 233 ill ， 丰35-6

Finland，工80

Finland Station, Leningrad, 438-9 
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Frankfurt am Main, 94, 97，丰04 ， 242 ，

244, 248, 315 
Frankfurter 丁or， East Berlin, 51-2, 51ilI 
Frauenkirche, Dresden, 355 , 356ill, 357 
Fu呈ine microrayon near Ljubljana , 

II6-18 

Gants Hill tube station，丰93
GdaI1sk 

post-war reconstructlOn , 3, 3口，
PÚll， 3 工6 ， 33 1

shipyards , 193 , 367, 497-8, 499 i1l , 
50rill 

strikes (工970 and 1980) , 497, 498 
Wyspa ('lsland') art gallery, 500 

Gdynia , Poland, 73-4, 74ill, 196 

Genex Tower, New Belgrade, 4II… 12, 

4IIill 

Georgia , 29 , 280-81 , 379-82, 503 
memorials to Stalin in, 4巧， 502 ，

503-7, 504ill 

Menshevik rule (工9 18 日)， 502-3

pro-Stalin demonstrations 

(195 6), 502 
war with separatists in Abkhazia 

and South Ossetia, 382 
see also Tbilisi 

German Democratic Republic (GDR) 
collapse of communism and , 

28, 383 
consur丑er products, 25 工， 484

Dessau-Törten , 94-6，工04
且rst Five-Year Plan, 358 
last years of, 6, 345 
levels of film censorship，王80

memorial culture in, 4丰0， 444-5
prefabricated concrete panels in，巧，

33 6， 339→4丰， 343-5
see also Dresden; East Berlin 

Germania (Hitler's planned capital) , 51 
Ger l11any 

工968 socia1 l110ve l11ents in West 
Ger l11any, 382-3 

built legacy of Weimar Republic , 
94-7 

neo-Prussian style, 351- 2, 357 
residual socialist tradition in West 

Germany, 34丰， 357 ， 420

socialist revolution (工9工8 工9) ，

工0 ， 444-5

see also Berlin; Dresden; East 
Berlin; G巳rl11an De l110cratic 
Republic (GDR); Nazi Germany 

Gori, Georgia, 4巧 ， 502 ， 503-7 ， 504ill
Gorky see Nizhny Novgorod 

Greece ， 5 工4

Groch6w, Warsaw，工97
Gronkiewicz-Waltz, Hanna，工37
Grozny, 29 
Grutas Park ('Stalin World') , 

Lithuania, 484 

Hala Mirowska , Warsaw, 338 
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Hapsburg Empire, 32, ro8，工巧， 39 8 ，

4oo, 402, 426, 474, 5II 
‘combined and uneven 

development' in, rr6 
provincial capitals, 12-I3, 77, rr6, 

II7ill , 386 
socialist revolution (I9I8-I9) , IO 
urban planning in, I丰-I3 ， 77

Herl11itag巴， Leningrad , 269 
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Kharkiv, 282, 283ill 
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Berlin ， 50寸 I ， 5oill
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332, 332ill 

House of the People, Brussels, 
I50-5I 
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‘counter-revolution' (I9 56) , 

2, 250, 296, 367, 486, 497 
exter l11ination of ]ews in, 487 
Hungarian Organic 

Architecture, I79 
imperiallegacy in , I2 

nationalism in , 387, 487, 497 
piece rate labour in, 368…9 
socialist revolution (I9I8-I9) , 

IO , 486-7 
Victor Orbán's managed 

democracy, I79 
see a/so Budapest 

India , 370 

]apan, 449 
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工 89-9工， 33 I
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Liberec, 20I-3 
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K67 kiosks, 37Ii//, 372-5 , 374 i1l 
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Kamzík TV tower, Bratislava, 235 , 
236i!/, 460 
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127i/1, I97-8 , 198i// 
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I59-60 
Kazan , Russian Federation, I93 , 307 
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354 
Kharkiv 
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205-6， 206H~258 ， 436 

Metro ， 28I-6，丰83i// ， 284i//, 285ill, 
290，丰97 ， 304-5 ， 370

Monument to the Establishment of 
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435i//, 43 8 
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2I) , 436 

statuary in, 434-8 
statue of Lenin (Freedom/ 

Dzerzhinsky Square) , 434, 436-7, 
437i/l, 439 

Kiev 
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Babi Yar massacre (I94工)， 455 ， 48I

Baroque architecture in, 57, 58- 60 , 
59 il/, 274, 467 

Bessarabsky market, 56 
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Industr民 I6I-2 ， 16ri// 

Contracts House，工6I-2
destruction of in Second World 

War, 55 
Dynamo Kiev stadiu l11, 63 
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Hotel Dnipro，缸， 63

Hotel Slavutych, 99, IOO, IOI 
Hotel Ukraina, 56, 5 日， 62 ， 272-3

Hrushevsky Street, 63 

Kievan Rus , 99 , I03 , 279 , 
467, 473 
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Kievo-Pecherska Lavra monastery, 
IOo, 467, 473-4 

Kreschatyk , 53 , 55-7, 56ill , 58- 60 , 
62, 103, 228 

local branch of VDNKh in, 22 
Maidan Nezalezhnosti，口， 5 6-8 ，

56ill, 57ill, 61 , 62 
medieval Golden Gates, 160 

Metro, 269, 273-9, 274 i1l, 276ill, 
278ill, 279ill, 280, 307, 
308 , 473 

microdistrict of Rusanivka , 99-103 , 
1oIill , 10丰 iU， 106-7

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 63 
Museum of Art, 63 
Museum of the Great Patriotic War, 

467一74 ， 468ill, 47oill, 473 ill 

obelisk to the Great Patriotic War, 
456 

Olympics (1980) and , 277 
Palace of Pioneers，工72-3 ， 172ill 

‘Park of Me l11ory' at l11ain 

cemetery, 480-84, 483ills 
population of oligarchs , 379 
rising of the workers at the Arsenal 

(1918), 266, 278, 436 
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21) , II, 63 , 436 
statue of Victory, 99 
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Museu l11), 56, 62-3 
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Metro, 266, 273-4 
Kievo-Pecherska Lavra 1110nastery, 

Kiev, 99, 467, 473-4 
Kino International, East Berlin, 54 
Kino Kij6w (Kiev Cinema) , Kraków, 

181-2 
Kinoteatr Mir, Gorky Avtozavod, 

143-4 
Kirovskaya Metro station, Gorky, 289 
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Poland, 330-34, 333ill, 335ill 

Komsomolskaya Koltsevaya station , 
Moscow Metro, 254, 255 ，丰66 ，

且 67ill

Kosmos cinema , East Berlin, 53-4 
Kosovo, 401 

Krak6w, 38 , 103-4, 181-2, 315 
Krasnye Vorota (Red Gates) station, 

Moscow Metro, 254-5 , 256ill 

the Kre l111i l1, Moscow, 2籽， 33 1 ， 422 ，

424, 425 
as architectural inspiration, 2II , 

21 3, 215, 266 
conservation of, 313 
Georgievsky Hall, 266 
Moscow Metro and , 266 
Spasskaya Tower, 218 

Kreschatyk ‘ magistrale' , Kiev，日，
55-7 , 56ill, 5 8-60， 6丰， 103 ， 228

Kropotkinskaya (Palace of the Soviets) 

station, Moscow Metro, 255 , 
260, 309, 309ill 

Kurskaya station, Moscow Metro, 308 

Kutaisi, Georgia , 453-4, 453ill, 507 

Lagos, Nigeria , 370 
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Chicago, 241 
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Arajs Commando, 490 
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489-90, 493 
citizenship laws, 243 
colonial status of, 227, 268 , 269, 491 
genocide of Jews from , 490 
nationalism in, 243, 387 ， 45丰，

489-92, 493 
purges of 1936-8 and , 489 
‘Russian' Civil War and, 489 
Russian-speaking population 

111, 492 

support for N azis (工941 ) ， 490 ， 493
see also Riga 
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B巳19rade ， 406, 407 
Leipzig, 420 
Lenin Library, Moscow, 174，工 75
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900 day siege of, 263 , 269 , 466 
Metro, 269-73 , 271ill， 丰86-7

Moscow Prospekt, 270 
Narvskaya district, 270, 27工-丰
Narvskaya Factory Kitch巳n

(Kirovsky Univerl11ag) , 
166-7 

Pl1 tilov (Kirov) engineering works , 
270，丰7丰

replanning of，工7
Traktornaya hO l1sing scheme , 

96一7 ， 96ill
see also Petrograd; 

St Petersb l1rg 
Leninskaya Metro station, Gork只 289 ，

290, 290 ill 
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Lith l1ania, II8 , 243 

battle for Vilni l1s TV tower, 237-8 
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Grütas Park ('Stalin World') , 484 
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Genocide', 488 
Soviet annexation of, 157, 237-9 
see also 飞lilni l1s
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Ford Halewood in , 369 
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Ringo Starr's hO l1se, 445 
Ljubljana , Slovenia, II6-1~ ， 2斗丰，

386-8 , 387ill 

t6品， 370一75 ， 371 iII

Childrel1 's Ca l11p Memorial, 
476-7, 476ill 

Ghetto, 475-6 
Pν10ntwill-Mirecki Estate , 14ill 

mon l1ment to 1905 revol l1 tion , 
450 • 52 , 451 iIl 

street art in , 388 , 389, 389ill, 390 

Londo l1, 39 , 204 
All Saints church, Margaret Street, 

丰18

British Library，工74-5 ， 176

Cenotaph, 457 
COUl1 ty CO l1ncil estates of 

工960s ， 302 
Imperial War Museum , 496 
mon l1ment to International 

Brigade, 487 
neo-neo-Georgian architectur飞 315

‘pOp- l1pS' after financÎal crisis , 393 
Post Offìce Tower, 231 
post-war reconstr l1ctlon 111, 313 
Royal Festival Hall, 405 
T l1be system, 292-3 ，丰95 ， 308

Lower Silesia, 1丰4 ， 128-9, 129ill 

Lublin, Poland，丰21 ， 329一30 ，

33oill, 389 
death camp of Majdanek, 477-9, 

478ill 
Monu l11el1 t to Struggle and 

Martyrdom, 477-8, 478ill 
the Ll1byanka , Moscow, 47 , 354 
Lvi飞 Ukraine ， 12, 456 

Magnitogorsk , Soviet new town, 17, 97 
Majdanek death camp, Lublin, 477-9 , 

478ill 
Mamayev Kurgan memorial, 

Volgograd, 457 
Margaret Street, London, 218 
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Metro, 260• 62 , 261ill, 263 
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3 ， 53 ， 64， 65-7丰， 108

J\1ercury City Tower, Moscow, 204，丰10
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Ministry of Finance building, 
Warsaw, 328 

Ministry of Highways , Tbilisi, 207 , 
208ill 

Minsk, 444, 479 
Mohrenstrasse Metro station, East 

Berlin, 293 
Monument to the Third International, 
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204-5 , 248 , 368, 418-19 , 500, 
50 Iill 

Moscow 
Academy of Sciences, 245-6, 246ill 
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21 5, 216 
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46i/l 
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187, 247, 354, 357 
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Prisoners, 161 
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Institute, 14，工5丰， 154

coup of October 1993 ，丰39 ， 247
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Duma building, 239 , 247 
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Achievements ('VDNKh') , 21-2, 
2Úll, 526 

Garden Ring, 38 ， 207 ， 212，巧4 ， 422
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工 5 1-2

Gosplan HQ, 45 
GU岛i[ building, 424 

Historical Museum , 2纱， 424

Hotel Leningradska)叫 Z巧，

2I6ill, 228 
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Hotel Metropol, 46-7 

HotelMoskva ， 45 ， 247 ， 4斗
HOlel Peking, 43 , 44 

Hotel Ukraina , 2I4ill, 215 , 216 
Izvestia Building, 4工-2
Kalinin Prospekt (New Arbat) , 

74-6, 75ill, 246, 247 
Kazan Cathedral, 354 
Kazan station , 422 

Kotelnicheskaya Embankment, 204, 
21 5, 216 

Krasnopresnaya district, 441 

Krasnye Vorota, 309 

Kursk station, 247, 248ill 

Lenin Institute, 44 

Lenin Library, 174, 175 

Lenin mausoleum，巧， 4且， 422…5 ，

423ill, 448 
Leningradsky Boulevard, 47-9, 

524-5 
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Mercury City Tower, 204, 210 

Metro, 291-3 , 29úll 
Ministry of Agriculture, 422 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs , 
210-12，丰IIill ， 2I4 ill ，
21 5 ，丰46

Ministry of Heavy Industry on 
Krasnye Vorota，丰15-16， 309

‘Moscow Seven', 209 , 212, 213-19 , 
214ill 

Moscow State Universit民主04， 2口.，

2I4ill, 215 , 217-18, 2I7ill, 241 , 
247-8 

Mossovet building, 44-5 , 44ill 

Museum of the Revolution, 442-3 , 
442ill 
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House，工4

New Tretiakov Gallery, 484 

Oktyabr cinema, 76 

Olympics (1980) , 187-8, 277 
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Ostankino TV tower, 203，巧7 ，

239, 240ill 
Palace of Pioneers, 172 
Palace of the Soviets, 19, 187, 209, 

丰11-12

Park of Fallen Monuments, 484-5 
'Patriarch Building', 247 
Paveletskaya Square, 247 
post-Soviet reconstruction, 314, 354 
proposals for city centre (C.1930) , 331 
Pushkin Square, 41 
Red Army HQ , 159-60 

Red Square , 40, 212 , 354 , 422-5 , 
423;11 

replanning of, 17, 97 
revivals of Stalinist architecture , 

, 247-8 
Riverside Tower飞 247

Rossiya Cinema, 42 
during Russian Civil War (叩18一

21) , II 
Shabolovka Radio Tower，丰29-3 1 ，

230 iIl 
‘ sham replicas' of Yuri Luzhko飞 314 ，

354 
skyscrapers, 203 , 204, 209-19 , 

245-7 
St Basil's Cathedral , 212, 331 
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Moscow, 507-9, 507;11 
‘ the Centipede' , 48;11, 49 
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43-4 , 43;11 
Triu l11ph Palace, 204 , 209-10, 247-8 
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Gorkogo) , 40• 47, 4 I ;II, 49 , 241, 
329 

Usachevka district , 13• I4 , 16, 97 
'worker's cIubs' in , 157, 158-6I , 

I58;1I, I62 
ZiL 1l10tor works (Likhachev 

叭lO1'ks) ， I62 

ZiL Palac巳 of Culture, 162-5 , 
r64ill, 165ill, 175 

Mossovet building, Moscow, 44-5 , 44ill 
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Warsaw，工97

Naberezhnaya Towe1', Moscow, 204 

Nanjing， 5巧 ， 517ill
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I66-7 

National Library of Estonia, 176-7, 
178, 179;1l 

Nazi Ger l11any 

1930S expansion/aggression, 456 
architecture , 51 , 219 , 293 , 3II , 326 , 

363, 427, 457 
Gene1'alplan Ost, 455 , 474-5 
Ge1'mania (Hitler's planned 

capital) , 51 
Hitle1" s supp1'ession of Modernism 

1l1, 3II 
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact (1939) , 

454 , 455 , 474 , 496 
Nazi rule as vastly wo1'se than 

Stalinist rule , 455 , 488 

Reich ChanceIIe1'Y飞 293 ， 427 ， 457
suppo1't fo 1' in Baltic 1'epublics, 490, 

493 
Wannsee conferen白， 490

New Belgrade, 398 , 402-I6 , 403;11, 
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Blok 23 in , 412-I4, 413;1l, 414;11 
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403 , 404-6, 406ill, 416 
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406 , 407 
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40 7, 408;11 
Nikola Tesla Airport, 402 
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self-managed housing in, 407, 
408-9 ， 4 IO， 4工工-16 ， 4IIill

Town Hall, 4工O
New Hermitage, Leningrad, 269 
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Praga 2) ，工08-10 ， I09ill 
New York 

Empire State Building, 210, 213 

grid, 208 

Municipal Building, 212 

Rockefeller Centr飞 153

Seagram building, 241 

skyscrapers , 206-7, 210, 212-13 , 24工
stepping of towers in, 207，丰09，丰工0 ，

212-13 
United Nations building, 24工， 404

zoning code, 205 , 207 
Nikola Tesla Airport, Belgrade, 402 

Nikolaikirche, East Berlin, 340, 346 

Nikolaivier时， East Berlin, 339一机，
339ill, 34IÎlI , 343-4, 346-7 

Nizhny Novgorod (Gorky) 
Avtozavod district, 137-47, 14zill, 

144ill， I46ill ， 工94-5 ，丰51
Lenin statues in, 439-40 

Metro，丰88-90 ， Z9oill, 302, 306-7, 
306ill 

North Korea , 84, 85 , 5 工4
Novokuznetskaya station, Moscow 

Metro, 263 , 265 , z65ill 
Novoslobodskaya station, Moscow 

Metro, 254, 260, 267-8 , 
z68ill 

Nowa Huta microrayon , Kraków, 
工03-4，工94-6 ， 195 ill

Nowy 饥咀t (‘New World') estate, 
Warsaw， 3届-9 ， 327ill, 3z8ill 

Ostankino TV towel了， Moscow, 203 , 
237, 239 , Z40ill 

Ostrava , Czech Republic, IIO-I5 , 
IIúll , II4ill 

Ottoman Empire，丰9 ， 447-8 ， 457

Palace of Culture and Science (PKiN) , 
Warsaw, 209, 219 斗， 22oill，

zzzill ， 243一斗， 322, 329 , 523 
Palace of Culture , Dresden, 355 , 

355ill, 357 
Palace of Culture, Gorky Avtozavod , 

144-5 
Palace of Justice, Brussels, 82 

Palace of Piqneers, Kiev，工72…3 ， I7Úll

Palace of Pioneers, Moscow，工72
Palace of the Parlia l11ent ('Ceau~escu's 

Palace吁， Bucharest, 8 王， 88-90，

89ill,90ill 
Palace of the Soviets, Moscow, 19, 

工 87 ， 209 ， 211-12

Panth巳011 of National Revival 
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447-8, 447ill 
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CO l11l11une (187斗， 10， 39

CO l11l11unist Party Headquarters, 405 

destruction of Vendôme Colu lTIn , 

41 7 
Expo (工9巧)，工 57 ， 5丰8

Expo (1937) , 51一丰
Haussmann's boulevards, II, 12, 

17, 38-9, 56 

La Défense, 204 

as model for ‘magistrale' , 38-9, 
53 , 82 

Place de la République, 56 

Pompidou Centre, 4巧
Park Pobedy station, Moscow Metro, 

30 5-6 
Partizanskaya station, Moscow 

Metro, 264-5 , z64ill 
Petrograd 
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Commune, 417-18 
Monument to the Third 

International (unbuilt project) , 
166, 204-5 , 247 , 368 , 418-19 , 
500,50Iill 

street art in, 368 
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Petrograd - cont. 

workers' councils, 367 
see also Leningradj St Petersburg 

Pirita, Estonian resort，工88-9 ， 46I

Plac Grunwaldzki microrayon , 
Wrodaw, I28-9 , 1巧ill

Ploshchad Revolutsii station, Moscow 
Metro, 260, 262, 263 , 308 

Plymouth, 357 
Poland 

工905 revolution, 450-52 
I960s architecture，丰4
Baltic coastal resorts，工89-9工，

19oill, 330-34 
Constitution of Polish People's 

Republic, 70 
expansion in Moravia (I938) , 456 

Home Army, I05 , 475 , 493-4 
ldzie Wojsko (The Ar111y~ Going) , 37 

imposition of communist 

government on , 455 
Independence and Freedom 

partlsan orga l1lzat lOn , 494 
interwar ‘Polish corridor', 73 , I9I 
Jagiellonian dynasty, I24 
levels of film censorship, I80 
mass emigration of Jews from , 475 
milk bars in ，工69-7I ，5I 3

Moczar's threats to Polish Jews 

(I968), 475 
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact (I939) 

and , 455-6 

People's Arm只 I05 ， 320, 389, 494 
Pi!sudski's interwar police state, 73 
Piast ruling dynast民 I24
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Polish nationalism，工05.. I09, I24, 

3I 7, 396, 452, 494, 496 
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post-Stalinist modernity in , 70, 
7I - 2 , 73-4, 74ill 

propagating of communism as 

illegal in, 395 

Renaissance architecture, 329 
resistance movement during 

WW2 , I05 
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335-9 
Second World War experience, 

工96， 455
as site of Holocaust, 474-5 
Solidarity trade union in, 28 , I92, 

I93 , 338, 497-500 
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392ill, 496 

trade unions in, 28, I89-90, I92, 
I93 , 33 I , 497-500 

Vietnamese minority in, 373 
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Pomerania, I24 
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IIO一巧， IIIÍlI, II4 il1 
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428 il1, 429ill 
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Hotel International, 209, 224-5 , 
225 i1l , 234 

Metro, 296-300, 298ills 
Moscow Metro and，丰9 I ， 299

Museum of Communism, 484 
post-Stalinist planners, 224 
post-war reconstruct lOn, 3I4, 3 工5
Zi主kov TV tower, 234… 6, 236il/ 
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urban planning, 234 
Pushkinskaya Metro station, Kharkiv, 
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Radianska lvletro station, Kharkiv, 282 

Radio City Music Hall , New Yo此， 153

Radom, Poland，工9王-2
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Academy of Sciences, 209 , 225-8 , 
226ill 

Agroprojekts 0面ce building, 349 

Art Nouveau idiom, 347-8 , 349 

Blackhead's House, 3口， 490
'critical reconstruction' of, 3 口，

349• 51 , 350ills 
Freedom Monument, 420, 463 
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304, 305, 491 

monu l11ent to 1905 revolution , 
449-50 

Monument to the Liberators of 

Riga , 463-4, 464ill 
National Librar只 450

‘National Romanticism' in, 348-9, 
350ills 

Occupation Museum (Museum of 
the Red Riflemen) , 35丰， 489-90 ，

489ill, 490-92, 493 
reconstruction post-independence, 

35 2-4, 353 ill 
Ri且emen Square, 352-3 , 488-9 , 

489ill, 490 

Riga Polytechnic, 353 

Royal Hotel in the Old Town, 349 

skyline of, 227，丰37
Soviet Modernism in, 349-51 , 

35oills, 353 , 353 ill 
Soviet occupation of, 268 

Town Hal!, 352 

TV tower, 237 

unbuilt Metro, 304-5 , 347 
Rimskaya station, Moscow 

Metro, 299 
Robespierre statue, Petrograd, 418 

Rockefel!er Centre, New York, 153 

RO l11ania , 6, 81 , 84-5 , 455 
earthquake in (工977) ， 85

‘ Volcker shock' and , 85-6 

see also Bucharest 
Rotterdam, 313 

Royal Festival Hal!, London, 405 

Rusakov Workers' Club, Moscow, 
工 58-9 ， 158ill ， 工 62

Rusanivka microdistrict, Kie飞 99-103 ，

101ill, 10úll, 106一7
Ruse , Bulgaria, 33 , 34ill, 447-8, 447ill 
Ruse TV tower, Bulgaria, 231 , 23úll 
Russia , post-Soviet，丰仇丰巧， 25 工，

30 7, 440 

c1ass hatred in, 174 

corruption and wastefulness in , 45 

skyscrapers and , 204, 209-10, 
2I5-16 

systematic ballot-rigging in , 239 

Triumph Palace in Moscow, 204, 
209 工0

wl11 ter 2011 protests, 43-4 
Russian Empire 

工905 revolution ，王0， 449-5丰
‘combined and uneven 

development' in ，工0 ， 33 ， 42

‘July Days' (19工7) ， 39
serf econo l11y of, 12 

urban planning, 13 
Ryazansky Prospekt station, Moscow 

Metro , 294 

St Basil's Cathedral , Moscow, 212, 331 

St John's Beacon, Liverpool, 231 

St Paul's Cathedral, London, 314 
St Petersburg 

577 

Admiralty building, 38 

Baroque architecture in, 38, 465 

‘Bloody Sunday' (工905) ， 449
Bolshevik bases (in 1917) , 445-7 
Field of Mars, 418 
General Staff building, II2 

‘July Days' (1917) , 39 
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St Petersburg - cont. 
Museum of Russian Political 

History, 446-8 
Narva , or Kirov district, 166 
neoclassical architectur巳， 97

N巳vsky Prospekt, 12, 13ill, 38, 39 
Palace Squar巴， 12 ， 3 8

post-war reconstruction, 3, 3口， 3 16

Putilov engineering works, 166 
during Russian Civil War 

(I9工 8-21) ， II 
Smolny Institute, 446 
Victory Monument, 465-6, 465ill 
Winter Palace, 39, 238 
see also Leningrad; Petrograd 

Sanctuary of Saint Andrew Bobola , 
Mokotów, Poland, 196-7 

Sappers Monument, Warsaw, 495 , 495ill 
Sava Centre, New Belgrade, 4巧-16

Scandinavia, 179-80, 242, 257 
'Nordic' economy, 242-3 

Seagram building, New York, 2斗I
Sears Tower, Chicago, 205 
Secession building, Vienna , 448 

Serbia, 304, 401 , 404-5 
Sdkinê, (on outskirts of 飞1ilnius) ，

Lithuania, 2-3 , 118-23, II9 i11, 
I20ill, Iuill 

Shabolovka Radio Tower, Moscow, 
229-31 , 230ill 

Shaftesbury Avenue , London , 39 
Shanghai 

the Bund, 52I 
Caoyang New Village, 518 
City Government building, 52王
Exhibition Centre (former Palace of 

Sino-Soviet Friendship) , 51斗， 5 23 ，

524ill 

Expo (2010) , 515 , 521, 522, 
526-32, 527ill 

Huahai intersection, 519ill , 520 

Metro system, 516, 5此， 5 20，

526-7 

Monument to the People's 日eroes ，

521 

Oriental Pearl TV tower, 522 
People's Square, 518 , 520-21 
Pudong area , 521-2 
range of architectural styles, 

522-3 , 526 
road flyovers in, 5 工6-20 ， 5I9ill 

skyline, 520, 521-6 
World Financial Centre, 522 

Shard (London) , 204 
Sharp tower, Warsaw，丰44
Sheremetyevo airport, Moscow, 47 
Skopje, Macedonia, 354 
Slovenia, II6-18 , 388 
Smolny Institute , St Petersbu皂， 446

Socialist City or 'Sotsgorod' of Nizhny 

Novgorod , 137-47, 14úll, 144ill, 
146ill ， 工94 ， 25 I

Sofia, Bulgaria, 425 
Sokolniki station , Moscow Metro , 254 
Solovetsky islands, 47 

Southampton, 1-2, 3 ，芦， 3月， 357 ， 487
Soviet Union 

578 

apologists for in West (ιtankies') ，巧0

'Asiatic mode of production' and , 
24-5 

Civil War (1918-21) ，王。一口，句， 35丰，

434-6, 443 , 456, 461-2, 489 
collapse of, 8, 26…7, 28-9, 237 
Constructivist-Rationalist 

divide, 14 
crimes of，丰， 8, 112, 2归， 263 ， 481 ，

488 , 489, 505-6 
crucial role in Second World War, 

454-5 
culturallife in 1920S, II 
dacha colonies, 366 
de-Stalinization, 22, 108 
dissident socialist analysis of, 24-5 

economics of, 7，吁， 27-8 ， 97-9 ，

II5 • 16, 498-500, 5II , 
5 12-I 3 ， 5 工4
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elections to 1934 Party 
Congress , 166 

failure of Revolution to spread to 

the West , 10, 28 

great famine (193丰纱， 456 ， 481

land nationalization , 10, 49 , 213 , 
465, 515 

levels of fìlm censorship，工80

Marxist post < capitalist society and , 
9-10 

mass emigration of Jews from , 475 
miners' strike (late 1980s) , 28 

Molotov-Ribbent1'Op pact (1939) , 
454 , 455 , 474 , 496 

Nazi Generalplan Ost and , 455 
neo-Gothic high-rise style , 44 , 203 , 

204 ， 210-11 ， 218 工9

poor quality of p1'Oducts , 27 
primacy of the working class，工73-4

rapid industrialization, 6，工 8-19 ，

丰丰，丰5 ， 29 ， 33 ，工 39-41 ，王62 ， 336 
ruthless and corrupt transformation 

to capitalism, 28-9 

Sino-Soviet split, 514, 523 
as site of Holocaust, 474-5 

skyscrapers, 203 , 204-6, 207, 209-19 
stagnation under Brezhnev, 6, 22, 

177，工78

strike wave and K1'Onstadt mutiny 

(工921 ) ， 11

as ‘ successful' , 22 

telecommunications and TV 

towers，丰丰9-3 工， 23oil!, 236-7 
Western tourism to , 4 
zigzag course of architecture in, 6, 30 
see also entries (0γιities and 
compo旧时 states

Spain , 9 , 487 , 514 
Stalinstadt (now Eisenhüttenstadt) , 

GermanY, 97 
Statue Park , Budapest, 484 , 485-7 , 

485ill 
Stockholm , Vällingby，巧-4 ， 23 ill

SwedBank tower, Vilnius ，丰4丰
Sweden，丰3-4 ， 23 ill, 180, 242 

Sztálinv生1'os (now Dunaújvá1'Os) , 
HungarY, 97 

Tacheles squat in Berlin, 384一5
Tallinn ， 5 ，工77-9 ， 363 

Hotel Olympia, 242 

Kino Sõpr，us，王8 工，工82 ， I82ill

monument to 1905 revolution, 450 

Museum of Communism, 484 
neoliberal nonplanning in, 242 

Occupation Museum, 49丰
Red Army memorials in, 459 , 

46工 3 ， 462ill, 467, 49丰
resort of Pirita , 188-9, 461 

riots by Russian youth (2007) , 492-3 
Tbilisi 

local branch of VDNKh in ，丰Z
Met1'O, 280• 81 

Ministry of Highways , 207, 208ill 
multi > storey additions to housing 

in, 380-82, 38oill, 38rill 
Museum of the Soviet 

Occupation, 502 

pro-Stalin demonstrations (1956) , 502 

Stalin statue, 502 
Technical University Metro station, 

281 , 28rill 

Teatralna station, Kiev, 274-6, 275ill, 
307, 308 

Technological Institute station, 
Moscow Met1'O, 287, z87ill 

Teufelsberg listening post, Berlin, 
385-6 

‘ th巳 Centipede' ， Moscow, 48ill, 49 
Thiepval memorial, northern France, 

457 
Thousandth Anniversary Church, 

Katowice，工97-8 ， I98ill

Thousandth Anniversary Estate 
(‘ the corns') , Katowice, Poland, 
123-8 , 125ill, 127ill, 197-8, 198ill 
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τ'rade Union HOllSe of Culture, 
飞Tilnills ， 154 

Traktornaya housing scheme, 
Leningrad, 96ill, 97 

Treptower Park c巳meteryand

memorial , Berlin , 456-7 
Triumph Palace, Moscow, 204, 

209-10, 247-8 

Trotsky, Leon, 421, 44工， 449 ， 479
Literature and Revo/utio l1 (工9丰4) ，

201 
The Revo/ution Betrayed: What is 、

the Soviet Unio l1 and Where is It 
Going? (1936) , 18一19 ， 28

Tverskaya (or Gorky Street, Ulica 

Gorl王ogo) ， Moscow, 40-47, 4rill, 
49 ， 110 ， 24工， 3 29

Tverskaya station, Moscow Metr飞 40

Ukraine 
Derzhprom/Gosprom complex, 

Kharkiv, 205-6, 206ill, 258 

economic crisis of 1990S, 101-2, 282 
extreme oligarchical capitalism 

in , 280 
fall of communism and, 29 
far-right politics in, 60-62, 63 , 438 
imposition of commllnist 

goverl1l丑ent on , 455 
insllrrection (2013-14) , 55 , 57-8, 

6。一63 ， 437-8

Kievan Rus, 467, 473 
‘Maidan' , 60-6丰， 43 8

Molotov-Ribbentrop pact (1939) 

and, 456 
Monument to th巳 Establishment of 

Soviet Power in Ukr,\ine, Kharkiv, 
434-6， 43扩11 ， 43 8

Pν10scow l\1etro and, 266 

nationalis l11 in , 61 , 63 , 434-6, 
437-8, 467 

new Stalin statlles in , 4王9
'Orange Revolution' (2004) , 57 

pogroms in, 435-6 
Pravy Sektor (far-right paramilitary 

allianc巳)， 60 ， 63

‘Russian' Civil War in , 434-6 
Second World War experience, 455 

Svoboda party, 58 , 438 
toppling of Lenin statues (2014) , 

437-8, 440 
see also Kharkiv; Kiev 

Ukrainian House (former Lenin 
Museum) , Kiev, 56, 62… 3 

Ulica 10 Lutego (10 February Street) , 
Gdynia, 73-4, 74ill 

United Kingdom, 138, 143 ，工80 ， 25 2 ，

334, 366, 369, 445 , 487 
Beaux Arts architecture, 42 
left-wing politics in, 1-3, 5, 7, 183 
Modernist architecture and, 

72 , 130 

Post 。而ce Towers of London and 
Birmingham, 231 

Postmodernist architecture , 342 
rash of replicas during I980s/90S , 

3 I斗 ， 3 1 5

Second World War destruction in , 
311, 313 , 355-7, 358 , 360 

Victorian architecture, 17 工 8 ， 29 ，

工74 ， 218 ， 318 ， 362 ， 363 ， 458-9

Victorian cemeteries, 480 
see a/so London 

United Nations building, New York, 
丰41 ， 404

United States of America (USA) 

Ford Motor Company，工 3 8 ，

580 

I39-41 
General Motors strike (I936) , 142 
neo-Gothic high-rise style, 24I 
Postmodernist architecture, 342 
skyscrap巳rs in post-war 

period ，丰41
‘ Sotsgorod' of Nizhny Novgorod 

and , I37-47 
trade unions in , I4I-2 
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World Tr‘ ade Centre competition 
(2002) , 205 

see also New York 
Universitet Metro station, Kharkiv, 

283-4, 284ill 
Usachevka housing scheme, 

MoscOW, 97 

V&A, London, exhibition on 
the ‘Cold War Modern' 
(2008) , 202 

飞Tällingby， Stockholm, 23ill, 24 

Varna, Bulgaria, 457-8 , 458ill, 461 
Venezuela , 5 工4 ， 52 7-9 , 53 0ill 
Victory Monument, St Petersburg, 

465-6, 465ill 
Vienna 

Austro- fascist takeover (1934) ，工 5
direct-labour programme，工6
Engelsplatz, 16-17, 18ill 

Gürtel，工 5 ， 40

Hofburg, 12 

inner-urban ‘superblocks', 15-17 

Karl-Marx-Hof，工6，工7

post-war Soviet occupation, 12 

Red Army memorial in , 458 

Ringstrasse, 12，巧， 3 8 ， 40， 45 ， 45 8

Secession building, 448 
Social Democratic Party rule in , 

12，工5-17 ， 40

socialist planning in, 15… 17, 
22-3 , 94 

Vilnius 
Cafe Neringa , 155 

City Hall，丰42
Concert and Sports Hall，工 56
Futurist architecture in, 286 

glass ornaments，工 55 ，工 5 6 ， 163

Green Bridge, 251 

Hotel Lietuva , 242 

Lazdynai, 93ill, 98-9 , II8 , 237 
Lietuva cinema，工 55
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact and , 456 

Museum of Genocide Victims, 
23 8-9 ,238ill 

Museum of Modern Art, 156 

neoliberal nonplanning in, 242 

Palace of Weddings，工54-5 ， I55ill

public buildings in，工54-7
SeSkiné, 2-3 , II8-23 , II9ill, 1二oill ，

12Iill 
State Oper,a and Ballet Theatre, 

工 55-6， I56ill

Trade Union House of Cultur飞 154

TV tower, 237-8 

Volgograd (Stalingrad) , 457 

Wladyslawowo, Polish Baltic 
resort，工91

Warsaw 

58 工

Bar Alpejski in Praga, 170 

Bar Bambino on Ulica Klucza , 
169一70

Bar Familjny on Nowy SVI明t，工69
Bar Sady on Zoliborskie estate, 

工70， 170ill 

Biblioteka Narodowa , 174-6, 176ill 
‘Blue Skyscraper' , 243 
'Canaletto' paintings of, 320 

capitalist skyline of, 243-5 

Central station, 322 

Chinese Embassy, 5 工4-1 5

Church of the Blessed Virgin in 
Mokotów, 199 

Constitution Square, 66ill 
destruction of in Second World 

War, 64，工04 ， 107 ， 3 工 6 ， 3 18

Eastern Wall, 243 , 322 
fìnancial centre buildings, 210 

Hala Mirowska , 338 
hipster urbanism in, 67-9 

housing in , 64, 94, 320一日， 322 ，

323-9 
‘ lron Gate' microrayon , 245 

‘John House', 320, 32Iill 
Kino Iluzjon，工8 工
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Warsaw - cont. 
Kino Muran6w, 180一缸， 182

Kino Wisla , 181 
Mariensztat, 323-6 
Marriott hotel , 244, 244ill 

MDM scheme , 3 ，日， 64 ， 65-72 ， 108

memorial spaces to Hom巳 Army， 493 

Metro, 293 , 300-303 , 30Iill 
Ministry of Finance building, 328 
Mokot6w district，工 30 ， 181 ，

196-7, 199 
Moscow Metro and，均工 ， 292ill

neon slgns, 70-71 
New Praga district (ZOR Praga 抖，

108• 10, 109ill 

nineteenth-century survivals in, 64-6 

Novotel, 243 
Nowe Miasto，严7 ， 3均

Nowy Swiat (‘N巳w World') estate, 
3丰6-9 ， 327ill, 328i// 

Nowy Swiat (street) , 395 
Nowy 飞W吕p伊归a汩ani归aly S弘飞呐7离叽飞
N巳w World') , 395一7

Old Town Square, 321-2 
Palace of Culture and Science, 209, 

219-24 , 22oill, 222 i//, 243-4, 322, 
32 9, 52 3 

phases in d巳velopm巳nt of ‘Old 
Town', 317-18 

Plac Defilad, 222-3 
Plac Konstytucji , Constitution 

Square, 70-71 
Plac Unii Lubelskiej , 64-5 
Plac Wilsona Metro station , 302 
Plac Zbawiciela , or Saviour Square, 

67-9 , 68ill, 69ill , 71 
Polish United 飞XTorJ.α1γParty

building, }26 
post-Stalinist 1110dernity in, 70, 71-2 
post-war reconstruction , 3, 64 , 

65-6, 104-8 , 310, 311 , 3I4, 315 , 
316-17, 318-29 

proposed M巳tro ， 293 , 319-20, 320ill 

Royal Castle, 321 
Sanctuary of Saint Andrew 

Bobola, 196--7 
S!uzew nad Dolink<l settlement, 

129 ，工33-4

Sappers Monument, 494, 495ill 
Sharp tower, 244 
sheer inauthenticity of ‘Old 

Town' ， 3 王7

Stare Miasto, 317, 318 , 322-3 , 329 
Stegny district , 129 ，工 35 ， 13 6-7 ，

137i/l, 197 
street art in, 388 , 389-92, 39rill, 

392ill 

street market at Universam 

Groch6w, 375 
T丑Ì"a址ktζαt Kr出?力61ews沫ki川(‘Ro叮ya址1 Rout忧E旷，吁)

317, 318, 322, 395 
Trasa Lazienkowska, 390-92, 

39rill, 392 i// 
Trasa 飞XT-Z ， 318-19, JI9ill , 320-21 
Ulica Bukowiñska estate, 129-36, 

1JI i//S, 135ill 
Ulica ]aworzyñska , 72 
Ursyn6w district, 129-30, 135-6, 

198-200, 300, 302-3 , 337 
Victory monUI11巳nt ， 3 19

war l11e l11orials, 494 
Warsaw Ghetto site, 180-81 , 318 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising (1943) , 

318, 475 , 496 
鄂、rsaw Rising I11US巳U1l1， 494-7

Warynskiego, 71一丰
Zoliborz district, 94, 302 
ZOR Kolo East estate, 104-7, 

106ill, 109-10, II5 
ZORPraga 1 estate, 104，王07-8

West Berlin 
1968 social l11ove1l1ents, 382-3 

housing in , 342-3 , 351 
Interbau I987 1l1ovement, 342-3 

Kreuzberg, 342, 343 , 383, 394 
飞XTestminster tub巳 station ， London , 295 
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White Sea Canal，巧， 259
Winte1' Palace, S缸tPeteαr啕由u1'咯7毡g，

39, 23 8 

Woolwich, 357 
币Troclaw， Lower Silesia, 128-9, I29ill 

Wythenshawe, Manchester，工 3 8 ，

工4工，工43

Yad Vashem memo1'ial, Jerusalem, 474 
Yugoslavia , 76-9, rr6-18 

‘BOALs' (Basic O1'ganizations of 

Associated Labour) , 400, 409, 
4I 4 

collapse of, 398, 40I-2 
consumer culture in, 431 
decentralization, 399-40工， 402

histo1'Y of, 398-402 
housing in, 408-IO 
lack of t1'ansport infrastructu1'e, 

40I，斗工。一II

nationalisms in, 80, 303 , 40I-2, 
404←5 ， 4工6， 432

Non-Aligned Movement, 398 , 406, 
4IO, 433-4 

partisans in I940s, 367, 398, 399, 
404, 405 , 406, 432 

socialism in, 398-40I , 402, 408-9, 
4I 5-16 ， 43丰-4 ， 5 I2

Yugonostalgia, 432 
see also Belg1'ade; New Belg1'ade; 

Zag1'eb 
Yu1'i Gaga1'in Hall, Palace of Culture 

and Science, Wa1'saw, 223 

Zagreb, 76-7 
apartments for army 。而ce1's ， 77-8 
Expo site, 514 
Josef K estate, 76, 79-80, 80ill 

Minist1'Y of Ag1'iculture, 78-9 
Ulica G1'ada Vukova1'a, 77-9 
'Zagreb Lady' (tower) , 77 

Zaporizhia , Ukraine, 419 
ZiL motor wo1'ks (Likhachev wo1'ks) , 

Moscow，而丰

ZiL Palace of Culture, Moscow, 
I62-5 , I64ill, I65ill, I75 

主i呈kov TV tower, P1'ague, 234-6, 
23 6ill 

Zoloti Vorota station , Kiev Metro, 
279 , 473 

Zuev Wo1'kers' Club, Moscow，而0-61
the Zwing巳r， Dresden, 354, 358-9 
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Aalto, Alvar, 257 
Abakumov，且， 269

Abramovich, Roman，王60
Abstract Expressionism, 405-6 
Adorno, Theodor, 479 
advertising billboards and banners, 

60 ， 70， 7工， 174 ， 235-6 ， 280 ， 489

Alabian , Karo, 20-21 
Alyoshkin, Mykola, 277 
Ambrasas, Lithuanian architects , 242 
Amor Veneris (Estonian 

grunge band) ，工89

Anarchist International Style, 383-92 
Andropov, Yuri, 463 
Andrzejewski, Adam, 338 
Antié, Ivan, 407 

anti-Semitism, II2, 124，工79，工96， 3 64 ，

435-6, 43 8, 475 , 479, 487, 490 
Arajs Kommando, Latvian, 490 

archways, grand, 16, 20, 43 , 44, 45 ，日，
59-60, 6oill, 1II, II2, II3 , II5 , 
180, 329, 526 

Art Deco architectu町， 44 ， 82 ， 130， 5 22

Art Nouveau, 150, 347-8, 349, 375 , 
427, 445 , 446 

Arts and Crafts movemerit, 258 , 
3II- 1 3 

Asaris, Gunars, 237 
ASNOVA,‘psychotechnic' architectural 

group, 166, 205 
Aulick元 V生clav， 235 

Austin, Allen, 140 I 

Austin Company, US engineering firm , 
工 39 ，工40-4王

Babi Yar massacre (194吟， 455 ， 481

Badiou, Alain , 8, 396 
Bähr, George , 355 
Bahro, Rudolf, The Alternative in 

Easte1'11 Europe (工978 ) ，

25 , 340 

‘non-capitalism' term, 29-30 
Bakunin, Mikhail , 382 ， 4工8

Balins, Ermens, 463 
Bandera, Stepan, 487 
Baravykas, Gediminas，工54
Barkhin, Grigori, 41-2 
Baroque architecture 
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American skyscraper and , 209 

in Budapest, 497 
under Catherine the Great, 21 

in China, 5 王 5
as class architecture, 13 
of Counter- Reformation, 38, 58 

Dresden and, 354-5 , 357, 
358-9 

in East Berlin, 52, 444 
in Gda6sk , 3口， 3 16

in Kharki飞 28 3 ， 43 6

in Kiev, 57, 58- 60, 59 ill, 274, 467 
in Ostrava Poruba , 1II-12 
Palace of Justice, Brussels, 82 
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Polish Baroque，工97
in Prague，丰丰5 ，2.35

inRiga , 2.2.7, 228 , 237, 352 
Socialist Realist opposition to, 

58, 35 8-9 
in St Petersburg, 38, 465 
on 丁verskaya/Leningradsky，

Moscow， 4丰， 47

VDNKh ar时， 2I ， 22

in Vilnius，口8 ， I54 ， I55 , 237, 286 
Vostok Baroque, 283 

in Warsaw, 66, 66ill, 67 ， 均王， 3 王7 ， 3 20

zigzags of offìcial style and , 30 
Basilico, Gabriele, ì月ertiginous

MoscoW , 7 

Batallion, Azov, 438 
Baudrillard, Jean, Simulacra and 

Simulation , 3I7, 32I, 322- 6 

Bauhaus, SI , 95-6 
Baum and Kuleszy (architects) , I9I 
Beaux Arts architecture, 4丰， 58 ，王 5 I ，

2IO，丰I2 ， 2I 3 ， 23 I

Bedny, Demyan, 43 
Behrens, Peter, 347 
B巳ketov， Oleksi民 284

Bellotto, Bernardo, 3I8 

Benjamin, Walter, 42, 433 
Benn, Tony, 40I 
Bennett, Mill只工40

Beria, Lavrentiy, 506 
Berling, Gener址， 494
Beyer, Elke, 185 
Bezjak, Roman, Socialist 

Model'l1ism ， 7 ，工94

Bi巳rut ， Boleslaw, 65 , 69 , 220 
Binar, Otakar, 202 

Bo Xilai , 5 叫， 5 工 5
Bobrick, Benson，丰58
Bofill, Ricardo, 87 
Bojovié, Zoran, 304 
Bolshevism, 10, 39, 238 , 367, 368 

bases during revolutionary 

period, 445-7 

‘July Days' (1917) , 39 
land nationalization and，王0 ， 49 ，

21 3, 465, SI5 
Latvia as stronghold of, 489-90, 493 
Menshevik split，工50
move to Stalinism (c.巧29) ，埠， 5 工 5

New Economic Policy of 1920S, 
5 工 5-16

Putilov engineering works and, 166 
revived interest in as politics, 8 
Sovietization of Georgia, 503 
strike wave and Kronstadt mutiny 

against (19日)， II 

trade unions and , 18 ，工57-8
see also October Revolution (叩 17)

Bondarchuk, Sergei, 43 
Borodai ，飞己， 469
Borowczyk, Walerian, 3月
Bfuschová, Eva, 299 
Brandt, Willy, 475 
Brazil (Terry Gilliam film, 1986), 87 
Brecht, Bertolt, 5 丰， 108 , 3I6 

‘The Moscow Workers Take 
Possession of the Great Metro on 

April27, 1935', 255-7 , 258 
‘The Solution' (1953) , 37 

Brezhnev, Leonid, 6, 22, 30, 177，工78 ，
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307, 308 

lack of in post-revolutionary 
period，王 3

in Leningrad Metro, 270一芦，
273ìll, 287 

Modernism and, 97, II6, 163 , 
24工， 465

in Moscow Metro, 254-8 , 260-68 , 
269，丰9 1-3

at Moscow State University, 218 
'national in form , socialist in 

content' idea , 22, 102, 1I2-13 , 
177，工9工， 280

Nikolaiviertel, East Berlin, 338-42, 
339ill, 34IÎll, 343-4 

‘Polish attics' , 2丰工， 3 29

Polish Catholic Church and, 
工97，王99

post-Stalin lack of, 53, 6丰，工54 ， 228 ，

241, 273-4, 277 
in Prague Metro, 297-9, 298ills 
prefabricated/mass-produced, 48-9, 

102, 523, 524-5 , 526 
in proposed Warsaw Metro, 293 
Renaissance and Mannerist 

motifs, 17 

inRiga , 225 , 347-8, 349, 351 
Riga's unbuilt Metro and , 304…5 
Spandauer Vorstadt, East Berlin, 

344-5 
in Stalinist period, 6，工 8 ，丰工， 22， 45 ，

47 , 48-9 , 5oill , .5 工， 70 ， 87 ， 111 ，
221 , 24工， 3 1 3 ， 5 26

Stalin's ‘seven' and, 2王 2， 216

in Tbilisi Metro, 280-8 工 ， 28Iill 

in Vienna，工6
in Warsaw Metro, 300-302, 30Iill 
see also mosaics; murals; 

sculpture 
O'Rour1钮，卫 J. ， 5 20
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Orthodox church, 45 ，工03 ， I60, I93 , 
2II, 2IIill, 279, 304, 473-4, 
48 王 ， 482

Otruha, Jaroslav, 297 

pagamsm, 48丰
Palikot Movement in Pola时d96

Paperny, Vladimir, 30一庐， 207 ，
2I7-I8, 260, 272 

‘Cultures One and Two' , 30, 207, 
2I2，丰60 ， 272 ， 280

parades and marches, 37-8, 40, 7工-2
Pare, Richard , The Lost Va l1guard, 

7, 422 

Paulick, Richard , 5 工， 53一斗， 96

Paz, Octavio, 4I7 
people's power, 3I 

Movement group in the USSR, 368 
'self-activity' of the proletariat, 

366-7, 51 2 

street art, 368 , 388二92 ， 496

‘street art of the r 
(归af丘te盯rmat由h of Octobe盯r 

工9工 7) ， 368

see also improvisations 
Perco, Rudolf, I6-I7 
Perepelitsa, E. A. , 286 
Petliura, Symon, 434-5 
Petrescu, Anca , 88 , 89 
photographers, 7-8 

Pilsudski, Marshal J6zef, 73 , 94, 390, 
450, 452, 487-8, 500 

Piasecki, Boleslaw, I92 
‘Piast', Polish building co-operative , 

I24, I26 
Pietruszka, Bogdan, 497 
Pietrzyk, Wojciech，工94-5 . 

pilotis, 77-8 , I05 , I07，工 63 ， I74, 244, 
283 ， 4I3 ， 43丰， 465

Pilsudski, J6zef, 73 , 94 
Pioneers (youth organization) , I7I-3 
Platonov, Yuri , 245 
Pole, Ernests , 348 

Popov, Lev，丰99
Pormeister, Valve, 463 
Port, Mart, 463 
Posokhin, Mikhail, 75 
posokhin J r, Mikhail, 204 
'Post-Constructivism' ，工43
Postmodernist architecture , 6, 85 , 87, 

90，工 55…6

in Bucharest Metro, 295 
in Budapest, 485-6, 487 
cancellation of social democracy 

and , 342 

in China, 5 工 5 ， 5 26

in East Berlin, 346 
Espaces d' Abraxas in Marne-la田

飞lall巳e ， 87

historical reconstructions and, 3I5 
housing in West Berlin, 342寸
‘late capitalism' and , 3 巧， 3 I7

in Riga , 352 
Pravy Sektor, Ukraine (far-right 

paramilitary alliance) , 60, 63 
pr巳fabricated structures, 2-3 , 6, 30, 

I85-6, 336 
I970S-80s debate in Poland , 336-9 
adaptive reuse and, I20 
concrete panels in GDR, 25 , 336, 

338-42, 343-5 
‘ microrayons' and , IOO-I03 , I28-9 , 

工 30 ，工 33-4，王 36

ornaments and, 48-9, I02, 523 , 
5丰4-5 ， 5 26

in Shanghai, 523-6, 525ill 
uniformityand，巧-6， 98 ， IOO， II5-I6

variety and, II5-I6, II9-20 
ZOR Kolo East estate, Warsaw, 

I04-7, I06ill, II5 
production lines, I6, 92, 513 
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fetishization of machines , 94 

Havel on, 98, II6 
on-site, 95-6 
uniformity and，巧 6， II6 
variety and , II5-I6, II9-20 
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Pugin, Augustus Welby, 218 

Putin, Vladimir, 61, 247, 44工， 447

Pyzik, Agata , 67，工05 ， 121 ， 123 ，工67 ，

工 84 ， 191 ， 308 ， 440 ， 448

author's relationship with, 3-4 
in Bratislava ，工 68
Catholicism and，工96
'Ceau~escu's Palace' and, 89-90 

childhood, 133, 135 
in Dresden, 355 
flat in Ulica Bukowinska, 130 

at Jastrz~bia G6ra , 189-90 
in Kolobrzeg, 334 
Lavra and, 473-4 
Metro tourism, 265 , 268-9, 270, 

274, 277, 280 
milk bars and，工句， 171

on ‘monument graveyards', 484 
in Moscow, 245 , 248, 265 , 268 , 424 
Palace of Culture and Science, 

Warsaw, 220 

Poor but Sexy, 35 ， 工67-8 ， 498

on Riga, 227 
as Russian speaker, 163, 471 
on tourism to former Eastern B 

loc, 5, 8 
in Vällingby, 24 

Raban, Jonathan, Soft City , 72-3 
Radynski , Oleksiy, 260 

Rapoport, Nathan, 318 , 475 
Raspopovié, Ivanka, 407 
Rationalist architecture, 14 
Reagan , Ronald , 496 
‘ real socialism', 80 ， 9丰， 153 ，工 54，工67 ，

工 84，丰48 ， 398 ， 402 ， 445
capitalist skylines and, 203 , 

24工， 242

critiques from the left, 5II 
definitions of, 30 
factory-made housing and, 94 
food and eating, 166，王69 ， 171 
IMF's killing off of, 512 

ironic use of term, 30 
mausolea and , 4日 6 ， 428-3 1 ， 448

Metro systems and , 300 

modern China and, 514, 529 
Postmodernism and , 487 
sports and leisure, 187…91 
telecommunications towers, 

23 工， 235-6

see also :communism' 
reconstruct lOn 
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alleged authenticity of ‘real', 
uncomplicated past, 346, 354 

Altbau, Neubau and Interbau 1987 
movements, Berlin, 342-4 

Baudrillard's four orders of 

simulation, 3 工7 ， 3 2工 ， 3日-6
of Berlin's Neues Museum, 36工-3
Andrzej Bursa,‘Phantom Warsaw' 

(1956), 310 

communism' and, 3II, 512 
‘critical reconstruction', 342-3 , 

349-5工，384
cycle of rents and obsolescence, 

3 1 5一工6

debate in Poland during 1970s, 
336-9 

in Dresden, 314…巧， 354-5 ， 355ill ，
356ill , 357-60 

East Berlin in 1980s, 336, 338-42, 
343-7, 361 

free improvisations on historical 

themes ， 3巧， 3 工8

gentrification and, 337, 338 , 346…7 
Gomulka regime and , 321 
huge WW2 devastation and , 3II, 

313, 316, 331 

inauthenticity and, 316 ， 3工 7 ， 3 18

Kolobrzeg, Pom巳rania ， western 

Poland ， 330一坷 ， 333 ill, 335ill 
modern movement's precepts, 

3II- 13, 361-3 
national identity and , 31 , 317, 

336, 338 
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reconstruc t1on - cont. 
Nikolaiviertel, East Berlin, 338-42, 

343 , 346 
nineteenth-century church and 

cathedral restorers, 313 
in post句independence Riga , 352一斗，

353ill, 488, 490 
Postmodernism and, 3巧， 3 工7 ，

342-3 , 344-6 
in post-Soviet Moscow, 3 工4 ， 354

in post-Soviet period , 314, 352-4, 
357 ， 36工-4 ， 407 ， 467 ， 488 ， 490

radical ， 3 王3

reaction against Modernism and, 
335-9 

reactionary nationalism, 353-4 
rehabilitation and revaluation, 

337-9, 347, 363-4 
rejection of in post-revolutionary 

decade, 315 
repeals of land nationalization and , 

363-4 
replicas of pre-revolutionary past, 3 

'sham replicas' of Yuri Luzhkov, 314, 
354 

social effects of revaluation, 337, 
338…9, 347, 363-4 

in Soviet Riga , 349-51 , 350ills , 353 
Günter Stahn and, 346-7 
in Stalinist era, 321-9 
starting anew or creating replicas 

choice ， 3 工 3

Thaw period and, 315 
un巳nding nature of, 352, 354 
unromantic, anti-historical 

approach , 330-35 
of Warsaw, 3, 64, 65-6, ~04-8 ， 

310, 311 , 314, 315 , 316-17, 
3 18-丰9 ， 395

in Western social democracy, 313 , 
314 ， 3 1 5 ， 355一7 ， 360 

Western traditionalists and , 
3 工斗一15 ， 354

Reich, Wilhelm, The Mass Psychology 
of Fascis l11 (1933) ， 工48-9

Reiterman, Jan , 297 
Rel王lama advertising company, 71 
religion 

Catholic Church, 193 , 366; see also 
Catholic Church in Poland 

communist aim of replacing, 
工49 ， 448

kurgans of ancient Scythians, 458 
Lenin on ‘socialism as religion' , 

421- 2 
Lutheran churches in Estonia, 193 
Metro systems and, 267, 308 
Nikolaikirche, East Berlin, 340, 346 
Orthodox ， 45 ，工03 ， 160 ， 193 ， 2口，

2rúll, 279, 304, 473-4, 48 工 ， 482
power elites and, 153 
reclaiming of revolutionary space 

by, 200, 448 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising memorial 

and, 475 
Renaissance architecture, 3 ，工7-r8 ， 47 ，

58, 67, 218, 329, 449 
Rendels, Nikolajs, 227 
Reuther, Victor and Walter, 141-2 
revolutions of 1989, 26-8 , 368 

indeterminate property 
ownership, 383 

moment of ‘freedom' (I987-9I) , 
367-8, 382-3 

myth of ‘return to liberal 
democracy' , 32-3 

Prague Metro and, 299 
repeals of land nationalization, 

363-4 
restoration of ‘normality' , 

382, 434 
ruthless and corrupt transformation 

to capitalis l1l, 28-9 
squats and squatters' movements, 

382, 383 , 384-8 
Rimbaud , Arthur, 4I7 
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Ringstrasse (multi-Iane ringroads) , 
12, 15, 38, 40, 45 

Rizzi , Bruno, 20 
Rodchenko, Alexander, 508 , 528 

Rossi, Aldo, 49, 336, 342 

Rottert, Pavel, 258, 308 
Rubiks, Alfreds, 305 , 492 
Rudnev, Lev, 204, 217-18 , 219, 221 , 

247, 329 
Ruseckas，口， 118

Ruskin , ]ohn, 3 工工， 3 1 3 ， 3 61

Russo-]apanese war (1905) , 449 
Rustaveli , Shota, Knight in the 

Panther云 Skin ， 281 
Rybachuk, Ada, 48 工

Scharoun，日ans ， 49-50, 52 
Schinkel, Karl Friedrich, 330-31 
Schl凸g巳1 ， Karl, 262 
Sch凸Izel ， Dieter, 355 
Schukuo, Vladimir, 439 
Schvesov, V. v., 469 
Scott, George Gilbert, 313 
sculpture 

in Belgrade Metro, 303 
at Bratislava Trade Union 

Headquarters，工69

in Budapest, 459, 487 
Children's Camp Me l11orial, L6dz, 

476…7 , 476ill 
at Church of St Tho l11as, Ursyn6w, 

199, 200 
at disused Museu l11 of Modern Art, 

Belgrade, 408ill 
in Federal Executive Council 

building, Belgrade, 405 
in GDR Dresden, 358 
in Gdynia , Poland, 74 
glass，工 55 ，工56

at Gorky Avtozavod , 144，工45
in Kharkiv Metro, 282 
in Kiev, 275-6, 278 , 456, 467, 

469-70, 47oill, 47工， 48王 ， 482
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at Lenin Library, Moscow，工74
in Leningrad Metro, 170-芦， 2句，

270一芦， 27Iill

in MDM, Warsaw, 3, 67, 70, 71- 2 
l11emorial to Warsaw Ghetto 

Uprising, 475 
l11emorial to Warsaw Rising, 496 
Monument to Struggle and 

Marty.rdom, Lublin, 477-8 , 478ill 
‘Monument to the Revolutionary 

Deed', L6d乞 450 ， 452
in Moscow Metro, 262, 263 , 

265 , 306 
at Moscow State University, 

丰17ill ， 218

at Moscow'S Museum of the 
Revolution , 443 

at Museum of Modern Art, 
Belgrade, 407, 408ill 

at New Belgrade Town 日all ， 41o

in Nikolaiviertel, East Berlin, 34工一丰
in Ostrava Poruba, II1 , 1巧， 115

at Palace of Culture and Science, 
Warsaw, 223 

in Pirita, Estonia ，工 88
in Prague Metro, 299 
in reconstructed Warsaw, 3巧
Red Ar l11y l11el110rial ，飞1arna ，

Bulgaria, 457-8 
in Riga , 35 工， 449-50

in Seskinê near 飞1ilnius ， 121, 122 
in Social Democratic Vienna , 16, 17 
Solidarity l11e l110rials in Gdansk 

shipyards, 498 
on Stalinallee, East B巳rlin ， 50, 

52, 53 
Stalinist architecture and , 20, 2工， 2丰

in Tallinn, 188, 449, 462 
Tolkin's ll10nU l11ent in 

Kolobrzeg, 332一3
by Zurab 气rsereteli ， 454 
Vera Mukhina's WOl如rand

KO/ωoz Woman， 工45
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sculpture - cont. 
at Victory Monument in St 

Petersburg, 465-6 
in Vilnius , 154, 156 
at W!adys!awowo, Poland，工9王
at 主i呈kov tower, Prague, 235 
see also memorials; statuary 

Second International, 150 
Second World War (Great 

Patriotic War) 
Battle of Kolberg (March 1945) , 

331, 332-3 
Belarusian partisans, 267 
bombed churches left as ruins, 

356-7 
construction of Moscow Metro 

during, 263-5 
destruction of Warsaw, 64, 104, 

107, 316, 318 
Eastern Bloc experience of, 32… 3, 

王96 ， 3 II

legitimation of Soviet Union b只

28 , 454 
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact (1939) , 

454, 455 , 474, 496 
Monuments to the Red Army, 420, 

456- 61 , 459 ill, 46úll, 462-7, 
46úll, 464ill, 485 

see also under memorials 
Museum of the Great Patriotic 

War, Kie飞 467-74 ， 468ill，

470ill, 473ill 
Nazi rule as vastly worse than 

Stalinist rule, 455 , 488 
Polish experience of, 196 

Polish Home Army, 105, 475 , 493-4 
Red Army atrocities in Ç;erman民

472, 474 
Red Army entry to Berlin, 49, 50 
Red Ar l11y withdrawal from Kiev, 55 
Soviet Union's crucial role, 454-5 
Stalingrad, 457, 471 
tanks built by WO l11en during, 139 

Victory Monument in St Pet巳rsburg，

465-6,465ill 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising (1943) , 

318 , 475 , 496 
Warsaw Rising (August 1944), 496-8 
Yugoslavia and , 398 
see also Holocaust 

Sedláková, Radomira , 299 
Sekrecka , Eleonora, 71 
Seku!ié, Dubravka, 407一9 ， 410 ， 412

Sepmann, Henno, 463 
Serafimov, Sergei , 260 
Serge, Victor, 307 
Shakhanin, N. A. , 1白-2

Shaw, George Bernard, 5 
Shchuko, Vladimir，工74 ， 263-4

Shchusev, Alexey, 9, 45 , 47, 254, 260, 
266, 422, 424 

Sh巳飞rardyaev， Yuri , 42 
Shevchenko, Taras, 61, 278, 4工8
Shukho飞 Vladimir， 229 
Sierakowski, S!awomir, 397 
Sigalin , J6zef, 66 
Sikorski , Radek, 220 
Sino-Soviet style, 514-15 
Siza, Álvaro, 34丰
Skalbergs, Juris, 349 
Skibniewska, Halina, 170 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill , 205 , 

24工， 244

Skocek, Il'ja, 168 
Skrzypczak, Jerz民 245
skyscrapers see 'high buildings' or 

skyscrapers 
Slánský trial in Czechoslovakia 

(1952) , II2 
Slovak Confederation of τì-ade 

Unions，工69

Sl11ith, Adrian, 522 
Snyder, Timoth民 Bloodla l1ds ， 398 
'social condensers' (public buildings) 
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aim of replacing religion ，工49 ， 448

in Albena, Bulgaria，工86-7
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Cafe Neringa , Vilnius, 155 
Catholic churches in Poland, 191-2, 

王93-200， I95ill

cinemas，工73 ，工 80-82

Club of Workers in the Food 
Industry, Kie飞工6工…2 ， I6ú/!

collective ideology and, 31, 149-50, 
工 5 1 ， 153-4，工65-6

communal eating facilities , 165一7
Concert and Sports Hall, 

Vilnius，工 56

‘contextual' nature of，工 57，工 58 ，

工 59-6丰

Dom Kommuny, 151-2, 1口， 154

freedom in design and use ，工54
Moisei Ginzburg and，工 5 1-2

as great spaces of non-
standardization，工49-50 ，

工 59 ， 5 工z

green spaces and，工 5 1 ， 154-5 ，

160，工6丰，工63 ，工66， 174-5 ，

工 86， 223

Kauchuk Factory Club, Moscow, 
王 59-60

Lietuva cinema, Vilnius，工 55
milk bars in Poland，工69-7王， 5 1 3

Museum of Modern Art, Vilnius, 156 
Narvskaya Factory Kitchen 

(Kirovsky Univermag) , 
Leningrad, 166-7 

Palace of Culture and Science, 
Warsaw, 209 , 2工9一问， 22oill，

22úll, 243-4, 3丰丰， 329, 523 
'Palace of Pioneers' ，工71-3
Palace of Weddings, Vilnius ，王54-5 ，

155ill 
pre-revolutionary tradition and, 

工 50-5 工

public libraries，工73 ，工74-7
purpose of，工49，工50，工51 ，工 53-4
rejection of rigid zoning, 151 
Rusakov Workers' Cl巾， Moscow, 

工 5 8-9 ， I58ill ， 王6丰

State Opera and Ballet Theatre, 
Vilnius, 155-6, 156ill 

in Vilnius，工 54-7
‘worker's clubs' ，工 53 ，

工 57，工 5 8-62

ZiL Palace of Culture, Moscow, 
工62-5 ， 164ill, 165ill ， 工75

Zuev Workers' Club, Moscow, 
工 60-61

social democracy, 4, 6, 7, 24, 396 
housing in, 6, 92 
myth of ‘ return to liberal 

democracy' (post-1989) , 
32-3 

neoliberal capitalism and , 38丰
in post-First World War period, 6, 

10 ， 12，工4 ， 15-17 ， 94 ， 95 ， 445

Postmodernism and, 342 
Western traditionalists，严4

Social Democratic Labour Party, 
Russian，巧0， 444 ， 5 02

socialism, 10，庐，日， 104, 112，工杠，
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148-9, 150-51 , 167-8 , 363 , 367, 
513-1斗 ， 5 28

1920S debate on the socialist city, 
11-12 

工920S USSR and, 100II, 5巧 16

bourgeoisie's longevity and , 5 工工
dissid巳nts ， 24，巧

German Revolution (November 

工918 ) ， 444-5
inheritances of the past, 5II 
‘market socialism' , 2料， 373 ，

400-40工 ， 409

residual tradition in West Germany, 
342, 357, 420 

self-management, 398-401 ， 40丰，-11 ，

4王 5-16， 43 2

skyscrapers and , 205 
Solidarity in Poland and, 498-500 
in Sweden, 24 
terminology and defìnitions, 29-30 
Venezuela and, 527-9, 530ill 
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socialism - cont. 
Vienna in post-r巳volutionary

period，工5-17

Western left , 1-5 , 7, 8 ，工83，巧0，

342, 357, 420, 514 
in Yugoslavia , 398-401 , 402, 408-9 , 

41 5-16， 43 2-4 ， 5 工Z
see also ‘communism'; left-wing 

movements, post-Soviet 
Socialist Realism 

in China, 521 , 523-6 
city centres and, 64 
compulsory optimism of, 262 
de且nitions of, 20--21 
Hotel Int巳rnational ， Prag肘， 224-5

at Jastrzêbia Góra , 19王

Kino Muranó矶T， Warsaw，工 80--81

MDM , Warsaw, 64, 65-70, 71-2 
memorial to Warsaw Ghetto 

Uprising, 475 
memorials to Red Army, 458 
opposition to Baroque, 58 , 358-9 
painting, 63 
Rudolf Perco and , 17 
Poruba near Ostrava , IIO一巧，

1IIill, II4ill 
post-war reconstruction and, 313 
takeover in 'microrayons飞 103-4，

I07 王0， 112 
in Tallinn, 181 , 188 
‘VDNKh' in Moscow, 21-2, 2I ill 

Victorianism and，工7一此， 42-3 ， 174 ，

丰18-工9 ， 3 18

ZOR estates, Warsaw, 104… 10 
see also Stalinist architecture 

Socialist Revolutionary Party, 
RlIssian ， 44工

Society for the Protection of Ancient 
Buildings, 361 

Sogoyan, F.M. , 469 
Solidarity trade lInion , 28 , 192，工93 ，

33 8, 497-500 
Solzhenitsyn, Alexandel了，丰59

Soros, George, Open Society 

Foundations, 387, 388 , 397 
Spanish Civil War, 487 
Spartacus movement, 444-5 
SPAT architects, 247 
Speer, Albert, 9, 5 王， 427

Spivachuk, V. A. , 282-3 , 284, 286 
sports and leisure facilities , 156, 187-8 
Spufford , Francis，王74
Stahn , Günter, 346-7, 353 
Stakhanovism，严>367

Stalin, Josef 
crimes of，丰， 8 ，工 12， 262， 263 ， 48 工，

488 , 489, 505-6 
despotic power of, 366 
且rst Five-Year Plan , 258 
grave in Kremlin Wall, 4巧
Great Terror, 262, 263 , 48 工， 489

Kirovsky district and，工66
mass deportations to 

Siberia, 488 
on Mayakovsky, 260 
Memorial Museum, Gori , 502, 

503-7, 504ill, 506ill 

memorials to, 4巧， 502 ， 503-7 ，

504ill, 506ill 
'Moscow Seven' and，丰13-19

prestige projects, 83 , 307, 308 
purge against Jewish Anti-Fascist 

Committee (195功， 475

purging of the ‘Right Opposition' 

(1929-30), 158 
speech at Lenin's graveside, 421 

statues of, 234, 50丰， 504-5
views on Poles, 104 

Stalinism 
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automatis l11 of, 112 
in Czechoslovakia, II2, 475 
巳mergence of (c.1929) , 18 
exporting of to Eastern Europe 

(after 1948) , 21 
‘ humanism' and Enlightenment 

heritage, 313 工4
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Nazi rule as vastly worse than , 

455 , 488 
post-war reconstruction and, 311 
power of bureaucratic ‘caste' ，工9 ，

25 , 26, 27-8 
repression in Baltic republics, 

488 , 489 
Show Trials and purges, 3月， 503

slave labour schemes，巧
suppression of ‘ the modern 

movement' , 3II , 314, 315 
τrotsky's analysis of, 18-19 

Stalinist architecture 
Ancient Egyptian comparisons, 25 , 

30 , 421 
Baroque and, 58-60, 591'11, 66 

Casa Scânteii, Bucharest, 
83-4, 87 

Ceau~escu and, 8 工， 85 ， 87 ， 88-90

in China, 514 
as craft-oriented, 18 
embrace of the historical city, 

6，工7-18

emergence of (c.1930) , 6 
factory-made housing and , 94 
fixation with immobility, 30 

at Gorky Avtozavod , 143-5 
on Kreschatyk in Kiev, 55 , 58-60, 

62，工03

Leningrad and , 269-70 
the microrayon and, 97, 103-12 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Kie飞 63

Modernism's reassertion, 6, 
30， 47-8 ， 53-5 ， 62 ， 7 工，

工09-10，工72

‘national in form, socialist in 
content' idea, 20-22, 84, II2一月，
工77-80，工9 1 ， 224一7 ， 279 ， 280-82，

3 王 3-I4， 430, 514-15 
neo~Gothic hig丛rise style, 44, 203 , 

204, 210-11, 218-19 
Nowa Huta, Krak6w, 103-4 

as Pap巳rny'旷Culture Two' , 30, 
272, 280 

as reaction to Modernism, 6 

Renaissance and, 17-18, 47, 58, 
67, 449 

revivals of in Moscow, 247-8 
‘shock-work' (piec巳 rates) and, 17, 

52 , 367 
spectacle ,and surface in, 21-2, 45 , 

66, 313 
Stalinallee (Karl-Marx-Allee ), East 

Berlin, 17, 49, 50-53 
stripping of under Khrushchev, 

62, 154 
Tverskaya (or Gorky Street, Ulica 
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